


This is the third volume in the major six-volume Commentary on Homer's Iliad
prepared under the General Editorship of Professor G. S. Kirk. It opens with two
introductory chapters: the first on Homeric diction (on which emphasis is main-
tained throughout the Commentary); the second on the contribution that compara-
tive studies have made to seeing the Homeric epics in sharper perspective. Like its
companion volumes, the Commentary deals with the cultural background of the
poem and with linguistic and thematic points. Dr Hainsworth confronts in an
intentionally even-handed manner the serious problems posed by the ninth, tenth,
and twelfth books of the Iliad, seeking by means of a succinct discussion and a brief
bibliography of recent contributions to furnish the user with a point of entry into
the often voluminous scholarship devoted to these questions. The Greek text is not
included.

This Commentary is an essential reference work for all students of Greek litera-
ture, and archaeologists and historians will also find that it contains material of
value to them.
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PREFACE

Students of Altertumswissenschaft everywhere owe much to the continuing
commitment of publishers, to the Fondazione Lorenzo Valla and the
Clarendon Press for a commentary on the Odyssey and to the Cambridge
University Press for undertaking at Geoffrey Kirk's instigation an even
grander commentary on the Iliad. A commentary on either poem of Homer,
unless it has a very narrow focus, must nowadays be the work of several
hands; such is the pressure of other duties in English-speaking lands on those
who would willingly devote all their time to the old poet. Though each of
the General Editor's collaborators has had a free hand and with it an
inescapable responsibility the commentary is in a sense a co-operative
venture. In detail Richard Janko, Nicholas Richardson and Mark Edwards
and of course the General Editor suggested many improvements and gener-
ously made their own work available to me, but in a deeper sense the
concept of an Iliadic commentary that shaped vols. i and n (see the outline
in vol. i xv-xxv) has shaped my own work. The same assumptions are made
about unity of conception, though I follow Danek in relieving Homer of
responsibility for book i o; about the broad integrity of the text, though the
easy accessibility of the scholia in Erbse's edition is a constant reminder how
much we take on trust; and about the profound influence of oral techniques
of composition on the linguistic and narrative style of the epic. These are
assumptions universally understood and therefore discountable if not in toto
universally accepted.

Nothing in format or conventions will surprise. One particular conven-
tion, however, is worth mention. Akhilleus and Hektor live in the mind of
every reader for whom the Iliad is a poem as well as a text, and expressions
of the kind 'Akhilleus says' or 'Hektor does' flow easily from the commenta-
tor's pen. Such expressions are shorthand for the cumbrous 'the poet rep-
resents his character Akhilleus saying, etc.', which it would be tedious to
repeat more frequently than is necessary to remind the reader that when
history becomes heroic poetry it becomes fiction. The Iliad relates events as
they were conceived and structured in the poet's mind; how that was done
it is the primary function of commentary to elucidate, while recognizing
that the completeness of the picture and sequence of events is subject to
fallibility, indifference, and the poet's own evaluation. The latter is the
province of narratology, an art too novel for its application to Homer yet
to have produced consensus; my debt on this front to de Jong will be

xiii



Preface

evident. Indebtedness to the thoughts and insights of others inevitably
weighs heavily on this commentary. It is lightened only by the thought that
bibliography is an inescapable problem for any late twentieth-century com-
mentator on a major classical text. It would be easy to compile a list of two
or three hundred items, in the manner of a doctoral thesis, or indeed twice
that number, but such a list is of little real help to the majority of users. The
bibliography that precedes the commentary is exactly what it is entitled, a
list of works cited frequently enough to justify the abbreviation of their
titles; it has no pretence to be exhaustive even as a list of indispensable
Homerica. In the commentary itself no attempt is made to cumulate sec-
ondary literature, but the work of Burkert, Chantraine, M. W. Edwards,
Fenik, Latacz, Meister, Redfield, Schein, and the contributors to Archaeo-
logia Homerica, to name the most obvious, has left its mark on every page.
References are made, not to cite a source, but to indicate where further
information beyond what is appropriate to a commentary may be found or
to provide a point of entry into always voluminous scholarship.

Finally thanks are due, for their patience as well as their labours, to the
officers of the Cambridge University Press and especially to their copy-
editor, the ever-vigilant Susan Moore.

J. B. H.
Bladon, Oxon., January 1991

xiv
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N O T E

I indicates the beginning or end of verses; occasionally it marks the caesura.
The abbreviation '(etc.)' when the frequency of a word or formula is cited
means that other grammatical terminations are included in the total. For
'Arn/A', 'Did/A', etc., see vol. 1 41-3.





INTRODUCTION

i. Formulas

The creation of the Iliad on the assumptions that underlie this commentary
is not easily described, for our knowledge of doi8f| is limited and, it must be
said, speculative. The Iliad, said Aristotle {Poetics ch. 23), was jiia upa^is
TroAuuepfjs; it had a unity but a great many parts. Aristotle admired the
unity, and he was quite right to do so. For an <5coi86s The Trojan War' was,
in crude terms, a bundle of stories: the rape of Helen, the gathering at
Aulis, the wrath of Akhilleus, the Amazons, the Aethiopians, the death of
Akhilleus, the suicide of Aias, the wooden horse, etc., each story a bundle
of incidents, duels between heroes, aristeiai, heroic deaths, raids, rescues,
quarrels, etc., and a vast apparatus of names and genealogies, and each
incident itself a bundle of themes or motifs. (See vol. 11 15-27.) In this form
much of the material would have been as familiar to his audience as it was
to the singer. What the singer could do, for which he commanded respect
and attention (cf. Od. 8.479-81, 17.518-20), was to turn impalpable
themes and motifs of arming, fighting, arriving, eating, or the like into
dactylic hexameter verse. He had a special language for the purpose (see
Vol. iv 8-19) and a special way of combining it into sentences.

Accounts of Homeric diction have usually attempted to describe, from a
synchronic standpoint, certain phenomena in the text. Methodologically,
no doubt, that was correct. It was the method of M. Parry's UEpithete
traditionnelle dans Homere (Paris 1928 = MHV 1-190), the seminal work of
this part of Homeric criticism. By extracting a sample of conspicuous diction
from the text, defined as expressions 'which are regularly used under the
same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea', Parry was able
to claim that it was virtually certain that almost all such expressions were
traditional pieces of diction. He called them 'formulas.' The term had been
used non-technically in Homeric studies for many years, but its choice,
though quite inevitable, seriously oversimplified conceptions of Homeric
composition when it was subsequently elevated into the key element of a
theory.1

1 (M//F270). D. L. Page put it more bluntly: 'there is a stock-in-trade, the vast number
of traditional formulas, to be learnt only by a long apprenticeship; and there is a technique,



Formulas

Parry's typical formulas were expressions like KUUCC KeAccivov (9.6) or |3of]V
dyaOos Aio|jf|8r|S (9-30? nouns or personal names with a perpetual ('orna-
mental') epithet. These served well for his primary argument. Such expres-
sions typically fall into sets: there will be an expression filling each of the
principal cola of the verse, especially those in its second half, and only
exceptionally will there be more than one expression for each colon. It must
be accepted that such a pervasive yet economical provision of metrical
diction is an aspect of the evolution of doi8f|. However, that sort of diction
is not the whole nor even a major part of what Homer sang, and when Parry
proposed (in HSCP 1930 = MHV 266ff.) as a model of Homeric composi-
tion (which he took to be oral composition in performance) one of formulas
falling into sentence-patterns, it was necessary to understand 'formula' in a
wider sense, as any sort of repeated word-group, and to presume the for-
mular status of expressions where it was not demonstrable. The model
implied that any verses composed in this way would contain very little
non-formular diction. Methodologically the distinctive feature of the Parry
model is that it assigns to the formula an absolute priority.

In its stark form such a model does not commend itself for aesthetic
reasons, being inimical to the freedom of thought and expression which the
poetry of Homer seems to exemplify; but it tackled an aspect of Homeric
diction that does not yield to normal critical methods and invited refine-
ment. Even for scholars who accepted its implications the model posed two
important problems: (1) how to integrate into the model of composition the
many expressions which were not formulas in the sense Parry had defined,
and (2) how to describe exactly what a formula is (as opposed to defining
a class of expressions in the text which the scholar wished to study). No
solution to either of these problems has yet been propounded to general
satisfaction.2

For a tradition of heroic narrative poetry that is long extinct how much
diction could be non-formular without invalidating the model cannot be
known, but the very nature of the Parry model stimulated attempts to
describe the formula in such a way as to embrace, it was hoped, material
that on a strict definition was not formular at all by showing that the
non-formular diction was similar to indisputable formulas. Hence the in-
vention of the 'formular phrase' and the 'formula by analogy'.3

the craft of using and adapting formulas and systems of formulas, to be acquired only by long
experience' (Page, Odyssey 139). This model is strongly criticized by Foley, Traditional Oral Epic
52-120.

2 See the discussion in Austin, Archery 14-26.
3 A. B. Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass., i960) 4 ('formular phrase'), J. A.

Notopoulos, AJP 83 (1962) 337-68 ('formula by analogy'). M. N. Nagler's 'pre-verbal
Gestalt', TAP A 98 (1967) 269-311, is the ultimate extension of this line of argument.
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So long as attention lingered on the noun-epithet expressions denoting
gods and heroes it did not matter much whether the formula was thought
of as a repetition in the text or as something in the composer's mind for
which repetition in the text was evidence. A 'formula by analogy', however,
unless it is adduced, implausibly, as an argument that the expression is an
under-represented formula, is implicitly an attempt to enter the poet's way
of thinking; he is thought to be creating new diction while retaining the
syntax and phrase-structure of the old. In the end these modifications,
which were designed to save Parry's model, so modified it as to turn it on
its head, making the structures, patterns, and other generative processes of
the poetical grammar primary and the formulas an incidental result of their
use.4

Understanding, as Aristarchus taught, begins from the text. Consider
then a few verses from the beginning of Phoinix' discourse at 9.4346°., verses
that express thoughts which are neither alien to the heroic world of the Iliad
nor, like scenes of battle, central to it. In such a passage, it is suggested, the
poet composed easily in the traditional style but composed, rather than
recreating some well-rehearsed episode.

et uev 8f| I voorov ye | UETOC 9peai, | 901811/ 'AxiAAeu,
|3dAAeai, I ouSe TI Trdjjnrrav | duuveiv | vrjuai Oofjai
Ttup eOeAeis dt8r|Aov, | frrel xo^°S I euTreae OUUCO,

7TC0S OCV 6TT81T* | OCTTO aeTo , | 91A0V TEKOS, | OtOOl AlTroi|iT|V 4 3 7

oTos; I croi 8e u' e-rreiJiTre 1 yepcov iTTTrr|AdTa TTrjAeus 438

fjuom TCO I 6 T 6 a ' EK OOiris I 'Ayaueuvovi TreuTre 439

vfjTTlOV, I OU TTCO 8 l860 ' | 6|iOUOU

ou8J dyopecov, | iva T ' dv8pes

Phoinix, as it happens, uses no hapax legomena. However, he uses a number
of phrases that do not recur and several words or tight word-groups both of
which singly fill a colon: VOOTOV ye, pdAAeoa, duuveiv, aoi 8e \x iTreuTre, ou8'
dyopecov. There is a strong enjambment between 437 and 438, which
throws the pathetic word olos into relief, and the main caesura of 439 is
overridden; elsewhere the phrases into which the sentences fall closely fol-
low the colonic structure of the hexameter. However it arrives upon the
singer's lips, what arrives is a minimal unit of composition shaped according
to the structure of the verse.

el uev 8f) (8x //., 7 x Od.): a formula, but not specifically a verse-formula.

4 This is in essence the position taken by M. N. Nagler TAP A 98 (1967) 269-311, Spontane-
ity 1-19. The generative processes described by Nagler are, so to speak, the low-level rules of
the poetical grammar.
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|j£Ta 9peai(v) ( n x //., 8x Od.), cf. svi 9. (28X //., 42X Od.): a pair of
functionally synonymous expressions differing only in the metrical
effect of the initial sound.

9ai8iu' 'AxiAAeu (4X //., 1 Od.): a formula with generic epithet, cf. 9.
'O8UC7C760 (5X Od.)).

vr|uai Oofjcn (7X //., 3X Od.): a short common-noun formula showing
typical characteristics, mobile between positions 1, 3, and 9, aug-
mented by preposition Trapd, noun and epithet separated, expanded
to vfjEcrari 0., word-association persisting in other differently shaped
cases; a metrical duplicate is attested - vnucriv sterns (1 x only).

Trup . . . dT8r|Aov: noun and epithet separated, cf. IT. d juxtaposed (2X // .) .

6TT81 xo^°S euTTEO-e Oujacp (3X II.): a half-verse formula.
iljnreae Ouuco (5X //., i x Od.): a member of a long series of expressions

made up of verb ( - u u ) + 0u|ico, and of a shorter series based on
SJJTTECTS (s. TreTprj, s. TTOVTCO).

91A0V T6KOS (11 x //., 4X Od.): a formular mode of address with variants
91A6 T6KVOV, T6KVOV 91A6 (-ov).

yepcov iTnrr|AdTa rfriAeus (4X // .): an archetypal formular expression,
i7rnT|AdTOc (an original vocative case) TTr|A6us expanded by yepcov, cf.
y. i. Oiveus, y. 1.

TCO OTE . . . (19X //., 3X Od.): the formular element of a sentence
pattern.

vf)7nov . . . (19X //., 5X Od.): a runover word, followed by explanatory
clause, a sentence-pattern.

ouoifou TToAejioio (6x //., 2X Od.): an ossified formula incorporating a
gloss.

ou5' dyopecov: 'recent' form of gen. pi. when out of its traditional pattern,
cf. OUT' dyopdcov |, Od. 4.818.

s: the localization is typical for a word of this shape.

From passages such as this it is evident that any theory seeking to explain
the relation of Homeric diction to Homeric composition must attempt to
integrate at least the following phenomena:

(i) A significant part of the vocabulary of the poem consists of hapax
legomena or uniquely occurring grammatical forms, and a large part
of its diction is not formular in a strict sense;
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(ii) many words and word-types, especially longer words, have a pre-
ferred location in the verse.

(iii) a majority of phrases, e.g. verb + object or noun + epithet, conform
to the basic cola of the verse (see Introduction to vol. i, 26-30);

(iv) many sentences conform, at least partially, to certain patterns: they
begin and end at certain points in the verse, they locate subject and
predicate at certain points, they overrun the verse-end and are
extended by participial, relative or other clauses;

(v) much diction represents the use of minimal statements, i.e. oft
repeated but very simple thoughts of the type 'strike with the spear',
'his limbs collapsed', or 'he seized the armour', which do not have
a fixed verbal expression;

(vi) the expression of such minimal statements makes frequent use of
synonymous or quasi-synonymous words;

(vii) many phrases relate to each other in that they share besides a
common structure common elements of vocabulary;

(viii) within the verse and sentence many phrases recur many times and
appear to exist as units (formulas);

(ix) many formulas, as it were as lexical units, may enter into phrase
and sentence patterns;

(x) many lines (constructed according to (ii), (iii), and (iv)), cou-
plets, and groups of lines appear to exist as autonomous units of
expression;

(xi) many formulas, especially noun + epithet formulas, incorporate a
contextually redundant element, e.g. a so-called epitheton ornans;

(xii) 'ornamental' epithets may be confined to certain heroes, objects, or
ideas, or may be applied to a range of nouns ('generic' epithets);

(xiii) some effort is expended to ensure that such sets of formulas are
extensive enough to fill the cola most frequently required;

(xiv) formulas for a given idea, where their attestation in the poem is
sufficient to reveal it, usually occur in such a way that enough and
only enough exist to fill certain popular cola and combinations of cola
in the verse;

(xv) some expressions appear to be derivative from formulas;
(xvi) formulas agglomerate over limited areas of text;

(xvii) formulas become obsolete and are reinterpreted or replaced.

These aspects of Homeric diction are briefly discussed in the numbered
sections below.

How the apprentice doi86s learned his diction, what he learned, and in
which order can only be guessed at. No doubt it was unsystematic. Logi-
cally priority goes to the bringing together of verse-cola, sentence patterns,
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and basic ideas of heroic poetry (iii, iv, and v above). We may call these
the high-level rules of the poetical grammar. The basic ideas then give rise
to repeated forms of expression - and a problem. It is convenient for many
purposes to define a formula, in the first instance, as an expression repeated
in a text. Nothing more is required, for example, for examining the exten-
sion and economy of groups of name-epithet formulas. Yet the objectivity
of this definition is illusory. Most discussions of formular usage sooner or
later use the repetition of the phrase as evidence for 'formula' in the sense
of a word-group that exists before it is employed in the same way as a
word exists. A formula in this sense must always represent a leap in the dark,
into the poet's mind. The leap is justified by the illumination shed on the
way in which Homeric language is organized and functions. The formular
link, which may be strong or weak, between words may arise by mere force
of repetition or by the convenience or serendipity of the expression, or it
may be acquired by the apprentice poet as an already existing unit of
speech.

This conclusion introduces a diachronic dimension into the nature of
Homeric diction, If formulas existed as such for, it may be, many genera-
tions before Homer, then a formula has a history. The phrase is repeated
and becomes a formula because it is useful and also because it is at the time
an effective expression. But the ability of successive &01S01 to adapt such
formulas to the insensible evolution of language and a fortiori to changes in
the basic dialect of their art was limited: formulas could become unmetrical,
unintelligible, or merely mechanical associations of words - cliches in the
strict sense. Inertia is the principal reason for keeping such expressions,
though in moderation 'glosses' (unintelligible words) may add a 'heroic'
colour to the diction: her epithet SaaTrA-qTis adds a special kind of terror to
the 'Epivus. At a given time, therefore, e.g. when the Iliad was composed,
'formulas' - if that is the right word - at every stage of their history from
the first tentative repetition of a pleasing word-group to the mechanical
reproduction of an unintelligible gloss will be found. We are fortunate if we
can suggest the stages reached and the processes involved.

(i) Hapax legomena

A true hapax legomenon seems to present a special problem for those who
believe that the techniques of composition used in the Homeric poems are
mainly those of oral poetry. The techniques of oral poetry are generic and
formular, the hapax legomenon by definition is not. It may not even bear any
relation of sound, sense, or form to the formular part of the diction, and it
would be gratuitous and implausible to claim that more than a handful
make their sole appearances by chance. On the contrary, hapax legomena,
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being an aspect of the vitality of the Kunstsprache, and of the willingness of
doiSoi to experiment with their lexicon, must be accommodated in any
satisfactory account of Homeric diction.5 Here then the question is how
hapax legomena can be deployed in a sentence otherwise made up of formular
elements by a composer who relies heavily on such elements. When it is put
in that way the problem posed by a hapax legomenon for the singer is not
radically different from that posed by an otherwise unused grammatical
form of a regular part of his lexicon. The unique grammatical form will
indeed bring with it the verbal associations of the regular forms, but since
the associated words and phrases would be built around the particular
metrical shape of the regular forms they are likely to be as much a hindrance
as a help in handling the unusual form.

The scale of the problem presented by true hapax legomena and by many
uniquely occurring grammatical forms is quite serious. The printed text
of the Iliad is made up of some 111,500 words, i.e. segments of text marked
off by verse-ends or spaces, or about 63,000 if particles, pronouns, and
prepositions are ignored. Many of these 'words' are repeated, but about
11,000, or more than one in six, are found once only. About 2,000 of them
according to M. Pope are true hapaxes, lexical items occurring just once in
the poem.6

(ii) Localization

The Homeric verse is traditionally described by its outer metric as a
sequence of six dactylic feet with catalexis and optional substitution of —
for u u . The colometric studies initiated by H. Frankel in 1926 describe the
verse by its inner metric as a sequence of cola. The interrelations of cola (see
vol. 1 18-23) a r e a s supple as the alternations of spondees and dactyls in the
traditional description and have this advantage, that it is shown how verbal
units of composition 'come naturally to make the sentence and the verse'.
The doi86s does not fit words into a schema; his units of thought present
themselves to him as, or as part of, a colon located in a specific part of the

5 See M. M. Kumpf, Four Indices of the Homeric Hapax Legomena (Hildesheim 1984) for
statistics, N. J. Richardson in Bremer, HBOP 165-84, for argument, Edwards, vol. v 53-5.
Edwards concludes his discussion of hapax legomena with these words: '[Homer] was also
completely at ease in employing in his verse words which are not only non-formular but which
must be considered (on our limited evidence) foreign to the usual epic vocabulary.' M. Pope,
^0,35 (J9^5) I-8> draws attention to new coinages in Homer.

6 'Word' is used here as a publisher might speak of a 'book of 80,000 words'. The com-
poser's vocabulary or lexicon of course is very much shorter: syxos is one entry in the lexicon
but supplies 205 'words' to the text of the Iliad. Statistics are mine. I am indebted to the Revd
A. Q. Morton, formerly of the University of Edinburgh, for making available to me computer-
ized word-lists and indices.
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verse.7 The units need not be formulas. //. 1.4, for example, contains no
formulas (= repeated phrases), yet falls easily into the characteristic cola of
the hexameter:

fjpcocov I auTous 8E | eAcopia | TEUXS KUVSCTCTIV8

For a minority of verses in the Iliad the poet has used no resources
more arcane than these, for example Diomedes' opening words in reply to
Agamemnon in book 9 (verse 32):

'ATp£t8r|, cjoi TTpcoTa uaxTjo-oucu &9pa5eov*n

The verse practically composes itself. 'ATpeT8ri is put in the initial position
in 32 of its 35 occurrences in the Iliad, and uccxricTouai immediately after the
caesura in all of its 5 occurrences. That conforms to the normal practice
for words of their respective shapes. &9pa86OVTi is a unique form in the Iliad,
but forms shaped - u u - u normally fall at the verse-end. TrpcoTOt may be
thought a priori to be a free form, but no less than 29 of its 35 occurrences
are in the third foot.9

Localization often applies to the word group rather than the single word.
Formulas indeed show an enhanced tendency towards localization resulting
from their use in patterns of sentence construction (see §iv).10 The unex-
pected locations of the words in the clumsy formula is £' daaiiivOous pdvTes
(10.576) in the first half of the verse are comprehensible only if the expres-
sion is understood as a block - without the verb and preposition cco-auivOous
goes to the verse-end, where it belongs. Formulas are prominent in the
second half of the verse where the metrical pattern is stricter and draw
words out of the positions which in isolation they would naturally occupy.
Strings of particles gravitate towards the beginning of the verse; preposi-
tions and shorter adjectives must always be taken with their nouns: the
measure - u u - , if augmented, moves to the second half of the verse:
&Xvuuevos in first-second, &xvuuev6s 7rep in fifth-sixth, and KCCI &xvuuevos
-rrep in third-fifth foot.

Localization is thus a primary resource for the singer. It is not pure gain,
however, for it may happen occasionally that the singer's thought seeks

7 H. Frankel, 'Der kallimachische und der homerische Hexameter', GGN (Phil.-hist. Kl.)
1926, 197-229 (= Wege und Formen friihgriechischen Denkens (Munich i960, with revisions)
100-56). For a historical sketch of subsequent scholarship see Foley, Traditional Oral Epic
74-84, or M. W. Edwards, Oral Tradition 1 (1986) 174-80.

8 Cf. Edwards on 17.605 "ExTOpa 5' 'ISoueveus UST& AffiTov opurjOevTCc: 'A verse including
three proper names in different syntactical relationships to the same sentence must be rare;
but the metrical shapes of all three make the cola very easy to handle.'

9 E. G. O'Neill Jr, TCS 8 (1942) 105-78, provides the essential statistics of localization
(after correction from his Table 29 for natural quantity at the verse-end), updated by J. R. S.
Beekes, Glotta 50 (1972) 1-10.

10 Here as elsewhere the general statement may conceal idiosyncratic behaviour on the part
of some formulas, see Hainsworth, Flexibility 50, 54.
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expression in words and phrases that would naturally fall in the same place.
If the diction is kept one expression must be displaced by the other into an
unexpected position: OOTO KpaTEpf̂ s uauivris by OCTCTE 9aeivcb, 16.645; T °SE

uaKpdv 6EA6cop by EKTETEAEOTOCI, Od. 23.54; irapa T&9pov opvKTTjv by TEIXEOS
IKTOS, 9.67, 20.49. The results are not the most elegant of verses (see also
§xv). A complicated example is OCTCTE KEAaivf] vu£ EKdAuvyE (5.310 = 11.356):
both 6<7(7£ KaAuvfE and vu£ EKOCAUV̂E are formular; KEAOCIVTI, only here with
vu£, appears to be inspired by another rearranged pair of formulas, vu£
£p£(3Ewf| and vu£ EKdAuyE > EpE(3Evvfi vu£ EKdAuyE (3X ).

The relation between metrical units and sense units is complex and,
except in the case of enjambment,11 has not been exhaustively explored.
The cola of the verse may not define the syntactical units of the sentence,
but syntactical units often coincide with cola. For present purposes it should
be noted that the cola in the second half of the verse are frequently merged
or their separation reduced to mere word-division: £piy8ouTros TTOCTIS "Hprjs,
ITTECC TTTEpoEVTa TrpooT|u5a. However, should the division of the cola coin-
cide with the bucolic diaeresis, the handling of diction may be strongly
affected. A phrase may terminate, or be continued to verse-end: obx^now
6' dvd Scoua Aios OEOI (oupavicovEs), 'AxpEiSris 6' dv' ouiAov E901TOC (Or|pi
EOIKCOS). Epithets that fall between the caesura and the diaeresis are com-
monly generic and may not be juxtaposed with their noun: 8oupiKAuTos,
AEUKCOAEVOS, Ait 91A0S; but noun-epithet formulas that fall between the
middle of the fourth foot and the verse-end regularly have special epithets:
TroAO|ir|Tis 'O8uc7(7£us, etc.

(iii) Phrase patterns

Localization of single words, it is evident a posteriori, is a resource whose
potential is soon overtaken by more immediately useful linguistic habits.
Words are not used alone but in phrases and sentences. Provided that
phrases - any phrases, whether wholly new or wholly ossified - fall into an
appropriate rhythm, they slip into place in the hexameter in the same way
as a single word of the same shape.

Phrases have their internal patterns. In Iliad 1.1 the patronymic
TTr|Ar|id5EGO + 'AxiAfps with single -A- has a congener in AotEpTidSECO
'OSuo-qos with -CT-; in 1.2 the phrase dAyE* EOT|KE (which actually recurs at
22.422) is one out of many 'object — u + verb u —x' phrases, e.g. in
Agamemnon's aristeia (n.91-263) f]Top dTrnupcc, 9T|y6v IKOVTO, UOOOV
Evio"TT£s, Aaov dvcoxOi, TioAAd 6s E8COKE, XIAI' UTTECTTT|.

Such patterns in the shaping of phrases are formular in the sense of being

11 For enjambment see the monograph of Higbie, Measure and Music. She discusses competi-
tion for localization on pp. 173-80.
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fixed and repetitious, but that label must not be affixed to the words
themselves that are patterned; any metrically suitable words - common,
rare, or ad hoc inventions - may enter the pattern. For the same reason the
singer is not dependent on formulas in the strict sense even in areas where
such formulas are conspicuous. He uses the name 'AyiKX&JS with an epithet
92 times in the Iliad and 68 times without one, but since more of the quali-
fied occurrences of 'AXIAAEUS enter into long complex formulas than the
unqualified occurrences enter into formulas of any sort, it is right to con-
clude that the poet is just as happy using the name tout court as in a
name-epithet formula.

Examples of phrase patterns: neuter adjective + oriel giving - u u :
doK8A6s/da9aAes/6mi8V8s/vcoAH|i6s/o>uv8X6S ociei, etc.; a form in -61 + postposi-
tion irpo: oupavoOi Trpo, 'IAIOOI Trpo, fjcodi upo; monosyllabic noun preceded
by an epithet — u u —: elAiiroSas |3o0s, xa^K0PaT^S 5co, KUS&AIUOV KT)p,
&K&uaTOV Trup, etc.; nouns or adjectives linked by repeated TE and placed
at the verse-end: ueyoc TE 8EIVOV TE, xspaiv TE TTOCTIV TE, KAiaias TE VECCS TE,

etc.; noun + preposition + epithet filling the first half: vqas ETTI yAacpup&s,
XEipos OCTTO <TTi|3apfjs, dorri8' EVI KpaTEpfj, etc. (note the importance of the
two initial consonants of the epithet) .12

Phrase patterns are naturally thought of as short, but intriguing longer
examples are found: e.g. "Eicropd T' d|i<pi [xiyav KOU dnuuova TTouAuSdiJiavTa
(11.57), NEoropa T' duqn UEyav KOCI dpffiov 'ISouEvqa (11.501). It should be
noted that the two occurrences are in close proximity (see §xvi).

How far patterns beyond those of syntax help to form phrases is a more
impalpable subject. Quasi-homonyms, such as 5f)uos and 6r)|i6s, interact:
Triova 5-qiJiov - Triova 5r]|icp; but that is obviously a very limited resource.
Examples of assonance that are certain are also rare: fj<pi fMrjcpi, 6V6E

86UOV8E. Parry noted the repeated vowel sequence in 0fjAus dOTTj - r|50s
duTuf), to which add fjTTUTa Kf̂ pû ; D. G. Miller has drawn attention to
several similar assonances.13 But exceptions are numerous. A pleasing sound
is perhaps a reason for keeping an expression rather than a template for its
creation.

(iv) Sentence patterns

Parry's examination of name-epithet formulas included a succinct discus-
sion how the formulas were worked into sentences, predominantly by the
localization of a verb or verb-object group before the verse-end formula

12 J. A. Russo, TCS 20 (1966) 219-40, lists thirty examples of phrase patterns (called by him
'structural formulas'). Other examples are cited in vol. 1 26-30, in Edwards, TAP A 97 (1966)
115-79, a n d for the last colon S. E. Bassett, TAP A 36 {1905) 111-24.

13 D. G. Miller, Homer and the Ionic Epic Tradition (Innsbruck 1982) 57-69.
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(MHV 42-55). Localization steers a word to a particular part of the verse;
the sentence pattern simultaneously builds it into the expression of a com-
plete thought.

The opening verses of book 1 illustrate points ii-iv:

Mf̂ viv aei5e, 6ea, | ITnAr|'ia8Eco 'A
oOAoueVnv, | f\ laupi' | 'AxcuoTs | aAys' e6r|Ke

There is an unusual break in the second foot of the first verse of //. 1;
otherwise the phrases into which the sentence falls fill the cola (marked
by |) into which the normal verse falls. Light enjambment, with completion
of the clause in the first or second foot of the second verse, is characteristic
of the Homeric sentence (seven instances, for example, in the first twenty
verses of book 11).

nr|Ar|id8£co 'AxiAfps occurs 6 x , by virtual necessity always between cae-
sura and verse-end, in each case preceded by the noun on which the genitive
depends. Similar name-epithet formulas in the genitive case are used in the
same way (MHV 61). It is a trite summary of these data to describe the
pattern of the clause as noun . . . + noun-epithet formula in the genitive
case at the verse-end. Does the summary describe a reality or a mere
accident? The reality of a pattern in the use of the relatively infrequent
genitive case is borne out by the data cited by Parry for the use of name-
epithet formulas in the nominative case, where, of course, it is the verb that
precedes the formula. In these clause-patterns any noun-phrase and any verb
of suitable shape may be combined. The clause will come more naturally
together if the noun or verb is a common one, but all that is required is the
appropriate metrics. In the syntagma (verb u - u u ) + (name-epithet sub-
ject expression - u u - x ) in the second half most verbs and expressions are
quite usual and doubtless came together without much effort on the com-
poser's part, but E91A0CTO rfaAAds 'A0f|vr|, 5.61, happens to be unique. Only
in that verse, in the Iliad, does flaAAds 'A0f|vr| enter this clause-pattern and
the augmented first aorist form ecpiAorro is unique in Homer. But icpiAorro
occupies not only the position of the verb in this clause-pattern but also the
slot reserved in the verse for words of shape u - u u .

The sentence of 1.1-2 is formally completed within the first verse but
is extended with progressive enjambment by the addition of an epithet,
ouAoueVnv, which in its turn is explicated by a relative clause. This type of
sentence structure has many parallels, e.g. Zeus • • • I CTXETAIOS, 6S . . . , 9.19;
yuvaiKocs . . . | Aeo"|M8as, as . . . , 9.129; pouAfjs . •. | K6p5aAgr|s, f\ TIS KEV
IpuaaeTai f|Se aacoaei, 10.43-4.

The most important clause and sentence boundary is the verse-end, for
about two out of five Homeric verses are unenjambed; subsidiary bound-
aries coincide with those of the metrical cola. In the middle or second half

11
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of the verse, sentence boundary may have a serious effect on what follows.
The last two feet can accommodate only the shortest clauses or sentences if
necessary enjambment is not to ensue. Short sentences in that position,
however, are not infrequent: fj TI uaAa XP60*5? ouc>£ \xs TTEICTEI, ?)PX£ 5'
'O6uacj6us, ei TTOT' ITJV ye. Strings of particles and pronouns effectively
postponing the beginning of the following sentence to the beginning of the
next verse are also common, e.g. the notorious ocuT&p ITTEITCC, but also (in
book 9) &AA' ITI KCCI vOv, ei 8E KEV CCOTE, O9pa as piaAAov, cos *al eyco TTJV, O08'

av IV aC/Tis, aAAa TTOAU irpiv, Trap 8* apa Kai TCO, &AA' ETI |jaAAov, OTTTTOTE

KEV uiv. In spite of the necessary enjambment that is entailed the singer finds
it easy to bring back an important word from the following sentence into
the last colon: aCrrap 'AxaioOs, av 8' 'Ayaueuvcov, OCVTI vu TTOAACOV, O08E TI

liflXOS. A longer sentence filling the whole second half is sometimes used to
complement the thought of what precedes: TOO yap Kpcnros ECTTI UEyiorov,
auv yap OECO siAfjAouOpiEv, au yap (3aaiAEUTOT6s laai, TO yap yspas ECTTI
yEpOVTCOV.

(v) Minimal statements

In principle the apparatus outlined in §§ii-iv would enable an cxoi86s to sing
what no &0180S had sung before, but it is obvious that he was not put under
such pressure continuously. What he sang was to a large extent thematically
determined, and because his thoughts were similar so was his language. In
such circumstances it was inevitable that much of his diction through its
convenience or through sheer repetition hardened into formulas. 'Formula',
it must here be stressed, is not an absolute term. In Homeric diction there
is a gradient of linguistic similarity among the expressions we read in the
text, and even when similarity has become identity there are degrees in the
coherence of the formular group. One begins therefore with what may be
called 'minimal statements', events or actions given expression by a single
verb with its subject, object, or other complement.

The realization even of a simple idea may cut across grammatical cat-
egories: 'share' + 'honour' appears as (6|ioir|s) EWiopE Tiu-qs, Tiuffc £|juopoi
eicxi, and f|ui<ru UEipEO Tiuffo but the reader's attention is more likely to be
caught where the syntax of the expressions is constant. The effect of a
wound in the Iliad is usually instantaneous. The victim collapses; his limbs,
knees, might, heart, or soul are undone (AuEcrOai). The idea may be put very
simply: XOTO youvaT(a), AUVTO 8E yuTa, AEAUVTO 8E yuia, AuOr) IJEVOS, |3ir|
AEM/TOI, and in the active voice AUE yuTa, AOCTE 8E yuTa, AOCTE IJEVOS, AOCTEV 8E

|i£vos, youvaT* EAUCTE. The nouns may be combined: AUTO youvorra Kai 91A0V
fJTop, Au0r| yuxTl TE UEVOS TE. Epithets or prepositions may expand the
simple phrase: quAa yuTa AEAUVTOI, AUOEV 8S OTTO yvTa, AUOEV 8' OTTO 9ai8iua
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yuioc, OTTO yuioc AEAUVTCCI, OTTEAUVTO 8E yuia, OTTO youvcrr' IAVCJE, UTreXuae 8E

yuia, OTTEAUCTE UEVOS Kai 9ai8i|aa yuia.
The spirit departs and the victim dies: AITTE 8' OCT-TECC Ov/uos, Am' OOTECC

duuos dyr)vcop, AITTT) AEOK' OCTTEOC OUUOS, AITTTI yuxil TE Kai aicbv.

A corpse must not be abandoned to the enemy; it must be seized by the
most convenient limb and pulled out of their reach: TTO86S IAKE, IAKE TTO86S
(IK TTO86S IAK' 11.398 is different), (O9') IAKE 7TO8OTIV, Aa(3cov TTO86S

(Î EpOaaCTKE/fiKE), TTO8COV Adĵ E, TTo8cOV IACC^E, EXEV TTo86s.14

Dexterous handling of language such as this relies on the singer's copia
verborum combined with the resources of the Kunstsprache in declension,
conjugation, and word-formation, together with a few transformational
rules. So the poet will say (AUTO etc.) youvccT(a) in place of yuia where
metre requires it (but by the rule of economy (§xiv) not youvoc, which
has no metrical utility beside yuia) . youvcrra, 'knees', and yvia, 'limbs',
are not synonymous but may replace each other in the expression of this
thought. 'He trembled', however, is always expressed by yulcc: OTTO T '

yvia, Tpouos lAAa^E yuia. Now from the AUTO youvorra and AITTE
series a transformational rule may be extracted: u u - u u - u >

u u - u u - u u - u by the addition of an epithet in the fourth or fifth foot:
hence we may predict (and find, 8.452) Tpouos lAAâ E 9af8iua yuia.

The epithets add emotional colour to such expressions but as descriptions
they tell us nothing that we did not know already; they exemplify the
amplitude of the epic style (§xi).

(vi) Synonyms

The epic diction is fertile in synonyms. When Dionysius Thrax defined
synonymy as ovvcbvvuov EOTI TO EV 8ioc9opois ovoucccri TO OOTO 8rjAo0v, oTov
dop £i9os udxocipoc cjTrdOri 9doyccvov {Gram. Gr. p. 36.5(7)) he took his
examples, or most of them, from Homer. Perhaps he did not take TO CCVTO

8r|Ao0v too literally; Seleucus Homericus (F.H.G. in 500) wrote a book
paradoxically entitled FTEpi TT\S EV auvcovuuois 8iot90pas, and that represents
the attitude of the Homeric scholia too. As a heuristic principle it is doubt-
less the better course to assume that even where words designate the same
object they differ in their overtones; their focus - and therefore the contexts
in which they are most appropriate - may differ, or they may say something
of the speaker's state of mind or of his intention, or they may separate levels
of style.

Agamemnon took a 'sword' (̂ upos, n.29) but it was with his 'hanger'

14 For other examples see 10.154-411. (XCCAKOS + AcxMiTEiv/XApiTrecyOai), 13.471-511. (xcopcplv
O!OTT6ACO), 19.61-211. (686^ IXov oOSas).
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(ocop < deipco; for 'hanger' = sword see MED s.v.) that he slew Iphidamas
at 11.240. The technical point of these two synonyms is precise; the one has
initial consonant, the other initial vowel, cf. KTJ8OS - ccAyos, K08OS - eOxos,
uoTpa - alaa, ycua - aTa, TTAOUTOS - 6A(3os, 9covf| - aO6f), 9COTOC - av8pa,
KUTTEAAOV - aAeiaov, ouuonra - 90(60, TEOXECC - EVTECC, FTriAetSris - AiaKi8r|s,
KuAAo7To6icov - 'Au9iyuf|eis, eyx^os aixiir) - 8oupos OKCOKTI, &Kaxrmevos fJTop
- TeTirjuevos fj., evi 9pEcri - UETOC 9., etc. See also §13 below. The same
alternation appears in adjectives, though the decorative nature of many
epithets means that the need for synonyms is not so exigent: epeuvos -
KeAaivos, TJOKOUOS - KCCAAIKOUOS, dyccKAuTOS - TTEPIKAUTOS. Several of these
pairs combine words that are common at all stages in the evolution of the
Greek language with words that are restricted to the archaic epic (and its
derivative genres). It cannot be shown, but it is surely likely, that many of
these words were obsolete in the vernaculars of Homeric times. If so, their
use in the epic would be recognized as characteristic of epic style, but it is
doubtful if the singer sought them out for that reason. Simply as part of the
poetical grammar the archaic synonyms would occur often enough by
random effects to give the diction its other-worldly feeling.

When the words cited in the preceding paragraph enter into formulas
their synonymy serves the purpose of extending the formular system and
filling cola that would be impossible with the primary term alone (cf.
§xiii).15 Thus 66pu uocKpov u u - u , 66pu UEIAIVOV U U - U U , but \6iKKs0v
lyxos - u u - u , and ccixpnf) xa^Kefr| • There is a difference be-
tween the weapon as a whole or any part of it (lyxos), the shaft (86pv), and
the head (crixuil), but the difference is hardly visible in use. Moreover, this
rather loose and extensive system has permitted the emergence of 86pu
XOCAKEOV and udAivov iyxos, expressions in which the narrow sense of the
primary formulas has been inverted. The oft-quoted series Tronrpis dpovpcc,
7rccTpi8a yalav, TTCCTpi8os airis, TrcrrpiBi yairj shows the effect of the final
colon on phrase formation, for the different grammatical cases enter into
quite different sentence patterns.

Other examples: TCCXUV !6v but TriKpov oiorov; (JieOu f)80 but olvov
ipuOpov; dAcc 8Iav, but eupea TTOVTOV; OOOV apua but TrepiKCcAAea 8i9pov;
laeya (p)doTU but TTOAIV eupu&yuiav - the device is conspicuous where
short noun-verb expressions are required; x&v &xAuv but fiepa x^£ and

Synonyms are essential for formular doublets of the 'make war and do
battle' type, a numerous class (see §ix).

Overlapping the poet's use of synonyms is his use of indirect reference.

15 The most extensive study is H. A. Paraskevaides, The Use of Synonyms in Homeric Formulaic
Diction (Amsterdam 1984).
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This may be stylistic variatio, e.g. to avoid the repetition of a noun in the
same or adjacent sentences: thus vr|A£i XOCAKCO beside 8oupi 9CCEIVC0, and 6££i
XCCAKCO beside O^EI 8oupi. The general word, however, may serve for the
specific term where the latter is metrically impossible; thus vcopOTri and
cciOoTTi x«^cp (but not vnAei X0^1^) refer t o a helmet and supply an
important dative formula which would be impossible with the specific
nouns (Kopus, KUVETJ, TTT\\T)§, TpU9dA£icc).

(vii) Substitution

It is sometimes obvious that the singer will take a phrase and change a single
word in it: TO (6) ydp yepccs tori yepovTcov/OocvovTCOv, y£yr|0E Se TE 9p£va
7roi|if)v/Ar|Tcb, |ieya Trfjua/xdpiia TTOATJI TE iravTi TE 8f|ucp; CTXCTXIO! lore,
06Oi, 6r|Xfmov6s/̂ r|Af||iov6S (see 24.33^) is almost at the level of a pun. At
12.404 the poet, describing the course of a spear, sang Aias 8* d<J7Ti8a VU£EV

ETT&AUSVOS* OOSE 8i&7rpo . . . ; a similar verse occurs at 7.260, but with fj 8e
8i&Trpo; even more remarkable is the substitution at. Od. 8.322 fjAOe . . . fjAO*
. . . for f)8e . . . f)8' at //. 20.34 in a series of divine names. Or one verse may
seem to act as a template for another: OCTTO 8' EAKEOS dpyaAEoio | educe usXav
KEXdpû E* voos y£ |i£v EPI7TE8OS f)£v 11.812-13 = 16.528-9 to UEAOCV, then . . .
TEpar|V£# |i£vos 8E oi lu^aAE Ouiico; Ê ET* ETTEIT' cVn-dvEuOE VECOV 1.48 = Od.
6.236 with Kicov for VECOV and consequently a quite different syntax.

Though striking evidence for the basic orality of the Homeric style these
are atypical examples and hardly justify a place among the resources of
doi8r|. Better instances of substitution as a technical device in a wider but
still restricted area are provided by the whole-verse formulas that introduce
speeches and resume the narrative after them: TOV/TTIV 8J THJEIPET* ETTEITOC

with twenty-seven different (and interchangeable) subjects, T6V/TT|V 8S

OCOTE TTpocTEEiTTE with twenty-two subjects, TOV/TT)V/TOUS 8' dTrccuEi|36|JEVos
7rpocTE9r| with nine subjects (see MHV 10-16).

Substitution, exemplified by a series of expressions with one term in
common, creates 'formulas by analogy': Ouuos, localized in the fifth foot, is
the subject of eight different verbs scanned u — x, and of seven verbs
scanned - u u when placed at the verse-end. In both cases there is a
strongly formular member of the set which may be regarded as the starting-
point of the series: 8VJU6S ocvcoyE etc. (13X) and T̂OEAE 0UU6S (9X). The
singer, familiar, let us say, with duuos dvcoyE creates, say, Ouuos idvOn by
substituting the word he requires. The nearer the phrases in sense the more
obvious it is that a closer relationship exists than that implied by the
common phrase pattern: SATO X 0 ^ ^ generates SATO Oupcĉ E with a simi-
larly formed adverb. EKJ3OCAE and EKTTECTE are the active and passive expres-
sions of the same thought: EKPOCAE/EKTTECTE 8i9pou, EKPOCAE/EKTTECTE Xeipos, cf.
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TTOVTCO, £UpccA£/£|iTrE(TE Ovuco; the middle voice E|i(3dAETO can-
not be substituted, hence EVOETO/IVOEO Oupico.

Some uses of the generic epithet (§xii) may be classed as substitutions.

(viii) Formulas proper

Sections ii-vii sought to exemplify some aspects of the traditional poetic
grammar that informs the language of the Iliad. At that level, the basic
level, the tradition of doi8r| was a tradition of habits, techniques, minuscule
themes, and associations of words and thoughts rather than fixed phrases.
doi5oi were masters of a special form of language, not jugglers of formulas.16

Nevertheless the Iliad is stuffed with expressions that occur so frequently as
to leave no doubt that they were formulas (cf. vol. i 29-30), that is, groups
of words that existed as groups before their utterance in the same way as a
single word exists. Almost all reflect the linguistic habits that underlie the
diction generally and became formulas as a result of repeated re-creation in
accordance with those habits. In so far as this process is still going on in the
Iliad 'formulicity' (A. B. Lord's term) is a matter of degree; the group of
words that comes together each time they are used progressively coalesces
into the word group that exists prior to its use. At that stage the formula has
become a device for verbalizing a given thought in metrical form, a part of
the singer's vocabulary \ and just as words - most words - enter all manner of
sentences and are grammatically modified accordingly, so formulas once
formed are potentially subject to the same accidents (see §xv).

In a well developed tradition of heroic poetry many formulas, perhaps
the majority, were acquired as formulas by each generation of singers. In
some classes of formulas, nouns or personal names with decorative epithet,
that is virtually certain (see §xiv). At 24.794, however, occurs (KOCTEI|3ETO)
8&Kpu irapEicov, at Od. 4.198 and 223 ((3CCAEEIV, etc.) 8&Kpu irapEicov. It may
be that Od. 4.223 echoes 198, but the structure of the clauses, the location
of the words, and the absence of any related expressions suggest that the
appearance of the word-group in both epics is the result of the ubiquity of
tears.

It is different with the expression ayxi Trapaords (4X //., 3X Od.).
The greater frequency is encouraging but not conclusive, for 'standing
nearby' is typical behaviour of comrades. However, the coherence of dyxi
and TTOtpiorauai persists in other parts of the verb: ocyx1 "irapferrn, ocyx1

TrapiaTOCTo, ayxi TrapioTauEVn; and lastly there is a variant ayxi 5' apa
ends, modified to take the connective, which seems to imply the prior
existence of ayxi Trocpaords.

16 J. M. Foley, Traditional Oral Epic 155-7. Cf. Cicero, Orator 200.
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The utility of formulas in an oral tradition is obvious, and published
analyses of portions of the Homeric poems show high densities.17 Early
investigators, we can now see, tended to identify the inventory of formulas
as the singer's primary resource and to exaggerate the control they exercised
over his thought. 'He must have for his use word groups all made to fit his
verse and tell what he has to tell' (Parry, MHV 270). Further research
established the equal importance of having for his use the factors adduced
in §§ii-vii and has questioned the controlling role of formulas. The key
words, the nucleus of the sentence, have priority in localization; formulas
accommodate to the length and shape of the hexameter what the poet
wishes to say, and may be peripheral to the central thought.18 Formulas
thus often embody redundant elements and may themselves be dispensable
complements to the nucleus of the sentence, like d£ei 8oupi in such a sen-
tence as 'A slew B with his sharp spear': 5e6aiyuevos 6§£i XOCAKCO, 19.211 in the
second half, but 6e5aiy|jevos tout court in the same position, 19.203 and
19.319. The effect of the break between the cola is evident (cf. §ii ad Jin.).

Very frequent formulas, those occurring, say, more than ten times, are
not numerous and often owe their frequency to special circumstances, e.g.
name-epithet formulas in the introductions to direct speech. Many occur
only two or three times. That may be due to chance, or to the fact that the
expression is still in the process of becoming a formula. But low frequencies
raise the possibility that some genuine formulas appear in our texts only
once. The ground is firm enough when an expression that occurs once in
the Iliad recurs elsewhere in the early hexameter corpus. Such an expression
either was not needed by the poet of the Iliad or was not near the surface of
his mind: cci|jiaTi KCC! AOOpco TreTraAayiaevov (6.268, 2X Od.); 8i' alOepos
drrpuyEToio (17.425, ix HyDem, ix Hesiod); ÔCVOT) Ar|uf|Tr|p (5.500,
HyDem. 302); TeAea^opov ds SVICCVTOV (19.32, 4X Od., 1 x Hesiod); fjyfjTopa
Aacbv (20.383, ix HyDem, 3X Hesiod); Ool(3os <5cK6pcx£K6pir|s (20.39, ix
HyAp, 2X Hesiod).

For various reasons expressions that are unique in the whole corpus of
early hexameter verse have been called formulas: veo6r|Aea TToirjv (14.347-
8, see n.), because it is brother to epiOrjAecc *rroir|V in HyHerm; KeAaivfj AaiAonri
Taos (11.747), brother to speuvfj A. T. (2X ). There are other ways, however,
to explain the genesis of these expressions.

There is a negative side to the use of formulas. They are inherently
conservative; they make it easy to say what has been said before, and

17 The most extensive is that of the whole of book 10 by G. Danek, Dolonie Anhang. The
apparatus to N. J. Richardson's edition of HyDem also provides an elaborate formular analysis.

18 E. Visser, Homerische Versijikationstechnik. Versuch einer Rekonstruktion (Frankfurt 1987),
reversing the conventional opinion that formulas control thought. Visser has published a
briefer account in English in Wtirzb. Jahrb.f. d. Alt. 14 (1988) 21-37.
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difficult if only by contrast to say what is new (see 10.498^). The evolution
of culture and language makes them become obsolete, yet they are hard to
replace (see §xvii). They are the right phrase in one context, but override
a precise choice of language in another, so as to give a sense that is ap-
proximate (9.255m), or even inappropriate (11.16111.). Metrically flawless
in their primary shapes, their derivatives may be faulty: OKpOiTov aiei >
6(961x0 aiei with hiatus, uepoixcov dcvOpcbmov > uepOTres avOpcoTroi; sentence
patterns bring them into juxtaposition and leave hiatus or short syllables
uncorrected (see MHV 191-221). These accidents are not frequent: the
aristeia of Agamemnon (11.91-168) is metrically flawless if a hiatus in
£coypei, 'Axpeos vie and an observed digamma before &va£ are excused.

(ix) Types of formula

Formulas are simply groups of two or more words that are associated with
each other; they are usually juxtaposed and syntactically linked, but neither
condition is necessary: Oodcov . . . vncov or vecov . . . Oodcov (5X) is clearly
formular, so is Ouiaos evi orfiOecrcn (35x //., 13X Od. - one of the most
frequent formulas in the epic) where the prepositional phrase construes with
the verb of the sentence. Formulas may thus arise among all grammatical
categories of word. Strings of particles, lightly adapted from the formulas of
vernacular speech, were noted in §iv and adverbial phrases (doxpccAes aiei,
etc.) in §iii; the minimal statements of §v would harden into verb + object
formulas. Homeric formulas parallel the formulas of vernacular speech:
'never-the-less' (particle string), 'break x's heart' (substitution system),
'serried ranks' (special epithet), 'arrant knave'/'fool'/'nonsense' (generic
epithet).19 In the epic there are more of them and they are, at least to begin
with, related to metre.

Formulas of the simple kind, such as TTTTTTE 6e Aaos, coTrAicjcraTO SETTTVOV,

tuepos aipeT, lAe 5' avSpa, dvxios earr) (11.85-95), come into being directly
from the subject matter of the narrative. The hexameter, however, is a long
verse, and consequently the versifier finds a certain amplitude of style,
towards which he is already drawn as narrator, useful. Formulas that
embody a redundant element come into existence then as part of the epic
style. Of these there are two important kinds: doublets, which have received
little attention, and noun-epithet formulas, which have been intensively
studied.

Doublets: simple redundancy is common: fiyfjTopes f|8e ue8ovTes (9.17
etc.), UTreoxeTo Kai KaTeveuaev (9.19), dTTToAeiious T* . . . Kai avaAi<i8as
(9.41); so are polar opposites: f|uev veoi f)6e yepovTes (9.36). The nouns and

19 Cf. P. Kiparsky, in Oral Literature and the Formula, eds. B. A. Stolz and R. S. Shannon
(Ann Arbor 1976) 74-81.
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adjectives connected by the . . . TE . . . TE pattern are usually quasi-synonyms:
TTOAEUOV TE ndxriv TE, yEVETjv TE TOKOV TE; or polar opposites: ipyov TE ETTOS

TE, &v8pcov TE OECOV TE. Verse-end formulas are extended to the caesura
by quasi-synonyms: 96VOV KCCI K-qpa lisXaivav, OdvaTOS KCC! uoTpa KpaTairj.
Verbs localized in the first half are reinforced by synonyms introduced by
f|6e or O06E and located in the fifth-sixth foot: dAA' EO 01 9da0ai TTUKIVOV

ETTOS f|8' UTToOECTOai (11.788); £yx°S 8' ou 80vauai cryeiv EUTTESOV O08E

lidxecrOai (16.520).
Noun-epithet formulas incorporate some fully functional adjectives (iras

and TTOXUS the most obvious), but for the most part the word-group adds
no information relevant to context that a single word would not convey.
The redundant element may be the noun: fjyrjTOpES dv6pES, ax^TAia Ipya,
TTCCTpiSa yalav, VT)AEI BUUCO (= 'pitilessly'), OVT|TCOV dvOpcoTrcov; but in the
characteristic noun—epithet formula it is the adjective. One such formula
occurs in about one verse out of three.

No formula, unless it is in the vocative case, can be considered apart from
the sentence in which it occurs. Most noun-epithet formulas are used
as if they formed an element in a larger and looser whole: f)£pi TTOAAT)

(6x ), always with a part of KaAuTrrco; 5190s 6£u (5X ), always with Epuoucu;
vcbpoTroc XSAKOV, etc., (5X ), always with a verb of dressing (8uouoci, EIVVUOCI,

KOpu(T(7Ouai). In such expressions the techniques of formula, minimal state-
ment, sentence pattern, and localization come together.

(x) Whole-line formulas, couplets, and runs

Complex formulas may themselves harden into fixed shapes. The thought
expressed in a loosely worded form at 21.69-70 sy\Bir] . . . Ivi yair) | EOTT),
IEUEVT) XP°OS duEvou dvSpouEOio is also expressed by a whole-verse formula:
6oupa . . . I EV yaiT) IOTOCVTO AIACUOUEVCX XP°°S &7cci (2X). Such verses,
occurring in the body of the narrative, are noted in the commentary.

Verses of introduction, transition, and conclusion naturally tend towards
fixity: auTdp ETTEI troaios KOCI E8T|TUOS E^ ipov EVTO (7X / / . , 14x 0d.\ for

variants see Janko , HHH 130); &s o! UEV |idpvavTo 6 ^ a s m/pos (a!0o|i£voio)
(5X ); O9pa |i£V fjcbs flv Kai d^ETO i£pov fjiaap (2X //., 1 x Od.) 'When the
day dawned . . . ' is expressed in the Odyssey by one of the most habitual of
these formulas: f)|ios 6' fjpiyEVEia 9dvrj jbo6o8dKTi/Aos f)cos (22 x ); the Iliad
knows the line (2X in books 1 and 24) and uses the epithets in other verses,
but is otherwise curiously uncertain over the expression of this thought:

CCUTdp ETTEl KE 9OCVT) KCCATI po8o86(KTUAoS fjCOS (I X ), f)d>S |i£V KpOKOTTETrAoS
EKISVOCTO Trdaav ETT' alav (2X ), f)d>s \xkv KPOKOTTETTAOS dir ' 'QKEOCVOTO f>odcov

I opvuO' (1 x ), and a notable maverick: f)|ios 8s Ecoa9opos fiTai 9600s ipEcov
ETTI yaTav | 6v TE [xsict KPOKOTTETTAOS uirEip dAa Ki8vocrai fjcbs, 23.226-7.
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For verses introducing speeches, see Parry, MHV 15-16, Edwards, HSCP
74 (1970) 1-36.

Transitions: dAAo 8E TOI EpEco, au 8' evi 9peai (3dAA£o CTTJCTI (7X //., 7X
Od.), dAA' ays uoi T68E EITTE Kal drrpeKecos KaTaAe^ov (4X //. , 13X Od.).

Conclusions: a y 6* ETapcov EIS EOVOS Exd̂ ETO K^p' dAEEivcov (6x ), ladorî Ev
8* lAdav TCO 8* OUK dEKOVTE TTETEOOTIV (3X //., 3X Od. + 2X with hnrov/s
for eAdav), KEITO [iEyas |J£yaAcocrri, AEAaaiJEVos iTnrocn/vdcov ( i x //., i x
Od., butcf. 18.26-7 and n.).

Such formulas almost certainly belong to the tradition generally, but a
few seem to have arisen within the context of the Iliad: 9£uyco|JEV (etc.)/
oixcovToa ovv vnuai <piAr|v Is 7rocTpi8a yalav (5X ), f|Tiur|<Tas (etc.)* EACOV yap
EXEiS y^pocs 4 * ( + auTos diToupas 3X ).

Formal modes of address often occupy a whole verse: 'ATpEiSn KU8IOTE,
dva£ dv8pcbv 'AyaueiJivov (8x //., 2X Od., etc.). All major heroes in the
poem - Aias, the Aiantes, Akhilleus, Diomedes, Hektor, Nestor, Odysseus
- have such a formula, and so do the two sides: & 91X01, f|pco£S Aavccof,
OEpd-rrovTES *Apr|os (4X)> co 91A01, 'ApyEicov fiyrjTopES TI8E IAEBOVTES (gx ) ,
TpcoES Kai AUKIOI Kai Adp8avoi dyx£|JiaxTiTa{ (6x ).

Formular couplets and runs of three verses or more are more problemati-
cal. The longer a formula the more likely it is to lose its cohesion and fall
apart, yet when groups of two or three or six verses are repeated chance is
an implausible explanation of how such runs of verses arise. It may be that
a second occurrence is a deliberate echo of the first, or that it is an uncon-
scious echo of the first, or that the coherence of the thought expressed leads
to the same phrases coming to mind independently on each occasion, or
that the group of verses exist as a block, a kind of super-formula.

Deliberate reference back to a previous passage, with the intention that
the earlier passage should be recalled, is as indisputable in the Iliad as it is
in any other work of literature of similar extent: the comments on the
destruction of the Achaean wall at 12.1-33 recall the prophecy of its
destruction at 7.443-63. If the passages are compared it will be seen that
coincidence of thought is expressed by identical verses at two points:
7.449-50 = 12.5-6 TETXOS (O) ETEixicxaavTo (TroifjaavTo) VECOV OTTEP, dpi9i 8E
Td9pov I fjAaciav, OU8E OEOTCTI 86aav KAEITOS EKOCTOUPCCS; and 7.462-3 =

12.31 - 2 OCOTIS 8' f|iova |i£ydAr|v vyaiidOoicn KaAOvyai | . . . TETXOS d|jaA8uvr|Tai
(TETXOS duaA8uvas). Compare, for a possible unconscious echo, 7.323-6 =
9.92-5 ccuTdp ETTEI TTOCTIOS Kai E8T|TUOS £§ Ipov EVTO, | TOTS 6 yEpcov TrdjjnTp-

COTOS CKpaivEiv dpx£To |if)Tiv, I NEOTCOP, oO Kai TTPOCTOEV dpiorri 9aiv£To
(3ouAiy | 6 oxpiv £09pov£cov dyopfjaaTO Kai (JETEEITTEV . . . The significant fact
here is noted by Kirk (on 7.323-6): 'The structure of the two scenes, whose
purpose is to introduce an important new course of action, is similar.'
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However, the scenes are by no means typical and further restrict their
application by naming Nestor.

Runs occur as follows in the first hundred verses of book n : 1-2 =
Od. 5.1-2; 5-9 = 8.222-6; 11 —14 = 2.451-4 (where c&paev for lu^aA');
^ - ^ = 3-330-2 = 16.131-3 = 19.369-71; 4J~3 = 3-33^-8 = 16.137-9
(with variants); 47-9 = 12.77 + 84—5; 84-5 = 8.66-7; 97-8 = 12.185-
6 = 20.399-400 (with variants in the first verse).

The variations found in typical scenes, even in those as regular as the
sacrifice-meal and the arming, suggest that the cohesion of a run of verses
is fragile. This observation is important, though disturbing, for the question
of the stability of a poem and its constituent episodes in a truly oral milieu
even in the mouth of the same &0160S.

(xi) Ornamental epithets

Epithets are typical of most narrative styles.20 What distinguishes their use
in Homer is that their advantages to the story-teller are put to the service
of the versifier. Inevitably it is the 'ornamental' epithet that makes the most
conspicuous contribution both to amplitude and utility. Amplitude has its
aesthetic advantages, but so has stark simplicity, especially at moments
when words are inadequate, cf. bT at 22.61 'It is marvellous how he
briefly brings this scene into view, using his words without superfluity. He
doesn't say uyopocpous or 8ai8aA6Ous OaAauous or OuyaTpas KOCAAIKOUOUS or
KCcAAiacpOpous, but strips the disasters of epithets', a perceptive comment.

An 'ornamental' epithet is appropriate to the noun considered in isola-
tion and to the themes to which the noun belongs. It completes and sharp-
ens the idea expressed by the noun, just as similes sharpen a scene in the
narrative. So much is evident; what it adds to the noun, however, in a
particular verse is still controversial. Parry dared to affirm that it was no
more than a touch of heroic colour; Vivante maintains that valuable mean-
ing is always present.21 Rather it is the case that relevance and redundancy
are the ends of a spectrum: the epithet in a whole-verse formula with a
highly predictable use will be semantically superfluous in a particular
context, e.g. TOV 8* O0T£ TrpoaesniEv ava£ <5cv8pa>v 'Ayaueuvcov (9.114 etc.),
but significant in a less formalized context, e.g. 'ATpei8r|s TE ava£ dvSpcov
Kori 8Tos 'AxiAAeus (1.7); an epithet that is neutral in most contexts acquires
force when sense and context chime together: TTETTWUEVOS is the epithet of

20 Bowra , Heroic Poetry 2 2 5 - 6 ; even w h e n the m e d i u m is prose, K . O ' N o l a n , CQ, 19 (1969)
1-19.

21 Parry, MHV118-72, P. Vivante, The Epithet in Homer: a Study in Poetic Values (New Haven
1982). Neither position gives enough weight to the historical factor (§xvii).
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subordinate and youthful characters and appropriate generally, but appro-
priate specifically to Antilokhos (whom Menelaos has just called TrpocrOev
TTETTVVUEVE) at 23.586; the raging Hektor at 11.295 *s PpoToAoiyco Taos 'April
(4X elsewhere in conventional use), see also 9.255^, 19.408^, 20.497-8^
A clash of sense and context may have the same effect, as in the juxtaposi-
tion rTccTpOKAoio OOCVOVTOS cxuuuovos 17.379, cf- 17-10. Yet a certain caution
is necessary; in a line such as 9.625 ccypiov kv orfjOscjcn OETO uEyaAfjTOpa
duuov the use of the predicate ocypiov shows how far u6yaAf|Topoc dvuov is a
single idea ('heroic heart' - heroes' hearts ipso facto are 'great-souled').
Outside the themes where it is at home there is a risk that context may
contradict epithet. The surprising thing is that this happens so rarely:
having just cursed Meleagros Althaie is still uT)Tpl <piAT| at 9.555; Nestor
prays at 15.371, well before sunset, x&P* opeycov EIS oupavdv cxcrrepoevTa;
Nestor's horses, which he is about to describe as pdpSicrroi, are cbKUTro5es at
23.304.

(xii) Special and generic epithets

The ornamental epithets applied to persons fall into two classes, those that
are confined to one deity, hero, or heroine, and those that are used appar-
ently without discrimination of any member of his/her class. Usually it is
deities or major heroes who have special designations; they are, so to speak,
sui generis. This distinction is most conspicuous in the nominative case; if
metrics permit, the special epithet (or a similar form) will be carried into
the oblique cases: 'swift-footed Akhilleus' becomes TTOSCOKECC nr|AEicova in
the accusative case and TTOSCOKEOS AICCKISOCO in the genitive, but <5cuOuova
nrjXgicova along with nine other named heroes and one heroic horse, and
duOuovos AiocKi8ao with five others, if the initial vowel is required.

Without generic epithets it would be difficult to handle a cast as large as
that of the Iliad. With a relatively small apparatus - Parry lists twenty
epithets in the nominative case (MHV 89) - a literal army of minor or
invented characters can be introduced into the cola and phrase patterns of
the hexameter.

The distinction between special and generic is not always sharp.
Agamemnon is &voc£ <5cv6poov thirty-seven times, an appropriate description
of his unique standing; but the poet's feeling for a link between epithet-
phrase and special rank is not absolute and 6cva£ <5cv8pcov is applied once to
each of five other heroes.

Common nouns do not fall into classes to the same extent, so that special
and generic lose much of their point as separate categories. Synonyms
naturally share the same epithets, as far as metre and grammar allow:

6IOTOI - ia TTTepoEVTCc, 9&ayocvov/5i9os/aop 6£u. There are also
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a few general categories: crops are 'honey-sweet' usAir|66Oc KCcpTrov/oTvov/
TTupov, metallic objects are bright; otherwise different nouns are expanded
in different ways. The epithets pick out some characteristic aspect of the
denoted object, and that is not likely to be widely shared. All weapons are
sharp, almost anything can be beautiful, but it is coincidental that ships and
night are black, bones and barley white.

(xiii) Extension

Noun-epithet expressions are easily grouped into sets characterized by ex-
tension and economy. The number of expressions in a set constitutes its
extension. In the accusative case (common nouns are most frequent in the
accusative) the following expressions with juxtaposed ornamental epithet
occur for 'wine': usOv f|80 (8x Od.), (p)oTvov epuOpov (3X Od.), aidoira
oTvov (9X //., 11 x Od.), aiOoira oTvov spuGpov (1 x Od.), ueAir|5ea olvov (2X
//., 4X Od.), eufjvopa oTvov (ix Od.), \xs\ir\bsa oTvov epuOpov (ix Od.),
ueAfypova oTvov (2X //., 3X Od.), ueMppova oTvov epuOpov ( i x ) , oTvov
8U9pova (ix //.), and oTvov epioracpuAov (2X Od.). The shape of each
expression is related to the sentences and sentence patterns in which it
occurs, and it is these, rather than the set itself, which are important for
versification. Similar sets may be extracted from the text for many common
nouns,22 but it is also the case that many frequently used nouns have no such
set of epithets, but enter the verse by other phrase and sentence patterns:
CTTTOS takes no ornamental epithets except yAuxepos in a whole-verse for-
mula, OTKOS has none in the second half but a solitary TTIOVOC OTKOV; bronze
and iron have epithets, gold only a doubtfully formular Tiufjeis and silver
no epithets at all.

Parry's investigation of extension focused on name-epithet formulas.
Common nouns have a relatively restricted number of verbs with which
they construe whether as subject or object, and the verbs may not readily
construe with different nouns. Kings and horses have few interests in com-
mon, and though their formulas are formed and used according to the same
rules of poetical grammar it does not make much sense to group them
together. However, the epic names kings but does not make a habit of
naming horses. So on the one hand we have ucbvvxes/&K6ES TTTTTOI, on the
other Ku6i|ios f|pcos and an open-ended set of personal names, usually called a
formula-type. The formula-type itself is a scholar's concept, an abstraction,
but it had also some kind of reality for the singer: the larger formulas into
which its members enter and the formular complements with which they

22 The most complete collection is that of Paraskevaides (see n. 15), but see also Page, HHI
266-80.
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construe are real enough. Every member of the genus 'god', 'hero', or
whatever, must if possible furnish an expression to fit the larger formula.
The effects are readily seen in speech-formulas.23 TOV 8* fmeipET* ETreiTa
requires a half-verse subject phrase. That is no great problem, since per-
sonal names are often long and epithets may be cumulated; but what about
the monosyllable Zeus? To fill the second half of the verse the &01801 para-
phrased: TraTrjp dvSpcov T6 GEGOV TE and 'OAOumos &OTepo7rnTf)s. ZsOs is
awkward in another way; it begins with a double consonant. No masculine
adjective in the nominative case can be placed before it without creating an
inelegantly overlengthened syllable and in many cases an awkward group-
ing of consonantal sounds (-os/-r|s Z-, i.e. -s sd- or ~s ds-)\ hence vocatives
ur|Ti6Ta and V69sAr|y£pHTa (this seems the best explanation of these forms)
and even an accusative eupuofra are pressed into service to complete the set.
i-TTTroTOc and brrniA&Ta combine with names of heroes scanning and
beginning with a consonant. True vocatives are also used: (irpocjecpris)
rTorrpoKAsHS ITTTTEO, Euuccie oû GOTa. All these turns of phrase are an essential
part of the formular system, whatever artistic value they may also possess
in a particular context. X P ^ ^ ^ p o S h r i (22.470 and HyAphr 23) tolerates
a hiatus to complete the goddess's set of formulas, but in this instance the
nominative is not the primary form of the formula; 'golden Aphrodite' is so
called nine times in the oblique cases.

(xiv) Economy

Economy implies that for each shape in a set of formulas there is normally
only one expression. Economy of diction is probably specific to the ancient
Greek epic tradition, and is so because the noun-epithet formula has been
developed in Greek as an important element in the technique of versifi-
cation. Economy is pervasive. The same epithet is used in all case-forms
permitted by metre; the same idea runs through a formular set. Economy
is evident also at the level of grammar, within the Kunstsprache, and to some
extent at least at the thematic level. Dialect, archaic and artificial forms
enter the Kunstsprache only where they differ from the corresponding Ionic
forms, cf. vol. iv, 12-19; typical scenes have a fixed pattern.

Generally, the more reason there is to believe that an expression is a.
formula, the less likely it is to have a competitor. A formula comes ready-
made, not as the product of some generative process. Where the latter
operates, because a formula does not exist or does not come to mind,
the results may not always be the same: sO^eorco EVI 6i9pco (and gen.) -
EUTTAEKTCO E. 8., luTpoxov apucc (2X //.) - EU£OOV a. (1 x //.), (OTTOC) yEpaiE

23 Edwards. CPh 64 (1969) 81-7 and HSCP 74 (1970) 1-36.
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5ioTp€<p6S (3X ) - y. TraAcaysves ( i x ) . Major formular sets often show this
kind of superfluity among rarely used peripheral members but hardly ever
among the frequently employed formulas at the core of the set. Some
difficult examples remain, however: Aios Ouyonrip 'A9po8iTr| - (piAouueiBfis
'A9PO61TTI (see 3.42411. and 14.21 i - i 3 n . ) , (3ocoTnsTOTviawHpr|-0ea AEVKCO-
Aevos "Hpri,24 "EKTopos iTT7ro8duoio - "EKTopos dv6po9ovoio (see 9.35m.).

Apparent breaches of economy occur when metrically equivalent for-
mulas are appropriate to different contexts. In such cases economy is main-
tained within the same theme: opea vi9oevTa 3X - OKIOEVTCC 3X (see
I3-754~5n-)i perhaps ueiAivov i y x o s - x&kKtov iyxos (cf. E. Cosset, REA 85
(1983) 196-8), which clearly originally referred to the spear-shaft and the
spear-head. usArnv EUXCCAKOV (20.322) is specifically the spear of Akhilleus,
not a duplicate of 6OAIXOCTKIOV eyxos (cf. R. Schmiel, LCM 9.3 (1984)
34-8) . vcbpoTrcc/ocTOoTTa xa^Kov e tc is armour being donned, vriAei/o^Ei
XOCAKCO is a weapon being used. Meriones is TTSTrvviJievos in book 13 as
subordinate to Idomeneus, but 8oupiKAuTos at 16.619 when he fights alone.
OCAKIUOS uios is used after names in -eos and -iou, but dyAaos ufos after -ovos,
-opos (see 15.445-5in.).

Devices of modification or generation produce a duplicate expression:
Kpeicov 'EVOCTIXOCOV 8x exists beside KAUTOS 'Ewoaiyccios 7X , because eOpu
can be prefixed to the former (14.134-5^); GTvcc OaAdaoris n x at the verse-
end is drawn back, extended with eOpuTropoio, and creates a duplicate of
TToAu9Aoia(3oio 6aAdaar)s; for ueAir|86os otvou - ueAavos oivoio see §xvii.
Occasionally a generic or derivative term replaces a special epithet without
obvious reason: nr|Ar|id8eco 'AxiAfps (8x ) - ueyocduuov TTr|Aetcovos (19.75);
VTjual Oofjai - vr|uaiv ETOTIS Od. 4.578.

Some apparent breaches result from substitution of an unusual epithet
under contextual influence: dpiiccai KoAArjToTcri (3X) - a. 5ai6aAeoiaiv
17.448 (see note); TTouAu6d|ias lyxecjTraAos (3X ) - TT. TTeirvutJievos 18.249;
TToSas COKUS 'AxiAAeus - ueyd8vuos 'A. (23.168; n.b. eis TTOSOCS in the following
line); vs9eAr|yEp£Ta Zeus (3OX) ~ orepoTrnyepeTa Z. (16.298), because the
preceding word is V696Ar|v. But how to explain 9aeaiu(3poTOS fjcos at 24.785
in place of po5o8dKTuAos (27 x ) in a verse that otherwise repeats 6.175,
unless it is to avoid the repetition of |bo5o8dKTuAos at 24.788 (see n.)? Old
formulas which have become unmetrical or unintelligible may survive in
competition with more recent creations (see §xvii).

Diction apparently in flux: Zr|vos ipiySouTrou (15.293); Z. Epi(3peu6TECO
(13.624); Z. epiaOeveos (Hesiod Erga 416). Expressions using Zrjvos and
other parts of the stem Zr|v- are unstable because that form of the stem is

24 For attempts to relate the formulas to different contexts see Boedeker, Aphrodite 23, 30,
W. Beck, AJP 107 (1986) 480-88.
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analogical, of no great antiquity, and never made great inroads into the
territory of the stem Ai-. But comparable instability may arise from the fact
that the extension of a formula set is often achieved by the manipulation of
a few associations of noun and epithet. Thus the set of formulas built
up around the word CJ&KOS is: CT&KOS ueya TE crn(3apov TE 5 x (3 x in a whole-
verse formula), 5EIVOV CT&KOS ETTTOCPOEIOV 2X (7.245 and 266), CT&KOS ocioAov

ETTTCCpOElOV I X , CT&KOS . . . ETTTCCpOElOV I X , (7&KOS OUoAoV I X , CT&KOS EUpO

TravocioAov 1 x , CT&KOS evpu 1 x , Eupu . . . CT&KOS 1 x , CT&KOS . . . TETPOCOEAUUVOV

2X. (The formula cpEpcov CT&KOS TJUTE m/pyov (3X) is exclusive to
Telamonian Aias.) For the clustering of 8EIVOV CT&KOS hrrapOEiov in book 7
see §xvi. For the two regular formulas, CT&KOS |J£ya TE ori|3ap6v TE and CT&KOS
. . . TETpadEAuuvov, the rule of economy operates and there is no other
expression of the same metrical shape. The other expressions play with
various arrangements of the three epithets ETTTCCPOEIOV, orioAov, and Eupu,
and not surprisingly where the diction is fluid threw up CT&KOS ocloAov
ETrra|36£iov, a duplicate to 8EIVOV CT&KOS ETrrapOEiov. In most formula sets,
except for the 'hard' formulas in frequent use, this kind of fluidity is the
norm, and the ability to handle it an essential part of the art of song.

(xv) Modification etc.25

Whatever the circumstances in which a formula comes into existence once
it has done so the formular bond is hard to break. The word-group persists
in spite of declension or conjugation, changed localization, expansion, or
shortening. Even a change in grammatical case that does not affect word-
order or shape means a change in the sentence patterns and/or complex
formulas in which the formula is primarily employed. Graver accidents
than these are survived: TTEpiKaAAEcc 5icppov, both 'chair' and 'chariot',
KOcAAh-prxES iTTTTOi > KaAAiTpiXE . . . ITTTTCO ='chariot ' (see 17.504-511.),
UEVEa TTVEIOVTES (attributive phrase) > UEVOS TTVEIOVTES (participial phrase),
EUEpyECC vf\a > vnus EUEpyrjs, TTOVTOV ETT' IXOUOEVTOC > cEAAf|orrovTOV ETT'
ixOuoEVTa, vf|6u|ios OTTVOS > v. "YTTVOS personified. The formular link may
even survive enjambment, the epithet slipping into the pattern of the run-
over word: fJTOp | OCAKIUOV, ITTTTOUS | COKEOCS, Gbuov | 5E£I6V, OUUCO | irpocppovi,

etc.

A majority of formulas are restricted to a single colon of the verse by their
length or metrics. Those whose shape would permit their location in two or
more positions tend to follow the pattern of use of similarly shaped formulas
whose position in the verse is fixed; most occurrences of formulas shaped

25 See Hainsworth, Flexibility for an analysis of the use of noun-epithet formulas shaped
-uu-u and uu-u.
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u u - u u - u , for example, fall at the verse-end where formulas shaped
u u - u u must be located. Outside the sentence patterns that deter-
mine this distribution there is evidence of improvisation in an increased
proportion of unique expressions; nevertheless large numbers of formulas
that can be moved are moved: 29 out of 68 shaped u u - u u - u at the
verse-end, 92 out of 163 shaped — u u —u at the verse-end.

Moving a formula may often require its modification. Techniques here
are mostly opportunist: 5Ia Oedcov > 6Ia 8e&, dAAd KOCI EUTTTIS > dAAJ 2H"TTT|SJ
KETTO TavuaOeis > KEITO TaOeis, EATTETO Ouuos > Ouuos EEATTETO. Verb-

formulas add or drop prepositional prefixes. Noun-epithet formulas usually
invert the order of words with or without further modification: f)epa TroAAf]v
> TTOAAT)V f)£p' and fjepcc TTOUAUV, OCTUOC KsAaivov > KeAoavecpes alua.

Adjustment to length without movement: ETTIEIUEVOS dAi<f)v > eijjievos
AAKTJV, vr)uai 8of)ai > vf|£(jcri Oorjai; to initial sound: GOAECTE OUUOV > Ouuov
OAECKTE. Lengthening is otherwise achieved by adding a redundant element,
epithet or synonym: 5OAIX6CJKIOV eyx°S | (3pi0u iJieya aTi^apov KEKopuOusvov
(16.801-2, an extreme case).

Splitting the formular word-group illustrates the close connexion be-
tween cola and phrase pattern. If an epithet fills the final colon, the noun
easily floats free of it: SETTCCS . . . aucpiKUTTeAAov, VEES . . . ducpieAiaaai, do-mSa
. . . TT&VTOCJ' ETOT|V, usually to admit a verb; likewise if the epithet falls neatly
between caesura and diaeresis: TrepiKaAAea . . . 8i9pov, u£yaAf|Topi... Ouucp,
XpuadiiTTUKas . . • ITTTTOUS; or with the noun brought back into the first half:
eyx°S •. • 8oAix6(JKiov, Acb(3r|v . . . OuuaAyea, 8copa . . . TrepiKAirrd. Other cases
do violence to phrase patterns and their relation to the cola: vfjes <ITTOVTO>
Ooai 2.619 with word-break between the shorts of the second foot.

(xvi) Clustering2 6

In every book of the Iliad there are a number of repeated lines which
occur nowhere else in the poem. In book 11 we have ocuTdp 6 TGOV dAAcov
eTTETrcoAelTO OTIXOCS dvSpcov I iyx^i T' dopi TE lisydAoicri TE x 6 P^ a 5^ o i a i v

(264-5 = 540-1) , ES 8i9pov 6' dvopoucTE, Kai TJVIOXCO ETTETEAAE | vr|uaiv
ETTI yAacpuprjcJiv EAauvE^EV TIX^TO yap K^p (273-4 = 399-400), ?), Kai
TTEiaavSpov (GupippaTov) UEV 09* ITTTTCOV (has xot|id^E (143 = 320), ES 6 J dy£
Xeipos EACOV, KaTa 8' ISpidaaOai dvcoyE (646 = 778). These repetitions occur
in unrelated passages and are not the result of messages being repeated or
commands executed. The verses incorporate formulas and are normally

26 See Hainsworth, Studies Palmer 83-6, Janko, Mnem. 34 (1981) 251-64, F. X. Strasser, <M
den Iterata der friihgriechischen Epik (Konigstein 1984) (cf. 17.395-70.), C. Prato, Miscellanea
Filologica (Genoa 1978) 77-89.
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constructed; their context, battle, is the staple of the Iliad. The odd thing is
that they recur after a short interval and do not recur again. Clustering -
of verses, formulas, single words - is one of the phenomena of Homeric
diction that neither Parry's model of formular composition nor its offshoots
explain.

The obvious explanation is psychological; what the singer has sung re-
mains for some time near the surface of his mind. (A curious echo over
ninety lines occurs at 13.564 cos TE OKGOAOS . . . M yccfris and 13.654 cos TE

cTKcbArĵ  67Ti yaiT).) This is easily understood at the thematic level and may
be illustrated by the iterated woundings and assaults of books 11 and 12.
The repeated verses and runs are not much different, and clustering is
apparent also at the level of the phrase (where the first instance may be
taken as the product of phrase pattern or substitution): VUKTCCS TCCVOV (9.325,
470 only), 6iv €vi 6i9pcp EOVTE (etc.) 11.103, 11.127; and 5.160, 5.609), TTTTTTE

K&priva (11.158 and 11.500), OTTOC! 8E TE KOUTTOS 686VTCOV (11.417, 12.149),
EUTJS (Gofjs) ooro X£lP°S CXKOVTI (11.675, 12.306). Most striking, however, is
clustering in the use of the formular stock: UEyon<r|T£i vrjt (i 1.5, 11.600; and
8.222), KpaTEpoIaiv 68o0cn (11.114, 11.175; and 17.63), (3poToAoiyco Taos
'April(11.295, I2-I3°> 13.802; and TCTOS *Apr|Y 11.604). *n"65as COKUS A
occurs nineteen times between 1.58 and 19.198, the shorter COKUS A
first appears at 19.295 and then occurs beside the longer formula six times
before the end of the poem.

There is evidence here that the stock of formulas, that is, the number of
available formulas, fluctuates according to the themes and diction the
singer has used in the immediate past. Maverick expressions often explica-
ble by analogy but not explicable in the context of formular economy,
perhaps reflect, if the text can be trusted, a temporary difficulty in re-
trieving the 'right' formula: Ait 91AE 901811/ AXIAAEO (21.216) - OEOTS
ETTIEIKEA' AXIAAEO (6X //., 1 x Od.), ouAov "Aprja (5.717) -o^uv Apr|a (6x ),
XOCAKOKVTIUISES AXOCIOI (7.41) - UEVEOC TTVEIOVTES AXOCIOI (3X), \xdipcx KOKT)

(13.602) - uolp' dAorj (2X //., 5X Od.), 6'i£upoO TTOAEUOIO (3.112) - 6uoiiou
TTOAEHOIO (6X II., 2x Od.).

(xvii) Conservatism and replacement27

A formula has an immediate utility for the singer, but in the end it will
betray him. The formula is a fixed element in a fluid medium, and being
fixed it has lost the ability to evolve in step with linguistic and cultural

27 See Hoekstra's monographs, Modifications, Epic Verse before Homer and The Sub-Epic Stage
of the Formulaic Tradition, and on the question of obsolescence and replacement Hainsworth in
Fenik, Tradition 41-50.
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change. Where the changes are great they will render formulas unmetrical
or unintelligible. Up to a point rough metre and obscure sense are tolerable
in a song about a bygone age, but it would be unsafe to suppose that the
poet of the Iliad was deliberately archaic. Here the expression TTOSCOKTIS

EITTET' 'AXIAAEUS (18.234) ls instructive: TroBcoKrjS (and COKUTTOUS) have a
markedly formular use, but it is not so formular as that of TroSdpicns which
appears as an epithet only in the phrase Tro8dpKr|S STos 'AXIAAEUS (21X).
When that formula was disrupted the poet abandoned archaism in favour
of intelligibility and sang Tro8cbKT)s; when he recast the arming scene to
honour Agamemnon the traditional (JOCKOS became the contemporary doitis
(11.32). Words like iro8dpKr|s and crdKos, aorists like SATO and OOTOC, un-
metrical formulas with obsolete case-endings like ^EAavos oivoio owe their
continued existence to the conservatism, indeed to the inertia, of doi8f|.
Clearly their time is borrowed. Between formulas the movable -v and
neglected digamma have become frequent; -v can be used to repair the
damage of a lost digamma, but generally formulas ignore and presumably
antedate the phonetic developments of the mature Ionic dialect.

We may hypothesize that when a formula comes into existence its sense
is vivid and apposite. That weakens in time by mere frequency of use, but
as long as its elements remain part of the singer's regular vocabulary the
formula is productive; it is moved, modified, expanded, and split to fit
various sentence patterns, but within the themes to which it is appropriate.
Some formulas reach a further stage and become restricted to certain sen-
tence patterns or to certain sentences: Ooupos is restricted to Ares, Ooupis to
dAKfj, d<T7Tis, and ociyis; 0oupi8os &\KT\S (no variants) is something that one
remembers, knows, or forgets; the Iliad used it 21 x in those restricted
contexts, seven of them in a whole-verse formula; the Odyssey remembered
it only once (4.527). It is easy to understand how such a word may become
a gloss, its original meaning scarcely understood (see Parry, MHV 240—50).

A gloss, supposing it is not simply tolerated, may prolong its life by
being interpreted into something intelligible, or it may be replaced. The
scholiasts, and probably the doi8oi before them, were prepared to offer
explanations for such words as aiyiAivy, d|iq>i£Ai<JC7a, yAauKCOTris, IpioOvios,
I6ucopoi, UEpoTTES, HCOVUXES, KTA.; modern philologists have rarely been con-
vinced. Occasionally the poet's interpretation may be glimpsed: in dxOos
dpoiTo at 20.247 the poet used dpoiTo as if from dEipco not dpvupiai; see 1.200
(and n.) for yAauKCOTns and the gaze of Athene: at Od. 4.287-8 KpocTEprjcn,
separated from \spai, interprets the formula XePai crnpaprjcji. The epithet
of Athene, dyEAEirj, probably meant 'bringing booty' to the poet of 10.460
('A0r|vaiT| ArjrnSi), but 'leading the host' to Hesiod (dyEorpotTov, Theog.
925). The Iliad connects 8ai9pcov with 8dis, 'battle', the Odyssey with

'learn'. coKuaAos is from dAAonai (see 15.704-6^), but is linked
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with ocAs at Od. 8.111. Archaisms may be replaced even if understood:
f)Top > vriXea 0u|i6v, ddaTov ^Tuyos OScop > duEiAiKTOv Z. 0. (HyDem 259);
Ait 91A0S (with archaic dative Aipei?) occurs 17X in the Iliad but is dropped
in the Odyssey, Hymns, and Hesiod.

Personal names in -eus on the evidence of Linear B tablets were popular
in the Mycenaean epoch and are still well represented in the Iliad; alongside
them are names with a more classical appearance, Antilokhos, Eurumakhos,
Antinoos, Telemakhos, which must be placed in the first hemistich and
require different sentence patterns: TOV 8' aO(TJ) name + epithet dvTiov
r|06a. The evolution of the Ionic dialect, especially the loss of digamma and
the contraction of vowels, wreaked potential havoc on the formular diction;
there are nineteen expressions scanned u u - u u - u which make use of the
oblique cases of adjectives in -T]s; forty-five adjectives in -6(p)eis or -f)(p)Eis
used in the feminine or the oblique cases to fill the last colon became
archaisms; basic parts of the formular diction based on neuter nouns like
dAysa, Kf|8ea, uf|8ea, TEuxea, etc., were threatened with obsolescence. Cor-
responding opportunities arose: new forms like (ecr)f)AOCTO, OUTCCCTE, yejorro,
are already in the text, but the advantage taken of the evolving dialect is
still tentative in the Iliad: some contracted forms, 'AxiAAeT, dyrjpcos, fjous;
TEUxeoc, 8EO£i8£a at the verse-end; connectives may be slipped in where they
would not go before: OEOS 8' cos TIETO 8f|uco, XapoTroio T' dvcncros, TOV 8'
'EAEVTJ. The differences observable in the diction of Hesiod and the Hymns
- slight but sufficient with careful analysis to establish a relative chronology
(Janko, HHH) - show that the Kunstsprache continued to undergo a gradual
evolution.

A few formulas must be relatively new because they embody contractions
or neglected digamma: Kpovou Trdi's dyKuAopif|T£CO, IAEAIT|8EOS OIVOV, 69P'
EITTCO. UEAIT)8EOS otvou (< the accusative u£Air|8Ea oivov) is replacing UEACCVOS

OIVOIO with its archaic genitive, lost digamma, and anomalous epithet, cf.
'ATTOAAGOVOS (P)EKOCTOIO and EicnpoAou 'ATTOAACOVOS. Kpovou ir&'i's dyKuAo-
lifjTECo competes directly with Tronrrip dv8pcov TE OECOV TE (contrast 15.12 with
16.431) and has the advantage of a word-break at the bucolic diaeresis so
that it can be shortened, cf. 2.319 and 6.139; even so Trcnrip dv8pcov TE 9ECOV

TE is unchallenged in introductory and resumptive formulas.
The language and diction of the epic tradition was never static; it was

always an amalgam of old and new, and the old was constantly being
eroded. For this reason the heroic tradition by Homer's time could remem-
ber the Trojan war and preserve isolated details of its Mycenaean past, or
of even earlier incarnations, but had lost touch with the real nature of
Mycenaean culture and economy as it is now revealed to us. doi8oi, guided
by an infrastructure of habits in localization and sentence structure, could
invent, improve, improvise, and expand their diction according to their
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competence as well as reproduce a traditional language, but their imagina-
tion could only feed on what was familiar to them, their own world. For-
mularity therefore potentially increased the power of expression of the
gifted &oi86s, a power that the acquisition of the basic poetical diction had
already enhanced. At its best the formular style can be read in the quarrel
of book 1, in the discourses of book 9, and in that tour de force of battle
narrative, 16.306-50.28 A reading of such passages removes the lingering
pejorative sense that clings to the word 'formular'. Yet there would be areas
where formalization was strong, and these would limit the imagination of
the ungifted ccoi56s and give the impression that he never sought to express
anything in word or tone or content that tradition did not supply. Such
themes, like beaching or launching a ship in the Iliad, are like glosses,
waiting for rejuvenation (cf. Od. 5.243-61 for a good &0180S doing just
that). Ossified language and concomitant ossified thought are the vices of
formular composition, but they are vices that do not afflict its best expo-
nents. In the Iliad variation on a theme is the norm, as in the confident and
supremely competent descriptions of the individual combats during the
Great Battle of books 11-17 (see 11.92-ioonn.).

The Iliad is formular ('formular' in the broadest sense) throughout. Its
formularity must be accepted, but it can now also begin to be appreciated
as a mode of discourse that despite its formidable technicalities made possi-
ble the creation of one of the finest narrative styles in literature.29

28 Kirk, HO T 74-81, discusses in detail several passages from this standpoint.
29 For a comprehensive bibliography of the Homeric formula see M. W. Edwards, Oral

Tradition 1 (1986) 171-230, and 3 (1988) n - 6 0 .
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2. The Iliad as heroic poetry

Comparison between Greek and other epic poetry has produced some of the
most fruitful, though not necessarily correct, approaches to the Homeric
poems. It is enough to mention Lachmann, Murray, and Parry in this
connexion. Comparison is suggestive but can prove nothing, for the basic
rule of all analogical reasoning has to be that like is compared with like.
Yet the striking thing about the material discussed by H. M. and N. K.
Chadwick (1932-40) and Bowra (1952) was how different all these poems
and stories were. Bowra used nothing from Africa south of the Sahara or
from modern India or Thailand, and tacitly assumed there was no heroic
poetry from the New World. Since then the range of material cited by
Finnegan (1977) and Hatto (1980-9) suggests that narrative verse is, or has
been, universal; the mass of material has also become unwieldy, far more
than it is reasonable to expect a single mind to know with the degree of
intimacy that validates comparative study. On the broad front co-operative
studies such as that directed by Hatto are necessary, while even the investi-
gation of a narrowly defined topic, such as Foley's study (Traditional Oral
Epic, 1990) of formulas in Greek, Slavic, and Old English epic (which led to
the recognition of what is really fundamental in the composition of the
verses) requires a profound knowledge of all three traditions. Consequently,
unless students of Homer are exceptional polymaths they must rely on a
selection of secondary sources; these, fortunately, are of high quality:

H. M. and N. K. Chadwick, The Growth of Literature i-m (Cambridge
1932-40)

C M . Bowra, Heroic Poetry (London 1952)
J. de Vries, Heroic Song and Heroic Legend trans. B. J. Timmer (Oxford

1963), a popular account
N. K. Chadwick and V. M. Zhirmunsky, Oral Epics of Central Asia (Cam-

bridge 1969), a revision of The Growth of Literature m 3-226
R. Finnegan, Oral Poetry. Its Nature, Significance and Social Context (Cam-

bridge 1977)
F. J . Oinas, ed., Heroic Epic and Saga: an Introduction to the World's Great Folk

Epics (Bloomington 1978)
A. T. Hatto, ed., Traditions of Heroic and Epic Poetry 1-11 (London 1980-9)
The journal Oral Tradition (Columbus 1986- )

The Chadwicks (in 697-903) and Hatto (11 145-306) provide digests of
the material surveyed.
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In view of the extensive use made of the South Slavic tradition since it
was popularized by M. Parry it is worth mentioning:

M. Braun, Das serbokroatische Heldenlied (Gottingen 1961)
S. Koljevic, The Epic in the Making (Oxford 1980)

and, as studies that apply the comparative method to Homer:

A. B. Lord, Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass., i960)
B. C. Fenik, Homer and the Nibelungenlied: Comparative Studies in Epic Style

(Cambridge, Mass., 1986)
J . M. Foley, Traditional Oral Epic (1990).

'Oral poetry' (for we are primarily concerned with oral or oral-derived
poetry) is obviously a congeries, not a genre. In order to discuss so much
material of diverse date, provenance, and character the obvious expedient
is to draw a metaphorical line around that part of it that seems to promise
results; and having done so it is well not to exclaim in wonder that the
material does in fact exhibit the properties that were used to define it in the
first place. The Chadwicks used ethos and social function for classification:
(1) narrative poetry or saga (= prose narrative orally preserved) intended
for entertainment; (2) poetry in semi-dramatic form; (3) gnomic poetry
intended for instruction; (4) celebratory poetry (hymns, panegyrics);
(5) personal poetry. There is much overlapping here, notably between
narrative and dramatic form (cf. vol. 11 29—30). Bowra used the concept of
'heroic poetry', a more narrowly defined portion of the Chadwicks' 'narra-
tive poetry intended for entertainment'. But heroic poetry is not a concept
analogous to that of, say, epic poetry in classical and modern literature.
Epic poetry in those fields is a genre whose poets were self-consciously aware
of the form that they were using, a form ultimately traceable to the Homeric
epics. The similarities between Homer, Apollonius, Virgil, Tasso, Milton,
and the rest are not fortuitous; the similarities between Iliad, Gilgamesh,
Beowulf, Roland, Digenis, Manas, etc., are at best attributable to similar
causes (orality, war, religion, etc.), not to any filiation. We can trace the
evolution of the classical and neo-classical epic; we have to assume that the
emergence, development, and maturity of traditions of heroic poetry were
parallel.

There can be no necessary connexion between heroic poetry and, for
example, techniques of composition, modes of performance, or the emer-
gence of monumental epics. Other criteria for classification are equally
valid. If the Homerist's purpose is to elucidate techniques of composition,
then 'stichic verse' should be the area for investigation. Whatever the
criteria the investigator is likely to be confronted with a continuum. There
are no sharp distinctions between oral and literary (though that has been
fiercely contested), between folktale and saga, between lyrical balladry and
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stichic narrative lays, between lays and epics, or even perhaps between
traditional and non-traditional poems. Demodokos on the same occasion
would sing of the sack of Troy and of a distinctly unheroic episode in the
daily life of Olumpos. One can be heroic in the narrative boasts of E. and
S. Africa, in all sorts of lyrical poems, in stichic verse epics thousands of lines
long, and in prose stories too. The heroic ethos shades off into romance and
folktale, stichic verses may be arranged into couplets and stanzas, or the
verse may be so long that it breaks into two and the verse-end is overridden.
In these circumstances comparison highlights the place on the continua
occupied by a particular poem and by emphasizing how it differs from
others deepens our understanding of it.

The Homeric poems rest on a tradition of singing

(i) in a stichic but a quantitative metrical form,
(ii) about the supposed events of a 'Heroic Age'

and embody

(iii) a certain concept of heroism.

The questions put to the comparativist are: Where do the Homeric poems
and the Iliad in particular stand in relation to the possibilities? In what
respects do they stand out? What has their author done that others did not?
It is sometimes useful to compare the Iliad with the rest of the Greek
tradition (called here ocoi6f|); the two should not be uncritically identified.

(i) The verse and the singer

What counts as verse varies so greatly that comparison can only be made
at a very general level. There is a count of syllables or morae and a
verse-end; on that are imposed alternations of quantities or accents, pat-
terns of assonance, alliteration, and stanzas. It is commonly said that the
Greek hexameter is a difficult metre compared with the Serbo-Croat de-
casyliable (deseterac) or the seven-morae Kirghiz verse; it would be safer to
say with respect to the trained singer that it posed different problems. The
Greek singer had to master a special language that deviates sharply from
any vernacular and a special poetic grammar, and the Old English scop
faced a comparable task. The complexity of the special languages is indica-
tive of the difficulty of the poetical form which would have confronted the
singer if he had not acquired the means of overcoming it.

The technical point of these special speech forms was to enable the
singer to give his thoughts expression in the appropriate verse-form with
appropriate facility. The verse therefore shapes the form of the singer's
thought. The length of the hexameter, twelve to seventeen syllables,
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encouraged a certain amplitude of style, a complex sentence structure with
enjambment and subordination. The deseterac engendered a staccato anti-
phonic style: 'What is white in the green wood? | Is it snow? Is it swans? | If
it were snow it would have melted; | swans would have flown away. | It is
not snow, it is not swans; | it is the tent of Hasan Aga.' The two-part
alliterative verse of Old English produced the unmistakable appositional
style: 'Hnaef spoke then the war-young king: | "This is not dawn from
the east nor is the dragon flying here, | nor of this hall are the gables
burning; | the enemy approach, the birds cry, | grey wolf howls, the
war-beam resounds, | shield answers shaft."' The strict alternation of
quantities in the hexameter, as always stricter in the last feet than in the
first, must be responsible for the creation and preservation of the special
language in Greek and for the accumulation of formulas. Formulas includ-
ing runs of verses, dialect mixture, and linguistic archaism including the
retention of glosses are widespread (Hatto, Traditions n 209-12), but the
Greek Kunstsprache appears to stand at an extreme of complexity.

We can next ask what is entailed by the stichic form. We shall get
no answers from Old French epic (which is composed in hisses, 'stanzas')
defined by assonance, nor from Medieval German (which is again in stan-
zas) . But one might get something from Anglo-Saxon, from Medieval and
Modern Slavic, or from Turkic. What one gets is a strong implication that
the stichic form goes with techniques by which the song, which is of course
well rehearsed through previous performances, can be recreated in perfor-
mance, of which the most obvious outward sign is a verbally fluid text.
(Compare HyHerm 1-9 and HyHom 18.1-9, and see Finnegan, 76-80.)
Deviant versions of songs and even maverick versions are easily collected in
the field, as well as cases of very high stability.1

The Odyssey (1.325-44, 8.485-520) provides brief descriptions of the
<5coi66s in action. He is a singer, like the corresponding figures in all major
traditions of heroic poetry, and accompanies himself on a lyre. It is almost
certain that his chant remained unchanged from line to line, in spite of the
high rhetoric of speeches or the speed and vigour of an aristeia. Modern
examples (and a medieval French chant cited by D. J. A. Ross at Hatto,
Traditions 1 107) strike the ear as slow and musically unexciting. As for tone
the adjectives Aiyus and Aiyupos are used, probably indicating that the
doi86s 'lifted up his voice' like a Hebrew prophet. Where performers recite
without accompaniment this is, or is believed to be, a secondary develop-
ment. A chant emphasizes the verse-end and has a normalizing effect on the
sentence; there is, for example, very little enjambment in the Old French

1 G. S. Kirk, CQ10 (i960) 271-81 (=HOT 113-28), A. B. Lord, in Lapoesia epica e la sua
formazione, edd. E. Cerulli et al. (Rome 1970) 13-28.
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and Serbo-Croat traditions. The conjunction in Greek of singing and a
relatively high frequency of enjambment deeply entrenched in its formulas
and sentence patterns is unusual, and permits the Greek style a greater
range of expression. How it was reconciled with the chant is of course
unknown. Even if, as is sometimes reported,2 the singer had several chants
in his repertoire, it is hard to imagine how the powerful clashes of sense and
rhythm at e.g. 9.336-43 could have been effectively rendered. Such pas-
sages seem, to our ear, to call for a histrionic talent like that of the rhapsode
in Plato's Ion liberated from the levelling effect of singing.

The singer is primarily a performer not a poet. One occasionally comes
across attempts to establish proprietorial rights (the Homeridai and
Kreophuleioi may represent such attempts), but the repertoire is traditional
and its ultimate authorship usually lost. Individual singers have thus as
much but no more claim to fame than the practitioners of any other art,
and are usually anonymous. The authority of the song lies elsewhere. In
Siberia the singer and the shaman are one and the same; the singer tells the
tale in the first person, and so questions about his (or, often, her) sources
and veracity do not arise; the singer's knowledge is direct. The Greek singer
began with an affectation of ignorance and called on the Muse, the daugh-
ter of Memory, to tell him the tale, cf. // 2.484-6, but sang in the third
person with minimal reference to himself. The first-person narrative of
Od. 9-12 is subsumed in the third-person narrative of the epic and except
in scale (a bold innovation) does not differ from the much shorter stories
attributed to Glaukos and Nestor in the Iliad. The singer appealed to the
Muses at intervals during the song, usually when access to special knowl-
edge was required, e.g. the contingents of the Achaeans who went to Troy
or the names of those slain by Agamemnon (see 1 i.2i8n.). Since the histo-
ricity of the setting of the Iliad is a question that engages the attention of
Homerists (vol. 11 36—50), it is worthwhile considering the implications
of the appeal to the authority of the Muse. Serbo-Croat singers, for exam-
ple, claim to have learned their songs from such and such a predecessor and
rely on the tradition for their authority. That leads to faithfulness, at least
as an ideal, and to criticism of singers who conflate and expand. For the
Greek singer the legend is guaranteed by the Muse. He sets out to tell the
tale Kcrra Koapiov {Od. 8.489), but the way is open for him to confuse his
imagination with her instruction. Potentially the Muse is an alibi; she
guarantees his fictions as facts (even his rewriting of the Meleagros-saga in

2 'Radlov tells us that the [Kirghiz] minstrel invariably employs two melodies, one exe-
cuted in quick tempo, for the course of the action, the other in slow tempo and as a solemn
recitative for the speeches' (Hatto, Traditions 1 304-5).
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book 9) and liberates his fancy.3 Without the Muse there would be a quarrel
of the chiefs, a short episode in the tale of Troy, but no Iliad.

In the Odyssey we meet also a familiar nexus of singer, patron, and
audience; the doiSos is a professional but not (at least in Demodokos'
case) retained by a permanent patron; the occasion is the feast, the purpose
entertainment; his status is relatively humble and the patron does not
hesitate to interrupt. Professionalism in some degree is a necessary condition
for the acquisition and practice of the skill and knowledge that a singer
must possess. Most singers, real or represented in songs, are at least semi-
professional (R. Finnegan, Oral Poetry (Cambridge 1977) 188-201); profes-
sionals may be itinerant or, if settled, the retainers of noble patrons; a
genuine amateur, i.e. a patron of the first rank who can also sing, like
Akhilleus at 9.186, or King Alfred among the Danes, is rare and the
verisimilitude of such representations is called into question. In both cases
the circumstances are exceptional, and of course Akhilleus is not giving a
public performance. Semi-amateurs, like the thegn at Hrothgar's court or
the suta of the Mahdbhdrata, are more in evidence. Sometimes the patron
may be in effect a god. This is commonly the case in India (Smith, in Hatto,
Traditions 11 29-41), and turns performance into ritual with a corresponding
attitude towards the text. The association of heroic figures with cult - Aias
in Locris, Akhilleus at Elis (Paus. 6.23.3), Neoptolemos at Delphi (Pind. JV.
7.44-7), Menelaos at Sparta - shows how readily a link between song and
cult could arise. Nevertheless any connexion between doiSfj and religion
was incidental; songs in the manner of the Homeric Hymns may have been
sung at cult centres (cf. HyAp 165-73), D u t there is no evidence that they or
an epic Titanomachia or the like were performed as part 0/cult; in Greece that
was the business of the choral lyric. Typically, it was when the Homeric
poems did become associated with cult, at the Panathenaea, that we first
encounter anxiety about the integrity of the text.

Modern researchers stress the inadequacy of the written text to represent
an art that properly exists only in performance and participation. Fortu-
nately doi5f) is one of those traditions in which the audience did not physi-
cally participate. The audience dominated the performance but was not an
active part of a ritual of which the performance was also a part. Its patrons
felt no obligation to hear the singer out, but the effect of the song while they
listened is described by the verb OeAyeiv and the noun KT|Ar|0u6s; everyone
sat entranced in a state of'silent exaltation' - as is reported of some African
audiences. We lose less in reading the printed text of the Iliad, if it is read in
the right mood, than might have been the case.

3 M. Finkelberg, AJP 111 (1990) 291-303.
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The vignettes of doi8f) in the Odyssey, there is no reason to doubt, describe
circumstances in the background of the monumental epic. Where there is
an individual patron, whether Danish kings, Kirghiz khans, West African
chiefs, or Gaulish princelings, there is panegyric (Bowra, HP 412-17),
though not to the exclusion of wider interests. The funeral feast, like that of
Amphidamas to which Hesiod alludes (Erga 654-7), l s another opportunity
for praise poetry. Yet as the Odyssey describes it doi8r) praised no patron
directly. The situation in which a patron (Odysseus) called for a song about
his own exploits was not a contemporary situation. Praise was possible only
indirectly, e.g. through the representation of ancestors, cf. the Neleids of
Miletos and Nestor's heroic tales at //. 7.132-56, 11.670-762. But the
Neleids had to be content with an ancestor of secondary importance in the
tradition taken as a whole, and the great heroes, Akhilleus and Odysseus,
left no descendants in the Ionian world. Who then was the patron of the
Iliad?

In the social system, for example, of the Germanic world patron (eco-
nomic support) and audience (moral support) were separated. In Greece,
at the time of the eighth century renaissance, they were not. The audience
was the patron, and because some singers at least were not rooted in one
spot (cf. HyAp 175) their potential audience was the whole community. The
bT scholia made a good point when they said that the poet of the Iliad was
cpiAiAAriv (e.g. at 10.13), the poet of the "EAAr|V6S. The stories of a people,
whether in a hundred lays or concentrated in a monumental epic, are the
tale of the tribe. They are of immediate use for the inspiration of impetuous
youth, and more generally they articulate the myths, beliefs, values, and
hopes of the tribe that created them.4 Wilamowitz thought that the tale of
Troy reflected the struggle to colonize Aeolis; the Ionians perhaps saw in it
a justification for their presence in western Asia. But the eclipse of the world
in which Akhilleus and Odysseus had lived meant that the heroes could
appeal to all Greeks. And they received their greatest literary promotion at
the very time that a consciousness of Hellenic identity was beginning to
establish itself.

(ii) The tradition

The secular subject matter of Phemios' and Demodokos' songs was highly
predictable. It would be taken from a few cycles of stories. This restriction
is not a primitive picture. Beside the tale of Thebes the Iliad itself alludes
to stories about Calydon, Pylos, Centaurs, Herakles, and Bellerophon; the

4 For this reason the communist administration in Kirghizia, it is said, endeavoured to
suppress the Manas-cycle.
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Odyssey, which defines the subjects of doi5f) as epy' dtv8pcov TE decov TE
(Od. 1.338), adds the Argonauts. The epy' &v8pcbv ('heroic poetry' in the
modern idiom) range from austerely heroic lays (Nestor's tales) to ro-
mantically coloured adventures (Argonauts) and thinly heroized folktales
(Bellerophon). All, however, are related as if they were historically true and
were certainly believed to be true in a straightforward way. In most cases
it is credible, even to us, that hard fact underlies many of them. The epya
06COV form for us a different genre, myth, but it is doubtful if singers for
whom the divine world was an obvious reality could see any distinction.

True myth is not located in time, and heroic stories with an overtone
of myth, like the Sumerian Gilgamesh, begin with the fairy-tale formula
'once upon a time . . . ' Where the 'historical' mode prevails the stories
are set in time and place. It would be well to speak of 'heroic' time and
place, for it is far from clear that singers could relate the times and places
of which they sang to the here and now. Places remain known and accessi-
ble, so that a tradition of song that remains in situ or in contact with the
scene of its stories will preserve, or rather constantly renew, its geographical
verisimilitude. That is how the Iliad is clear about the navigation of the
northern Aegean (9.362-3), the visibility of Samothrace from the Trojan
battlefield (13. n - 1 4 ) , the site of Troy (it must now be agreed), and the
springs of Pmarbasi (which the poet transferred to the neighbourhood of
Troy, 22.147-52), and places around the coasts of the Hellespont and
Troad. A temporary feature, like the Achaean encampment, was quickly
forgotten and had to be located where the singers thought best (see vol. 11
48-50). Typically, fine detail in the foreground, the oak of Zeus and the
fig-tree, is fictional. The flood-plain of the lower Skamandros is flat, open,
and dusty in summer, exactly what the Iliadic picture of battle required, so
that there is no conflict between the terrain and the epic narrative. If there
had been a conflict it is probable that the generic picture of battle would
have prevailed over the geography, just as the defile at Roncesvalles was not
allowed in the geste to cramp the tactics of Frankish knights. Where contact
between place and tradition was broken by time or distance an air of
verisimilitude must not be taken for knowledge. Heroic tales from the
western Peloponnese preserved in the Iliad had only a general idea of the
whereabouts of Pulos, and the Odyssey is none too sure about the location of
Ithake. Thanks to allusions in late sources there is some reason to place the
Heorot of Beowulf near the Danish town of Roskilde, but so far as the story
goes it was merely somewhere in the land of the Geats, a tribe that had
ceased to exist when the poem was created; and where was Ephure or
Camelot? A remarkable and, it must be stressed, unusual perversion of
geography is attested in the Old French cycle, the Geste de Garin de Monglane,
whose central figure is identified with the liberator of Barcelona, Count
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William of Toulouse but called Guillaume d'Orange in the geste and his
exploits located in Languedoc. (Dummler and Bethe, it will be recalled,
wished to see a mainland origin for the earliest stories of the Trojan cycle,
an idea revived for much of the Homeric onomasticon by A. Hoekstra, Epic
Verse before Homer (Amsterdam 1981) 54-66.) Times and events are in a
weaker position, for they are verifiable only so long as an independent
memory persists. After that all depends on tradition, and tradition is not
interested in the true story but in the best and most useful.

All the Greek stories had one thing in common: they were set on the
further side of a deep political and social discontinuity, the collapse of the
Mycenaean world and the subsequent migrations. Discontinuities of this
kind set the present in contrast with the past and give rise to the theme 0T01
vOv ppoToi eiai. Russian scholars connect the creation of the Kievan epic
cycle to the destruction of the medieval kingdom by the Mongols in A.D.
1240 (a catastrophic discontinuity). Even without a clean historical break
there can be a sense that a former age was different; Germans looked back
from settled conditions to the Age of Migrations, the Franks to the age
of Charlemagne and wars against the infidel. The necessary factor is a sense
of difference which may or may not be tinged with nostalgia. There is
nothing in the Iliad like 'These deeds were accomplished in the days of
Sulejman the Magnificent. Goodly was Bosnia, and goodly were the times,
and the sultan aided them well!' (Wedding of Smailagic Meho, SCHS m
246, cf. 79). Perhaps only in Greece was a bygone Heroic Age, formulated
as such, a native idea (Hesiod, Erga 156-73). It is likely enough that the
idea ultimately rested on some genuine qualities of the Mycenaean period,
but essentially it was a construct of the singers who came afterwards. That
is clear from Hesiod's description of the heroes as the men who died at
Thebes and Troy, that is, the heroes were the protagonists in the two major
cycles of the Greek heroic tradition. To emphasize the difference between
then and now Hesiod called the heroes fmiOeoi (see i2.23n.). That idea
ensured that there could be no heroic poetry about events later than the
end of the Heroic Age; the events could not be 'mythologized'.5

Elsewhere Heroic Ages have been so named by modern scholars, but
what is described is a by-product, as it was in Greece, of the tendency
of heroic poetry to congeal into cycles, often (but not always) around a
signal event, Perceived as a supreme effort of the greatest heroes, the
event ensures that later generations cannot be equal to their predecessors

5 See the interesting comments in the Epitaphios of [Demosthenes] (60.9) comparing con-
temporary achievements with the exploits of Theseus: '[contemporary deeds] which in point
of merit are not inferior to any but, because they are nearer to our own time, have not yet
assumed a mythical character nor been ranked in the class of heroic achievements' (OUTTCO
u£uu8oA6yr|Tai 0O6' els TT)V
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and thus imposes a definite lower boundary to 'heroic time'. Observance of
the boundary is meticulous in Greek, and perhaps only in Greek. A few sons
of those who fought at Troy are named, but Telemakhos is a mere append-
age of Odysseus and Orestes' sole heroic act is a tailpiece to the story of
Agamemnon. The upper limit is apt to be more untidy because it depends
on the success of the cycles in drawing ancient figures (like the greater Aias)
into their compass.6

The theme oloi vuv (3poToi eiai applies only to physical and spiritual
strength; for material things - houses, ships, weapons - the normal assump-
tion is that the age of heroes was much like the singer's. In this respect the
chanson de geste and the Iliad are at opposite ends of the continuum. French
feudalism of the twelfth century, chain mail, the couched lance, and the
cavalry charge are projected onto the Carolingian age with no sense of
anachronism, for it is hard to see that there has been change where there
has been no marked discontinuity. In Greece, however, the end of the
Heroic Age coincided with the beginning of the Iron Age, a development
in technology that was not easily forgotten; so the heroes continued to use
their bronze weapons. Chariots too impressed themselves on the collective
memory, as they did too in India and Ireland. Generally, however, heroic
poetry has little use for conscious archaism unless it touches the singers'
sense of cultural or ethnic identity. Amerindians exclude reference to Euro-
peans in their heroic world, Siberians to Russians, and Ionian singers to
Dorian Greeks.

Where it can be verified the history of a heroic tale seems always to
have begun with the celebration of contemporary or at least recent events.
The best evidence for this is from Europe where the typology of the heroic
poem has generally been realistic and where contemporary celebration has
been recorded by historians and observed in practice. The Greek tradition
is 'European' in being realistic and attached to real places, and this is the
strongest comparative argument that some fragments of history lurk behind
it. Elsewhere, especially in Asia, a tendency to raise the hero and his exploits
to the supernatural plane has obscured whatever historical origins there
may have been.

Moreover most heroic traditions are known only from relatively late
stages in their history, when the events they purport to narrate lie beyond
verification in a distant past. The fact that something seems to be strongly
remembered is not a certificate that it happened in the way that it was told.

6 In the South Slavic tradition a discontinuity, the battle of Kosovo, marks the beginning of
a tense heroic period that lasted well into the nineteenth century. Earlier songs celebrate a
relaxed and cheerful breed of hero, like Marko Kraljevic. The reality of the Germanic Heroic
Age, the principal subject of H. M. Chadwick's masterly study The Heroic Age (Cambridge
1912), has been doubted (Hatto, Traditions 11 204).
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Heroic song is not chronicle and the events related may have no historical
importance provided they can be given dramatic interest and symbolic
significance. The death of Roland did not change the course of history but
a last stand with loyal vassals dying around their liege was a feudal ideal
worthy of commemoration. If an event could not be given that sort of
significance there would be little point in making a song about it. If a song
was made about it shabby deeds became heroic and a trivial event, forgot-
ten by historians, acquired cosmic significance.7 From the very beginning
then there will be deformation.

The primary source of deformation, familiar to historians, is 'ethnic
truth'; an event must be what it ought to be. So the rearguard of
Charlemagne's army was cut off by Saracens not by Basques, and the
disaster was not due to rashness or accident but, like the defeat of Kosovo
in the Serbian tradition, to treachery.

A kind of deformation to which heroic song is especially prone is that
caused by the typology in terms of which the event is perceived and related.
In a tradition of song most things are perceived generically; in the Ger-
manic tradition a battle takes place in a confined space, the hall of Hrothgar
in Beowulf, or that of Etzel (Attila) in the Nibelung story: in Greek, heroic
action is often teamwork (the hunting of the Calydonian boar, the quest for
the golden fleece, the attacks on Thebes and Troy); an assault on a fortifica-
tion takes the form of a simultaneous attack on each of its gates, as in the
Theban story or the Trojan attack on the Achaean camp in Iliad book 12.

The song itself is built up of episodes typical of its tradition (vol. 11 15-27).
There is an excellent instance of an Iliupersis analysed into its constituent
themes in Od. 8.500-20, an analysis which has the advantage that it does
not depend on the intuition of a modern theorist. The sack of Troy is there
broken down into a sequence of council, androktasia, and aristeia assisted
by a tutelar divinity. The obscure Finn episode in Beowulf (1068-1159)
is essentially a similar summary. A council breaks down into a series of
speeches, a battle into a series of combats, and so on, until minimal state-
ments are reached (see pp. 12-13). At each stage the conception is generic.
Any event can be seen in these terms, so that their application to a particular
event is tantamount to fiction.

What these techniques of creating and preserving a song bring into
the foreground is of no evidentiary value. The grains of truth, if any,
lie in the background, in the event described, or (to be on the safe side) in
the background of the event. It is easy to quote examples from less austerely

7 The inclusion of the crucial phrase et Hruodlandus Brittanniae limitis praefectus is a matter of
debate in the textual criticism of Egginhard's Vita Karoli. One must guard against the strong
will to believe that exists in these matters.
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realistic traditions than the Greek where the distinction between what has
just been called foreground and background is obvious. The Chadwicks (n
318-19) cite a Slavic song about the second battle of Kosovo (A.D. 1448) in
which one Sekula changes himself into a winged snake in order to fight the
Turkish sultan and in that guise is shot by his own uncle. The Hungarian
John Szekely was present at the battle and was killed. Such a song, which
differs only in degree from the fights of Akhilleus with Ethiopians and
Amazons in the Aithiopis, illustrates Nilsson's comment that heroic songs
'start from a poetical remodelling of historic events which became more and
more covered up by poetical motifs so that at last a few names only are
recognizable as historical elements' (HM 44). But names too are an area
where the distinction between foreground and background is useful: the
Danish and Geatish kings who make up the background of Beowulf are
historical, but the historicity of the hero himself is an open question. (His
exploits are in the same class as Sekula's snake.) Discussing the personnel of
Smailagic Meho (SCHS m 30-1), A. B. Lord distinguished two levels, the
pashas on the historical level and the group of heroes on a more mythical
level. The heroes are the local incarnations of figures in a ubiquitous story
of marriage and succession. Similar reasoning applied to the Chanson de
Roland would make it bad evidence for Roland's last stand against Saracens,
questionable evidence (if we feel sceptical) for his presence at Roncesvalles,
but good evidence for a campaign of Charlemagne across the Pyrenees, and
excellent evidence for a conflict between the Frankish empire and the
Muslims of Spain. In an extreme instance no nucleus of historical fact has
been found in the Kirghiz epics (the Manas cycle), but they bear witness
to the long struggle of the Kirghiz against Kalmuck inroads. An analogous
approach to the Iliad would discount every statement in the poem but still
accept it as evidence for Achaean raids on the Troad.

Where traditions are represented by many songs there is a natural ten-
dency for songs to form groups around a particular hero or event. It
helps the singer and his audience to find their way around the heroic
world if there is some organizing factor. It is convenient, but premature at
this stage, to speak of a 'cycle'. The Slavic Kosovo songs typify a group
related by a common centre but each independent of the others. Such a
'cycle' is not the disiecta membra of an epic, but material waiting to be fused
into an epic if conditions were right for such a development. In the Trojan
cycle described in Proclus' Chrestomathy the kernel of the story of Troy
has grown into a series of songs, each except the first presupposing the one
before and together completing the grand episode called the Trojan war.
Demodokos was presumed as a competent <5coi66s to know it all, so that
there was no need for Odysseus to ask if he could sing the 'Wooden Horse'.
A singer would never have sung the whole story at a stretch. What he did
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was what Demodokos is said to have done and what the poets of the
Homeric epics say they do - to take up the tale 'from some point'. This
stage is well attested in some living traditions (Hatto, Traditions n 275-6),
even to the extent that investigators have induced epics by eliciting the
whole cycle from the singer/or the first time.

A growing cycle is an open-ended string of episodes that draws in attrac-
tive figures and incidents from elsewhere. A classic example is the use of the
murder of Siegfried in the Nibelungenlied to motivate the (historical) destruc-
tion of the Burgundians by a tribe of Huns, a tale that had already attracted
into it, in defiance of history and chronology, such famous names as those of
Theoderic and Attila. The catalogues of heroes who sailed in the Argo,
hunted the Galydonian boar, and fought at Troy are obviously expanded,
some of the intruders, like Telamonian Aias, scarcely disguised, others too
famous to leave out but too brilliant to be in at the kill. When it was
common knowledge that Jason secured the Fleece and Odysseus devised the
Trojan Horse Herakles and Akhilleus could not be allowed to dominate the
final act and usurp their glory; they must either leave or die.

The formation of a connected cycle exposes gaps and raises questions
about the primary material: the birth or origin of the hero, his death
and descendants, how he acquired associates and distinguishing character-
istics, and so on. Is the story of the pursuit of Troilos by Akhilleus an aition
for his epithet 7r68ocs COKUS — or the origin of that description?8 Kullmann's
careful research into the content of the Trojan cycle (Quellen (i960)) has
shown how much of it predates the Iliad, but it is clear from the description
of the cycle by Proclus that parts of the Cypria, the Nostoi, and especially the
Telegony, as they existed after Homer, are examples of this tendency to
complete the story and arrange it around an outstanding poem or episode.9

(iii) The hero

'Heroic poetry' is a loose term, and heroes are correspondingly diverse.
Folktales, hero tales, heroic lays, and romances are characterized by the
dominance of certain viewpoints at the expense of, but not to the exclusion
of others. Heroic poetry, in Bowra's classic description, 'works in conditions
determined by special conceptions of manhood and honour. It cannot exist
unless men believe that human beings are in themselves sufficient objects of
interest and that their chief claim is the pursuit of honour through risk'

8 There is a parallel in the invention of a story to explain Cort Nes, 'short-nosed', the
soubriquet of Guillaume d'Orange in Le Couronnement de Louis > an invention because the epithet
is known to be a misunderstanding of Curb JVes, 'hook-nosed' (M. de Riquer, Les Chansons de
gestefrangaises trans. I. Cluzel (Paris 1957) 157-8).

9 The Old French epic with some eighty poems is rich material for the study of cycles; a
useful study is that of de Riquer (n. 8).
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[HP 4-5). This formulation suits Akhilleus and the Iliad very well, but it
allowed, as was necessary, for many types of hero and conceptions of
heroism. The continuing advance of comparative studies has blurred the
sharp distinction that Bowra perceived between the self-reliance of heroes in
ancient and medieval European (and some Asian) epics and a heavy depen-
dence on magic and shamanism elsewhere. Heroic poetry occupies that part
of the spectrum of narrative poetry in which heroic qualities predominate.
Within any one tradition the concept of heroism is described by its place
along several axes.

(a) Exemplary character

Heroes have to be larger than life, but they must not be thought of,
necessarily, as paragons of virtue even when they exert themselves for
the public good. They are indeed exemplary to the extent that they embody
what the audiences of heroic poems regarded with awe. (Indian epic has a
hero Bhisma, the Awesome.) That is their moral justification; their great-
ness gives them the right to exert their powers as they please. Heroes
are seldom well-rounded personalities. Typically they embody one trait
of character and, being supermen, embody it to excess, and the traits
of character that heroes embody are by no means those that a well-
ordered civilized society would unreservedly commend. As an old singer
told Milman Parry, 'That heroism did not belong to us. The old heroes were
worthy men, and hajduks (outlaws), they say; but we are not. Our people
have come under discipline. Heroism has passed' (SCHS m 271). A hero
who is explicitly insufferable is Gilgamesh. He is represented as so arrogant
that his subjects prayed to be delivered from him. Agamemnon would have
understood their attitude (see 1.176-81), for Akhilleus refused to act within
the delicate web of personal relationships among the Achaean chiefs before
Troy and nurtured a n^vis that was ouAousVn. Diomedes, who knew how to
handle a difficult superior (9.32-49, cf. 4.412-18), is a morally more exem-
plary character. But before the discipline of civilization is imposed heroes
deliver what is needful, and for that everything else must be forgiven them.
Meanwhile in various degrees heroes embody violence, pride, cruelty, ego-
tism, and sometimes other qualities that are in danger of becoming vices by
excess. It is, of course, precisely these qualities that bring about the dra-
matic situations celebrated in heroic song.

(b) Status

The simplest way to exalt a hero is to give him status. In the Greek
tradition he is an dpiOTEUS, and his status is justified by the suggestion that
he enjoys a special relationship with Zeus; he is Sioyevfjs, 8iOTpeq>f|s, and Ail
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91A0S. In a few cases (Herakles, Akhilleus) the relationship is reinforced by
immediate divine ancestry. In the narrative the heroes are represented as
the only persons of consequence in their society; the productive classes are
ignored. In the field the other ranks make up an anonymous Accos except
when they are singled out for slaughter. Yet even then, for there is no credit
in overcoming the unresistant, the poet of the Iliad will say TOUS dp' 6 y'
fiyeuovas Aavacov IXgv (11.304) after listing the victims of an androktasia. To
check a rout Odysseus appeals dyocvoTs iTreeacn to the |3aaiAfJ6s and H£OX°1

dv6p6S, but uses the stick on the 'men of the people'. In the assembly
only the dpiorf)8S speak, a custom enforced by blows on those who get
above their station (2.265). After summoning an assembly of the whole
host Akhilleus addressed himself solely to Agamemnon (19.56), Idaios the
diplomatic herald added dXAoi apiaries TTavaxoacov, but even at the lowest
point of his demoralization Agamemnon could still ignore the rank and
file and speak to 'Apyeicov f)yf|Topes f|8e UESOVTES (9.17). The dpiorfies then
are the sole actors in the drama. Their position is assured in life and their
memory in death.

This status is part of the background of the heroic tradition and presum-
ably reflects some sort of social reality, though at a certain distance; the
Iliad's terminology of leadership is imprecise. Simpler societies that are
innocent of hierarchy have heroes (leaders), but a genuinely lower class
heroic character is probably always a product of special circumstances.10

Heroes may be kings, but a king who is a hero carries a heavy burden
of symbolism that inhibits the application of many heroic themes to him.
He and his line symbolize the continued existence of his people, and so,
for example, the pathos of a gallant end must be denied him. Better to
keep the king in the background and focus on a figure free of kingly
responsibilities.

The idea of the king in the background, for whom, or in spite of whom,
the hero fights is a powerful one and very common in any culture that
incorporates the ranks of lord and vassal. In Old English epithets for heroes
fall roughly into two classes, those meaning 'old, wise, or good' which are
applied to kings, and those meaning 'bold, fierce, or strong' which are
applied to warriors. Beowulf is held up as the ideal king (Beowulf 1380-2),
cf. the Odyssean formula TraTrip a>s f\Tnos fjev (4X ) and the implied descrip-
tion of Odysseus himself as dyavos KOCI fJTTios at Od. 2.230 = 5.8. The king
may be noble but distant, like Charlemagne in Roland and Hrothgar in
Beowulf, or ungrateful or malevolent, like Louis in the Guillaume-cycle,
Alphonso in the Cid, or Gunther in the Nibelungenlied. The idea seems to

10 The Indian thug OmpurT is one example, cf. Hatto, Traditions 1 54. 'Robin Hood'
figures lie on the margin of the heroic idea, or beyond it.
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lurk in the portrayal of Agamemnon who is represented as blatantly unjust
in his attitudes towards his colleagues, was prepared to abandon their
common enterprise, and even rejoiced (Od. 8.76-8) at their disputes.
Heroic poetry is often on the side of the vassal.

(c) Force and will

Heroes cannot be, they must do; courage in war, generosity in peace, not idle
strength or wealth, are admired. The simplest form of heroism is the success-
ful accomplishment of a mighty deed, seen most clearly when the hero is
an isolated figure who does battle with monsters. Beowulf, Perseus, and
Herakles are obvious examples.11 Perhaps such heroes symbolize the success
of the tribe over a hostile environment; at any rate they are common among
peoples whose survival is precarious and it is typical of them that they win
(Beowulf s last fight is an exception) and that their exploits are enhanced
beyond reasonable probability. The point of these tales is the victory and
the force exerted in winning it. Where the hero's antagonists are other
humans there is more realism, more scope for victory in fair fight, and
more risk of defeat. Even then he may fall with honour usyoc pe£as TI KCU
6<T(TO|i£Voi<Ji TruOeaOai (22.305). The words are those of Hektor, the main
exemplar of this idea in the Greek tradition. The hero's valiant end is
characteristic of the Germanic concept of heroism.

Force comes to the fore in heroic poetry as the supernatural retreats
into the background. The supernatural does not mean gods. Gods are
part of the natural order; they personify causation, whether at the level
of the principles that rule the world or at the level of hour-by-hour events.
What heroic poetry qua heroic eschews is the sort of thing that pervades,
for example, the Finnish tales that make up the Kalevala: magic. Magic is
the natural order set aside. Vainamoinen rides over the water on a magic
steed and builds a boat with magic words; Ilmarinen forges a talisman, the
Sampo; Louhi creates plague and conceals the sun and moon.

The black art had an important role in the story of the Argonauts
and has a foothold in the Odyssey, but only in the Wanderings; sorcery is
completely absent from the action of the Iliad. (That can only partly be
due to the fact that witchcraft is the province of females (Medea, Agamede,
Circe).) It is not only that no spells are cast or even mooted, but there are
not even such auxiliary aids to heroic success as invulnerable bodies and
weapons that hit their target always and at vast distances. Invulnerability
was not foreign to Greek heroic thought, but no one would guess from the
Iliad and all the trouble about Akhilleus' armour that some said he had

11 For the Saracens as collectively monsters in Roland see Hatto, Traditions 11 245.
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been spear-proofed in the waters of Styx, nor that Telamonian Aias was
vulnerable only in the armpit. Special weapons that bear their own names
fall short of magic ones but confer advantage on their wielders, by implica-
tion at least. Siegfried wielded Balmung; Roland, Oliver, and Charlemagne
all christened their swords. Roland could not recognize defeat until his
Durandel was shattered. The nearest the Iliad comes to a named weapon is
the TTnAias |ieAir| of Akhilleus, and it is significant that this is properly a
thrusting spear that never left its owner's hand; one cannot have strong
proprietorial feelings towards anything so easily lost as a missile weapon.
But neither Akhilleus' spear nor Odysseus' bow, another weapon that only
its owner could wield, appears to have any exceptional properties (cf. the
fantasies detailed by Bowra, HP 149-54).

The hero then must epitomize force. Every major figure in the Iliad
is given a rampage, an aristeia. A berserker is etymologically a frenzied
Norse warrior, but battle frenzy (often illustrated by comparisons with
ferocious animals, as in the Iliad) infects most heroes. Hektor's fury at
15.607-12 is a fine example, complete with blazing eyes and froth at the
lips. Achaean warriors feel zest, xocpliT), and are inspired with uevos. Heroes
who fight monsters or personify extreme violence use the club (Rainouart
in Old French epic, Marko Kraljevic, Bhlma). There is an obscure instance
in the Iliad, Ereuthalion (7.141), in one of Nestor's reminiscences. The
Herakles of realistic heroic poetry who fought at Pulos and Oikhalia used
the bow, the hero of the labours the club.

Where a tradition presupposes a heroic class there can be a complication,
for in a group where spheres of competence overlap each member must
assert his right to membership by achieving his victory in competition with
his fellows. The Greek tradition is unusual in explicitly putting equal weight
on surpassing friends and defeating enemies (see 11.78311.).

The Greek tradition complicates the picture further by bracketing deeds
with words; Akhilleus was taught uuOcov TE pr\TT\p3 euevou 7rpr|KT'np& TE
ipycov (9.443), and was set off against a hero, Odysseus, who was a deviser
as well as a doer. Odysseus is the outstanding instance of an unusual type
of hero who retains in a realistic form the resourcefulness of the sorcerers
and magicians of non-heroic narrative poetry.

The emphasis on physical force further reduces the possibilities for an
active role for heroines in what are already represented as male-dominated
societies. The secondary role, of course, may yet be important, e.g. the loyal
wife of the absent hero (Penelope), or the actively supportive wife (Guiborc
in the Guillaume~cycle, Kanikey in Manas). To enter the story on the same
level as the heroes heroines must either adopt masculine roles (Amazons),
or excel in masculine skills (Atalante, Brunhild in the Nibelung story), or
commit some awesome deed that would normally require a hero's hand and
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is or borders on the criminal (Klutaimestra, Kriemhild) - the moral ambi-
guity of heroines is even clearer than that of heroes.

There must be moral force to complement physical force, but this is a
factor that requires scale for its full development. Tenacity, for example, is
convincing in a Jason or an Odysseus, but is not really conveyed by the bald
statement that the hero languished e.g. for x years in a Turkish prison. The
moral stature of the hero is clearest when he confronts death. He risks death
all the time, and in his noblest incarnations he chooses to die rather than
live in the shadow, as he sees it, of disgrace. 'Men say he could have escaped,
but he turned his horse to make a stand' is one of the themes of South Slavic
heroic poetry. A refinement of this theme is to forewarn the hero of his
danger, so that he chooses to enter the fight in the knowledge that he
is doomed, like Akhilleus or the Serbian Tsar before Kosovo. Or, if the
hero rejects advice and warning, realization comes at the moment of crisis,
as it does to Roland and Hektor.

(d) Egotism and oceiKsa epya

Heroic qualities are morally ambiguous because they are excessive. Roland
was too proud to summon aid; Akhilleus was too sensitive to insult to
accept compensation and driven by that excessive sensitivity to abandon
his own side. The Iliad regards this attitude sympathetically from the stand-
point of Akhilleus, so that we do not immediately notice that the same
sensitivity to slight inspired the treachery of Ganelon in the Chanson de
Roland or that of Vuk Brankovic at Kosovo. Roland's heart was 'hard and
proud' (verse 256); Akhilleus is rebellious, without pity (16.33), obdurate
(9.678), impatient (19.1991!.), vindictive (22.395) and fractious (1.177); his
terrible temper is ouAo|i6vr|, not admirable but awesomely implacable.

The Iliad is more helpful than most epics in exposing the social foundation
of heroism. Unless their heroism is pure pursuit of fame heroes are cham-
pions who fight for their people. To induce them to do so society punishes
them with disgrace (22.104-7) or rewards them with honour (12.310-21).
Fame is an aspect of honour; it may reach heaven and continue after the
hero's death. Fame is a universal motive, but Greek is unusual in stressing
its primacy. 'They choose one thing above all others,' said Heraclitus (fr.
29 Diels), 'immortal glory among mortals.' When other claims threaten to
arise the heroes resolutely put them aside. Neither wife nor mother can sway
the heroic mind; Hektor firmly dismisses Andromakhe (6.486ff.), Akhilleus
Thetis (18.796°.). 'Immovable once his decision is taken, deaf to appeals and
persuasion, to reproof and threat, unterrified by physical violence, even by
the ultimate violence of death itself, more stubborn as his isolation increases
until he has no one to speak to but the unfeeling landscape, bitter at the
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disrespect and mockery the world levels at what it regards as failure, the
hero prays for vengeance and curses his enemies as he welcomes the death
that is the predictable end of his intransigence.'12

Excessive force is another area of moral ambiguity, though it is not
easy to decide what is normal and what is excessive in a heroic milieu.
Heroic poetry respects the hero's enemies unless it is infected by religious
prejudice. The dramatic principle that the hero's antagonist must be wor-
thy of him ensures the latter a fair deal up to the moment of his demise. At
that point a competing dramatic principle takes over, the hero's triumph
must by some means seize the imagination of the tale's audience. An
awesome deed may be the answer. The actions of Kriemhild in hacking
Hagen to death at the end of the Nibelungenlied or of Akhilleus in dragging
Hektor (alive, some have thought, in an older tale) behind his chariot
would lose their point as expressions of the lust for vengeance if they were
not excessive. Bhima - the name means 'terrible' - in Indian epic represents
an extreme of violence, to such a degree that his allies have often to restrain
him. 'Drawing his sharp sword with its excellent blade, and treading upon
the throat of the writhing man, he cut open his breast as he lay on the
ground, and drank his warm blood. Then, having quaffed and quaffed
again, he looked up and spoke these words in his excessive fury: "Better than
mother's milk . . . ' " (trans. Smith, in Hatto, Traditions i 57). No one in the
Iliad indulges his taste for blood so literally, but the thought is not far away,
cf. 4.35, 22.347, and the story of Thebes told how Tudeus devoured the
brains of Melanippos.

There is no need to argue the artificiality and obvious hyperbole of
this moral picture. There is nothing strange about the ability of literature
to create a fictitious society to achieve its ends. No conscious effort is
required; the development insensibly proceeds to a point where contact
with underlying reality has become slight. Quidquid delirant reges, plectuntur
Achivi - the behaviour of the heroes before Troy would tear apart society if
there were not means, largely ignored in the Iliad, of restraining it. The
behaviour of Akhilleus is indeed absurd, but it is the absurdity of excess and
obsession and therefore not so absurd that we cannot comprehend it.

(iv) The Greek tradition and the Iliad

The Iliad is an epic with a wide vision but a sharp focus. It is concerned with
the twin concepts, honour (Ti|if|) and glory (KAEOS or K08OS), that are the

12 B. M. W. Knox, The Heroic Temper: Studies in Sophoclean Tragedy (Berkeley and Los
Angeles 1964) 44.
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driving force of a small group of men, the heroes. No one else is of serious
consequence.13

The protagonists in the underlying story were not fighting in order
to seek honour but to defend it, the Atreidai by recovering Helen, the
Trojans by preserving their city. Others were at Troy because, as Hesiod
explained, they were bound by their oath as Helen's suitors; Aineias joined
in because he had been attacked by Akhilleus. Thus far we are in the world
of heroic poetry, where the deeds of the heroes are celebrated and awkward
questions are not asked. What an epic poem can do, or should do given its
greater scale, is to explore as well as celebrate the ideology of heroism.
Accordingly the Iliad turns its focus upon a hero the sole purpose of whose
existence is the pursuit of glory. When the poem begins Akhilleus has no
injury to avenge, no city or family to defend, but a knowledge that fate has
assigned him a short life. He has therefore the strongest of motives for
seeking fame and nothing to detract him from it. His ruthlessness is essential
to his tragedy, but until the end it excludes two qualities that enter into the
Iliad's concept of true heroism, ai6cos and eAeos (24.44). Outside the Iliad
Akhilleus seems to have been a more sympathetic character, sparing suppli-
ants and accepting ransoms, and within it the qualities he lacks are given
to his alter ego, the kindly Patroklos, and sometimes even to his antagonist,
Hektor (both of whom are also capable of violent action - see Kirk, HOT

Stripped to its essence the creed of heroism is that the fame of great deeds
defeats death. Loss of life is compensated by honour received and fame to
come. Death is ultimately certain, for it is part of the uolpoc of men; but what
matters for the hero is that life is uncertain. A quiet, long life is not a realistic
option, for ten thousand dooms of death stand over a man (12.326-7), so
that the heroic course is to make a bid for fame and die, if it must be, having
done some great deed. In simpler terms the ocpiOHreus has a duty; TOV 8E U&ACC

Xpeco I £0Td|J6vai Kporrepcos (11.409-10) in the face of danger. Such a creed is
not easy to live by in practice, for even ten thousand dooms of death do
not amount to an absolute certainty; to save their lives Iliadic heroes
call for aid, withdraw, and on occasion run away. But one hero could not
look upon failure as a temporary setback; for him death - early death - was
a certainty. He had traded life for honour (9.410-16), and his anger was
all the deeper when the honour was not forthcoming. That is the uniqueness
of Akhilleus.

13 The world of the similes (and the Shield of Akhilleus) is a very different place or the
same place from a very different viewpoint: there are no heroes and not many persons of rank.
The Odyssey takes a more generous view of where moral worth may be found.
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Where folktale and heroic poetry merge success may come to the hero
relatively easily with the aid of superhuman endowments or special weap-
ons. The cyclic epics and, especially, the Argo story contain many examples
of these derogations from pure heroism: the flying sons of Boreas, the
eyesight of Lunkeus, invulnerable heroes, impenetrable armour (probably),
the talismanic bow of Philoktetes, numerous prophecies and oracles (seven-
teen are noted by Kullmann, Quellen 221) and exotic figures like Kuknos,
Memnon, and Penthesileia who are not part of this world. In the Iliad
heroes have only enhanced muscular power and strength of will.14

The tradition of the cyclic poems - and some asides in the Odyssey -
undercut the creed of heroism by softening the horror of death. Heroes,
however, are as great as the stakes are high; hence a widespread feeling,
most conspicuous in the Germanic concept of heroism, that a hero is a tragic
figure whose nature dooms him to an untimely death. The Iliad makes
Herakles the supreme example of mortality: OU8E yap ou8£ |3ir| 'HpOKAfjos
cpuye Kfjpa | 6s irep cpiATcrros ECTKE AH Kpovicovi dvoocn (18.117-18), the
Odyssey in a tour deforce of eschatology puts his ei8coAov in Hades and his
person (OCUTOS) on Olumpos (Od. 11.601-3). Menelaos was promised an
afterlife in Elysium (Od. 4.561-4), a privilege extended to heroes in general
by Hesiod (Erga 167-73). Zeus immortalized Memnon, and Thetis re-
moved Akhilleus from his pyre to the White Island in the Aithiopis. The
Cypria granted immortality on alternate days to Kastor and Poludeukes.
The Telegony devalued the motif by immortalizing all the survivors of his
family after Odysseus' death. In the Iliad even a temporary resurrection by
necromancy seems to be excluded; once the pyre has done its work there is
no return (23.75-6). The price that must be paid for glory is thus clearly
defined, without compromise. That is the uniqueness of the Iliad.

The slaying of Hektor was a great deed of war on a par with Akhilleus'
victories over Penthesileia and Memnon. The Aithiopis, having told those
exploits, went on to relate the death of Akhilleus, but as far as is known the
poem did not bring its three major episodes into causal connexion. For
articulation it relied on an external structure, balance and contrast. To
some extent the Iliad does the same, most obviously in the balance in theme
and detail of the first and last Books,15 but the Iliad also has an inner logic
and develops in the person of Akhilleus a causally connected nexus of ideas,
those of glory, vengeance, foreknowledge, responsibility, and shame. (See
introduction to book 9.) In the end Akhilleus cannot wreak a vengeance

14 The suppression of magical elements is part of the Iliad's avoidance of fantastic and
romantic episodes, as critically set out by J. Griffin, JHS 97 (1977) 39~53-

15 Whitman, HHT 257-84, explores the Iliad's symmetries in detail. His analyses are not
always convincing, but the principle is correct. See also N. J. Richardson in vol. vi, Introduc-
tion, ch. 1.
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great enough to balance the shame he feels at the death of Patroklos. His
mighty deed, his heroism, is insufficient to restore his honour and leads him
to act 'like a raging lion that indulges its ueydAri |3ir| and 0u|i6s dynvcop'
(24.41-2, see n. adloc). Like the dying Roland Akhilleus has his vision (and
ours) widened as he makes peace with his soul. At first Roland cannot
bear the thought that his sword will fall into another's hands - as in
the Iliad the loss of weapons is the ultimate disgrace. Then he reflects that
he holds the sword not for his own glory but for that of Charlemagne, finally
that the sword, whose pommel contains holy relics, is a symbol of his faith.
So Roland dies not cursing his conquerors in heroic style but as a Christian
confessing his sins to God. That is the sort of vision an epic poet should have.
With Priam kneeling before him Akhilleus too realizes that heroism is not
enough. The conclusion of his dictum KorrOav' oucos 6 T* depyos dvf̂ p 6 TE
TToAAd sopycos (9-320) is not that he should do more killing but that he
should recognize that all men suffer the same troubles and the same end -
that is, that he should shed tears for the nature of things. Accordingly he
bows to the will of Zeus, who offers him a new honour (24.110) which
victors and defeated can both share.
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COMMENTARY

BOOK NINE

How the Iliad was created we shall never know. Even if the assumptions set
out in the Introduction to volume i of this Commentary are accepted and
we see in the poem the impact of an original genius on traditional sagas, an
attempt to dissect the plot of the Iliad is no more likely to command assent
than former attempts to dissect its text have been. But a commentator on
book 9 cannot duck the question, and it behoves him to make his supposi-
tions plain. The problem is that book 9 is well integrated into the idea of
the Iliad but not so well integrated into its text. On an intellectual level the
Book explores the moral stance that Akhilleus has adopted and is necessary
for the understanding of his position and the dangers that it holds in store
for him; on the other hand the role of Phoinix and the integrity of the Book
have been questioned, and at the level of what is done and said on the field
and in the camp the situation that the Book has created seems later to be
overlooked, cf. n.6o9n., 16.72-3, and 16.84-6.

An epic of Homeric quality must be a sequence of ideas as well as a
sequence of events. At the level of the characters that the poet has created
the epic ideas that Akhilleus embodies are those of glory, vengeance, fore-
knowledge, and responsibility. The first three are each traditional ideas:
they are met with, for example, in loose combination in the fate of the
sons of Antenor, Iphidamas and Koon, at 11.221-63. Agamemnon slays
Iphidamas and loots his corpse (glory); Koon, grieved for his brother,
attacks Agamemnon and wounds him (vengeance); to attack against such
adverse odds is virtual foreknowledge of the ultimate result, Koon's death,
but the explicit idea of divinely revealed foreknowledge appears a little later
at 11.328-32.

The climax of the Iliad fittingly is a slaying: fipduedoc |i6ya K08OS* eirecpvoiJev
"EKTOpa 8Tov (22.393) is the fundamental idea of heroic poetry, but a mere
slaying devoid of further overtones is not the stuff that a great epic is made
of. Even as Akhilleus is made to utter those words he is made to remember
that it is not only a glorious deed that he has performed, but an act of
vengeance: TOU [TTaTpoKXou] 5' OUK 6TTiAf)ao|iai (22.387). The idea of heroic
glory is linked to that of heroic duty.
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The duty of vengeance is always hazardous and supplied the Iliad with
many moments of pathos; in the case of Akhilleus the pathos is refined into
heroism by the foreknowledge granted him by Thetis that he lives under a
conditional doom - if he slays Hektor he will quickly die himself (18.94-
126). We should not underestimate the importance of this link. Yet it is
directly mentioned only in book 18, a brilliant stroke, it is pleasant to
conjecture, of the monumental composer, bringing into focus the traditional
point that the hero was doomed to be short-lived and to die at Troy.

At the end of book 9 the Achaean leaders know where they stand: on
their own. But to the action of the poem the Book contributes nothing,
the situation on the ground being the same at the end as at the beginning:
the Trojans on the plain, the Achaeans within their wall. What then does
the Book add? It restores Akhilleus, who has been out of sight and mind
from the end of book 1, to the focus of attention; it sharpens his character-
ization by showing him in contact with those nearest to him, as the encoun-
ters with Helen and Andromakhe do for Hektor (6.313—502); but the
primary contribution of the Book is to the ethical plot of the Iliad. Without
it the plot would be a familiar story of heroism. The young warrior accepts
death as the price of heroic fame and duty. He admits to a mistake: it was
his fault that Patroklos died, immediately for not being at Patroklos' side
and more remotely for giving way to epis (18.97-no). If what he said
to Thetis were the sum of Akhilleus' responsibility, it would be easy to
absolve him; he speaks under the stress of deep emotion, the quarrel with
Agamemnon is too distant, and Patroklos had been reckless. For his mis-
takes he could have pleaded 6nT|; he had not acted with his eyes open.

The idea of the moral responsibility of Akhilleus was always latent in the
story, but at some point, it is plausible to imagine, the monumental com-
poser realized that an explicit error of moral judgement would form the
keystone to his poem. It is the function of book 9 to make this clear. It was
natural that Akhilleus should be made to relish the prospect of a chastened
Agamemnon (11.608-10). So he made the prospect a reality and had
Akhilleus reject the overtures of his friends. To achieve this end the poet had
to confront a dilemma. As part of his motivation for the seizure of Briseis
Agamemnon was given a reputation for greed, at least in Akhilleus' eyes
(1.149); it would be easy therefore, maintaining the characterization of
both heroes, to have Agamemnon make an offer which Akhilleus could
stigmatize as mean and justifiably reject. On the other hand if Agamemnon
is made to offer more than could be reasonably rejected on that score, on
what understandable grounds could Akhilleus be made to reject it? There is
strong evidence (see 64on.) that in a culture dominated by the ideas of
honour and shame to reject compensation is to incur dishonour. Such an
impression must here be avoided. The crucial passage is 379-87. Akhilleus
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is the best of the Achaeans, the greatest of heroes; in no way can he resign
himself to the slightest disgrace. Let him therefore set on his honour an
infinite value in material things. Of course it is an unreasonable and im-
practical position, but Akhilleus' soul is not the real world, and on his terms
we can understand it. In book 9 therefore he is given a fair chance to
extricate himself from the futile posture he had taken up in book 1, and
refuses; he is then warned that his stance is wrong and dangerous, and takes
no notice. His obstinacy on this occasion is in the classical sense an duapTioc,
and deepens his heroism with the idea of tragedy. Akhilleus is wrong but
from an excess of rectitude. He rejects a fair offer, but does so from the
highest heroic motives.

Book 9 is thus the key to the Iliad, and within book 9 the key is Phoinix'
allegory of TVrn and the Anrcd (502-12). Neither is dispensable, but the
way in which the episode has been worked into the Book and the Book into
the poem has always seemed to give analytical critics their opportunity
(see i82n., n.6o9n., 16.72-3^). To these genuine difficulties there is no
easy answer from the Unitarian standpoint. Reinhardt's hypothesis (luD -
pp. 212-23 discuss book 9, with a critical commentary at pp. 223-42) that
the composition of our Iliad was a long-drawn-out process with repeated
revision over many years rests on a persuasive premise: the poem cannot
have been created in a moment of inspiration. It is in such places as book 9
that we have a glimpse into the workshop of Homer.

The design of the Book is simple and self-contained. A council, in active
session at beginning and end, brackets the scene in Akhilleus' hut. Business
there is transacted, not as in book 1 by debate, but by three long and two
short discourses. The moral pressure on Akhilleus is intense, but the formal-
ity of the situation enables all to keep their tempers. The discourses and the
revelations of character that they make are the Book. For their construction
see nn. to 225, 307, 430, and Lohmann, Reden 213-277. As for their quality
Leaf (who thought the Book intrusive) was deeply moved: 'alike in the vivid
description of scene, in interplay of character and in the glowing rhetoric,
the book is unsurpassed in Homer, perhaps in literature' (The Iliad 1 371).

1-88 Demoralized by his defeat (as related in book 8) Agamemnon summons an
assembly of the host and proposes withdrawal. Diomedes, to general applause, repudi-
ates this pusillanimous suggestion, and Nestor after complimenting Diomedes3 spirit
outlines precautions for the night and hints at further measures

1-3 The resumptive formula a>s 01 uev [sc. the Trojans] . . . ocuxdp (or 8e)
makes a natural beginning to the Book, and makes it easy to imagine a
pause in the singing, though not a long pause, between Books, for the
dyopd of the Achaeans balances that of the Trojans (8.489-541). The same
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resumptive formula is used to introduce books 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 23;
but it is a regular formula of transition between episodes, and implies
nothing for the origin of the present division into books. [Plutarch], Vita
Horn., affirms that Aristarchus (i.e. a Hellenistic scholar, not necessarily
Aristarchus himself) made the Book division. Indeed a Hellenistic date is
very likely; see R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship (Oxford 1968)
115-16. See also 1 i.848n. and Introduction to vol. vi 20-21.

1 9UAOK6CS EXOV: by the tomb of Ilos, according to 10.415, though the
geography of that Book is idiosyncratic, see 10.428-3 in., and the location
of the tomb is never precisely conceived. Night has fallen (8.485-6), though
very little notice is taken of the fact in the narrative, apart from a passing
reference at 85.

2 With their usual precision the scholia (Arn/A bT and Arn/A on 14.10)
seek to separate 9o|3os as f) UETOC TOO 8EOUS 9uyr| and 91/̂ a as f) (JETCX 9uyqs
SeiAicccns, and suggest IK-TTAT̂ IS as the sense of 9u£cc here. 'Panic' is a suitably
ambivalent rendering between the state of mind and its manifestation. The
Achaeans of course are presently within the safety of their wall. — 9oj3ou
KPUOEVTOS: the correct form Kpuoeis is here secure, as at 5.740, Hesiod, Theog.
936 and [Hesiod], Aspis 255. For the secondary form OKpuoeis, a creation
(according to Leumann, HW 49-50) of Homer's predecessors, see 6.344^
and 64n. — The metaphor 6TCCipr| recurs at 4.440-1 (ipis the sister and
comrade of Ares).

3 (3epoAf|aTO, as if from |3OAECO (only the medio-passive perfect is attested),
is properly used metaphorically according to Aristarchus (Arn/A). |3£(3Af|-
orro, read by Zenodotus 'and others', would imply physical wounds, cf. 9,
and Od. 10.247, where pE(3Ar|[iEvos is read by many MSS for pe(3oArmevos.

4-8 The Book division conceals the contrast, clearly deliberate, between
this simile of wind and storm and that of the calm night fourteen verses
earlier that illustrates the Trojans' confident bivouac at 8.555-9. The
oblique idiom 'as two winds stir up the sea', for 'as the sea is stirred up', is
typical of Homeric similes.

Similes in general, like the narrative, are composed from the standpoint
of an observer and comment upon external signs from which, of course,
internal states of mind may be inferred. This simile therefore is unusual in
that it comments on a metaphysical entity, the Oupios, which cannot be
observed except in so far as a person may be aware of his own duuos and, as
here, of its palpitations. Storm similes, e.g. 11.297-8, 11.305-8, usually
illustrate furious action.

4 The basic formula is prepositional, ETTI TTOVTOV . . . IXOVOEVTOC (5X
Od.) or TTOVTOV ETT' IXOUOEVTCC (7X including variants, in several positions).
The sea bred KT)T£OC that might attack a man {Od. 5.421, cf. the expression
|i£yocKT|TEa TTOVTOV, Od. 3.158 and West's note ad loc), and the heroes had a
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horror of drowning (Od. 5.308-12); even so 'abounding in fish' seems a
innocent description of the sea, pace Householder and Nagy, who comment
that 'the original selection of ixOuoeis was probably motivated not by a
striving for fanciful descriptions of the sea, but rather by the implication of
lurking danger' (F. Householder and G. Nagy, Current Trends in Linguistics
9 (1972) 768). Fish eats man in the heroic world, it is true, not vice versa,
but in similes at least (as Aristarchus noted, Arn/A to 16.364) Homer drew
on the world he knew and interpreted his diction accordingly. For fishing
in a simile see 16.406-8 (and n.), 24.80-2, Od. 12.251-4.

5 Boperis: the spondaic scansion (hence (3opp&s in Allen's V group of
MSS) occurs also at 23.195 Boperj KOCI Ze<pupco. If the lengthening of the
first syllable is not a metrical licence it is hard to say what articulation the
epic orthography may represent, since -pe- > -pp- is unknown in Ionic, cf.
Bop-qs in Hdt., and a consonantalized £ (if such were possible) would not
make position any more than the well attested consonantalized 1. (TUKecci
{Od. 7.116) is a phonetic, not a metrical parallel. Zephuros, cf. 4423ff., is
5u<raf)s at Od. 5.295, not a zephyr in the modern sense.

The winds mentioned blow from the north-west quadrant and therefore,
if they blow from Thrace, strike the Asiatic coast and its offshore islands.
Similar indications of the poet's geographical standpoint occur at 2-394ff.,
4.422ff. (coasts beaten by winds from the south-west quadrant).

8 = 15.629.
9-78 The assembly (dyopf) or ccycov) is an important epic device for

setting in motion a new action-sequence, cf. 1.54, 2.50 (the best instance),
7.345, 7.382, 8.489, 18.243, I 9-4°J 20.4, and Arend, Scenen 118-21. In the
full sequence the assembly is summoned by heralds at the instance of one of
the chiefs (Agamemnon, Akhilleus, Hektor, at 20.4 Zeus), the men sit, the
convenor rises, takes the sceptre, and puts his proposal, other leaders may
respond but not the rank and file, the army expresses its approval or has its
approval taken for granted. The fuller the sequence, as usually the case in
type-scenes, the more important the occasion, but departures from it imply
exceptional circumstances: Thersites (2.212) is out of order, the standing
Trojans at 18.246 signify their apprehension, the summons at 19.40 is by an
impatient Akhilleus. Agamemnon sits at 19.77 because he is wounded.

9 This is a quasi-formular verse, cf. Od. 10.247 K<HP &X61

10 AryoKpOoyyos is formular with Kf]pu£ (4X //., 1 x Od.), always in dat.
plur. It is typical that no discomfort is felt when the epithet is immediately
followed by the instruction uf| poocv (12).

11-12 KAf)5rjv stands for ££ovouccKAf|5r|V (22.415, Od. 4.278, 12.250, cf.
TronrpoOEV IK yevefis 10.68), the usual etiquette in summoning the assembly,
dyoprjv denotes an assembly of the whole army or people, including
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(19.42-5) supernumeraries as well as fighting men. At 17, 'Apysicov f)yf|-
Topes f)5e ueSovTes, Agamemnon ignores the Accos, but that is not unparal-
leled, cf. Od. 8.26 (Alkinoos to the Phaeacian assembly). The formula for
addressing the rank and file is cb 91A01, f|pco£s Accvaoi, Oep&irovTes "Apr|os
(4X) (cf. i7n.). auTos . . . TTOVEITO reflects Agamemnon's anxiety, as at
10.69-70. — There are four dyopd-scenes on the Achaean side in the Iliad,
in books 1, 2, 9, and 19, discussed by Lohmann, Reden 214-27, who argues
for a direct relation between them. It is assumed here that the relation is
indirect, the poet having a pattern for such scenes which gives rise to the
parallels in content and structure (cf. 12.61-79^).

13-31 The scene is set with some repeated verses: 14-15 = 16.3-4,
16 = the first hemistich of 18.323 + the second of 2.109, 18—25 = 2.111 —18,
26-8 = 2.139-41, 29-31 = 9.693 + 695-6. As is usually the case in such
passages there was omission and athetesis ev£Ka TOU KOCT' OCAAOUS TOTTOUS

cpepecrOai. Zenodotus (Arn/A) read laexd 6' 'Apyeioiciiv Eeiirev for the second
hemistich of 14 and omitted the simile 14-15 and 23-5; 23-5 were also
athetized by Aristophanes (Did/A) and Aristarchus (Arn/A), as being bet-
ter at 2.116-18. For 26-31 Zenodotus read TJTOI 6 y' cos ebrcbv KOCT' ap' !£ETO

Ouuov &XSUCOV I Tolai 6' avio-Tccuevos ueTEcpri Kporrepos Aiour)8ns. Zenodotus
normally sought a shorter text and was reputedly severe on repeated pas-
sages (TOIOUTOS EOTIV ETTI Tcov 6i9opouuEvcov (Arn/A on 23-5). Omission by
Zenodotus followed by a more cautious athetesis on the part of Aristophanes
and Aristarchus is a common pattern; nineteen instances in the Iliad are
listed by Ap thorp, MS Evidence 80.

14-15 These verses (simile of the fountain in the rock) = 16.3-4 (°f
Patroklos). Aristarchus countered Zenodotus' omission of the simile here
with the argument that the simile was necessary for the amplification
(au£nc7is) of Agamemnon's grief. (Aristarchus identified two functions of
similes, au^ncris and iijupacns, 'graphic effect', e.g. 11.297-8.) Acute distress
at imminent disaster to the army causes floods of tears in both cases. No
other connexion between the passages is made explicit and it is hard to
imagine that an audience would make one, unless it were well trained in the
nuances of the epic style. For the concept of the 'experienced audience' (the
corollary of the 'well-rehearsed composer'), see M. M. Willcock, AJP 96
(1975) 107—10, and V. Leinieks, Class, et Med. 37 (1986) 5—20. For the
similar difficulty presented by Agamemnon's words at 18-28 see n. ad loc.
There is indeed a contrast between the tears of Agamemnon, who is con-
cerned for his reputation, and those of Patroklos, which express his distress
at others' sufferings, but that may do no more than illustrate the versatility
of the epic's traditional diction and the diverse uses to which it may be
put. — Agamemnon's tears are not unheroic in themselves, cf. bT to 1.349
ETOIUOV TO fjpcoiKov TTpos S&Kpua and Odysseus' tears at Od. 5.82-4, 8.86,
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8.521, and 16.191 (where see Hoekstra's note). Akhilleus' abuse of Patroklos'
tears at 16.7-11 as 'girlish' reflects only his indignation that Patroklos
should pity the Achaeans. Other notable weepers are Akhilleus himself
(1.349), Telemakhos (Od. 2.81), Menelaos and company (Od. 4.183), and
Odysseus (Od. 8.86, 8.522). There has been some temptation to take the
blackness of the water as symbolic of Agamemnon's dark mood, e.g. Frankel,
Gleichnisse 21, but neither 6vo96pos nor |ieAavu6pos elsewhere have gloomy
connotations. The spring water must run, or drip, down something to make
a good analogue for tears, though Frankel, loc. cit., supposed that the rock
symbolized the king's iron will beneath his tearful exterior, a gloss that will
not work for the use of the image in book 16. (There are four other ex-
tended similes in the Iliad that are repeated, 5.782-3 = 7.256-7, 5.860-
1 = 14.148-9,6.506-11 = 15.263-8, 13.389-93 = 16.482-6, and one that
is substantially repeated, 11.548-55 cf. 17.657-64. See also Edwards, vol.
v 24. Such comparisons at least are probably traditional.)

15 aiyiAiy is an Iliadic gloss (also h.Hom. 19.4 but not in Od. or Hesiod),
as an epithet always in the formula ociyiAnros ir£Tpr|s. The traditional
explanation 'forsaken even by goats' is a pleasing fantasy; the root is seen in
Lith. lipti, 'climbs', cf. the Hesychian glosses aAiy TteTpoc, and Aiy TTETpa
d<p' fjs 08cop OT&£ei. The poet probably understood the word to mean
something like 'rocky', cf. the Ithacan toponym AiyiAnra Tprixsiav men-
tioned in the Catalogue of Ships (2.633).

16 Homeric orators reinforced their words by the way they wielded
the sceptre (cf. 3.216-20). Agamemnon must be presumed to take up the
famous sceptre described at 2.101-8. He will do nothing with it, however,
in this scene, so it is not mentioned.

17 = 2.79 (Nestor addressing a Council). At 2.110 (and 19.78), as bT
note, Agamemnon took a broader view of his audience and said <J> 91A01
fipcoes Aocvaoi, OepcarovTes "Aprps in addressing the dyopf). The view ex-
pressed by bT, that only the leaders are now present, is unjustified.

18-28 = 2.111-18 + 139-41, see nn. ad loc. It is implausible to suppose
that Agamemnon is represented as deliberately using the same words as he
had used in the earlier fiasco, nor (in spite of the more appropriate circum-
stances) does the same result follow; this time the troops stand firm. As far
as concerns Agamemnon therefore the repetition must be understood to be
accidental. It is difficult, however, for the attentive hearer/reader to ignore
the coincidence and accept that the repetition of the verses (presumably as
part of a traditional characterization of a despondent leader or specifically
of Agamemnon) is coincidental for the poet too. Yet the fact that it is easy
to see irony in Agamemnon's now proposing in earnest what he had previ-
ously proposed in deceit should not obscure the points (1) that the text
contains no signal that the previous passage is in mind (such a comment
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would have been appropriate at the beginning of Diomedes' speech at
32ff.), (2) that resounding silences concerning preceding events are more
characteristic of the Iliad than the exploitation of backward reference, and
(3) that the reuse of blocks of verses in widely different contexts is part of
the Homeric technique of scene building. It does not follow that a passage
cannot recall a previous context (see 34n.), only that such a recall may be
read into the text at some risk of over-interpretation and should rest on
thematic correspondence rather than verbal repetitions. Agamemnon will
propose retreat for the third time at 14.65-81, where it will be Odysseus
who leads the objectors. If a despondent Agamemnon is traditional, then
for an educated audience the irony is not so much in the present passage as
in book 2. bT wish to see in Agamemnon a regal character and defend his
dubious actions; here they entertain the idea that this second proposal for
retreat is a TreTpa, like the first; that must be discounted, for lack of any hint
in the text.

18 ZEUS us . . . OCTT] 6V65r|(76: Agamemnon was indeed deceived by Zeus
with a dream at the beginning of book 2 and Zeus is responsible for his
present plight, but Agamemnon does not know this and in his mouth the
words are equivalent to his saying &acr&|jir|V, as he does at 116. It is possible
that the reference may be more specific, to the prophecy of Anios of Delos,
that Troy would be taken in the tenth year, cf. Lycophron 569-76, but see
2on.

19 CTX6TAIOS is not so much a moral characterization (but see on 2.112)
as a protest at one whose behaviour is incomprehensibly perverse, cf. Aias'
characterization of Akhilleus at 9.630. Trpiv, the vulgate and preferable
reading, is taken by Arn/A and bT to refer to the omens at Aulis, TOTE (read
by Aristarchus) to the dream of book 2.

20 =2.113 = 2.288 = 5.716. This promise of success and safe return is
variously attributed to Zeus, the army, and the goddesses Here and Athene,
as if it had no place, or no recognized place, in the tradition. EUTEIXEOV is an
artificial form for EUTEIXEOC ( < EUTEIXTIS) and is confined to this repeated line
and the formula Tpornv EUTEIXEOV Ê aAocTr& âi (2X). At 1.18-19, uuiv . . .
EKTrepcrai npidiaoio TToXiv, EU 6' OIKOCS' iKEaOai, this formular verse is modified
(note neglected p- of oiKa8') in order to accommodate the plural number.
— dTTOvEEaOai etc. are popular forms (20 x ) in spite of requiring an excep-
tional metrical lengthening of the first syllable, cf. Hoekstra, Mnem. 30
(1978) 15-23. Wyatt's comments on this form {ML 85-7) based on a
hypothesized d-Trov££o-8ai, 'gain release from toil', are not persuasive.

21 ZEUS . . . KEAEUEI (like many references to the influence of Zeus) is
readily taken as an inference from the general situation; T discern a specific
reference to the thunderbolt of 8.133-6, but that is over-precise.

22 SUCTKAEOC (for SUCTKAEECC, Chantraine, GH1 74): the point is naturally
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one that worries Agamemnon, cf. 4.178—82, 14.70, but the precise (or
primary) cause of his shame is variously stated. It may be mere failure, or
the vaunts of the Trojans, but the point is regularly made, as here, that
many men have died for his sake; the same consideration weighed heavily
with Hektor, see 22.99-107.

23 =14.69 (and = 13.226). For the athetesis and repetition of 23-5
(= 2.116-18) see i3~3in.

24 TTOAICOV K&prjva: the metaphor recalls the similar use of KprjSeuva,
16.100, Od. 13.388, HyDem 151, though the nuance of desecration (explored
at length by Nagler, Spontaneity 45-60) is lacking.

25—31 Six consecutive sentences each filling a whole verse is one of
the longest such sequences in the Iliad, cf. 8.145-52, but the effect would be
mitigated by the pause in recitation at 28 at the end of Agamemnon's
speech. — The second hemistich is a useful tag (8x ), variously introduced
by TOO ydp, 6 TE, KOC! EU, OOU, OU TE, and applied to Zeus, aAicr), an eagle,
and the Cyclops.

26 This is a formular verse (6x //. 2X Od.).
29 + 31 The basic formula is oi 8' dpa TT&VTES CLKT\V EyEvovTo aicoTrf)

(iox //., 6x Od.), followed (5X //., 2X Od.) by oye 8e 8f) UETEEITTE, which is
then variously expanded by such verses as 30 here, cf. 430ft0., 693ft0.

30 dvEco: see 3.84^ At Od. 23.93 the word is used, it may be by a
solecism, with reference to a single woman.

31-49 In spite of the stress put on pouAf) as a heroic accomplishment
reasoned argument is seldom heard from speakers in the Iliad. Diomedes
speaks in emotional terms but with this excuse, that Agamemnon's pro-
posals deserve what they receive, scorn and rejection. In the response
to similar proposals on his part at 14.64ft0. the scornful reproaches were
assigned to Odysseus (a senior counsellor) and the confident rejection to the
younger man, Diomedes. Here Diomedes is given both roles in a strongly
characterizing speech (cf. 697—709), the second (after Agamemnon's de-
spondency) of several such delineations of personality hereabouts, cf.
Nestor's softening response to Diomedes' strong language (57-64), and his
oblique approach to the hitherto unmentionable topic of the quarrel with
Akhilleus (96-113), Agamemnon's graceless appendix to his generosity
(158-61), and the words of the four speakers in Akhilleus' hut - 'O8UC7C7EUS
CTUVETOS, 7ravo0pyos, OEpooTEUTiKos* 'AXIAAEUS OUUIKOS, u£yaA69pcov QoTvi£

T)0IK6S, Trpaos, TTOCISEUTIKOS* Aias dv8p£Tos, CTEIJVOS, UEyaAo9pcov, OCTTAOOS,

8uaKivr)TOS, PaOus (bT on 622). bT summarize Diomedes' credentials: he
killed Hektor's charioteer (8.119-23), wounded Aphrodite (5.335-40), cap-
tured Aineias' horses (5.323-7), secured golden armour (6.234-6), alone
responded to Idaios (7.400—2), alone withstood the thunderbolt (8.133—
50), was last to flee (8.99-100), first to rally (8.253-5), anc^ did not revile
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Agamemnon (4.412-18) - add his wounding of Ares (5.855-63). Leaf
takes oys at 31 to imply that Diomedes modestly waited for his seniors to
speak first; rather what is implied is his self-confidence in speaking up when
no others dared, cf. 696, and 7.399, 10.219. — The epithet phrase (3of|V
dyaOos is generically applied to Telamonian Aias, Hektor and Polites but
is the regular epithet in the third—fifth foot for Diomedes and Menelaos.
The sense 'with powerful voice', like that of Stentor (see 5.785 and n.)
alludes to the penetrating shout of a commanding officer urging on his men
(OJJIOKAEGO I6X ) or summoning colleagues (e.g. 11.312, 11.461, cf. 12.337,
14.147), see further Griffin, HLD 376°.

31 oys 6E §T[ |iET6EiTT6 is the formular (5X //., 2X Od.) response to
perplexity in disturbing or embarrassing circumstances.

32 TipcoTa is imprecise. Diomedes appears to mean that he will begin
with Agamemnon's foolish proposals (and proceed to the pusillanimity
that the others have displayed by their prolonged silence). Diomedes speaks
to Agamemnon in general terms, but his words are easily referred to the
events of book 1 where Agamemnon, OEUIS . . . dyoprj or no, could not
abide the Trocpprjcria of Akhilleus. For Diomedes' sensitivity towards his
lack of senior status cf. 14.111-12 \vt\ TI KOTCO dydar|CT0£ EKOCCTTOS | OUVEKCC 8fj

ySVEI^Cpi VECOTaTOS ElUl [JIEO' U | i lV.

33 Cf. 2.196 Ouuos 6E [iEyas lori SioTpEcpEcov |3acTiAf|Gov. Agamemnon,
being a king, must be presumed to be easily provoked by contradiction,
cf. 1.78, 2.196. The Odyssey (2.230 = 5.8) suggests that a good king should
be TTpO9pcov, dyocvos, and f)7nos, not ydhs-nos; but the fact that the plea was
made tells us something about traditional notions of regal character.

34 dAK-qv |i£v pioi TTpcoTov: the IJLEV is answered by the 6E of TOCC/TOC 6E TrdvTOc
(35), but note the emphatic position and contrast of dAKfjv 8E (39). bT read
TTpcoTOS (dvTi TOO sis KOCI uovos T), which sharpens the point - 'You criti-
cized me first; don't object if I criticize you now.' Diomedes' allusion is to
Agamemnon's ill-judged censure at 4.3701!. That the brave vassal is a
better protector of society's values than his weak and ungrateful lord is a
potent theme (latent in the Akhilleus story itself) and common in heroic
poetry, see Introduction 46-7. It makes the exchange in book 4 more
natural there and more easily recalled here. Odysseus had suffered similarly
at Agamemnon's hands at 4.339ft0. For subsequent reference to what appear
at the time to be relatively unmemorable details cf. Hektor's recollection at
22.99-103 of Pouludamas' advice given at 18.254-83. The poet knows
what he has sung, naturally, even though his thoughts seem normally to be
directed forwards towards his immediate narrative goal.

35 Agamemnon did not in fact call Diomedes d7TT6AE|Jios KOU dvaAKis in
book 4, but it is easy to imagine that he did since the combination of
the two terms (or of KOCKOS and dvaAKis) is evidently a traditional reproach
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(5X //., i x Oct.). Diomedes also needs the contrast between OCVOCAKIS here
and OKKT] at 34 and 39 for his rhetoric. He is still concerned with this slur
on his manhood at 14.126 in a discourse in many respects similar to this (see
14.1 i o - i 2 n . ) . — TOCC/TCC 5s TT&VTa: 'to what extent I am dTrroAEuos KCCI
CXVOCAKIS'.

36 f)|i£v VEOI f]8£ yspovTes is the Iliadic formula (3X , and [Hesiod] fr.
75.13 M - W ) , the Odyssey has VEOI f|5e iraAaioi (2X ) without T|UEV. yepovxes
should be taken in a broad sense - Diomedes is alluding to an army in the
field - as at 2.404 and 9.89, where the yepovTES include not only Nestor and
Idomeneus but both Aiantes, Diomedes himself, and Odysseus. Zenodotus'
text had f|yf)Top6S f)5e UE5OVTES (Arn/A), one formula being substituted for
another, cf. 12.230 and n.

37 8idv6ixoc: 'in two ways' i.e. one thing and not another. The word
is otherwise confined to the UEpuripî Eiv formula (1.189, etc., 3X ). dyKuAo-
|if)T£Co: Kronos' cunning is not as much in evidence as his dexterity with
a sickle; hence a derivation of the second element from dudco has found
favour, see LfgrE s.v. Tha t supposes an original dyKuA-auf|Tns was re-
interpreted (cf. Introduction 29) as a derivative of ufjnris.

38 The descent of Agamemnon's sceptre from Zeus is described at 2.1 o 1 —8
(see n. ad loc). It is here a symbol of something more than his kingship of
Mycenae, though on what political relations, if any, lie behind TETiii-qcrOai
TTEpi TrdvTcov the Iliad is scrupulously silent; see also 16m.

39 Kpdxos is 'authority', the right as well as the power to command.
dAKT), 'valour', Diomedes implies, is its necessary condition. Other qualities
might be suggested as the main part of KpdTos, e.g. f|pr|S dvOos (of Aineias,
13.484).

4 2 - 4 Diomedes calls Agamemnon's bluff. The thought and some of the
language (el . . . TOI . . . duuos ETTEcrcTUTai) is, ironically, the same as that
which Agamemnon had used to Akhilleus at 1.173, but Ouuos ETTEacjuTai
(etc.) is formular (4X ). d>s TE + infinitive: only here and at Od. 17.21 in the
epic.

44 Like 416, q.v., this is an instance of the sort of verse that stands in light
enjambment with its predecessor, supplies a verb, and is completed in the
cumulative manner with unimportant but harmless detail. It is a common
epic sentence pattern. If a verb can be readily understood, such a verse is
in effect inorganic, and would be carefully scrutinized by the Alexandrian
critics. Aristarchus athetized 44 (and 416) as being superfluous and weak-
ening by verbosity the forthright effect of Diomedes' speech (Arn/A).

45 Optimism characterizes Diomedes, cf. his riposte to the failure of
the embassy 697-709 and his retort at 14.110-32 to yet more of
Agamemnon's despondency. He was also first to reject Trojan peace feelers
at 7.400-2. He had of course led the battle in books 5 and 6, and Hektor
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expected him to be his main opponent when the fight was renewed (8.530—
38). But Diomedes is alone in regarding the situation as a merely temporary
setback; Nestor, Odysseus, Phoinix, Aias (by implication), and Menelaos
(in book 10), all concur with Agamemnon's appreciation. His moral col-
lapse, therefore, should not be scored too heavily against him.

46-7 el (TrocpocKeAeuoTiKov) intensifies the imperative cpsuyovTcov, cf. 262,
and the common idiom si 8' dye.

48-9 The language recalls that of 7.30-1 (Apollo to Athene) UOCXTJO-OVT'

EIS 6 KE TEKucop I MAiou EUpcocnv, and the sentiment that of Akhilleus at
16.97—100. We are free to subsume the Argive Aaos under Sthenelos and
Diomedes. But the Aaos is of so little consequence in the heroic tradition that
it regularly slips out of view, cf. Herakles' taking of Oikhalia and (with
Telamon) Troy, and Akhilleus' own proposal to take Troy with Patroklos
(16.97-100) - his prayer on that occasion that all the rest on both sides
perish is pure hyperbole, ovv ydp deep: the Achaeans believed that they had
right on their side because of the crime of Paris, see Agamemnon's violent
outburst at 6.55-60. Oracles at Aulis (2.308-19) and Delos had forecast
their ultimate success. — EiArjAouOuEv: the first person now includes all
present. For the form cf. Od. 3.81 and Chantraine, GH 1 425. Although
dAfjAuOuEV would have long 0 by position in Ionic metrics, the zero grade
has been almost eliminated from the perfect conjugation in the epic (but
&7T£Af)Au8a 24.766 and 2X Od.). The initial long vowel si- is the product of
the normal treatment of antispastic (u u) words, and is regular at the
verse-end (5.204 etc.).

50 = 7.403. For the form EirTaxov see Chantraine, GH1 140, 393. The
forms transmitted with long! (i8x //., 2X Od.) are all 3rd person indicative
and ignore the p attested in the participle (with T) and the compound
auiaxos (13.41). An aorist is often required and always possible. Schulze,
approved by Chantraine, GH 1 139-40, suggested that a root aorist pdxov
( < erf-) lay behind these forms, how far behind it is impossible to say. They
are practically confined to formular phrases.

52-78 For Nestor's tactical discourses see nn. to 2.360-8. Diomedes
had begun impetuously and ended with hyperbole (cf. his reaction at
697-709 to the embassy's failure), but then these were vices of youth and
Diomedes was the youngest of the Achaean leaders (14.112) and younger
than any of Nestor's sons (57-8), cf. Akhilleus' hyperbole at 1.90 and
his impetuosity at 19.199-214. The older and wiser man (Nestor here,
Odysseus at 19.2 i6ff.), brings him back to earth and the immediate require-
ments of the situation. Nestor's speech, like his contribution at 1.254—84, is
a masterpiece in the tactful management of impetuous firebrands. Every-
thing that Diomedes had said was quite beside the point (dTdp ou TEAOS IKEO

UUOGOV 56), but Nestor showers the speech with praise, excuses it, and then
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ignores it; what is needful is to secure the camp for the night (66-8) and
some hard thinking about the situation (68-78).

52 On the form i-rrTTOTa see i62n.
54 U6T& + accusative in the sense 'among' (which must be the sense

here) usually occurs with a collective noun or follows a verb of motion.
57-8 f) U6V KOCI veos eacri: it is difficult to translate these words without

making Nestor seem patronizing ('How young you are ... ' , Fagles). fj UEV
emphasizes the following assertion, 'You are a young man - there's no
denying it - but you talk sense.' — Nestor is about seventy years of age, cf.
1.250-2 and n. — 6TTA6TO(TOS is an epic word = VECOTOTOS: a connexion with
'bearing arms' (otrXa) is generally accepted, though the use of the word in
the feminine (2 x //., 4X Od.) suggests that the connexion was no longer felt.
The superlative formation is also probably secondary, see 14.267-7on.
OTTAOC = 'arms' is a rare word in the epic (4X //., not in Od.), which uses
ivTea or T€ux«x- — TT6TTVU|i6va |3a£eis, also at Od. 4.206, is probably formular.
As an epithet TreTrvuuevos is applied to subordinate or youthful characters
who know their place. Nestor's point is that Diomedes has spoken to the
Lord of Men frankly but as a young man should, not in the insolent and
provocative manner favoured by Akhilleus in book 1. Nestor himself adopts
the same diplomatic tone at 69 and o,6ff. Agamemnon, in a neat touch of
characterization, is mollified into generosity by this respect for protocol.

59 For the sense of (3aaiAeus see 1146n.
63-4 'Banished from tribe and home without the law . . . ' The proverbial

ring of the verses is unmistakable, hence TTOÂ UOV in 64 where Ipi6os would
be more appropriate in this context. Phratries, hearth and GiuidTes are the
hallmarks of a community to which the spirit of the contentious man is alien.
Nestor's strong language recalls the curse of the Furies TTCOS . . . iv "Apysi
BCOUCCT' O!KI*|(7€I irocTpos; I TToioicri pcouois xP^uevos T°iS 8rmiois; | iroia 8e
X^pviy 9porr£pcov TrpoaSê STOu; Aesch. Eum. 655-6, and the sentence passed
by Draco on the criminal outcast (cf. Dem. 20.158). The verses are cited at
Ar. Pax 1097, and elaborated with Ciceronian copia at Phil. 13.1. The key
word in 64 is imSrmiov; Nestor is cunningly forestalling (as Akhilleus did
not in book 1) a violent reaction to his reasonable proposals, cf. his opening
remarks below 96-103, and Diomedes' more perfunctory exordium 32-3.
The gnome suits Nestor's age (cf. Arist. Rhet. 1395a for the appropriateness
of proverbs to the elderly) and is a characteristic part of his rhetorical
armament; he is, so to speak, the keeper of the Achaeans' conscience.

63 &9pf|TCop: a deprivation that comes from a world in which free men
normally belonged to a phratry: 'an intrusion from [the poet's] own time',
as A. Andrewes points out, Hermes 89 (1961) 132. See also 2.362-3^
The cumulation of negative words <5c9pr|TCOp <5C66*UICTTOS dv&rnos is not a
jingle (like aioros am/oros, Od. 1.242, or dcyeAaoros onTaoros, HyDem 200),
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but natural rhetoric, cf. Xen. Cyr. 7.5.53 CXCTITOS OCTTOTOS dvonroviTrros,

[Dem.] 25.52 aaiTeiaTOS dvi8pUTOS OCIJIEIKTOS, and for further examples
Richardson on HyDem 2oon., 19.344—gn. and 24.157—8n. — EKETVOS, with £-,
is certain only here and at 11.653 in the Iliad. It is more frequent in the
Odyssey (13 x ).

64 6TTi8r||Jiiou OKpuoevros: OKpuoeis is evidently synonymous with KpuoEis,
'chilling' (i.e. 'causing fear'), cf. Kpuoeacra 'ICOKT) (5.740), 9o(3ou Kpuoevros
(9.2 etc.), and TtoAeiicp KpuoEVTi (Hesiod, Theog. 936). The primary form of
the present expression was doubtless 6TTi8r)|iioo KpuosvTos, which at some
stage in the evolution of the Kunstsprache was wrongly divided, cf. Leumann,
//M^ 49-50, under the influence of the bucolic diaeresis. OKpuoeis (2X //.)
is in neither case guaranteed, a fact that throws some doubt on Leumann's
view that the false form antedated the epic. Primary -00 is plausibly as-
sumed also at 2.325, 2.518, 5.21, 6.61 (= 7.120 = 13.788), 6.344 (see n.),
15.66 (= 21.104, 22.6), 22.313, Od. 1.70, 10.36, 10.60: see Monro,
Z/G83.

65-70 The dyoprj must take some resolution, so Nestor is made to put
forward two innocuous proposals, to prepare the evening meal and to post
a picket outside the wall; but his real thoughts are elsewhere, to make
overtures to Akhilleus. Note the consistent characterization of Agamemnon;
if a proposal so humiliating to him were made in the open dyopr)
Agamemnon would return the sort of answer he gave in the assemblies in
book 1 (i.24ff. and 10iff.). Nestor therefore proposes a private dinner for
the yepovTES.

65-6 These verses (to £9O7rAicr6|Ji£(T0a) = 8.502-3 = Od. 12.291-2. To
'obey night' is apparently formular, cf. VUKTI TTIOECTOOCI 7.282 and 293.

66-7 Aristarchus (Am/A) took Aê daOcov to be from Aeyoiiai, 'choose',
and therefore changed cpuAoKT'npES to the ace. to provide the verb with
an object. KpivdoOcov, as at Od. 8.36 in a not dissimilar context, would
render that sense better. The vulgate requires Aŝ dcrOcov to be derived from
*AEXOUOCI implied by AÊ OUOU, AEKTO, etc., i.e. 'lie down', 'bivouac', cf. 8.519.

67 See 8.213-14^ This verse with 87, Kd6 8E IJECTOV Td9pou KCCI Tsixeos,
is the clearest indication yet that the poet thinks of the trench as dug
at some distance beyond the wall and not as being at the outer foot of
the wall like the ditch or moat of a medieval castle or town-wall: 18.215,
orf) 8' ['AXIAAEUS] £TTI Td9pov icbv diro TEIXEOS, envisages the same arrange-
ment, and so, probably, does the difficult passage 8.213—16. Military ad-
vantage - keeping the enemy from the foot of the wall and increasing its
effective height — and the convenience of building the wall from the mate-
rial dug from the trench (cf. Thuc. 2.78) condemn the Homeric arrange-
ment. See, however, i2.65~6n., the trench kept the Trojan chariotry at a
respectful distance. The position of the wall and trench were originally
conceived at 7.341 and 7.440 as adjacent (EyyuOi, ETT' OCUTCO), but the
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picture has changed by 8.213-15 where the trench has become a sort
of outer earthwork protecting a considerable place d'armes in front of the
wall, a picture that is maintained from that point, cf. 10.126-7 with 194,
n.47ff., 12.85, 16.369, 18.215, and Lawrence, Fortification 279-88.

69-73 Nestor's elaborately rhetorical praise of Agamemnon is his tactful
technique of preventing discord, cf. 1.277-81 and his praise of Agamemnon's
offers at 9.164. This sort of tact is something in which Agamemnon is made
to be remarkably deficient, as appears from 1156°, where he will expatiate
at inordinate length about his gifts to Akhilleus but utter not one word
of compliment - quite the reverse, see 158-61 - and that in spite of Nestor's
proposal that they should appease Akhilleus with gifts and words. —
PaaiAeuTaTOs: see 16m. Agamemnon was cpepTEpos, but also in a way that
is never made clear enjoyed more Ti[xf\ (1.278). It was the latter point,
which Nestor gracefully concedes, on which Agamemnon has been insisting
and will go on doing so until the final catastrophe of book 17. — TrAelaf TOI
OIVOU KAICTICCI, uttered here in complimentary tones, repeats the phrase
structure of Thersites' jeer TTAETOU TOI yakKoO KAICTICCI (2.226).

70 8aiw 6aiTa yspouaiv: what Nestor really means is that Agamemnon
should convene a |3ouAr| of the chiefs, for council and refreshment often go
together, cf. 2.402-40 (the fullest example).

72 The wine from Thrace would include the strong vintage of Ismaros
(Od. 9.196-8, Archilochus fr. 2 West). The poet has overlooked the private
supply from Lemnos enjoyed by the Atreidai, see 7.467-71 - but that, like
many inessential details, was presumably invented to ornament the scene.
— eOpea (4X II., 2x Od.): for this accusative form see Hoekstra, Modifica-
tions 112. The coincidence in the dat. sing. (eupEi TTOVTCO) between the -us
and -f|S adjectival declensions made the analogy a relatively easy one.

73 TTOAEECTCTI 6' dvaoxiEis: Bentley's correction to TTOAECTIV SE dvdaaEis
is a good instance of neglect of the principle that one should distinguish
between the language of traditional formulas and the language of the
singers who employed them. The insertion of connectives into formulas is
a Homeric practice facilitated by the lapse of digamma, cf. TrdvTEaai 8*
<5cv&(T(TEiv (1.288). TTOAECTIV with movable -v is not an archaic form, cf.
Hoekstra, Modifications 35, and is found in the Iliad only at 10.262. TTOAEEO-CTI
dvdcrcTEis is not extant, but may be conjectured from TTAE6V£C7<7I(V) &V&<7CTEI
1.281. The 6E of parataxis is compatible with various relations between
clauses, including that which Aristarchus (Did/A) made explicit by reading
TTOAECTIV ydp dvaoxiEis.

74-5 Nestor modestly, or tactfully, leaves open the question whose ad-
vice will be best (so bT).

75 The construction of XP8C*> w ^ t n t n e a c c - °f those feeling the need
is ungrammatical (unless we can understand iK&VETca or IKEI, cf. 10.118
etc.) but regular, cf. 10.43, 1 i-6o6.
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77 TTUpa TTOAAOC . . . yr|6f)creiE seems to recall the well known simile at
8.555-9, culminating in the words yeyr|0s 8e T6 9peva ixo\\vt\v. The Trojan
watchfires symbolize the peril of the Achaeans' present situation; they are
mentioned again at 234 and 10.12.

81-84 Verse 82 = 2.512, an elaborate formula common to the Cata-
logue of Ships and this book, on the implications of which see 2.5 i2n. Beside
the well-known Thrasumedes and Meriones we have five newcomers to the
battlefield. Note that having introduced these heroes (except in the case
of Iamenos, who is not mentioned again) the poet keeps them in mind.
Askalaphos joined the front ranks before his accidental death at 13.518;
Aphareus is killed by Aineias at 13.541, and Deipuros by Helenos at 13.576:
on these names see 13.478-0^. Lukomedes appears at 12.366 and twice in
other lists, 17.346 and 19.240. Some names at least have more to them than
here appears: Askalaphos and Ialmenos were mentioned in the Catalogue
(2.512) as leaders of the Orkhomenians, Aphareus is KaAr|Topi8r|S at 13.541
and is claimed by T as a nephew of Nestor, and Lukomedes was injured
in the Little Iliad (fr. 13 Davies = Pausanias 10.25. 5)- The mention of
Thrasumedes draws attention to an absentee, Nestor's other son Anti-
lokhos. He scored the first Achaean success, 4.4576°., and played a con-
siderable role up to 6.326°. and again from the beginning of book 13.
In the interval he simply drops out of sight. See comment on Deiphobos,

J2-94-
82 ulas "Apr|os is not an honorific epithet, as if it were plural of 6£os

"Aprjos, but a true description, cf. 15.112.
88 Aristarchus' 86pTroc eKaoros is the lectio difficilior, but may be a hyper-

correction. There is no good reason to disturb the vulgate Sopirov; the
singular is usual. Neglect of the p- in peKOCoros is frequent in the Iliad
(29x ). Zenodotus' reading (Arn/A) in the final colon, 8arra OdAeiav, comes
from 7.475.

8g-i8i Agamemnon entertains the leaders. After the meal Nestor reminds
Agamemnon that his high-handed seizure ofBriseis has brought about the present crisis
and proposes that overtures be made to Akhilleus. In reply Agamemnon admits his
mistake and names the price he is prepared to pay, but insists that Akhilleus must
acknowledge his superior rank. Nestor welcomes Agamemnon's offers and proposes a
deputation of chosen leaders to go to Akhilleus. Prayers and offerings for success are
made

89 yepovTas: almost, in this context, 'counsellors'; so also at 2.53. The
(3ouAr|, naturally enough, is in name a Council of Elders, but it includes
Diomedes and active fighting men.

90-2 A very perfunctory description of Agamemnon's entertainment (in
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spite of its adumbration at 7off.) in two and a half formular verses: with
90 cf. Od. 5.267 ev . . . TiOei |i£V0£iK6a TToAAd; 91 = 221 = 24.627 (and 11 x
Od.); 92 = 1.469 etc. 7X (and 14X Od.). The retardation that is so effective
at 199-222, the meal in Akhilleus' hut, would be out of place here, but the
meal cannot be overlooked because the sequence of themes surrounding the
council requires it: see Edwards, TAP A 105 (1975) 51-72. These three
verses correspond to the fine scene of sacrifice and feast at 2.402—31 (see
nn.). The mention must be brief lest the narrative should give an impression
of complacency instead of urgency, but mention there must be. The meal is
a matter of protocol and heavy with social symbolism (but see 12.310-
2 in.). Oidipous cursed his sons in the Thebais (fr. 3 Davies) because they
did not give him the honourable cut of meat: see Griffin, HLD 14-15.

92-9 A run of verses (92-5 = 7.323-6) introduces Nestor's important
proposals. It is Nestor's habit to hold forth after dinner, cf. 2.432ff., 7-323ff.,
though not always so appositely as here. Verse 94 ( = 7.325) is a formular
hint at Nestor's primary role as man of sense and moderation. In keeping
with this characterization Nestor is made to use at 96 the complimentary
whole-verse formula of address. Contrast the bare 'ATpei8r| (32) used by
Diomedes in his sharp response to Agamemnon and Nestor's own Tu8eT8r|
(53) in words of mild reproof. Nestor continues his compliments - ev CTO! \xkv
Af)£co, aeo 6' dp^ouai is the language in which the singers of hymns apostro-
phized a god - but in order to remind Agamemnon that kingship has its
duties, in this case to excel in pouAf).

99 It is Agamemnon's Zeus-given privilege to decide what is Oeuis and
what is not. Nestor tactfully implies that Agamemnon's interpretation of his
rights in book 1 was, so to speak, intra vires, though others might complain
that he 'kept Oeiiis by his side' (cf. [Aesch.] PV 186): ou yap eTxov ypcnTTOus
vouous, dAAd TO TTOCV ?)V ev TOIS Kponroucjiv (bT).

100-6 Trepi: i.e. 'more than the rest of us'. In 101 we may understand
ITTOS from the preceding verse as object of Kprjfjvai (then 6T' dv = 'when-
ever'), or read 6 T1 dv (= 'whatever') and make the clause the object. —
Verse 102: 'Credit will go to you for whatever he proposes' (Fagles). —
Verse 103 = 13.735. — Verse 106 e£eTi: 'ever since the time when', also at
Od. 8.245.

107 e(3r|S KAicrir|6ev diroupocs: 1.391 T-qv . . . KAiair|Oev e(3av KTjpuKes dyovTes
suggests that KAioinOev should be taken more closely with epT)s than with
diToupas. — In reporting the events of book 1 the Iliad regularly (here and
at 1.137, 1.185, 1.356, 2.240, 19.89) uses language (OCUTOS) that naturally
implies personal action on Agamemnon's part, not action through agents.
The problem in the other passages lies in the use of auTos (on which see A.
Teffeteller, CQ40 (1990) 16-20); here it lies in the verb e^ris. The participle
icov (1.138, 22.123), like English 'go and do' may express indignation,
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astonishment, or derision, not literal motion, but epr|s is a different verb,
in indicative mood, and qualified by KAiairjOev. For whatever reason (see
i.i85n.) Nestor's report is logically inconsistent with the narrative of
book i.

108—11 Nestor, who cannot refrain from saying 'I told you so', now
condemns Agamemnon's actions in much plainer terms than he had used in
his even-handed intervention in the quarrel at 1.254-84.

109 |ieyocAf|Topi 8u|ico: the combination of -rjTop and 8u|i6s is probably
no more incongruous than 'great-hearted soul' in English, but the stress is
clearly on |i£yaAo-. The epithet is (or can easily be understood to be) more
than generically appropriate here (and with reference to Akhilleus at 255
and 675, cf. 496); so bT, who paraphrase with |JEyaAo9poowr|. By contrast,
at 629 the poet can say without tautology that Akhilleus' |i6yaAf)TOpa Ouuov
is aypiov. 'Yielding to one's 6u|i6s' implies a certain weakness of will,
the opposite of TCTXHIV OUUOV (255) or 8a|i&£eiv Ouuov (496), the course
recommended to Akhilleus. For the turn of phrase cf. 10.122 (OKVCO EIKGOV),

10.238 (ociBoT EIKGOV).
n o cpepioros (and the more frequent cpepTCCTOs) functions as a superlative

of dyaOos but combined with the idea ofauctoritas. At 1.280-1 q>6pTaTos (of
Agamemnon) is contrasted with KocpTEpos (of Akhilleus). — irep intensifies
the preceding adjective, so 'the very gods' (Leaf), cf. TaA&9povd Trep TTOAE-

liiCTTTjv (13.300), 'the staunchest warrior'. (For uses of the particle TTEp in
the epic see E. J. Bakker, Linguistics and Formulas in Homer (Amsterdam 1988)
67-106.)

i n On the metrics of this verse see 1.356^ The poet, doubtless uncon-
sciously, gives to Nestor the same language as was used by Akhilleus in his
complaint to Thetis (1.356). — f|T{ur|(7as acquires extra force from the
immediately preceding dOdvorroi TTEp ETICTOCV.

112 The 1st plural TTETTIOCOUEV is natural enough for the subtle Nestor to
use when he really means 'you, Agamemnon'; but it is also natural in the
sense that all the Achaeans need Akhilleus and should make a collective
approach to him. Such an approach would, like the approach made by
Patroklos in book 16, be one that Akhilleus could not reasonably disdain.
The poet is therefore careful to preclude it by the reaction assigned to
Agamemnon.

113 'A soft answer turneth away wrath.' Nestor recommends an ap-
proach that Homeric society recognized as effective, cf. 23.586ft0., Antilokhos'
apology to Menelaos, which Menelaos, 23.6o2ff., immediately accepts,
and among the anthropomorphic Olympians 1.582-3, where Hephaistos
affirms that ETTEOC uaAocKd will render Zeus lAaos forthwith; cf. also the
argument of Phoinix at 496ff: EUXGOAOCI dyavcci will move even the gods. It
is no wonder that the Achaeans find Akhilleus' attitude incomprehensible,
and that the poet himself has some trouble in expressing it.
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114-61 Agamemnon's response. The speech makes four points. First
(115-18), Agamemnon admits that he had been overcome by onrri; second
(119-40), he names &7Tepsiaia diTOiva, recompense for the seizure of Briseis;
third (141-57), he specifies how he will in future honour Akhilleus;
and fourth (158-61), he demands that Akhilleus for his part recognize
Agamemnon's superiority in rank. The gifts immediately on offer are
handed over and the oath taken at ig.243ff. m spite of Akhilleus' indiffer-
ence to material honours after the death of Patroklos.

116 daad|ir|v: for recent bibliography on the concept of OCTT| see W. F.
Wyatt, AJP 103 (1982) 247-76 and 19.85-138^ Wyatt's association of this
verb with dco (<ddco), 'satiate', parallels the later conceptual association
of dTT) with Kopos. The language is characteristic of Agamemnon, cf. 19.78—
144 where he dwells on dTn at length. Akhilleus avoids it, for the same
reason as Agamemnon uses it, because it is exculpatory in a way that 6K
9pevas eiAeTO Zeus (377) is not. Note the conjunction of ideas at 537 below
f\ Ad0ETJ f\ OUK 6v6r|C7EV ddcraTO 5e lasya Ouucp: Agamemnon may be under-
stood to imply that, though he had in fact slighted Akhilleus and must make
amends, he had not meant to do so and had not at the time realized what
he was doing. There is a progression in Agamemnon's language. At 2.375—8
he has nothing to say about dTn but blames his quarrel with Akhilleus on
Zeus and admits to starting it. Except at 16.805, dTn represents a verdict
passed on a previous event; the disasters of book 8 have now shown that the
quarrel was indubitably a mistake; it had not just postponed victory but put
it in question. — dvri vu TTOAAGOV KTA.: 116-17 are an ingenious rearrange-
ment of the elements of 97-8, typical of oral style. The effect is to make
Agamemnon bitterly echo Nestor's opening compliments. Zeus had once
honoured him with the sceptre, now he is honouring Akhilleus.

118 TOUTOV is of course Akhilleus. Agamemnon is made to deliver his
whole speech without mentioning Akhilleus by name, doubtless a deliberate
touch of characterization. At the reconciliation (if that is the right word) in
book 19 Agamemnon is likewise made not to address Akhilleus directly.

119-20 = 19.137-8 with the substitution of KOCI |jeu 9pevas ê eAeTO Zeus
for 9pecji AEuyaAerjcn TTiOfjCJas. Agamemnon is presently in a chastened
mood and takes a natural but fatal step. He reasonably takes the blame
on himself but unreasonably excludes the others from the approach to
Akhilleus. There is to be no collective gift-giving, as proposed in another
context by Nestor at io.2i2ff. The poet, of course, wishes to make the issue
one between Akhilleus and Agamemnon only, so that Akhilleus can indig-
nantly reject the offers without seeming worse than heroically unreason-
able. — A curious plus-verse, 119a, is quoted by Athenaeus ( H A ) from
Dioskourides, f\ oivcp ueOucov, r\ \i e(3Aayav 0eoi CCUTOI; it was perhaps
inspired by 1.225 oivopccpes . . . Wilamowitz was inclined to accept the
verse on the assumption that the post-Homeric paradosis had suffered
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expurgation (IuH 66), on which it is sufficient to cite Wackernagel,
Untersuchungen 224-9, f°r t n e limits of Homeric propriety, and Boiling,
External Evidence 54-5, for the problems the assumption poses for the his-
tory of the transmission. This is a different point from that made at 11. ioon.
and 22.75n., that the poet of the Iliad himself brought to his work a certain
attitude towards traditional heroic barbarities.

121-30 In negotiations with such a character as Akhilleus any number
of things could go wrong, so Agamemnon makes sure that no one could
criticize him for meanness and lists his gifts publicly. For other lists of gifts,
which typify what is counted as wealth in the Homeric world, cf. 8.290-1
(tripod, horses, and concubine), 24.229—34 (clothing, gold, tripods, and
cups), Od. 4.128-35 (bathtubs, tripods, gold, distaff, and work-basket),
8.392-3 (clothing and gold), 9.202-5 (gold, crater, wine), 24.274-7 (gold,
crater, clothing), [Hesiod] frr. 197 M-W (women, goblets) and 200 M-W
(bowl, tripod, gold). To the conventional items (gold and tripods) are
added such extras as the donors may be thought to have handy, here
horses (124) and slaves (128). It appears from 1.128, 1.213 that a reason-
able recompense for mere loss, where donors and recipient stood on equal
terms, was three- or fourfold. Priam, also in desperate circumstances, offered
Akhilleus (in addition to a complete wardrobe and a special SETTCCS) no more
than two tripods and four Ae|3r|T6S. Agamemnon's offer therefore, as the
circumstances require, is intended to be irresistible. This is important, for it
must be clearly affirmed that Akhilleus has no material reason for his
refusal. Moreover, by being regally overgenerous Agamemnon is asserting
his status as paoiAsuTOCTOS, a tender point with the King of Men. — SEKOC

XpuaoTo T&ACCVTOC: the weight of the Homeric talent (mentioned only as a
measure of gold) is unknown, but hardly comparable to the classical stan-
dards (25.86 kg for the Euboeic, 37.8 kg for the Aeginetan talent). Two
talents of gold were the fourth prize in the chariot race (23.269), less than
a A6(3r|S in mint condition. W. Ridgeway, JHS 8 (1878) 133, argued that
the Homeric talent was equivalent in value to one ox.

122-32 These verses correspond in content, though with considerable
variation in wording, to 19.243-8. In the latter passage the poet is speaking
and must say 'They brought the tripods', etc.; here he allows Agamemnon
to add to his gifts some complimentary descriptions: the horses are prize-
winners, the gold will make Akhilleus rich, and the women are especially
attractive. Agamemnon had a nice sense of material values (he was K8p6a-
Aeo9pcov, 1.149).

124 irnyous: '8UTpa96is', mentioned by bT (who prefer neAavas) would
fit all the epic occurrences. Hsch. has irnyov* oi \xev ASUKOV, oi 5s IJEAOCV,

unhelpfully. d0Ao9Opous, 01 dsOAia . . . dpovTo: for the schema etymologi-
cum, cf. 2.212-13. L. Ph. Rank, Etymologiseering en verwante Verschijnselen bij
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Homerus (Assen 1951) 74-84, has a list of of similar expressions. Uncon-
tracted de6Ao9opos occurs at 22.22 and 22.162. The prizes are doubtless
those offered at funeral games, like those of Patroklos or Akhilleus himself
(Od. 24.87-92), cf. 22.164 asOAc^opoi irspi Tspuorra lacovuxes ITTTTOI | jbiiupa
udAa Tpcoxcoai. TO 8e neya KEITOI deOAov, | f| Tpiiros f)£ yuvf|, dv6pos KCCTCC-

TsOvncoTos. There is no allusion in Homer to racing for prizes as a mere sport.
125 dXfjios is strictly 'without booty' (Ion. Ar|Tr|); its association with

dKTfjucov is quasi-formular, cf. 406-7, 5.613. TTOAUATJIOS (f|8' eOAeiucov) at
[Hesiod] fr. 240.1 M-W, as if < Afj'iov, 'crop', is a misunderstanding.

128*9 The operations of Akhilleus extended over Lesbos (129 = 271,
664), Skuros (668), Tenedos (11.625), Lurnessos (2.690, 19.60, 20.92,
20.191), Pedasos (20.92), and Thebe (1.366, 2.691). Skuros was held by the
Dolopes in historical times, the rest lay in the Aeolic area (though within
reasonable reach of a force based near Troy). For speculations based on the
tradition of these raids see Bethe, Homer: Dichtung undSage m (Leipzig 1927)
66-75. — I n I 2 8 Zenodotus read duuuovas (clearly wrong before ipyoc),
misled or encouraged by 23.263 yuvaiKa . . . duuuova spy a !5uTav, about
whose construction Arn/A were in despair. — sAev OCUTOS: cf. 329-33. All
the booty in the Achaean camp seems to have been captured by Akhilleus,
who is therefore now to be compensated with his own spoils.

130 Zenodotus (Arn/A to 638) wished to include Briseis among the
seven women and read ££ eA6|jr|V. The prefix e£- was a dangerous tempta-
tion to ingenious exegesis, cf. 12.295.

132 Koupf) Bpiorjos (2X, since 274 is a mere repetition of this verse)
interprets Bpior|is, her usual designation ( iox) as a patronymic parallel
to Xpuar|is. Of this Briseus nothing was known or invented. 'Briseis' is
little more than a label; she may once have been 'the woman of Brisa' (a
place in Lesbos), though the Iliad associates her with Lurnessos, see 343
n., and the Cypria with Pedasos (fr. 21 Davies = Schol. T to 16.57). There
were also nymphs called ppiacci in Keos and a Thracian tribe Brisae, see RE
s.vv.

133-4 = 19.176—7 which show the same variation in the second verse
as appears at 276 below. Kirk (on 2.73-5) suggests that the custom (OEUIS)

probably refers to the taking of an oath in these circumstances; but that
would make the verses put dvSpes and yuvcciKES (unless that expression
is merely a polar expansion of dvOpcoTroi) on the same footing as legal
personae, an unlikely eventuality, nor is there anywhere any implication
that Briseis is expected to support Agamemnon's asseverations with her own
oath; when Agamemnon takes the oath at 19.2576°. she is not even present.
The 'way of men and women' therefore must be a gloss on the euphemisms
suvqs 67n|3f|uevai and uiyfjvou, cf. Hebr. 'a man to come in unto us after the
manner of all the earth' (Gen. 19.31). Agamemnon affirms in effect that if
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he had slept with Briseis he would only have been acting normally (and so
irreproachably). It is part of his consistent characterization as paaiAEUTcnros
that he cannot admit any degree of culpability beyond that implied by
daad|ir|v (116). This compares most unfavourably with the candour of
Akhilleus, see 19.56-73 and nn.

133 TTJS euvns: TT\% is not the article but a demonstrative 'her' in reference
to KoOpri Bpiorjos in 132. euvf\s 67Tipf)|i6vai: this euphemism occurs only here
in the Iliad and in the repeated verse 275, but 5X in the Circe episode in
the Odyssey. The doublet Euvfjs 6*rn(3f|usvai f|6e uiyfjvca follows a common
pattern 'verb/noun + at verse-end f)56 (f|6') + quasi-synonymous verb/
noun': there is a negative version of the pattern with 0O88 (ou8') for f)5e.

134 The rhythm, with a strong syntactical break at the end of the
third foot, is very rare, cf. 5.580, n . 154, Od. 3.34, 5.234, 11.260, 11.266.
For the relation of 134 and 276 see 264-99^.

138-9 EiasAOcov: i.e. having taken part in the sharing out. OCUTOS: by
virtue of the commander's privilege, cf. 11.703-4, as opposed to allocation
by the Aocos.

140 We do not need to be told why Helen was unavailable, but a
plus-verse, 140a, TT)V ydp dor' CCOTIS iycb 5coaco £av0co MeveAdco, is reported
by Aristonicus (Arn/A), an addition which he rightly characterizes as sur|6ss
TTOCVU.

141 oOOap dcpoupris: also at HyDem 450, a traditional metaphor for
fertility.

142 Orestes is mentioned 6 times in the Odyssey, where the 'Atreidai-
paradigm' is an important motif: see West, Od. vol. 1 16-17. This is the sole
mention of Agamemnon's son in the Iliad. Like other important figures in
the saga of Troy and its aftermath he is assumed to be familiar to the poet's
audience and so to require no introduction.

143 TT|Auy6TOs: 'late-born' i.e. 'cherished' is the conventional rendering,
see 3.174-511. and HyDem 164-5 where the word seems to be glossed as
dvyiyovos, TroAueuxETOS, and dorrdaios, used especially of an only child (or
only son, as here), cf. the formula |iouvov TTjAuysTOV (482 and Od. 16.19.
The etymologies cited or implied by bT, Eust., and Hsch., which connect
the first element with TT̂ AE and the second with the root of yiyvouoci and
may go back to the fifth century (cf. Eur. /T829), do violence to the root
of the verb (gen(e), gne), see Chantraine, Diet. s. v. and 3.174-5^, see also
9.482^

144 =286: evi ueydpco eOTrfjKTCp, only in this repeated passage and at
2.661, is known also to HyDem (164) but not to the Odyssey, uiyapov means
'a room' (usually a public or principal room but not apparently at Od.
11.374 and 18.198) and by extension, like 'hall', 'a house.' Its appropriation
to the pillared halls of Late Helladic palatial complexes is a convenience
of Mycenaean archaeology, on which see M. O. Knox, CQ,23 (1973) 1-21.
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145 Homer does not mention an Iphigeneia or an Electra among the
daughters of Agamemnon. It is likely enough that Iphianassa and Iphigeneia
are variants of the same name, but the discrepancies from the later canoni-
cal version of Agamemnon's family soon began to trouble genealogists: the
Cypria (fr. 15) made two persons out of Iphianassa-Iphigeneia and gave
Agamemnon four daughters; [Hesiod] fr. 23a M-W mentions only two
daughters, Iphimede and Electra; the lyric poet Xanthus (a predecessor of
Stesichorus) made Electra a soubriquet of Laodike (because she was long
unwed) according to Aelian, Var. Hist. 4.26. The Homeric names probably
reflect an eastern or Ionian, as opposed to a western or mainland, tradition,
cf. 1 i.i5n.: the historical Agamemnon, king of Cyme, named his daughter
Demodike (Arist. fr. 611 Rose), an evident reminiscence of the epic
Laodike. Neither here nor elsewhere does Homer so much as hint at the
dreadful events at Aulis before the war, though it does not follow that he
was unaware of the legend.

146-8 Agamemnon remits the brideprice (avdsSvov) and will throw in
what is in effect, if not in name, a dowry. This seems to be a conflation
of both I6va systems. (On i8va as brideprice, dowry, and indirect dowry
see the account of A. M. Snodgrass, JHS 74 (1974) 114-25.) (jeiAia are
properly 'soothing things', 'propitiatory gifts', like those listed at i22ff.,
but Agamemnon has now passed on from the subject of recompense to that
of honour. — cpiAriv: 'as his dear one', sc. wife. There is no close parallel; at
Od. 15.22, Koupi6ioio 91A010, Koupi5ios is taken to be the noun. A possessive
use, which here would have to be stronger than that sometimes attributed
to 91A0S in such formulas as <piAov f)Top, should be discounted, see D.
Robinson in Owls to Athena. Essays on Classical Subjects for Sir Kenneth Dover,
ed. E. Craik (Oxford 1990) 97-108, with bibliography.

149-53 Agamemnon proposes to honour Akhilleus with a kingdom, as
Menelaos on a less generous scale (uiocv TTOAIV ê ocAcnrâ as Od. 4.174-80)
wished to honour Odysseus as an especial friend. The seven cities of Pulos
which Agamemnon generously proposes to bestow on Akhilleus were not
listed in the Pylian entry in the Catalogue of Ships (see 2.591-602 and
nn.). The suggestion of V. Burr, NECOV Kcrr&Aoyos, Klio Beiheft 49 (Leipzig
1944) 60-1, that these verses were 'transferred' from the Catalogue by
the poet of book 9 should be discounted, see Page, HHI 165-6. The
towns extend around the Messenian Gulf on either side of the modern
Kalamai (= (Dipcd) in, so far as the Catalogue goes, a neutral zone between
the kingdoms of Nestor and Menelaos, see G. Jachmann, Die homerische
Schiffskatalog und die Ilias (Koln 1958) 84, and R. Hope Simpson, BSA 61
(1966) 113-31. It is odd, but must be a mere coincidence of numbers, that
the Mycenaean kingdom of Pulos was divided into a 'hither' and a 'fur-
ther' province, the former having nine towns, as in the Pylian entry in
the Catalogue, and the latter seven, see Ventris and Chadwick, Documents
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142-5. Also odd is the expression vecrrai FTuAou f)ua06evTos (=11.712):
'Pulos' must here denote a region — it is not normal Homeric usage to use a
toponym to mean 'the country ruled from . . . , ' (but cf. "Apyos denoting the
Peloponnese, 2.108 and n.5 and AOfivai Attica, 2.546); fmaOoeis is the
epithet of Pulos the town almost certainly at Od. 1.93, 2.214 = 2.359,
11.459, and HyAp 393, 424, and most probably elsewhere (except 11.712
and HyHerm 398); VECCTOS (not connected etymologically with VEOS) means
'at the bottom of, cf. VEOtipoc, or 'at the edge of — the latter sense is certain at
11.712 - but in order to comply with the political geography of either the
Mycenaean or the Homeric Pulos the word must here signify 'just beyond
the borders of. The Alexandrians (Arn., Nic, Hrd/A) found the word
difficult, and even toyed with the idea that vecrrcci could be a verb (< vaico)
in a formation parallel to the 3rd plural KEorrai! It is a reasonable inference
that lists such as these are not ad hoc compilations tailored to their specific
context but exist for the poet as items in catalogues, cf. the rivers of the
Troad, 12.20-22 and n., or the astronomical information, 18.486-9 = Od.
5.272-5, and the difficulties of those passages. — 'Ipfj is not the 'Ipfj (or Elpa)
of the Messenian wars (see Paus. 4.18-23), which was inland to the north
of Messenia. (For lpr\v 7roif)£(7CTav F. Kiechle, Historia 9 (i960) 62, prefers
iprjv TToifjeo-aav.) The fourth town, Oripai, recurs as Or|pf| at 5.543 in the
story of the sons of Diokles; since they 'followed the Argives to Troy Tiufjv
*ATpei8r)s . . . ocpvuu£vco,' the poet may have thought Agamemnon had some
claim to this region. Or|pai appears in the Odyssey (3.488 = 15.186), but
without a note as to its political allegiance. — For the epithets TroirjEcraa,
ôcOeai, and &u7reA66cr<7a see vol. 1 173-7; (3O6UAEI|JOS and KccAfj do not occur

with place-names in the Catalogue of Ships. — fjuaOoeis (fern., but always
in that form, never -sacra) is special to Pulos. It is an exclusively epic
word (except for the Cypriot toponym 'Amadous) probably formed against

s, the generic epithet of cities of that metrical shape, cf. West, on Od.

154 = [Hesiod] fr. 240.3 M-W, with reference to
( = 'EXAoiTia, another form of cEAA&s).

155 The royal SCOTTVOU are nowhere defined but seem to go beyond the
meat and drink mentioned by Sarpedon (12.311). Perhaps compare the
levy of Alkinoos, fjUEis 5' OCOTE dy£ip6|i£voi KCCTOC 8f̂ |iov | TICTOIJEO', Od. 13.14—

156 Elsewhere OEUIOTES are clearly 'ordinances' or 'decisions' meted out
by those who bear the symbol of authority, the OT<f)7TTpov, cf. 99 and
the formula OEUIOTOTTOAGOV paaiAf̂ cov (etc.) 3X in HyDem. The difficulty
is then to know what sense and construction to attribute to the epithet
Anrccpds. Aristarchus seems to have taken it predicatively as 'prosperous'
or 'pleasant', cf. UTT' CCUTOU paaiAsuoiiEvoi Eipr|viKcbs picoaovTai (Arn/A). But
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this does not seem very persuasive as the climax to a list of crudely material
inducements. Modern lexica accordingly take Ospuores as 'dues' (after Arn/
A, 9Opoi) and Anrap&s as 'rich', but quote no parallel after Homer for this
use of OEUICTTSS: an expression on the enigmatic Cnossos tablet As 821 e-ne-ka
ti-mi'to has been interpreted as = EVEKOC deuioros. Shipp, Studies 267, com-
pares Eng. 'customs', originally 'customary service due by feudal tenants to
their lord' (OED). A feudal due would be a special sort of royal ordinance.

157-61 Odysseus reports only the first of these revealing verses, but that
is damning enough. uHTCcAAf̂ ocvTi xoAoio implies a condition: Akhilleus will
get his presents if and when he fights. In other words Agamemnon's new-
found love is strictly of the cupboard variety (a lif̂ Tis, as Akhilleus says,
423), and implies no change of heart. Any suspicion that his offers mean
otherwise is removed by the following verses. At 16.72-3 Akhilleus will say
he would have routed the Trojans e! |ioi Kpeicov 'Ayaueiavcov | f^ma Ei8err|.

158 8|iT|0T|Tco: Zenodotus and Aristophanes read KOC|J96T|TGO (Did/AT),
to avoid the repetition 5|jr|0f|Tco . . . &8d|jaoTos. On the contrary &8&|iaoTos
confirms 8ur|6f|TCO. Kd|i7rro|jiai is classical in the sense 'submit' (e.g. Plato,
Prot. 320 B), which is not otherwise attested in Homer: for 8a|ivao0ai in that
sense see e.g. 3.183. An alternative form of this verse, or a plus-verse 159a, is
reported by Didymus (Did/AT), OUVEK' ETTEI K6 Aa(3r|<7i TreAcop (lAoop (ace.)
Nauck) exei 0O8' dvtrjcriv. As a designation of Hades TreAcop is doubtful,
being appropriate to the maimed (18.410), monstrous (Od. 12.87), o r SUD"
human (Od. 9.428). For the cliche of the implacable Hades cf. Aesch. fr.
279 Mette, uovos Becov ydp O&VOCTOS OU Scopcov epa | 0O8' av TI OOCOV OU8'

eTnaTrsvScov Adpois, | o08' EOTI pcopios, ou8e Traicovî ETai.
160-1 For the use of the noun (3acriAeus in Homer see 11.46. In what

way Agamemnon is pccaiAeuTepos vis a vis Akhilleus is perhaps explained by
1.281 q>EpTepos EOTIV, ITTSI TrAEovecrcnv dv&aasi (which Thucydides took at
face value, 1.9), cf. also Od. 15.533-6 where the family of Odysseus is
paaiAeCrrepov because its members are KapTepoi; but it would be natural
to take (3a<7iAeuTepos to mean that Agamemnon in some way outranked
Akhilleus (as is generally implied), not merely that he could mobilize more
ships and men. However, this aspect of the politics of the Heroic Age was
unknown to the poet or at least not clarified by him. There was no reason
why he should define it, for if he did the rights and wrongs of Akhilleus'
dispute with Agamemnon would be defined also, and instead of a quarrel
there would have been rebellion. In that case Agamemnon would have had,
what he evidently lacks, sanctions. Instead we have an insoluble moral
issue, the relative respect-worthiness of social eminence and martial excel-
lence. Agamemnon's dignity seems sometimes to have a numinous founda-
tion; cf. the references to his sceptre at 38 and especially at 99 where Nestor
brackets his temporal power with a divine benediction, yevefj TrpoyevecjTepos
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(161) must allude to this, with ysvef) in the sense of'ancestry' as at 11.786.
That Akhilleus had been rude to an older man is not the point at issue;
Agamemnon is being made to insist on those claims of rank which Akhilleus
had pointedly flouted in the quarrel, see 1.185-7 °9P* ^u £^tis I OCTCTOV

cpepTEpos eiui cjeOev, oruyerj 8e KOCI aXAos | Taov spioi cpaaOai Kai 6|ioico0f||i6vai
avTnv. Having restored the situation that obtained before he diminished the
Tiur) of Akhilleus, he now demands the cci8cbs proper to that situation, cf.
4.401-2, 10.238-9, 15.129-31. In short Agamemnon makes no retreat on
the moral front, but reserves to himself the rights of a (3aaiAeuT6pos, what-
ever those were; one may compare the remarks of A. W. Kinglake about
the 'respect' enjoyed by Lady Hester Stanhope in the Levant: 'Being
"respected" amongst Orientals is not an empty or merely honorary distinc-
tion, but carries with it a clear right to take your neighbour's corn, his
cattle, his eggs, and his honey, and almost anything that is his, except his
wives' (Eothen ch. 8). Agamemnon's point is not tactful (tact is a virtue in
which the King of Men is strikingly deficient) but is a real one. He too has
his honour and status to consider in a world where authority does not exist
unless it is seen to be exercised.

162 fepfivios iTTTTOTa NeoTcop (25x //., n x Od.): the first epithet is
a puzzling gloss confined to Nestor (except for the v.l. yeprjvios iirTTOTa
Oo!vi£ at 16.196). There was a place called Gerenia S.E. of Kalamai which
perplexed the erudite - 'Some people say Nestor was brought up in this
city, others think he came here for refuge', Paus. 3.25.9; nor can the word
be taken any more comprehensibly as a patronymic like TeAa|Jcbvios. A
festival feprivia, attested at Miletos (Herondas 5.80), can only reflect the
Pylian pretensions of Ionian Miletos. See further West on Od. 3.68. A
metrically equivalent formula yepcov iTrrrnAaTa NsaTCop, modelled on y.
i. FTriAeus, is also found (Od. 3.436, 3.444). — iir-rroTa: such forms, usually
taken as secondary, are found as nominatives in some dialects, e.g.
Boeotian, but are foreign to Ionic and Eastern Aeolic. They are thus to
be taken as original vocatives retained in the nominative formulas either for
euphony (e.g. urjTiETa Zeus) or, as here, under metrical necessity. NeoTCop
(— with initial consonant) is unexpectedly intractable in the second hemi-
stich. Nestor's talents as a charioteer are noted at 4.3011!., 11.7226°., and
23.3066°. and 6296°., but in the Iliad the epithet is generic and amplifies the
names of Oineus, Peleus, Phuleus, and Tudeus, cf. 432n.

164 Nestor's words certify (what no one could reasonably deny) that
Agamemnon is not stinting his stores. From the standpoint of the Achaeans
(and nowhere do they hint otherwise) Agamemnon has now honoured
Akhilleus and fulfilled the last of his ally's conditions, ivoc . . . yvco 8E Kai
'ATp6i8r|s eupuKpeicov 'Ayauenvcov | f\v crrnv, 6 T' dpiorov 'Axoacov ou8ev
6TKT6V, 1.411-12. That 6copa uev has no answering 6e may be intended to
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draw attention to the fact that Agamemnon does not propose to accompany
his gifts with prayers, but |J6V solitarium is too regular to require such an
inference.

165 Agamemnon spoke throughout in the first person as was fitting,
since he had proceeded against Akhilleus OCUTOS airoupas (1.356, etc.). We
are presumably to think of his offer as being relayed by his heralds. Nestor
is now made to suggest an embassy of the highest rank. That honours
Akhilleus, but it also widens the issue and potentially makes it one between
him and the rest. So Odysseus can appeal to Akhilleus' pity for his comrades
at 300-3, but Akhilleus can then make the point that Agamemnon dare not
face him in person (372-3).

167 TOUS dv eyco E-rnoyoiJiai, 01 8e TTIGECJOCOV: it is easiest to take TOVJS as
relative (as dv requires) and so 8e is 'apodotic'. The article is a refer-
ential pronoun, however, and as a relative should follow its antecedent, see
Chantraine, GH 11 167. emoyoiioa, 'will choose', is a defective verb <
*OTT- cf. Lat. optare. The same form, with the same sense, recurs at Od. 2.294,
but is not confined to the epic. With respect to the construction, dv + future
indicative, Leaf observes (on 5.212) 'There is no valid reason against re-
garding [the verb] as fut. indie, except that such a constr. is not Attic' For
other examples see Chantraine, GHn 223—4.

168-9 The poet does not explain why he chose Phoinix, Odysseus, and
Aias as the Achaeans' emissaries, but it is not difficult to guess why the
last two are designated. Diplomatic business in the Iliad is conducted by
Odysseus alone (as in the return of Khruseis, 1.311) or by Odysseus and an
appropriate or interested party (as with Menelaos in the formal demand for
Helen mentioned at 3.205-6 and 11.139-40). We have been reminded of
his oratorical talents at 3.221-4. Odysseus therefore is professionally well-
qualified; however, the personalities attributed to Odysseus and Akhilleus
do not encourage us to think of them as easy companions (in spite of the
dyavo9poCTUvr| attributed to Odysseus by his mother, Od. 11.203), and it is
appropriate that Akhilleus should be made to evince impatience (3096°.).
Still, Odysseus is a 91A0S dvfjp (197) to Akhilleus at this point and the
obscure passage, Od. 8.73-82, probably invented for that occasion, which
suggests an enmity between them, should not be pressed for the interpreta-
tion of this Book, see also 223n. Aias was not only dpioros (2.768, Od.
11.550-1) after Akhilleus himself and Kf|8iC7TOS KCCI cpiATaTos (9.642) to him,
but also excelled in !8peir| (7.198) in his own estimation. Agamemnon
thought him a possible alternative to Odysseus at 1.145. The Iliad, however,
never makes a point of the fact that their genealogies make both Aias
and Akhilleus grandsons of Aiakos and therefore cousins. (It is a question
whether Homer knew that genealogy: the patronymic AiaKi8r|S always refers
to Akhilleus.) On the other hand Phoinix is an unknown quantity. If we
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knew as much about him as we do at the end of this book his inclusion
could be seen as an attempt to coerce Akhilleus with the sort of moral
pressure that a respected member of Peleus' household could exert. As
it is, he has not been so much as mentioned up to this point. Apart from his
admonition of Akhilleus at 496-605 he has a very minor role in the Iliad
(16.196, 19.311, 23.360, with an allusion at 17.555) DUt received a mention
in the Cypria (fr. 16 Davies = Paus. 10.26.4) where he is said to have
bestowed the name Neoptolemos on the son of Akhilleus; D on 19.326 affirm
that the recruiting officers who unmasked Akhilleus on Skuros included
Phoinix as well as Odysseus and Nestor (frr. incert. loc. 4 Davies, not
according to that editor from the Cypria). His introduction here as if he were
as well-known a figure as Hektor (cf. 1.242 for his unheralded introduction),
and a natural choice, is awkward - however appropriate he turns out to be.
For his story see 434-95. He is now a dependant (OTT&COV 23.360) of the
family of Peleus, lord of the Dolopes, and commander of the fourth regiment
of Myrmidons (16.196). In spite of this he does not appear to reside with
Akhilleus' contingents. It would indeed be necessary to mention Phoinix at
this point and include him in the embassy only if he had some essential
function to perform before his intervention at 434, e.g. to mollify an irate
Akhilleus before the suppliants dared to present themselves. In the event,
192-3, the ambassadors felt no such inhibitions. The problems surrounding
his introduction prompt the question, why Phoinix? To which the answer
must be that the poet needs a character with strong moral leverage to
put pressure on Akhilleus, but that the character best qualified to do so,
Patroklos, is unavailable at this point, being held in reserve until book 16.
(There is another Phoinix at 14.321. The name is probably from (poivos
according to von Kamptz, Personennamen 143.)

TrpcoTiOTa . . . fiynaacjOco has been tendentiously interpreted at least since
the time of Aristarchus to ease the difficulty of the dual verbs at i82ff., cf.
Arn/A OTI 6 OoTvî  TrpoepxeTOti KOCI oO crv|JTrpe(7(3evei TOIS "rrspi TOV 'OBucraea
cbcrre uf) auyxsiaOca 81a TGOV e£ns TOC 8UIK&. In 169 Iiterta was then taken in
a strongly temporal sense. In a normal context fjyeicrOai means 'lead' with
a nuance of commanding or guiding. Neither specialized meaning is appro-
priate at this point, for Phoinix does not have the status to command Aias
and Odysseus, nor does it make sense to have him show Akhilleus' friends
the way to Akhilleus' quarters. In the present context fjyeTaOai must be
given its weakest sense, 'lead the way', so as to lend some dignity, perhaps,
to the ambassadorial procession; the alternative is Higher Criticism or
special pleading.

170 We should probably not ask to whom these heralds are attached.
There are two of them because twoness and attendance are regularly con-
joined, cf. the formula OUK OTOS, ocua TCO ye 8uco . . . (7X including variants).
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bT opine that the heralds are there iva 8T|AGOOT) OTI 8rmocria f\ 7Tp£(j|3Eia
ECTTi, but it is hardly possible to distinguish what was 8rm6onov and what
was !8iov in the relations of the Achaean chiefs. Odysseus will bring in the
sufferings of the other Achaeans, a public point, but Akhilleus will have
none of it. A Greek Odios (or rather Hodios, heralds being great travellers
and go-betweens) is otherwise unknown. (There is a Trojan ally Odios,
leader of the Alizones, 2.856, 5.39.) For other appropriately named heralds
see 17.322-6^ A Eurubates is Agamemnon's herald at 1.320, but has
a Doppelgdnger, Eurubates 'lOoncrjaios, in Odysseus' contingent at 2.184.
Presumably it is the latter, or Eurubates in the latter capacity, that the
poet here has in mind. It is interesting, whether as a traditional detail or as
Odyssean knowledge of the Iliad, that Eurubates is mentioned, and his per-
sonal appearance described, at Od. 19.244-8. The presence of Talthubios,
Agamemnon's usual herald, might in this delicate situation have appeared
provocative. — ETTECTOGOV is naturally taken as 3rd plural imperative, but
could equally well be dual in view of the duals of i82ff.

171-6 These verses list the essentials of formal prayer, whether or not
a sacrifice follows; for informal prayer cf. 5.1 i4n. Washing the hands (08cop
Em X6*PaS *=X6U0CV *74) is a n essential preliminary, cf. 6.266-8 (Hektor
speaking) X6Pai §' dcvbiroKJiv Ail Aei|3eiv aiOoira oTvov | a£ouar OU8E TTT) EOTI
KeAoavscpei Kpovicovi | aiucrn KOU AuOpco TreTraAayiievov euxeT&aaOca. The
Odyssey but not the Iliad has a technical term xepviy, 'lustral water', Od.
1.136 etc. sucpriiaficTai denotes the ritual silence, the avoidance of ill-omened
speech (pAaacpriiJiia, cf. Plato, Leg. 8OOA). A libation of wine or an offering
of barley (OUAOXUTOU) is then made and the prayer uttered, cf. 16.230-47
and Arend, Scenen 76-8.

171-2 The poet suppresses the Achaeans' prayer to Zeus. If that were a
prayer for the success of the embassy, as it appears to be, then it would be
difficult to avoid some such comment as ETEpov \xkv SGOKE 7ronT|p, ETEpov 8s

OCVEVEUCTE (16.250, in response to Akhilleus' prayer for Patroklos). As it is, the
reaction of Akhilleus is a shock, to the ambassadors certainly (430-1) and
also to the audience. — su^iifjaai has its ritual sense, 'keep silent', for any
word in such circumstances might be ill-omened. ETT-EucpriiJETv (1.22, 1.376)
has a quite a different meaning, 'to cry "E5" at something'.

173 EOC86TOC occurs only in this formular verse (= Od. 18.422). The -d- is
presumably an Aeolism.

174-7 A short typical scene in heavily formular style: 174 = Od. 1.146
etc. (3X ), 175-6 = 1.470-1 and 3X Od., 176-7 = Od. 7.183-4, 177 = Od.
3.342 etc. (6x); see 24.281-321, Od. 18.418-26 for a fuller account of
the ritual. Prayer and libation (preceded by ritual washing) are the regular
prelude to departure; the ambassadors are invoking a blessing on their
enterprise. The movement from Agamemnon's quarters to those of Akhilleus
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is uncharacteristically rapid; speech is mentioned at three points (prayers
to Zeus and Poseidon, Nestor's advice) but without oratio recta. — KTjpuKSS
are the 'personal assistants' of the heroic world; they assist at the sacrifice
and feast, summon to the assembly and act as envoys. The Koupoi are
free-born youths who are regularly pressed into this service, cf. 20.234 and
T ad loc. This is a public occasion and waitresses (cf. Nestor's Hekamede
11.624 a n d the 8ucooci at Od. 1.147 etc.) are out of place. — 1-TTecrTeyocvTO
is evidently 'fill to the brim', cf. i.47on. and bT ad loc. Crnip TO X6^°S
6TrAf)pcoaav, 60s SOKETV lor&pOai TCO Oypco. The metaphor was borrowed, or
taken literally, by Virgil; see Georg. 2.528, Aen. 1.724, 3.525.

179-80 Why does the poet not relate Nestor's admonitions at length?
A faintly cynical rehearsal of the kind of argument to which Akhilleus
might respond would not be out of character, cf. Nestor's advice to his
son Antilokhos at 23.306-48, but would be out of keeping with the scene
in Akhilleus' hut, where it is important that the arguments seem seriously
put and seriously rejected. Any anticipation of the scene would be fatal to
its dramatic impact. Moreover Nestor is well aware of the influence that
Patroklos can bring to bear, see 11.765-803, but if he were here to make it
explicit, the issues (which for Akhilleus will be restricted in what follows to
his personal dispute with Agamemnon) would be clouded. Patroklos is
therefore kept in the background. None of the subsequent speakers is per-
mitted so much as to allude to him, nor does the poet allow him to utter a
word. Odysseus, it will be noted, is now cited as the principal emissary, a
preparation for (or anticipation of) his intervention at 223. — 66v6iAAcov,
'glancing', is a hapax legomenon in Homer, taken up, like so many rare epic
words, by Apollonius (3.281).

182-225 Accompanied by Phoinix and the heralds the ambassadors make their way
along the shore to Akhilleus' quarters {on the right wing of the army), praying to
Poseidon as they go. They enter Akhilleus' hut and are made welcome

Night, or at least dusk, had fallen at the end of book 8, so that the martial
exercises of the Myrmidons (2.773-5) have ceased and the ambassadors can
arrive unannounced. Conveniently they find Akhilleus within (see i86~7n.),
for by the nature of their business they must make their appeal to him
privately. The course of the narrative is complicated by the intersection of
three types of visit-scene: delivery of a message, reception of a guest, and
supplication. A messenger, having received instructions, proceeds directly
to the recipient and repeats the message as far as possible verbatim. Only
three other times in the epics does a messenger deliver a message to a
residence: 1.327-44, 11.644-54, a n d Od. 5-43ff. These point to an initial
coincidence between the messenger and hospitality scenes (see Arend, Scenen
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34, 54), which may be broken down into (1) the journey is described; (2)
the visitor arrives, with a description of the scene; (3) the visitor waits at
the doors. If the visitor has the right standing, i.e. if he is not unwelcome
(like Agamemnon's heralds at 1.3271!.), not an enemy (like Priam in 24),
not a beggar (like Odysseus on Ithaca), he is then led within and seated.
Odysseus and his party do not wait but enter without ceremony. That is the
manner of suppliants, see 24.471-84 (Priam), Od. 7.134-45 (Odysseus),
but suppliants must quickly make physical contact with their protector and
Odysseus and Aias are not suppliants (see 50m.). Their action cannot be
discourteous and may be explained with reference to 6.313-31, Hektor's
visit to the house of Paris: a fellow citizen of equal rank need not stand on
ceremony. A messenger would then immediately deliver his message (see
6.325, 11.647). From this point, however, the scene follows the pattern of
the hospitality (and supplication) scene. The visitors are led within, seated,
and given food and drink. Only then is the message delivered, at the point
where it would have been appropriate in the hospitality scene for Akhilleus
to enquire their business.

182 The appearance of the dual in this verse and at 183, 185, 192,
196, 197, and 198 (with a plural intervening at 186) is embarrassing,
since with the addition of Phoinix the deputation has reached five in num-
ber; but no less odd is the disappearance of the dual after 198, for there can
be no plausible reason why Akhilleus should receive his visitors in the dual
and dismiss them (649) in the plural, nor why they should arrive in the dual
and depart (657, 669) in the plural, especially when Akhilleus has sub-
tracted Phoinix from their number. The principals, Odysseus and Aias, are
no less a pair when they go than when they come. It would be prudent
therefore, whatever assumptions are made about the textual integrity of this
book, to concede that the duals in 182-98 are incidental, not integral, to
the poet's conception of the embassy. For some reason he can say fWrrqv at
182, and under the influence of that use continue the dual for a dozen and
a half verses. Why that number is possible in the first place is a question
that may be answered in at least six ways. (1) The use is an abuse of
grammar, the dual being treated in the Kunstsprache as interchangeable with
the plural. This view is mentioned by D, and was presumably that of
Zenodotus. It cannot be right in its simple form (but see (6) below); apart
from some special cases (e.g. 5.487, 8.73-4 (see n n- ad locc), Od. 8.35, 8.48)
with special explanations, the plural may replace the dual where two are
in question but not vice versa where the reference is to three or more.
(The basic article is that of A. Debrunner, Glotta 15 (1927) 14-25). (2)
The essence of the embassy is the pair, Odysseus and Aias: the rest are
mere retinue, socially and grammatically invisible. This is intelligible, cf.
Odysseus' approach to the Laestrygonians, av5p£ 8uco Kpivas, TpiTorrov
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Kf|pux* ocji' oirdaaas (Od. 10.102). Phoinix is certainly not in the same
class as Aias and Odysseus, but it is a question whether his status can
be reduced to that of the heralds, as A. Kohnken argues, Glotta 53 (1975)
25-36, and 56 (1978) 5-14, in response to A. Thornton, ibid. 1-4: he is
OTT&COV of Peleus (23.360) and ccva£ of the Dolopes (AoAoTTeaaiv dvdaacov
484), worthy to rule beside Akhilleus (616), and he has a role, they have
not. (3) Aristarchus (Arn/A on 168) therefore detached Phoinix from the
embassy and sent him ahead. This strains the meaning of fjynaaaOco at 168
and creates a new problem over Akhilleus' surprise at 193. (4) The embassy
is conceived as two groups, Phoinix and the rest or the heralds and their
principals, see R. Gordesiani, Philologus 124 (1980) 163-74. For this alleged
usage, 5.487, 8.186, 23.413 and HyAp 456, 487, 501 are cited, but the
embassy cannot easily be broken into any balanced pairs. (5) Nagy, Best of
the Achaeans 50, 54-5, suggests that the dual at 182 refers to Aias and
Odysseus, Phoinix having gone ahead, but that at 192 to Aias and Phoinix,
the assertive Odysseus (cf. 223) having then taken the lead — as he is
expressly stated to do on the return (657). Even for concise narrative that
leaves too much unstated. C. Segal, GRBS 9 (1968) 104-5, refers t n e duals
of 182-5 t o t n e heralds and those of 192-8 to Aias and Odysseus. But the
plural eOpov (186) and the interlude 186-91 hardly justify the change of
reference of the repeated TOO 6e (3ocTnv. (6) The duals survive from an
archetype in which they were grammatically appropriate. This seems the
most promising line of attack, discreditable to the poet though it may
appear. Two heralds were sent at 1.3206°. to take possession of Briseis
with abundant use of the dual (including the expression p&rnv TTapa OTva
1.327), and two is a sensible number where a witness may be important, cf.
Odysseus' defensive remarks at 688-9. That an embassy is a theme in the
repertoire of Ionian minstrels cannot be demonstrated, but is suggested
by 11.139-40, and if it were it would be reasonable to suppose that the
dual would be part of its diction: note that the dual occurs at 9.689 and
perhaps at 170 (frreodcov) with specific reference to the heralds. (On the
relation between 1.3206°. and 9.1826°. see C. Segal, GRBS 9 (1968) 101-114,
Lohmann, Reden 227-31.) There is a recurrence of certain formulas: 1.322
= 9.166, 1.327 = 9.182, 1.328 = 9.185, but the important parallel is the
pattern of the two scenes. Failure to adapt theme to context is observed in
genuine oral poetry, when the generic (and traditional) form overrides the
requirement of a specific context, but it is not a conspicuous characteristic
of the Homeric poems. Where themes are confused, narrative illogicality is
more likely to be the result, but for an example of grammatical confusion see
17.386-7 and nn. where a singular verb 7TCCA&(7<7ETO is made to construe
with no less than five plural subjects. Such confusion is either unnoticed by
the audience or - and this would be the case with the Homeric epics - is
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quietly tolerated, for the acceptability of a text depends on its auctoritas as
much as its intelligibility. There is some uncertainty about the dual verb
in Homer (see 10.36411., 13.346^, and Hoekstra, SES 28), though nouns
and pronouns seem to have given the poet little trouble (but see 5.487-
8n.).

Solution (6) comes close to denying the integrity of the text, for it is but
a short step from maintaining that the duals of 182-98 reflect an archetype
to maintaining that the verses are an undigested fragment of an earlier or
alternative embassy. It may be that there is an insight at this point into
the mind of Homer at work, as he improves an embassy of two heralds
(Agamemnon's first idea, it appears), to one with two major heroes besides,
to one also including Phoinix - whose contribution alone advances the plot
of the Iliad. The traditional position is less subtle and demands the excision
of Phoinix and all allusions to him; see e.g. Leaf's introduction to his
commentary to book 9 and Page's summary of the analysts' position in
HHI297-304. The excisions, however, cannot be performed with surgical
neatness. The removal of Phoinix, moreover, obscures much of the Iliad's
moral force, see 502-i2n. and introduction to this Book.

The conventions of iconography do not clearly reveal early understand-
ings of the npECTpeioc, see Lex. Icon. 'Achilleus' 437-65, Friis Johansen, Iliad
in Early Greek Art 51-7. Some vases show Diomedes as if present but in an
averted posture, to indicate his disapproval (cf. 697-703) of this approach
to Akhilleus.

183 The assembled chiefs prayed to Zeus (implied at 172), now the
emissaries pray to Poseidon alongside whose element they are walking and
who is one of their stoutest allies on Olumpos. yaifjoxos (< yaidpoxos,
IG v.i 213), probably because the ocean embraces and supports the earth,
cf. Burkert, Religion 402. evvoaiyoaos should be capitalized; like 'Aiacptyurjeis,
KUAAOTTO6ICOV, 'ApyupoTo^os, Ku8epeir|, the oblique reference avoids a met-
rically awkward divine name.

184 uey&Aocs 9pevas; i.e. 'proud' heart, like Ouuov uEyccv at 496.
185 = ! -328. At 1.329 Akhilleus waited for Agamemnon's minions irapd

T6 KAiairj KOC! vnt uEAaivrj, but the present scene contains no specific indica-
tion of Akhilleus' position. He is alone with Patroklos, unaware of the
ambassadors' approach. If then he is within his KAiairi (as seems likely) there
is a minor inconsistency between <7T6CV TrpoaO' CCVTOTO (193) and TrpOTepco
ays 6Tos 'AXIAAEUS (199), explained by Edwards, TAP A 105 (1975) 64, as
the result of blending of messenger and hospitality scenes.

186-7 T ° v 8' eC/pov (etc.) is formular at this point; visitors 'find' their
host doing something, even if it is only sitting (fmevov, 1.330). The lyre
Akhilleus plays would be like those represented on the monuments, see
M. Wegner, Arch. Horn, u 2-16. They have three to five strings. M. L. West,
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JHS 101 (1981) 113-29, makes suggestions about the tuning and use in
singing the hexameter verse. Like most of Akhilleus' property in the poem
the lyre was loot, from Thebe like the horse Pedasos (16.152-4), cf. the
prizes offered at the Funeral Games of Patroklos. Penelope's suitors played
draughts (TTECTCTOI, Od. 1.107), and Athenian vase-painters depict Akhilleus
and Aias thus amusing themselves; but the Iliadic Akhilleus is heroic and
solitary even in his recreation. — The £uyov is the crossbar joining the two
horns of the lyre, to which the pegs or other fittings that carried the strings
were attached, cf. Od. 21.406-8.

189 The poet allows us to assume that Akhilleus' emotional turmoil,
which was expressed by his retirement to the seashore vocrqn AiocoOeis
(1.349), has given way to tedium. He is singing to the lyre - but not just any
song: Akhilleus the hero sings of the heroic deeds that he is no longer
allowing himself to perform. — KAEOC dv8pcov, cf. 524, Od. 8.73 (and epy'
&v8pcbv TE OECOV T6 Od. 1.338), Hesiod, Theog. 100, is the Homeric expression
for what is now called heroic poetry. As with many modern forms of the
genre it was literally sung (deiSeiv) accompanied by the singer on a stringed
instrument. Akhilleus will be sitting, like Patroklos and like the archaic
figurine illustrated at Arch. Horn, u plate ia. An amateur singer, however,
who is also a member of the patron class is not readily paralleled (see
Introduction 37). KAEOC + hiatus may represent KAEE(OC), but KAEOC was read
e.g. by Apollonius 1.1 (KAEOC 9COTC0V); for the hyphaeresis cf. vnAECC, OEOUSEOC

and Chantraine, GH\ 74. Crespo prefers KAEOC, (< KAEICC by metathesis) with
correption before &v8pcov, see Prosodia 46-8 with bibliography. KAEIOC is
extant at Hesiod, Theog. 100.

190 oTos: the poet envisages the famous pair of heroes sitting alone
together. Later (209), when it suits him, he adds Automedon and (658)
ETapoi and 8ucpai.

191 SsyuEVOS . . . OTTOTE AT|£EIEV: 5EyuEVOS is clearly here a present partici-
ple, as the traditional accentuation suggests. For the formation, an athe-
matic present conjugation, see I2.i47n. Patroklos is simply listening to
Akhilleus, perhaps with the implication that he would take up the song at
the point where Akhilleus left off. There are many ways of performing
heroic song, including the employment of two singers, but the only one
described in Homer is that of the solo singer, Od. i.325ff., 8.62ff., 8.499ff.,
17.5i8fF. (The Muses, duEipouEvoa OTTI KOCATJ (1.604, Od. 24.60), are, of
course, a choir.) Solo singing is tiring and the singer pauses from time to
time, cf. Od. 8.87 fj TOI OTE ATĴ EIEV &EI8COV OETOS doi86s, and A. B. Lord,
TAPA6y (1936) 106-13.

192 The ambassadors enter (this is not stated but is implied by UTTECxen
liEAdOpco at 204) unceremoniously, like Priam at 24.477, DUt w^ t n less

excuse. If they had been paying a formal visit to a proper house they
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would have waited ev TTpoOupoiai, like Nestor and Odysseus at 11.777, o r

Telemakhos and Peisistratos at Od. 4.20. In short the scene envisages a
simple structure appropriate to an army in the field. When the KAI<JIT| is
described, however, at 24.448-56 it has grown to the plan and dimensions
of a palace - uynAr) (but with a roof of thatch), with an auAf) and massive
door, an aiOouaa (24.644) and a TrpoSouos (24.673). At 16.231 (= 24.306)
it has a epKos. Yet even a KAiair) had doors, at which a polite visitor waited
for attention, cf. Patroklos calling on Nestor (11.644).

193 Welcoming a guest is naturally governed by strict etiquette. The
host rises, leads the guest within, seats him, and offers refreshment; finally
it is permissible to mention the reason for the visit. (Details in Arend, Scenen
35-50.) TOC9COV 8' ccvopoucrsv u is formular in these circumstances,
cf. 11.777, Od. 16.12; it implies little more than that the visitors were
unexpected.

196-7 Greeting, an integral part of the arrival scene, has not given rise
to much formular diction, except for parts of xcnpzw and 8si8i(TKec70oa.
Edwards, TAP A 105 (1975) 55, examines the scene. — 8£IKV0UEVOS: 'extend-
ing his hand to them in welcome' is perhaps how the poet understood the
word, but the underlying root is that of 8ei8i(JKOuai, 'pledge', not 8eiKVU|ii,
'point at': see 4.4^ and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 8r|8exaTai.

197-8 f) TI u&Aa XPec^ 'indeed there is great need' - of what? Of help on
the part of the Achaeans, or of company on the part of Akhilleus, or of
welcome for the visitors? XP6C*̂  1S a word appropriate to the Achaeans'
distress (e.g. 1.341, 9-75, 11.610). Leaf affirms that 'it is probably useless to
attempt to produce from [this disconnected sentence] one connected logical
whole', and Aristarchus seems to have agreed if the reading fmsT6pov8s for
f) TI u&Aa XP£C^ reported by Did/A is his. f) TI u&Aa XPec^ *s a member of a
formular set based on XPEC^ (°^ T l H- X-> T ° v 5e u. x> T(£ Hg u- X-) w* t n

modifications to accommodate pronouns (ou8£ TI UIV x-, TITTTE 8e as X«)- —
<7Ku£o|J6Vcp, 'being angry', is a strong word, usually used of divine wrath
(4.23, 8.460, 8.483, 24.113). 91ATOCTO1: the dual 91ATOCTCO also has strong
attestation. Akhilleus' greeting is effusive. There is small indication else-
where that the three were particular friends (cf. 168-9, 641-2 and nn.).

200 TTOpcpupeoiaiv: for the epithet cf. the amplified Odyssean verses
pfiyea KOCAOC | irop^\jps eupaAeeiv, oropsaai T' IcpuTrepOe TdTrrjTas (4.297-8 =
7.336-7). T&TrnTes are coverlets in Homer, thrown over furniture to sit on
or lie under, not floor coverings to walk on. — KAiaiiOHJi: the KAKTUOS, at any
rate in the classical period, was a light chair without arms, less formal than
the Opovos but more comfortable than the 819POS (a four-legged stool), cf.
Richter, Furniture 33-7, figs. 160-97, $• Laser, Arch. Horn, P 34-56, and for
ancient observations on Homeric furniture Athenaeus 192E. The heroes
always sit to their meals in Homer (cf. 24.472 and Athenaeus 143E), even
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in the luxury of their palaces. The classical habit of reclining did not become
customary until c. 600, on the evidence of Athenian vase-paintings, and
then not universally.

201 The Achaeans brought some non-combatants with them to Troy
(KUpEpvqTai and Tauioci are mentioned at 19.43-4, to whom we may add
heralds), but oddly enough no menial servants for the present tasks: nor
were Trojan prisoners pressed into this sort of service (Agamemnon's re-
marks at 2.127 were hypothetical, for an exception see n.624n.). In
Agamemnon's apparently grand establishment (it is nowhere described in
detail) there were Kf|pUK£S and Koupoi (174-5) t o a c t a s waiters, but in this
book Akhilleus' hut is represented as a modest shelter where self-service is
the rule. Consequently Patroklos and Automedon (209) and even Akhilleus
himself must do the jobs performed elsewhere by Koupoi and, in the Odyssey,
by 5uGoai. It may be remarked that, though the heroes wash before prayers
(174), in the Iliad they never wash before meals, a universal habit (assisted,
however, by female domestics) in the Odyssey. Patroklos accepted his orders
in silence, as he had done in delivering up Briseis (205 = 1.345), s e e 2 O 5 n -

202-4 Kpr|Tfipa: the poet attributes to the Heroic Age the drinking
practice of his own and later times, although the Greek practice of diluting
the wine is implied by Myc. ka-ra-te-ra MY Ue 611. Classical mixing bowls
typically hold about three gallons (14 litres). — £copoT6pov: three parts
water to one of wine are the unheroic proportions recommended by Hesiod,
Erga 596 (see West's n. adloc). Athenaeus (426B—43IB) cites various mix-
tures, none stronger than 1:1. (Which of Alcaeus' 1 : 2 mixture was the
wine is disputed, see D. L. Page, Sappho and Alcaeus (Oxford 1955) 308.) The
strength of wine that retained some sweetness (usOu f|5u, U6Air|8ea oTvov)
after natural fermentation would give point to the dilution.

ueAdOpco, 'roof-beam', 'roof, usually refers to a palatial dwelling, e.g.
2.414 (Priam's palace). The description of the hut in book 24 (see i92n.)
and that of Eumaios' dwelling in Od. 14.5-10 show how the idea of a palace
would override that of a cottage and credit a modest structure with an
implausible architecture.

205 Patroklos makes no reply. bT make this a point of characterization,
cf. their remark at 11.616, o-icoirrjAos del KOCI lvr|T)s TT&TpoKAos. His self-
effacing and gentle nature (ivr|6ir|, 17.670) is often praised by the exegetical
scholia (bT at 1.307, 337, 345). Kindliness, like other co-operative virtues,
is appropriate between friends, but there is no reason why it should be
shown to enemies; Patroklos displays his mettle in book 16. In spite of his
disapproval of Akhilleus' present attitude towards his friends, which sur-
faces at 16.29-35, respect for his superior in rank keeps Patroklos silent at
this point. His silence is, of course, necessary if Akhilleus is to maintain his
present stance.
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206-21 The theme of the entertainment of guests takes over the narra-
tive and requires Odysseus and his companions to eat, although they have
already enjoyed a uevoeiKEa Sccnra in Agamemnon's hut (90-1) before
setting out. Aristarchus was embarrassed at this supposed hint of heroic
gluttony and thought of changing e£ epov IVTO (222) to dy e-rrdaavTO,
on which Didymus commented aXK oucos UTTO 7T£piTTf)s euAa|36ias OU5EV
U6T66r)K6v (Did/A). As Leaf observes, this does not show Aristarchus at
his best. The present passage is the most elaborate description of a non-
sacrificial meal in Homer, cf. 24.621-7 (Akhilleus' entertainment of
Priam). Such retardation at a crucial moment is in the epic manner; further
by incorporating such details as the personal attentions of Akhilleus the poet
creates an atmosphere of amity that is soon to be cruelly betrayed. Aias
makes this very point (640-2), that the claims of 91A10C, renewed by this
shared meal, have been ignored. As usual the meal scene is not expanded
by the ornamentation of one of its components (as arming scenes are) but
by piling up one element on another. Whole-verse sentences express each
step, but not many of the elements of this exceptional scene are demonstr-
ably formular (210 from KOCI duq>' = 1.465, etc., 212 to 6Kdr| = 1.464, etc.,
with m)p for |xnp', 216-17 = 24.625-6, with Automedon for Patroklos, 221
= 9.991, etc.). The standard scene (Arend, Scenen 68-70) is cast in the 3rd
person plural, not in the singular as here, and is much more formalized in
the Odyssey (six examples). — One result of the elaboration of the scene
is the appearance of several hapax legomena: dvOpocKir), 'embers', lAeov,
'side-table', OvnAai, 'parts burnt as sacrifice', KpcrrEUTCci, 'fire-dogs', Kpelov,
'carving dish'.

206 sv m/pos ocuyfj is formular (2X Od.). The fire is as much for light as
for heat, cf. Od. 19.64 of the fire in Odysseus' megaron, 90GOS euev "Ĥe OepeaOai.

207-8 The VCOTOV and the pdxiS are the best cuts of the Homeric butcher,
cf. 7.321 and n., Od. 4.65, 8.475, I4437- At 217 (= 24.626, Akhilleus'
entertainment of Priam) the hero must be understood to carve off a por-
tion for each of his guests, as Odysseus did (VCOTOU dTTOTrpoTaucbv) for the
singer Demodokos (Od. 8.475). — TeOaAuiav dAouprj is by 'declension' of
OaAsOovTes dAouprj (2X), and well illustrates the equivalence of the per-
fective aspect of the verb and the -8- formant, cf. Chantraine, GHi, 326-7.
Te8aAuTocv dAoupfiv Od. 13.410 is another variant.

209 For Automedon see 16.145-8. He is third in the hierarchy of the
Myrmidons and serves as Akhilleus' charioteer.

212 The verse is clearly derived from the whole-verse formula aCrrdp ITTEI

Korrd lif̂ p' 6Kar| KCC! orrAdyxva irdaavTo (1.464, 2.427). The v.ll., euapfivcrro,
TraOaccTO 6e 9A6£ and m/pos dvOos, dTTETrraTO 6e 9A6£, are probably in-
spired by the slight awkwardness of KonraKaiouai with irup (not the burned
object) as subject, a construction that is more readily understood than
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paralleled. They bear some relation to 23.228, which repeats the expression
TTOcucjaTO 5e <pA6£. Arn/A derides the idea of Trupos dvOos in the variant
preserved by Plutarch and scholia to [Aesch.] PV 7 (ccuTOcp ETTEI TT. d.
dTTETTTaTo), and indeed the metaphor is out of place in these austerely
factual verses.

214 Why should salt be Oelos? 5id TO dcrrjTrra TT|peIv (T), or from its role
in the ritual of hospitality (ueyav opKov dAas TE KCCI TpaTTE âv, Archilochus
fr. 173 West).

216 TponTE n̂: that is, a small portable table, normally removed at the
end of the meal, cf. 24.476 where, Akhilleus having just finished eating, ETI
KCCI TTOcpEKerro TpdfTE â, cf. S. Laser, Horn. Arch P, 56-68. Verses 216-17 =
24.625-6 (with Automedon).

218-19 dvTiov T£EV . . . TOIXOU TOU ETEpoio: 'Achilleus wishes to be in a
position to watch Odysseus' (Willcock, Companion 100). The station is usual
for formal occasions, cf. 24.598 (Akhilleus and Priam). — 'OSuaofps OEIOIO:

see i7.i99-2Oin. and Hainsworth, Od. 5.1m.; the epic uses OEIOIO as a
generic epithet in the genitive case (with six different names, instead of
81010) especially at verse-end, as if the scansion were, or had been, u u - u .
Obviously the sense is merely honorific.

220 This is the last mention of Patroklos till 620. For the point of his
banishment from the narrative see 179n.

221-2 See 9i-2n.
223 That Aias should prompt Phoinix is natural enough (why else had

Phoinix been sent along if not to plead with Akhilleus?) but the intervention
of Odysseus is given no motivation. The poet narrates as an observer and
as a rule gives his audience no more clues to the inner life of his characters
than an observer would normally have. Provided he makes his characters
act and speak appropriately no one is troubled. So here if we care to ask
what prompted Odysseus to intervene we may think, for example, that he
could not bear to leave so delicate a piece of business as this to anyone but
himself. The exegetical scholia (bT) suggest that Aias misunderstood the
situation, being (they affirm) (3pa5us KOU UEuyiuoipos. The real reason is
doubtless that the heroic tradition opposed Odysseus as the embodiment of
ufJTis to Akhilleus as the embodiment of (Mrj, SO that in the present clash of
wills they are the natural protagonists for the poet to choose.

225-306 Discourse of Odysseus

The central section of the speech is a Report (264-99) and therefore repeats
the words of Agamemnon (122-57) with such minor alterations as the
change from 1st to 3rd person entails. However, the report of Agamemnon's
proposals is inserted into a speech that for rhetorical method is the best
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conceived in Homer. It is a pity that the poet has not characterized the tone
of this oration by an introductory formula (as, for example, is Odysseus'
address to Nausikaa at Od. 6.148), but the reputation of Odysseus is such
that we expect a Kep6ccAsos uudos. His speech indeed is the best organized of
the four speakers; see the discussion by G. A. Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric and
its Christian and Secular Tradition from Ancient to Modern Times (London 1980)

9-14-
Odysseus' approach is to identify the interests of Akhilleus with those of

the Achaeans. He begins with a modest, low-key exordium, complimenting
Akhilleus' gracious entertainment (225-8). He then contrasts the comforts
of Akhilleus' hut with the dismal prospects confronting the Achaeans (228—
31), with heavy stress on the alleged boasts of Hektor (232-46). This is put
in clear, stark terms with no more hyperbole than rhetoric and circum-
stances demand. It is well calculated to arouse the interest and appetite of
Akhilleus, and skilfully avoids bringing up the cause of his behaviour - the
indefensible action of Agamemnon. Odysseus' proposition is put in two
verses (247-8): 'Up, Akhilleus, save the Achaeans!' He then proceeds to
argument: (1) if Akhilleus does not rescue his friends at this late hour there
will be no second opportunity (249-51); (2) let him recall the wise words
of his father on the evil of strife and put aside his anger (252—60); (3)
Agamemnon will pay handsome immediate recompense with unheard-of
honours to follow (260—99). Odysseus winds up with an appeal for pity for
his own side and indignation against the other. If Akhilleus cannot bring
himself to make up with Agamemnon, let him at least take pity on his
devoted friends and seize the chance to fight the arrogant and insulting
Hektor.

Nos rite coepturi ab Homero videmur (Quint. Inst. Or. 10.1.46) - the ancient
view that Homer was a master not only of rhetoric but of rhetorical theory
too finds its principal justification in this speech (and in those that follow,
cf. [Plutarch], Vita Horn. 169-72). The exegetical scholia (bT) provide a
rhetorical commentary on Odysseus' speech, probably derived (as their use
of the term OT&CTIS suggests) from the work of Telephus of Pergamum, TTspi
TTJS KOCO' "Ourjpov prjTopiK'ns, according to H. Schrader, Hermes 37 (1902)
530—81. Odysseus begins with what became the traditional orator's ex-
ordium, a captatio benevolentiae. The body of the speech then employs two
OT&CTSIS: (1) "napopurjTiKri, i.e. Odysseus plays up (Tpayco8elv) the dire
circumstances of the Achaeans; and (2) dcAAoicoTiKT), i.e. Odysseus shifts the
issue from Agamemnon to the peril of the army. After his brief introduction
Odysseus sets out his case under four heads (KecpaAaia): (1) his narratio
(8if|yr|cns); Hektor and the victorious Trojans are about to burn the
Achaean ships; it is Akhilleus' opportunity to win glory: (2) using the figure
of fjOoTroita, Odysseus seeks to render Akhilleus ETTIEIKTIS: (3) he rehearses
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the gifts: and (4) he appeals by every possible means (TravTccxoOev) to
Akhilleus, UTroaxecrEi, 8er|C7ei, d^eAiuco, lAeco. Various subtleties are noted
passim, e.g. the insinuation that the emissaries are from Agamemnon, 226
(they question the wisdom of introducing Agamemnon's name so soon, and
wonder if it is not to suggest that the present dispute is a mere hiatus in a
lasting cpiAioc); the flattery at 231; how their allies have not deserted the
Trojans, 233; how Zeus too is angry with Agamemnon, 236; and how
Akhilleus has forgotten, not disregarded, his father's injunction, 259; and
the deferred mention of the gifts, avoiding TO ockrxpOKepSss, 260. In short,
Odysseus presents a skilful argument, but its tone is cool and it lacks 'heart'
(so Reinhardt, IuD 221—2), and so gets nowhere. Phoinix will strike a better
emotional chord and win a grudging concession from Akhilleus, but Phoinix
spoke from a position of moral advantage - he was like Patroklos in a
manner kin to Akhilleus.

The speech is 82 verses long and could hardly have been made longer. It
is unbalanced by the long report (44 verses) of Agamemnon's gifts and
promises which is necessitated by epic convention, but if its general thrust
is considered it is clear that Odysseus is not made to show much faith in the
efficacy of either reason or bribery in dealing with Akhilleus, but appeals to
his sense of pity and love of glory. In short the discourse is nicely fitted to
the character of its hearer, and so to its speaker also: Akhilleus is like the
young men in Aristotle's ethics - governed not by reason but by feeling, and
especially by the fear of disrepute, cf. the attitude he displays towards Thetis
at 18.79-126. Unfortunately for Odysseus, Akhilleus is about to be depicted
as an unreasonable young man to whom glory now means nothing and who
will seize on the very point that Odysseus was careful to omit, the real
attitude of Agamemnon.

The scene in Akhilleus' hut, with Phoinix present, is attested in art from
the second half of the seventh century, see Friis Johansen Iliad in Early Greek
Art 51-7, 164-78.

224 Arn/A remarks on the absence of an explicit verb of speaking, but
that did not prevent a minority of late medieval MSS adding 224a KOU UIV
9Govr)(jocs eirea mrepoEVTa Trpoor|u8a, cf. 10.191 and see Apthorp, MS Evi-
dence 150-2 and vol. v 21 n. 7 for other examples of this tendency. -
'pledged'; for the form (5ei- for 5rj-) see 44n. and LfgrE s.v.
Odysseus is generous with his host's wine but apparently without breach of
manners, cf. Od. 8.475-8, 13.57.

225 SOCITOS |iev eiOT|S' noun and epithet are normally juxtaposed at the
verse-end (8x //., 3X Od. including some MSS at 8.98). For the prothetic
e- see 11.6in. The feast is equal, i.e. equally shared, because it is one of
the rituals by which the dpiOTOi affirm their status as a group of peers
distinct from the community at large. ETTISEUETS: it would be appropriate for
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Odysseus to say 'Akhilleus, you have welcomed us in regal fashion . . . '
therefore understand 'we' or 'people' as subject and emBeueTs (nom. pi.) as
complement (so e.g. Ameis - Hentze). Some even proposed to read fjuev in
226 (Did/A). Not surprisingly, since antiquity this has been thought harshly
obscure. Lattimore's 'you' is presumably a slip. eTTiSeur), Aristarchus (Did,
Arn/A), and emSeuris of some MSS would indeed refer to Akhilleus; but
could Odysseus begin by reminding his host of his relations with his enemy?
The expression depends in some way on the formulas o056 TI OUUOS ESEUETO

8aiTos etoris (5x //., 2 x Od.) and ou . . . pcouos ESEUETO 5CCIT6S staris (24.69).
228 8aivucrO(ai) is epexegetic infinitive, 'for us to dine on'. — hrripaTOu:

eirfipocTa Bentley, in order to save the p- of epyoc. epyov has a persistent p-,
but its persistence is most evident inside formular word-groups (T&8E ipya,
Aoiyia spya, TroA8uf)'ia epya, etc.); these account for about 65 occurrences
within the verse in the Iliad. There are 12 cases of neglected p- and 14
of observed p- where the metrics are not protected by formular usage;
ETrnp&Tou may therefore stand.

230-1 These verses state the divisio of Odysseus' speech - 'the issue is
your fighting or our destruction'. Like many other such statements it is
careful to suppress the third option, 'to return home'. Akhilleus pointedly
advocates just that (417ff.). — cracbcreuEv (also at 19.401 and with -uevca at
13.96) must be aorist, the so-called 'mixed aorist' or sigmatic aorist with
thematic endings. cnroAea-Oai | vfjas: the possibility that Hektor might reach
(and burn) the ships is first mentioned at 8.182 and forms the goal towards
which the narrative wends its way until the firing of the ship of Protesilaos
at i6.ii2ff. Meanwhile reaching, saving, taking, or (the ultimate horror)
burning the ships is mentioned 35 times, running as a leitmotif through the
account of the Great Battle, see 241-2n.

233 = 6.111, where it is vocative. TpcoES UTTEpOuaoi: the Trojans have
certainly got their tails up, as happens usually to be the case where this
epithet is used (see 17.276^), but the epithet, combined as it is 3x (or 2X ,
see 11.56411.) with TTJAEKAEITOI T' emKOUpoi, where the second epithet must
be understood generically, cannot certainly be taken as a contextually
significant reference. — The epithets for the Trojans are examined by
J. Pinsent in Foxhall and Davies, Trojan War 141-62. Some they share with
the Achaeans (ocixuT|Tai, ueyaOuuoi, cpiAoTTToAeuoi); those special to the
Trojans (dyfjvopES, Oppiorcd, U7T£pr|vop£ovTES3 UTrepOuuoi, CnrepcpiaAoi),
which may be shared with individual Achaeans, present them as high-
spirited to excess.

231 The metaphor 6u<T6ai aAKfjv is formular, cf. 19.36, and is continued
in (em)eipi6vosdAKfiv (4X //., 2X Od.).

235 This verse (= 12.107, 12.126, 17.639) is a formular one and regu-
larly preceded by ou6' ETI 9CK71 (etc.), but the sense and construction of the
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infinitives is variable (or misunderstood). Here the subject
EV . . . TT6(J6ecT0ai can only be the Trojans, so that crx1!0"60"^01 must be passive
in sense, 'be held back', and EV visual liEAaivrjcriv Treaeecrdai means not 'will
die among the black ships' as in the similar expression at 11.824 ( n o r °f
course 'rush to get on board' as at 2.175), but 'will hurl themselves on', as
at 13.742, TTiTTTEiv serving regularly as the medio-passive of pdAAco. See
I2.io7n. The phrase iv VT|UCTI liEAaivrjaiv TreaeeaOai (-OVTCCI), 5X, incor-
porates the only use in the epic of the dative plural feminine of UEACCS. The
expression is formed by 'declension' (n.b. -criv) of ev vrjual iroAuKAri'iai
TTSCTCOCTI (-cousv, etc.) in order to accommodate the future tense, but has
become formular (so A. Hoekstra, Mnem. 31 (1978) 9).

236-43 Odysseus is being persuasive, hence the heightened description
of Zeus's interference and Hektor's threats and maniacal onslaught.
Agamemnon's assessment of the situation, 10.43-52, coming as it does from
that despondent leader, seems by contrast almost optimistic. Both heroes
are right, as it happens, to blame Zeus for their reverses, but blaming Zeus
for the untoward is almost a reflex action, see Hainsworth on Od. 5.304.
With ev8e£ia . . . aorpcrnTEi (236-7) compare 2.353 OCOTP&TTTGOV ETTI5E£I\

Evaiaiuoc or) |iorra 9aivcov.
239 Auo-cra, (< AuK-̂ a), describes the furious attack of a wolf (see similes,

4.471-2, 16.156-63, 16.352-5) or possibly the madness of a rabid dog, cf.
Kuva AucjoTiTfipa (8.299). Odysseus exaggerates; the narrative of book 8 did
not go further than CTOEVEI pAeueccivcov and a comparison to a guard-dog
(8.337-42). All references to the Auaaa of Hektor (8.299, 9-239> 9-3°5>
13.53) a r e made by his enemies, but see the remarkable description of
Hektor as berserker at 15.605-9.

241-2 Hektor had uttered this threat to burn the ships at 8.180-3, but
Odysseus, of course, is putting words in Hektor's mouth for rhetorical effect.
— OTEOTCCI: 'promise' or, as here, 'threaten'. This and the imperfect OTEOTO

are the only forms used of this epic verb (6x //., 2 x Od.), see Leumann, HW
211. It is glossed with EUXOUEVOS at 2.597. The author ofOd. 11.584 (CTTEUTO

8s Siydcov, the Tantalus episode) clearly misunderstood the word. It has
disappeared from the vocabulary of Hesiod and the Hymns. Kopuupos (plu-
ral Kopuupa) = &9AaoTov 15.717, the stern-post of a ship. For illustrations
see D. H. F. Gray, Arch. Horn. G plates VI-XII. Hektor is imagined hacking
them off as trophies.

244 ocivcos SEISOIKOC (SsSpoiKa) Kcrra 9peva \xr\ . . . is formular (4X ). ocivcos
is frequent (19X //., 13X Od.) in this sense, cf. Engl. 'dreadfully'. The
adverb is always ocivcos, not ocivov; conversely 8eivov is regular but 8eivoos is
not found, so that aivos and Seivos are not metrical alternatives as are e.g.
dAyos and Kf]8os.

248 ipuscjOai: 'rescue' preserves the ambiguity of the verb, which may be
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taken either as middle of (f)Epuco, 'draw away', or as infinitive of 6puo|ioa,
'save', see 10.4411. and Leaf at 1.216. In the handling of these epic verbs the
distinction is probably blurred in the poet's mind also. Here the construc-
tion with OTTO, 'from under' suggests pepuecrOai, the sense of the passage
epusoOai.

250 EOT' is for ioTOu according to Bekker, but the present is logical, 'there
will be ocxos because there is no li'nxos5. Odysseus ostensibly means the perils
of the Achaeans, but the KOCKOV, the reader realizes, is the death of Patroklos,
as at 11.604. — OKOS evpEiv gives a heavy rhythm usually avoided before a
major sense-break at the diaeresis; it seems deliberate, for EupeTv OCKOS is
possible, perhaps to point up the punning contrast with ocxos at the same
point in 249.

251—8 Peleus' parting words to his son, with their obvious scope for
pathetic irony, are mentioned several times in similar language to that used
on this occasion, see 7.124-8, 11.786-9, 18.325-7. They may have been part
of the tradition on which the Cypria drew, but they are too apposite to be
other than virtually an example of what later rhetoricians called proso-
popoeia, the orator's assumption of a convenient personality in whose name
he affects to speak. Nestor, recalling the same occasion, appeals to Patroklos
in similar terms at 11.786-9. At 18.326-7 Akhilleus recalls his last words to
Menoitios in oratio obliqua. The Homeric style does not admit extensive use
of indirect constructions {Od. 23.310—41 is the chief exception); nevertheless
the direct quotation of Peleus' alleged words is emotively effective. The
quotation is an oblique way of saying 8&nac7ov Ouuov laeyav (496), words
that at this juncture would be impolitic coming from Odysseus. — 06 TTETTOV:

Odysseus adopts a comradely or even avuncular tone. Nestor used the same
expression to Patroklos, 11.765, again in the context of a father's parting
words.

255 pieyccAf)Topa Ouuov: see iO9n. Observe that throughout the narrative
of the quarrel between Akhilleus and Agamemnon the poet recognizes in
addition to the account of loss and recompense an irrational and incalcula-
ble element, the 0u|i6s of the injured party. Reason is of no avail unless the
0u|i6s can be controlled (TCJXEIV 256, 8a|j&£siv 496) or mollified (iaivEiv
23.600). Agamemnon has balanced the account, but has left Odysseus with
the task of trying to reach Akhilleus' 6u|i6s. The best way to do this would
be to add to the indispensable offers of recompense some words of excuse or
explanation as Agamemnon does at 19.78-144 or as Antilokhos does more
generously at 23.587-595, but Agamemnon has precluded this, the only
approach that could conceivably be productive. — ICTXEIV: not 'keep', but
'keep in check', cf. IxsGuuos, 'continent', at Od. 8.320, the opposite of EIKEIV

257 AriyEUEvai: the infinitive ending -|i£vai (native only to the Aeolic
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dialect of Lesbos) is proper to athematic verbs and tenses. It is extended to
thematic forms in 57 instances in the Iliad: 13X in books 1-8, 28x in 9-16
(of which 7X in 9, 6x in 10), and i8x in 17-24. The occurrences in book
9 are in six different verbs (the phraseology at 674 seems to depend on 347),
and may be explained as an instance of clustering, the tendency for words
and forms, having for whatever reason been used once, to remain at the
surface of the poet's mind, see Studies Palmer (Innsbruck 1976) 83-6, and
Introduction 27-8.

260 yphov OuuaAyeoc implies that his anger, not the cause of his anger,
was the reason for Akhilleus' unhappiness. Akhilleus corrects Odysseus at
387 below - it is not his ypKos, but his Aco(3r| that is tormenting his soul.

264-99 = 122-57 (see n n - ) - Odysseus reports Agamemnon's words ver-
batim as far as the shift from 1st to 3rd person allows, with two exceptions:

12 7 oacra uoi f)veiKavTo aeOAia ucovuxes ITTTTOI

269 boo3 'Ayaueuvovos ITTTTOI asOAia TTOCTCTIV dpovTO

and

134 fj 06uis dvOpcbircov TTEAEI, dvSpcov f)86 yuvaiKCov
276 f\ BEUIS EOTIV, dva£, f\ T' dv6pcov f\ TE yuvaiKcbv

In 269 ocrcja oi fjveiKOCVTO could certainly have stood but would have made
the reference of oi formally unclear, the unnamed dvr|p being the subject of
the whole sentence. OEJJIIS in the sense of 'custom' is confined to the formula
(fj) Oeuis ecTTi ( n x //., 8x Od.) except in 134 and Od. 24.286; at 276
(= 19.177) the formula reasserts itself with the aid of the voc. dvcc£ (for
which cf. 9.33), impossible at 134. In a sense 134 presupposes 276, as
7.337-40 presuppose 7.436-9 (see nn.) and Od. 10.531-7 Circe's instructions
at 11.44-50. Willcock, AJP 96 (1975) 107-9, plausibly argues that the
'prior' version existed in the poet's well-rehearsed mind rather than in a
written or orally fixed text.

Odysseus' verbatim report is not so much a careful statement of the terms
of a contract as the normal epic convention when orders, messages, etc. are
delivered. Verbatim report is the usual practice in most traditions of heroic
poetry, see Bowra, HP 254-8, J. Th. Kakridis, Homer Revisited (Lund 1971)
77-85. A. B. Lord in Wace and Stubbings, Companion 195, entertains the
idea that the virtually exact repetition of such passages, as compared to the
variation observed in most 'typical scenes', is due to normalization in
transmission. Though not to be discounted, the material cited by Bowra
makes the suggestion unnecessary.

270 ipyoc iSuias: only in this verse does the paradosis transmit as a
variant reading the reduced-grade feminine participle i6uTa (elsewhere
always e!8u!a, which is certain at 17.5). Bentley is responsible for the
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modern reading which preserves the digamma of pi8uia. Hoekstra (on Od.
13.417) and West (on Od. 1.428) are inclined to accept s!5- at least for the
Odyssey. It is impossible to say in such a case which would prevail in the
poet's time, the conservatism of the Kunstsprache or his vernacular speech.

300-6 Odysseus returns, by way of ring-composition, to his opening
theme, the present peril. (Hektor is nearby cf. lyyus vrjcbv 232, he is berserk
cf. AucTcra 239.) He anticipates Akhilleus' reaction to their overtures. His
loathing of Agamemnon may be beyond remedy; in that case let him ignore
the King of Men and think of himself and his friends. As Sarpedon ex-
plained (12.310-28 and n.) heroism is a social and personal obligation that
underpins the Homeric idea of kingship: the king protects the people, the
people give him honour. Odysseus, of course, is speaking rhetorically: the
Panakhaioi are not Akhilleus' subjects and Odysseus cannot claim that they
have honoured him and so created an obligation on his part, only that they
will do so (Tsi<Toua(i), 303, future tense). But Odysseus' words bring to the
surface the dilemma that now confronts Akhilleus: the conflict between his
personal integrity (as he chooses to see it) and social obligation (see further
650-3^). Nor can Odysseus at this point appeal to the most powerful
obligations of comradeship, to avenge the death of a friend or assist him
in mortal danger on the battlefield (cf. Glaukos' prayer to Apollo after
Sarpedon's death, 16.514-26), for up to this point none of Akhilleus' fellow
ocpicjToi (except the unimportant Tlepolemos, 5.655-9) have been killed or
seriously injured. Nestor makes this plea through Patroklos at 11.660-5,
after the front rank of the Achaeans has been decimated and, of course, it
is made to be the decisive factor in Akhilleus' eventual return to the war.

300 KT|p68i udAAov: though juxtaposed 2X //., 7 x Od., the words do not
stand in grammatical concord and the formula is properly Verb (drnrjxOeTo,
&Xos 6£u ysveaKeTO, <piAe! 8e 6, ky&Gcno) tcnpoOi uaAAov. The complement
of u&AAov in such a formular phrase should be understood in general terms
('more than anyone') rather than a specific 'than one can forgive' (van
Leeuwen, Leaf).

304-5 Hektor's bold advance offers Akhilleus the opportunity he had
previously sought in vain, see 352-5, while Hektor kept open his line of
retreat. — AUCKJCC: see

307-42g Discourse of Akhilleus

See Lohmann, Reden 236-45, for general discussion, and R. P. Martin, The
Language of Heroes: Speech and Performance in the Iliad (Ithaca, N.Y. 1989), for
close analysis. Akhilleus is the most eloquent, and also the most violent,
speaker in the Iliad and his language has been the subject of much attention.
He is presented to us as a powerful speaker whose skill is concealed by a free
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rhetorical style. P. Friedrich and J. Redfield, Language 54 (1978) 263-87
and 57 (1981) 901-3, characterize his speech as possessing a 'poetic direct-
ness' exemplified in detail and vividness; his style is abrupt and informal,
employs more vocative expressions (including abusive terms), and freely
uses emotive particles such as f) and 8f| and the attention-arresting vuv 5e.
J. Griffin, JHS 106 (1986) 52-7, describes the special vocabulary of
Akhilleus' egotistical and declamatory rhetoric, e.g. oriucnroeis (metaphori-
cal), &voa8eirjv emeiuevos, 6oupiKTT|Tf), eiKocj&Kis, eTncTKû ouai, e<puppi£co,
OunaAyfjs, OujJiapf|s, KUVEOS, Aeiorf), Ttapiauco, Tpu£ouai. For the argument
in general see H. Lloyd-Jones, The Justice of^eus (Berkeley and Los Angeles
1971) 14—22. The speech is the longest stretch of continuous argument
in the Iliad, for the longer discourses of Phoinix (434-605) and Nestor
(11.656-803) contain long passages of narrative.

Bowra, Tradition and Design 18-19 puts Agamemnon's case (which he
thinks is the case) very well: the offer is fair according to the mores of the
Heroic Age, it absolves Agamemnon, its rejection will put Akhilleus in the
wrong. On another occasion Akhilleus was willing to cool his animosity and
accept a ransom for Hektor, among other reasons because it was ou . . .
&8IK6CC (24.594, where see Macleod's note). He must now argue therefore as
his main point that Agamemnon is not absolved, but first he must deal with
Odysseus' auxiliary arguments. Odysseus had rested his case on the twin
carrots of K08OS and Tiuf| and the spur of pity. Akhilleus, after a gracious
exordium (308-11) disposes of the first two, but ignores the last, so leaving
the way open for Phoinix' intervention. The poet represents Akhilleus as
one who on his own (disingenuous) admission (18.105-6) is better at action
than words, or, as bT have it, who is cpiAoTiuos, OCTTAOUS, <piAaAr|6f)s,
(3apu6uuos, and €ipcov, so it would be reasonable to expect his reply to be
weak on logic and strong on emotion. This indeed is the case. He will speak
his mind plainly (308-14). Odysseus had insinuated that the issue was
between Akhilleus and a distressed Achaean army and that by inaction his
friend was missing an opportunity for glory. Akhilleus quickly names the
real enemy, Agamemnon, and retorts that he has tried action already, in
the Troad and before Troy, and that doesn't bring honour either but
humiliation (315—36). Warming to his theme the young orator narrows his
argument from the general injustice of the world in order to draw out a
telling parallel between his own treatment and the shame put on Menelaos
by Paris (336-45), and winds up this part of his discourse with a malicious
comparison of Agamemnon's present panic with Hektor's erstwhile timidity
(346-55). Thus far Akhilleus has been brooding on the past and expound-
ing the nature of his grievance (on which Odysseus had — prudently — been
silent). He ignores the alleged admonitions of Peleus, to which there is no
obvious retort at this point, and turning to the present offer of restored Tiuf]
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announces that Agamemnon can hold on to his loot, as a warning to anyone
else who thinks of serving him; he himself is going home and Agamemnon
can go and be hanged (356-77). No imaginable treasure could compensate
Akhilleus for his grief. So Agamemnon can keep his gifts and his daughter
too 'until he has repaid all the outrage' (378-91). So much for his presents'
absolving Agamemnon's guilt. All this should probably be read as the grand
gesture of a noble spirit to whom material things at this moment are of no
account, but to unheroic minds the hyperbole of Akhilleus' language sounds
the shrill note of wounded pride sharpened by the pettish insistence that
follows (.391-400) on his supposed humble station in life. Finally Akhilleus
returns to his first point, but with a correction: then he had asked why he
should risk his life for nothing, now he asks, since there is no equivalent for
life, why he should risk it (indeed, why he should lose it) for all the treasures
of Troy and Delphi. The lure of heroic glory at Troy had been a delusion;
life itself was the better choice. So let the Achaeans think up some other plan
(401-26). Phoinix, however, may come home with him (427-5). — The
tenor of the discourse is what was later called 'ethical', balancing the evil
mind of Agamemnon against the force of the emotional appeals just made
to him.

Akhilleus' argument is too egotistical to have any practical validity.
Phoinix will point out that in the real world there has to be appeasement.
To say that no compensation can be sufficient is not practical; it is simply
an emphatic way of saying 'no'. Rage, not calculation, is Akhilleus' motiva-
tion. He himself admits this at 646-8, cf. also 16.52-61, where Akhilleus is
made to admit that though the pain continues the anger cannot last for
ever.

Homeric eloquence rises here to its greatest heights as Akhilleus re-
turns again and again to his contempt for Agamemnon and his outraged
honour. These repetitions give the speech the so-called 'spiral' pattern (see
Thalmann, Conventions 22-3), an emphatic form of ring-composition more
characteristic of Hesiodic discourse. As always with great speeches there are
many quotable turns of phrase: 'Hateful to me as the gates of hell . . . '
'Whether a man does much or little . . . ' , 'Do only the Atreidai love their
wives?', 'Why must the Greeks and Trojans go to war?' It is important that
these should be read in context. Akhilleus, the story demands, must refuse
the Achaeans' pleas. He is made to say in effect, therefore, that he is sick of
the whole business, but there is no need to take 'the whole business' to be
more than the conduct of the Trojan War. Akhilleus is disillusioned, but he
is disillusioned primarily with his place in the heroic scheme of things,
having set an impossibly high value on his honour, see the comments of
M. D. Reeve, CQ,23 (1973) 193-5. A. Parry, however, 'The language of
Achilles', TAP A 87 (1956) 1-7 ( = Language and Background 48-54), argues
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that Akhilleus' disillusion is with war itself, a disillusion shared by the poet
and forming 'possibly the real plot of the second half of the Iliad'. In order
to wrestle with the traditional ethos, however, Akhilleus must wrestle with
the traditional language. His problem (i.e. that of the poet) is like that of
Penelope seeking to redefine TO euKAees (see 34m.), a problem that is exacer-
bated by, but not peculiar to, a formular diction. For criticism of Parry's
argument see D. B. Claus, TAP A 105 (1975) 13-28, and P. Friedrich and
J. M. Redfield, Language 54 (1978) 263-88: the Homeric language is not so
fixed and unambiguous that it cannot evaluate what it describes, see 387^

The disillusionment of Akhilleus is most clearly expressed in the passage
401-16, where Akhilleus is made to deny the heroic doctrine that glory
outweighs life. This is perhaps a traditional point, for it recurs at Od.
11.488-91: the greatest hero can afford to question his role. No one takes
up the point just as no one takes up the point of Akhilleus' immediate
departure, probably because such manifest hyperboles could not be taken
seriously; no one but Akhilleus knew that a long, inglorious life could be
assured. At 12.322-8 Sarpedon too would not have fought if he had known
he would live on, but since ten thousand dooms of death surrounded
a mortal man the only thing he could be assured of was glory through
valour.

For the relation of the speech to the general characterization of Akhilleus
see Griffin, HLD 73-6, Edwards, HP I 222-4; f°r t n e language see Shipp,
Studies 267—5. Shipp's comment is significant, 'The speech of Achilles is for
the most part characterized by features that reflect contemporary Ionic,
with lumps that make an older impression', that is to say, the speech is an
original composition and does not depend as heavily as a battle scene on
traditional themes and the traditional diction that goes with them.

308-14 Note the immediate characterization: Akhilleus is suspicious of
Odysseus, although on this occasion he has faithfully conveyed the sense of
the Achaean council. But there is also permanent characterization: Akhil-
leus is open, Odysseus indirect, cf. 644-55 where Akhilleus' attitude to Aias,
a personality similar to his own, is noticeably warmer. Akhilleus' elaborate
statement of his love of plain speaking seems to give it (pace Leaf and Von
der Muhll) a specific implication beside its general reference. But it would
be pointless to make Odysseus, the obvious candidate for a charge of
duplicity, the sole target of Akhilleus' remarks: rather it is Agamemnon -
Akhilleus had not heard Agamemnon's comparison of him to Hades (158),
but we have, and 312 may be taken as a riposte to it. Agamemnon's
generosity, Akhilleus implies already, is tainted by self-interest.

308 Sioyeves AaepTidSr) . . . is the regular whole-verse formula for
Odysseus in the vocative case (7X //., 15X Od.). It has no special connota-
tions for the speaker, beyond a certain formality (cf. 96n.), and is used
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indifferently by (in the Iliad) Agamemnon, Aias, Diomedes, Nestor, and
the goddess Athene. Akhilleus keeps up the same formal, controlled tone in
a series of end-stopped or very lightly enjambed verses (down to 320).

309 &Trn.Aey£cos OCTTOEITTEIV is an under-represented formula (also at Od.
1.373), to which the epic should have had frequent recourse. &Trr|AsysGOS is
'forthrightly' (< <5CTT6 in a negative sense + aAey-co).

311 Plato, Hipp. Min. 365A quotes 308-14, with trivial variations but
without the inorganic v. 311. The dialogue also has Kpccveco in 310 for
9pov6co, attesting the antiquity of that v.l. Kpocvko may well be right, the
pleonasm with TETEAECTIJIEVOV EOTCU adding solemnity to Akhilleus' words.
Tpu£co ('croak5, like frogs (see Gow on Theocritus 7.139), an effective word)
is mostly a Hellenistic poetic verb and is found only here in Homer, but in
other respects the verse is unexceptional, and indeed makes an effective
point. For Akhilleus' unpopularity cf. 16.203-6.

312 Hades has gates (because return is barred?) also at 5.646, 23.71, Od.
14.156 (= this verse), but not in Od. 11. The idea is probably very ancient,
see Hoekstra on Od. 14.156, Kirk, Myth 191.

314 =103 = 13.735. The sentiment 'I will tell you what I think is best'
implies that the addressee's assessment of the situation is not the same as the
speaker's. The premises of Odysseus' argument, we may guess already, are
unacceptable to Akhilleus.

316-17 These verses embody the essence of Akhilleus' position. Instead
of upholding the principle that holds his confederacy together, the equiva-
lence of dpETT), K08OS, Tiuf), and yepas, Agamemnon has dealt it a fatal blow.
Odysseus' remarks are beside the point, because Akhilleus has decided that
his loss of Ti|if) (which Zeus has effectively now restored to him) is a hurt
that cannot be made good and that the K05OS of victory is not worth fighting
for. There is worse to come, of course, and then he will say TOC \xh? ccp |ioi
'OAUIXTTIOS Ê ETEAECTCJEV. I dAAd TI \XO\ TCOV fj8os, rrrel 91A0S &As6' EToTpos
(18.79-80). Akhilleus will never again, in the Iliad, go out to fight for glory,
though he is happy enough to bask in it at the moment of victory, see
22.393-4.

316 Akhilleus' attitude towards the other leaders (the aAAous Aavaous
here) is not made clear. The envoys are 91ATCCT01 (198), yet in the quarrel
scene in book 1, in spite of Agamemnon's threats against Aias and Odysseus
(1.138), Akhilleus made no appeal to the solidarity of the other chiefs, and
seems to have included them among his oppressors, cf. his wish at 1.410 iva
TT&VTes ['Axaioi] ETTaupcovToa paaiAf^os, and would have been happy to see
them killed. Akhilleus, we must understand, is a hero who thinks big and
for whom there are no shades of grey: he is rebuffed - the whole world is
responsible, he is insulted - all honour is trash, his friend dies - his own life
is worthless. In the end Priam will teach him that there is a better way.
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318-20 The three whole-verse statements have each a proverbial ring.
For the effect of such sequences of whole-verse sentences see Kirk, TCS 20
(1966) 124 = HOT 158-9. Akhilleus, we may imagine, controls his anger
with difficulty and speaks with measured deliberation until his fury shatters
any relation of sense to verse in 33 iff. The connexion of thought between
these gnomic lines (to 322) is imprecise and 320 has been thought interpo-
lated as being irrelevant to the flow of Akhilleus' discourse (so Ameis-
Hentze and Leaf). W. J. Verdenius, REG 73 (i960), argues that the con-
nexion of thought lies in the ambiguity of uoipcc, 'share' or 'fate', which
enables Akhilleus to make two points. He says, with Agamemnon at the
forefront of his mind, that the IcrOAoi (including himself) receive the same
honour as the KOCKOI (including Agamemnon), so why should he take the risk
of trying to be E<J6A6S? Moreover both have the same measure of life,
the dspyos and the iroAAd lopycbs, so why try TroAAd ip8eiv? Akhilleus'
early death is a keynote of the Iliad, cf. 1.352, 1.416, 1.505, 9.40 iff, 17.407-
9, 18.59-60, 24.85-6, and is latent here too. Bentley made the line innocu-
ous (but a superfluous reiteration of 318-19) by emending KcrrOav' to
Adyxocv*. In another context - the possibility of K06OS - the idea of death as
common to all could even be a spur to action (see Sarpedon's words at
12.322-8). For death the great leveller cf. Pind. JV. 7.19-20, 30-1. — 6 T '
dspyos dvT)p KTA.: 'Un des emplois ou le sens de l'article est le plus evolue
est celui ou il designe une categorie generate', Chantraine, GHn 165; 13.278
is a close parallel.

319 This verse implies that for Akhilleus there is an ideal equation
between KAEOS/K08OS and Tiuf). In the real world that equation is a pretence,
because distinctions in rank are not established by the achievement of fame
and the possession of status ipso facto confers K06OS, cf. 1.279. ^n a w o r ld
where status was inherited along with the sceptre of kingship (2.100-8), it
was hard even for an dpioros 'Axoucov to be upwardly mobile.

323-4 Simile of the mother-bird and her chicks. Fully developed similes
are part of the poet's commentary on the action of the epic and are rarely
assigned to speakers, see 12.167-70^ and vol. v 39. Moulton, Similes 100,
counts c. 50 comparisons made in speeches, 'most of them very brief, like 385
and 648 below. Akhilleus is given four of two verses or more. That is in
keeping with his portrayal as a hero deeply concerned with his own hero-
ism, for the simile is a device by which a speaker reflects on events from his
own standpoint. But what in the mouth of the poet or a weak and helpless
character would be a powerful instrument of pathos sounds a petulant note
when it comes from the dpioros 'Axocioov, cf. 385-9^ Parent-protecting-
child similes are not infrequent, see 4.130-1, 5.554-8, 8.271, 12.167-70,
12.433-5, a n d 16.259-65, but (pace Moulton loc. cit.) this is not the point
here: Akhilleus wishes to say that he is worn out in selfless unrewarded toil.
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— [iaoraK (a) would be 'mouthful5, giving excellent sense and grammar,
but the word is used in the Odyssey (4.287, 23.76) to mean 'mouth', and
Plutarch (Mor. 8OA) and the lexica so understand it here. In that case
understand the dative uaoraK(i) and an object for TrpocpeprjCJi. KOCKCOS 8' apoc
oi TTEAEI auTrj is an aural echo of the (probably formular) expression KOCKOU

6s ocpa oi TTEAEV apxr) (11.604).
325-45 A fine rhetorical passage. As Akhilleus' passion rises the verses

become enjambed, lightly at first, then more and more violently; strong
breaks within the verse distort the normal arrangement of cola. As the verse,
so to speak, loses its self-control, so does Akhilleus. (Note in contrast the
reasonable tone of Odysseus' versification in the preceding speech.) These
effects reach their peak in the striking series of rhetorical questions, 336-41,
where Akhilleus' choler is at its most intense. Observe the heavy pauses in
the second foot at 331, 332, 337, 338, 339, and 341, which like the diaereses
at 333, 336, and 342 bring their clauses to an abrupt indignant close.

325-6 OCUTTVOUS VUKTOCS tauov: iauco (cf. d(p)eaKco, aor. d(p)eaa) is 'pass
the night' in sleep or wakefulness. iaueiv = ETrauAî EcrOai (Arn/A at 19.71).
The pleonastic combination with vu£ is formular (2 x //., 1 x Od.). — fmorra
aiuccToevTa is not formular, as is stressed by the placing of cciuaToevTa in a
secondary position and not at the verse-end, and so draws attention to the
easy (but surprisingly rare) metaphorical use of aiuorroeis, cf. TTOAEUOIO . . .
oriiaaTOEVTOs at 650 below (Akhilleus again speaking). There is another
metaphorical use at 19.313 (see n. adloc).

327 uapv&UEVos odpcov EVEKCC oxpETEpacov is explained by 328-31. The
women, as part of the booty, are what the fighting is about, cf. 2.354—5,
4.238-9. oxpETEpacov is loosely used as a referential pronoun ('their', not
'their own') unless, as Leaf wished, we remove the comma at the end of
326 and read uapvauEVOis. The paradosis, however, is unanimous for

330-3 These verses repeat the complaint made by Akhilleus during the
quarrel scene, 1.165-8, that he did the work and Agamemnon kept the
lion's share of booty at the distribution. Thersites, presumably with less
justification, made the same point (2.225-34). TTOCVTOC . . . 'AyociiEuvovi
86CTKOV is a cutting rhetorical hyperbole that ignores both the role of the
Aocos in the allocation of prizes and the custom, as it doubtless was then
as now, that prize money must be commensurate with rank. However,
Akhilleus misses a trick; it is his own winnings (cf. 129) that he is now
being offered as compensation.

333 In its allusions to the protocol of so important a matter as the
distribution of booty the Iliad is curiously imprecise. At 1.127, 1.162, and
16.56 the 'Achaeans' are said to have assigned his prize to Akhilleus (cf.
11.627); a fuller description of the procedure is given at 11.703-5, 6 yEpcov
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(NrjAeus) . . . | E£EAET' dauETa iroAAd. xd 6' dAA* Is 6*niiov I8COKE | SarrpEUEiv,
and at Od. 14.232-3, TCOV Ê ocipEuurjV UEVOEIKECC, TTOAACX 5' o-maaco |

Adyxocvov. The latter practices would fit Agamemnon's alleged behaviour
here, yet at 1.368 it is expressly stated that the UTES 'AXOUGOV assigned
Khruseis to him, cf. Od. 7.10, where the Phaeacians assigned Eurumedousa
to their king Alkinoos, and Od. 9.160, 9.550, where his companions assigned
special prizes to Odysseus.

334 &pio"Tf)EC7(Ti . . . KCCI pao-iAsC/cri: Homeric designations of rank are not
precise and technical but express a vague contrast between 'leaders' with
their OEpdirovTES and the rest. Akhilleus means men like himself, and com-
pletes the verse with a virtually synonymous word.

335-43 Akhilleus throws out a series of emphatic assertions and rhetori-
cal questions that together make up a telling argument. 'Agamemnon has
carried off my wife. But when Paris carried off Menelaos' wife he raised an
army to recover her. He and his brother are not the only men to love their
wives; I loved Briseis.' The train of thought is obscured partly by the
staccato style in which Akhilleus gives vent to his anger, and partly by the
intrusion of other thoughts into the argument: his present feelings towards
Briseis, the reason why he is at Troy, and the idea of sexual continence.
Akhilleus is saying, coherently but with some heat, that Agamemnon can-
not have it both ways, or, as it is spelled out by AbT: Agamemnon was either
wrong or silly; if seizing a woman was a trivial matter, he was silly to make
war for Helen; if it was serious, he was wrong to seize Briseis (TTPCCKTIKOS 6
Aoyos, 6EIKVUS TOV 'AyauEuvova f̂  dauvETov f\ d6iKov. E! UEV ydp uiKpov
fjyEiTai TO dSiicnO'nvai TTEpl yuvaiKa, TTOAEUETV OUK E6EI TTEpi
dauvETos ouv EOTI TTEpi uiKpds aiTias TTOAEUEIV. EI 6E ypiksirov Kai UEya,
dtTEp TTOcOcbv UTT' dAAocpuAcov dyavaKTEi, TOCC/TOC EIS TOUS quAous TTOICOV OUK
d8iK£lv vojiiEi;)

336 dAoxov OuiaapEoc is formular (Od. 232, [Hesiod] fr. 43a.2O M-W),
but sounds a suitably pathetic (or self-pitying) note. As a description of
Briseis dAoxos surprises, since the term normally denotes a wife (Koupi6ios
is its regular epithet) and is contrasted with 6ouAr|, 'concubine', at 3.409.
Unfortunately, the argumentative point of dAoxos, to equate the emotional
commitment of Akhilleus to that of Menelaos, is only too clear, cf. 343
and n. Never up to this point, nor afterwards, does anyone suggest that
Agamemnon had wounded Akhilleus in his family honour. Adultery was
beyond compensation - Penelope's suitors died for less. The specific term
for a woman in Briseis' position is probably 5ouAr| (see. Od. 4.12 for
Menelaos' son EK 6ouAr|s), but in spite of her significance in the story the
status of this unhappy woman is undefined; she is never called a 8ucof|.
The Iliad also knows the term TraAAoKis (9.449, 9.452). — TTJ Trapiaucov |
TEpTTEaOco is psychologically effective: what Akhilleus had loved he spurns
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when it has been soiled. At 343 he uses the past tense, cpiAeov, of his feelings
towards Briseis. Here as elsewhere Akhilleus is obsessed with his own humili-
ation. — The expression (y specs) EIAET', zyz\ 8' aAoxov is clearly a variant
of the formula lAcov yap lysx yepas (3X ). Nevertheless Leaf and some early
commentators punctuated with a stop after EIAET' and a comma after
0i/|iccpea. The sentence then translates 'He [Agamemnon] has an aAoxos of
his own, let him be content with her.' But who then is the aAoxos? Briseis
apart, Agamemnon has no named concubine in the camp at this moment,
and to tell him to take his pleasure with Klutaimestra hundreds of miles
away in Mycenae is too rhetorical to make an effective point. Allen's
punctuation in the OCT, which is also that of Ameis-Hentze and Mazon
and implied by the scholia (bT), is preferable. — The long -a- of Ouuapea,
beside Q\j\xf\pss, Od. 10.362, is unexplained.

337-8 Akhilleus is asking 'Why are we here?' The implicit answer, for
the sake of the argument, is that they are there to uphold the rights of
Menelaos. He then sharpens the point and asks 'Why is Agamemnon here?',
so as to bring out the falsity of Agamenon's position. — Impersonal 5eT,
'there is need', does not express moral obligation in archaic literature
(where xpil *s used). The word occurs only here in the Iliad and not at all
in the Odyssey or in Hesiod, but in a passage whose thought is untraditional
that is no cause for surprise. Uncontracted -ee- from -epe- is usually main-
tained in the epic but has crept into the Iliad at 5.464 (uieis), 11.708
(TTOAETS), 11.611 (epeTo, if the reading is correct), and perhaps 9.612 (ovyxsi,
for which ovyxee could be read); -el- < -epei is attested only here and Od.
9.227, 9.470 (hnTrAsTv).

339-41 The singular 'ATp8i5r|S in 339 must be Agamemnon in this con-
text. Agamemnon gathered the host, but it was Menelaos who loved his
wife, hence 'ATpei8ai, plural, at 341. Akhilleus' argument would be even
more effective if Agamemnon had been at Troy to recover his wife. But
Agamemnon can have no complaint; he had identified his own honour with
success at Troy, 2.114-15 = 9.21-2.

340 uspomov dcvOpcomov: the sense of uepovy is unknown, see 1.25on. The
formula, however, is not totally ossified, being declined into the nomina-
tive (18.288) and modified to provide the dat. plur. uepOTTEacn ppOTOicnv
(2.285).

341 Akhilleus attempts a 'persuasive definition', viz. to extend the appli-
cation of ix£9pcov into that of ayccOos so as to bring sexual relations within
the province of heroic ocpETf). But the underlying point is that Agamemnon
has indulged his lust at another man's expense. The poet saw no conflict
between Akhilleus' love for Briseis and his sleeping with Diomede this same
night, see 664-5. Persuasive definitions are more frequent in the Odyssey
where the heroic arrogance of the Suitors collides with the ethos of the
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epic, see Penelope's words at Od. i6.4i8ff. and 21.33iff., and those of
Telemakhos at 2-48ff.

342 This is all that we hear from his own lips of Akhilleus' finer feelings
towards Briseis; it is a pity that he should make this declaration, emphatic
though it is, only in a context where his rhetoric requires her to be raised to
the status of the dAoxoi of the Atreidai so that his loss may be equated with
that of Menelaos. Now would have been the moment for Akhilleus to say
Koupi6ir|v dAoxov 6f|CT6iv, d£eiv T' evi vr)ucrlv | is Q0ir|v, Saiaeiv 8e yduov UETd
Mupui56v£crai (19.298-9), as Patroklos promised he would according to
Briseis - but that is probably an ad hoc pathetic touch to round off her
lament. Rhetorical though it is, Akhilleus' affirmation is at least an im-
provement on Agamemnon's inability to regard women as anything but
objects to be returned undamaged or weighed out in sevens and scores
(128—40). (Aias was no better, see 636—9.) Akhilleus' affection, however,
was obliterated when he realized the awful consequences of his wrath; he
wished Briseis had died at Lurnessos (19.59-60). — 6X69pcov: in a broad
sense the 9pf|v is the seat of reason, the Ouuos that of passion. The expres-
sion dyaOos Kai sx&ppcov is virtually a contradiction in terms, for an Iliadic
hero's primary trait is self-assertion, cf. 6.208 = 11.784 (Crrreipoxov euuevai
aAAcov). Akhilleus speaks ad hominem and ad tempus. Note that he condemns
Agamemnon's arrogance, not his lust; the Homeric audience would have
thought bizarre the idea that sexual continence might be part of the virtue
of an dyaOos.

343 6oupiKTrjTf|v: from Lurnessos on one of Akhilleus' forays, according
to 2.690. But 2.686-94 are an inorganic note to the Myrmidons' entry in
the Catalogue of Ships, and Briseis' lament (19.291-6) names only the 'city
of Munes'. The Cypria (fr. 21 Davies = T to 10.57) opted for Pedasos. See
also 13 m. Uncertainty on such a point reflects the tradition's total disre-
gard for Briseis as a person: we do not even know her name, for 'Briseis' is
a patronymic adjective in formation. At 16.57 Akhilleus uses the 1st person,
KTedTiaaa, for his capture of Briseis, but it is noteworthy that the rules for
the distribution of booty (it went into a 'pool', cf. 33311.) prevent him
making a point of his being deprived of what he had personally seized as his
prize of war.

345 Akhilleus scents a plot, as he does at 375 and 423-6, a plot not to
make true amends but to get him to fight. There is no guarantee even (375)
that having got his victory Agamemnon will pay up.

346-50 Akhilleus mocks Agamemnon's anxiety and precautions, see 674
and n.

348-55 Being an illustration of Agamemnon's desperate efforts dAg êuevai
8r|iov m/p these lines do not advance Akhilleus' argument. They also pre-
suppose the last scenes of book 7, where the building of the wall has
been thought to create problems (see 7.327-43^). Accordingly there is a
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possibility and (for some commentators) an advantage that they could be
adjudged an interpolation. But this fine expression of Akhilleus' contempt
for Agamemnon and heroic self-esteem cannot be rejected for the sake of a
theory: see Page, HHI 338, who accepts the lines. The wall was Nestor's
suggestion, but it is effective that Akhilleus' sarcasm attributes it to
Agamemnon (note the singular verbs in 348-51). Akhilleus' disparagement
is prophetic. The Achaeans hoped that their wall would prove ocpprjKTOV
(14.56 = 68), but Hektor demolished the gate at i2-445ff.

349 Aristarchus' reading in the last colon, IKTOOI T&9pov, is intended to
make it plainer that a space intervened between wall and trench.

351 The formulas for Hektor in the genitive, "Eicropos ocvSpcxpovoio
(iox ) and "E. iTTTTo6d|Jioio (5X ) break the law of economy. iTnroSduoio,
used of eight characters, is clearly generic, while 6cv6po9ovoio is virtually
specific to Hektor (1 x each of Ares and Lukoorgos). There is a tendency
for "E. dv8po9ovoio to cluster (5X in books 16-18), but it is also possible to
argue that the epithet has hubristic overtones and is assigned to contexts
where such overtones, ironical or pathetic, are appropriate (so Sacks, Tradi-
tional Phrase 163-75).

352-5 Most of the fighting hitherto has been close to the walls of Troy.
This is asserted by Here (disguised as Stentor) at 5.788-90, Poseidon (dis-
guised as Kalkhas) at 13.105-6, and implied by the panic reaction of the
Achaeans to Hektor's advance in book 8, and by the even more panic-
stricken flight of the Trojans from the supposed return of Akhilleus in book
16 and his actual attack in 20. Bacchylides (13.110-20) recalled this evi-
dently notorious point: TTpiv uev TroAuirupyov | 'lAiou OarjTov dori; | ou
Aenrov. Hektor (15.721) attributed the fact to the caution of the Trojan
elders, a self-serving declaration we need not take seriously, cf. Von der
Muhll, Hypomnema 236.

354 The Scaean gates are three times associated with the (nearby) oak-
tree, see 5.692-3^ Hektor presumably stood in the gateway or before it to
defend it, like Polupoites and Leonteus defending the Achaean camp at
I2.i3iff. On the gates of Troy see 3.145^ The Dardanian gate would be
located somewhere in the S.E. quadrant of the enceinte (where indeed there
are two gateways piercing the walls of Troy VI and VII A), the Scaean
gates might be anywhere where the contours of the site permitted an easy
approach. Both gates are mentioned in formulas and their names are doubt-
less traditional, but it is too much to expect the town plan of Troy to have
been so preserved. Scaean and Dardanian gates alike are thought of as
leading towards the fighting. Aristarchus (Arn/A) envisaged one gate in-
differently called Scaean or Dardanian. The oak-tree is twice (5.693, 7.60)
said to belong to Zeus, like the famous oak at Dodona, but no special
properties are attributed to it.

355 The incident when Hektor dared to face Akhilleus, if not rhetorical,
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is unknown. It could have figured in the Cypria in the first year of the war,
before Achaeans and Trojans had taken each other's measure.

356-63 Akhilleus' announcement of his departure is a threat (and so
described at 682). It should be taken as a hyperbolical sign of the speaker's
fury, like his baffled attempt to name his price at 379-85. The threat
is quickly modified in response to Phoinix at 618-19, and further modi-
fied in reply to Aias at 650-3. Akhilleus had climaxed his quarrel with
Agamemnon with the same threat (1.169).

356 Why, if the paradosis can be relied on, should the poet sing £8EAOV

TTOAEUÎ EIV "EKTopi 8icp at 7.169 and £0EACO TTOAEUÎ EUEV "EKTopi 6ico here (as
read by many MSS)? Probably TTOAEUÎ EUEVOCI at 337 induced TTOAEUI££UEV,

or preserved it. wEK*ropi 8ico: bT (on 9.651) suggest the epithet was used to
annoy the emissaries. That is unlikely; the formula occurs 26x in the
accusative and 12 x in the dative.

357-9 The participles (b̂ ocs and vr\r\oa.s, 'heap with', are in anacoluthon
with ovyeai (TTAeuaouai or eTui would be expected); a dash at the end of 358
would be the better punctuation. The broken syntax is consonant with the
hyperbole of Akhilleus' language. Verse 359 = 4.353, however, where the
context is quite different and the syntax in order.

360 The expression 'EAAfjcJTTOVTov ITT' !x^u°HVTa 1S obviously derived
from the regular TTOVTOV ETT' IXOUOEVTCC, see 94n. Formular usage is indiffer-
ent to the punning effect of such recombinations.

363—4 'quern KE TpiT&Tco: the distance is about 220 miles. For other
navigational data for the Homeric Aegean see Od. 3.168-83. — §V0&8E

Eppcov is formular, cf. 8.239 and n.
365 ycxhKbv IpuOpov (only here), whether specifically bronze or copper,

evidently denotes the unworked material. The metrical duplicate vcbpoira
XOCAKOV refers to bronze armour.

366 = 23.261, there with reference to the prizes that Akhilleus put up for
the games of Patroklos. That Briseis turns out to be such a small proportion
of Akhilleus' spoils of war underlines the fact that for him she is not a
valuable property but a symbol of his honour. The verse is unbalanced in
rhythm and not a true threefolder. Words of the metrics of ywaiKas (u — u)
are as handy at the verse-end as they are awkward in the rest of the verse,
unless a trochee (r\bi or the like) can be contrived to precede. !0£covos and
its virtual synonym |3a6u£covos (see 594n.) are loosely formular in the Iliad
with yvvf|, semantically related words, and feminine personal names: 1<pis
EU£COVOS, iu£covos TrccpdcKoiTis (ix each), |3a6u£cbvous TE yuvaiKas (2X,
including the sole Odyssean instance of these epithets), and iu^covoio
yuvociKos, yuvaiKos sO£., 10 .̂ T\QT\VT\S ( IX each). It is in HyDem that the
formulas appear: £0£covos (|3a0u-) MET&VEipa etc. (5X), and Poc0v£cbvoio
Ouyorrpos (2X).
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367 This is the only point where Briseis is said to be a present from
Agamemnon, to make his offence seem the more heinous, cf. 333n. Akhilleus
— or the poet — is carried away by his own rhetoric.

368 e<pu(3pi£cov: Oppis is not a frequent Iliadic idea, only 1.203, 1.214,
11.695, l?>-§?>% against 26X in the Odyssey.

372-3 Akhilleus reiterates some of the (probably formular) abuse he
had employed in book 1. With aiev dvoa8eir|v emeiuevos compare dvoci8eir|V
eTneiueve (1.149), and with Kuveos Trep ecov 1.159 (KUVCOTTCC), 1.225 (KUVOS
omJOCT* excov) and nn.

374 |3ouAai and epya are polar opposites; Akhilleus means 'no way at all'.
With epyov understand auuTrpfî co out of aupuppdcTCTOiJai. See also 357-911.

375—8 The violent enjambments and short phrases admirably express
Akhilleus' withering contempt, as Eust. saw (756.52). Verses with two
major breaks of sense, like 376, are extremely rare in the Iliad, but there are
three others in this book, 9.111, 9.197, 9.585.

376 ocAis 8e 01: sc. icTTi, that is, 'It is enough for him <to have committed
one offence)', cf. the idiom fj oux dAis OTTI . . . ; 5.349, etc.

377 ^K Y^P 8U 9p£vas EIAETO |irjTi6Ta Zeus is an expanded version of
the formula (lieu) 9pevocs e£eAeTO Zeus (2X). Agamemnon brackets it with
daad|jir|v at 19.137. 'Zeus' is used, so to speak, generically; some god must
have determined Agamemnon's actions, because, the heroes believe, noth-
ing happens without some god, usually unidentifiable, causing it. Zeus
himself is too often blamed unjustly when things go wrong (e.g. 12.164-6,
and especially Od. 5.302-5, where the narrative has just described the
action of Poseidon) for Akhilleus to mean what he says literally and specifi-
cally. In the narrative of the quarrel in book 1 Zeus is not so much as
mentioned, but that did not prevent Agamemnon blaming Zeus for his folly
at some length, 19.866°. and n.

378-405 Akhilleus reaches, and dwells on, his retort to Agamemnon's
generosity. The collision between the viewpoints of the two now emerges
clearly. Agamemnon offered material recompense but no words of contri-
tion; implicitly he has assimilated his seizure of Briseis to inadvertent dam-
age to a piece of valuable property, which must be restored but which
ought not to affect the personal relations of the two parties. For Akhilleus
the material loss does not matter - he has plenty of other women (366);
what mattered was that the seizure was an outrage that made the material
compensation irrelevant. Akhilleus does not want compensation now (or
not yet), even if Agamemnon could meet the highest conceivable demand.
There is an ambiguity in the passage (see Page, HHI 308-9), which it is
unnecessary and unwise to resolve, whether Akhilleus' present rejection of
Agamemnon's offers reserves his claim to Briseis and the gifts or is a renunci-
ation 'for ever, unconditionally' (Page, loc. cit.). Circumstances change and
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so do attitudes, cf. 16.49-100. What Akhilleus does want at this moment (if
he is represented as wanting anything - all that is required for the purposes
of the Iliad is that he should have a plausible reason for being obstinate) is
concealed in 387 &TTO Trdcrav iuoi Souevoa OuuaAysa Aco(3r|v, 'pay me back
my shame'. If that means 'undo what he has done', Akhilleus is demanding
what is, of course, impossible and account must be taken of the view (see
3O7n.) that the traditional diction did not permit the clear expression of
Akhilleus' thought, as if he were straitjacketed by traditional modes of
thought and could not easily express a demand for a compensation that was
not material. This is possible (cf. E. A. Havelock, Thoughtful Hesiod', TCS
20 (1966) 59—72, for another example, and 307^). Subsequent comments
in the Iliad (11.6o9ff. and 16.72-3, see nn.), if they presuppose the Embassy,
may be taken to imply that in Akhilleus' view Agamemnon had not yet
suffered a Aco(3r| equal to that which he had inflicted (see 387^). For the
principle 5p&aocvTa TTOOEIV see 2.354-6.

378-87 No material compensation, however vast, can appease Akhilleus'
injured soul. Akhilleus' words are an emphatic repudiation of Agamemnon's
gifts, underlined by his repudiation of Agamemnon's daughter and the
recognition of status implicit in that offer. But not only Akhilleus' words
must be read, but also their tone and context. Akhilleus has a point to make
about his OvuaAysa Aco(3r|V (387) and does so with grandiose hyperbole.
There is no contradiction on the emotional level with Akhilleus' satisfac-
tion at 16.85-6 that the Achaeans would now 01 TTEpiKaAAea Koupr|v | ay
dcTTOvdcracoaiv, TTOTI 8' ayAaa 8copa Tiopcoaiv, for in his present indignation
Akhilleus must be allowed to say more than he intends. Schadewaldt's point
(Iliasstudien 130, which also discounts the rhetoric of the situation), that the
present passage does not explicitly renounce a claim to Briseis, is sufficiently
answered by Agamemnon's omission of her in his apology (i9.i4off.),
'though the sequel shows that she was to be included' (so Page, HHI331).

378 Kocpos: hapax legomenon and gen. sing, of an unknown noun, cf.
Kocpiuoipous* TOUS ev |iT)8e|Jia laoipa Hsch. Now usually associated with KEipco
in the sense of'chip', 'shaving', oacrrj: 'a portion', literally.

379-80 Akhilleus used the same asseveration in refusing Hektor ransom:
0O8' E! KEV SEKOCKIS TE KCCI EiKoaivfjpiT' diroiva | orfiacoa' EvOdS' dyovTES,
UTToaxcovTai 8E KCU dAAa . . . (22.349-50), another hyperbolical resolution
that he did not keep.

381-4 For Orkhomenos see 2.51m. Its grandeur, at its height in the
thirteenth century B.C., is reflected in the fine ruined tholos-tomb, the
'Treasury of Minyas' ('one of the greatest wonders of Greece and the world',
Paus. 9.38.2) with a side chamber like that of the 'Treasury of Atreus' at
Mycenae. In conjunction with Orkhomenos 'Thebes' would naturally be
taken as the well-known Boeotian Thebes (at this point of time, however,
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lying waste, cf. 2.505). If the line is traditional, as it may well be, the
reference would certainly have been to the two Boeotian cities. Verses 382-
4 are a 'most prosy interpolation' according to Leaf, but that comment is
better applied to the amplified description at 383-4; 382 (= Od. 4.127) is
effective here, Akhilleus saying in effect ' . . . Thebes, and I don't mean
Boeotian Thebes but the infinitely wealthier Thebes in Egypt'. The descrip-
tion of the Theban armies is indeed rhetorically otiose. Akhilleus is piling
up a crescendo of exaggerations and descriptive digression is out of place;
each 0O6' ei . . . or 0O6' ocxcc . . . must strike home before his hearers have
recovered from the previous blast. — Why the Greeks called the Egyptian
city Thebes is a mystery, none of the native names bearing any obvious
resemblance (see A. L. Lloyd, Herodotus Book ii 11 (Leiden 1976) 12-13, for
details, more briefly West on Od. 4.125-7). I* ̂ s a question whether the city
was ever walled, but the verses need not be supposed to reflect more than
the reports that filtered down to Greek visitors to the Delta. In Od. the
dominant image of Egypt is of its wealth {Od. 3.301, 4.229-30, and - it was
worth raiding - 14.2456°.). Thebes was sacked by the Assyrians in 663 B.C.,
but the implications of that are uncertain, see W. Burkert, WS 89 (1976)
5-21, for the view that the verses reflect the revival of the city under the
Ethiopian dynasty 715-663 B.C. Lorimer, HM 97-8, maintains the view
that the verses preserve a memory of the glories of the New Kingdom.

383 av9 £K&<7Tas: sc. m/Aas. As Am/A note, the Iliad does not use the
singular m/Ar|.

385 Sand is such an obvious symbol for an incalculable number that it
is striking it should be so rarely used for that purpose in Homer. yauccOos
recurs at 2.800 where it is joined with cpuAAoc, the usual Homeric symbol for
large numbers.

385, 388-90 Aristotle (Rhet. 1 4 ^ 2 8 ) detected the strident sound of
U7T6p|3oAal UEipocKicb56is in these verses. As Boiling remarks, External Evidence
120, Aristotle intended to cite two quotations, not a text lacking 386—7. It
is an epic idea that heroines should rival goddesses in skill and beauty, but
it may have struck Aristotle as hubristic.

387 OuuccAyeoc Acb|3r|V is a new point; it explains, psychologically at any
rate, why Agamemnon's offers are ex^Pa (37^)- Up to this point the injury
to Akhilleus has been expressed by the words f|Tiurj(76v eAcov yap exei yepas>
1.356 = 1.507 = 2.240 = 9.111, that is, in material terms. Now it is
revealed that what really matters is Akhilleus' mental anguish, something
that the Achaean chiefs had not thought of and cannot reach. The epic, it
may be noted, has language for expressing regret at a wrongful act, it is to
say cos 696A8, as Helen does at 3.173 and 6.345. Agamemnon had not said
this. — Variants of OuuaAyea Acb(3r|V are formular in the Odyssey (3X ), but
it remains true that in the Iliad what torments the soul is xo^°S (3X ) and
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what consumes it is Ipis (5X ). Akhilleus switches the source of his torment
from his heart to its cause. Aco|3r| expresses the construction put upon an
action by the one that suffers from it, cf. 7.97-8 and the verb Aco(3douai at
1.232, and so complements oaaxea and oveiSea ('reproaches'), which ex-
press the judgement and reactions of others. It hurts because the image a
hero has of himself is that presented to him by his peers; Agamemnon's act
and the others' acquiescence has reduced the 'best of the Achaeans' to a
nonentity. — For the shape of the verse cf. 1.98 Trpiv y' OCTTO Trcrrpl cpiAco
SOUEVCCI eAiKGOTriScc Kouprjv, but the comparison makes the obscurity of the
present verse all the darker. Literally the meaning is 'pays me back all
the heart-grieving outrage' (not, or not literally, 'pays me back^/br all the
outrage', which is expressed by TIVEIV Aco(3r|v, 11.142). Akhilleus appears to
mean that he has 'paid' as it were a measure of humiliation to Agamemnon
who must now 'pay' back an equivalent measure; Agamemnon at the
moment is thoroughly alarmed, but he has not yet undergone the humilia-
tion of total defeat. The objects of dcTTo5i8co|ii are normally material objects
or such terms as duoipf), XP̂ °S> £nnfaj a n d OTTIS, and the subject is the
avenger, e.g. Hesiod, Theog. 222 TTpiv y' caro TCO 8cbcoai [K-qpes] KOCKT̂V OTTIV,

6s TIS au&pTT). Neither Aias (628ff), nor Odysseus (678-9), nor Diomedes
(699-700) refer directly to this demand, but characterize the whole section
(378-87) as obduracy. Comparative evidence of 'shame cultures' (e.g.
Peristiany, Honour and Shame 193-241) makes it clear that in making amends
both parties must save face; to insist on unconditional submission invites
condemnation. It is likely therefore that the obscurity is intentional: if
Akhilleus were to state his terms in clear language we should want a reason
why the Achaeans did not meet them, or, alternatively, we should see that
Akhilleus' terms were unacceptable to one of Agamemnon's rank and tem-
per. As it is the clash of heroic wills continues, both sides locked into what
Diomedes (700) calls ccynvopirj.

388 For the possible word-play oy yocuECO 'Ayocueuvovos see vol. v 59.
392 |3aaiAeuTepos: a sneer at Agamemnon's obsession with rank, cf.

1.186, 1.281, and (though it has not been reported to Akhilleus) 9.161.
393-400 In order to underline his rejection of Agamemnon's material

offers Akhilleus affirms that he will marry a woman of his own station and
that the house of Peleus has wealth enough to satisfy him. This noble
rhetoric stands in contrast with the materialism elsewhere attributed to the
heroes, e.g. emphasis put on the KTrjuorra that Paris stole with Helen,
3.282ff, and on £EIVICC in the Odyssey, 11.178, 13.40-2, 13.215-16, 24.283-
6, and is indeed in contrast with Akhilleus' own concern for his lost yepocs.

394 ywaiKoc yaueaaETOci is the reading of all MSS and must represent the
Hellenistic vulgate. The broken rhythm of the fourth foot ('Hermann's
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Bridge') is exceptional (see Maas, GM 60, West, GM 37-8), and though the
future middle of yaueco does not occur elsewhere in the epic, it would be
remarkable if yauecFaouai, for which there is no ready analogy, were the
form; the normal future is yauEco (388, 391). The middle voice is regularly
used of the bride, and no parallel is quoted for the sense 'get one's child
married'. Aristarchus' ys ud<r<j£Tai (Arn/A) is an elegant emendation, yet
emendation it must be. |idcr-a-o|jiai is the future of uaiouoa (uao^)>-ouai),
'search out'.

395 Akhilleus claims Hellas and Phthia as his ancestral home also at
2.683-4 (see n.). &v' cEAAd8oc TE OOrnv TE is formular, cf. Od. 11.496, but the
poet betrays some uncertainty over the political and geographical relations
of the two regions and bequeathed controversy to his Hellenistic commenta-
tors, see Strabo 9.5.5-14. Phthie appears to designate the region to the south
of Mt Othrys, some of it at least occupied by the domains of Protesilaos
and Philoktetes; OOT01 (13.686 etc.) means the troops of those leaders, while
Akhilleus' men are Mupui86ves. Hellas was placed north of Mt Othrys by
the authorities cited by Strabo at 9.5.6, but modern commentators place it
south of the Spercheios adjacent to the kingdom of the lesser Aias (who
ruled TTaveAAriVES, 2.530). See HSL Catalogue 128-30. Hellas and Phthie are
politically distinct at 447ff., yet Bathukles, a Myrmidon, lived in Hellas at

l 6 ' 5 9 5*
396 01 T8 TTToAisOpoc puovToci is a unique phrase but as an expression of

one aspect of the heroic role deserves to be formular. The complete hero,
like Sarpedon at 12.310-28, displays his valour in protecting his depen-
dants as well as in seeking fame. For Hektor as defender of Troy see 6.403,
22.507; the verb is (i)puouoa in both cases.

398-9 eTTEcrovTO Ouuos dcyr|VGop is an expansion of the formula Ouuos
hrscrcruTO (3X //.). yfjuavTa: the accusative is undoubtedly right against the
dative. The infinitive phrase tends to take the accusative case as its subject
where the dative stands in the principal clause, see Chantraine, GH11 313.

401-3 Akhilleus indirectly adds another point - there is now no loot
worth speaking of to be had anyway. The wealth of Priam had once
exceeded that of anyone between Lesbos and Phrugie (24.544—5) but,
according to Hektor at 17.221-6, it had been seriously depleted by the
expense of bribing and feeding its allied defenders.

401 vjA/xfiS' having asserted the impossibility of compensation Akhilleus
explains why. He returns to the point he had made at 320: when he fights
he puts his life on the line. But the stakes are not even: if a hero wins he
receives honour (though Akhilleus doesn't receive even that); if he loses
(and being coKUUOpos he must lose sooner rather than later), he now points
out, he loses his life; honour (= presents and precedence, cf. 12.310-20)
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may draw death's sting but is not an equivalent for life on any rational
calculation. Only Akhilleus in his splendid isolation from the ties of family
and community can make such a point. Hektor, for example, cannot opt
for safe obscurity (6.441-6, 22.104-30) without incurring obloquy, for the
heroic ethic must insist against reason that honour is indeed an equivalent
for life.

403 = 22.156.
404—5 Adivos o066s . . . TluOoT: see Hainsworth, Od. 8.8on. The sole ex-

plicit reference to the oracle at Delphi in Homer is Od. 8.79-82, but the
sacred site itself is of extreme antiquity: see P. Amandry, La Mantique
apollinienne a Delphes (Paris 1950), and 2.519-23^ o066s would seem to
imply the existence of a temple. For the epic's knowledge of holy places in
mainland Greece see 16.234 (Dodona). FfuOcbv (2.519) or ITi/dco {Od. 8.80,
11.581) is the designation of the site both in the epic and the Hymns, save
AsAcpoi at h.Hom. 27.14. — dq>f|Topos puzzled the scholiasts (Arn/A) who are
divided between d-cpr|-, an allusion to the enigmatic speech of the oracle,
and dcpn-, 'let fly'. The fAcocjaroypdcpoi interpreted the word as 'socket'
(orpo9EUs), which Zenodotus accepted and proceeded to read vnou for
(Doiftou in 405 (Arn/A).

406—9 The end-stopped lines and consequent location of the contrasted
words in the first foot, with the easy enjambment of 408-9, make a fine
instance of natural eloquence, cf. vol. v 44.

409 dueivyETCci epKos 666VTCOV recurs in the Odyssey (10.328). The simple
sense 'cross' is restricted to this phrase in the epic. The quaint phrase ipKOS
666VTCOV is well entrenched in the diction (3X //., 7X Od.).

410-16 Akhilleus knows that his life will be short (and this knowledge,
of course, redoubles the force of the heroic imperatives upon him), as is
affirmed at 1.352, 1.417, 1.505, 18.95, ! 8.458, and 21.277; but this is the
only point where Akhilleus is said to have a choice of destinies. (The closest
parallel is that of Eukhenor, 13.663-70, see 13.658-9^) The choice may
have been part of the tradition of Akhilleus' birth but it seems more likely
that it was invented here for its effectiveness as an argument, as Willcock,
HSCP 81 (1977) 48-9 and Commentary ad loc, suggests. There is an inconsis-
tency with Patroklos' raising the matter at 16.36-7 and Akhilleus' denial
that he had heard of any 6eo7rpo7rir| or message from Thetis (on which see
11.794-803^). The usual point made is that Akhilleus is short-lived, there-
fore he has a claim to fame. But it is easy for him (or the poet) to reverse
this argument and imply that renouncing fame even at this late date would
entail long life. The Odyssey makes Akhilleus' ghost imply that he made the
wrong choice - the worst conceivable kind of life, eirdpoupos ecbv 8r|T6ue|i6v
aAAcp, is preferable to the best that Hades can offer (Od. n.488-91). At
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18.95-6 Thetis affirms that the doom of a short life will take effect as soon
as (or, by implication, if) Hektor is slain. Plato blends that passage with
the present, ['AxiAAevs] 7r6Trucj|i6vos Trccpa Tffc [iTFpos cos ATTOOOVOTTO

drrroKT€ivas "EKTopa, [xx] Ttoifjcras 6e TOOTO oiKa8e eAOcov ynpaios TEAeuTfjaoi
(Symp. 179E). The tension between quest for glory and the emptiness of
death is, of course, a theme of the whole Iliad. The idea that long life, if only
it could be assured, might be preferable to glory recurs at 12.322-8 (Sarpedon
to Glaukos), but as an impossible argument since it rests on a false premise.

411 Kr|p is equated with uoTpa by Hsch., Krjp* f| Gavarr^opos lioipa, i.e.
KT|p is synonymous with uoipa where uoTpa means or implies 'death', but
Kf|p never signifies (as uoipa can) 'the natural order'. The two terms share
some epithets (6Aof|, Kcncr)), but uoipoc is ineluctable (cf. uolpccv 8' ou Tiva
(prim irecpuyuevov 6uu€vai avSpcov 6.488), whereas Kf̂ p' aAeeivcov is a com-
mon formula. The usual etymology associates the words with Kepotf̂ co,
'ravage', but direct derivation from the root of Keipco, 'cut', is preferable, so
thatKf|p, uoipa (< ueipouai), and 8cciucov (probably < 8aiouai) represent
the same semantic evolution at different stages: 'divide' > 'share' > 'fate'
> 'death' > 'Death' (personified fate). See also I2.326n., Nilsson, GgrR 1
222-5.

413 KAEOS &90ITOV iorcci has frequently been compared with the semanti-
cally similar and etymologically identical expression in the Vedic hymns
§rdvah . . . dksitam 1.9.7, c -̂ dksiti kdvah 1.40.4 etc., with the implication
that the phrase is a fragment of an Indo-European heroic poetry: see
M. Durante's list in R. Schmitt, Indogermanische Dichtersprache (Darmstadt
1968) 297-309. The words stand here as subject and predicate, but that
may be a grammatical modification of a formula in which the epithet,
though not decorative, is attributive, cf. the Delphic inscription GDI 1537,
Ibycus fr. 1.47 Page, and Sappho fr. 44.4 L-P. The complete phrase, KAIOS
OKpOiTov ICTTCCI, is an equivalent of the formular KASOS OUTTOT' oAeiTai (2X //.,
1 x Od., HyAp 156, [Hesiod] fr. 70.7 M-W), and can readily be seen as an
ad hoc creation from elements readily available to the poet, see M. Finkelberg,
CQ 36 (1986) 1-5, with A. T. Edwards' correction, CQ, 38 (1988) 25.

414 IKCOUI was established in the printed texts by Wolf and has very little
MS support; the paradosis, with remarkable unanimity, is the unmetrical
iKcouca. IKCOUI, however, exchanges one anomaly for another - the 1 of the
active form IKCO is long. O!KCC8' + parts of iK&rOcci is formular (3X elsewhere
in //., 5X Od.) and, again as OIKCCS' IKCOUOU, occurs at 393. IKCOUOCI, however,
cannot stand here unless the following 9iAr|v is emended to bf\v (= 6uf|v, see
1 i.i42n.) after Brugmann. The sense required of the verb is 'go', 'return',
hence Nauck's Tcoui, accepted by Leaf; but if this is a case of 'concordance
corruption' the whole phrase O!KCC8' IKCOUCCI may be intrusive. Wyatt, ML
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33, moots the possibility here and at 5.256 (ea as uu) of a singer's slip, for
which cf. A. B. Lord, Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass., i960) 38, 44.

416 Athetized by Aristarchus (Am/A) as being pleonastic and not read
by Zenodotus (Did/AT). The verse gives a clearer construction to ITTI Srjpdv
8s uoi aicov in 415, as Aristarchus noted, and that would be a motive for its
insertion, but see 44n.

420 Xe^Pa ^ 1 v : f° r t n e hiatus before efjv cf. Zeus 6E eov (1.533), 6s xe hf\s
(Od. 8.524). There is no initial digamma (£6s < sewos), but the usage may
well be affected by (p)6s (< reduced-grade swos). The protective hand of
Zeus is an easy metaphor, cf. 4.249, 5.433, 24.374, ^ - 14.184, though more
typical of Near Eastern thought than Greek. The formula is (ai KS) uirepaxTi
X̂ Tpa Kpovicov (2X ), but the conjugation of Cnrrspex̂ iv results in a rather
protean expression. The metaphorical uses of yeip are examined by A. B.
Gross, Gymnasium 77 (1970) 365-75.

422 The second hemistich of the verse = 4.323. There, however,
yepovTCOV meant 'the old', here it implies 'counsellors'. The privilege is that
of speaking freely (corocpavai), cf. 33.

424 aaco < cjaor), subjunctive of aaoco, see LSJ s.v. <rcb£co. The MSS
(and editors) are confused by the contraction, diectasis, and contamination
of the form with the adjective aoos. The vulgate aorj (better <TOTJ) may be
retained, cf. 681.

425 f|8e (|if)Tis): perhaps the building of the wall, called a \xf\iis at 7.324,
but more likely the present approach to Akhilleus, also described as a UTJTIS

at 93.
426 dTrour|Vi<7CcvTOs: orrro- implies that the speaker will keep up his \ir\v\s

a I'outrance, cf. a7To6auucc£co of utter amazement at Od. 6.49. The view
that ufivis, ixnvico itself connotes a 'lasting morally justified anger' (Frisk,
Chantraine, Diet, s.v.) is questionable, see P. Considine, in Studies Webster
53-64, and should not be allowed to colour the understanding of the Iliad.
The poet is happy to replace it from time to time with terms that have no
moral connotation such as xcoouai (e.g. 107) or x<^0S (e.g. 260). lifivis is an
archaism, used only for the anger of the gods and of Akhilleus, and doubtless
implies an awe-inspiring and implacable passion, see C. Watkins, Indo-
European Studies 3 (1977) 686-722, and J. S. Clay, The Wrath of Athena
(Princeton 1983) 65 for other literature.

427 Phoinix commands the fourth regiment of the Myrmidons at 16.196
and ought (one supposes) to have had his quarters with his men. Even if his
mention in book 16 reflects only the improvisation of an untraditional
catalogue, his position as a dependant of the house of Peleus makes his
quartering elsewhere in the Achaean army odd. Neither he nor his people,
the Dolopes, are listed in the Catalogue of Ships.

428 = 6 9 1 : <piAr|v Is Tron-piS' (also 12.16) is shortened from 9. 4. TrcrrpiSoc
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yociav ( i 6x //., 12X Od.) so as to accommodate the verb STrnTOti (i(3r|0-av
at 12.16).

430-605 Discourse ofPhoinix:'Akhilleus must be advised by his old friend and nurse.
To reject suppliants is dangerous arrogance and probably counterproductive, as the story
of Meleagros shows3

(The commentary on 430-605 assumes that the passage is integral to book
9. For the opposite view, which rests on partly on the duals at 1826°. and
partly on the doctrines of 499-501 and 508-12, reinforced as usual with
allegations of un-Homeric language and diction, see Page, HHI 297-304
and the literature there cited, and for the language Shipp, Studies 269-

The conclusion of Akhilleus' discourse brings the plot of the Iliad to an
impasse. The narrative goal set up by book 1 (1.408-12) has been reached:
Agamemnon has acknowledged his onrrj, and Akhilleus has refused to listen.
His speech is described (by the poet) as Kporrspos 'uncompromising', or
'brooking no contradiction', like Agamemnon's words to Khruses or to
Akhilleus through Talthubios (1.25, 1.326), or Zeus's assertion of his superi-
ority (8.29). Akhilleus will do nothing; there is nothing more the Achaeans
can do. The ambassadors are silenced. Now that Nestor's plan has failed the
only proposals the poet has left on the table are those of Agamemnon (to
flee, 21-8) and Diomedes (to fight on alone, 45-9). It is therefore necessary
at least to hint at a new narrative goal. This, for the plot of the Iliad, is the
function of Phoinix' contribution to the debate. For Akhilleus had left one
point unanswered, the appeal to his pity (3016°.), overshadowed as it was
by his own self-pity. Phoinix takes this up, as will Patroklos at 16.21-35. In
fact he discharges the role in the drama of this book which would be more
naturally (but less dramatically and poetically, see 22on.) assigned to
Akhilleus' friend. There are also parallels with Nestor's address to Patroklos
at 11.656-803, on which see J. A. Rosner, Phoenix 30 (1976) 314-27, but it
is likely that these arise from the fact that both discourses are pleas for
intervention. Phoinix' speech is exceedingly long, a fact that indicates the
urgency of the situation as perceived by the speaker, cf. 11.656-803^ His
speech falls into three parts: his story (434-95), the allegory of the Litai
(496-523), and the cautionary tale of Meleagros (524-605). The point of
the first section is to establish Phoinix' credentials, for he is about to give
Akhilleus, a superior figure, some moral advice, cf. Nestor's preliminary
observations at 1.2546°. That done, Phoinix proceeds by insinuation to
reproof and warning. His argument has a subtlety that would have been
worthy of Odysseus but which would have sounded hypocritical on his lips.
Until this night Akhilleus' obduracy had been completely justified, but now
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he was acting as if he were more than a god. For by taking the proper action
(and the Achaeans have now taken the proper action towards Akhilleus) the
anger even of the gods can be averted. Obduracy brings retribution from
Zeus. Besides - and this is the point of the Meleagros paradigm - the
enemy's victory may be more complete than was intended: Meleagros lost
his gifts and had to fight just the same to save himself. None the less Phoinix'
contribution, if not exactly 'a psychological and argumentative disaster'
(Brenk), is without its intended effect; it does not move the action forward,
as analytical scholars have emphasized by ejecting it. However, Akhilleus'
only reply is a command to be silent (612), a confession that he is moved by
Phoinix' argument and has no answer to it. It also motivates the weakening
of Akhilleus' resolve to depart (619), as Plato astutely observed {Hipp. Min.
370), and this is necessary after his dramatic announcement at 356-61. Yet
in a work of fiction the failure of the speech to stir Akhilleus into action is a
hint that it is really addressed to us, the audience of the Iliad: it highlights
the danger of Akhilleus' position from the moral standpoint and points the
way to the tragedy that follows and the hero's realization through his own
suffering what other values there are beside the KAEOS that he has just
rejected (see also 6o5n.).

A useful selection of the extensive literature on the scene is listed by F. E.
Brenk, Eranos 84 (1986) 77-86, and R. Scodel, AJP 103 (1982) 128-36, and
CPh 84 (1989) 91-9; see also Lohmann, Reden 245-76.

430-1 These verses constitute a formular couplet f Qs 6<poc6\ oi 8J dpa
TT&VTES . . . 10 x //., 5X Od., followed by |i00ov ayacrad|i6vor lidAa yap . . .
3 x //.). Verse 431 substitutes the more emphatic cVTresnrsv for the ayopsucrev
of the other passages. KporrEpcos, indicating that the speech was an dTTOTOiios
('unrelenting') Xoyos (AbT), is the narrator's dispassionate comment. Aias
will be much more forthright (628-38).

43a yepcov nTTrnXdTa (8x //., 2X Od.) is a generic epithet phrase used
with Nestor, Oineus, Peleus, Phoinix, and (without yepcov) Tudeus, cf.
i62n. Delebecque, Cheval 38, 164-5, n°tes that all these heroes are of the
previous generation or won their spurs, so to speak, before the action of the
Iliad, as if the epithet reflected an earlier mode of warfare. Horse epithets
implying chariot driving (ITTTTEUS, i7rmoxocp|jr|s, i"Trrr65a|ios, iTnTOKeAeuGos,
TrAfĵ iTTTTOs), however, are common, yepcov provides a euphonic expansion
of the epithet before the vowel of bnrr)A&Ta, as |ieyas before the consonants
of KopuOaioAos and TeAaiicovios.

433 5&Kpi/ dvaTTpfjCTas (< avoc7rpf|6co, 'let burst forth') is formular, cf.
Od. 2.81. For heroic tears see i4n.

434 9ai8i|is is the regular epithet with the vocative 'AXIAAEU (5X ), as also
with the similarly scanned '08ucraeO (5X ).

For commentary on the diction of 434-41 see Introduction 3-4.
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438-9 The sense of TTEUTTEIV is slightly different in 438 from that in
439. Akhilleus was 'sent' to Agamemnon, Phoinix was 'made TTOIJITTOS' to
Akhilleus, i.e. as companion and mentor.

440 ouoriou TToAeiioio: the original shape of the formula (6x //., 2X Od.)
was doubtless ouoiioo TTTOAEUOIO, see 9.64^, 13.358^ TTT-, unnecessary in
the transmitted form, is preserved as a variant in all eight places. The metrics
(see Wyatt, ML 174-8), formation, and sense of 6|ioiios are matters of
uncertainty: Hesiod, Erga 182, uses ouoiios as an equivalent of ouoTos, but
the present formula requires a more specific sense, e.g. TO 6|ioicos ovu(3aTvov
(Ap. Soph. Lex. s.v.). That would suit the uses with yfipocs (4.315) and
Odvorros {Od. 3.236), but is not especially appropriate to TTOAEUOS. Leaf on
this passage suggested 'levelling', which is accepted after full discussion by
Russo on Od. 18.264. Most authorities are inclined to separate ouoiios and
ouolos, in which case the original sense of 6|ioiTos is irrecoverable.

441 The Ionic genitive plural dcyopEGOV is due to the use of the word in
enjambment, cf. | KOCI TTUAECOV at 12.340. For another example of-EGOV in a
modified formula (UEACCIVEGOV Epu' 68uvdcov) see 4.1 iyn.

442 As educator of Akhilleus Phoinix here claims the role usually as-
signed to the centaur Kheiron, see R. von Scheliha, Patroklos: Gedanken uber
Homers Dichtung und Gestalten (Basel 1943) 222, and Kullmann, Quellen 371.
Homer says, or has his characters say, what is appropriate at the moment.
So Thetis, when about to lose her son, recalls how she had reared (Tp&pEiv)
him (18.57). Kheiron would have been unacceptable to Homer in any case
as tutor to the protagonist of his epic; for all his justice (11.832) Kheiron
was a centaur, one of the mountain-dwelling 9"npEs (1.268), whom Homer
banishes to the sidelines of the Iliad.

444 — 437> by ring-composition. 91A0V TEKOS: as a form of address the
archaic TEKOS (27x ) is more usual in the Iliad than TEKVOV (17X ); in the
Odyssey the reverse is true (TEKOS 9 x , TEKVOV 21 x ).

447-77 The narrative of Phoinix' story is rather inconsequential, but that
may be the result of the omission of explanatory details and general com-
pression. The argument appears to run as follows: to the indignation of his
wife Phoinix' father Amuntor brought home a concubine; <in retaliation)
his mother urged Phoinix to anticipate his father's lust; he did so and <in
answer) Phoinix' father cursed him; <in response) Phoinix [planned to
murder him (458-61); and] resolved to leave home; at which the whole
family of Amuntor imprisoned Phoinix in his father's house imploring him
<to remain? to restrain his parricidal urge?), but after nine days he escaped.
For the problem of 458-61 see n. ad loc.

447-8 These verses, with 478-9, draw a political and not merely a
geographical distinction between Hellas, the kingdom of Amuntor, and
Phthie, that of Peleus. Such a distinction is elsewhere ignored in the Iliad.
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Phthie itself is a vague term, see 395n., 2.683-4-n. and 13.685-8^ According
to 10.266 Amuntor son of Ormenos, the original owner of the boar's tusk
helmet, lived at Eleon (in Boeotia, according to the Catalogue, 2.500). This
has seemed such confusion as to call in question the identity of these
Amuntores, see bT to 10.266 (Aristarchus suspected they were different
persons), Eust. 762, Strabo 9.5.18 (a good report of Hellenistic controver-
sies), and RE s.v. 'Amyntor'. There was also an Ormenion in Thessaly
(2.734), which would suit this passage well. Both Amuntor and Ormenos
are good heroic names, the latter at least used freely (for Trojans at 8.274
and 12.187, for Eumaios' grandfather at Od. 18.414).

447-52 A comment on these verses is contained in Pap. vii (= Mus. Brit.
1605 c = Pack2 1188), see Pfeiffer, Philol. 92 (1937) 16-18, 6TTCO]S UIOT| TOO
[yepovTOS epcoTa. The motive attributed to Amuntor's wife, a demonstra-
tion of Phoinix' superior vigour, is probably misconceived, cf. the action of
Absalom, 2 Samuel 16.21-3 with 20.3: the effect of Phoinix' action would
be to alienate the yepcov not the TraAAotKis. T reports a reading yepovn,
which suggests that some critics wished to understand the passage in the
latter sense. For Amuntor's reaction cf. Genesis 35.22 with 49.4: as a result
of seducing his father's concubine Reuben lost his right of primogeniture.

449 KCCAAIKOUOIO is formular (1 x Od., 2X Hesiod) but under-represented.
The complementary epithet fjUKOuoio is remarkably more popular (15X
//., 2X Od., 1 ix Hesiod).

453 The first half of the verse was emended to TTJ OU 7Ti06ur|V |o056
6pE£a| (0O8' ip£oc Cobet) by Sosiphanes (fourth century B.C.), a remarkably
irresponsible bowdlerization, thought worthy of record by the exegetical
scholia (A) and Eust. 363.9.

454 Amuntor calls on the Erinues because they are the guardians of
oaths (Hesiod, Erga 803) and curses. In an oath the sanction of the god-
desses is invoked on oneself, in a curse on another, see Burkert, Religion 200.
They are associated on the one hand with uoipcc (19.87) because they are
the guardians of the natural order and punish those whose unnatural
acts (whether speech by a horse (19.418) or disrespect for parents) have
breached it, and on the other with Hades and Persephone because they live
in the Underworld ('Epe(3eaq>iv, 572) and perhaps have power to hound in
death as well as life (see 3.278-9, 19.259-60 and nn.). The Erinues are a
formidable sanction, but then keeping the oath and honouring parents
are principles that are not easily enforced except by moral terrorism. —
etreKeKAeT (o): by beating on the ground, see 568. One appealed to the
Olympians standing and raising the arms. — 'Epivus: an archaic ace. pi. in
-us (< -uvs) of u-stems is common in the epic beside the secondary -uas
(epivuas 21.412).

455 £9&TCTE(76ai is future middle, ' that he should set on his knees' a
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grandson, cf 488 and Od. 16.443 (youvoccriv olaiv 696crad|i£vos). The v.l.
youvacr' euoicnv is an obvious facilior lectio.

457 'Zeus under the earth' apparently = Plouton/Hades, a unique des-
ignation in Homer, but cf. Au x^ovico, Hesiod, Erga 465, and for other
references West's note ad loc, and Nilsson, GgrR 1 376. Persephone is joined
with Hades, as expected, in a similar context at 569.

458-61 These verses are absent from the MS tradition, the tradition of
the scholia, and the late first- or early second-century glossary Pack2 1189,
but are cited by Plutarch, Mor. 26 (and in part at Mor. 72B and Vita
Coriolani 32). They owe their status in the printed vulgate to Wolf. Plutarch
does not state his source for the verses, but alleges that Aristarchus removed
(ê eTAe) them. That seems to have been a rash inference on Plutarch's (or his
source's) part from the absence of the verses from the vulgate. It would not
be surprising, of course, if Aristarchus had been shocked, as Plutarch re-
ports, at Phoinix' admission that it crossed his mind to murder his father,
cf. 453n.; it is more surprising that he would have dared to set aside the
paradosis and that his excision could have had such a subsequent effect. If
the verses had stood in the early Hellenistic vulgate, Aristarchus would have
athetized them and they would stand so stigmatized in our MSS. See
Boiling, External Evidence 121, Apthorp, MS Evidence 91-9. This is a strong
argument, for the evidence is slight that Aristarchus excised without diplo-
matic support. (It is possible that the 'shock' was not that of Aristarchus but
that of earlier and more irresponsible transmitters of the Homeric text, for
which see Janko, vol. iv 28.) The lines, however, are Homeric in style and
language and motivate Phoinix' flight, cf. van der Valk, Researches 11 483,
'Homer has to give a representation in which Phoinix is forced to leave his
country and to take refuge with Peleus. To this end he invents a quarrel
between Phoinix and his father. In ordinary circumstances we might have
expected that Phoinix would have killed his father and fled from home.
Homer, however, is loth to present facts which are very offensive. This
time he has the more reason to be cautious, because Phoinix is Achilles'
preceptor.'

464 6TOCI are usually grouped with Ka<7iyvr|Toi, cf. 6.239 (see n-)> ! 6.456
(= 674), Od. 4.3, 15.273. The sense is imprecise; Hoekstra (on Od. 15.273)
suggests that the formulas signify something like cognati et socii (who might
all, of course, be gentiles). Chantraine, Diet, s.v., cites an extensive bibliogra-
phy; see also 6.239n. The intentions and motivation of Amuntor's relatives,
whose behaviour towards his property is reminiscent of that of Penelope's
suitors, are unclear, especially if 458-61 are retained, but evidently coer-
cive. One may perhaps compare the action of the Spartan ephors in block-
ading Pausanias in the temple of Athena until he was on the point of death
(Thuc. 1.134), but what then would they be imploring (Aiaaopievoi 465)
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Phoinix to do? R. Carpenter, Folktale, Fiction, and Saga in the Homeric Epics
(Berkeley and Los Angeles 1946) 170-2, recalls a story in Herodotus
(7.197) about the family of Phrixos at Alos in Thessaly, whose eldest son
was forbidden to enter the prytaneum on pain of never leaving except to be
sacrificed, and how many had fled the country in consequence; but again
what would be the point of AICTO-OUEVOI?

466-9 = 23.166 (and ~ Hesiod, Erga 795, fr. 198.11 M-W) . For a
briefer version of this list see Od. 9.45-6 ivOoc 8e TTOAAOV uev UE0U TTIVETO,
TTOAAOC 8E ufjAa | loxpa^ov Trapd OTva KCCI 6iAiTro8as EAIKCCS |3O0S. — EAIKOCS |3O0S:

'crumpled kine', with or without 'swinging feet' is the regular formula (6x
//., 8x Od. with variants). Some ancient commentators (see the evidence
cited by Pfeiffer to Callimachus fr. 299 ( = fr. 116 Hollis) suggested IAi£ =
'black', mainly to make sense of eAiKcovy, -COTTIS. 'Black' commended itself to
Hellenistic poets, see A. S. F. Gow on Theocritus, Id. 25.127, and was
accepted by Page (HHI 244-5) w i t n reference to the epithet eAiKCOTres.
HyHerm 192 (poas) Kep&ecjcriv EAIKT&S doubtless paraphrases the sense as it
was understood in the Late Archaic period. elAiTroSas stands in contrast to
&6pcrnTo8es of horses (18.532).

467 0OCAE0OVTES &Aoi<pr) is the nominative plural of T£0aAvTav &Aoi<prj 208
(see n.), also of pigs and pork. The suffix -0- has stative or perfective force.

468 = 23.33. 9^oyoS cH9aioToio: it is possible to take cH9od<XTOio as the
god himself, as also at 17.88 and Od. 24.71, but at 2.426, cnrA&yxvoc . . .
C/Tr6ip6xov 'htyaioroio, Hephaistos simply represents fire, as Amphitrite
(Od. 3.91) represents sea.

470 Eivdvuxes* nine days (or nights) is a formular number, cf. 1.53,
24.664, 24.784.

478 eupuxopoio: see 23.299^ and Hoekstra, Od. on 13.414. The epithet
is most appropriately applied to towns (Mukalessos, Sikuon, Iolkos,
Hupereie, Thebes, Sparta) but describes the district Elis at Od. 4.635. The
importance of the X°P^S as a public religious ceremony is sufficient to
explain the origin of the epithet. A conflation of its sense with Eupuxcopos
has been suspected, but is not certain before Pindar.

479-84 This part of Phoinix' story is parallel to that of the homicides
Epeigeus (16.571—4), Patroklos (23.85—90), both of whom took refuge with
Peleus, Tlepolemos (2.661-3), Lukophron (15.430-2), Medon (13.694-7
= 15.335-6), and the anonymous murderer of 24.480, cf. Od. 13.258-75
(a fictitious Cretan), 14.379-81 (an anonymous Aetolian), 15.272-8
(Theoklumenos), 23.118-20 (unnamed), Pausanias 7.3.3 (Promethos), and
Peleus himself, exiled from Aigina for his part in the murder of Phokos
(Alkmaionis fr. 1 Davies). These anecdotes of obligatory exiles clearly refer
to a recognized practice of the archaic age, cf. R. R. Schlunk, AJP 97
(1976) 199-209. It was still known to Herodotus (1.35, Adrestos). One may
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compare the 'cities of refuge' of the Israelites (Joshua 20. iff.). Alternatively
the homicide might buy off the avengers (632-6).

479 Epi|3coAaE;, 'with large clods', i.e. 'fertile', is a regular epithet of
Phthie (2X and 1 x epifkoAos 363 above), but only here is the country said
also to be 'mother of flocks'. £pi(3coAaKa ur|T£pa urjAcov etc. is probably
formular (here and 11.222). At 1.155 the singer preferred (3G0Tiaveipr) for
|iT)T6pi lirjAcov. Did/AT at 11.222 attribute urjTSpi 6r|pcbv to Zenodotus, but
that is hardly congruous with Epi(3cbAa£. There are no scholia to this verse,
u. ufjAcov is epithet of Phthie also at [Hesiod] fr. 211.1 M-W.

482 IJOOVOV rnAuyeTOV is probably formular, cf. Od. 16.19, a n d so nar-
rows the sense of rnAuysTos to something appropriate to an only son. There
is no convincing etymology, cf. i43n.

483-4 Peleus treated Phoinix as Agamemnon proposed to treat Akhilleus
(149—56), giving him a small kingdom. — coiraas Aaov (probably formular,
cf. Aaov oiraaaE 18.452) does not imply a gift without strings: Phoinix
thereby became OTrdcov of Peleus (cf. 23.360). For the relationship see
7.i65n. and P. A. L. Greenhalgh, BICS 29 (1982) 81-90. The Dolopes, a
hill tribe, are subsequently found to the east of Phthiotis and north of the
Ainianes (with whom they are regularly linked, e.g. Hdt. 7.132, 185). They
appear only here in Homer.

485-95 Phoinix speaks in the time-honoured manner of the aged re-
tainer, fondly remembering the hero at an unheroic age, cf. Aesch. Cho.
750-60, or the Nurse in Romeo and Juliet Act 1, Sc. 3. The effect of 492 TTOAA'

ITTOCOOV KOCI TTOAA' £|j6yr|(ja is comic, but the comedy quickly turns to the
pathos of blighted hope: not for long will Akhilleus live to repay Phoinix'
parental care. Where, it may be wondered, was Akhilleus' natural parent
during his babyhood? Homer gives no answer, having exercised his
authorial privilege to ignore the relations of Thetis with her mortal family.
Tradition had it that she deserted Peleus during Akhilleus' infancy, leaving
him to be reared, not as here by Phoinix, but by the centaur Kheiron, see
Kullmann, Quellen 371, G. Schoek, Mas und Aithiopis (Zurich 1961) 54.

485 TOCTOUTOV is usually taken (e.g. by Leaf) to mean 'as big <as you are
now)' i.e. 'I reared you to manhood'; but the absence of any correlative to
TOCTOUTOV is awkward. Lohmann, Reden 249-50, having noted the parallel
phraseology of 485 and 483 ( [TTTJAEUS] \X &q>V£iov 16T|KE) , proposes to under-
stand TOCTOUTOV = dcpvEiov and TTOAUV Aaov EXOVTO, and to omit 484 to
make the parallelism clearer. Phoinix would then be making a good point
- 'As Peleus was to me, so am I to you.'

486 EK OupioO quAecov: Phoinix echoes Akhilleus' language at 343 (his love
for Briseis), but the text lacks any overt indication that the echo is deliberate
or what the point would be if it were, EK OUIJIOO qnAEEiv does not recur.

488-9 See Od. 16.443-4 f°r a similar description of an infant set on the
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knee to be fed. Phoinix' role is that of a proud friend of the family, not that
of a menial. In the Odyssean passage it is Odysseus himself who is repre-
sented as offering meat and wine to the infant Eurumakhos. — KCcOicraas:
the present is Ka0-s£ouai/i£co (< *sed-, *si-sd-) and the aor. indie. sfoa, SO
that the orthography of the aor. participle should be KCXO-ECJ (<r) as, but -eaa-
is pre-empted for parts of svvuui and KaOî co is given the conjugation of a
regular -i£co verb.

490-1 There are no scholia to these verses although the amusing image
of a slobbering infant might have been thought airpeTres and more appro-
priate to the stylistic level of old comedy, cf. the vulgar image at Ar. Nub.
1380-5. Presumably the Alexandrians did not find it beneath the dignity
they wished the epic genre to possess. In any case their objections were not
to frank or brutal realism, of which there is plenty on the battlefield, but to
acts or language that seemed to them to demean gods and major heroes.
The scholiasts condemn, for example, the language of Agamemnon at
1.29-31 and that of Akhilleus at 1.225-33, t n e v deplore his jealousy of
Patroklos' success at 16.89—90 and the imputation to him of mercenary
motives at 24.555-7; they dislike the idea that the gods might feel fear
(1.396—406) or passion (14-153—353 and n.), and use violence (15.18—31).
Mentions of grime, sweat, and blood pass without comment. One of
Aristarchus' principles was that speech and character were harmonized in
Homer (ev f|0ei AeyeTai, e.g. Arn/A at 1.117), a view that would have
protected Phoinix' reminiscence.

491 VT|Tri6r| is for vryrniT|. On the formation see Chantraine, Diet., and
Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 104. The word means 'the behaviour to be expected of
a vfjirios': play at 15.363, folly at 20.411 and Od. 24.469. Hsch. glosses
vnmrnos with ckpeovov, but see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. vr|7nos; a connexion
with (p)67Tos is impossible.

492 = Od. 5.223 = 8.155. Aristarchus here read TroAAa TTOCOOV KCU TroAAa
|i6yr|CTa, moved perhaps by such variants of the formula as TroAAa TTOCOOI

(22.220), TroAAa uoyfjaas etc. (2.690, 12x Od.), but more likely by his
preference for the unaugmented forms, see Chantraine in P. Mazon, Intro-
duction a riliade, 2nd edn (Paris 1948) 133-4, for Aristarchus' views. See also
io.546n. The formula is associated with the travail of war, e.g. Od. 8.490,
and may strike the reader as comic hyperbole for the sufferings of a male
nurse; if so, it would be a happy chance, for the formular style must often
proceed in an unusual passage by approximating the sense required with
expressions proper to another context.

496 8aud£eiv is a powerful word appropriate for mastering violent heroic
emotions; it recurs with the 0uu6s as its object at 18.133 = 19.66 and Od.
11.562. The Ouuos is the seat of the passion to which Akhilleus has yielded,
cf. J. N. Bremmer, The Early Greek Concept of the Soul (Princeton 1983) 54-6,
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with bibliography. The 9p6V6S, of which Zeus deprives a man when he is
misguided (e.g. 9.377), are the seat of reason.

497 OTpSTTToi 8E T£ Koc! OEOI auToi has a proverbial ring. But Phoinix is
suiting his doctrine to his argument. The gods could be relentless, cf. Aesch.
Ag. 6 8 - 7 I TEAEITOCI 8 ' £S TO TTETTpGOUEVOV | oOO' UTTOKOUCOV OUT* ETriAElpGOV |

OUTE tSocKpucovt oaTupcov lEpcov | opyas CCTEVEIS TtapadEA^Ei. Akhilleus was
slow to learn; at 24.40-1 Apollo complained that he did not have a voriua
I yvauTTTOV EVI OTT)6E<7<71 and therefore had no pity.

498 Plato cites the allegory of the AiTai twelve times (four in Hipp.
Min.). At Rep. 3640, he quotes 496-501 without 498, but there was no
Alexandrian athetesis. Plato's citations are often made 'avec plus ou moins
de complaisance' (J. Labarbe, UHomere de Platon (Liege 1949)). Here the
citation has AICJTOI for orpETrToi and Ouaiaiai for OUEECTCJI. — The verses
make a point for Phoinix, to forestall any objection that Akhilleus might
make on the grounds that forgiveness was a sign of weakness.

501 AiaaouEvoi, for EUXOUEVOI 'praying', is not used elsewhere in the epic
for the action of mortals approaching a god (though perhaps implied by
TTOAOAAIOTOV 8E <J' IK&VCO (<TS = the river god), Od. 5.445). Phoinix is laying
the foundation for the allegory of the AITOU and at the same time puts the
action of the Achaeans in a wholly new light. Nestor (112) described their
approach as persuasion, an offer of restitution made man to man; Odysseus
modified that posture, appealing to Akhilleus' pity (302), but this is the
first time that the Achaeans are implicitly said to have been 'imploring'
Akhilleus. This is the language of supplication (1.502, 21.98), or at least of
humble request, to which Agamemnon said he would not stoop at 1.173-4
and which Akhilleus anticipates with a certain relish at 11.609. ^ 1S o n e

thing to reject an argument, quite another to refuse a suppliant, especially
a suppliant bearing gifts; cf. Thornton, Supplication 111, and the parallel
there cited. Phoinix is putting Akhilleus under strong moral pressure. AICT-
CTECTOCCI continues to be used both in the story of Meleagros (574, 581
(AITOCVEUE), 585, 591) and in reference to the embassy itself (520, 698).
Ominously, it was the word used on another occasion when cnvepeim'
cnroiva were on offer (1.13). — U7T£p|3r|r): the metaphorical sense of
UTTEppodvEiv is found only here in the epics. The related noun UTr£p(3aair|,
however, occurs 3 x in each in reference to the breach of some norm of
behaviour inspired by arrogance (see 3.107). The corresponding adjective
is UTTEppios (2X //., 7X Od.). Phoinix' doctrine is inevitable: if one believes
that a god can be affronted, one must believe that an affronted god can be
conciliated by sacrifice. So Apollo was angry at the treatment of his priest
and was then propitiated with hecatombs (1.43-52, 1.447-74), s e e e-g-
Thornton, Supplication 113—14, for the parallel with book 1. — d|idpTT) in a
metaphorical sense recurs in a religious context in the epic only at Od.
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13.214, linguistically a very untraditional passage, see Hoekstra, Od. ad loc,
but also at Hesiod, Theog. 222, with reference to irapai|3aaiai.

502-12 The Anrou: Phoinix produces an allegory (as we should call it),
a figure rarely employed in Greek epic, cf. 505^, because 'in Hesiod's time
it was not understood what abstractions are. They must be something; they
are invisible, imperishable, and have great influence over human affairs;
they must be gods' (West, Theogony 33). A rejected suppliant, like Khruses
in book 1, prayed to the god whom his rejection had dishonoured for
vengeance. The allegory, however, embellishes that natural and compre-
hensible action in a way that complicates the doctrine and its application
to the present case. A chain of action and reaction is begun by VATT| (505).
TVrn here has in personified form its usual Homeric sense of the spirit that
inspires an act of irrational folly (cf. &a<rd|Jir|V 116, of Agamemnon's be-
haviour in book 1); it is, so to speak, an inexplicable act of god (cf. the
formula 9pevas ê AeTO Zeus, 2X //. and several variants), but one that
produces unwelcome consequences. At 508 the allegory moves clearly into
the human sphere; the AITOCI represent an appeal addressed by the victim
of TVrn to the injured party. It is a moral duty to respect such an appeal; if
it is not respected, there will be trouble. Phoinix imagines the rejected AITOCI

as themselves praying to Zeus for vengeance. The vengeance again takes the
form of dm, (512) leading to disaster, dm, in Homer always implies disas-
trous consequences (see 51 in.), and disaster (drr) in the classical sense) is
easily explicable as punishment. The idea that wickedness will be punished
is Homeric (e.g. 4.158-62, Od. 13.213-14), but dm, is applied elsewhere in
both epics to the crime not the punishment.

Phoinix' doctrine is tailored to his argument. Isolated, it is confused. "ATn
first acts spontaneously, then is sent by Zeus, and her victim would offer
restitution, not prayers, to the injured party. If the allegory is applied to
the present situation, it implies that the seizure of Briseis was the result of
dTn, that the offer of restitution is an appeal, and that the consequence of
rejection will be more O.TT\. Only the first of these implications is demonstr-
ably true; the second is false, and the third is sustainable only by special
exegesis.

Since all events are subject to the Aios pouAr), and since the Iliad is more
than a chronicle of events, it is correct to see a moral connexion between
the temper of Akhilleus and his fate. In that sense the death of Patroklos
and his own TTOTHOS eTOiuos are a penalty brought upon him by his own
intransigence, not a morally neutral chain of causes and effects. The poet,
however, never suggests or makes Akhilleus suggest that subsequent events
were brought about by air) overcoming him or that such dm. was itself
a penalty. The dTn ('loss of consciousness') that overcame Patroklos
(16.805) *s irrelevant (but see Thornton, Supplication 135-6, 'Blind Madness
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"follows" Achilles, and it does so by attacking his "substitute", his beloved
friend Patroclus', contra Redfield, Nature and Culture 107, 'The crucial errors
in Achilles' story are the errors of others - of Agamemnon, of Nestor, of
Patroclus'). It should be borne in mind that the appeal to arvr\ is exculpa-
tory. The poet does not wish to excuse Akhilleus and Akhilleus does not
wish to excuse himself. He kills Hektor in the clear knowledge that his
victory dooms him (see 18.95-6). That is heroism.

Whether Akhilleus' obduracy itself is caused by air) is not in question
here either. As an action with disastrous results it could no doubt be char-
acterized as such, but neither Aias nor Diomedes does so characterize it, nor
does Akhilleus in his brief comment on his relations with Agamemnon at
19.270-5.

502-3 The description of the AITCCI clearly must be pathetic, so that their
being TTapapAcoiTSS 6960^60 does not express suspicion (as Trocpa(3A£mo
does in classical Greek) but apprehension and a sense of helplessness. For
the form of words KOU ydp TE AITCCI skn see West, Works and Days 142; it is
characteristic of admonitory literature.

505 "Am, aOevapf) xe KOCI apThros: cf. 19.9iff. upeapa Aios 6uydnr|p 7\TT|,

f\ TTOCVTOCS daTai, I ouAoueVn,. Trj uev 0' dcTraAoi Tr65es* ou ydp ITT' ou8ei |
TTiAvocrai, dAA' dpa fj ye KOCT' dv8pcov KpdocTa |3aiv6i | pAdrrToua' dvOpcoTrous.

"Am, is swift and strong because her victims are reckless. — OUVEKCC 'means
"this I conclude from the fact that"', so H. Frankel, Early Greek Poetry and
Philosophy, transl. M. Hadas and J. Willis (Oxford 1975) 65, a hint that
Phoinix himself should be understood as the author of this piece of allegori-
cal theology.

511 The AiTod have something in common with the Hesiodic Alien (Erga
256-62). When Alien, is oppressed she complains to Zeus for vindication.
Zeus is said to cause dm, generally at 19.270 and in specific instances (all
false attributions) at 2.111, 8.237. 9-l&> a n d 19-87; other gods mentioned
are Moira and Erinus (19.87); Erinus alone (Od. 15.234); Aphrodite (Od.
4.261); Apollo (16.804-5). All these attributions (except the last, which is
made by the poet) are made/wtf eventum, and only when the speaker realizes
that his mistake has led to unwelcome consequences (see n6n.). Phoinix
reverses the thought and makes what is usually said as an explanation of
what has happened into a prediction of what will happen. Since he is
portraying the situation as a rejection of suppliants it is natural - and a
powerful reinforcement of his argument - that he should name Zeus as the
author of dm,.

515 Why ydp? The reason is that implicit in Phoinix' appeal: '<You can
accept my argument,) for I should not be making it if Agamemnon were
not now doing the right thing.' Leaf ('You may do so without disgrace')
and Ameis - Hentze offer similar suggestions. This seems preferable to the
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suggestion of W. J. Verdenius, REG 73 (i960) 348, that Phoinix' thought
slips imperceptibly from the respect due to a god from a hero to the respect
due to a hero from other heroes (cf. 318-2011.).

517 For the sense of pifjvis see 42611.
519-23 This is the same argument as the one that Aias will put forward

at 636-42; a decent request made by good friends and representatives of the
army is being snubbed. For Akhilleus' differing responses see 643—55n.

523 Phoinix' remark that Akhilleus5 anger had formerly been no matter
of reproach implies that his dismissal of the illustrious ambassadors had
made it just that. Hence the strong language of Aias at 629-32, 635-6
(ocypios, (JxeTAios, vrMs? &yi*|vcop, CXAATIKTOS, KOKOS), and Patroklos 16.29-
35 (amiXav°S> vr|Af|S, OCTTTIVT|S).

524-605 The Meleagros story. A guide to the extensive bibliography
on the story is given by F. Bomer, P. Ovidius Naso, Metamorphosen viii-ix
(Heidelberg 1977) 94-8; the most important papers relevant to its use here
are cited by Page, HHI 329; they include, E. Howald, RhM 73 (1924)
402-25, Kakridis, Researches n - 4 2 , Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien, 139-42, W.
Kraus, WS 63 (1948-9) 8-21, M. M. Willcock, CQ 14 (1964) 147, J. R.
March, BICS Suppl. 49 (1987) 22-46, and S. C. R. Swain, ^ 3 8 (1988)
271-6. The principal ancient sources in addition to the present passage are
[Hesiod] frr. 25 and 280 M-W, Bacchylides 5.94-154, Ovid, Met. 8.273-
525, Paus. 10.31.3, and Apollod. 1.8.1-3

The story of Kaludon (linked with stories of Elis and Pulos) is one of the
four cycles into which [Hesiod], Catalogue of Women, organized the popula-
tion of the Heroic Age, the others being those of Iolkos, Thebes, and Troy,
see West, Catalogue 137. The possession of this 'knowledge' was essential to
the art of the &0180S, and Homer clearly knows more than it suits him to
bring into the Iliad: reference to other cycles is made also at 4.3701!.,
5-395ff-3 7.i32ff., n.67off., 23-63off., 23.679, and Od. 12.69!!.

The mythological paradigm is part of the Homeric rhetoric of persuasion,
the speaker suggesting that the present situation is analogous to the one
cited. The paradigm that Phoinix requires is that of a warrior who in anger
scorned the appeals of his friends for aid. Phoinix cites the example of the
Aetolian Meleagros. It is not the happiest of choices. Having just declared
that even the gods are orpsTTToi (497) he cites the vindictiveness of
Artemis over the sin of Oineus, cf. Bacchylides 5.94-104 yaKsirbv | ©ecov
TrccpaTpEvyou voov | av8peaaiv einxOoviois. | KOC! yap ocv TrAaSjiTnrros Otveus |
iraOaev KcxAuKoaTEcpavou | aepivas yphov 'ApTeuiSos AeuKcoAevou | Aiacrduevos
TToAecov I T' aiycov Ouaiaiai Trcrrf|p | KCU pocov cpoiviKovcoTcov | aAA* dviKorrov
0e& I sayev xoAov. Moreover the end of the saga of Meleagros was the hero's
death. The end of Meleagros, of course, was no part of Phoinix' parable,
and he omits all direct reference to it as irrelevant (and indeed inimical) to
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his purposes. The heroic days of Kaludon preceded the Trojan War by two
or three generations (see the genealogy 555—8n.); the Aitoloi are now led
by Thoas (2.638-42, where it is explained that the sons of Oineus were now
all dead). Phoinix begins his parable by setting the scene, how the Aitoloi
and the Kouretes were at war, in the succinct narrative style usual in
Homeric allusions to other sagas (529-49). The narrative at this point
is compressed, but perfectly clear.

Phoinix then explains (550-72) how Meleagros, after lording it over
the battlefield, had taken to his bed in wrath because, having killed his
mother's brother, he had been cursed by her. There is vagueness here.
Around whose city were the Aitoloi and Kouretes fighting? (See 552n.).
Who was Althaie's brother (the singular is used, 567) and how had
Meleagros come to kill him? How was her curse to operate? Why is
Alkuone/Kleopatre introduced at such length? Althaie's brothers are called
Iphiklos and Aphares by Bacchylides, Plexippus and Toxeus by Ovid,
Prothoos and Kometes by Pausanias, and Iphiklos, Plexippos, Poluphantes,
Phanes, and Eurupulos by Hrd/D. Such wide fluctuation indicates that no
canonical form of the story existed. In most accounts Meleagros had killed
his uncles in a dispute arising from the spoils of the Calydonian boar
(Bacchylides 5.127-35, Ovid, Met. 8.425-44). Althaie's response was to
seize the firebrand that represented Meleagros' life and throw it on the fire.
As it burned, Meleagros' strength ebbed away as he fought. The primitive
features of the story, the magical firebrand itself and the preference for
brothers over a son are warrant enough for a very ancient origin, see
Kakridis, Researches 14, 37 and Appendices i and iii, and for life-tokens as a
motif of folktale see S. Thompson, Motif Index E 765.1.2. However, the
question must be asked, though it cannot be answered, when the syncretism
of the folktale of the firebrand and the saga of Meleagros took place.
The association of firebrand and Meleagros first appears in Phrynichus'
Pleuroniae, then at Bacchylides 5.140—4, and Aesch. Cho. 602. For Kleopatre
see 561-3^

Phoinix next proceeds to put the sting in the tale of his parable: offers
were made to Meleagros which he rejected until his house was under
bombardment (573-94). Then he had to fight, gifts or (as it happened) no
gifts. At this point of course Phoinix stops, though everyone would know
that Meleagros went out to his death, as Patroklos and soon Akhilleus
himself would do, and in each death Apollo would play a part.

Homer's version of the story is maverick in that it incorporates a 'wrath'.
Apollodorus cites it as an alternative (oi 56 900-1 . . . ) , making no attempt
to blend it with the folktale. Did Homer invent his version? It is a thesis
strongly affirmed by Willcock, CQ 14 (1964) 141-54, that Homeric prac-
tice is to improve the fit of a paradigm by invented detail within the
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traditional framework. In this case the poet will have shielded himself
against criticism of his veracity by having Phoinix introduce his reminis-
cences with 6TT6u66|i86a (524). He will then have suppressed the firebrand,
if it were already linked to Meleagros, but retained an echo of it in Althaie's
curse. (The curse, of course, has no corresponding element on Akhilleus'
side and is not itself a heroic motif.) He may also have introduced the name
KAeoTT&Tpri (561-3^) and the eTOCipoi of 585.

In the Hesiodic 'Holai (frr. 25.11-13, and 280 M-W), an exceedingly
laconic notice, Meleagros is irresistible in the war with the Kouretes until
he dies at the hands of Apollo, a heroic death similar to that of Akhilleus.
The account in the Minyas, of which [Hesiod] fr. 25 M-W may be a
fragment (so J. Schwartz, Pseudo-Hesiodeia (Leiden i960) 28), stood in
contrast to that of Althaie's curse, according to Paus. 10.31.3. It is unclear
if or how the 'heroic' version of Meleagros' death can be reconciled with
the folktale of the firebrand. Bacchylides has gone some way by slipping,
not without awkwardness, from a quarrel over the boar's hide to full-scale
war in which Meleagros unintentionally killed his uncles and died as he was
looting a corpse. Further divination of the pre-Homeric tale is hampered by
the fluctuations in the primary sources, see H. Bannert, WS 15 (1981) 69 n.
1, for the literature on the question, and for some speculations J. R. March,
BICS Suppl. 49 (1987) 27-46. The extent of Homeric freedom in the use of
a paradigm is most readily visible in the poet's telling of the Niobe story
(24.602-20, with Macleod's note), but adjustment to improve the fit of the
paradigm is not the same as inventing the very point which is to be invoked
as a precedent, a point stressed by W. Kraus, WS 63 (1948-9) 8-21.
Willcock, Companion 109, poses the alternatives: either the plot of the Iliad is
modelled on a 'Meleagris3 or the parable on the Iliad - too stark a choice;
the theme of anger - withdrawal - disaster - return informs both stories.

Like other digressions the Meleagros episode shows a higher density of
'late' or anomalous features in its language and diction in comparison
with a similar passage of narrative. Page, HHI 327-9, and Shipp, Studies
270-2, list these; the more important of them are discussed below as they
occur. Verbal parallels between the parable and narrative are examined
by G. Nagy, Best of the Achaeans 100-6.

527 irdAai, ou TI VEOV ye suggests an ancient tale relative to the dramatic
date of the Iliad, yet as the genealogies were regularized Meleagros lived
only in the previous generation, see the stemma 558-8n. Phoinix (and the
poet?) wishes to distance himself from affirming the historicity of the story.

529 Koupf̂ Tes: as a tribe the K. are known only in this context. Their
town was Pleuron, about ten miles west of Kaludon. The name KoupfJTSS
occurs by coincidence also in various Cretan rituals, see Burkert, Religion,
261-2, and at a later date in association with cults in Asia Minor. As
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a common noun with proparoxytone accent, KoOprjT6S, the word means
simply 'young warriors', 19.193 and n.

533-40 The verses express succinctly an article of popular religion: a
disaster happens to the community; therefore a god has been offended;
therefore the community's leaders have forgotten some ritual. The boar
identifies Artemis as the offended deity, just as the plague in book 1 identi-
fied Apollo - and there too first thoughts turned to a ritual offence, ei6'
euxcoA'qs 610' eKOCToupris (1-65).

533 Artemis' golden throne, like Iris' golden wings (8.398 = 11.185), is
part of the aura of felicity that surrounds the gods. It is not just the luxury
of the material, however, that is in question; gold is dyrjpaos, so to speak,
and therefore dOdvocTOS, cf. Theogn. 451-2 TOU [xpuaoO] XP0l<HS KOcOuTrepOe
UEACCS oux cnrrETai ios | 0O8' eupcos, aiEi 8' avOos ix61 KaOapov; Pind. fr. 222
Snell Aios uaTs 6 xp^cros* KETVOV OU GX]S O08E KIS [8d7TT£i].

535 SaivuvO', if pressed, provides the only instance in the epic of the gods
being said to share the sacrificial meat of ordinary mortals - and presum-
ably descending to earth to do so. The Aithiopes and Phaeacians who are
so favoured (23.205, Od. 1.25, 7.201) do not belong to the real world, where
it is the savour of the sacrifice that the gods appreciate. See Introduction of
vol. 11 9-12. In so laconic a reference, however, 8aivuo0ai may be taken in
a very unspecific sense, 'partake of.

537 T] AOCOET' fj OUK EV6T|(7EV: in any case not a deliberate snub, not that
the goddess cared about that. What mattered in the sphere of religion in the
Archaic Age, as in the ascription of blame in the moral sphere, was the fact
not the intention. The gods required the respect of mankind to complete
their happiness. In Bacchylides (5.97-102) Oineus tried unsuccessfully with
prayer and sacrifice to redeem his fault, but it would not do to make such
a point in the present context. — Note that AavOdvEoOca and ou VOETV

explicate daoOai. f| OUK: synizesis, cf. Od. 1.298.
538 STov yEVos recurs at HyDion 2, where the meaning is clearly 'offspring

of Zeus'. The phrase then stands in apposition to the subject f), and 8Tos
(< Sipjos) bears its primary and precise sense.

539-40 Aristotle {Hist. An. 578a33) contaminated these verses with Od.
9.190-1, the description of the Cyclops, and read OpEvyEV [a trivial substitu-
tion for &pc7Ev] . . . OU8E ECOKEI I Or)pi yE aiTO9dyco, dAAd pico C/ATJEVTI. Strabo
(apud Eust. 252) cited the verses from Aristotle, thus creating the mirage of
a genuine paradosis. — x^OUVTlv: conjectures at the meaning of this obscure
term are legion, see Chantraine, Diet, s.v., e.g. 'castrated' (Aristotle), 'soli-
tary' (Eust. 772.59, citing Aristophanes Byz.), 'foaming' (schol. B).

540 IOCOV: only here and 16.260 (simile). On this word see Frisk, GEW
s.v., with bibliography. 'Suo more\ Leaf, but a link with EICOOCC is a popular
rather than a scientific etymology. Arn/A and Hsch. cite a gloss pAdnTcov,
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which was approved by Callimachus (fr. 55 Pfeiffer). dAcofjv would then be
the object of lOcov, if one could be sure the poet more than half understood
the word.

543-4 Meleagros' standing as a hero later elevated his parentage; he is
firmly son of Oineus in the Iliad, but was attributed to Ares in [Hesiod] fr.
25.iff. M-W, cf. the similar elevation of Bellerophon (son of Poseidon
[Hesiod] fr. 43a.8i M-W, in defiance of 6.155). The many Or|pf)Topes that
Meleagros recruited would have made a fine catalogue (see the list in Ovid,
Met. 8.301-17) and would have included Atalante, to whom first blood was
credited and to whom Meleagros awarded the spoils. Her omission from this
succinct allusion is without special significance; she would not, for example,
be parallel to Briseis as the cause of strife and her exotic character would
clash with the low-key, realistic style of this summary.

546 -n\jpf\s hTEprja' dAeyeivffc is evidently formular, cf. TT\jpf\s 67n(3&VT'
dAeyeivns (4-99, see n.). The Aithiopis, with its many funerals, would have
had more use for this area of diction.

551 KCCKCOS fjv: for elvoci construed with an adverb (a construction more
familiar in Latin) see Chantraine, GH11 9.

552 The desire to make parallel the situations of Meleagros and
Akhilleus has led to some lack of clarity. Kaludon was the city under siege
(530-2), but the TEIXOS behind which the Kouretes were obliged to remain
would naturally be the wall of their own city (Pleuron, but here unnamed),
just as the Trojans did not dare to come out to face Akhilleus, cf. [Hesiod]
fr. 25.13 M-W uapv&uEvos Koupff̂ an Trep! FTA] e [u] pcov [1] [accKeSvrj. But the
Kouretes are the aggressors (531-2) and should now be fighting around
Kaludon, as they are below at 573. It is possible, in order to save the
narrative, to imagine that the TEIXOS is the wall of the Kouretes' fortified
encampment corresponding to the wall of the Achaeans' lately fortified
camp, but nothing in the immediate context suggests it.

553—4 I8u xoAos: the emotion as usual is conceived to originate outside
the person and to 'enter' him or be 'put on', cf. 9.231 Sucreai 6AKT)V. aAAcov
is a rather obvious oblique reference to Akhilleus, softened by voov TTUKCC

TTEp 9pOV£OVTG0V.

555-8 The genealogies of the kings of Pleuron and Kaludon are inter-
twined, as shown in the two stemmata. (For other offspring of Oineus and
Althaie see [Hesiod] fr. 25.14-17 M-W. The Aetolian saga (a sorry tale of
intestine murder) included Oineus' slaying of his brothers, Agrios and
Melas, sons of Porthaon (or Portheus, 14.115), and was linked to that of
Herakles through H.'s marriage to Deianeira, sister to Meleagros.)

The names in both stemmata form part of the Kaludon - Elis - Pulos
cycle in the Hesiodic catalogues and may have been consolidated into their
genealogy in the first half of the eighth century, as argued by West, Catalogue
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Ares

Thestios Molos (11.75on.)

Aphares etc. Althaie = Oineus

Meleagros

Euenos

Marpessa = Idas

Alkuone

i64ff. None of them (except Thersites, whose ancestry is carefully unstated
at 2.2i2ff., and Diomedes) interlocks closely with the personnel of the
Trojan saga and there is indecision as to which generations correspond.
A pathetic comment in the Catalogue (2.641-2) implies that Meleagros
might have commanded the Aitoloi at Troy, though as a contemporary
of Herakles he should belong to the previous generation. Apollonius put
both Idas and Meleagros among the Argonauts {Arg. 1.151, 1.190), and
Stesichorus (fr. 179 (ii) Davies ''AdAcc eiri FTeAia) linked Meleagros with
Amphiaraos. At 14.116 the sons of Portheus (Porthaon) are said to have
resided in Pleuron and Kaludon.

Porthaon = Eureite

Agrios Melas Althaie = Oineus = Periboia

Thersites 8 sons

Deianeira = Herakles

Tudeus

Diomedes

555 HT|Tpl 91X13: KCC06XOU TO 91X13* ou yap fjv CCUTCO TOTE <piAr| f) \xryxr\p
(T), i.e. the formula is used in an inappropriate context, cf. Eriphule's 'dear'
husband at Od. 11.327. Irony is easily understood in both cases (as also at
21.276), but is probably accidental. ur|Tpl 91X13 is formular (4X //. 1 x Od.).
For the supposed weak possessive use of 91X0S see D. Robinson in Owls to
Athens {Essays for Sir Kenneth Dover) (Oxford 1990) 97-108, with a brief
bibliography of Homeric 91X0S.

556-65 Setting the scene for his parable in succinct style Phoinix now
digresses (note the ring-form KEITO . . . TrapKorreXeKTo) and compresses his
allusions to the point of obscurity.
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557 KccAAiacpupou (3X //., ix Od.): epithets of women are almost all
concerned with their appearance (|3a6u£covos, POCOUKOATTOS, ev/TrAoKauos,
f|UKO|ios, KOCAT|, AeuKcbAevos), those for heroes with their status and ac-
complishments. KOcAAiacpupos excited bT's imagination: crr|ueTov eoriv au|j-
|i6Tpias acouaTos. Marpessa has the typical pre-Hellenic suffix -Tjaaa: her
rape by Apollo seems to have a falsely etymological basis, as if < u&pTnreiv.
Eur|vivr|: -\vr\ serves as a patronymic suffix, 'd. of Euenos', like 'A8pr|(7Tivr|
(5.412), cf. Risch, Wortbildung 101.

558-9 "I8eco 8s, 6s . . . , with 'irreducible' metathesis, illustrates vernacu-
lar language adapted to epic techniques of verse-making, being a blend, as
it were, of "I86C0, 6s . . . (cf. "AATECO, 6S . . . , 2 I .86), where -eco may be reduced
to -a', and e.g. "ISccv 6\ 6s . . . (cf. Aiveiav, 6s .. •, 11.58). The pattern of the
verse, name with or without connective + relative clause, is formular.

559-61 Idas drew his bow against Apollo, not in a contest for a bride as
560 seems to imply but, according to Paus. 5.18.2 (description of the Chest
of Kupselos), to defend his wife against the god's licentiousness. Idas was an
important figure in heroic saga. He and his brother Lunkeus sailed on the
Argo (Ap. Rhod. 1.152, etc.) and were slain in a quarrel over cattle by the
Dioskouroi (Cypria fr. 13 Davies, Pind. N. 10.60-70). Idas' father was
Aphareus, whose name (in the form Aphares) reappears as the name of
Althaie's brother (see 52411.). As frequently Homer gives the impression of
knowing more than he tells.

561-3 Kleopatre is apparently the heroine's original name replaced
within her family (TOTE . . . KaAeeoxov) by Alkuone. The explanation is
whimsical; it is likely that Alkuone is primary and Kleopatre secondary,
possibly an invention for this story, as the oddity of this digression suggests
(so Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien 140). It would be fanciful, but perhaps not too
fanciful, to hear in the name Kleo-patre an echo of Patro-klos, the friend
with whom Akhilleus is now whiling away his time. E. Howald, RhM 73
(1924) 411, cf. Der Dichter der Mas (Zurich 1946) 132, first made this point,
but assumed that Patro-klos was secondary to Kleo-patre. The change of
name is suggestive that the poet invented this detail in order to improve the
fit of the parable.

563 OTTOV, 'fate', is barely sense but may stand in this very compressed
and allusive passage (OTKTOV, 'plaintive wail', Leaf, but cf. opvis, 6c irapa
7T€Tpivas TTOVTOU 8eipa8as, OCAKUCOV, lAeyov OTTOV [oiKTpov Barnes] &ei86is
Eur. IT 1089). What is meant is that Marpessa mourned as the &AKUCOV

mourned for its mate. OCAKUCOV is classically the name of the kingfisher, but
that bird does not sing, plaintively or otherwise; in spite of ornithology a
considerable mythology grew up around the bird, see Thompson, A Glossary
of Greek Birds (Oxford 1936) 46-51.

565 = 4.513. "nrecJCTEi, 'digest': Meleagros, like Akhilleus in the earlier
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passage, is clearly brooding on his wrongs and allowing them to fester in his
mind (to use different metaphors). For the psychology cf. 1.81-2 ei nep ydp
Te xoAov ye KOCI auTf)uap KOCToareyrj | dAAd TE Kai ueTOTnaOev lyz\ KOTOV, 69pa
TsAsaar), where, however, KaTaTreaaeiv means 'stomach', i.e. 'choke back'.

567 This verse shows the 'abbreviated-reference style' (Kirk, Songs 164-
9) at its most laconic with no mention of the occasion of the killing or the
name of Meleagros' victim. Phoinix' point is that a hard heart is an impru-
dent heart: even so it seems odd to those familiar with the folktale version
of the story that he does not mention at this point that the religious offence
and its punishment led, as they did in book 1, to a dispute over spoils and
its disastrous consequences. Homer would, of course, suppress the Amazon-
like figure of Atalante to whom Meleagros wished to award the spoils of the
boar to the vexation of his uncles.

568-9 Althaie beats the ground to attract the attention of the under-
world gods, here called by their usual designations, Hades (= Zeus
KOCTOCXOOVIOS, 457) and Persephone, cf. Here's similar action in a similar
mood at HyAp 333. The Erinus answers Althaie's call because she is the
agent of those gods (and of uolpa, 454-7n.). Persephone (it is usually she
rather than Hades) and the Erinues are virtually identified in this context.
So at 454-7 (an oddly similar incident) Amuntor called on the Erinues, and
the underworld gods are said to have taken up his curse. In the symbolism
of Hesiod (Theog. 183-5) t n e Erinues arose from the shed blood of Ouranos,
the first victim of filial misconduct. For a mother's Erinues cf. 21.412, Od.
2.134-6, 11.279-80. Homer hints darkly at the Erinues' power to punish
the dead as well as the living (19.259-60, cf. 3.278-9, an obscure passage,
see n. ad loc); at HyDem. 367-9 Hades predicts the chastisement of those
who fail to appease Persephone. There is a natural reluctance on part of
both poet and heroes to speak of Hades the god, except in the formula
'house of Hades', itself a euphemism: 20.61 6cva£ evepcov sAi6coveus is the only
reference in the narrative. The gods themselves are less inhibited, see 5.395,
8.367-8, 15.188. - dAoia: literally 'threshed' (cf. dAcofj, 'threshing floor'),
cf. luocae HyAp 340 of Here performing a similar ritual act. The blows are
repeated as the curse is intoned.

570 TTpoxvu Ka8e£ouevr|: i.e. kneeling. There is no single Homeric word
for 'kneeling', since youvd£ouou means 'entreat', so that the posture is
expressed by e£ouai and lorauoa with adverbs yvu£ (cf. 11.355), Trpoxvu, or
hrl youvoc. TTpoxvu is clearly 'forward onto the knees', though the »x~ is
unexplained. With (&Tr)dAecj0ai (21.460, Od. 14.69), the sense is 'utterly'.

571 f|epo<porns: df|p is the means by which gods and heroes are rendered
unseen, e.g. 3.381, 11.752, 20.444, 21.597, or literally invisible, 21.549,
Od. 7.41 and 140; fiepocpoms, 'that walks in darkness', may therefore im-
ply 'coming unseen', ori TTOIVOCI ydp dTrpoopdToos epxovTOti (Arn/AbT),
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although the Erinues were accustomed to terrify their victims by their hor-
rendous appearance. The Erinus 'that walks in darkness' (also 19.87) thus
enhances her menace by the obscurity of her epithet. It is possible, though
weak, that fjepo- denotes simply the lower air, so that the Erinus is thought
to fly, like a bird-daimon or Ate at 19.92-3. bT at 19.87, however, note
a variant siapomoTis, 'blood-drinking' (cf. eTap, 'blood', a Cypriot (i.e.
Mycenaean?) word according to Hsch.), which may conceivably be the
primary version of this formula before it became unintelligible and was
reshaped. — 'Epe|3saq>iv: because the Erinues, like Hades and Persephone,
dwell below ground, cf. 19.259-60 'Epivues, oci 0' OTTO ycclctv | &v6pd>Trous
TivvvTCU. — The Erinus hearkened, as it should, to the parent's prayer
and, since the action of such a being cannot be ineffective, the death of
Meleagros is implied. Phoinix, of course, cannot mention it explicitly to
Akhilleus, but an alert audience would notice that their return to battle
sealed the fate of both heroes. For the Erinues supporting a mother against
a son, see 21.412, Od. 2.135, 11.280.

574J 5&1* 585* 59° The suppliants - priests and elders, father, mother
and sisters, comrades, wife - must represent an ascending intensity of moral
pressure. Kakridis, Researches 20, pointed out that the scale: citizens,
parents/brothers, husband/wife is a traditional scale of affection into which
ETOtTpoi, who correspond to Odysseus and Aias, are inserted at the highest
possible point before the successful petition of Kleopatre. Lohmann's thesis,
Reden 258-63, is that the suppliants of the paradigm exactly mirror those of
the embassy - Odysseus representing the army, Phoinix the father, Aias the
comrades. Dramatic effect forms the pattern in each case. For those who
knew the story of the Iliad (among whom must be included Homer's later
audiences) there is irony in the fact that Kleopatre's plea succeeds, as will
the different plea of Patroklos.

574 AicKTOVTO yepovTes is probably formular and enters into a very simi-
lar sentence at 18.448-9 (where yspovTES includes Odysseus and Aias).

575 Arn/A allege that this line induced Sophocles to make the chorus of
his Meleager priests. It is in fact not easy to guess what 'the noblest priests'
are doing in this context, except as an exemplification of yepovTes.

577 ireSiov: Kaludon commands the coastal plain and lower valley of
the Euenos river, see HSL Catalogue 109. ipccvvfjs: elsewhere aiireivri and
TTETprieacra are the epithets of Kaludon, a typical acropolis site.

578 For the TEUEVOS, the private estate of kings, see nn. to 12.313, 14.122-
5, and 18.550-1. TT6VTT|KOVT6yuov: a very handsome offer. Alkinoos' fruit
garden (opxorros) at Od. 7.113, which seems to be identical with his
-reuevos, was merely TETpayuos. bT, however, take the offer to be on the
low side, in order to magnify what has been offered to Akhilleus. The yurj
is a 'heroic' measure popular with the tragedians. Its actual extent is
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conjectural: in Hsch. the yurj is equated with the TrAeOpov (c. 1,000 sq. yds),
and at Od. 18.374 TETpdyuos denotes the extent of a day's labour with the
best oxen.

583 youvouusvos: 'entreating' (Oineus is outside the doors), cf.
youvouuoci of Odysseus standing before Nausikaa {Od. 6.149).

584 KCcaiyvrjTOu: there were four of them according to bT — Deianeira,
Gorge, Poluxo, and Autonoe. ur)TT|p: a slip, surely; in the circumstances
Althaie's prayers could hardly have moved her son. A scholiast (b), how-
ever, noted that as an offending party Althaie is analogous to Agamemnon,
but there is no hint that she ever repented of her action.

588-9 The fit of the parable is again made close: the city was on fire
when Meleagros acted, just as Akhilleus was forced to act when the Trojans
eventually fired a ship (16.1226°.).

593-4 A brief description of the horrors of a sack; cf, with further
atrocities, Priam's vision of the sack of Troy (22.62-71).

594 (3a0u^covous describes the dress of archaic and classical times which
allowed a fold of material (KOATTOS) to hang over the girdle; the Mycenaean
style was strikingly different, see Sp. Marinatos, Arch. Horn, A/B 25—31.
(3O6UKOATTOS (3X //.) occurs in a formular verse referring to Trojan or
Dardanian women, but that is hardly enough to establish a contrast be-
tween Greek and Asiatic fashions: see, however, West on Od. 3.154. — ocAAoi
is 'others' in the sense of 'strangers', as at 3.301. Zenodotus made the point
clear by reading 8f)ioi (Arn/A).

596 E5U<JETO: a 'mixed' aorist, i.e. seeming to have the -a- of the first
aorist and the thematic conjugation of the second, see 1 i.i6n.

598 £i£as <?> Ouiico: i.e. to the Ouuos roused by the prospective fate of
Kleopatre and the people of Kaludon at 595. It is, however, not very
felicitous that the climax of the parable should be 'yielding to his Ovuos'
when the point of Phoinix' discourse is 'overcome your Suuos' (496).

600 Dodds, Greeks and the Irrational 11, points out that 8cuucov, or an
anonymous OEOS, is a manner of speaking that the poet attributes to his
characters, especially in the Odyssey, but very rarely uses himself (11.480 is
an exception). This is in a sense realism. The poet believes and makes his
characters believe that impulses emanate from without; as composer he
'knows' which god is responsible, but except in special circumstances his
characters can only guess and are often content with a vague daimon or an
unspecific god. A daimon is usually malevolent, e.g. 15.468 (see n.).

602 ETTI 6copcov: 'while the gifts still wait' (Fagles).
603 This verse picks up Odysseus' final promise at 302-3. Taov ydp CTE

OECO: the necessary words TEiaouaiv 'Axouoi force a reformulation of the
traditional OEOS &S formula.

605 Ti|if)s is a contracted form of Ti|ir)(p)Eis (TIUTJS, printed by some
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editors, is an incorrect orthography of the same form), cf. TiufjvTa (18.475),
Texv'noxrai {Od. 7.110), so Arn/A. It is scarcely possible, in spite of the
support of Aristarchus (Hrd/A), to construe Ti[xf\s as genitive of price, in
spite of Tiu-qs (genitive) in direct reference to this line at 608.

In its primary function as a model for Akhilleus to act upon the parable of
Meleagros not only fails but is also encumbered with several superfluous
features: the prominence of Kleopatre, her role in bringing pressure on
Meleagros, and his implied death. The presence of these features helps to
establish a secondary function of the paradigm by means of which the poet
constructs a mirror of the action of his poem and communicates to his
audience an interpretation of Akhilleus' lifjvis OUAOUEVTJ.

606-1 g Akhilleus replies with impatience to Phoinix' sermon. He acknowledges the
moral pressure brought to bear on him and warns Phoinix to cease, but keeps the old
man with him in case he should decide {now an open question) to return to Phthie

607 = 17.561, see n. ad loc. The form a r ia , always in the vocative, conveys
affectionate regard. It is used 6x in Od. by Telemakhos in addressing old
family servants, orrra is an old Indo-European expression surviving in
Greek only in the epic (and reportedly in Thessalian, Eust. 777.54). Its
function here is to define the tone of Akhilleus' words, which is other-
wise obscured by the epic style. yepociE Sioxpecpss is formular (11.648 and

653)-
608-9 Like much of Akhilleus' rhetoric, 'being honoured by the alaa of

Zeus' is more impressive than clear. Taken with the preceding verse (ou TI
UE TCCUTris I XP£<k Til̂ fis) the implication may be that Akhilleus now has no
use for the earthbound conceptions of Agamemnon: 'he will risk all in the
belief that nobility is not a mutual exchange of vain compliments among
men whose lives are as evanescent as leaves, but an organic and inevitable
part of the universe, independent of social contract' (Whitman, HHT 183).
Agamemnon, however, made a similar and obviously petulant remark at
1.173-5, O06E CT' lycoye | Aia<7O|jai EIVEK' eueTo UEVEIV Trap' euoiye KOCI aAAoi |
01K6 ue Tiuf|aou<7i, li&Aicrra 8e ur|Ti6Ta ZEUS. — Akhilleus seems to recognize
here that it is indeed his fate to remain and die at Troy, although he still
speaks of the possibility of return to Phthie at 618-19.

609-10 duTuf) is elsewhere (except at 10.89) associated with fire (8x , as
if = 'hot blast') and once with the savour of roasted meat {Od. 12.369); the
by-form <5cuT|jf|V is used of wind (3X) and of the panting of a runner
(23.765). It seems rather hyperbolical of Akhilleus to use the word, but
there is no obvious alternative; TTVOIT) is equally associated with winds, and
TTVEuua is not part of the epic vocabulary.
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612 Akhilleus is conscious that the rage in his heart will boil over at the
smallest provocation. He shows a similar awareness at 24.568-70 that his
respect for Priam is fragile.

615 The verse has a proverbial and 'Hesiodic' ring (cf. Erga 353-4 TOV
91A6OVTOC 91A6IV KOCl TCp TTpOCTlOVTl TTpOCTElVai | KOCl 80UEV OS K8V 8<ip Kal HT̂  8 6 u 6 V

6s K8V [xr\ 8co), but cannot be proverbial as it stands, for KOCAOS is unusual in
the epic as a moral term, cf. Adkins, Merit and Responsibility 43-4. Akhilleus
adapts the sentiment to put Phoinix in his place.

617 AE£EO is the imperative of a 'mixed' aorist, a sigmatic stem conjugated
with the thematic vowel; AE£O (24.650) is the corresponding athematic
imperative.

618-19 These verses modify Akhilleus' previous threat (356-63) to de-
part in the morning. In fact no deliberation on the matter is reported, and
Akhilleus' words may be taken as an indication of his continuing but
slightly mellowed indignation.

620—68 Akhilleus signals Patroklos to prepare Phoinix3 bed, then in a blunt and
soldierly manner Aias suggests that he and Odysseus admit defeat. He is outraged at
Akhilleus3 failure to respond to their overtures. Aias' words strike a chord in Akhilleus3

mind and he does not answer them directly but returns once again to Agamemnon's
contempt. He is sufficiently moved, however, to overlook his intention to depart in the
morning and make a concession: he will fight if Hektor reaches the huts and ships.
Odysseus and Aias then depart. Akhilleus and his friends retire for the night

Aias' strong language is in keeping with the character most readers of the
Iliad will attribute to him. He is big, cool, reliable, for the most part silent
- this and 17.629-47 are his longest utterances in the Iliad - and it is
tempting to imagine that his thoughts are as few as his words. His utterances
however are very much to the point (see 17.626—55n.), as here. Aias'
response to Akhilleus' complex personality is incomprehension, but his
verdict, that Akhilleus suffers from dynvopir) (635), is echoed by Diomedes
(699) and later by Patroklos (16.29-35). The iterated statement, though in
each case in character, is never contradicted either by another character or
by the poet. One such judgement may be dismissed as characterization, but
three look like an indirect authorial comment. At the least they reinforce
the point made by Phoinix' parable and furnish a clue to the audience as
to how they are to interpret the attitude so described; in short that Akhilleus
from the best of motives has now put himself in the wrong.

620-3 Akhilleus avoids the discourtesy of an overt ETapoicriv !8E Bucofjcri
KeAeOeiv (658) by discreetly signalling the empathetic Patroklos to give
the visitors a broad hint. The subjects of UESOICCTO are Aias and Odysseus.
The verses distort the regular retiring scene (Arend, Scenen 99-105) which
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follows at 658-68 (621 ^ 659) by interposing an intermediary. (At 24.643
Akhilleus gives his orders directly.) This is because the emissaries must be
got rid of- and have their final say.

f) is from dg-t, 'said', from the same root seen in Lat. aio, ad-ag-ium. The
Iliadic formulas, not readily elicited from the concordances, are fj (b (a) . . .
6E . . . 4X , with change of subject, and without change of subject f), KCU . . .
26X and ¥\ pa, KOCI . . . 30X .

622-3 The progressive enjambment in the speech introduction is un-
usual (but cf. TOTCTI 8e Neorcop | ^Sueirfjs . . . 1.247-8), and has led to a
recasting of the regular formula for Aias. — T6Aaucovid8r|s: this patronymic
is found only here and at 23.838. It implies an interpretation as well
as a modification of the archaic TeAocucbvios, 'le mot pouvant signifier
l '«endurant» ' , Chantraine, Diet. s.v.

625-42 Aias' runover words and enjambed sentences give a powerful
effect of his anger at Akhilleus' attitude, on which see Higbie, Measure and
Music 118-20. The 'skewed sentence', i.e. one that begins in one verse and
ends in the next with progressive or necessary enjambment, is an important
aspect of Homeric style. In emotionally uncharged situations sentence and
verse tend to coincide. By overriding this tendency the skewed sentence
expresses the passion of speakers and, in battle scenes, the excitement of the
poet.

624-36 Aias begins by ostensibly addressing Odysseus, but more and
more as he proceeds his remarks are made for Akhilleus' ears, until he
finally slips into the 2nd person in 636. Actual change of addressee in the
course of a speech is marked as such, e.g. 7.361, 9.704, 11.819.

628-9 dypiov: an enduring aspect of Akhilleus' character, cf. Apollo's
words at 24.41-5, dypioc oT8ev . . . sAeov uev dTrcoAeaev, o08s oi aiScos I
yiyveTou.

630 CTXSTAIOS: s e e Q-1*)11' Aias protests at Akhilleus' unreasonable behav-
iour. For him the values of the heroic world allow of no argument; they are
friends under one roof, they have done the right thing, why can't Akhilleus?
Aias' thought is similar to that of Odysseus at 256 and 301-3: acting
like a friend to one's friends is the better course now that recompense has
been made and by honouring Akhilleus the Achaeans have a claim in turn
to his co-operation.

631 l^oxov: only in the formula i^oxov dAAcov, otherwise i£oxoc. The
syntax is ambiguous, here and at 6.194, between adverb and adjective.

632 vr|Af)s: more strong language, cf. 16.33, 16.204. Akhilleus is like a
man who unreasonably insists on his pound of flesh.

632-6 Even for murder, apparently the worst crime Aias can think of,
the victim's relatives accept compensation. There is another reference to
this custom at 18.497-508 (see nn.). It was an option, of course, that in the
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world of the epic the relatives preferred not to take up, forcing the killer into
exile.

636 6s£auEVCp: the dative (instead of a genitive in agreement with TOO
635) is the well attested lectio difficilior. 'It is characteristic of Homer not to
employ concord as a means of connecting distant words when other con-
structions are admissible' (Monro, HG 211).

637-9 Note that the agents now said to be responsible for the state of
Akhilleus' 9uuos are the gods. At 629 it was Akhilleus himself. Aias speaks
in the usual way but loosely, since in so far as the gods have interfered at all
it was to moderate Akhilleus' passion (1.194-218). Aias' failure to under-
stand the OuuccAyris Acb|3r| suffered by Akhilleus verges on the comic, as if
the seizure of Briseis had been a mere theft. Whether Agamemnon seized
one woman or the seven he now promised was all the same. In matters of
honour it is the nature of the offence that counts; profit and loss do not come
into it.

639 lAccos and iAcccTKOuai are the voces propriae for expression of the gra-
cious condescension of gods to mortals (so bT). Akhilleus is a man, divine
mother notwithstanding, but being as it is supposed the indispensable sav-
iour, happens to stand in the same relation to the helpless Achaeans as a
god to a mortal. lAaos acknowledges that Akhilleus has the whip-hand and
can grant his favour or not as he pleases, and insinuates, like Phoinix'
language, that Akhilleus has suppliants before him, cf. Omopocpioi at 640
and the successful appeal of Odysseus to the Phaeacians from the hearth of
Alkinoos (Od. 7.139ff.). Aias ends by being respectful as well as reproachful.

640 umopocpioi: the reproach is clear. Aias is shocked that emissaries
from the whole army, sincerely holding out the hand of friendship to
Akhilleus, welcomed into his quarters, and entertained at his hearth, should
have been snubbed. Comparative evidence makes it clear that where be-
haviour is controlled by honour the honour of both parties to a dispute must
be preserved and that that is achieved by the injured party's acceptance of
fair compensation. If he does not, he dishonours the other and incurs
reproach himself, see Peristiany, Honour and Shame passim.

641 ueuauev expresses a powerful impulse: 'we are anxious to be' the best
of friends.

643-55 Akhilleus' reply to Aias is couched in simple terms but conveys
a terrible sense of resolve and continuing outrage. Aias said in effect 'I never
thought you would treat your friends like this in your own house', and
Akhilleus has no reply to that devastating comment. Accordingly he says
'Very well, I shall help you, but not yet.' His words closely correspond to
what he will say at 16.49-63 in response to Patroklos' remonstrances. Thus
in spite of his provocative language Aias is treated in a comradely manner
which stands in contrast with Akhilleus' treatment of Phoinix. His response
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is the same in both cases, admitting the force of the argument but citing his
feelings towards Agamemnon as an insuperable bar to action. Phoinix is
treated to the imperative mood and a sharp reminder of his duty towards
his patrons; the address to Aias follows the conciliatory pattern 'Yes . . . But
. . . However . . . ' , cf. Poseidon's reply to Iris, 15.206-17.

645-6 Aias' words were KOCTOC OUUOV (i.e. Akhilleus' Ouuos) but none the
less unacceptable. If Akhilleus had intended to comply he would have said
KOCTOC uotpocv, 'in accordance with what must be': Korrd uoTpav eenres etc. (7 x
//., 12X Od.). Akhilleus recognizes the force of Aias' words but cannot
budge because oiS&VETca Kpoc5ir| xohoo. In a calmer mood, in a passage that
echoes this one (16.49-55 ~ s e e n- a n d Lohmann, Reden 274-5) Akhilleus
spoke of his aivov axos rather than his xo^°s; that permitted him to say TCX
uev TtpoTETUxOai edcrouEV (16.60), and relent a little. - Verse 645 was quoted
by Plato, Crat. 428c, with contracted eeicrco for eeiaao, thus illustrating the
pressure on the text for assimilation to classical vernacular forms.

648 = 16.59. usTavdorris: a 'refugee', obliged to beg for his bread and
abused by the more fortunate, would be a description more appropriate to
Briseis than Akhilleus (as Rhianus, reading ueTavdoriv, thought). Akhilleus
speaks of his sufferings with his usual hyperbole. Patroklos, hovering in the
background, would not have agreed that a ueTavdcrrns was necessarily

650-3 Akhilleus' words pick up Phoinix' argument that Meleagros had
to fight when the battle reached his home (587-9). But indirectly Phoinix
had shown the way out of Akhilleus' moral dilemma: if he has a personal rea-
son for fighting he can save his friends while maintaining (or simply ignor-
ing) his anger with Agamemnon. His words are appropriate to character
and situation; Akhilleus misses his metier (cf. 189, 11.600), but cannot say
so openly to present company, nor could Akhilleus make any concession less
than the peril of his own huts and ships the occasion for his return. The
distinction made between the Myrmidons and the Argives illuminates the
limits of Akhilleus' sense of social obligation: it stops at the boundary of his
own tribe. His statement 'I shall not think of war until . . . ' is the second
affirmation that he will return to the war, more precise than that of Zeus
(8.473-7, if genuine), and reads like a programmatic announcement,
obliquely made through the mouth of a character. It is picked up by
16.61-3 - unless iqynv there is taken with Arn/A to mean 'I thought'
(8I6VOTJ6T|V), see n. ad loc. The poet reveals his intentions by stages; at
8.473-7 t n a t Hektor will reach the ships, here that Hektor will burn them,
at 11.792-801 that Patroklos will first take the field, and at 15.65 that
Hektor will kill Patroklos. In each case the adumbration is embedded in
detail which is appropriate at the time but falsified in the event, cf. 15.56-
77n. The possibility that the Achaean ships themselves might be in danger
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was first adumbrated in book 8 (181 and four times subsequently). A
previous battle by the ships may have figured in the Cypria when the
Achaeans were repulsed from Teuthrania by Telephos, cf. Pind. 01. 9.72
6TS dAKavTOCs Aocvccous Tpeyccis aAicacriv Trpuuvais TfjAecpos iu(3aA8v. — In
verse 653 the variant 9Ae£ai for o-uO^ai, noted by Aristonicus and Didymus,
is old, being cited by Plato, Hipp. Min. 371c.

658-68 These verses cover the same ground at 24.643-8 + 673-6, Od.
4.294-305 and 7.335-47- In book 24 Akhilleus' hut is assimilated to a
palace with OCIOOUCTCC and/or 7Tp68ouos before the ueyapov. The host sleeps
in the usyapov, the guest in the 7Tp68o|ios. Verisimilitude is better main-
tained in this passage, at the small cost of leaving the site of Phoinix' bed
unspecified.

658 = 24.643. Who are these 8ucoou? Not, apparently, the concubines of
664-8 whose birth (see nn.) would exempt them from literal bedmaking.
Prisoners presumably, like those on offer to Akhilleus, cf. 366 = 23.261 for
the booty amassed on his raids. But it is possible that the poet has slipped
into language appropriate to the heroic community at peace in its palaces,
cf. the passing mention at Od. 5.199 of 8|icoai in Kalupso's cave on Ogugie,
see Hainsworth on Od. 5.264.

661 The formula for bed-making is a three-verse run 24.643-5 = Od.
4-297~9 = 7-336-8, which lists from the mattress upwards 8suvicc, pT|yecc,
Torn-nTES, and xAalvai. Od. 10.352-3 adds Ais, 'smooth cloth5 (not linen', see
Heubeck, Od. ad loc), spread under the pnyea. The 'linen sheets' (Aivoio
AeTiTov OCCOTOV) of the present passage, which lists the coverings from the top
downwards, imply a certain luxury - or misunderstand Ais.

663-5 An elaborated 'Retiring Scene' requires a note of an appropriate
(or agreeable) bedfellow, cf. 1.611, Od. 3.403, 7.347, 23.295. We might have
preferred a tormented Akhilleus tossing beneath his blankets for Briseis'
sake as he did for Patroklos, cf. 24.3-6, but it may have been thought
unheroic if Akhilleus' loss touched his heart as well as his honour, cf. 1.122n.
In the Aithiopis Akhilleus was outraged at Thersites' suggestion that he had
been emotionally involved with Penthesileia. Like Khruseis and Briseis,
Diomede of Lesbos and Iphis of Skuros were prizes of war. Akhilleus'
pillage of Lesbos is mentioned at 129 = 271 and perhaps implied at 24.544;
it is not known to have been mentioned in the Cypria. In the Cypria and Little
Iliad Akhilleus did not sack Skuros either (see Kullmann, Quellen 266), but
called there on his return from the abortive attack on Teuthrania and
married Lukomedes' daughter Deidameia. As reported the cyclic poems did
not suggest that Akhilleus used violence. Akhilleus' son (called Purrhos in
the Cypria) is mentioned under the name Neoptolemos at 19.326-7 as living
on Skuros, cf. Od. 11.506-9. None of this is to be reconciled with the story
of Akhilleus' being hidden by Thetis among the daughters of Lukomedes
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and exposed by Odysseus. bT, assuming that Homer knew the romantic
story, suggest that it was rejected for lacking heroic colour, cf. Introduction
52. The air of precise allusion here to stories of Akhilleus' raids may be
deceptive. Verses 326-7 in book 19 seem to allude to the conventional
story. Some escaped the difficulty by inventing a town Skuros in the Troad
(Did, Arn/A).

663 uuxco KAiairjs euTrfjKTOu (= 24.675, note the irreducible genitive in
-ou) adapts vvyo? §6|JOU uyr)AoTo (1 x //., 3X Od.) to the circumstances of
the campaign; another adaptation is uuxco cnrsious yAa<pupoio (Kalupso's
residence, Od. 5.226).

664-8 As usual among incidental characters the names are Greek and
appear like the characters themselves to be invented ad hoc (a Trojan
Phorbas appears at 14.490). None the less Diomede and Iphis inspired,
along with Briseis, a famous painting by Polygnotus, see Paus. 10.25.2ff. For
Akhilleus' raiding see Reinhardt, IuD 50-7. The fact that the women are
named and the parentage of Diomede mentioned suggests that before their
present degradation they were, like Khruseis and probably Briseis, persons
of rank in their own communities. It should be counted against the Suitors
of Penelope that they slept with menials. Enueus is unidentified - a Cretan,
according to T. In 664 Zenodotus is reported (Arn/A) to have read K&sip'
f\v AecrpoOev fjye, which the scholia could not reconcile with classical Caria
and derided accordingly.

66g-yij After formalities of welcome Odysseus reports the failure of their overtures.
The council is crushed by the news until roused by a resolute speech from Diomedes. He
urges that the fight be renewed in the morning. All then return to their quarters for the
night

669-709 The final scene of the book mirrors the opening council scene
(ring-composition), even to introducing three speakers (Reinhardt, IuD
222). The linear narrative followed the ambassadors from the quarters of
Agamemnon to those of Akhilleus, and now follows them back again.
Action elsewhere, so to speak, ceased. If it had been appropriate to return
to the council, e.g. to relate their forebodings, the poet would not have
retraced his steps at this point but would have interrupted the confrontation
with Akhilleus; but that would have been inept. What the council was
doing or saying meanwhile is a question that does not arise. — Verse 669

670-1 Courtesy requires Odysseus and Aias to be welcomed before they
make their report, but the anxiety of the council is shown by their doing the
honours on their feet. — ules 'Axcacov (also 695) is a very frequent formula
(53 x ). Its proper reference is shown by its alternant Accos 'Axcucov (20x ),
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i.e. the Achaean army, but all who can be in question here are the same
yspovTSS whom Agamemnon summoned at 89. As an expansion of an ethnic
name uTes + genitive of the ethnicon is restricted to this expression (and its
derivative Tpcocov KCXI 'Axoucov uTes ocpioroi, Od. 24.38).

671 8ei5exon"': 'pledged', for the spelling (-ei for -r|-) see 44n. The text
should not be corrected, however, for confusion of this verb with SeiKVi/ui is
early, see io,6n.

673-5 Agamemnon's short speech well expresses his anxiety; his ques-
tion is 'Will Akhilleus fight?', and his gifts and daughter are forgotten.

673 = 10.544, a n d cf. Od. 12.184. Nestor is also ueyoc K05OS 'AXOLI&V (4X
//., 2X Od.). — TTOAUOCIVOS: ocTvos is a 'tale', but are we to understand that
Odysseus tells the tales, or that the tales are told of him? Odysseus is a
diplomat here and a crafty schemer in the Odyssey, but it remains true
generally that 'the epithets awarded Odysseus in the Iliad are supposed to
relate only to the wanderings, and not to the "novelette" of the husband's
homecoming' (U. Holscher, in Fenik, Tradition 54). It is possible, of course,
that the epithet has been reinterpreted, and shifted from the passive to the
active sense.

674 Formular diction puts Agamemnon's anxious enquiry into the same
language as Akhilleus used to taunt him, cf. (9pa£ecj6co) vf|8aaiv aAê Euevcu
8f)Tov irOp (347). — 8iYiov Trup: as an epithet of m/p, 8f|ios is scanned u u ~ ;
with other words or independently in the sense 'hostile', 'enemy', a dactylic
scansion is usual. See Chantraine, Diet. s.v. for the implications. 8f|ios is
probably connected with 8ccico, 'burn', at least secondarily. There are two
formulas, 8fjiov m/p (4X ) and Ttupos Srfioio (5X ), found only in the Iliad.

677-92 Odysseus replies to Agamemnon's two questions in the usual
reverse order: yes, Akhilleus is still full of wrath, and no, he will not help.
Odysseus is made diplomatically to report Akhilleus' words indirectly; he
thus avoids offensive language, e.g. ex^pa 8e uoi TOO 8cbpa (378). This
speech and that of Diomedes (697-9) a r e important for the light they
shed on the speakers' reading of Akhilleus' mind. Odysseus affirms that
his obduracy is to be taken seriously but implies that his (first) proposal
to depart is a hyperbolical threat. Diomedes proposes to disregard it:
Akhilleus, he asserts, will come round in his own time; meanwhile there is
nothing anyone can do about it and trying only makes matters worse. The
poet gives him the last word, implying that in the reading of Akhilleus'
mind that he gives to Diomedes we have a correct assessment.

681 aocps is for aaorjs (here a&cps Aristarchus (Did/A)); it owes its vo-
calism to the adjective croos, itself by diectasis of contracted crcos (< adpos),
cf. 424n.

682-3 These verses were obelized because Odysseus reports only the
first decision of Akhilleus, 356-63, to return to Phthie in the morning, not
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the reversal of that hasty decision at 650-3 (see n.). — f|7T£iAr|CTE: note
Odysseus' assessment of Akhilleus' words. Akhilleus has already uttered one
empty threat (vuv 6' eTui OOrnvS', 1.169), and no one takes this one seriously
or remarks that Akhilleus is still there the following day. The essence of
Akhilleus' position is that he will not help in the present crisis and that is
what Odysseus reports (so bT), as if Akhilleus' words to Phoinix and Aias
were irrelevant; moreover Akhilleus put an unacceptably humiliating con-
dition on his co-operation: total Achaean catastrophe. See R. Scodel, CPh
84 (1989) 91-9. Reinhardt (IuD 240) suggested that ocu' f\di ycnvo\ykvr\<f\
picked up the same phrase at 618 in Akhilleus' reply to Phoinix (which
would support the argument for the integrity of the book), but it could
equally well refer to fjpi u&Aoc at 360 in Akhilleus' discourse.

683 The verse is a blend of vf)as dAa8' EAKEPIEV aucpieAiaCTas (2.165 = 181)
and vfjas EUCJCTEAUOUS dAaS' EAKEIJEV (14.97, H-10^)- v<HaS iOaa£A|ious is
strongly formular (iox //., 2X Od. + 4X nom.); duqueAicrcTai, etc., in spite
of the apparent antiquity of the word, occurs only 5X (-fix in a repeated
verse) with archaic vqes, -as, from which it must be separated. Ionic forms
veos, -£S, -as, gave the word a new vogue (3X //., but iox Od.). asAuoc, first
in Archilochus fr. 4 West and h.Hom. 7.47, like many technical expressions,
is of disputed sense if precision is required: 'deck' or 'thwart'. Kurt,
Fachausdrucke 124-6, inclines to the latter, see also D. H. F. Gray, Arch. Horn.
G 94. anqneAicrcTai is even more obscure (see LfgrE s.v.): the scholiasts
suggest dn<poT£pco66v TaTs Kcoirais iAauvonevas (D on 2.165) or dpicpoTEpGoOev
OTpS96uevai OTTO KGOTTCOV (on Od. 6.264). Others prefer 'shaped in a £Ai£
("curve") on both sides (or both ends)', see Kurt, Fachausdrucke 39-41. IAi£,
however, means 'a spiral' not 'a curve'. If the adj. EAI£ can mean 'black' (see
i2.293n.) yet another possibility arises.

685-7 Verse 685 is repeated verbatim from 418, hence the 2nd person
8r|£TE; 8r|O|i£v, excluded by metre, would be more appropriate. For prob-
lems occasioned by change of number see West on Od. 4.578. 8f|£iv serves
as a future tense (= EUpf|<7£iv). Verses 686-7 revert to direct speech. The
accusatives and infinitives of the indirect construction would require a
drastic rephrasing of Akhilleus' words.

688-92 These verses were athetized by Aristophanes (Did/A) and
Aristarchus (Arn/A) as being pedestrian and insulting to the witnesses. It
is hard to follow their thinking; Odysseus' report made grim hearing and
might well need confirmation, and he had to explain why Phoinix had gone
but not come back. EITTEIJEV: the infinitive is consecutive, 'these men are here
to teh", cf. 19.140.

689 Tr£7TVU|i£vco d^co is formular (3X //., 1 x Od.) used in apposition to
pairs of heralds or councillors (and improperly or ironically of two of
Penelope's suitors at Od. 18.65). TTETTVUIJIEVOS, from the same root as TTIVUTOS
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according to Szemerenyi, Syncope in Greek and Indo-European (Naples 1964)
71-8, commends one who knows how to behave towards his elders or
betters, cf. 58 and n.

691-2 = 427-8 with change to the 3rd person.
694 Zenodotus (Did/AT) did not read this verse but, as usual, it was read

but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. Their objection was that
KpocTEpcos described the manner of Akhilleus, not that of Odysseus: true, but
the objection fails to take account of the habits of formular composition.
The verse is repeated, with ayopeuae for oaresnrev, from 431. It is absent
from the parallel run of verses 29-31 (29 = 693, 30-1 = 695-6), but that
is without significance, for by no means could Agamemnon's defeatist man-
ner at the beginning of the Book be described as speaking Kpcrrspcos. The
same run, with 694 but without 695, recurs at 8.28-30, an instance of the
way that these long formulas are adapted to their context. Verse 695 by
repeating 30 emphasizes the utter failure of the Achaeans' initiative; they
end the Book exactly where they began - but this is before Diomedes has
spoken.

697-709 The characterization of Diomedes as a self-confident warrior
(cf. his assumption that a flag of truce is sign of weakness, 7.400-2, and his
boast at 48-9), a double in that respect of Akhilleus but keeping some sense
of Agamemnon's rank, is well maintained in this short speech. Note the tact
attributed to him in trying circumstances at 4.4016°. and his careful lan-
guage at 32-41 above. AicjcrecjOai (698) and uupioc 8copa (699) are bitter
comments on the embassy and neatly expose the false situation into which
Agamemnon's generosity has led him: the more he offers the less he negoti-
ates from the position of a (3aaiA£UT6pos.

699 dyrjvcop may be complimentary, a briefer synonym of ueyaAfjTGOp,
but here = ayav uppionriKOS (Arn/A). The implication is that Akhilleus has
not heeded Phoinix' appeal Sauaaov duuov usyav (496), cf. Odysseus'
words to the ghost of Aias Sduao-ov 8e uevos KCU ayfjvopa Ouuov (Od. 11.562).

701-9 Diomedes' vigorous language is heavily formular: 701 = Od.
14.183; in 703, the formula Ouuos evi orfjOeaaiv avcoyrj (3X ) is drawn back
by its enjambment from the verse-end position; 704 = 2.139 etc. (6x //.,
2X Od.); 705, cf. TSTapTrouEvos xe 91A0V Kfjp (Od. 1.310); 706 = 19.161; 707
imperfectly recalls fjuos 8' f)piyeveia 9&vr| £o8o8dKTuAos 'Hcbs (20X Od.,
but only once previously (1.477) m ^0> 7°9> £V* (U£T&) 'npcoToiai u&x«T0ai
etc. (6x ).

709-9 Diomedes turns back to Agamemnon, as the singulars in 709
show, with a pointed remark. Agamemnon did not lead the battle that
began at 4.446 - first blood went to Antilokhos — still less the fighting that
began at 8.60; but he did not conduct the battle always from the safety of
the rear either. He heads the list of victors at 5.38-83 (but not that at
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6.5-36), and killed a companion of Aineias at 5.533-40, and fled with the
rest at 8.78; not an impressive performance, although he was one of the
three on whom it was hoped the lot would fall to fight Hektor in single
combat (7.180). Diomedes reminds Agamemnon of his duty to lead, a
challenge that the latter cannot decline. At the same time his words fore-
shadow Agamemnon's aristeia in book 11— and create an expectation in the
singer's audience.

710-3 The natural break in the narrative is marked by a few conven-
tional verses, noting general assent, libation, departure, and retirement, cf.
Od. 7.226-9. Verse 710 = 7.344, an adaptation (or the archetype) of...
TT&VTES luiaxov uies 'Axocicov (50), or . . . TT&vTes l7rsu<pr||jr|(Tav 'Axocioi (1.22);
711 = 5 1 = 7.404; 712 condenses the regular verses auTOtp hrei cnreTcrav T8
. . . (177 and 6x Od.) and . . . KOKKgiovxes epccv KAiair|v5e (okovBe) IKOCOTOS

(2X //.,4X Od.);yi^ = 7.482. They pour the libation to Hermes according
to T, as the Phaeacians did (Od. 7.137), 6TE uvnaouaTO KOITOU.

The Book ends on a note of calm resolve, even of confidence. There is
no more talk of evacuation; the Achaeans are going to fight again and
do better. The opening of book 11, where Zeus stirs up the war and
Agamemnon dons his most splendid fighting gear, would follow naturally.
Nothing on the other hand prepares the ground for the sleeplessness and
apprehension that dominate the first scenes of book 10.
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In the scholia to book 10 two other versions of the Rhesos story are reported.
First, a version attributed to Pindar (Arn/A and bT at 435) in which Rhesos
comes to Troy, performs heroic deeds that so alarm Here that she sends
Athene to despatch Diomedes and Odysseus by night to kill Rhesos as he
sleeps. Second (Arn/A at 435), some said that an oracle had declared
that if Rhesos and his horses once drank the water of Skamandros they
would be invincible; accordingly he was killed by the two heroes the night
he arrived before Troy. This second version was also known to Virgil (Aen.
1.472-3) and to Servius.

Rhesos' entry into the battle, the absence of Dolon, and the role of Here
and Athene, point to versions of the story radically different until the de-
nouement from that told in this Book. The Pindaric version is clearly
an allomorph of the stories of Penthesileia, Memnon, and Eurupulus: a late
arrival at Troy, an aristeia, and death. Those stories became a canonical
part of the tale of Troy, that of Rhesos did not. The oracle version is
basically a story of a conditional fate: if Rhesos drinks from Skamandros
he will be victorious, just as Odysseus will be safe once he reaches the
Phaeacians (Od. 5.288-9).

As to what version the poet of book 1 o had before his mind, beyond the
fact that Rhesos was slain by night by Diomedes and Odysseus, it is here
unnecessary to speculate (see Fenik, Iliad X and the Rhesus). Some version
he had, and that version he adapted for its present place in the Iliad,
For although since antiquity opinion has been virtually universal among
Homerists that the Book does not form part of the design of the Iliad
(Shewan and van Leeuwen are the principal exceptions), the Book is not an
Einzellied. Cf. Von der Miihll, Hypomnema 182-3.

However, to insert a substantial episode into a poem such as the Iliad is
more difficult than some critics of the analytical school have assumed. The
poet of the Iliad brought to the construction of his poem something of the
outlook as well as the skills of his traditional art. In working out his design
he began each episode as he began the poem itself 'from a certain point',
presupposing what went before. He then proceeded to spin his tale in linear
fashion. His mind was always directed forwards towards his next narrative
goal. (That is why, unless it is germane to the episode he is telling, he does
not expressly refer back to what has gone before.) Now to expand a paratac-
tically constructed epic, such as the Cypria or the Little Iliad seem to have
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been, would hardly have been more difficult than to expand an aristeia with
an additional duel; but such an expansion would be between, not within,
the episodes. This is what made the task of the adaptor of the Rhesos-story
so difficult. In conception the Iliad corresponds to one of the major episodes
of the Cypria, not to the whole poem, as Aristotle saw long ago (Poetics 23).
Expansion therefore has to be within the framework of the overall unity.
The interpolated episode must begin from the situation reached at some
point, and must necessarily then diverge from the main storyline. The
trouble comes at the end; if a new situation has been created, there will be
a hiatus; the original story, when resumed, will not presuppose the interpo-
lation but what preceded it. That difficulty can be surmounted by making
the expansion return to the same situation as obtained at its beginning, but
that may not be easy either and if achieved may undercut whatever point
the expansion ever had.

The opening lines of book 1 o recall the way in which book 2 is joined to
book 1; 'all retired to bed' (end of preceding Book), 'but X could not sleep'
(opening lines of following Book). The junction with book 9 is smooth at
the formal level, but not so smooth at the level of content. At the end of
book 9 Diomedes recommended that they all have a good night's sleep
(TO yap UEVOS ecjTi KOCI OCAKT), 706) and fight again, and all approved. At the
beginning of book 10 we return to a state of mind that duplicates the
situation at the beginning of book 9 and presupposes the Achaean disaster
of book 8, Hektor's exploits in that Book, the Trojans and their allies
encamped outside the city, and the danger to the ships. A mention of the
ditch (194) presupposes its construction in book 7. Some minor details, e.g.
the inspection of the watch, allude to arrangements made at the beginning
of book 9 (79-84). All in all this is more allusion to preceding Books than
the poet of the / /^normally provides. There is no allusion, however, to the
embassy to Akhilleus and its failure, not even where such an allusion would
be natural and easy, e.g. at 18-20 and 43-5. But some attention is paid to
time; the night was two-thirds gone when Odysseus and Diomedes set out
(253), and that seems to take into account all that happened in book 9 as
well as in the first 250 lines of book 10 since night fell at 8.485.

The new situation into which the story was introduced supplied a new
motivation for the main action of the Book. Oracle and aristeia were impossi-
ble or beside the point, and were therefore dropped. Whether the poet
invented, retained, or imported Dolon from another episode (Dictys of
Crete 2.4.5 ~ for what it is worth - separated Dolon and Rhesos) seems to
be an open question, but without an oracle or an aristeia Dolon is essential.
How else were the Achaeans to know about Rhesos? And having learned
of his arrival why should they kill him? Without the aristeia or the oracle
there was no urgency. So the heroes were motivated by the prospect of K08OS
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and a trophy. The death of Rhesos and twelve of his men, and the seizure
of his horses, must be taken to restore the military situation with which the
night began, so that when day dawns and a new sequence of themes begins
it can follow book 10 as easily as book 9. The Achaeans are all spirit and
resolution, and the poet looks forward to the construction of a great day of
battle and, unhelpfully to his commentators, makes no explicit reference to
any earlier Book.

Granted then that book 10 is adapted to its present place, there remain
the questions by whom, at what time, and for what purpose the adapta-
tion was made. Uniquely in the history of the Iliadic text there is ex-
ternal evidence in support of the analytical position: T to 10.1 9CCCTI TTJV
pccvycoSiav 09' 'Ourjpou i8ia TETO^OOU KCCI \xr\ elvca uepos T^S 'IAI&SOS, OTTO 8E

FTeiaiaTpdTOU TETOCXOOCI eis TTJV 'lAid6a. Neither the date of the T scholia nor
their sources are easy to establish, so it is impossible to say who first made
this allegation and on what grounds. Written sources for sixth-century
Athenian literary history are not earlier than the fourth century and not
remarkable for their trustworthy colour ([Plato], Hipparchus 228B-229B,
from a passage that maliciously contradicts the historical account of the
Pisistratids). The scholium records a sensible inference that book 10 is a
foreign body in the Iliad, together with a guess as to its provenance that was
not unreasonable in the light of Hellenistic and later theories about the
early history of the Homeric text.

The Athenians need not have had more than the assurances of a rhapsode
for the authenticity of the Book, but what were the motives of the original
adapter? Book 10 has been called 'a disaster stylistically, because of its
folkloristic departures from normalcy; heroically, because of the disgraceful
conduct exhibited by Odysseus and Diomedes; thematically, because it
takes place in the dead of night; and structurally, because it leads to an
Achaean victory' (Nagler, Spontaneity 136). One might add to the derelic-
tions listed in that harsh verdict the 'philhellenism5 of the Book, see 13-14J1.
Note also the analysis of van Thiel, Mas und Maden 327-40, who conceives
that the Friihilias had no Doloneia but an Embassy (of Odysseus and Aias),
whereas the Spdtilias put the Embassy at the beginning of what is now book
14 and inserted a Doloneia between the defeat of what is now book 8 and the
initial victories of book 11. Van Thiel's analysis rests on an interpretation
of repeated themes in the epic different from that assumed in this commen-
tary, but the result throws light on one of the possible functions of books 9
and 10 - possible, because notoriously there is no allusion to the events of
either Book in the ensuing battle. Having defeated the Achaeans in book 8
the poet should give them a plausible reason for renewed confidence to fight
again the following day and do better. Book 9 does that in a subtle way,
stripping away all extraneous aid and leaving the Achaeans (without
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Akhilleus) to fight with the resolution of determined men 'with their backs
to the wall and trusting in the justice of their cause' (cf. 9.49): book 10 in
comparison is crudely simplistic; the Achaeans are given a cheap victory
over unarmed and sleeping men.

In language and diction book 10 sends contradictory signals. Danek's
careful examination {Dolonie 20-47) has established that the poet's hand-
ling of traditional language does not differ fundamentally from that of
the Iliad proper. (Danek counts repeated phraseology at about 56% of
the whole, which is about the Iliadic level.) Stylometric studies based on
sentence-length and use of particles confirm that at this level book 10 is not
distinguishable from the rest of the poem, see A. Q. Morton, Literary Detec-
tion (Edinburgh 1978) 158-64. At the surface, however, the differences are
marked, pointing to an evolved form of the Kunstsprache more deeply pene-
trated by the contemporary vernacular, e.g. K-perfects |3epir|Ka, TrapcpXT|Ka,
aorist dfjKOCTo; T-stem XP^OTOS; 6 f) TO as article; OU5EV as adjective; and
construction 8EI8CO \xr\ ou. Being exempted from the normalizing pressure of
ordinary speech the Kunstsprache was always capable of creating anom-
alous formations, cf. 12.43m., but book 10 excels itself in this regard:
d(3poT&£o|jev 65, &f)6g(jc7ov 493, eypriyopOaai 419, eypriyopTi 182, eidaev
299, Kp&Teacpi 156, TrapcttpOarncri 346, aireTo 285, oxpiaiv = uiaiv 398 (see
nn. ad locc). There is also much diction shared with the Odyssey, a feature
book 10 shares with book 24: e.g. Socris, 9T||Jirj, 66£a, 5ahr|, eTa6a, aco-reco,
Toia5eaai, aSrjKOTes, acrauivOos. 'Odyssean' verses and formulas are noted
in the commentary as they occur. Before the use of traditional diction in
heroic poetry was fully appreciated 'Odyssean' elements were taken as
proof of the dependence of book 10 on the Odyssey rather than as evi-
dence of a shared tradition. The Book has an exotic taste in vocabulary:
dAaAuK-rnuai, fopaAos, OCAA090S, SEEAOS, 6paivco, 6io7TTf|p -EUGO, SucrcopEco,
6KTa6ir|, £Tri8i9pids, KorraTTU ,̂ KTISET), AT|TTIS, AUKETI, OTrAa = 'arms', TTTAOS,

aaupcoTTjp, 9u£is, which is only partly attributable to special subject matter.
There is also a liking for unusual dress and equipment. Taken separately,
as Shewan and Danek show, these points are of little weight; taken together
they make up a body of evidence that the majority of critics have found
persuasive, if not conclusive.

Special force was attached by Lohmann (Reden 143, cf. Danek, Dolonie
177-203) to the fact that the characteristic ring-forms and parallelisms of
Homeric speeches were not typical of those in book 1 o, where a less formal
style with short utterances is favoured - conversation mediated through the
Kunstsprache. Likewise, though the themes employed by the poet of book 10
before the spies set out for the Trojan camp are Iliadic - the despair of
Agamemnon, council of chiefs, Nestor having an idea, arming - the execu-
tion is idiosyncratic.
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The commentary follows in general the approach of Danek (summary,
Dolonie 230-4): the Rhesos-story was adapted for this place in the Iliad not
long after the epic's composition by a poet familiar with the traditional art
of ccoi8f| but not the poet of the Iliad.

Bibliography: F. Klingner, Hermes 75 (1940) 337-68 = Studien zur griechi-
schen und romischen Literatur (Zurich 1964) 7-39; W. Jens, Studium Generale 8
(1955) 616-25; S. Laser, Hermes 86 (1958) 385-425; B. Fenik, Iliad X and
the Rhesos: the Myth, Collection Latomus 73 (Brussels-Berchem 1964), fol-
lowed by O. M. Davison, Quaderni Urbinati 30 (1979) 61-6; G. Danek,
Studien zur Dolonie (Vienna 1988), with extensive literature.

The plan of book 10 is basically simple, but overwrought. It falls into
almost exactly equal halves, 1-298 and 299-579, a deliberate balance that
makes the first half slow and the second packed with incident. Verses 1 -179,
the 'Nyktegersia', bear some resemblance to the Epipolesis of book 4 in
conception, the principal chiefs being visited in turn by Agamemnon and
Nestor, see 1 — i79n. But it is not a mere list. There are many interlinking
thoughts as we follow first Agamemnon and then Nestor through the camp.
Menelaos and Diomedes are sent off in different directions but no details
are related of their encounters. After inspecting the watch, the chiefs engage
in council and decide to send out scouts to see if the Trojans intend to
stay or retreat; Odysseus and Diomedes arm and set off (180-298). The
Achaean council is balanced by a Trojan council which proposes an analo-
gous scheme, to see if the Achaeans are staying put or evacuating their
camp; Dolon, bribed with the offer of Akhilleus' horses, arms and sets out
towards the Achaean camp (299—339). This plot requires the two scouting
parties to meet, and so they do. There follows a sharp break, not only in the
storyline but also in the tone of its telling. The despondency of the Achaeans
is replaced by cool daring as they hear of the finest spoils ever likely to come
anyone's way at Troy. The old Rhesos-story, the Thracian king's death in
a night attack, follows and it is the Achaeans, not Dolon, who win a prize
of horses. Balance rules book 10. Fenik's principle, that form makes content
(Homer and the Nibelungenlied 34), is beautifully exemplified.

1-179 The Atreidai, sleepless and apprehensive, do the rounds of the camp and in a
series of courteous exchanges awaken the chiefs in order to inspect the watch and concert
their plans for the night

The passage makes a rather slow episode whose purpose is to introduce the
night raid of Diomedes and Odysseus. The whole passage, like the rest of
the Book (to 332 at least), is composed in a singularly prolix and leisurely
style that belies the urgency of the situation, in contrast to the taut narrative
at the beginning of book 9 and the tense atmosphere of crisis that it conveys;
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but the episode is superficially well constructed and its coherence is en-
hanced by many cross-references within it:

3 Agamemnon cannot sleep - 2 5 neither can Menelaos -116 Nestor
suspects that Menelaos is slumbering;

18 Agamemnon decides to consult Nestor - 54 repeats his intention -
82 rouses Nestor;

37 Menelaos mentions sending out a spy - 204 Nestor proposes it;
53 Agamemnon proposes to rouse Aias and Idomeneus - 109 Nestor

adds Diomedes, Odysseus, Meges and the other Aias - 148 Nestor
rouses Diomedes and Odysseus - 179 Diomedes rouses Aias and
Meges;

56 Agamemnon suggests to Menelaos inspecting the watch - 97 he
suggests to Nestor the watch may be sleeping - 180 the watch are
alert.

Beneath this superficial cohesion, however, the whole episode lacks a sense
of direction. Agamemnon sets off to find Nestor and devise some plan to
save the army (17-20); then his consultations expand to include Aias and
Idomeneus (53); Nestor is roused to see if the watch are keeping proper
guard (97-9); then Nestor tells Odysseus the issue is whether to flee or fight
(146-7), but cites an undefined moment of crisis to Diomedes.

1-20 These verses make up a typical scene of reflection leading to deci-
sion, cf. Arend, Scenen 106-15. The key word uepur|pi£eiv does not appear
but lurks behind TTOAACX 9pgoiv opiaocivovTa, a formula (2X //., 2X Od.)
whose nominative case is TTOAACX 9p€ai uepur)pi£cov {Od. 1.427). The pres-
ence of the theme and the absence of |i£pnr|pi£siv exemplify a difference
between this Book's handling of traditional topics and that of the Iliad,
which is more evident in its treatment of dressing and arming scenes. For
detailed discussion see Danek, Dolonie 214-29.

1-4 As a transitional passage, verses 1-4 are closely parallel to 2.1-2
&AA01 |i6v pa Oeoi T6 KOCI dvepes iTTTTOKOpuoTori | e08ov TTOVVUXIOI, Aia 5' OUK
6X6 vf)8u[ios OTTVOS, cf. 24.677-9. A similar situation, but in different lan-
guage, introduces book 24. As they stand, the verses serve to link this Book
with book 9, which (712—13) ended with the retirement of the Achaean
chiefs to bed. But the link is more apparent than real: the Achaeans retired
in a resolute frame of mind after some rousing words from Diomedes, now
they are all in as much despair and perplexity as at the beginning of book 9.

1-2 Aristotle {Poet. I46iai6) was misled by the similarity of the opening
of book 2 to quote 2.1-2 where 10.1-2 were intended. He went on to
transpose verses 12 and 13. Nothing about the text can be inferred from the
philosopher's faulty recollection. Verse 13 is inorganic, and like many such
verses has been ejected by austere modern critics on that ground.
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2 = 24.678. 585ur|U£VOi OTTVCO is formular (5X ). uaAaKco: not very likely
in the circumstances, but the oral style takes the slight inconsequence in its
stride. Sleep, regardless of circumstances, is UOCAOCKOS, yAuKUS, or yAuKepos if
qualified adjectivally.

3 Agamemnon reveals again his characteristic despondency, cf. 9.9ft0.,
14.65ft0. Even when he had every reason for confidence he assumed in book
2 that the spirits of his men could only be raised by deceit.

5—9 The simile has incurred much criticism ('confused', 'unintelligible',
'pointless', 'turgid' (Leaf)). The thought behind a simile that compares
Agamemnon's groans or the frequency of his groans (TTUKIV', 9) to Zeus's
lightning is indeed overstretched, to say the least. Frankel, Gleichnisse 28-9,
suggests that the comparison is between the impending disaster implied by
a great king's distress and the calamities portended by lightning. That may
stand as the first example of much strained thought and language in this
Book. Much, however, turns on our estimate of the majesty of kings; bT find
the comparison a noble one.

5 iroais "Hpris f)0KO|JOio is a unique expression which could have been
avoided by using aaTpcnrTncri as the subjunctive form + the usual formula
Tronrrip dvSpoov TE Oecov TE. The prototype, epiy5ou7ros TTOCJIS "Hpris
(7X ), normally used as an appositional phrase, is a paraphrase for Zeus at
16.88, and would also have been available after &0Tp&7rrn<Tiv. In later epic
the regular formula for Here in the genitive is "HptlS XPuo"OTr6§^ou {Od.
11.604, Hesiod, Theog. 952, frr. 25.29, 229.9 M-W). Note the divergence
of this Book from the Odyssey at this point. fjOKOUos is reserved for mortals
and minor divinities (Kalupso, Leto, Thetis) in older epic, but extended to
Rhea and Demeter in HyDem.

8 'Or somewhere the mouth of piercing war' is a good epic metaphor
{l§-?tl?» 2O-359) DUt unexpected as an alternative to rain, hail, or snow as
an effect of Zeus's lightning: a further instance of the pretentious usage of
traditional language characteristic of this Book. However, at 17.548—9 war
and bad weather are bracketed together as evils that Zeus might portend
by a rainbow. Note also that a storm let loose by Zeus provides an image
for the flight of the Trojans before Patroklos, 16.384-93. — OTOua is used
classically to mean the fighting front of an army, e.g. Xen. Anab. 3.4.42, but
that is not the point in the Homeric passages. War has jaws for the same
reason that Death has jaws in English poetry: it devours. ireuKeSavos, which
must be derived from TreuKT|, 'pine', occurs only here in archaic epic; it is
supposed to mean 'piercing' (from the pine-needles) or 'bitter' (from the
taste of the resin), cf. IxeTreuKfjs, TrepnrEUKrjs. TTTOASUOIO . . . TreuK68avoio is
probably an 'improvement' on the banal TT. . . . AeuyaAeoio (13.97).

10 Zenodotus' reading cpopeovro (Arn/A) for Tpoueovro gives <po|3o0uai its
classical sense. Aristarchus insisted that in Homer cpopoOuai and its cognates
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signified flight (see o,.2n.), but that doctrine may not be binding on this
Book.

11-13 Though speaking of Agamemnon the poet considers the general
situation. The armies are camped in sight of each other anticipating with
diverse feelings the renewal of the battle at first light, like the English and
French before Agincourt:

Now entertain conjecture of a time
When creeping murmur and the poring dark
Fills the wide vessel of the universe.
From camp to camp, through the foul womb of night,
The hum of either army stilly sounds,
That the fix'd sentinels almost receive
The secret whispers of each other's watch:
Fire answers fire, and through the paly flames
Each battle sees the other's umber'd face . . .

(Shakespeare, Henry F, Act iv)

The simile 5-8 indirectly invites the audience to 'entertain conjecture . . . ' ,
an important function of similes. Since we have not been told otherwise
Agamemnon was thought by Aristarchus (Arn/A) to be tossing in (or by,
cf. 74) his hut, from which he could not look out over the plain; such a
challenge to critical ingenuity could not be declined, Agamemnon must be
camped on elevated ground - e<p' uyous f) (3acTiAiKr| <JKrjvf|. — uupa iroAAa:
the watchfires are those of the jubilant Trojans celebrating their success
with drink and hecatombs, see 8.553-63. 'IAIOOI Trpo: cf. 8.56m.

13-14 This allusion to Trojan jollifications is the first of a series that give
a characteristic colour to this Book, Trojan arrogance in victory set in
contrast with the prudence and piety of the Achaeans. The contrast be-
tween the two sides, to the detriment of the Trojans, is more strongly
marked than elsewhere in the Iliad. The flute and pipes, Arn/A note, do not
occur in Achaean contexts (except in the Shield, 18.495). ^n t n e exegetical
scholia (bT), but not in the A scholia, it is assumed that the poet is biased
towards the Achaeans: del ydp q>iA£AAr|V 6 TTOITITTIS is the comment here
(and 17X elsewhere). The hostile bias of the bT scholia against the Trojans
appears at 223 and 319 (the prudence of Diomedes versus the foolhardiness
of Dolon), 277 (piety of the Achaeans versus the negligence of Dolon), 300
(cavalier behaviour of Hektor versus the courtesy of Agamemnon), 308
(Hektor's demand is excessive), 315 (Dolon's greed), 317 (his upbringing in
a feminine atmosphere), 325 (his boastfulness), 436 (he curries favour). The
bias exists elsewhere, notably in the portrayal of Hektor from book 12
onwards, but is usually tempered by the poet's humanity (so Mueller, Iliad
89-90). For the denigration of Hektor in bT see 12.231-50^, and for the
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portrayal of the Trojans generally see J. Pinsent in Foxhall and Davies,
Trojan War 137-62, with the literature listed by de Jong, Narrators 250.

15 TTpoOeAuuvous is a term appropriate to the ravages of the boar on the
forests of Kaludon (9.541). For the probable sense of-OsAuuvos ('surface')
see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. The boar levelled the forest auTrjen pi£r)ai: hence
irpoOeAuuvos = 'by the roots' here. The word must be intended as an
'epicism' or it would be a frigid exaggeration even as an expression of
Agamemnon's heroic grief. For further development of this epic word see
13.130-in. For tearing out the hair as an expression of grief cf. 22.77-8
(Priam). IAKETO, unaugmented, is the form approved by Aristarchus, pre-
sumably to avoid the overlengthened syllable 6IAK-. The paradosis augments
in such cases, and so do Hellenistic poets, cf. 6IAKETO (Ap. Rhod. 1.533
etc.).

16 uy66' lovTi An: dative because Agamemnon is appealing to Zeus. The
expression is unique, though f|U6vos Ovyi (20.155) is similar. The phrase is
the second innovation in eleven verses in the diction for the Olympians, a
normally very conservative area.

17-179 In essence this scene is a Catalogue with extended entries. The
pattern here is (1) the hero rouses another, (2) addresses him, (3) he replies,
(4) he dresses and arms; but there is some untidiness: the entries of
Agamemnon and Menelaos are intertwined, that of Nestor develops into
an extended conversation, finally (179) the pattern collapses into a bare
statement. The whole passage is examined by B. Helwig, Raum und £eit
(Hildesheim 1964) 132-4.

17 = 2.5 etc. (3X //., 3X Od., [Hesiod] fr. 209.1 M-W). There is a
synonymous verse appropriate when a character has been debating with
himself: co5e 6e oi 9poveovTi 5odaaaTO KepBiov elvai (3X //., 7X Od.).

18 Odysseus may be called TToAuixnTis and be renowned for his 86A01 and
uf|5ea TTUKVOC (3.202), but in the Iliad it is Nestor who is free with prudent
advice, cf. 204.

19 T6KTaiV8To: 'construct', 'put together'. The usual epic metaphor is to
'weave' a plan, O90CIVEIV. ufj-nv auuuova (nominative at verse-end, Od.
9.414) is a 'beautiful i.e. effective plan' according to Amory Parry, Blameless
Aegisthus 99-103. There is obviously no moral connotation in the present
phrase. Nestor, of course, has already proposed one scheme in book 9, and
that ended in fiasco. This Book, however, avoids any direct allusion to the
events of the preceding Book subsequent to the appointment of the watch
(9.80), cf. io6-7n. For a possible indirect allusion see 252 and n. When
Agamemnon rouses Nestor he proposes nothing more than an inspection of
the watch (96-101).

21-4 For a fuller, and in some respects more logical, dressing scene
see 2.42-6. For male characters the scene is very simple, see Arend, Scenen
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97-8, there being no complicated garb to itemize; women's dress is more
elaborate, cf. 14.178-86. It is natural on going outdoors to put on some-
thing over the xvrcov, e-§- the X^a*va °f J33 o r t n e 9&pos of 2.43; the lion
skin of 23 (cf. 177) betrays this Book's taste for exotic detail; we have a
leopard skin at 29 and a wolf skin at 334; for possible symbolic nuances
in this attire see 29n. and 334~5n. The sandals too (22 = 132 etc., 5X //.,
8x Od.) are for outdoor wear. EIAETO 5' £yx°s: a hero is not fully dressed
without some weapon; at 2.45, a whole-verse formula, Agamemnon took a
sword. In this scene Menelaos, Nestor, and Diomedes are all said to take
spears. The weapons are a badge of rank, or a claim to rank (cf. Telemakhos,
Od. 2.10).

25 Save for Menelaos' surmise that Agamemnon is minded to spy out
Trojan intentions (which shows the poet thinking ahead) the brothers'
conversation is nugatory and prolix. Aristophanes and Aristarchus (Arn/A)
athetized 51—2, without perceptible impact on the impression of verbose
and none too careful composition: see nn. to 46 ETTI 9p£va Ofjx' iepoTaiv, 48
ETT' fjucrn liriTiaacrOai, 56 f]8' ETriTEiAai, 61 uuOco ETTITEAAECCI f\bk KEAEUEIS, 68
TTOCTpoOEV £K yEVE^S.

26 UTTVOS ETTI pTtopdpoiai (cf. 187 UTTVOS &TTO |3A£9&poiiv) is formular in
the Odyssey (6x ), but not attested elsewhere in the Iliad. The metaphor of
sleep 'sitting' upon a person's eyes recurs at 91-2 but is unique to this Book.
Sleep is a sort of immaterial substance that is poured (the usual metaphor
in both epics), falls, or is cast over the eyes.

26-8 The words - ostensibly those of the poet - TTOCOOIEV . . . EOEV EIVEKOC . . .
TTOAEUOV Opacruv are a good instance of the oblique expression of a charac-
ter's feelings (cf. de Jong, Narrators 118-22). Menelaos is always sensible
how much he owes to others, Agamemnon how much others owe to him.
The language here is like that concerning Helen at 3.126-8 (see n.)
OCEOAOUS . . . ous £0EV EIVEK' Eiracxov, and expresses the same embarrassment.
With 3.126ff. may be compared Helen's own words in a similar context, Od.
4.145-6 6T' EUEIO KUVCOTTI8OS EIVEK' 'AXOCIO! | TJAOEO' UTTO Tpoiriv...

27 TTOUAUV £9' uypfjv (also at Od. 4.709): TTOUAUV is used as a metrically
convenient feminine 4X , without clear justification. OfjAus, always feminine
(8x ), is a rather different case, since the gender need not be marked by a
suffix when it is so to speak marked by the meaning. uypf)v, feminine after
aAs or O&Aaarcra, is regularly used substantially, (3X //., 4X Od.).

28 = Od. 4.146. TTOAEUOV Opaoruv: an unusual instance of an epithet
transferred from the warriors to their trade; the expression, however, is
formular, cf. 6.254.

29 7Tap5aAET): Menelaos cos T|TTCOV TTapSaAf̂ v EV6UEI (bT), that is, it
symbolizes his inferiority to Agamemnon, who (23) assumed the heroic garb
of a lion skin. A poet who knew the Iliad well might find it appropriate to
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give Menelaos the same outfit as his rival - Paris wore a leopard skin at 3.17.
|i6T&9pevov eupu is unique, an easy thought but perhaps condensed from the
formula u€T&9pevov EvpEE T* COUCO (2X ).

30-1 OT69&vr| (3X ) is the rarest of Homeric words for the helmet, see
D. H. F. Gray, CQ41 (1947) 114-19 = Language and Background 60-5. The
two initial consonants are metrically necessary in all three places. The
preferred term for the helmet is Kopus. — KE9aAfi9iv is dative singular, cf.
257, 261, 458, 496, Od. 20.94, a relatively late usage developed within
the Kunstsprache. Mycenaean -pi is an instrumental plural (Ventris and
Chad wick, Documents 83). K£9ccAfJ9iv is genitive and again singular at 11.350
and 16.762. Verses 30-1 resemble Hesiod, Theog. 578 ciT69dvr|v yjp\jokr\v
K89aAf)9iv EOT|KE, but there the crre9&vr) is Pandora's crown, not a (part of
a) helmet. — OfjKOTo: the strong-grade OT|K- in the active plural and middle
parts of TIOTIIJI is relatively infrequent in the Iliad (5X and 8x Od.), and is
nowhere formular. Two of the five occurrences are in book 24 (271, 795).
For donning the helmet the traditional verse is Kpcm 8' ITT' !q>8i|Jicp KUVETIV

EUTUKTOV £0r|K£v (4X ) with variant at 5.743 = 11.41, which reveals OTS9&vr|v,
1̂ 90X1191, OT|KOCTO, and xocAK6ir|V as innovatory in this context, cf. the handling
of the uepuTipi£€iv-scene, 4n.

32-3 Conventional praise of Agamemnon, cf. 1.78-9 (with Kporreei for
•qvaaciE). 0E6S (5*) cos TIETO 6r|ucp is formular (5X //., ix Od.) Since cos is
from of cos, the intrusion of 6' illustrates the increased flexibility of the epic
diction as a result of the loss of p-, see Hoekstra, Modifications 26-30. Two
personages so honoured are priests, Dolopion (5.78) and Onetor (16.605),
but the rest are warriors, so that the formula refers to the quality and
quantity of the honour, not to its motivation.

34 Ti8f|uevov: for the -T|- cf. TiOfjuevai (23.83, 23.247). Some metrical
licence for the accommodation of TI0EUEVOV is necessary, but the usual
lengthening of the first syllable has given way to the analogy of TI-0T|-UI etc.,
cf. <5cf|U£vos (< &r||ii) at Od. 6.131. IvTEa functions as a synonym of TEUXSCC,

e.g. in formulas with the epithets KOCAA and TrondAa. Arn/A on 75, in
accordance with the usual effort of ancient commentators to separate
synonyms, limit IVTEOC to shield and helmet. The shield, as it happens, is the
only piece of equipment donned about the shoulders with TiOrjui as the verb,
cf. 149, 15.479.

37 f)0£t£, see 6.518-1 gn., is a term of address between brothers or, in the
form ffisir) KE9aAf| at 23.94, between men as close as brothers. Arn/A says
it is appropriate for the younger man (or social inferior, cf. Od. 14.147).

38 E7ri<7KO7ros in the sense of'scout' is cited only from this verse and 342.
The usual sense is 'guardian', e.g. 24.729. Aristarchus (Hdn/A) emended to
KcrrdoKOTTOV, a more regular term. - ccivcos: see 9.244^

39 [xi] ou with a verb of fearing: only here in //.
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41 Nu£ was a goddess (14.259, Hesiod, Theog. 123, and many early
cosmogonies; see G. S. Kirk, J. E. Raven, M. Schofield, The Presocratic
Philosophers, 2nd edn (Cambridge 1983) 19-24). The epithet &uppoorr| (4x
//., including the variant at 2.57, 2X Od.) recognizes in the hours of dark-
ness the numinous quality that brought about the deification, see West on
Od. 4.429. J . Puhvel, ^eitschr. f. vergleich. Sprachforschung 73 (1956) 210,
revives an ancient idea that links the 'ambrosial night' with sleep (cf.
&u(3p6crios... UTTVOS, 2.19), taking &u(3p6crios as 'dispensing vital force'. Leaf
records earlier speculations at 2.i9n. This Book disposes of a duplicate
formula, VUKTCC 5 I ' 6pcpvair)v (83, 276, 386 (v.l. &|i(3poair)v), and as a v.l. at
142). VUKTOC 6iJ opcpvocirtv is Odyssean (9.143, cf. HyHerm 578). The Odyssey
has also VUKTOC 81a Bvcxpepfjv {Od. 15.50). For an attempt to suit these
epithets (best regarded as semantically redundant) to their contexts see
Austin, Archery 71 -3 . 8paauK&p5io$: the second hemistich = 13.343.

43 For XP6C*> w i t h ace. of the person in need see 9-75n. SioTpecpes co
MsveAoce: cf. Od. 4.26, 4.561. The Iliadic formula is & MEVEAOCE 8iOTpe<p6S

(7><). /

44 Ipuaaexai is future indicative with analogical -CJCT- (Monro, HG 40-1,
63). Epuouoci (and puouou), 'save', must be distinguished from epuco, 'drag
away', though there is sometimes doubt, e.g. in the rescue of a corpse, which
verb is in question (cf. 9.248^). In Homer (p)6puco normally implies the
diagamma, epuoiiai does not. A root seru, sru, cf. Lat. servare, used to be
assumed (e.g. by LSJ and Leaf on 1.216), but this is questioned by Myc.
u-ru-to PY An 657 = ppuvToi, 'are protecting', see Ventris and Chadwick,
Documents 188-9, a n d Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ipuuai. The absence of digamma
would be explained if I- were prothetic.

45 = 8-5°J a s t n a t verse was read by Zenodotus.
46 'Eicropeos here and NeonropEOS (2.54, etc.), beside 'OSUCTTJIOS, appear

to show Aeolic-p- > -pE- (Risch, Wortbildung 131). 'AyccuEuvovEos (10.326,
etc.) will then be a secondary extension of the formation. — ETrmdEvai 4-
dative 9p£vi, e.g. Od. 5.427, 21.1, is 'to implant a thought in someone else's
mind'; here the active voice + accusative 9p£va must signify 'apply one's
own mind to', 'pay attention to'. The expression does not recur in the epic.

47 EKAUOV a08f|<ravTOS is formular, but in other occurrences agrees with
a personal name; it is slightly misused here without noun or pronoun in
agreement.

47-50 Agamemnon is astonished that a man of mortal parentage could
have done such execution as Hektor did the preceding day. Divine ancestry
is such an obvious way of accounting for a hero's superhuman strength that
its haphazard attribution in the Iliad is worth noting. Of major figures
only Aineias, Akhilleus, Sarpedon, and Rhesos had divine parents, and
much good it did them. On the other hand insignificant characters like
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Askalaphos and Ialmenos, captains of the watch (9.82) and the Myrmidon
brigadier Eudoros (16.179) are given a god. Agamemnon's surprise betrays
non-Iliadic and probably later thinking, when heroes had become f)ui0EOi,
cf. i2.23n. — UEpuEp(a) means deeds of war (8.453), especially slaughter,
cf. 289 and 524. 67T* f||iaTi: apparently = IcpriUEpios 'as his daily task'. The
sense 'in one day', is possible (cf. 19.229). uiyncjaaOai means 'plan and
execute', like UTJBSCTOOU. In short, Agamemnon is made to concede to Hektor
the (3ouAfi K6p8aA6T| his own side lacks, CCUTCOS: 'by himself, without outside
aid. Oeas: the epic uses the distinctive feminine forms in the formula 5Tcc
Oedcov and in places where, as here, it is necessary to distinguish goddesses
from gods. The declension with -a- is an Aeolism, see Wathelet, Traits eoliens

354-5-
51-2 Aristophanes and Aristarchus felt with some justification that this

pair of verses added nothing to the sense of 49-50, and accordingly athetized
(Arn/A). Objection was also taken to the synonymy of 8r|0d and 8oAixov.

53 = 112. AIOCVTOC: Telamonian Aias, as 112 makes clear. Aristarchus
read AICCVTE according to Didymus (Did/A), presumably to make this line
conform to the presence in the council of both Aiantes from n o onwards.
Didymus, however, was suspected of misreporting Aristarchus. The narra-
tive follows Agamemnon till 130, and then switches to Nestor. Menelaos'
errand and its accomplishment are simply assumed.

56-8 iepov TEAOS: cf. 97, 180, and iepous m/Aacopous (24.681), iEpos
OTporros (Od. 24.81). lEpov TEAOS is interpreted as UEycc Tdyua by the
fAcocrcToypdcpoi cited by Arn/A, cf. Upov ix$uv 16.407 and n. TEAOS can mean
'duty', 'service' (e.g. 18.378), so that 91/AdKCOV TEAOS is a periphrasis for
cpuAccKES. iEpos compliments the dignity and importance of these sentinels,
see P. Wulfing von Martitz, Glotta 38 (i960) 300, and 17.464-5^ This is
another link with book 9; the sentinels were posted at the instance of Nestor
(9.80-88). Agamemnon, as it subsequently transpires, means that the coun-
cil of war is to be combined with an inspection of the watch, though it is not
put very clearly. EiriTETAai is vague for 'keep them on their toes', which is
Agamemnon's present intention, cf. 97-9, 192-3. uios: Thrasumedes, cf.
9.81.

58 The arrangement of the sentence requires Meriones' description to
fall after the feminine caesura, hence the word-order KOCI 'I8ou£vfios oirdcov.
Elsewhere the order is Kcci OTrdcov 'ISouEvqos (7.165, 8.263, 17.258).

61-2 ETTITEAAECU f]6E KEAEUEIS: see 9.133^ — ccOOi UEVCO: i.e. where the
sentinels are posted.

63 = (from CCOTIS) 13.753, w^ t n a variant at 12.369.
65 d(3poTd§ou£v is aorist subjunctive and implies a present d|3poTd£co.

No other form is extant. The word is doubtless an epicism based on the
Aeolism f|u(3poTOV, etc., hence the smooth breathing. The omission of -u-
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is parallel to &(3pOTr| (14.78) beside &|j|3po(7ir|, in both cases metrically
necessary.

67 96£yyoucci (4X in this Book) is properly to 'speak up', as at 11.603
(Akhilleus summoning Patroklos) and 21.341 (^y^ojiai i&xoucra). —
lypriyopOai must be intended as the infinitive of the perfect middle with
an o-grade imported from the perfect active. There is an analogous plural
imperative typriyopOe at 7.371 = 18.299, D u t t n a t m a v represent a
transformation of eypr|yop0i, an intransitive active form, see Chantraine
GH 1 429, and Wyatt, ML 111-13 and 4i9n. for a similar monstrum
iypriyopOacji. The proparoxytone ('Aeolic') accent is certified by Her-
odian(Hrd/A).

68-9 TTCCTpoOev 4K yevefis: would this be formal courtesy or, like the
patronymics of Russian, a claim to intimacy and friendship? It is difficult
to disentangle an emotive use of patronymics from their obvious metrical
utility. The usages at 87 <2> Neorop Nr|Ariid6r|, 103 'ATp£t5r| Ku8iore, and 144
Sioyeves Acc6pTi&8r| are all parts of regular whole-verse formulas. Ku8ccivcov
in any case implies the greatest courtesy, cf. Agamemnon's unwontedly
apologetic tone towards Nestor at 96 and 120-5.

69-70 |jrn8s |JsyaAi£eo Ovucp: a nice touch of characterization;
Agamemnon, of course, is normally very much inclined to stand on cere-
mony and would have summoned his allies by herald. Crisis, however, is a
great leveller, as bT note at 9.12 (OCVTOS 8e ['Aya|i6|ivcov] pieTdx TrpcoToiai
m>velTo) on a similar occasion.

71 Agamemnon means that KOK6TT|S, 'sorry plight', generally is the
lot assigned to mortals of which his present TTOVOS is an instance. But
yeivou£voi<Ji (aorist participle, with metrically lengthened first syllable)
would be better - 'at the moment of our birth' with specific reference to the
Atreidai (so Leaf). For Zeus's reputation as a hard master cf. the parable
of his TTIOOI (24.527^). Destiny in a general way was thought of as fixed at
birth (yiyvopievoiCTi), so 20.127-8, 23.79, 24.2096°., Od. 7.1966°., Hesiod
Theog. 218-19 = 905-6. The agent in those passages is ccTaa or |ioTpa, not
Zeus.

74 = 1.329. Nestor, like Odysseus at 151, seems to be sleeping outside
(irapd) his KAiair|, ready for action. That is in keeping with the emergency
but it is also convenient for the narrative, since it avoids the lengthy cere-
monies of being welcomed by a host at home. In a rare lapse T (at 139)
speaks of Agamemnon entering Nestor's hut. The situation is better stated
at 151, Diomedes was EKTOS &m> KAKJITIS.

75 Note the comfort of Nestor's bivouac, which bT attribute to his age,
comparing Phoinix' bedding at 9.661 KcoeA Te fbfiy6s TE Afvoio xe AETTTOV

OCCOTOV. That may well be right: the young Diomedes made do with (bivov
Poos &ypocuAoio (155 below).
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75—8 The poet perhaps forgets the corslet in order to devote two and a
half lines to Nestor's splendid belt. It must be by chance that no corslets at
all are mentioned in this Book; the spies had good reason to be lightly
armed. 8copf)crcTonro at the end of 78 is obviously used in a general sense.

79 6TT6Tp£TT8: the intransitive sense 'give way to' (cf. Hdt. 3.36) occurs
only here in the epic.

80-1 The rhythm of the verse justifies a comma after sir' dyKcovos, but
with en' dyKcovos KE9CCAT)V eTraeipocs compare eir' dyKcovos K69aAf]v cxxsOe,
Od. 14.494. — ecjepeeiveTO uOOcp is the only occurrence of this middle in the
Iliad (4X Od., including epseivsTO uO8cp, 17.305). For other metrically moti-
vated middles, usually located before the bucolic diaeresis, see Meister,
Kunstsprache 19-20.

83 = 24.363 (with duppoo-irjv). VUKTOC 8I' 6p9vair|v (see 4 m.) is read here
but VUKTCC 81' duppoarnv in the parallel questions at 41 and 142. The varia-
tion may be fortuitous, but in view of the close proximity of the occurrences
it suggests an unusual self-consciousness about repetitive diction.

84 Aristarchus thought the verse beside the point (ocKoapos) and lin-
guistically incompetent, since a synonym of 9uAac; (oOpos) was required
whereas oupsus = fjuiovos. His answer of course was athetesis (Arn/A).

85 TiTTTE 8E ae XP£ C 0 is O d y s s e a n {Od. 1.225, 4 - 3 1 2 ) -
8 7 Agamemnon uses the full form of address in beginning his conversa-

tion with Nestor, in contrast to the familiar language which the Atreidai
brothers used towards each other. Nestor replies with the same formality at
103; both then assume a warmer tone (co yepov 120, no vocative at 129).

88 yvcoaeai: the future tense functions as a polite imperative.
89 Agamemnon, like other men (e.g. Asios, 12.164-6, Odysseus, Od.

5.303-5), blames Zeus when things go wrong, a tendency that the god
resented {Od. i.32ff.).

89-90 = 9.609-1 o (from eis 6 KS duTuf|). duT|if| is the hot breath (of life).
91 7rAd£ouai is either 'I am distraught', cf. 2.132, or more likely 'I am

wandering here because . . . ' For vf|8uuos (< tyev f\§\)\\os etc. by false
division according to Leumann, HW 44-5) see 2.i-2n. f|6unos, i.e.
pf)8u|Jios, is attested as a v.l. in many places but is otherwise not found in
the epic: f|8uuos without p is first found at HyHerm 241, 449, and [Hesiod]
fr. 330 M-W.

93-5 Agamemnon's symptoms of alarm, though not the language in
which he expresses them, are like those of Andromakhe (22.452-5).

94 dAaAuKTnucci, 'be troubled', is hapax legomenon in the epic: an Ionic
verb, the present dAi/KTeco being attested in Hippocrates (MM/. 1.5), cf.
dAi/KTd£co, Hdt. 9.70.

95 The pomposity of Agamemnon's calling his own limbs 9ai8iua is an
unintended consequence of the formular style, and so also must be the
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oxymoron of saying that 9ai8iua yuia shook. For the latter cf. Tpouos
sKkafa 9ai5iua yuia (8.452), where, however, the limbs are those of Here
and Athene and the oxymoron is effective.

96 Spaiveis: Spaivco, 'be ready to act', is another Ionic word (cf. Hdt.
1.15), a doublet of 8pdco, found only here in the Iliad. Gf. 6Aiyo8pavecov.

97 The commanders of the cpuAoKES were named at 9.81-4; they in-
cluded, though neither Agamemnon nor Nestor mentions it here, Nestor's
son Thrasumedes. At 57 that was given as a reason for sending Nestor.
Seven commanders were listed in book 9 and each commanded 100 KoOpoi.
This large force is stationed beyond the wall but before the trench.

98 The similarity of this verse to Od. 12.281 has been used as a leading
argument for the dependence of this Book on the Odyssey (so S. Laser, Hermes
86 (1958) 293-4), b u t c o u ld equally be attributed to the random effects of
formular composition. — dc8r|K6T6S (or &8r|K6Tes): this strange participle,
always joined with Kau&TCO, clearly means in general terms 'overcome', cf.
UTTvep Kocl KCCU&TCO aprmevos {Od. 6.2). It is found at Od. 12.281, HyAp 460,
and no less than four times in this Book (here and 312 = 399, 471), a
frequency that strikingly illustrates the author's linguistic taste. The deriva-
tion is disputed (< apaSeco according to LfgrE, which may be attested at
Od. 1.134, cf. bT's gloss &r|8ior06vTEs): see also Heubeck, Odyssey 12.28m. —
OTTVOS in these contexts implies 'sleepiness' (= dypuiTVia, bT!).

100 f|CXTai, here and elsewhere, is the preferred orthography in OCT.
The MSS, with some fluctuation, offer ei as the reflex of original e before
the back vowels 0 and a, but r|- before e or a consonant, hence fjuai (18.104
etc.) but EICCTOU, here and 2.137 etc., see Chantraine, GH 1 8-9. 'This
looks like a bardic convention' (Janko, vol. iv 36), and should not be
corrected.

101 'Nor do we know any way to prevent their being eager to fight
during the night' - the ur|-clause, originally an independent sentence, itself
implies fear and the wish to avert the danger, and so is used with verbs like
opdco and oT8cc in Homer as well as with verbs of fearing. The idea of a night
attack is mooted only here in the Iliad. Otherwise night puts an end to all
military operations. An ambush might be set by night {Od. i4469ff.), but
the Iliad will not admit such unheroic exploits.

104 0f)v is similar to 8f|, but 'perhaps rather weaker in force' (Denniston,
Particles 2%%).

106-7 The open condition, implying the possibility of Akhilleus reenter-
ing the fray, is unexpected when such a change of heart has just been ruled
out of court. A remote condition 'Hektor would be in trouble if Akhilleus
were to change his mind' would certainly be more appropriate, cf. 19 and n.

108 eydpouev is aorist subjunctive, 'let us arouse'. Odysseus is nearby,
but Nestor does not relish the walk to Aias' distant quarters and puts his
suggestion in the form of a wish, e! TIS . •. KCcAeaeiev (111).
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110-12 The swift Aias is Aias son of Oileus: his perpetual epithet is
determinative and distinguishes him from the other Aias; it is explained at
14.521-2 ou ydp of TIS 6|ioTos emoTreaOai irooiv ?JEV | dv5pa>v TpeaadvTCOv.
The gallant son of Phuleus is Meges, Odysseus' neighbour in Doulikhion
(or in Elis - there is some confusion over Meges' homeland, see 2.627-30^
and I3.685n.), a shadowy but not insignificant figure. AtccvTCc in 112 is
the Telamonian Aias, dvTfOeov being a purely decorative epithet. For the
Achaean dispositions (with which the poet of this Book is clearly familiar)
see 11.5—911.; Nestor is in the centre next to Odysseus, Aias on the far left
wing of the army, and next to him Idomeneus.

114—23 These verses are an interesting comment on the characterization
of Menelaos in the Iliad: aware of his inferiority on the field but anxious to
play his part, and overshadowed by his protective brother, see 24on. — The
thrice repeated Trov&crOai seems clumsy, but the epic style shows a certain
indifference to such repetitions, cf. Hainsworth on Od. 7.116. For irovleoOai
of the chore of convening a council cf. 2.409, 9.12; usually in the Iliad the
reference is to the toil of the battlefield.

115 ou6J iTTiKeuoxo is an under-represented formula in the Iliad (2x ), but
popular in the Odyssey (11 x , with variants)

116 &s eO8ei: the construction puzzled Nicanor (Nic/A) who suggested
an exclamatory &s. The syntax is analogous to that in which the suppressed
antecedent of a relative pronoun has no clear construction in the principal
clause, e.g. coKuuopos 8f| |ioi, TEKOS, icraeai, oV dyopeueis (18.95): 'I shall
reproach Menelaos <because I notice) how he is asleep . . . ' See Monro, HG
238.

118 = 11.610, probably a formular verse that is slightly misused in its
present context. Aioxjoiaevos is how Akhilleus would like to see Agamemnon
(11.610); it by no means describes the actions of the Atreidai on this
occasion.

123 7TOTi8£yuevos 6p(if)v: a formula, cf. Od. 2.403. Agamemnon is patro-
nizing, cf. 26-8n.; when he is not overshadowed Menelaos pulls his weight,
e-g- i3-58iff., i3.6oiff., 15.540^, and 17.16°. He volunteered for the
night-raid, see 230 below, to the alarm of Agamemnon, but is consistently
represented in the Iliad as conscious that others are better fighters than he,
see 24on and 17.24-8^

124 Mo: this is the sole occurrence of the intermediate form in Homer
(k\i£\o > k[iio > IneO). aeo (23X ), however, and eo (14X ) are regular.

127 Ivoc ydp: the combination is unexpected (see Chantraine, GH11 361,
Monro, HG 318, Denniston, Particles 95), but similar to the use of ydp after
relatives, e.g. 12.344. The ydp is, as it were, apodotic and indicates that the
clause gives a reason or explanation.

130 Agamemnon now apparently accompanies Nestor (dXacrde, plural,
141) to rouse Odysseus and Diomedes. Nestor, however, does all the talking
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until the council's decision is taken. With the departure of Menelaos in the
opposite direction and the despatch of Diomedes for the Lesser Aias and
Meges in prospect the storyline has become too complicated for traditional
narrative techniques to handle easily. The poet extricates himself by ignor-
ing Menelaos and Diomedes and sticking to Nestor.

'33 &H91 5' apcc xAodvav: cf. Od. 4.50 etc. (4X ). (poiviKOEaaav: the proper
epithet for a cloak {Od. 14.500, 21.118). The -VIK- syllable should be metri-
cally long, cf. 9olvi£, 901VIK0S, so that the word so spelled must be listed as
one of the rare examples of metrical shortening. A contracted pronunciation
(poiviKoOaaav is never indicated for this class of adjectives in Homer (see,
however, 12.283^ and Od. 7.107 (Kcapoakov) with Chantraine's comment,
GH\ 6). It is possible, of course, that the word was taken into the epic dialect
in the form (poiviKfecrcja, cf. the Mycenaeanpe-de-we-sa i.e. TreSpecjaa PY Ta
709, etc., where the syllabic signs -de-we indicate the absence of the linking
vowel -o-.

134 8nrAfjv: see 3.125-7^ 6KTa8ir|V is obscure (< EK-TEIVCO?) but presum-
ably indicates the blanket-like size of the cloak. ouAr|: wool is the normal
material of the Homeric x^aiVa, reasonably enough (2X in each epic). It
may be used as a blanket (24.646, Od. 14.520). ETrevrjvoOe: for this strange
epic verb, also found at 2.219 and Od. 8.365, 17.270, HyAphr 62, and (with
prefix KOCT-) HyDem 279, [Hesiod], Aspis 269, see n.266n. A connexion
with avOos, which would permit a basic sense 'sprout up', is argued by
J. M. Aitchison, Glotta 41 (1963) 271-8, but see also LfgrE s.v. and Wyatt,
ML 116-17. The poet may not have understood the word so precisely, for
it is odd to describe the nap of a woven garment as sprouting from it.

135 = 14.12, 15.482, a fragment of the standard arming scene, which
the poet treats idiosyncratically, cf. i-2on. otKaxiisvov is clear enough in
sense ('tipped', 'pointed') but of obscure derivation, see LfgrE s.v. Its equiv-
alent at 11.43 in a secondary variant of this traditional verse is KeKopuOusvos.

137 Ait uf)Tiv &T&AavTov: The formula is shown by its metrics to be
an ancient element of the diction (< Aipel ufJTiv jmTCtAavTov). It is proba-
bly used in this Book as an archaism, for like Alt 91A0S (Aipel 9iAos) it is
absent from the Odyssey.

139 TT£pi 9pevas fjAuO' icof|: cf. Od. 17.261. Sound flows around the hearer
in the epic. The closest verbal parallel, however, is HyHerm 421 epcmi 8e 81a
9pevas fiAuO' icoTj. In all these passages icof) is a sound, in the Odyssey and the
Hymn the beguiling sound of music. Elsewhere in the Iliad (4.276, 11.308,
16.127) !cof| (picof)) refers to the force of wind or fire. Danek, Dolonie 91-7,
takes the word for an archaism known to aoiSoi only from formulas and
used by them, except here, with a defining genitive.

140—76 The short speeches that characterize the exchanges between
Nestor and Odysseus and Diomedes give this section especially a realistic
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conversational tone. The feature is an important difference between this
Book's use of direct speech and the more stylized structures of the Iliad
proper. For Danek, Dolonie 177-203, the difference, taken with other differ-
ences in the handling of typical epic themes and topoi, is conclusive evi-
dence that this Book was not created by the poet of the Iliad.

142 XP£l<k TCXKW IKEI: cf. Od. 2.28, 5.189.

145 = 16.22, likewise after a whole-verse vocative expression.
147 = 327. The verse is ejected by edd. (Leaf, Ameis-Hentze) as being

interpolated from 327, where it is essential, in order to give ETTEOIKE in the
preceding verse an unnecessary infinitive construction. However, the other
councillors are given more or less plausible reasons for being summoned and
Odysseus deserves a better reason for his disturbed rest than the ocxos of 145.
It is not of much consequence that the question of flight or fight has been
resolved in book 9.

149 In what sense can a shield be TTOIKIAOS? Presumably because it was
blazoned or elaborately chased like that of Akhilleus (book 18), or heavily
metallic like that of Agamemnon (11.32-40). In either case the polish of
such a shield would nullify the alleged advantage of the special helmets
(257-71). TTOIKIAOS is evidently Tormular', a remnant of the frequent TEUXECC
TTOIKIACC XO^KCO. — Odysseus, implausibly, takes only a shield, as Diomedes
at 178 takes only a spear. But the poet seems to remember these details when
the two arm at 254-71 and provides both heroes with helmets, then
Diomedes with sword and shield only, and Odysseus with bow and sword
only.

150 TOV 8' EKixocvov (not in Od.) is the verse-end equivalent of TOV 8'
eOpov, etc., the usual formula (11 x //., 1 x Od.) that marks the beginning
of a visit.

153 The accupcoTTjp (only here) is the spike at the butt of the spear shaft
rather than the butt (oupiocxos). The weapons depicted on the Warrior
Vase from Mycenae illustrate the device.

153-4 X°^KOS I Ac5c|i<p': a strikingly flexible formula, cf. x«^<os . . . AauTr'
(11.44-5), X 0 ^ 1 ^ I ̂ <5tH9* (11.65—6), AaiiTre 8e yaXKco (12.463), AauTTETO
XCCAKCO (20.156), xa^KQS EAOCUTTETO (22.134), xa^K°S EAOCUTTE (13.245 =
22.32). See Introduction 12-13. Verse 154 (to Aios) = 11.66. The formula,
of course, is appropriate to the flash of polished bronze in bright sunlight,
not to the present situation.

156 KpdTECTcpi: a monstrum rhapsodicum, formed by extracting a case-form
-Eoxpi from archaic locative-instrumentals in -91 of j-stem nouns, e.g. oxeoxpi,
OTfjOECTcpi, and attaching this to the innovated T-stem Kporr-.

157 TTCtpaTds: the form with Trap by apocope is rare - only here, against
TrocpaoT&s 17X //., 9X Od. In the first hemistich the middle participle
TrapiorauEvos is more convenient.
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158 Ad£ TTO81 Kivfjaocs is formular and apparently not discourteous, cf.
Od. 15.45 (Telemakhos rousing Peisistratos), where the scholia explain
Nestor's behaviour here by reflecting that his age would prevent his
stooping. 'Apparently the Alexandrians had no feeling for such a sign of
rough camaraderie' (Hoekstra on Od. 15.45). — veiKecje T' dvrnv: ironical,
cf. Od. 8.158 for a malicious sense of the formula.

159 Aristarchus hesitated between iypso and dpaeo (Did/A). Eust. 519.32
cites a plus-verse, 6 Nsorcop TCO Aiouf|8r| TTOU [SC. in this passage] (prjcnv,
"eypEO, . . . [XT] TIS TOI [KCC6]EU8OVTI ueTOC9p6vcp ev 86pu 7rf|£n" (= 8.95,
which has 96uyovTi in mid-verse). But the verse has not wandered directly
from book 8; it was the point of an indecent joke by Diogenes, who substi-
tuted E08OVTI for 96uyovTi, a joke famous enough to find its way into the
doxographies (see Diog. Laert. 6.53), whence it obtained this first small
foothold in the text. dcoTeis: an Odyssean word (10.548), glossed by Hsch.
with diravOî Eiv, i.e. it was taken as a denominative of OCCOTOS. Other conjec-
tures in Frisk, GEW s.v.

160 dteis, an epic verb, is rather loosely used as 'realize' (properly 'per-
ceive by hearing'). (Tpcoes) 6*TTI Opcoaucp TreSioio is formular, adapted
from the whole-verse formula Tpcoes 8' aOO' exepcoOev eiri Opcoauco TTS8IOIO

(11.56 = 20.3, in both cases of the Trojans arming for battle after their
bivouac outside the city). The 0pcoa|i6s ('rising ground') cannot be
identified at the present day.

164 Diomedes affects to protest, not at being awakened by a kick, but at
Nestor's indefatigable activity, cf. Od. 12.279-80 ax^TAios els, 'OBuaeO* irepi
TOI uevos OU8E TI yula | Kauvsis. ax^TAios properly expresses exasperation at
outrageous behaviour, cf. 2.ii2n., 9-i9n. and AbT on this verse - 6 d£ioc
dyavccKTrjaecos Trpdaacov, but here of course the exasperation is a comic
pretence, dufixavos, 'impossible', at 167 continues Diomedes' humorous
expostulation.

166 iTTEixa: 'then' or 'therefore'. Ameis-Hentze cite 243 as a parallel. Or
the poet adapted the very common 6s (etc.) uev STteiTa (i8x //., 20X Od.)
at verse-end or verse-beginning.

168 Except in this verse Nestor is always given the formula TOV 8'
fjuEipeT' eTreiTa (8x //., 3X Od.) not its equivalent TOV 8* CCOTE Trpoaeenre.
There is no contextual explanation of this preference, which seems to imply
a hardening of the sentence into a virtual whole-verse formula. It is sig-
nificant that a usage persisting throughout the rest of the Iliad and in the
Odyssey is not maintained in this Book.

169 = 23.626 (5X //., 3X Od., with various vocatives). For the meaning
ofKonrd uoipocv see M. Finkelberg, CPh 82 (1987) 135-8; KOCTOC uoipccv, with
long a, means 'in orderly succession', e.g. of troops (16.367), the linguis-
tically more recent KCCTOC uoTpocv, with short a, means 'rightly'. The formula
Korrd KOCTUOV shows a similar evolution.
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170 TraT8es: only two of Nestor's sons are mentioned in the Iliad,
Thrasumedes and Antilokhos. Thrasumedes is with the watch and
Antilokhos is (in the Iliad proper) temporarily out of mind, see 9.81—4n.

173-4 em £upou: the first occurrence of what became a very common
metaphor for crisis. As with scales (8.69 = 22.209, 12.433) ^ n e metaphor
is from the uncertainty of balance. The construction of lorccTai, which
should be impersonal, oAeOpos, and the infinitive picovca is curious, but the
sense is perfectly clear.

177-8 These verses (from eeaaaxo) = 23-4. 8epua Aeovros: heroic attire,
cf.

180-253 Nestor calls for a volunteer to spy out Trojan intentions. Diomedes at once
responds and calls for a companion. The other chiefs volunteer and, in order to spare
Menelaos, Agamemnon tells Diomedes to make his own choice. He names Odysseus

180—2 The watch are on their toes. Their wakefulness is noted because
97-9 above had raised the possibility that they had all collapsed from
exhaustion. — Verse 180 = 3*209 (with Tpcbeaaiv for (puA&Ke<T<7iv).
aypouEvoiaiv, as if the pickets were at assembly, as the Trojans were at
3.209, is not very appropriate here, although the commanders are all found
together. — eypriyopTi: 'wakefully', a unique experiment; adverbs in -i or
-TI are properly formed against nominal stems.

183 Suacopeco, 'keep painful watch', is a 'precious' linguistic invention,
like Auonrccpis (3.39, etc.), that found no imitators.

185 5i* opeoxpi: for -91 representing the genitive case see 1 i.35on. opeacpi
(7x ) is found only in the Iliad, and there only in similes. The restriction is
probably fortuitous; as a locative case, e.g. 11.474 op£0"9l (6x , of which 4X
in similes) is not replaceable by opeaai, since the latter is restricted in the
Iliad to the prepositional formula ev opECKJi (except ETT' ocKpoiToAoiaiv
opEcrcTiv 5.523). 6puuay86s: as often the detail of the simile departs from the
situation of the narrative. The Trojans are making the noise on this occa-
sion, cf. 13.

187-8 The strange concord TCOV . . . 9uAacj(JOU6Voi(ji has a parallel at
14.139—41. The cumulative oral style does not encourage grammatical
concord as a means of linking well-separated words if other constructions
are possible.

190 A good example of the manipulation of formular diction. The basic
formula is TOV (etc.) 5e i6cov yrjOrjCTE + noun-epithet subject (2X //., 2X Od.)
with a variant KOCI TOV UEV yf)0r|(7EV i5cov + noun-epithet subject (2X // .):
this is condensed here in order to accommodate a co-ordinated phrase at
the verse-end, cf. Trjv 8' 'OSUCTEUS yr|6r|o-£v i6cov KOCI U08OV EEITTE {Od. 22.207).

191 A minority of MSS rightly omit this verse, which serves merely to
introduce an explicit verb of speaking, see 9.224^
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194-200 The sentinels, reasonably enough, are stationed on the inner
side of the Achaeans' outer fortification, but why are the commanders made
to cross the ditch into no-man's-land, not apparently to see matters for
themselves, but (202) to confer? The notion of a 'council among the corpses'
seems in keeping with the taste of this Book. At least it is hard to see what
else can be made of the curious idea that no-man's-land was a good spot for
a council of war or of the pretentious thought that KaOapos ground was at
a premium after Hektor's exploits of the previous day. (Verse 199 = 8.491,
see n. adloc, but there the situation is different; Hektor had withdrawn from
the scene of slaughter to clear ground 'by the river' in order to convene a
full dyopf).) The council's action here is not only implausible but, more
importantly, it is pointless in the narrative of this Book. The scholia are at
a loss, bT suggesting, for example, that the commanders' concern was not
to disturb the sleeping army or, alternatively, to encourage the scouts by
sharing their danger.

195 (3ouXf|v must represent an accusative of the goal of motion, but that
is strained - and unique - with KOCAECO. The construction is proper to verbs
that imply reaching a point (Chantraine, G//11 45-6).

196-7 Nestor's son is Thrasumedes (see 9.81). Neoropos uios (9X in the
rest of the Iliad) is elsewhere Nestor's more distinguished son, Antilokhos,
but there is here no ambiguity. After Meriones Thrasumedes is the most
distinguished of the seven captains of the watch appointed at g.ygK, and
deserves a bigger role than the Iliad allows him. He saved his brother
Antilokhos from attack at 16.321-4 and survived the war (Od. 3.39, etc.).
The point of taking along Meriones and Thrasumedes to the council of
war is transparent; they are to provide the scouts with suitable weapons

(254-70-
199 = 8.491. In book 8 the space is that where Hektor convened the

assembly of the Trojan army; here it is the furthest point of Hektor's
advance. The Trojans naturally withdrew to a safe distance, but not too
far - they are still liocA' lyyus (113, 221).

200 TTITTTOVTCOV: the present participle, 'falling', is odd where the perfect,
'fallen', is obviously required. The epic perfect participles are Tr£TTTT|cbs
(-COTCOV) (3X Od.), and TTETTTecoTa (-as) (21.503, Od. 22.384). HETTTECOTCOV
or TTETTTEOTCOV would have been metrically possible, if they had been known
to this poet. — oppipios, a regular epithet of Hektor, is an archaic word of
restricted usage (4X of Hektor, 5X of Ares, 13X ofiyxos, and i x , in the
vocative, of Akhilleus), cf. 6(3piuoEpy6s 2x , and in Od. 6(3pi|JO7T&Tpr) 2X . A
free, archaizing use may be seen at 4.453, 6(3piuov 06cop, in a simile, and
3 x in Od. 9 of the boulder that the Cyclops used to block the exit from his
cave.

201 TTEpi vu£ EK&AuyE: the result is the same, whether we understand
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Hektor, the Argives, or the earth as object. vu£ EKOCAÛ E is an Iliadic formula
(6x in addition to this example) which is always used elsewhere metaphori-
cally of the darkness of fainting or death covering the eyes (5.659 etc.). A
modified form, WKTI KccAuyas (5.23), alludes to a device of divine rescue
usually expressed by &f|p.

203 The preliminaries are now over and the story proper begun. It has
taken the poet just twice as long to reach this point as was taken in book 9,
where Nestor begins making his crucial proposal at verse 93.

204-10 As usual Nestor is made to come up with an idea, cf. 2.360-8
and nn. He proposes that spies creep up within earshot of the Trojan army
or, more realistically, take prisoner a straggler. They are to find out whether
the Trojans intend to pursue their advantage or withdraw. None of this is
of any importance and is soon overtaken by events. All that is required here
is a reason for Odysseus and Diomedes being out between the armies where
they can meet the Trojan spy Dolon. Nestor's proposal has been derided as
silly, but the appropriate question is whether it is plausible in the context
of the heroic world: the idea of espionage such as Diomedes and Odysseus
are to attempt was proposed by Dolon (325-7) and occurred also in the
Little Iliad, fr. 2A Davies, where Nestor proposed that spies should creep up
to the wall of Troy in order to listen to the Trojan women's assessments of
the valour of the Achaean heroes. Plausibility aside, Nestor's suggestions
are made curiously parallel to those of Hektor (308-12), on which see
introduction to this Book. — Nestor's seven-verse sentence is of unusual
complexity, with five levels of subordination, but its cumulative structure
makes it easy to follow. OCT punctuates as a statement, which reduces
Nestor's proposal to a hint. Leaf's question mark at the end of 210 is better:
'Would not some man trust his heart . . . ?'

204 The reinforcement of the possessive adjective EOS by CCUTOU (only here
in the Iliad) is Odyssean (1.409, 2.45, 16.197, 22.218).

207 9-qiiiv: an Odyssean word (Od. 6.273, etc. (^x ))•
211-12 The lack of connexion in the sentences TOO/TOC KS and [xiya KEV is

awkward, but TOO/TCC TE (pace Leaf) hardly improves matters whether the
TauTa-clause is made co-ordinate with IXoi (206) or TTETTIOOITO (204).

212-17 KAEOS . . . 86<TIS: as if fame and gifts were much the same thing;
note the reversion to the ethic that Akhilleus has just repudiated. Nestor,
however, unlike Agamemnon (see 9.114-6 in.), stresses KASOS and subtly
blends the two inducements that he dangles before his volunteers, and even
the 86(7is turns out to be the prestige of the feast. Like the other events of
book 10 Nestor's generosity is, of course, forgotten in the sequel. — 660ns is
Odyssean (4X ).

212-13 C/TTOUpdviov seems to contain the idea of the fame being spread
over all mankind, hence ITTI in TT&VTOCS ETT' avOpamous, cf. 24.202 for the
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same usage. For uiTOUpdviov KAEOS eir| cf. Od. 9.264; irdvTocs sir' dv0pcb"rrous
is also Odyssean (3X ).

2 1 4 VTjECJCTlV ETTlKpaTEOUCJlV OCplOTOi: cf. Od. 1 .245 = 1 6 . 1 2 2 = I 9 . I 3 O

with vf)<ToicTiv for vfjeaaiv. See Introduction 15 for 'substitution' as part of
the technique of the formula. The collocation vnuaiv hriKpaTEcos occurs at
16.67, D U t STRKpccTEoucJiv, 'bear rule over', is an odd verb with vf)£acjiv as
object.

215 TCOV TrdvTCOV is formular, cf. 12.24, 22.424, Od. 4.104, but the geni-
tive is partitive only here in a barely logical construction with EKCCOTOS.

216 OfjAuv is normal as a feminine form in the epic, cf. 27n. and

5-775-7^.
217 Partaking in the feast is a vital part of KAEOS, cf. 2.4O2ff. and the

formular verse 8.162 = 12.311 (TIEIV) eSprj TE KpEacriv TE I8E TTAEIOIS 8E7rdEcr<Ti.
Loss of this privilege was the worst fate that Andromakhe could envisage
(at that moment) for Astuanax at 22.496-501. Leaf objects that the privi-
lege of the feast is offering what the leaders enjoy already and that a single
black sheep would not strain the resources of anyone present. The parallel
with Theognis 239—40 (which Leaf discounts) should be noted: Ooivrjs 8E KOC!
EiAamvrjcyi TrapECTcrn | EV Trdcrais, TTOAAGOV KEIUEVOS EV oroiiaonv. The scout's
KAEOS will live for ever on the lips of feasting heroes. If that is what the
expression in this verse (a formula?) means, it is obscurely introduced at this
point. — 8aiTT|C7i: this alternative to 8ocis is otherwise Odyssean (5X ).

219-32 Diomedes volunteers first, followed by most of the others. The
list may be understood to signal the order in which the heroes signified their
willingness, as the list at 7.161 fT. certainly does. There Agamemnon led off,
as duty required, followed by Diomedes, the two Aiantes again and (with
Idomeneus) Meriones. Odysseus on both occasions is named last (as he is
also, but in a different context, at 2.407). The roll of heroes at 7.16iff.
added Eurupulos and Thoas and omitted Antilokhos; that at 8.26iff. incor-
porated Menelaos, substituted Teukros for Thoas, and omitted Odysseus.
The core consists of the Atreidai (or one of them), the Aiantes, Diomedes,
and, surprisingly, Meriones. The latter bears much the same relation to
Idomeneus as Sthenelos does to Diomedes; he is oirdcov and OEpdircov to
the older man but has an independent role also. For other lists of heroes see
7.i6i-8n.

222 bT seize the opportunity to compliment the prudence of Diomedes
in asking for a companion, in contrast to the recklessness of Dolon in setting
off alone.

224-5 For the dual divided into 6 . . . 6 . . . see on 3.209. ovv 8E 8U(O):
the archetype of such composita as ovvTpEis. KEpSos and related terms
(especially the comparative KEp8iov) imply the skilful assessment of a situa-
tion and getting the most out of it.
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226 = 23.590. PP&CTCTCOV ( < ppdx-^cov) is an archaic comparative of
Ppax^s found only here in the epic corpus, and so to be taken as an archaism
on the part of the composer. Arn/A toy with the idea of the participle of
PP&CTCTCO, 'shake violently'. AeTrrf] 8E T6 nfJTis = 23.590.

228-31 The fivefold anaphora of f)66AeTr)v/f|8eAe is paralleled by the less
emphatic TCO 8s Im/Tolai 8s 6TT' in the list of volunteers at 7.i63ff.

231-2 TAT|UGOV . . . ETOAUOC: the couplet reads like a schema etymologicum,
although this cannot be as TAT)|JCOV is usually understood (= TTOAU-TACCS or
UTro|i6vr|TiK6s (Arn/A)). For TAf)|icov = 'daring' see 21.430 and Theognis
196. Except for TATJUCOV in this book the epithets of Odysseus are the same
in both epics, though more appropriate to the hero of the Odyssey than to
an Iliadic fighting hero. — 6 TAT||JGOV 'O8UCT6US is found only here and at
498, though similar language is used at 5.670 'OSuaeus . . . TATJUOVOC OUUOV

Ixcov. For the article see 363^ — (KCCTa)80vai 6|iiAov is formular (6x //.,
1 x Od.) but elsewhere in the Iliad always of troops in the field. Aristarchus
accordingly wished ouiAos to mean 'army' (Arn/A at 338 and 499), whereas
here it signifies TrAf̂ Oos KOC! aOpoicjua. Both the sharp observation and the
excessively precise inference are characteristically Aristarchan. 6|iiAos takes
its sense from its context, and is used at Od. 15.328, etc. of the company of
Penelope's suitors.

234 epico K6xocpia|ieve Ouuco: Agamemnon (who has no conspicuous affec-
tion for Diomedes, cf. 9.32ft0.) uses a formular verse put more naturally into
the mouth of Athene at 5.243 and 5.826. The hemistich occurs also at
11.608 and Od. 4.71.

236 90CIVOIJ6VCOV: 'those who have come forward', 'the volunteers', is
clearly what the poet wants, but his choice of word has puzzled commenta-
tors as to its precise sense, e.g. 'as they present themselves' (Leaf,
Schadewaldt).

237-9 ai86[i6vos: in the heroic system of values ai8cos denotes sensitivity
to disapproval. It can therefore be a spur to action if the disapproved
behaviour is e.g. cowardice, hence the cry oclScbs, 'Apyeioi, KOK' iAeyxeoc,
eT8os &ytyroi (5.787 = 8.228), or as here it can restrain a hero from showing
disrespect, cf. Od. 3.24 oci8cbs 8' aO VEOV dv8pa yepaiTspov e£spsea6ai
(Telemakhos to 'Mentor'). Diomedes was a young man and sometimes at
least (4.411-18, though not at 9.31-49) deferential towards seniority and
rank. That a man can be yzxp&v but pacriAsuTepos is implicit in the wrath
of Akhilleus, but as an arcanum imperii it is not usually so candidly revealed
as it is here. — al8oT EIKCOV < ai86'i pekcov, ultimately that is, but preserved
with hiatus by formular conservatism.

240 This verse was certainly missing from Zenodotus' text (Did/AT),
and was probably athetized by his successors as violating heroic stan-
dards of courage. Modern taste would tend to think the text stronger if
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Agamemnon's inner thoughts were implied rather than spelled out, but as
a clarification of a speaker's motives for the benefit of the slow-witted the
verse has many parallels, but is unusual in that £8eia£V 8E (8e with the sense
of yap, Denniston, Particles 169) does not mark a change of subject. auTis
in 241 marks 242ff. as the second speech of Diomedes and has no bearing
on the status of 240. — Menelaos, in spite of his inferiority as a fighting man
(cf. naAOocKos aixur|Tf)s, 17.588 - Apollo's description), is sensible that the
war is being fought for his sake (cf. the narrator's comment at 25-8 above)
and cannot hang back on these perilous occasions, cf. his acceptance of
Hektor's challenge, 7-94ff. Agamemnon reacted in the same way on that
occasion too. Note also his reaction to Menelaos' wounding at 4.i48ff.,
where his concern for Menelaos' safety was heightened (4.171-5) by his
realization that his brother's death would deprive the war, in which his
honour is implicit, of its raison d'etre. Agamemnon's concern and the indirect
manner in which he is made to express his wishes is a comic touch of char-
acterization that should not be overlooked, cf. 61 (Menelaos' diffidence),
114 (Agamemnon having to do all the work), 123 (Menelaos' lack of
initiative), 164 (Diomedes' mock-outrage). The Odyssey of course shows the
same interest in the interactions of human personalities.

243 = Od. 1.65, a coincidence that has seemed significant to older
commentators, see Von der Muhll, Hypomnema 187, and Danek, Dolonie
116—18. Diomedes' choice of Odysseus is eminently sensible but also the-
matic, the two being joined in several adventures before Troy: the slaying
of Palamedes, the theft of the Palladium, the slaying of Philomelas, king of
Lesbos (schol. to Od. 4.343), and at several points in the Iliad, 5.519, 8.91-2,
11.312, and 11.396. The two heroes complement each other in the tradition
of the Cycle as they do in this Book; Odysseus is the planner, Diomedes the
man of action. In the rest of the Iliad that characterization is still in germinal
form. The reputation here bestowed on Odysseus alludes to his deeds in the
tale of Troy as a whole. Thus far in the Iliad he had not been conspicuous
in action, being given only a briefly told &v8poKTacria at 5.669-79. At 8.97
he ran with the foremost and abandoned Nestor. — 'OSuafjos | eycb Gdoio
recasts the regular formula 'OSuacrnos Oeioio | (3X //.).

244 Kpa8ir) KOCI Ouuos ayfjvcop may be taken together as a single idea 'his
heart and gallant spirit . . . ' as at 220, 319, and 9.635, though it is possible
to take &yf)vcop predicatively and parallel to Trpo9pcov. There is no ready
parallel for the syntax of a redundant attributive adjective in a formula
being modified to a predicative use.

245 (piAeT 5e h TTaAAas 'AOfjvri: Athene breathes pievos into Odysseus at
482, but to say that she loves him is to imply that he is lucky. Nestor in
astonishment at the successful outcome of the raid uses the same language
at 553. At 23.782-3 the defeated Aias (son of Oileus) complains that Osa . . .
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fj TO irdpos irep | ur)TT|p cos 'OSvafji TrapioraTai f|8J eirapfiyei, but that is
true rather of the Odyssey and the Cycle than the Iliad, see M. W. M. Pope,
AJPSi (i960) 113-35. — nocAA&s is the special epithet of Athene (26 x //.,
21 x Od.) in the nominative and accusative cases. The link between epithet
and name is very tight, and the archaic epic does not use FTaAAds sub-
stantivally as a synonym or substitute for the divine name as, for example,
'EvocrixOcov and 'Evvocjiyaios are used for Poseidon. It was probably unin-
telligible to the poet: traditional etymologies, of which P.Oxy. 2260 retails a
sample, link it to the syllable TTOCAA- (iraAAaKri, irdAAeiv - see 5. in.), but an
equation with Semitic ba'alat, feminine ofba'al, 'mistress', cf. a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-
ja (= 'Addva (or 'AOdvas) TTOTVIOC) KN V 52 with TTOTVia = TTaAAds, must
be considered, for which see O. Carruba, Atti del I Congresso di Micenologia
(Rome 1968) 932-44. Janko (on 15.610-14) draws attention to Myc. qa-ra2

(TH Of 37-8 - qa-ra at Knossos is a toponym).
247 7TEpioi8e vof̂ cjai is probably formular, or an echo of a formula, cf.

oT8e vof^aai (1.343 and n.), where, however, the amplification aua Trpoaaco
KOCI OTTio-aco gives the sense of vofjcrai its essential complement. The irEpi- is
intensifying, as at Od. 17.317 \yyz<y\ ydp 7repir|8r|. There is a curious aural
perversion of the formula at HyHerm 208 TraT8a 8' e8o£a, <pepi<7TE, accept 8*
OUK oT8a, vof)(7ai.

249-50 Odysseus' modest disclaimer (by no means characteristic, cf. Od.
9.19-20) will stand in contrast with Dolon's boastfulness before the event

at 324-7-
251 dveToa: 'is completed', < dvpco, so that the d- is long in the epic

(except at 18.473), cf- <|>Gav<0 < cpBdvpco, against Attic 96dvco.
252 The proper form of the perfect of Trap-oixoucci was disputed, the

scholars preferring -GOK-. -T\K- represents the assimilation of the vulgate to
the koine. TTAECOV VU£: cf. eyyOOi 8J fjcos in 251. This point is probably part
of the adaptation of book 1 o to its present place in the Iliad, for the whole
lengthy action of book 9 took place after nightfall, cf. 8.485-6. Here it
suggests no more than heroic impatience for action; in the other versions of
the Rhesos-story, especially in the oracle version (see introduction to this
Book) the same note of time would mean extreme urgency - if Rhesos
survived the night he would be invincible.

253 This verse was not read by Zenodotus (Did/A) and was athetized by
Aristophanes and Aristarchus (Did/AT, Arn/A) on the grounds that it was
unnecessary and prosaically precise (obcnTEp daxpovoiiou TIVOS) . Aristarchus
also could find no other use of 8uo as gen. or dat. in Homer (which is strictly
correct for 8uo, but for 8uco cf. 13.407 and Od. 10.515). (Homer has no form
8uoTv.) Aristotle (Poet. 146^25) quotes 252 as an ducpipoAia; in fact TTAECOV

might mean 'the great part of as well as 'more than', though the genitive
of comparison TCOV 8UO uoipdcov requires the latter. Verse 253 is well
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established in the paradosis, being attested in Pap. 98 and Pap. 211; it was
also the subject of a TroAu6puAr|TOV £f|Tn|ja of depressing pedantry, how
one-third of the night could be left when more than two-thirds had passed:
Porphyry (149 Schrader) devoted more than six pages to this silly question.
For the threefold division of the night hours cf. the curious Odyssean
formula Tpixoc VUKTOS (Od. 12.312, 14.483).

2j4~g8 The two heroes arm themselves for their dangerous mission, donning helmets
of unusual design. With prayers to Athene and encouraged by an omen they set off
through the night

For the normal arming scene see 3.330-8 and n. The poet uses none of the
usual formulas and employs a new one twice, &u<pl 5e oi KUV6T|V Ke9aAfj<piv
IOr|K6 (257 and 261). He is fond of i^aA'qcpiv (5X) which he uses as a
locatival dative except at 458 (genitive). For -<piv see 1 i.35on. The second
hemistich of 256 TO 6' sov irapa vr|i AEAEITTTO explains why Thrasumedes
and Meriones, the captains of the watch, had to lend certain of their arms
to the two scouts; but the text gives no explanation for the two special
helmets. If this were a real situation it would be reasonable to suggest with
bT that the usual bright metal helmet with nodding crest was inappropriate
for spies who hoped to remain unseen, not to terrorize their foes with their
panoply of war. This is reasoning that does not convincingly apply to the
boar's tusks, nor to the CT&KOS (257) as usually conceived in Homer. It was
known, however, to Virgil; Euryalus was betrayed by the glint of his helmet,
Aen. 9.371—5. In fiction, if reasons are not given, it is probably because they
are artistic reasons. The poet of this Book wished to introduce an interesting
and exotic object, cf. 23n. The Trojan spy Dolon (335) took a leather
helmet also, though again there is no comment by the poet.

254 OTTAOICTIV: OTiAa has the general sense of'gear'. With specific refer-
ence to warlike gear it recurs only at 272, 18.614 (Shield of Akhilleus) and
19.21, cf. also OTTAÎ OVTO (8.55). The word is common in the Odyssey (13X ),
especially in the sense of'ship's gear', 'rope'.

256-61 The borrowed weapons complement those the heroes brought to
the council. At 149 Odysseus took only a shield and at 178 Diomedes only
a spear.

258 It is clear that Kuver) can imply 'leather' generally rather than 'dog-
skin' specifically. None the less Aristarchus (Arn/A) objected to KUVETJV . . .
Tocupeirjv. — CKpocAov: 'without 9&A01'. 9&A01 appear to be, at least origi-
nally, the metal plates forming the outer protective covering of the helmet,
see J. Borchhardt, Arch. Horn, E 72-4, and cf. the epithets &u9i9aAos and
T£Tp&9aAos. — &AA090V: the double -AA-, which has no etymological justi-
fication, is by analogy with such forms as iAAape. — KaTaiTu£: a strange
term for a strange object. KOTarru^ is a hapax legomenon which bT interpret
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Figure i. The boar's tusk helmet. From H.-G. Buchholz, Arch. Horn, E pi. ia.

etymologically as a compound of Korrd and the root of Teuxco, the helmet
being so called because it lacked height, having no crest. It is clear that the
scholiasts had nothing before them but the text. Bechtel, Lexilogus zu Homer
(Halle 1914) 187, having accepted Schulze's hypothesis that A690S was a
Carian loan-word, conjectured the same source for KaTaiTU .̂

260 Meriones used the bow in battle at 13.650 and in the archery contest
at the funeral games of Patroklos at 23.870-81. At other times, as second in
command to Idomeneus (see 13.249-50^), he fights in the normal way
with the spear. T remembered that Meriones was a Cretan and that the
classical Cretans were great archers. A more important question is why a
bow should be thought a useful weapon for a spy to have. T supposed that
Odysseus could have shot from the darkness at men illuminated by the
firelight. Rather the poet wanted variety, a spear for Diomedes and, with a
glance at the Odyssey, a bow for Odysseus, just as he provided the spies with
two different helmets.

261-5 The boar's tusk helmet (see fig. 1). To W. Reichel (see Uber
homerische Waffen (2nd edn Vienna 1901) 102) is owed the distinction of
recognizing the significance of the ivory fragments turned up by nineteenth-
century excavators of Mycenaean sites. The boar's tusk helmet was chiefly
current during the LHI and LHII periods but fell out of fashion during
LHIIIA (sixteenth-fifteenth century B.C.), so Lorimer, HM 212-19, see
alsoj. Borchhardt, Homerische Helme (Mainz 1972) 18-37, 47-52. The tell-
tale boar's ivory plaques, however, are found in later contexts, as late as a
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Sub-Minoan grave at Knossos (JHS Archaeological Reports 1982-3 53). There
is no doubt - and the fact is remarkable enough - that a piece of bronze-age
equipment is referred to, but it is questionable whether the verses them-
selves could be survivals from the bronze age, their language being in no
respect exceptionally archaic. (Note KE9aAfj(piv (261) with singular -<pi(v),
pivou (262) not -010, TTOAECTIV (262) with movable -v making position.) A
plaque showing a warrior wearing a boar's tusk helmet was included in a
late eighth-century foundation deposit on Delos, see CAH3, plates to vols. 1
and 11 124(0); the poet, however, is aware not only of the appearance of the
helmet but also of its construction, as if he were familiar with an actual
specimen more or less intact. (He could hardly have emulated Reichel by
reconstructing the object from its loose pieces.) Vase-painters (see 454n.)
had no clue, but give both heroes broad-brimmed travellers' hats
(TT6Ta<7oi), which were also made of felt like the foundation of Odysseus'
helmet. — i|idaiv | EVTETOCTO OTEpEcbs: it was formed within of'thongs tightly
strained', cf. 5.727-8 of the construction of Here's chariot; but it is hard to
imagine what kind of reinforcement to the felt is here being described, EXOV:
intransitive - 'led'. ivOoc KOCI EVOCC means, to judge from the representations,
that the curve of the tusks was reversed in alternate rows,

) ) ) . . . then( ( ( . . .

In spite of its distinctive appearance the formular diction preserved no
epithets commemorating this style of helmet. If such had existed and had
become unintelligible, it is likely they would have been replaced.
(For signs that the formular system for the helmet had been - or was being
— reconstructed at the time of the Iliad's composition see D. H. F. Gray, CQ^
41 (1947) 118-19 = Language and Background 64-5.) If the lion skin of
Diomedes (177) and the wolfskin of Dolon (334) symbolize the spirits of
those characters, the tusks of the boar should do the same for Odysseus.
After the lion the boar is indeed the most frequent symbol of heroic courage
in similes, a beast oO TE liEyioros | 6U|J6S EV! OTT)0EO-<JI TTEpi CJOEVEI |3A£|JEaivEi
(17.21-2).

265 All helmets, as Arn/A point out, were doubtless lined for a comfort-
able fit, and it is only to complete the full description that the point is here
mentioned. According to Arn/A the verse was taken ad hominem and started
the iconographic tradition of representing Odysseus wearing the TTIAIOV.

266-70 It is common epic practice to identify an object by its history,
see 2.101-8 (Agamemnon's sceptre), 7.137-49 (Ereuthalion's armour),
11.19-23 (Agamemnon's corslet), 15.529-34 (Meges' corslet), 16.140-4
(Akhilleus' spear), 17.194-7 (Akhilleus' armour), 24.234-7 (Priam's gob-
let), Od. 4.125-7 (Helen's work-basket), and 21.31-3 (Odysseus' bow).

266 E£ 'EAECOVOS 'AuOvropos 'OpuEViSoco: the poet keeps the generations
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straight (Amuntor was father of Phoinix who was nurse to Akhilleus, and
Autolukos therefore Amuntor's contemporary), but his geography is suspi-
cious, see 9447-8n. Eleon is in Boeotia (2.500). Kuthera, lying between
Crete and Laconia, was a place of some importance in the second millen-
nium B.C. (see 15.429-35^ for details). It is unclear why the helmet trav-
elled in the first place to Kuthera (it had to go somewhere), but having got
there it is reasonable that it should pass to Meriones in Crete. Valuable gear
tended to circulate about the heroic world through the institution of the
^Eivfi'iov: see West on Od. 1.311-13, and for the custom in Homeric times
J . N. Coldstream in R. Hagg (ed.), The Greek Renaissance of the Eighth Century
BC (Stockholm 1983) 201-7. Normally it is a host who so honours a guest,
as at Od. 1.311, etc., but some presents arrived unsolicited from afar, e.g.
Agamemnon's corslet (11.20). For the combination of gift and heirloom cf.
the corslet of Meges (15.529-34). The efficiency of ££Vir| as a mechanism
for the distribution of valuable objects throughout the heroic world may be
remarked, cf. Finley, World 58-164, with the corrections of J. T. Hooker,
BICS36 (1989) 79-90.

267 If the helmet had to be stolen there could be no better candidate for
the theft than Autolukos (maternal grandfather of Odysseus, as it happens,
though it would be ungracious to mention it at this point), cf. 6s dvOpcoTrous
6K6KCXOTO I KAeTrToown (Od. 19.395-6). — TTUKIVOV 86|Jiov is formular (2X
//., 3X Od.), but would be appropriate to Mycenaean Eleon, see 2.5oon.
dvTiTopfjcras: the modus operandi of the Greek housebreaker (TOixcopi/x°s)
implies accessible mud-brick construction, not the stone lower courses of the
Mycenaean palatial style.

268 Amphidamas is the weak link in the helmet's travels in contrast to
its origin and final destination; he is otherwise unknown.

269 Molos, father of Meriones (13.249), was son of Deukalion and half-
brother of Idomeneus. Molos, like much of the Cretan onomasticon, is a
name with Lycian connexions. MoAos, MoAr|s, McoAr|s are among the com-
monest Lycian names (von Kamptz, Personennamen 353); Greeks would
connect it with uoAelv.

270 <popf}vai: an infinitive ofverba contracta in -fjUEvai is attested for cpopeco
and seven other verbs, cf. Chantraine, GHi 306. The type is not attested in
the Aeolic dialects and is best regarded as a recent creation within the
Kunstsprache. A parallel formation using the Ionic infinitive -vai with the
athematic stem -r\- would be an easy analogy with the infinitive in -fjiJievai
but is found (4X ) only with this verb.

271 Odysseus dons the helmet. He is now equipped with helmet, shield
(149), bow, and sword. Diomedes is similarly equipped, but with spear
(178) instead of bow. The shield is of doubtful utility for their present
enterprise, and probably has been carried over from the conventional arming
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scene. Odysseus would have difficulty in managing bow and shield at the
same time, not to mention racing after the fleet-footed Dolon. Dolon, who
took a bow and javelin (333-5), dispensed with a shield. None of the three
wears a full corslet, but Diomedes and Dolon wear lion or wolfskins.

273 AiTT6Tr|V KOCT' auToOi: i.e. KOCT(&) is to be construed in tmesi with
AlTT6TT|V, cf. 2 1 . 2 0 1 KOCT* OCUToOl AEITTEV, a n d 1 7 - 5 3 5 , 2 4 . 4 7 O KOn^ 0(001 AlTTEV,

but in this Book KOCTOCUTOOI may already be felt as a single word, as in Ap.
Rhod. 2.16, 4.916, and 4.1409.

274-5 epwBios is the name of several long-legged birds, here clearly a
night-heron, a bird of good omen (bT and Plutarch, Mor. 405D) and a
symbol of Athene on coins of Corinth and Ambracia. TTEAAOV in 275 (for
TTocAA&s), an over-clever suggestion of Zopyrus, also denotes a species of
heron and would stand here as epithet to EpcoSiov. The invisibility of the
bird in the darkness makes its sound more numinous. It is of no consequence
that soon there was light enough to aim a spear at Dolon (372).

275 Athene is the goddess of success and so, apart from her patronage of
the Achaeans, the appropriate deity to send the omen. Her activity in the
Iliad is threefold: (1) to instill uevos or give other assistance, (2) to give
advice, and (3) as patroness of craftsmanship. The most frequent recipients
of her aid are Akhilleus, Diomedes, and Odysseus (3 times only), never
Agamemnon, either of the two Aiantes, Nestor (at Troy), Idomeneus, or
any Trojan. She distributes advice with the same partiality. As patroness of
craftsmanship, however, she is unbiased - twice in similes, once on Olumpos,
twice in connexion with Trojans. In this Book, as argued by M. W. M.
Pope, AJP 81 (i960) 113-35, s n e *s even-handed in her favours to the two
heroes. — Omens are relatively frequent in the Iliad (eagles 8.247, 12.201,
13.821, 24.315; rainbows 11.27, x7-547? thunder 11.45, lightning 10.5,
unlucky words 18.272), but like this heron they are usually sent by the god
or, as we should say, are chance events. The business of the oicoviorfis or
oicovoTToAos was to interpret such signs, not to seek them. Only at 24.310 is
a sign requested (by Priam) in the Iliad, but cf. Od. 3.173, 2O.97ff.

275-6 The cry in the night of the invisible bird is an imaginative touch.
Athene intervenes at the right psychological moment as the heroes move out
into the darkness. She is present here but impalpable, breathes UEVOS into
Diomedes at 482, and speaks, unseen, at 509. The Iliadic conception of
divine intervention at this level is more concrete, the god appearing openly
or disguised or literally acting upon events.

278-9 Odysseus' prayer is made in regular form: a mention of the god-
dess's titles and former aid, then the special request; but it is also similar
verbally to that uttered by Diomedes at 5.115-20. Verse 278 = 5.115 (to
TEKOS), 280 = 5.117. Diomedes' prayer at 284-94 follows the same formula.
It is not easy to think of an alternative approach, cf. 'O God, our help in
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ages pas t . . . ' — aiyioxoio Aios TCKOS is independently formular (4X //., 2 x
Od., always vocative). For the aegis, Zeus' magical weapon, see 2.446-5in.
and J. T. Hooker, /F84 (1979) 113-15. Although the aegis was made for
Zeus by Hephaistos (15.310) it is Athene who makes the most use of it
(2.447, 5.738, 18.204, 21.400, Od. 22.297). Verse 278-9 (to Trapioracrai) £
Od. 13.300-1, where Athene is speaking to Odysseus and the sentence is
recast into the 1st person.

279-80 oOSe ere AfjOco | Kivuuevos is unclear. 'Nor am I forgotten as I go
my ways' (Lattimore) is probably too general. In 279 the TTOVOI of Odysseus
must be the toil of war, so that Kivuuevos should be something like 'as I
rouse myself for action', cf. 4.281, etc. Danek renders 'Ich entgehe deiner
Aufmerksamkeit nicht, wann immer ich mich (zu einer Tat) in Bewegung
setze' (Dolonie 124), and compares Od. 13.393-4 o u o^ l-ie Arjaeis | OTTTTOTE

KEV 6rj TCCC/TCC TrevcoueOa . . . , Kivuuevos here corresponding to the temporal
sentence in the Odyssean verse.

282 Both heroes already have in mind some heroic deed (ueya epyov 282,
uepuepa . . . t-pya 289, like those of Tudeus) beyond the scouting expedition
for which they had volunteered.

284 'ATpuTcbvrj is restricted to the formula KAOOI ueu, aiyioxoio Aios TCKOS,

'ATpUTcbvri (4X //., 2X Od.) and this derivative, which is modified so that
Diomedes as second speaker can say KCCI euefo. The conventional rendering
'Unwearied', as if < crrpuTos (xpueiv) + -covn probably satisfied the poet
but does not please modern philologists (see LfgrE s.v.). The original sense,
as with so many divine epithets, is now lost beyond recovery.

285 CTTreTo represents the imperative of the root aorist e-o"TT-6ur|V, icrrreo
(< <je-OTr-6ur|v) the indicative of a reduplicated aorist. There is no explana-
tion for the lengthening of orreo to aireTo, except as an arbitrary licence,
unless the analogy of ai8elo (aiSeouai) ~ ai8eo (af5ouai) suggested itself, cf.
Wyatt, ML 136-7.

285-90 For Tudeus' exploits at Thebes see also 4.370-98 and 5.802-8.
The uepuepa epya (289) are his massacre of all but one of fifty Koupoi who
lay in ambush for him. The poet of course already intends that this part of
Diomedes' prayer will be fulfilled. The employment of the Tudeus-story on
three separate occasions allows some insight into the technique of use of
such paradigms. In book 4 Agamemnon permits himself to enlarge on
the (supposed) role of his subjects, the Mycenaeans, as if the house of
Tudeus owed him aid in return. Athene comments in book 5 on the
assistance she rendered Tudeus in spite of his disregarding her advice.
(These are both hortatory paradigms with emphasis on Tudeus' exploits.)
Diomedes here omits the athletic contests provoked by Tudeus and stresses
Athene's aid in the ambush - a hazard that he and Odysseus might well
soon encounter.
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287 The pause at the Asopos river is mentioned at 4.383. (AITTE)

XaAKOxiTcovas 'Axoaous: the regular formula is 'Axocicov x̂ AKOxiTcbvcov.
Declension into the accusative case is no significance in itself; what is
remarkable is that the genitive is an exceptionally firmly fixed expression
(22 x //., 2 x Od.), which only here shows any modification. The poet could
have said Am' 'Axouous xa^KoX*TCOVa$> keeping the word order of the pri-
mary formula; that he did not do so is probably a response to the localiza-
tion of case-forms of 'Axoaoi (u ), except in a few fixed formulas, at the
verse-end. The epithet itself, in the nominative case, is transferred to the
'ETTEIOI at 11.694. A literal bronze xiTC^v (like the Dendra cuirass, Arch.
Horn, E pi. VII?) would be an uncomfortable garment, and was perhaps
misunderstood in the later stages of the epic tradition, whence the gloss
XaAK8o0copr)KCov (4.448 = 8.62 and nn.). In all three allusions to the
Theban saga the Thebans are called KOCSUETOI or KOCSUEIGOVES, their attackers
'Axcaoi, as if the war of the Seven had been a national enterprise.

290 ^ Od. 13.391 which has TTOTVO Oed for 6Ta ded and £Trapf|yois for
TrapEorris. — Trpo9paaaa, also at 21.500 and 3 x Od., is an epic feminine of
TTp69pcov (which also serves as a feminine, e.g. at 244). The formation is
analogical after archaic feminines in -aaaa of vx-stems.

291 Trapiorao, imperative, is preserved by Zenodotus, Aristarchus
(Arn/A), and ai TTAEIOUS (i.e. the majority of the 'better' texts), and is
supported by udpvao 15.475. All the medieval MSS have Trapioraao, the
Attic and Koine form and, pace van der Valk, Textual Criticism of the Odyssey
(Leiden 1949) 165, clearly intrusive. — KCCI iropE K08OS (Zenodotus, Arn/A),
in place of KOU UE cpuAaaaE, is not a Homeric expression. The vulgate is
confirmed by TrapioTauai f|5E (puAdaoxo (Od. 13.301) and irapioTCCTai f|8'
EirapriyEi (23.783).

292-4 (= Od. 3.382-4): the vow is one of the formulas of prayer. Since
the narrative of the night's events ends before daybreak there is no notice
of Diomedes' having fulfilled his promise to the goddess. — fjviv is used only
in this formula; for the probable meaning 'yearling' see Frisk, GEW and
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. The properispomenon accentuation was approved by
Herodian in spite of the anomalous metrics in the fourth foot which that
accentuation implies. The toleration of a short syllable (-Tv) in the un-
stressed part of the foot is more typical of the first foot (West, GM 39). The
suffix was probably originally in long T.

294 xputfov KEpaaiv TTEpixeuas is evidently a memory of ancient practice.
TTEprxa/Eiv is to spread gold leaf over an object. The poet of Od. 3.432-8
affects to describe the gilding process, but has no real knowledge of it and
represents the smith, in a highly inaccurate manner, as using a hammer to
apply the gold leaf, see D. H. F. Gray, JHS 74 (1954) 12-13.

297 The lion is the epic's favourite beast for illustrating the heroic
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temper, with 40 instances in the Iliad and a further seven in the Odyssey.
See 12.299-306^

298 An effective verse - and the archetype of many purple passages, e.g.
Xen. Ages. 2.14. The polysyndeton is traditional (cf. 1.177 = 5.891 CUE! yap
TOI Ipis Te q>iAr| TTOAEUOI T6 [i&xai TS, and its echo at Od. 8.248, and 11.163-4
EK TE Koviris I £K T' dv8poKTacrir|S EK 6' atucrros 6K T8 KUSOIHOU), and the verse
itself is probably so, for the second hemistich is used again (and misunder-
stood) at 23.806.

299-331 The Trojans too are in council: in return for the promise of the horses of
Akhilleus Dolon volunteers to spy out the Achaean intentions

The Trojan scene mirrors that before the Achaean camp exactly, except
that Hektor's call for volunteers elicits only one response; but it is much
shorter, as is usually the case when two parties go through the same se-
quence of actions, cf. 333-711. The speed of the narrative now quickens as
we move towards the Book's climax.

299 eiacrev has an anomalous short a, another linguistic experiment,
probably after such alternative forms as fjTiuaaa ( < drn|id£co) beside
f)Ti|ir|aa.

302 = 2.55. TTUKivf|V dpTUVETO |3ouAr|v: for the phrase see 2-55n. It is in
order here where Hektor has a 'shrewd plan' to put forward. dpTUVETO
pouAfjv implies speaking, so that direct speech follows without further intro-
duction. At 2.55 Zenodotus' text worked in a verb of speaking, but no
divergence is noted here. m/Kivos (TTUKVOS), which qualifies 56|ios, OdAapios,
AEXOS, OTI£, 9dAay£, and xAdiva, as well as pouAf), |jf|8Ea, and lifiTis, means
'well constructed', 'well knit', literally or metaphorically. TTUKivds 9pEvas
(14.294) makes a bridge between the two uses.

304 = Hesiod, Erga 370. The hemistich uicrdos 8E . . . is Odyssean (Od,
18.358). dpKios is properly 'reliable', see 2.393^, but seems here to be
associated with dpKEiv, 'be sufficient'.

306 dpioroi Ecocjiv is the reading of Aristarchus for the vulgate
dpiOTEOcoaiv. Aristarchus believed, surely unnecessarily, that dpiOTEUEiv
should be limited to human excellence. Zenodotus had a different verse (=
323, with OCUTOUS for SCOCTEUEV), which would make Hektor promise the
horses of Akhilleus at this point. It is better that that suggestion should come
from Dolon. Aristophanes' reading, KOCAOUS, 01 cpopEouaiv . . . , looks like an
'improvement' on that of Zenodotus.

308 Cf. 8.507-12. A minor inconsistency, Hektor had there ordered
bonfires (&s KEV . . . CTEACCS EIS oupavov IK13) to illuminate an Achaean embar-
kation, if one were attempted.

309 = 396. The formula vq£s flood (4x //.) replaces yAacpupal VEES (4X
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in book 2) where it is not necessary to lengthen the syllable that precedes
it. Ship-formulas make up the most extensive system built on a single noun
in the epic; for details see B. Alexanderson, Eranos 68 (1970) 1-46.

311 = 398. <pu£is, 'flight', occurs only in this Book, in these verses and at
447. From the root cpuy- the normal epic words are <puyf| or cpu£a.

312 6C5T|K6T6S: see 98n.

314-18 The sentence structure fjv 5e TIS . . . 6s 5r| TOI . . . 6s pa TOTE . . . is
exactly paralleled by Od. 20.287-91; it elaborates the formula used to
introduce new characters in battle scenes, fjv 8e TIS . . . followed by a single
relative or 8e-clause (5.9, etc.).

314 AoAcov, 'Sneaky', is an obviously invented name, created for this
episode and alien to the primary forms of the Rhesos-saga, see B. Fenik, Iliad
X and the Rhesos (Brussels-Berchem 1964) 17. The coining of appropriate
names such as this (which do not figure prominently among the victims of
battle) was part of the singers' art, see H. Miihlestein, SMEA 9 (1969)
67-94 ( = Homerische JVamenstudien (Frankfurt 1987) 28-55). ovouonroBeTiKos
6 TrornTfjs is the comment of Didymus (Did/A to 12.342).

315 KTjpuKos Oeioio: for Oeioio see 9.2 i8n. The sense of the epithet is not
strongly felt, or not taken literally, but heralds have a better claim to it than
most, being Aios ayyeAoi f)8s KOC! avSpcov (1.334). Talthubios is a OeTov
KfjpUKa at 4.192. — TToAuxpuaos TTOAUXOCAKOS is apparently formular, cf.
18.289 (of Troy, ace. sing.), and for the jingle TroAuppr|V6S iroAupoOToci
(9.154 = 9.296). The mention of Dolon's wealth looks forward to his
attempt to offer ransom (378-81).

316 The sense of eTSos usv er|V KCCKOS is one of the 'problems' cited in Arist.
Poet. 25 1461a: how could Dolon run fast if he were deformed? The solution
was to understand the phrase, rightly, as meaning 'ugly'. But why should
Dolon be ugly? Because, like Thersites 2.216-19, he is intended to be
despised. His outrageous boast that he will slip through the Achaean army
as far as Agamemnon's ship and his ridiculous claim to the arms and horses
of Akhilleus (322-3) have the same effect. For Dolon's appearance on vases
see Friis Johansen, Iliad in Early Greek Art 70-5, and the commentary in
Wathelet, Dictionnaire 437-41; the wolfskin (334) was an attractive motif.
— Tro5cbKr|s: it is remarkable that this epithet is otherwise strictly confined
in the singular to Akhilleus, for whom it provides the oblique cases of
Tro8apKr|S. As such, and as an epithet of horses in the plural it seems to imply
exceptional speed. If so, it is inappropriate (and anti-traditional) in its
application to Dolon.

317 In other contexts the remark that Dolon was an only son would
certainly be pathetic: his death would leave his house dKOupos (or dirais,
Hdt. 5.48) in spite of his five sisters, cf. Od. 7.64. But such comments are
usually made at a warrior's death (cf. 11.241, 11.329, etc.), and there is no
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return to this point when Dolon is killed at 454. Willcock therefore is
probably right to take 317 with 316 as characterization and to put the stress
on KaCTiyvr)TT)aiv: Dolon is a sissy (so T). — Zenodotus read Ka<7iyvf)T0icji,
for which he was derided by Arn/A as if he had intended a masculine form;
Zenodotus in fact accepted the post-Homeric usage in which Kaaiyvr|Tos
can be feminine, cf. his dOavdToicri, feminine, at 7.32. Word-break between
the short syllables of the fourth foot ('Hermann's Bridge', see West, GM
37-8) is strikingly rare in Homer. Leaf cites 23.760, Od. 1.241, 4.684,
18.140; the vulgate at 9.394 would be another instance.

320 IK T£ Tru0£CT0ai rather abruptly terminates Dolon's response, though
the sense is easily completed from 309-12.

321-3 For the symbolism of sceptres in Homer see 2.iO9n. Akhilleus
actually swore by his sceptre at 1.234, though it more usually embodies or
symbolizes the power by which the oath is taken. The sceptre is itself a
numinous object; as here it was raised up TT&CTI Oeolm at 7.412 to confirm an
oath, TO, also at 7.412, is half-way between demonstrative and article, =
'the sceptre he was holding' (Leaf's suggestion that TO means the sceptre
Dolon was holding as speaker is contradicted by the scene in book 7).
Observe the over-confidence of the Trojans (already noted by Arn/A and
T and Eust. 808.40) and the contrast set up with the cautious prudence of
the Achaeans and the undemanding self-sacrifice of their volunteers. Dolon's
request for the spoils of Akhilleus is a fatuous piece of vainglory which
foreshadows, if not his ludicrous cowardice (374-6), then certainly the
failure of his expedition, see 402-4^ and 17.75-8 in. It is a deliberate irony
of course that in the event it is not the horses of Akhilleus but those of
Rhesos that become booty. Akhilleus' chariot like that of Agamemnon
(4.226) has merely formular decoration: iroiKiAa yahKcb, formular with
TEUXEOC (4X ) and dpuccTa (3X and HyAphr 13). Contrast that of Diomedes
Xpucicp TreTTUKacruEva KaaaiTEpco TE (23.503), and the even more splendid
vehicle of Rhesos himself, which xpuoxo TE KOU dpyupco eu f|(TKr|Tai (438).

323 = 2.770 (with ITTTTOI for 5GO<76UEV and imperf. cpopEECTKov). Tro5cbKEa,
a reading known to Aristarchus, is found in many MSS in place of d|iO|iova.
Aristarchus objected to TTOSCOKEOC as inappropriate in the context of riding a
chariot, an insufficient reason for ejecting it since the formular style would
easily tolerate the minor inappropriateness. TroScoKEa (-EI) occurs 12X with
TTr|A£icova (-1), and duuuova without a preceding preposition 5X ; in three
places the initial vowel of duuuova is metrically necessary, here and at
22.278 it is admitted by the movable -v at the end of the preceding verb.
The Homeric usage of these two formulas is normally to leave off the -v from
the verb and employ the formula with the initial consonant, cf. 8.474,
13.113, 16.281, 18.267, 20.27, 22.193; but in this Book normal practice is
an unsure guide and an echo of 2.770 very probable.
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324 oux ocAios CTKOTTOS . . . 0O6' &TT6 66£r|s: &7T6 66£ns is 'contrary to
expectation', as at Od. 11.344 (preceded by OTTO CTKOTTOU!), the only occur-
rences of 66£a in Homer. aAios usually qualifies words or missiles and only
here is applied to a person (but aAiov orpocTov at 4.179). Possibly an aural
echo of the epic word dAaoaKOTTir|. The formular system oux &^l°S (etc.)
(TKO7T6S/6TTOS/686S eaaoiiai (etc.) recurs in book 24 and Od. 2 (2X in each).

325-6 Dolon does not explain how he proposes to negotiate the ditch
and wall (of which this Book is aware, 194), but nothing should be made of
it; he has to promise something to Hektor on the lines of penetrating the
Achaean camp, and the promise he makes balances the proposals of Nestor
(204-10), to creep up and overhear the enemy's talk. — For the formation
of the adjective sAyaue|Jivover|v see 46n.

327 This verse repeats Nestor's words at 147.
329—31 Hektor's ready acquiescence in Dolon's ridiculous demands un-

derlines Trojan arrogance in anticipated victory, cf. i3n. For the formula
of the oath see Arend, Scenen 122-3. i°"TC° (4X <#•> 5X Od.) is the normal -
and probably very ancient - language of an oath, calling the god to 'bear
witness', cf. lidpTupoi EOTE in the very elaborate expression used at 3.276ff.
The verb (< weid-, void-) retains its primary force of 'seeing', cf. Boeotian
piOTopES, 'witnesses', IG vn 1779. Zeus is the god by whom mortals always
swear in Homer, though other deities may be added for extra solemnity.
£piy8ou7TOS TTocns wHpr|s (4x //., 3X Od.) is not a periphrasis for Zeus
(except at 16.88), like 7TCCTT|p dcvSpcov T6 OEGOV TE, but an appositional phrase
used especially in oaths and prayers.

330 \xr\ ... ETTOXTlo"£Tai: the grammatical construction, ur| + indicative,
in oaths is regular (but inexplicable according to Goodwin, Syntax 270), cf.
iCTTCo . . . [xi] ... Trr|uaivEi (15.36-42); ICTTCO . . . \xr\ ... ETTEVEIKOC (19.258-61).
(These examples show that hroxilcjETai is not aorist subjunctive.) Classical
examples appear to be restricted to Aristophanes (Lys. 917, etc.).

331 SicciiTtEpEs: apparently = 'for ever', as at Od. 8.245, IO-88.
dyAociEKydai: 'will pride yourself upon', perhaps implying the pride that
precedes a fall, as at 18.133. For the ambiguous nuance cf. the sneer KEpqc

(11.385).

332-468 Dolon equips himself and sets off towards the ships. The two Achaeans hear
his approach and slip aside. They cut off his retreat and take him prisoner. Under
interrogation Dolon reveals the arrival, apparently that very night, of Rhesos with his
Thracians and some magnificent pieces of prospective booty: golden armour, a gold and
silver chariot, and a team of snow-white horses. Without hesitation the two Achaeans
kill Dolon and change their target to the new arrivals

333-7 A truncated arming and departure scene. Epic practice, where
both sides go through the same set sequence of action, is to give a full
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narrative for the first and a passing reference for the second, cf. 11.15—46
(Achaeans and Agamemnon, 32 verses) but 56-60 (Trojans, 5 verses).
Dolon takes no corslet and neither sword nor shield, cf. 257ft0. At 459 he has
a bow, here omitted.

334-5 Dolon dons a wolfskin as a sort of cloak or camouflage. In [Eur.]
Rhesus Dolon is made to have the grotesque idea of disguising himself as a
wolf and creeping up to the ships on all fours {Rhesus 208-13). — KTi8er|v:
for *iKTi5er|v (< IKTIS, 'marten,'), KTIS in Hsch. is a ghost-word 'imagine
pour les besoins d'explication' (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. IKTIS). iKTi8er|V could
be read here but not at 458. On the loss of i- by the misunderstanding of a
rare epic word see Leumann, HW 53-4. It is a question whether any
symbolism should be read into Dolon's wolf and weasel skins. Fenik, Iliad X
and the Rhesus 60, roundly discounts a possibility that opens the door to
wide-ranging anthropological speculation, but see 2C)n. Reinhardt on the
other hand, IuD 247, recognizes that something of the character of the lion,
leopard, boar, wolf, and weasel rubs off on the wearers of their skins, cf. bT
(at verse 23) AoAcovoc 8e cos 6eiA6v KOU AaOpiSiov irpa^iv opucovTOC AuKf)v
[6v8uei]. The weasel too was of evil reputation.

336-40 bT note the effect of the foreshadowing; it creates suspense to
know that Dolon is going to his doom. The focus of the narrative, however,
at once switches to the two Achaeans and we follow events through their
eyes, except for a brief digression at 515-25. One result is that from this
point the Trojan council is forgotten.

338 The expression 'ouiAos of men and horses' is a paraphrase, using the
formulas of the battle scene, for 'camp', the horses being tethered to their
chariots beside the men, cf. 47off. There is in fact no epic word to express
encampment. The Achaeans' camp, called vauoraOuov by Aristarchus, is
expressed by 'the ships' or 'the ships and huts'.

340 8ioyevr|s 'O8ua6us: only here in the Iliad {Od. 5X). Aiour|86a 8e
TTpoaEsnrev seems an odd half-verse with which to introduce direct speech
but recurs at 8.138. The oddity is rather that the introductory sentence
begins in the preceding verse with consequent enjambment, cf. 9.622-3.

343 This is the sole allusion in the Iliad to the unsavoury (and of course
unheroic) practice of scavenging loot on a battlefield. One may compare
the unpleasant aspects of the real world that slip out in similes, e.g. the
enslavement of a woman at Od. 8.523-30. In the heat of battle at 6.66-71
Nestor urges the Achaeans to press on, not stopping to strip their victims
(similarly Hektor to the Trojans at 15.347), ITTGITQ 8S KOU TCC [the evapa]
6KT|Aoi I VEKpous au TTESIOV <JuAf)a6T6 Te6vr|COTas. But those were fighting men
returning to the scene of their victory; here Dolon is suspected of furtively
despoiling the corpses (of both sides?) by night.

344 ecouEv: sco- must be scanned as one syllable, for which see 5.255-6^
uiv is delayed; it should form part of the particle string at the beginning of
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the sentence. Tre6ioio is the usual genitive of the ground covered, as in the
formula 5ieTrpr|<T(7ov TTESIOIO (3X ).

346 Trapa90aiT|ai (or -TJCTI): a notorious monstrum rhapsodicum. The opta-
tive apparently is intended. The formation contaminates the vernacular
optative -air| with the epic subjunctive -r|cn (-rjai), an experiment that
was not repeated. Cf. KpdTEaxpi (156 and n.). Leaf and Willcock print
Trapa^dvncTi, as read by a few MSS.

347 orponxxpi: only here, but the termination is paralleled by xaAKoqu at
11.351. TrpoTisiAeTv: 'force him against' the ships, as it were into a trap. The
infinitive stands for the singular imperative, as is shown by £yxei ETratcrcxcov.
Diomedes had a spear, Odysseus a bow.

349-50 Some ancient texts inserted an additional verse at this point: iv
uevTOi TT) 'Apicrrc^dvous KOCI dAAocis 6T6pcos ecpspETO "d>s 8900-', 0O8' airiOriae
(3of|v dyaOos Aiour)8r|s | EAOOVTES 6' 6KdT6p0e mxpe^ 680O EV VEKUECTCTI |
KAiv0f|TT|v" (Did/A). For the dual 9covf|cravTE, the cause of the trouble,
Didymus compared 21.298, but the grammatical concord (agreement with
the dual subject of KAivOf)TT|v when the reference is to one of those subjects)
requires no defence, cf. 224 and 24.412-3. The oral style has a speaker's
attitude towards grammar.

351-2 6TTI oOpa . . . fjiJiovcov: Aristarchus complimented the poet's know-
ledge of agriculture: 90CCT! ydp 01 £U7T£ipoi cos uev TTJ 7rpcb*rn TT\% yfjs Ipyacria
pocov 5eT crxoAaioTepcov OVTCOV Kai yswaioTEpcov cos dv paOeia yevr|Tai r\
TO|if), EV 8E vsicp T|8T) TTpoeaxicJiiEVcp xpiio"i^ov TO TCOV opscov yevos lidAAov cos
6£uT£pov (Arn/A). The image recurs at Od. 8.124-5.

Homer uses no measures of distance such as must have been in vernacular
use (e.g. fingers, feet, cubits) except the TT£A£0pov (21.407, Od. 11.577), but
makes imprecise and imaginative comparisons (see W. C. Scott, The Oral
Nature of the Homeric Simile (Leiden 1974) 20-4), some of which at least
appear to be traditional - 'as far as a spear cast' (2X //.), 'as far as a man
shouting can make himself heard' (4X Od.), cf. 15.358—6in. The oupov is
either a distance appropriate for mules ploughing a standard plot in a given
time, or the distance by which mules would outpace oxen, as Aristarchus
thought. The former seems more likely, see Hainsworth at Od. 8.124—5.

353 The language of this quasi-simile and those at 13.703-7 and Od.
13.31-4 (irnKTOv dpoTpov, (36E OIVOTTE, veTov) is clearly related, though
without any necessary implication that that is true of the passages them-
selves. — eAKeuEvoci VEIOIO: the genitive must be taken in a local sense (cf.
EAKTICTIV TTE8IOIO, 23.518), presumably after the common TTE8IOIO OEEIV/SICOKEIV

etc., though possibly by misinterpretation of a verse like 18.547 V£l°i°
Pa0£ir)s TEACTOV dpoupris (so Leumann, HW 190 n.), where the genitive
depends on TEACTOV. — For TTT|KT6S see West, Works and Days on Erga 433. It
represents a jointed plough as opposed to one in which the share and the
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beam are in one piece, see the illustrations in Arch. Horn, H 48 and pis. i and
ii (W. von Schiering). Trpo96pf|s occurs in the epic only here and in three
Odyssean passages, always in the comparative or superlative forms. Hesiod
(Theog. 79, 361) has the superlative twice.

354-5 6OU7TOV OCKOUCTOCS: only here in the Iliad (4X Od.). — eAireTo could
be merely 'expected', but 'hoped' would be more in keeping with Dolon's
characterization.

357 6oupr)V6K8s: 'a spear-carrying distance', a hapax legomenon, but a fa-
miliar idea, for which the Iliad proper has a formula, ocrov T' ETTI 8oupos
epcofj (2X ).

358 Odysseus was a contender in the footrace (23.755), DU* Dolon was
fast (TToScbicris, 316) and kept his distance till he almost reached the
Achaean lines.

360-64 Odysseus and Diomedes are likened to hounds, an infrequent but
respectable comparison, cf. 8.337-42 (Hektor) and 22.188-93 (Akhilleus).
For the symbolism of the Homeric dog see Redfield, Nature and Culture 193-9
and i.225n. Greek draws no linguistic distinction between the hound, a
noble creature (feminine in classical Greek, description in Xen. Cyn. 3—4)
to which heroes in their pride may be compared, and the scavenging
mongrel cur implied by the use of KUGOV as a term of abuse or insult, cf.
i.225n.

361-2 The mood and tense of hrdyETov must be indicative and present
with the primary dual ending -TOV; SICOKSTOV, however, at 364 is imperfect.
In the latter case SicoKETnv would be metrically impossible. The grammar-
ians' dogma, that the 2nd person dual of the historic tenses had -TOV, -CTOOV,
the 3rd person -TT)V, -CJOTJV, is correct historically (cf. Skt -tarn, -tarn), but
poorly maintained in Greek, see 13.346-8^ and Monro, HG 6. The epic
tended to generalize -TOV, -CTOOV, Attic -TTJV, -cjdr|V. Leaf asserts that in
similes the leading verb should be in the subjunctive, the following in the
indicative after 8e TE, a grammatical nicety for which this poet had no
feeling. — ueur|Kcbs, 'shrieking' in terror, is a typical elaboration of the
simile. Dolon was scared, but not that scared.

363 There is a v.l. f)8s TTToAiiropOos 'OSuaaeus, omitting the article (so
also at 2.278). 6 TrroAiTropOos, with the article, is necessary in the three
Odyssean occurrences of the formula. For the article in formulas in this
book cf. 6 TAf)|icov 'OSUCTEUS (231, 498), 6 KpotTEpos Aio|if)6r|S (536).

366 uevos lu^aA': iupaAe is probably an innovation for copae in this
formula, cf. 11.1 in.

368 The last colon = 22.207. The SsuTSpos eAOcov got no credit, of
course, much less the TpiTos, cf. Patroklos' dying jeer at Hektor, 16.850.

373 &)£ou (only here) so accented is from a form 6u£o$. iu£oO could be
read with Bechtel [Die Vocalcontraction bei Homer (Halle 1908) 98), but cf.
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beside x̂ H&PPOOS- eO£oos is not used elsewhere as an epithet of
66pu.

375 = Aspis 404. (3aupocivcov: 'stuttering', an onomatopoeic word rather
than a reduplicated form of |3aivco ('staggering'). — dpapos is a strong word
for chattering teeth; the verb dpapko is confined in Homer to the clatter of
armour, but is used of the teeth by [Hesiod], Aspis 249, and by Hellenistic
poets. Elsewhere the Iliad prefers KOUTTOS (11.417 = 12.149).

376 xhczpos UTtai 5eious: elsewhere only at 15.4 (with xAcopoi), but prob-
ably a modernized descendant of an old formula xAcopos OTTO Speeos. The
common x ^ p o v 5eos (1 o x ), with transferred epithet, would then be
secondary.

378-81 Dolon's plea is typical, cf. 6.46ff. and 11.131 (379-81 = 6.48-
50 = 11.133-5); typical also, but on the battlefield, is its brutal rejection.
Convention permitted Trojans and Achaeans to recognize each other, cf.
447, and Dolon should have appealed to his captors by name. Verse 378
corresponds to two verses in the other scenes: £coyp£i, 'ATpeos uie, ov 8s d̂ ioc
Ss^ai onToiva' | TroAAa 5' EV dcpveiou Trorrpos (Avnuaxoio 86UOIS) KEiufjAia
K6rrai (6.46-7, 11.131-2). The poet's difficulty in adapting these verses (the
other passages are appeals to a single captor) would have been to accommo-
date two vocatives in the first verse while bringing up the idea of ransom at
the same time. His recasting of Se^ai oaroiva gave eycov eue Aucrouai, a
slightly inaccurate expression.

379 TTOAUK|JIT)TOS: iron is so described because it was worked by ham-
mering, not cast like bronze. For iron as a precious metal cf. 23.826-35.

380 Aeolic uuuiv, transmitted by most MSS for the normal (and metri-
cally possible) uulv, is odd and unexplained, unless it is used as an epicism.
The movable -v makes position in the dat. plur. of the personal pronouns
only here.

383 Cf. 17.201, where Zeus neatly converts this negative command into
a pathetic statement as he watches Hektor don the armour of Akhilleus.
Odysseus' reassurance of the wretched Dolon seems at first reading a pleas-
ant return to the conventions of war that prevailed before the opening of
the Iliad, when Akhilleus habitually took prisoners and allowed them to be
ransomed ( n . 104-6, 21.100-2). But of course it is Odysseus who speaks
and he is trying to extract information. Beside the prospect of booty that
Dolon imprudently reveals his ransom will not be worth collecting.

384 The whole verse is Odyssean (13X ). KCU crrpeKecos KcrrdAŝ ov (-co)
occurs 4X in this Book and twice in book 24. The verb occurs also at 9.262
and 38 x in the Odyssey. The skewed distribution reflects not only the subject
matter of the poems but also the semantic evolution of KcrraAeyco from
'recount' to 'tell'. KOCTOtAeyco refers primarily to the passing on of informa-
tion point by point; see M. Finkelberg, CPh 82 (1987) 135-8.
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385-6 = 82-3 (Nestor disturbed by Agamemnon).
387 = 343, and was athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus for that

reason (Am/A); they also objected that since Dolon had almost reached the
Achaean sentinels he would have run past the corpses.

391 TrapEK voov 'outside and beyond' sense and reason, 'stupidly'; a
formular expression, cf. 20.133, HyAphr 36. crrncnv: for the plural cf. 9.115.
The association with Hektor as subject is a little odd, but for the active use
of the verb ddco with a personal subject cf. Od. 10.68 aocaav \x ETapoi. The
usual employment of the verb is in the middle or passive with the agent (a
god?) left vague.

392 TTriAeicovos | dyauou: a unique expression which, however, retains
the regular placing of the genitive dyauou between the caesura and bucolic
diaeresis, see 1 i.in.

394 As an epithet of night Oof) (6x , 2X in this book and 2X in 24; not
in Od.) is unexpected; perhaps because darkness falls rapidly in the rela-
tively low latitudes of Greece (Did/A on 12.463). A mechanical transference
of the epithet from the formula 0OT)V ETTI vqa usAoavav (also dative with
TTapd, ovv, 7 x ) is not to be ruled out.

395-9 = 308-12 with grammatical adjustments. dv8pcov 5ucr|i6V6Cov
corresponds to vncov coKUTropcov at 308, but in the event Dolon has not
reached the ships and adjusts his language accordingly.

397-9 These verses were athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus
(Arn/A), presumably because of the syntactical difficulties that attracted
comment from later scholiasts (Nemesion and Apion, see Nickau, £enodotos
260-3). — Verse 398 |3OUAEUOUCTI |J6Td acpio-iv: OCT's text is that of
Aristarchus and a few late MSS and conforms best to Homeric practice:
with this reading Dolon repeats Hector's exact words from 311 and gives
oxpiaiv its correct sense as a 3rd person pronoun. Unfortunately neither
consideration carries its usual weight in this Book and Aristarchus may be
suspected of correcting the vulgate. Most MSS have the verbs in the 2nd
person plural optative, (3OUAEUOIT£ . . . eOeAoixe, as if Dolon adapted his
words to the fact that he was now addressing Achaeans, as he did in 395.
The optative is possible in an indirect question (Chantraine, GH 11 224),
though awkward after the indicative (puAdcrcrovTai in the co-ordinate clause,
but oxpicTiv would then have to serve as a 2nd person pronoun, a use found
in Hellenistic epic (e.g. Ap. Rhod. 2.1278) but without parallel in Homer,
see Chantraine, GH 1 274-5, an(^ f°r t n e 'general' use of the adjective 60s,
6s 11.142n. In talking to Dolon about his compatriots Odysseus uses the 3rd
person (409-11) not the 2nd.

399 dSriKOTes: see 98n.
402-4 = 17.76-8: a short run of verses, used in the latter passage by the

Kikonian Mentes to censure Hektor's ambition to acquire these immortal
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steeds. Zeus (17.443-49) is made to regret bestowing them on a mortal,
even a mortal so highly favoured as Peleus. Odysseus shows incredulous
amusement (67ri|ji6i6f|(7as, 400) at Dolon's ridiculous request.

406-11 Odysseus prefixes an enquiry about Trojan dispositions and
then repeats the spies' orders (409-11 = 208-10). The former are natural
and harmless at this point but immediately turn out to be of vital impor-
tance for the story. Dolon is never given an opportunity to reveal Trojan
intentions. Verses 409-11 were accordingly athetized (Arn/A). Those
verses are in an indirect construction, as it were after KOCTaAŝ ov (405),
which awkwardly follows the direct questions of 406-8. Leaf cites Od.
1.170-1 as a parallel.

408 Aristarchus read 8ai here and at Od. 1.225, 24-299- Soci is a colloqui-
alism, found in Euripides (at least 8x) , Aristophanes (45x) and Plato
(iox ), but not admitted to formal prose: see Denniston, Particles 262-3.
The epic admits some forms from the low stylistic register (e.g. OCTTCC,

T8TT0C), but the role of 5oci, which is never necessary and always useful for
the circumvention of some metrical or grammatical oddity, suggests that it
is a conjecture: see further H. Erbse, Beitrdge zum Verstdndnis der Odyssee
(Berlin 1972) 212—13.

409-11 = 208-10, and were athetized for that reason.
415-17 Oeiou Trapa <jf)|iaTi "lAou: for the geography of the Trojan plain

see n.i66n. Ilos was eponymous founder of Troy (Ilios) and grandfather
of Priam. His tomb is one of the permanent Iliadic landmarks, unlike the
tomb of Aisuetes, 2.793, which seems invented for the occasion. Obviously
Ilos' tomb was not near the surf (9AOICJ|3OS, see 4i6n.), but the poet seems
to have in mind the picture of the Trojan and allied dispositions outlined
in 427-31, which began Trpos ocAos. — Oeiou: cf. 9.2 i8n., but the expression
here is like none of those cited in that note. There is no traditional pattern
for a genitive name with separated epithet in these positions, where both
epithet and name have the contracted genitive in -ou. <puAaK&s is attracted
into the case of the relative of which it is antecedent, an unusual idiom in
the epic. f|pcos: the unqualified vocative in the sixth foot in mid-speech is
otiose and rare, cf. 1.86 (KdAxav), a n d 2.761 (Mouacc), both, however, in
clauses beginning in the fourth or fifth foot. K6Kpi|i£vr|: 'chosen', 'picked out'
for guard duty.

416 vooxpiv OCTTO 9Aoia(3ou: the three other uses of the simple noun in the
Iliad (5.322, 5.469, and 20.377) refer to battle, a situation from which a
hero or his corpse is to be extricated. The common rendering 'din', hence
'(roar of the) surf here, is rejected by Danek (Dolonie 146-7) on the
grounds that the word is a metaphor whose primary sense is no longer
recoverable. In that case the poet here is using the expression as a genuine
cliche and with an imperfect grasp of its true sense.
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418*20 According to Leaf OCTCTOU [xsv Tpcocov m/pds eaxapoa is equivalent
to Ecpeorioi ocraoi eacn at 2.125, i.e. true Trojans as opposed to allies, eaxocpai
is not a natural word for watchfires, but cf. 8.562-3 Trap 8s 8K&OTCO (m/pi)
I f|aTO 7T6VTT)KOVTa3 to which it is tempting to refer this obscure expression.
The [lev is answered by dnr&p in 420, the 8' of 419 being apodotic.

419 iypriyopOacji, cf. 67n., a notorious monstrum. Such forms arise from
false analogies and would usually be rejected by vernacular dialects; within
the Kunstsprache, however, such misbegotten formations could find accep-
tance as poeticisms, cf. 12.43m. (eppd5onro). For a '6-perfect' cf. (3e(3pcb0ois
(4.35) and such forms as Pe(3pi6a and yeyr|6a; see also Wyatt, ML i n .
cpuAacrcreuEvai: see 9.257^ The use of the -nevai form here is doubtless
brought about by the previous occurrences of the same word at 312 and

399-
420 TTOAUKAT|TOI: the Trojan allies are 'summoned from many places'.

The same epithet occurs as a predicate at 4.438 (see n.). There is an aural
similarity to other epithets of the allies, e.g. (TnAs-) KAEITOI (v.l. TnAsKAr|TOi),
for which the poet used TTOAUKAT|TOI as a metrical variant.

422 The point appears to be that, though their allies may enjoy a care-
free sleep, the Trojans have everything at stake and therefore will keep a
good watch. The wives and children of losers are, of course, the victors'
prize of war, a bait held out before his men by Nestor (2.354-6) and feared
by Hektor (6.448-63). As the staple of eve-of-action rhetoric (cf. Thuc.
5.69), the thought of hearth and home naturally heartens the Trojans
(15.494-9) and could even encourage the Achaeans (15.662-6).

428-31 The Trojan order of battle extends from a point 'on the side
towards the sea' (Trpos with genitive, cf. vf|aoiai Trpos "HAt8os at Od.
21.347), presumably the Hellespont, to a point 'on the side towards
Thumbre'. Thumbre, or rather the temple of Thymbraean Apollo, was
known to the epic tradition from the stories of the deaths of Troilos and
Akhilleus himself. Classical Thumbre was on the Skamandros 50 stades
from Ilium (Strabo 13.1.35). The Trojan dispositions therefore lie roughly
on a north-south line, as if the poet of this passage held the view of
those modern investigators (among whom Dorpfeld) that the Achaean
vocucjTCxOjiov lay at Besika Bay opposite Tenedos, on which see M. Korfmann
in M. J. Mellink (ed.), Troy and the Trojan War (Bryn Mawr 1986) 6-13, or
rather as Hestiaia of Alexandria Troas (apud Strabo 13.1.36) supposed, that
in heroic times the sea formed a bay extending southward between Sigeion
and Rhoiteion, so that the Achaean camp lay not to the north of Troy but
to the west. As part of her argument Hestiaia also held that Priam's Troy
was sited at the 'Village of the Ilians' 30 stades east of Hisarlik, so as to leave
space for the ships and battlefield. For the actual topography in prehistoric
times see G. Rapp and J. A. Gifford (edd.), Troy: the Archaeological Geography
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(Princeton 1982), and vol. 11 48-50. The list of Trojan allies tallies with that
of the 'middle distant' allies named in the Trojan Catalogue (Pelasgoi,
Musoi, Phruges, Meiones, Kares, Lukioi, and Paiones, 2.840-77) but for
obvious reasons deletes the Thracians (and with them the Kikones); instead
of the more distant Halizones and Paphlagones the present list has Leleges
and Kaukones. Both the latter are known to the Iliad (Leleges 20.96 and
21.86, Kaukones 20.329), but not to the direct paradosis of the Catalogue
(see 2.853-5^). Leleges and Kaukones, or their names, as well as Pelasgoi,
are attested also on the Greek mainland.

428 For the Flaioves ayKuAoTo^oi see 2.848-50^ The epithet presup-
poses the formula ayKuAoc TO£OC (2X //., ix Od.). The poet follows the
tradition of the Catalogue rather than the main body of the Iliad which
prefers generic iTTTroKOpUCTTai as the epithet. However, he wanted that
epithet for Mfjoves at 431, a tribe strange to the heroic tradition.

431 There is a 'iTTTTOuaxos at 12.189, but an epithet nTTTOuaxos would be
hapax legomenon if the OCT's Opuyes i-rrTTOuaxoi, from Aristarchus and
Allen's 'h' family of MSS, is accepted here. No reason is given for
Aristarchus' reading; however, the plural iTTTr68a|ioi, the reading of the
vulgate, is otherwise restricted to the Trojans, as Aristarchus may well have
observed. Arn/A notes that the Trojans and Phrygians are not confounded
in Homer.

433-41 In his terror, we may imagine, Dolon reveals more than he was
asked (so Dio Chrysostom 55.14). This is the turning-point of the Book. At
the report of Rhesos' splendid horses all thought for their original mission
disappears from the two Achaeans' minds.

434 The Thracians are introduced as if this was their first appearance at
Troy. They were of course cited among the allies in the Trojan Catalogue
(2.844-5) and appear several times in books 4 and 5, but then these
'original' Thracians drop out of sight and play no role in the Great Battle
of books 11-17; neither, of course, do the survivors of Rhesos' contingent.
— 80"xonroi: a superlative in sense but not in formation (< !£-KOCTOS).

435 For the scholia to this verse and the amplification of the Rhesos story
they contain see introduction to this Book. — 'Pf̂ cros appears to be a genuine
Thracian name < reg-, 'king'; any connexion with the river 'P'qaos (12.20)
is problematical. If the name, or word, is genuinely Thracian the question
arises how the poet had come to know it; perhaps through Ionian attempts
at colonization in the region in the early seventh century. Typically, his
cousin CITTTTOK6COV (518) is given an excellent Greek name. (3acnAe0s in the
sense 'king' is a relatively recent usage, but one that is already well estab-
lished in the Iliad, see 1 i.46n. 'HTovfps: cf. 'Hicbv, the town at the mouth of
the Strymon river. Other authorities call his father Strymon; he had a
divine mother, a Muse. There is an Achaean Eioneus at 7.11.
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436-41 The horses are mentioned first as being the most valuable part
of the prospective loot. Chariots in Homer are not valued highly; none of
those driven by mortals is highly wrought or decorated (except at 23.503),
least of all with gold and silver, and consequently none is specifically seized
as plunder. In the event Diomedes and Odysseus abandon the chariot (but
see 49,8ff. nn.). For Here's exotic chariot, all gold, silver, bronze, and steel,
see 5.722-31 and nn., and for golden armour cf. 6.236, 11.25, and> °f
course, the armour made for Akhilleus (18.475, 612).

437 The nominatives could be exclamatory, but are more likely to be an
instance of'speakers' grammar', cf. 349-50^

439 Golden armour is an 'extravagant conceit so far as mortals are
concerned' (Kirk, 6.234~6n.), though that would not trouble the author of
this Book. If anything real is meant, we must think of gold decoration, like
that on Agamemnon's corslet (11.25). — (TEUXSOC) TieAcbpia, Oauua iSsaOai
recurs at 18.83 a s a description of the (original) arms of Akhilleus. TreAcbpia:
the nouns TreAcop and TreAcopov denote something frightening, e.g. a Gorgon
(5.741); TreAcopios should therefore be 'dread', and that suits its application
to Ares and his spear and to Hades. None of the Iliadic usages require a
connotation of size, but that is certainly present in the Odyssey, e.g. Od.
11.594 (the stone of Sisuphos). As an epithet of magnificent armour one
may compare the colloquialism 'stunning'.

440-1 The sentence pattern ou TI KOCTa0vr|To!(Tiv IOIKEV . . . &AA'
dOavdToiai GsoTaiv recurs exactly at HyAp 464-5.

442 7T6A&CTC76TOV is dual of the future. 'You shall despatch me to the ships'
is a possible utterance for Dolon, a confident statement from a prisoner who
thinks he has bought himself out of trouble, which he immediately modifies
as being too hopeful.

444 7rsipri6fJTOV is the only instance in the epic of the subjunctive of the
aorist passive dual. The epic form would be TTEipr|0f)6TOV, cf. 7rap<nT|6TOV at
Od. 18.183.

447 Dolon did not reveal his name at 378-81, as he easily could have
done, but what his audience knows an epic poet may let his characters know
too. Dolon has been exceedingly helpful throughout his interrogation and
his captors did not need to use verbal or physical violence to make him talk.
His summary execution in cold blood therefore comes as something of a
shock, especially since the poet has no comment by way of explanation or
excuse but makes Odysseus immediately offer the ivapa (3pOTO6VTa (528) to
Athene. The force of Diomedes' argument at 449-51 is nullified by the
custom of ransom and the release of prisoners to which stories of Isos and
Antiphos (n.ioiff) and Lukaon (21.346°.) bear witness. The sons of the
Trojan aristocracy or of Priam himself had rights, perhaps, that were
denied to Dolon, the son of a herald (315). There is an ambiguity in the
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poet of the Iliad's attitude towards extreme violence (see Segal, Mutilation
9-17), but that is violence between fighting men; we need not weep over
the demise of the humble and unwarlike Dolon. His death was quick, and
in an episode where torture would have been applied or threatened in any
culture that condoned its practice there is no hint of it.

450 elaOa, 2nd person sing, future for el, occurs also at Od. 19.69 and
20.179. Against the drawing of any hasty conclusion Shewan observed (Lay
of Dolon 66) that the 2nd person sing, of ETUI did not occur in the other
twenty-three books of the Iliad.

454 At some point, either now or when he was first taken, Dolon fell to
his knees; he now reaches up to touch Diomedes' chin in a powerful gesture
of supplication, cf. 1.501 (Thetis to Zeus, a full description). He does this
with the right hand while grasping the knees of his captor with the left (cf.
1.501-2), cf. J. P. Gould, JHS 93 (1973) 74-82. Diomedes is quick to
execute the would-be suppliant before he can make physical contact, cf.
6.61-5, where Menelaus is careful to break contact before Adrestos is slain.
There are no successful suppliants on the battlefield in the narrative of the
Iliad; the poem also ignores the role of Zeus as protector of suppliants. The
omission is probably deliberate, in order to heighten the stakes for which
the heroes play. The scene of Dolon's death attracted the interest of vase
painters and other artists from the late seventh century onwards, see Friis
Johansen, Iliad in Early Greek Art 74-5, 160-4, Wathelet, Dictionnaire
439-41, though in what context they knew the story is uncertain.

456 The latter half of the verse = 14.466, Aspis 419, in each case of
decapitation. A similar expression Trpos 6' ap^co pf^e TEVOVTE occurs at
5.307, but with reference to a wound in the hip caused by a stone. Not for
the squeamish are Salih Ugljanin's comments on decapitation in hand-to-
hand combat: 'Salih: Three fingers of hair above the nape of the neck. Then
it jumps off like a cap. Parry: Does it jump far? Salih: Yes, it will jump five
metres' (Lord (ed.), SCHS1 641).

457 = Od, 22.329. The v.l. 9deyyo|Ji6vr| (in agreement with a feminine
K&prj) would imply the severed head still pleading, a bizarre and gruesome
thought, typical enough of this poet. Articulate speech is not in question in
the Odyssean passage, and need not be foisted onto this.

460 'AOrjvair) AT|TTI6I occurs only here; the epithet is probably a gloss on
the ambiguous epithet &y£Asir| (6x //., 3X Od.), on which see 4.i28n.

462 ToTaSeaai (or -ECTI) : found 5 x in the Odyssey but only here in the Iliad.
The double declension (TCOV8ECOV and TOICTSECTI) occurs in Lesbian Aeolic
among the vernaculars.

463 ETTISGOO-OUEO', 'we shall call to witness', cf. 22.254, is Aristarchus'
reading for £TTi(3co<76|i£0', 'we shall call out for aid', of the paradosis. The MS
reading is supported by Od. 1.378 = 2.143 Oeous E7n|3cbao|jai OCIEV EOVTOCS.
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For the contraction -|3co- (< -por|-) see 12.337. Odysseus and Diomedes
have finished the easy part of their business and have set themselves the
more dangerous task of attacking the Thracians. Odysseus naturally calls
on Athene for safe conduct (Treuyov, 464).

466 8eeAov 8J em o-qud T' lOrjKe is virtually unintelligible but must conceal
the sense that Odysseus put some mark on the tamarisk so that they could
pick up the spoils on their return. Hsch. has a gloss SkAos* 8SCT|J6S, auucc,
which almost certainly recalls an attempt to interpret this passage: 8eeAov
would then be a noun ('bundle' of something) co-ordinated with crqua.
Am/A take 8eeAov as an uncontracted form of Sf̂ Aov, which would give
good sense were it not for the T \ SseAov could be a deliberate archaism based
on 6U8EI6AOS (3X Od.) and TJ may be ejected despite the unusual hiatus that
would follow. Either that, or the verse has been the victim of deep and very
early corruption.

467 £piOr|A£as 6£ous looks as though it should be formular, cf. Tavuf)Keas
6£ous 16.768, but both are unique expressions. Hesiod has 8cc9vr|S epi0r|Aeos
6£ov {Theog. 30).

4^9~502 The Achaeans surprise the Thracians sleeping. Diomedes slays Rhesos and
twelve other Thracians while Odysseus makes off with the horses

For a scene with such graphic possibilities the death of Rhesos is poorly
represented in classical vase-painting, there being no certain examples in
Attic black and red figure, but cf. 454n. Virgil included the scene among
his decorations of the temple of Juno at Carthage, Aen. 1.469—73.

471 6C8T|K6T£S: see g8n.

473 Tpioroixi: 'in three rows', only here in the epic (and Hesiod, Theog.
727), but the formation is impeccable. 8i£uyes ITTTTOI: only in the phrase
TTCcpoc 8e oxpiv eK&orcp 8. 1. (2X //.) The horses are a matched pair, ready to
be yoked. The epithet is thus contextually significant, a 'marked' form, and
not a formular equivalent of the 'free' form, licbvux̂ S TTTTTOI, that immedi-
ately follows.

475 ^ 67Ti8i9pid8os: hapax legomenon, but evidently the breastwork or
the chariot rail, like OCVTU£, see the many drawings in Arch. Horn, F 42-69
(J. Wiesner). It is not necessary to state what every ancient reader would
assume, that the horses were unyoked for the night (cf. 8.543-4, and see
4986°. with nn.). Truucrrns is difficult to understand precisely (the rail at the
back of the chariot?), and may have been influenced by the use of TruudTr)
with &VTU£ as part of a shield (6.118, 18.608). The &VTU£ of a chariot was
the natural place to fasten the reins, cf. the formula s£ dvTuyos f|Via Teivas
(2X //.). iuaai: as a specific term in connexion with horses \\xas means a
whiplash (23.363), but it has a wide application and here presumably
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means the reins (f|via, the specific term for reins, would be metrically
impossible in the dative).

476 8eT£ev has no precise parallel as an introduction to direct speech, but
followed by OOTOS . . . OOTOI . . . is tantamount to 'pointed out with these
words', cf. ITTITEAAEIV at 9.252, 11. 785, and SexsoOai at 9.224 (with n.).
Similar is TTpoiEi at 12.342 = 'sent off <with these words)'. There is no
record of any attempt to interpolate a verb of speaking (cf. 302 for a
similarly implied verb).

478 TTupauoKE: the long quantity of the 1 has no etymological justifica-
tion. It is short at 202, long again at 502. The Odyssey has short 1 throughout
and the only other place in the Iliad where it is long is 18.500. The word
should mean 'reveal' (root 90CF-, as in 9&(p")os), but its use in contexts of
speaking and with uOOos or ETTOS as object suggests that it was equated with
96CCTKC0, cf. i8-5oon.

480-1 The expression aAAa Aus famous recurs at Od. 4.35. AUEIV in this
context normally means 'to release from the yoke', as it does in the Odyssean
occurrence, not to release from their tether. ueAf|(7ou(7iv 8' i|ioi TTTTTOI: also
at 5.228.

483-4 = 21.20-1 (Akhilleus slaughtering the Trojans in the river), with
TUTTTe for KTETVE, and followed as here by a simile. Verse 483 is also
Odyssean, cf. Od. 22.308 (with TUTTTOV), 24.184 (with KTEIVOV). &EiKf|s is
probably to be taken generally; the groans of the dying were not a pleasant
sound. Groaning is not in itself shameful or unheroic, cf. the formula |3ap£a
OTEV&XOVTOC of wounded men (4X //.).

485 The Homeric lion is never hunted for sport by martial princes (like
the kings of Assyria) but pursued as a species of dangerous vermin by
shepherds and villagers. Lion similes therefore associate themselves in the
first instance with the agrarian scenes of other similes (discussion in Shipp,
Studies 213-15); but they are most safely regarded as a literary 'improve-
ment' on those realistic pictures of peasant life.

First place in eighth-century art is taken by the horse; in the seventh century by the
lion, sometimes alone, sometimes striking down his prey or engaged in not unequal
combat with man. The lion is, of course, a natural being, not like the sphinx or
griffin or chimaera; and there were lions in Thrace in the fifth century (Hdt. 7.125).
But I do not suppose that any Greek went there to study their habits and anatomy;
detailed comparisons of drawing show beyond doubt that the models for the lions
in early Greek art were found in the area of neo-Hittite culture. The lions of
Homeric similes may also have been of similar remote origin. For, vigorous and
lifelike as it is, one thing is lacking to the Homeric lion: it is never heard to roar. The
roar would be an awesome thing to hear as the lion prowled round a sheep-fold or
put to flight its hunters, and a splendid point of comparison with the heroes (cf. the
mighty roars of Stentor (5.786) and Akhilleus (18.217) and the formula pofjv
ocyocOos). It follows that Homer had never heard a lion, but had his knowledge of
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them at second hand from somewhere farther east [than Ionia] where they were
hunted. (T. J. Dunbabin, The Greeks and their Eastern Neighbours (London 1957) 46)

See also S. R. West on Od. 4.335. The lion was, of course, also familiar to
Mycenaean art. Lions, it is said, do not roar when actually attacking prey,
as is the case in many similes, but the point holds, that while the behaviour
of e.g. the boar is described in some detail a striking aspect of the lion is
ignored. See, however, vol. v 36 n. 42, and for other zoological inaccuracies
13.198-200^ There is a monograph on the Homeric lion: Annie Schnapp-
Gourbeillon, Lions, hews, masques: les representations de Vanimal chez Homere
(Paris 1981). — darmdvTOicri: the negligence of herdsmen is a not infre-
quent motif of similes, cf. 5.139, 15.632, 16.354.

488 Twelve victims is a modest but realistic total for this exploit and a
pleasant contrast with the natural tendency of epic poetry to enhance the
achievements of heroes. Akhilleus' massacre 67noTpo9d8rjv at 21.17-33,
which went on until his arm was tired, choked the river. Twelve casualties
would make no impact on the 50,000 Trojans and allies encamped on the
plain (8.562—3, where Zenodotus' text would give 500,000). Perhaps we are
to imagine the twelve victims were Rhesos' OepdirovTes and OTrdoves, but the
important matter, both militarily and poetically, is the slaying of Rhesos
himself. Twelve is the Homeric code for a clean sweep, cf. G. Germain,
Homere et le mystique des nombres (Paris 1954) 17—18.

490 It might be thought more natural, as well as more dignified, to draw
the corpses aside by lifting them under the arms, but dragging by the foot
is the Homeric norm, with six other instances. No well-formed system of
formulas, however, was developed for the topos, see Introduction p. 13.
The repetition of 'OSUCTEUS after 'OSUCTCTEUS at 488 seems clumsy but is
readily paralleled, see Hainsworth on Od. 7.116.

493 df|66<T(TOV ydp IT' OCUTGOV: the ambiguity of which Leaf complains,
subject and pronoun being either the horses or the heroes, is formal only.
The poet's point is a good one: the horses, nervous animals, would shy at
the unaccustomed sight of Diomedes' handiwork. df|0EC7(JOV is easily inter-
preted (< dr)0r|s, 'unused to') but the formation, another linguistic experi-
ment, is unparalleled. As an exotic form and a Homeric hapax legomenon it
attracted the attention of Hellenistic poets, e.g. Ap. Rhod. 4.38. Eust.
820.21 found the construction with the genitive strange.

496-7 daOuaiveiv in Homer describes the breathing of those about to
expire, cf. 521 below and 21.182 of the disembowelled Asteropaios, but it
can refer to the panting of one under heavy exertion, cf. 16.109 of Aias, and
could reasonably be used of the effects of a nightmare. Diomedes slew him
as he dreamt and the ydp-clause explains daOuaivovTa. Now the trouble
begins. Of whom, or what, was Rhesos dreaming? One cannot dream of X
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in the epic style if X is not thought to be objectively present in some form
or manner. At 23-68ff. Akhilleus is asleep and the shade of Patroklos orf]
. . . U7T6p K69aAf]s and addressed him, and at Od. 6.i5ff. Athene similarly
addressed Nausikaa. In the latter case especially we should say that what
was being described was a dream. It seems not impossible therefore that in
placing Oiv6i5ao TTOCI'S (i.e. Diomedes, grandson of Oineus) in apposition to
ovap the poet wished to signify that 'Diomedes' appeared to Rhesos in a
prophetic dream. If so, the expression is not only concise to the point of
obscurity, but leads besides to an intolerable confusion of 'Diomedes' (a
spectre) with the real Diomedes. When he steps outside the traditional
diction (or outside traditional themes, cf. 513) the poet has some trouble in
finding clear expression of his thought.

It would be a rhetorically much more powerful thought if doOuaivovTcc
could be taken proleptically 'from the gasping corpse' (cf. Virg. Aen. 9.332—
3 truncumque reliquit \ sanguine singultantem), and KOCKOV ovap as a bitter oxymo-
ron; the bad dream was Diomedes, sword in hand, not of Diomedes: a neat
twist, if it could be safely attributed to this poet (see 497^).

496 K£9aA*n<piv iTreaTn: the usual position of a substantified dream, cf.
2.20-in. The expression adapts the formula CJTT\ 8' ap* Cmip Ke9aAf}s (2X
//., 2X Od.).

497 This verse was missing from the texts of Zenodotus and Aristophanes
(Did/A), but was athetized (and so read) by Aristarchus (Arn/A). The
banal (euTEAfjs) explanation of Rhesos' 'dream' undercuts the irony of KOCKOV
ovap, but see 24on. Fault has been found with the syntax, the accusative of
extent (TTJV VUKTOC) being out of place, with the metrics, the digamma of
(p)Oiv6i6ao being neglected, and with the introduction of Athene, uaAAov
yap 81a TTJV AOACOVOS onrrayysAiav, as the scholiast pedantically put it.

498fF. Aue: i.e. from the 67n8i9pi&s of 475. Odysseus had then to rope
the horses (we must assume they were unbridled for the night) and drive
them clear. He does not bother with the chariot-whip. Diomedes wonders
whether to drag or carry off the chariot (decorated with gold and silver,
438), or to carry on killing. While he ponders this question, Athene prompts
him to get out while he can. So far so good. The two heroes should have
taken both horses and chariot as their loot in poetic justice, because Dolon
asked for the horses and chariot of Akhilleus (322). But did they do so?
Without further action noted, Diomedes ITTTTCOV 6Tre(3r|CTeTO (513). The plu-
ral ITTTTOI can denote the vehicle drawn by the horses and regularly does so,
e.g. 11.94, 109, 143, 179 in Agamemnon's aristeia, and in construction
with parts of hri-, diTO-, and KaTapaiveiv alternates with unambiguous
terms for the chariot, 819POS and oxea. Odysseus then whips the pair
into motion (513-14) and the formula TOI 8S eireTOVTO (5X including minor
variants, elsewhere always of a yoked team) describes their gallop towards
the ships. This is the language of a hero mounting his chariot to withdraw
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from action. Similar language is used when the heroes pause to recover the
arms of Dolon: Odysseus halts the horses (527), Diomedes leaps down and
then again £Tre(3f|<T6TO ITTTTCOV (529), and one of the two, it is unclear which,
again whips up the pair. The hemistich TOO 6' OUK OCEKOVTE TT£TeaOr|v, which
describes their gallop at this point (530), is the normal formula for chariot-
driving (7X //., 3X Od.). Thus far the heroes do indeed seem to be driving
Rhesos' chariot. But then no mention is made of this splendid vehicle,
although the dedication of the wretched Dolon's armour is specially noted
(570-1). That we must imagine the heroes' harnessing the horses to the
chariot would imply an improbable ellipse after the detail of 498-502.
Therefore the heroes do not take the chariot; they were after all in a hurry,
and yoking a team of horses was not a simple operation, see 24.268-77. If
they seem at times to do so that is because the diction available to the poet
does not include formulas for horse-riding as opposed to horse-driving. He
slips into the use, faute de mieux, of language that is a close but inexact
approximation to the idea he wishes to express. Delebecque supposes that
the use of chariot diction is deliberate, to gloss over the fact that in this
episode the anachronism of riding is allowed to show more plainly than is
usual in epic narrative: 'dans cet episode l'auteur manifeste a des signes deja
remarques non seulement des connaissances sures, mais un veritable sens de
cheval; on est done bien oblige de croire qu'il a deliberement cultive les
obscurites semees comme a plaisir dans Pepisode, si exact en general et si
colore', Cheval 80. For riding in the Mycenaean and Archaic periods see
J. Wiesner, Arch. Horn, F I 14-24; the skill was certainly known though not
so frequently represented in art as that of chariot-driving. For horse-riding
in Homer see 15.679-84^ and Greenhalgh, Early Greek Warfare 40-1, 53-6.
In the epic (apart from this ambiguous passage) it is mentioned only in
similes, as Aristarchus noted (Arn/A at 15.679). Here Arn/A and bT are
much exercised by the thought that CTUV 8' f|8ip6V (499) means that the two
horses were ridden off roped together. It is hardly believable that the poet
intended any such thing; he has Odysseus rope the horses together so that
the hero can lead them off with one hand free to use his bow as a whip. (For
another example of the way in which traditional language imposes
traditional thought see E. A. Havelock, TCS 20 (1966) 61-72.) [Eur.]
Rhesus 783 and the scholia understand the passage to refer to horse-riding.
Shewan, Lay of Dolon 274-8, argues for chariot-driving; Leaf, like many
who have delved into the question, changed his mind and opted for riding
in the second edition of his commentary.

498-502 In a few well-conceived lines the poet tells how Odysseus se-
cured the horses. The hero wastes no time doing so and forgets the whip
lying in the chariot. Controlling the horses with his bow he signals Diomedes
with a whistle.

499 cjuv 8' f|£ip£v: Odysseus roped the horses together, like the expert
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rider at 15.680, Triaupas auvaeipeTca ITTTTOUS. This is not the same as yoking
the horses to a chariot. For dceipeiv of harnessing an animal cf. Traprjopos, 'a
tracehorse'; it is, as it were, hung onto the chariot, as Schulze, QE 420,
explained the metaphor.

500 TO£CO: the poet presumably has in mind a longish 'self bow, or
are we to imagine him using the loose bowstring as a whiplash? That is
unlikely.

502 poî Ticrev: 'hiss' (of a snake, Ap. Rhod. 4.129). irupauaKcov: see
478n. A complement must be supplied, 'indicating' <that he had the
horses).

5°3~79 Prompted by Athene Diomedes and Odysseus make good their escape, while
Apollo alerts Rhesos' cousin, Hippokoon. The two Achaeans arrive home safely with
their loot, collecting the arms ofDolon en route. Welcomed by their friends the heroes
dispose of the booty, bathe, and dine.

Athene is the goddess of doing the right thing at the right time, cf. Od. 5.427
(Odysseus would have been torn to shreds if Athene had not prompted him
to seize a rock). Since Diomedes and Odysseus withdraw just before the
Thracians take alarm, therefore in poetical language a deity must have
warned them. The goddess is apparently invisible - she is recognized by her
voice — but in this passage of rapid narrative it is not necessary for the poet
to say so, still less to involve himself in the kind of explanation given for
Akhilleus' second thoughts at i.io^ff. (see nn. adloc.)'. oico 9oavouevTy TCOV
6s dAXcov ou TIS opaTO (1.198). Athene and Apollo are here interfering with
the action in the very way forbidden to the other gods by Zeus at 8.5-17.
The prominence of Athene in this Book (13 mentions) suggests that the
presence of the gods ignores that injunction and is not an inadvertence, as
Athene's intervention at 15.668-73 appears to be (see n.).

503-7 For the uepuripi^eiv-scene see Arend, Scenen 106. After the state-
ment of a problem the formula f|5£ . . . dpiCTTrj 9CCIVST0 |3ouAr) follows, or if
alternatives are stated co5e . . . SoaacrccTO K6p8iov eTvca. If, as here, delibera-
tion is overtaken by events, the formula is fjos 6 TOCOO' cbpuccive. — The
disjunction is marked by f\ (504) and i\ (506); the f) of 505 joins e^spuoi and
EK<p6poi.

505 The poet does not comment on Diomedes' thought of literally carry-
ing off the chariot, so the verse is good evidence for the lightness of the
chariots (racing vehicles?) known to the poet. An exaggeration of heroic
strength would have prompted a mention of the 0I01 vuv (3poTOi EICJI motif.

506 = 5.673 (with AUKICOV for 0pT)Kcov).
507-13 Athene intervenes as if she had been present throughout. At

1.194-6, in other respects a similar scene, Athene had to be prompted by
Here (a passage that Zenodotus omitted) before descending to earth and
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addressing the hero. In neither case did the goddess reveal her identity
directly, but she took no precautions to conceal it either. In the present case
Diomedes and Odysseus are alone and there is no plausible disguise the
goddess could assume. As usual Athene's intervention poses a problem for
the understanding of human motivation in the epic. For the poet Athene is
not a fiction, and we must assume that the action he attributes to her is the
sort of thing that he believed happened in the Heroic Age. On the other
hand in a realistic narrative it must be possible to interpret the intervention
of the goddess in realistic terms, e.g. that Diomedes felt he had done a good
night's work and ought to get out while he could. The problem is well
examined by A. Lesky, Sitz* Heidelberger Akad. d. Wiss., Phil.-Hist. Klasse,
(1961) 4. Divine monitions are a limiting case of the tendency of the epic to
externalize the workings of the mind, see 1.193-411. Iliadic gods regularly
are said to take away a man's wits or fill him with courage, but the gods as
source of sudden thoughts, brilliant or silly notions, fits of forge tfulness, etc.,
is a typically Odyssean topos, see vol. iv 3-4.

507-8 fjos 6 TCCOG' opuoave KOCTCX 9peva KOCI KOCTCX duuov is a formula of
transition (4X //., 3X Od.), followed four times by TO9pa 8e. The replace-
ment of the last colon here by TO9pa 8' 'AOfjvn is unexceptionable but
by drawing back the apodotic 8' entails the modification of the formular
verse 508 - syyuOsv ioTauevn (medial at 15.710 and 17.582) for dyxoO 8J

iorauevri TTpoaiyr) ... OCT reads fjos as the conjunction wherever metre
permits, here as a correction for icos |i£v of the vulgate: probably a hyper-
correction, since the metathesis rjo > EGO certainly antedates the Iliad, cf.
Hainsworth, Od. 5.123^

512 = 2.182 and (to £uverp<s) 15.442. A voice out of the darkness could
be nothing else but the voice of the goddess, but the epic implies that
the speech of the undisguised Olympians was recognizable as divine. The
Odyssey has a formula 8eoTs IvaAiyKios au8f|v (2X ), and both epics use the
word 6|i9f) for a divine utterance, on which see J. S. Clay, Hermes 102 (1974)
129-36.

513 eTT£pr)a£TO (also at 529) is a 'mixed' aorist, see 1 i.i6n.
515-22 The heroes have a narrow escape, the inevitable climax of this

story-pattern. Nevertheless, for a god, the intervention of Apollo is remark-
ably too little and too late, but we should not be too hard on the god;
Hippokoon was awakened to the scene of horror - by what? Nothing is said
to happen in the epic by chance. The answer to such a question therefore
is that some external (or externalized) agent has acted - if nothing else, then
a god. The god is necessary here because for the purposes of the story the
Thracians were encamped ICTXCXTOI ocAAcov, well away from the wakeful
Trojans around the tomb of Ilos.

515 0O8' aAao<TKOTrif)v eTx(£) is formular (3X //., 1 x Od., Hesiod, Theog.
466), and awkwardly applied here to the tardy Apollo. Aristarchus (Arn/A)
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may have preferred to write dAocos (JKOTnfjv; Zenodotus read dAocov
<TKOTTir)v; both are feeble turns of phrase beside the fine epic compound.

518 Note the obviously Greek name of Hippokoon. The second element,
however, is moribund in Greek nomenclature, see Chantraine, Diet. s.v.
KO6CO, and Risch, Wortbildung 27, so that the name is probably taken from a
traditional stock or story rather than invented. A Hippokoon, brother of
Tundareos, was killed by Herakles at Sparta (Alcman fr. 1 Page).

520-2 Zenodotus' text is reported to have exchanged the second hemistich
of 520, 60s eoraorav COKEES ITTTTOI, and that of 522, cpiAov TJ ovourjVEV ExaTpov,
and placed 521 after 522 (Arn/A). That is simply mechanical confusion,
either in Zenodotus' text or in the transmission of his reading. Boiling,
External Evidence 128, points out that COUCÔEV T' ap' ETrerra (522) should
introduce direct speech and hypothesizes that in an independent Lay of
Dolon a lament for Rhesos may have followed. That would be inappro-
priate in the present context (so bT).

522 = 23.178 = 24.591. 91A0V T' 6v6|ir|VEV iTOcIpov is pathetically ap-
plied to a comrade already dead.

523-5 Hektor's council, like Agamemnon's in book 9, must be imagined
to wait for the return of Dolon. This three-verse report of the Trojan
reaction to Rhesos' death therefore is excessively laconic. If Hektor did not
shed a tear for Dolon, whose death he could infer from the carnage of the
Thracians, he could at least have been made to utter a few words over the
body of his latest ally. One can only assume that the focus of the poet is so
firmly set on his two heroes that he is blind to the other side.

523 The second hemistich is formular, at least in derivation, cf. EV
OCOTTETOV &p<TE KU8OI|JI6V (18.218), and EV 6E KUSOIUOV I cbpCTE (11.52).

525 KOTAOS is from KopiAos. The shape of the uncontracted form is en-
trenched in the series of ship-formulas. The contracted form, however, was
familiar to the poet of the Odyssey (| KOTAOV ES ociyiccAov Od. 22.385), and may
be understood everywhere.

527-30 There are a number of formulas relating to the harnessing and
unharnessing of horses based on UTTO £uyov ayEiv and UTTO £uyoO AUEIV, none
of which are used here. However, as Edwards observes (19.392-5^), there
is no type-scene for these frequent actions, although a full account is given
at 24.265-80. (In arming scenes the focus is on the hero and mention of the
duties of his charioteer might be out of place.) For the resulting obscurities
see 4986°. n.

528 ivapa: 'spoils', an old epic word restricted (except at 13.268) to the
formula ivapa (3poTOEVTa (8x //., not in Od., but revived at [Hes.] Aspis
367). The derivatives ivaipco and (££)£vapi£co enjoy a freer use. For this poet
ivapa was probably an epicism; he used it again at 570.

530-1 = 11.519-20, where the second verse refers to Greek horses. It is
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nonsense that Rhesos' animals should have any wish to reach the Greek
ships, and the verse should be omitted as an instance of post-aristarchean
'concordance interpolation'. It is in fact not read in some good MSS. To
take 91A0V as cpiAov to Diomedes would be, as Leaf says, pointless. 'Concor-
dance interpolation', where not a deliberate attempt to 'improve' the text,
is analogous to 'formular override' (see Introduction 18) at the transmission
stage of the text; the mind of the copyist focuses on a familiar passage more
sharply than on that before his eyes. It is possible, of course, that the
composer himself sometimes fell victim to this accident. The two verses in
book 11 refer to a chariot, and taken in isolation 526-31 would certainly be
taken to describe a pause in a chariot ride, although there would be some
uncertainty who is driver (Odysseus at 527, Diomedes perhaps at 530).
lidori^ev is formular and imprecise; as riders they had left the whip behind

(5°°)-
532 die (with a-), read also at 21.388, looks like an Atticism. f|iov is not

found except as Zenodotus' reading at Od. 2.42.
534 = Od. 4.140, and for that reason was not read here by Zenodotus

(T). There is no note of any later athetesis.
537 &5* is certainly 'hither', as at 18.392 (irpouoA' co5e). Aristarchus

doubted this use, but he overlooked a few passages, having only his memory
to check his text. eAoccraiaTo: the middle voice is appropriate to driving
home booty, cf. 11.674.

540 (toiiros) = Od. 16.11.
543-4 = 9.672-3, with the formula for Agamemnon in place of that for

Nestor.
544-53 Nestor admires the horses. Nothing is said of the fact that the

heroes have exceeded their orders and have learned nothing about Trojan
intentions for the morning. That sort of discipline was a Roman invention.
What counted for the Achaeans, after the spoils, was the doing of a mighty
deed of war. — For A&peTov (545) Zenodotus read the Attic Aa(36Tnv
Am/A), see 36i-2n.

546 Zenodotus read oxpcoi, which is nom. or ace. dual of the 2nd person
pronoun (cf. 552) and, as Arn/A remark, will not construe. Zenodotus
perhaps took it for the dat. (acpcbiv, 4.341 etc.). aqxioe, i.e. the pair of horses,
is dual of the 3rd person. The scholia imply a reading acpco' iiropev, but in
accordance with his normal preference Aristarchus removed the augment,
cf. 9492n.

547 For aivcos, 'terribly', emphasizing parts of eoiKa see 3.158^, where
the Odyssean character of the usage is noted; but cf. Richardson on 24.198.
With a stop at the end of 546 SOIKOTES must be taken as an absolute, virtually
exclamatory use of the nominative case, as if = 'Like rays of the sun
<they are)!'; cf. Od. 11.606-8 6 6* [Herakles] epeuvfj VUKTI IOIKCOS,
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TO£QV excov Kai hri veup-qcpiv OIOTOV | 86ivov TraTTTaivcov, aiev (3aAsovn
EOIKCOS, 'like one about to shoot <he was)!' Or to illustrate his excitement
Nestor is given the grammar of a speaker, as if the horses, the object of his
attention, had been the subject of his opening words.

548-9 Nestor speaks the truth about his presence on the battlefield, but
his contribution was limited to exhortation, e.g. 6.66-71, and was some-
times embarrassing, e.g. 8.8off., when he had to be rescued by Diomedes.
His hardihood eventually brought about the death of his son Antilokhos
(Pind. P. 6.28-36). He was out again in book 11, but then remained by the
ships OTpuvcov TToAguovSe ueAocivdcov COTO vr|cbv (17.383).

549 yspcov "rrep ecbv TroAeuiorf|s: Ttsp, although enclitic, seems to form a
group with the participle, so that there is no caesura between the short
syllables of the fourth foot, cf. Aiyus irep icov dyopr|Tf|s (2X), Ooos irep icov
TroAeuioTris (2X), irdpos rap icov iAeeivos (Od. 19.253).

552 = 7.280, of Aias and Hektor.
559 OCVOCKT': 'master'. The generalized sense of &va£ is paralleled, again

of horses, at 16.371 and 16.507 AITTOV dpucxT' dv&KTCOv, where the neglect of
p- indicates a relatively late usage. dyaOos Aiour)8r|s, shortened from |3or|V
dyaOos Aiour)5r)S (21 x ) occurs only here. The shortening is paralleled by
dyaOov MeveAaov at 4.181 ((3or|V dyaOos MeveAaos, 21 x ).

560 TrdvTas dpiorous (8x //., 4X Od.) is used casually and is uncon-
firmed by the account of the killing, but see 488n.

561 Odysseus means the thirteenth besides Rhesos, but TpiCTKai8eKaTov
is awkwardly repeated from 495. The heroes' score was fourteen dead if
Dolon is included, hence the v.l. T8TpcxKai8eKaTov reported by Arn/A.

564 The Achaean chiefs were waiting outside the camp, so Odysseus
(who had dismounted at 541) must now drive the horses over the ditch.
How and where is unstated. The singular SifjAacre with ucovvxccs ITTTTOUS is
the language of chariot-driving again.

566 KAIOTTIV euTUKTov with iKdvco is formular, cf. 13.240, but the epithet
properly belongs to the helmet (KUVETJ, 3X //., 2X Od.).

567-8 Diomedes apparently appropriates the horses, of which nothing
further is heard, not even in the chariot race of book 23. iuTuf|Toi<Jiv luacn
is formular (also 21.30) and generated the ace. iudvxas euTufjTOUS (23.684)
but is otherwise isolated. Odysseus had no horses at Troy, and so no stall or
manger, cf. 11 «488n.

569 TTUpov ISOVTES, cf. Od. 19.536 (88oucn). The epithet ueAir|86a is bor-
rowed from the formulas for wine, similarly ueAfypovoc Trupov (8.188). Trupos
is wheat, in the Odyssey ground for the suitors (Od. 20.107-9), in the Iliad
the food of horses (8.188).

570-1 VT)t TToepd Trpuuvr] must be Odysseus' ship, drawn up on the beach
with the stern towards the land, ipov may be a sacrifice, or the sacrifice
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vowed by Diomedes at 292, which is otherwise forgotten, but it is more
likely that the arms, which Odysseus has already offered to Athene at 460,
are themselves the ipov. Dedications, avocOfmccTa, are not part of the reli-
gious practice of the Heroic Age, but were known to Homer (see 7.81-3)
and a fortiori to this poet. — ivocpoc: see 528n.

572-5 The heroes bathe in the sea, partly in order to cool off after their
exertions (575). After that they enjoy the pleasure of the (hot) bath as if
preparing for a feast. There is more than a suspicion of'thematic override'
from this point to the end of the Book, see 576-9^, as the heroes are
indulged in the amenities of an Odyssean palace wholly out of place in their
KAiaiai along the shore.

573 A690S in the epic usually denotes the mane of a horse or the crest of
a helmet. It is an odd word for the back of a man's neck and oddly placed
between the shins and thighs.

574 I5pcb TTOAXOV: primarily doubtless i6p6a if the expression is formular,
cf. fjco 5Iav for f)6a 5., at the verse-end; see Meister, Kunstsprache 7. The
contraction is not necessarily post-Homeric; conservatism preserves the use
of these expressions in spite of awkwardness brought about by linguistic
evolution, cf. 1 i.in., see Introduction 28-30.

575 Wackernagel, Untersuchungen 146, denounced xp&n"(a) as an Atticism
and proof of interpolation. The T-stem, however, occurs at Od. 18.172,
18.179 and at Hesiod, Erga 556; it may be assumed to be a neologism of
the vernacular making a tentative entry into Kunstsprache, where the old
(originally j-stem) forms XP°a e t c- were well entrenched.

576—9 Four formular verses round off the book: 576 = Od. 4.48, 17.87;
577 = Od. 6.96 (with xpicrd|i6vai), from the regular bathing scene, cf.
Arend, Scenen 124-6. The notice of the bath and meal is almost absurdly
laconic and omits the heating of the water and the female assistant, see West
on Od. 3.464ff. Familiarity prevented the poet reflecting that bathtubs
(usually heavy ceramic fixtures, archaeologically) were an improbable
amenity for an army on campaign; likewise that the 8enTVOv was Diomedes'
second and Odysseus' third repast this night. Since the heroes have already
bathed in the sea the point of the tub must be that it provided a hot bath,
as is certainly the case at Od. 8.450 and 10.361, and fresh water to remove
the sea-salt. — sO^eoTas, the regular epithet (3X ), suggests the possibility of
wooden tubs (S. Laser, Arch. Horn, s 139). — After the mention of so much
detail one misses a note of the retirement to bed, as at 9.658ff., unless the
scholiast's suggestion (Arn/A) is accepted that the SeiTrvov was really the
apiorov and taken just before dawn. The next Book begins abruptly at
sunrise.

576 a<T&uiv6os occurs only here in the Iliad, though a bathtub is implied
at 22.442-4, where Andromakhe is preparing Osppia AosTpa against
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Hektor's return from battle, and perhaps also in Nestor's comfortable quar-
ters at 14.6-7. aaduivOos is clearly a word of non-Greek provenance (note
the intervocalic -a- and the suffix -vO-) but is attested on a Knossos sealing
KN Ws 8497; it is the normal term in the Odyssey (iox ) for this amenity.

577 Anr(a): always in //. (3X) and once in Od. occurs with parts of
dAsi9Eiv, a jingle rather than an etymology, cf. TETponrov f)uap . . . TETEAEOTO

. . . TrEUTTTCp TT£|i7r' . . . Od. 5 . 2 6 2 - 3 .

578 The libation is part of the ritual of drinking and sometimes a formal-
ity, the god(s) being unspecified. That the two heroes here give thanks to
Athene for their success and safe return is a graceful note on which to end
the Book.

2 1 0



BOOK ELEVEN

The previous day of fighting (book 8) ended with the Achaeans forced back
to their ships. Their appeal to Akhilleus was unavailing, but Agamemnon
had been shamed (see o,.7O7ff.) into leading them back into the fray. A
splendid arming scene heralds Agamemnon's initial success; after heavy
fighting the Achaeans rout the Trojans and drive them back to the city. But
this effort is doomed to failure, and the poet must already have in mind the
superb 'epic moment' to which he works his way at the conclusion of book
12 when, spears in hand, Hektor burst through the gates of the Achaean
wall. He has already hinted at this at 9.650-3:

ou yap TTpiv TroAepioio |is6r)CTO|jiai
TTpiv y' uiov npidjioio 8a?9povos, "EicTopa 6Tov,
Mup|ii86vcov ETTI T£ KAKJIOCS KOCI vfjas iKEaOai
KTEIVOVT' 'Apyeious, Korra xe aiiO^ai irupi vfjas.

That does not come to pass in fact until we reach another fine moment at
the end of the fifteenth book when Hektor cries "oicTETe m/p" and lays hold
of the ship of Protesilaos; for the Great Battle of the central Books of the Iliad
is related in two roughly parallel episodes, 11-12 and 13-15, each begin-
ning with Achaean success and ending in Achaean disaster. The repeated
pattern is part of the poet's technique for increasing the amplitude of the
narrative, but it affords him also (as b to 13.1 notice) the opportunity to
embroider his tale (TTOIKIAIOC) as well as augment it. The moments of great
visual imagination and dramatic power with which the two episodes culmi-
nate are narrative foci, which in oral traditions of heroic poetry the singer
can bear in mind and around which he can weave a sequence of appropriate
themes.

Despite his early success therefore Agamemnon is soon wounded and the
tide rapidly turns. Diomedes, Odysseus, Makhaon, and Eurupulos are
wounded in succession as the Achaeans, their retreat covered by Aias, are
forced back to their starting-point. bT attribute this order of narration,
victory before defeat, to the pro-Greek bias of the poet. On any account,
however, the bias is subtle and the effect here is rather to show that, without
Akhilleus and against the malign influence of Zeus, the best efforts of the
Achaeans cannot prevail.

The first part of the book (1-283) should be compared for its content
with the entry into battle of Patroklos in 16.130-418. It is evident from that
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carefully composed passage that the present episode omits several regular
themes. (For the repertoire see Krischer, Konventionen 23.) There is no
council or assembly, though the theme oci KEV TTCOS Ocopfĵ ouEV ulccs 'Axocicov
(2.83), is much more to the point here than in book 2 (the council had
convened the previous night and its natural omission here carries with it the
omission of the sacrifice); no meal is taken, as was noted before the previous
day's fighting (8.53) and despite the labouring of this point at 19.1541!.;
there is no harangue or prayer; a catalogue of the Trojan leaders is given
(56-61) but not of the Achaeans. In the fighting itself there is no use made
of the theme dvfjp eAev dv6pa, the exploits of those seconding the leading
hero, and no major duel leading to a signal victory or a divine rescue.
Speeches are kept short: in the battle section, 67-180, 211-595, there are
18 speeches with an average length of just over five lines.

The immediate cause of this thematic concision is that the Book (i.e. the
narrative of this phase of the battle) covers more ground, from the ships to
Troy and back, than any other and is packed with more incidents of
consequence: three major warriors (or five, if Makhaon and Eurupulos are
promoted into that category) are removed from the scene. One effect is
to make the aristeia of Agamemnon, 9iff., seem unsupported and prema-
ture. In that respect it parallels the assault of Akhilleus in book 20. But
Akhilleus had his reasons for impetuosity. Here we gain an impression that
Agamemnon's attack has something of the reckless fury of a desperate man.
We are not surprised in that case when the poet reveals that the immediate
goal of his narrative (at 79 and more clearly at 19iff.) contradicts the
expectations of the theme and that Agamemnon is doomed to ignominy and
defeat. The further goal, the defence of the Achaean wall, was set up at
7.3376°. and will occupy books 12-15. The poet hastens towards those
Trojan successes and makes them militarily plausible by decimating the
Achaean front ranks.

The climax of Agamemnon's aristeia is followed by a counter-aristeia
of Hektor, briefly told (284-309). The pattern of the Book then settles
into the theme of a fighting retreat culminating in the disablement of the
hero: Diomedes 310-400, Odysseus 401-88, Aias and Makhaon 489-574,
Eurupulos 575-95. This is interwoven with the successes of Paris as archer.
Finally, by a neat linking to the episodes of Makhaon and Eurupulos, the
narrative picks up again the story of Akhilleus and foreshadows the entry
of Patroklos into the battle (596-848).

The parallelism between the several episodes of this Book exemplifies,
perhaps more clearly than any similar passage of the Iliad, the epic art of
constructing the story of a battle: the setting up of narrative goals and the
amplification of a major episode (the Achaean retreat) by repeating the
substance of lesser episodes within it (see Fenik, Homer and the Nibelungenlied
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5-21). In view of the formularity of the epic at other levels the economical
explanation of the tendency to reuse (but also of course to recast) material
is that it is part of the art of oral heroic poetry that the Homeric epic
inherited. Repetition, however, continues to be a major criterion in the
school of analytical criticism. H. van Thiel, for example (Iliaden und Mas
(Stuttgart 1982)), assigns the first part of Agamemnon's aristeia and the
wounding of Odysseus to the Triihilias', the woundings of Agamemnon and
the other leaders to the 'Spatilias', and the episode of Zeus and Iris to a
poem on the Achaean Wall which supplied also the episodes of Asios and
Hektor in book 12, on which see the comments of M. M. Willcock at JHS
104 (1984) 188-90.

The successive presentation of Agamemnon, Diomedes, Odysseus, and
Aias throws the characterization of these heroes into relief, see Fenik, Tradi-
tion 74-7. Agamemnon is vengeful and brutal, Diomedes gallant but mercu-
rial, Odysseus clear-thinking and realistic, Aias ever-reliable and stubborn
in adversity.

1—66 The new day dawns and Zeus despatches Strife to stir up the Achaeans.
Agamemnon's magnificent armour is described. The Achaeans then march out from their
new fortifications. On the other side the Trojans, spurred on by Hektor, advance to meet
them

1-14 The function of this introductory passage is to effect a brisk transi-
tion from the preceding book (whichever that was) to this and to introduce
in a fitting manner a new sequence of events. For Eris cf. 4.440-1, 20.48,
and for the Homeric usage of the term (basically = 'rivalry') see J. C.
Hogan, Grazer Beitrdge 10 (1981) 21-53. Dawn is a natural starting-point
for a new episode, cf. 2.48, 8.1, 19.1, though the habit of using dawn and
nightfall (or rather retirement to bed) to articulate the narrative is more
evident in the Odyssey, e.g. 2.1, 3.1, 5.1, 6.48, 7.1, 15.56, 16.1-2, 17.1, where
there are more days of action. This dawn marks the fifth day of action since
the second Book and the twenty-fifth since the beginning of the Iliad. It is
introduced in this elaborate way because it heralds, as both sides believe,
the day of decision and has been carefully marked as such by previous
references: 8.470-2, 8.525, 8.565, 9.240. The day will prove to be the longest
in the epic, for the sun does not set upon the fighting until 18.239. The
decorated style of the whole passage and the allegory of Eris underline the
importance of the following narrative and add an ominous touch: the bright
dawn heralds a black day.

1-2 For dawn-formulas, with which the poet is generously supplied, see
nn. to 2.48-9.; there is a list of references in G. M. Calhoun, Univ. Cal. Publ.
in Class. Phil. (1933) 17. Verses 1-2 = Od. 5.1-2 where they mark the
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starting-point of the Odyssey proper: here they mark the Achaeans' final
attempt to master the Trojans in fair fight without Akhilleus, there being
no gods to cloud the issue as there were in books 5 and 6. Verse 2 = 19.2. —
dyauou TiOcovoTo: the three spondees which end the verse, if that is what
the poet sang, are not chosen for their rhythmical effect. The verse is
formular and as such had to be accepted. The gen. sing, dyauou, however,
uniquely among the case-forms of dyauos is invariably found in the third-
fourth foot in archaic epic (except at Hesiod fr. 141.7 M-W) and must have
been fixed in that position in the form dyauoo so as to give an elegant and
normal dactyl in the fourth foot, cf. the similar location of the genitive
UEyaOuuou (31 x ). dyauos is probably an Aeolism (note the -au- diphthong
< -ap-): dyrjTOS is the Ionic form. TiOcovoTo: for his pedigree see 20.237 and
the stemma at vol. v 316. He was a scion of the Trojan royal house and
father of Memnon, Akhilleus' last great opponent, but that is irrelevant to
the dawn-formula: we are not to suppose that this dawn is biased against
the Achaeans. His miserable immortality is first attested at HyAphr 218-38,
and Mimnermus fr. 4 West. Like others of his dynasty (see 13.171-3^)
Tithonos may have a genuinely Anatolian name, cf. TITCO' fjcbs, aupiov
(Hsch.), and TITCO, 'dawn goddess' (Callimachus, fr. 21.3 Pfeiffer, Lycophron

940-
3 Zeus now begins to implement his threat at 8.740-2 to wreak even

worse destruction on the Achaeans, but as usual the will of Zeus is accom-
plished by a devious route; catastrophe will be preceded by victory. The
Olympian gods have been banished from the battlefield by Zeus's edict at
8.10-17, which he reaffirmed to a rebellious Here and Athene at 8.399-
408, cf. 73-9 below. Eris, of course, is not a god in the same sense, not a
person but a personification; however, the poet seems aware that he has
undercut his picture of the battle and inserts a comment, see 74-5 and n.
Since it takes two to make a quarrel Eris' actions are often more impartial
than her present intervention. See further 4.440-in.

4 TroAeuoio Tepas: what Eris held in her hands it is impossible to say and
perhaps was never precisely conceived (Arn/A mentions dorpa-nf), 5190s,
AauTrds). Like her war-shout it is the more awesome for being vague.
Athene's aegis, decorated with various allegories including Eris, is called a
Aids Tepas at 5.742, and at 2.450-2 was used to urge on the Achaeans.
(The aegis was primarily a means of causing stupefaction and panic, cf.
15.320-2, Od. 22.297-8.) In the parallel scene at 8.220-6 Agamemnon
waved iropcpupeov ueya 9apos. As Fenik remarks, TBS 78, this looks like a
small typical scene.

5—9 =8.222—6, where it was Agamemnon who did the shouting. What-
ever it describes, the Catalogue of Ships does not describe the order of
the ships drawn up on the Trojan shore, in spite of Aias . . . <JTT\(JB .. iv'
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'AOrjvocicov IOTCCVTO cpaAayyes at 2.557-8 (see n.). J. Cuillandre, La Droite et
la gauche 23-34, has worked out the order of battle of the principal Achaean
contingents generally implied in the Iliad in so far as there is a consistent
picture (see also 13.68m.):

Left Centre Right
Aias Idom- Mene- Agam- Nes- Odys- Euru- Diom- Aias Meges Menes- Podar- Akhil-
s.of eneus laos emnontor seus pulos edes s.of theus kes leus
Telamon Oileus

In spite of the memorable position of his ship Telamonian Aias is (appar-
ently) brigaded next to Odysseus at 3.225 and between Idomeneus and
Nestor at 4.273. The two Aiantes also are often made to act in concert. In
the vauoraOuov itself some contingents in the centre were probably thought
to be quartered behind others (15.653 and n.), the whole protected by a
semicircular rampart (14.31-2, 14.75). ^n t n e normal order of battle the
two best Trpouccxoi are stationed on the wings, the right wing, as so often,
being the place of greatest honour. The left wing is only apparently weaker,
for the contingents of Idomeneus (80 ships), Menelaos (60), Agamemnon
(100), and Nestor (90) are among the largest. Agamemnon's offensive de-
velops on the left and in the centre, so that when it fails it is there that the
casualties, Odysseus, Eurupulos, and Diomedes, are sustained; Menelaos
(463), Idomeneus, and Nestor are also involved (51 off.), but Aias has to be
summoned (463ff.). In the absence of Akhilleus the right wing fails to
distinguish itself. Verses 5-9 = 8.222-6 and 11-14 (from ueyoc orOevos) =
2.451-4, arousing suspicion of secondary composition, see e.g. Von der
Muhll, Hypomnema 190, Reinhardt, IuD 178.

5 usycn<f|T6i vrfi: 'au flancs profonds', Chantraine s.v. tcfJTOS, though that
sense is not easily derived from a word appropriate to the deep sea (Od.
3.158) and its denizens (KT|Tea, e.g. the dolphin, 21.22 etc.). F. Bechtel,
Lexilogus zu Homer (Halle 1914) 194, suspected a word KT)TOS, 'hollow'.

6 yeycoveuev is an explanatory infinitive, 'so as to call.'
11-12 = 14.151-2: <T0£vos lu(3aA' iK&cjTcp: the p- of IKCCCTTOS is widely

neglected, but the prototype of the formula is extant at 2.451 oOevos cbpaE(v)
EKdaTcp. This is an instance of Hoekstra's category 'archaic constituent
replaced by a familiar form' [Modifications 53).

12-14 =2.452-4. As is so often the case with repeated runs of verses
the Alexandrians suspected interpolation. Zenodotus omitted 13-14 (Arn/A,
Did/T); they were read, but athetized, by Aristophanes and Aristarchus, on
the ground that the verses belonged in book 2. The alternative of returning
home, which is very apposite in book 2, has not been mentioned since the
beginning of book 9 and is indeed gratuitously introduced at this point.

15-46 Agamemnon arms for battle. Armour is an outward, visible
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symbol of heroism and the description of the hero's splendid war-harness is
endemic in heroic poetry, e.g.:

The emir does not wish to waste time. He puts on a byrnie whose flaps
are yellow with varnish, laces on his helm which is decorated with
precious stones set in gold and then he girds on his sword on his left
side. In his pride he has found a name for it. Because of Charles' sword
of which he had heard tell he has had his sword called Precieuse. That
was his war cry in a pitched battle and he made his knights shout it.
He hangs a great broad shield of his about his neck; the boss is of gold
and it is bordered with crystal. The belt of it is made of good silken
cloth embroidered with circles. He grasps his lance and he calls it
Maltet. The shaft of it was as thick as a club and the iron head of it
alone would be as much as a mule could carry.

{Chanson de Roland 3140-54)

He [Dulic] put on his green coat. All its seams were finished with
golden braid. On his head he placed his fine fez; about the fez he
wound a Tripolitan sash, and about it his golden plumed headdress.
All the plumes were of gold. Then he adjusted his vest and breastplate
and girded on his studded arms belt. In the belt were two small golden
pistols. At his right side was his flint box of gold, and from his left side
he hung his curved sabre. Then he drew on his officer's pantaloons and
pulled over them his boots and long socks.

(The Captivity of Dulic Ibrahim', SCHSi, 105.)

See generally J. I. Armstrong, AJP 79 (1958) 337-54, Arend, Scenen 92-
95, and nn. to 3.330—8. In the epic the amplification marks the importance
of the occasion: this is Agamemnon's decisive effort. The four great arming
scenes of the Iliad (3.330-8, 16.1306°., 19.3646°., and the present passage)
name the same arms (greaves, corslet, sword, shield, helmet, spear (s),
always in that order) but skilfully vary the elaboration. The Odyssey has no
arming scene as such, but Melanthios brings the Suitors shields, spears, and
helmets, Od. 22.144-5; [Hesiod], Aspis 122-38, has a similar scene with
reuse of the old formulas but places the shield (a hoplite shield?) last - for
which there are artistic reasons in that poem - and Alcaeus fr. 140 L-P lists
helmets, greaves, corslets, shields, swords, ^cbuorra, and KU7T&c7C7i8es (see
D. L. Page, Sappho and Alcaeus (Oxford 1955) 209-23). The disreputable
Paris (3.3306°.) is given the basic gear with minimal detail; here the empha-
sis is on Agamemnon's magnificent corslet and shield with a brief comment
on the gold and silver fittings of his sword. His greaves and helmet make do
with conventional (but in the latter case cumulated) description. Armour
was extremely valuable (nine oxen for a workaday bronze outfit, 6.236, or
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a hundred oxen for the de luxe model in gold, ibid.); its smooth surfaces
invited ostentatious decoration to express (as here) the status and vanity of
the wearer, cf. the corslet of Asteropaios (23.560-2). It seems also to possess
a special symbolism for the Homeric warrior. Its seizure took precedence
over tactical military considerations or personal safety, as if victory were not
complete without the spoils of war. The important pieces for that purpose
are helmet, shield, corslet and spear, cf. the lists at 13.264-5 and 19.359-61.
Special armour is noted at 6.235, 7-136, 8.191, 17.194, and of course
i8.478ff.

15 The narrative plunges immediately into the arming scene without
any notice of sacrifice, prayer, or meal, as in books 2 and 19 (the entry into
battle of the Myrmidons in book 16 is in response to an emergency, but even
there space is found for Akhilleus' prayer to Zeus). If the poet had intended
his hearers to suppose that Agamemnon had omitted those crucial pre-
cautions he would have said as much; even so the tempo of the narrative
leaves an indelible sense of Agamemnon's impatience. 'ATpsiSris: this is
Agamemnon's great moment and a note on his royal ancestry would not
have been inappropriate, but this has already been given when he stood
before the assembly at 2. iooff. The Homeric poems know (or mention) only
Pelops, Atreus, and Thuestes in earlier generations of the Pelopidae, and
only Menelaos and Aigisthos in Agamemnon's; there is no mention of
Pleisthenes, whom the Cypria (fr. 10 Davies) and mainland and western
poets from Hesiod (fr. 194 M-W) and Stesichorus (fr. 219 Davies) onwards
insert at unspecific points into the genealogy. It is possible that these allu-
sions preserve the remnants of a memory of the Pelopidae at Mycenae lost
from the main Ionian tradition. Pleisthenes was made brother or half-
brother of Atreus by schol. Pind. 01. 1.144 and inserted between Atreus and
Agamemnon by schol. Eur. Or. 4. See Fraenkel's note to Aesch. Ag. 1569
for further references.

16 e80creTo: the conjugation of sigmatic aorists with the thematic vowel
is an epic type confined to a few verbs, chiefly 5uouoci, paivco, and com-
pounds, see Ghantraine, GHi 416-17. The paradosis has often introduced
-era- forms in spite of ancient grammatical opinion that identified the
formation as an imperfect. See further West on Od. 1.330, Hainsworth on
Od. 5.194, 6.321 and the literature there cited.

17-19 =3.330-2=16.131-3=19.369-71. Apparently the greaves,
though often of metal in the Late Helladic (LH) period (and at 7.41,
18.613, 21.592) did not lend themselves to detailed description, at least no
attempt is made to elaborate their mention beyond the two-verse formula
17—18. Nor were they worth looting, in spite of their silver clasps. For a full
account see H. W. Catling, Arch. Horn, E 143-61. The obsolescence of the
tower shield made it necessary to protect the lower legs which could not be
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covered by the smaller shields of the later Mycenaean and Dark Age
periods. Missiles appear especially to have been feared, cf. Alcaeus fr. 357.6
L-P apKos icrxOpco peAeos, Aesch. Th. 676 aixufis *<ai TteTpcov Trpo(3Af|uocTa,
see also 377 (wounding of Diomedes).

20 The archaeological evidence for the corslet is discussed by H. W.
Catling, Arch. Horn, E 74-118. LH examples are mostly plate-corslets, those
of the Iron Age (before the advent of the hoplite panoply) are, to judge
from the iconography, leather jerkins. Such a masterpiece of craftsmanship
as Agamemnon's cuirass must have a history, but the point, if any, of
assigning to it a Cypriot origin is unclear, unless it is to imply that the fame
of Agamemnon had reached the ends of the earth. The scholia (bT) have
nothing plausible to report. This is the only reference to Cyprus in the Iliad.
The island, however, was part of the heroic world with seven mentions in
the Odyssey and the major Homeric Hymns, and provided Aphrodite with her
epithets Kuirpis and Kinrpoyeveia. It was colonized by Teukros after the
Trojan war, and the poet may have heard of the wealth of the kings of
archaic Salamis, now revealed by the excavation of their tombs: see V.
Karageorghis, Excavations in the Necropolis of Salamis I-IV (Nicosia 1967-71).
Kinures is cited as an example of wealth at Tyrtaeus fr. 12.6 West and Pind.
N. 8.18, and was later celebrated as founder of the cult of Aphrodite at
Paphos. For £eivr|ia see io.266n., and for another cuirass with a history

I5-53O-4-
21 TTEUOETO yap KuirpovSe: 'in Cyprus' or even 'from Cyprus' in the

English idiom. The adlative form is used because the report travelled to
Cyprus to its recipient, see 4455n. and 16.515.

24-8 The oluoi must be bands or strips of material, probably inlaid
or otherwise fastened as decoration to the main material of the corslet.
Unfortunately the text gives no indication how these bands were arranged,
whether vertically or horizontally, in blocks, irregularly, or in some re-
peated sequence. Three different materials, in quantities of 10, 12, and 20,
cannot be arranged in any sort of repeated pattern if the materials must
alternate. If, however, two bands of the same material may be juxtaposed,
then GGTT KKTT GGTT KKTT GGTT KK TTGG TTKK TTGG
TTKK TTGG is possible (G = gold, T = tin, K = kuanos; grouped in
fours here to clarify the pattern). Two blocks of 21 bands (GT KT GT . . .
TG TK TG) would equally be possible. Lorimer, HM 208, thinks of a scale
corslet, Willcock of a Bcoprĵ  with breast- and back-plates. These are pleas-
ing patterns and suggest that the numbers of oTuoi are not arbitrary choices
but conceivably describe an object that the composer of the verses had seen
and examined. On the other hand the object in the text may (like the
shield described at 32-40 ) be a composite or be elaborated imaginatively.
Corslets with some sort of horizontal banding are indicated by the Linear
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B ideogram 162 j | , but the snakes better suit the fashion of the orientalizing
period. Catling, Arch. Horn, E 79, suggests that this corslet was parade
armour not fighting gear, but Homer knows no such distinction, cf. Glaukos'
golden armour (6.236) and Nestor's golden shield (8.192-3).

24 ueAavos Kudvoio: for the tint cf. UEiAavi TTOVTCO (24.79), D U t pieAas
denoted any dark colour, especially that of blood, alua ueAav etc. (11 x );
see R. Halleux, SMEA 9 (1969) 47-66. Kuavos ( < Hitt. kuwanna- or a
related Anatolian dialect) denotes various decorative substances — the
natural mineral lapis lazuli, its imitation in glass paste, or the blue-black
alloy known as niello. See Edwards, vol. v 203 and F. Eckstein, Arch. Horn.
L 40—1. Niello, which was used on the daggers from the Shaft Graves at
Mycenae, is perhaps most likely in the decoration of a breastplate, see
D. H. F. Gray, JHS 74 (1954) 1-15, or E. Vermeule, Greece in the Bronze Age
(Chicago 1964) 98-9.

25 KOcaoTTEpoio: tin decorated the cuirass of Asteropaios (23.561); tin,
unalloyed, was used in Akhilleus' armour, 18.474, x8.565, 18.574, 18.613,
and elsewhere, contrary to normal metallurgical practice. It is probably
adduced as a precious metal and a mark of luxury, like the gold.

26 Snakes, here depicted on the breastplate (also on the shield-strap as
if they had some special symbolism for Agamemnon), are more than orna-
mental, cf. [Hesiod], Aspis 161-2 ev 5' ocpicov K£9aAal 5eivcov iaccv, ou TI
90CT6ICOV, I 5cb86Ka, Kai 9O(3EE<7KOV hri x$ovi 9OA' dvOpcoTTCOv (cf. Aspis 144 in
C. F. Russo's edition). The countryman in the simile at 3.33—6 recoils at
the sight of a snake, coxpos TE UIV ETAE TrocpEi&s.

27-8 A TEpas is a divine interference with the course of nature such as
to cause encouragement or dismay, e.g. an omen (2.324), or the thunder
which Zeus may send in response to prayer (15.379, Od. 3.173): or here
perhaps just to cause astonishment and fear. The rainbow is a TEpas f|
TTOAEUOIO I f| Kai x̂ H&VQS at 17.548-9. UEpomov: a notorious gloss, see

29-31 On the Homeric sword see S. Foltiny, Arch. Horn, E 235-74.
Agamemnon takes a sword that has gold rivets in defiance of the formula
9dayavov/£i9os OKpyuporjAov (9X //., 4X Od.) applied to his weapon at
2.45, on which see nn. adloc. Gold-plated rivets are well attested throughout
the LH period (Lorimer, HM 273), and may conceivably have been known
to the poet; but the value of the metal primarily reflects the importance of
the occasion (as Aristarchus (Arn/A) noted), or the luxury of the article (cf.
the epithet xpvcrdopos and Nestor's cup, 633 below). Agamemnon, as the
poet's audience would know (and would not savour the full effect of book
1 if they did not), was immensely rich, king TroAuxpucroio MuKf|vr|S. For the
relation of the expressions |3dAETO ^905 and £190$ dpyuporjAov see Intro-
duction 9. The formular verse with dpyupor|Aov is followed by
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ccuTocp 67T6iTa CTOKOS . . . (3.335, 16.136, 19.373). As Shipp remarks {Studies
278), the dropping of dpyuporjAov in favour of the gold studs has resulted
in the shield verse (32) being completely recast. dopTripecrcnv: not the
baldric itself (TEAOCUCOV) but, according to Hsch., oi KpiKoi TX\% Of)Kr|S, t n e

metal rings by which the scabbard was clipped to the leather.
29, 34, 39 oi: the use of I, ou, oi with reference to things is unusual, but

cf. 1.236, 9.419, 21.586, 24.452.
32-9 The shield of Agamemnon. There is a discussion by H. Borchhardt

in Arch. Horn, E 50-6 with a line-drawing of the Gorgon-shield from
Carchemish first published by C. L. Woolley, Carchemish 11 (London 1921)
pi. 24. In conception Agamemnon's shield is similar to the aegis of Athene
at 5.738-42, cuyiScc . . . SEIVTJV, r\v Trepi [xsv Travrn 9o(3os £OT69dvcoT0cr |
EV 8' "Epis, ev 6* 'AAKT), S£ 8s Kpuoeaaa 'ICOKT), | ev 8e T8 ropyern K69aAr]
SeivoTo TTEAcopou, I 8eivr| T6 CT|i6p8vr| T£, Aids Tepas cayioxoio. The shield
of Herakles was even more horrific, Aspis 144-67. This aspect probably
reflects the latest models known to the poet and is combined with features
familiar to him from traditional descriptions: tin and KUCCVOS are Mycenaean,
bosses are known from the late Bronze Age, the KUKAOI from Dark Age
practice. It is not clear how, or if, a central boss of KUCCVOS can be combined
with the Gorgon's head, and the verb eore9&vcoTo does not help matters
(see 36-7n). This is the only arming scene in which the shield is denoted by
OCCTTTIS not (JOCKOS; see D. H. F. Gray, CQ4.1 (1947) 113-14, 119-21, and
Whallon, Formula, Character, and Context 36-54, for the usage of these two
terms.

32 dorms, the commoner term in the narrative, 95 x against (JOCKOS 76 X ,
is the vernacular word that replaces CTOCKOS when the formular verse is
abandoned. diJupippoTnv is taken from the formula in the gen. sing. d(77Ti8os
d|i9ippoTr|S (3X //.). The strict sense 'covering a man on both sides' is not
applicable to the round, bossed, shield, and the epic must have taken it in
a generalized way to mean 'protecting the warrior', see the literature cited
in LfrgE s.v. Even so the epithet is giving way to the modernism EUKUKAOS.

If d|i9ippoTT| is an archaism the short 1 before |3p and the implied sense of
PpOTOs = dvrjp raise the possibility that an unintelligible term has been
reinterpreted, cf. Myc. a-pi-qo-to, 'round' (?), PY Ta 642. For -|3p- <
~mr- (cf. TEpvyiuppoTOs) see M. Lejeune, Phonetique historique du mycenien et
dugrec ancien (Paris 1972) 307, and for the view that d^tppOTTj reflects Myc.
amphimrta see Janko vol. iv 11. The metrical effect of r is suspected in
compounds of ppOTOS (dppoTr|, dppoTd^onev < -mrtos), formulas (8eiAoT(ji
PpoToTai), and in compounds of dvrjp (avSpoT^Ta, dv8p6i9OVTT) < anr-, cf.
Myc. a-no-qo-ta KN Da 1289, etc.). 7roAu8ai8ccAov: usually of the corslet
(4X ), only here of the shield, but a fitting anticipation of the following
description. Ooupiv (with donri8a 20.162, aiyiSa 15.308) is unexpected as
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epithet of something naturally to be thought of as defensive equipment.
Agamemnon's shield is clearly intended to terrorize, but by its visual impact
not by its being used to beat an opponent to the ground.

33 The KUKAOI SEKCC x&^Keoi remain obscure, see 13.406-7^, but prob-
ably refer to the appearance of the face. K. Fittschen, Arch. Horn, N, gives
several illustrations of early votives (reproduced in vol. v 204-6) with
decoration arranged in concentric bands. At 20.275-6, however, the impli-
cation is that the materials of a shield thinned out towards the edge, leaving
only two KUKAOI, but a shield with ten layers of bronze at the centre is hardly
possible outside the heroic world.

35 AEUKOI: a reading AEUKOT' (gen. sing.) was known to the scholia (Hrd/A)
and is read by Leaf. If the early stages of the transmission had understood
the genitive the paradosis would have been AEUKOU. Elided -010 is attested
in the paradosis of the lyric poets but not in the Homeric vulgate; it should
not be introduced (Allen's Aivoi' at 5.487 is unnecessary).

36-7 These verses have been ejected, e.g. by Lorimer, HM 190-1, on the
grounds that the Gorgoneion and its supporters are incompatible with the
bosses of 34-5, for which 36-7 are a graphic alternative. The Gorgon is
known from the eighth century (Hampe, Friihe griechische Sagenbilder (Athens
1936) 63, pi. 42) though not attested as part of the ornament of a shield until
the mid-seventh century. For monumental parallels to Agamemnon's shield
see vol. v 203—4 and K. Fittschen, Arch. Horn, N 7—10; the most striking is
that from the Idaean cave now in the Herakleion museum (reproduced as
a line-drawing locc. cit.) A blazon can inspire terror as well as identify
the bearer (Odysseus, however, was satisfied with a dolphin according to
Stesichorus (fr. 225 Page)). Agamemnon's blazon lacks the symbolic char-
acter of those attributed by Aeschylus to some of the shields borne by the
Seven (Th. 466, storming of a city; 539, the Sphinx, TTOAEGOS 6VEI8OS; 642,
Justice). The narrative does not return to the shield's fearsome aspect, but
the Gorgon's head makes two other appearances in the Iliad at 5.741 and
8.349 (where Hektor's fierce look is compared to it) and one in the Odyssey
at 11.634. Lorimer notes (HM 190) that in seventh- and sixth-century art
the Gorgon is frequently the blazon of Akhilleus and in the sixth century
that of Aias. The Gorgon is common also in the fifth century (Ar. Ach. 574,
964, Lys. 560, cf. Lex. Icon. s.v. 'Gorgo'). — Im . . . EOTE90CVCOTO 'was set like
a wreath'; the image appears to be that of snakes (the Gorgon's hair)
encircling the boss, cf. T. Worthen, Glotta 66 (1988) 3-4. oTE9av6oiJai (only
in the perfect tenses in the epic) is usually clarified by TTEpi or OCU91 except
at 18.485 (see n.). Snakes regularly enhance the horrific appearance of
Gorgons, but the mention of them is here reserved for the cuirass (26) and
the shield-strap (39). pAoaupcoms: apparently 'of horrid aspect', though the
epic uses the simplex pAociupos in the sense 'shaggy', e.g. 7.212. The Aspis
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poet has the first clear use of the word as a synonym of oXoos (see Russo's
note on Aspis 147). Leumann, HW 141-8, would regard (3Xoovpco7ns as
primary and, taking the first element as an Aeolism (< *gwltur-), con-
nects it with Lat. vultur to give a sense 'vulture-eyed' or 'vulture-headed'.
The accentuation, according to Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1 463 n. 5, should be
paroxytone, (3AoaupcbTTis, the final syllable being long.

37 TTEpi: understand 'were depicted' from 60TE9&VGOTO in 36. AETUOS and
O6(3os are paired also at 4.440 (where see n.), 15.119, Hesiod, Theog. 934,
and Aspis 195. Reasonably enough, Theog. makes the pair sons of Ares.
O6(3os was represented as a figure with a lion's head in the depiction of
Agamemnon's shield on the Chest of Kupselos (see 248-63^), Paus. 5.19.4,
see Friis Johansen, Iliad in Early Greek Art 70.

38-90 With Agamemnon's silver TEXocucbv (i.e. with decoration in silver)
compare the golden one of Herakles at Od. 11.609-12, decorated with
dpKToi T' dypOTepoi TE CTUES xaPOTr°i T6

 XEOVTES, | OauTvai TE udxoa TE 90V01
T' dv8poKTaaiai TE. Akhilleus' shield-strap was silvered (18.480), the deco-
ration being unspecified.

39 The snakes are numinous — and ominous, see 2.308—19. They rein-
forced the image of Tuphon on the shield of Tudeus (Aesch. Th. 495).

40 du9i(7Tp£9E£S (read by Aristarchus, Did/AT): 'turned in all direc-
tions'; d|J9i- is awkward with the numeral TpEis, but the picture, one head
facing upward, the others to right and left, is clear enough. The vulgate
du9ioT£9££s is no easier and may be influenced by ECTTOpdvcoTO in 35, but we
may imagine the three heads in the same arrangement forming a sort of
crown.

41 = 5.743 (see n.): KUVETI is the less frequent of the two common words
for 'helmet' (Kopus 46 x , KUVET) 28 X ) and must originally have meant 'dog
skin', though the special properties of such leather are not reported. Various
bronze attachments are noted including probably the 90X01 implied by the
epithet du9i9aAos - probably metal plates, four in number according to the
epithet T£Tpd9aXov (12.384, 22.315). The other epithet TETpa9aXr|pos is
obscure, though it had meaning for the poet who sang of 9dXocp5 EUTroir|Ta
at 16.106 (see n.). The grandiose obscure epithets (only in this repeated
verse) suited the helmet of the goddess Athene in book 5, and add a
mysterious and menacing dimension to Agamemnon's equipment. Homeric
helmets are discussed by Lorimer, HM 237-45, D. H. F. Gray, CQ,4i
(1947) 109-21 (= Language and Background 55-67), and J. Borchhardt,
Arch. Horn, E 57-74. In Alcaeus' list of armour (fr. 357 L-P) the Kuvia
(Lesbian = KUVET)) is clearly metallic, as were the greaves.

42 The nodding plume, cf. the famous passage 6.4666°., was a character-
istic enhancement of the warrior's fearsome appearance from the earliest
representations to the close of the Geometric period. The crest of the later
'Corinthian' helmet was a much stiffer adornment.
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43 A unique verse, surprisingly, but cf. 3.18, 16.139. The concord of
plural and dual in ocAKiua 8o0p6 is a strong indication of a secondary usage,
cf. OCTCJE 9oceiv& 13.435, a mid-verse variant of the verse-end formula OCTCTE
9aeivco. The verse EIAETO 8' OCAKIUOC 5o0pe 8uco KSKopuOueva XOCAKCO | o^sa is
adapted from the verse describing the thrusting-spear ETAETO 8s

 OCAKIUOV

iyxos dKaxiievov 6£EI ycxk^Co (15.482). The two spears are for throwing, and
describe the equipment of the Iron Age or even that of the Late Geometric
period when warriors armed with two spears become a frequent element in
iconography. It is characteristic of oral poetry that it tends to substitute the
familiar (i.e. what is contemporary with the poet or within the memory of
his audience) for the archaic but does not do so systematically. Agamemnon
will use a single thrusting-spear in his aristeia, see 95~8n. KEKOPU8UEVOS

(< Kopus), properly 'helmeted', replaces the archaic OCKOCXUEVOS; the sense
'tipped' is confined to this verse and its congener (3.18), with an ambiguous
use at 16.802.

44-5 The gleam of the armour is a good omen; its absence is a portent
of death, cf. T. Krischer, Konventionen 36. OCUT091 (6x //. only, always in
fourth foot) supplies a convenient dactylic form for the genitive and dative
plurals of auTos; the reference is to the SoOps of 43. hri . . . iySouTrnaav: only
here of thunder (which must be meant). Thunder, elsewhere the preroga-
tive of Zeus and expressed by KTUTTETV, is a favourable omen, cf. 8.170,
15-377? 17-595? Od- 21.413, heralding victory. (At 8.75-7 it is the (JEAas not
the thunder that cows the Achaeans.) Agamemnon's entry into battle must
have some divine accompaniment, but Zeus for the moment favours his
enemies and he must make do with a distant rumble from the goddesses on
Olumpos.

46 = 7.180 (and TToAuxpuaoio MuKrjvns at Od. 3.305). The wealth of
Mycenae and its dynasty was proverbial long before modern archaeological
discoveries, cf. Hesiod fr. 203 M-W &AKTIV UEV yap E8COKEV 'OAuumos
AiccKiS-ncri, I voOv 8' sA(jiu6aovi8ais, TTAOUTOV 8' ETrop' 'ATpEi8rjc7i. (The sons of
Amuthaon were Melampous and Bias, cousins of Nestor.) The tholos tombs
at Mycenae (and Orchomenos) were known in late antiquity as Or|aaupoi
(Paus. 2.16.5), but it is uncertain when that erroneous identification was
first made. TToAuxpOcroio MuxT)vr|S is presumably an old formula created
when the wealth of Mycenae existed or was remembered, but its combina-
tion with pacjiAfla is not traditional. POCCTIAEUS denotes a person of rank in
the epic but otherwise is imprecise: for the extensive bibliography on the
term see LfgrE s.v. Where it is least vague, e.g. in the description of the
polity of the Phaeacians at Od. 8.390-1 (see Hainsworth, Od. adloc. and pp.
342-3), a poccnAEUS is a nobleman of consequence but is outranked by the
monarch. For POCCTIAEUS, 'chief (qa-si-re-u), in Linear B texts see Ventris and
Chadwick, Documents 121, 409. POCCTIAEUS is a common word in the epic (over
ioox ), but makes only three noun-epithet formulas: 8ioTp£9E£S
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etc. (12X ), Oeiou |3., etc. (3X in Od.), and UTrepiJevecov (3., etc. (3X ). Con-
trast the behaviour of 6cva£, on which see Ruijgh, UElement acheen 112-16.
Only in this verse is (3a<TiAeus used to express 'king of such and such a place'.

47-55 A very truncated notice of the remaining themes of the 'entering
battle' sequence: the parade and the charge. The poet apparently regards
the deployment of an army as something so familiar that he can afford to
be allusive. Concision as so often has led to obscurity, mainly because there
is no indication when or how the army crossed the defensive ditch which is
before the poet's mind for the first and only time in this Book. An army
about to advance would not fall in with a barrier intended to be impassable
for chariots in front, so that the poet must think of the army forming up
before it, i.e. on the plain with the ditch at their backs; hri T&9pco therefore
at 48 and 51 refers to the outer side of the ditch. The men are in position
before the chariots, for reasons that are left to the imagination, e.g. because
of congestion at the gates of the camp or the crossings of the ditch. (For the
gates see introduction to book 12.) auTOi at 49 are the fighting men (as
opposed to the fjvioxoi) who advance with their chariots at the rear. Nestor's
shock-tactics (4.297ff.) naturally stationed the chariots in the van and are
not in question here. - irpuAees: also at 5.744 (see n.), 12.77, lb-bll> 2I-9°>
a word of uncertain meaning, irponaxoi according to an old suggestion of
Hermann's, 'en masse' in later poets, perhaps 'on foot' here and at 12.77,
as Arn/A suggests and as Eustathius (893.32) thought on the strength of the
word's occurrence in Cretan; not, as LSJ s.v. propose, common soldiers
'opp. to chiefs fighting from chariots', at least not here. (The TrpuAees have
a f|ye|icov at 15.517.) Verses 47-8 = 12.84-5, where ETTI Tc&ppco refers to the
outer side of the ditch. The iTrTrqES at 52 are then those in charge of the
chariots, the fjvioxoi. Verses 48-9 are repeated with grammatical changes
to introduce the imperative mood at 12.76-7, but there it is Pouludamas
recommending these same tactics to the Trojans.

50 The noise of the Achaean advance seems to be an inadvertence;
cf. 3.8-9, 4.429-31. fjcoOi Trpo: here and 2X Od.; for the shape of the
formula cf. 'IAi68i Trpo (3X //., 1 x Od.) and the isolated oupavoOi Trpo 3.3.
The syntax is unclear (from an archetype 'lAioo Trpo?), cf. 3-3n.

51-2 UETEKIOCOOV: the chariotry follow in the approved manner at a short
distance. UETEKIOCOOV (with I by metrical lengthening) is an obsolescent verb
(5X //., 1 x Od., not in Hesiod) beside the simplex (E)KIOV. Both forms are
aorists. The root is evidently *kiH- with laryngeal, cf. the factitive KTVECO.

The proper function of the -0- suffix is to indicate 'que l'aboutissement de
l'action est envisage' (Chantraine, GH 1 326), a function most evident at
16.685 Tpcoas KOCI AUKIOUS HETEKIOOE.

53—4 The symbolism of the bloody rain is obvious, cf. the bloody rain-
drops at 16.459-61, Aspis 384.
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55 = x-3 but with KS90CA0CS for v̂ uxocs, see 1.311. Surprisingly, only the
Genavensis (s. xiii) suggests the possibility of reading vyuxocs here, and that
in suprascript. K69aAds was evidently read by Apollonius Rhodius at 1.3
and must have been read here, but it is odd none the less that it should be
used unnecessarily and by metonymy for the yuxri, the life-force. 1961 |ios is
not formular with either yuxr) or Ke9aAr), so that the coincidence with the
proemium is not an accidental result of formulas coming together to make
a verse: nor is there any reason beyond the repetition here in question for
supposing the verse is a whole-verse formula. It is therefore possible that the
echo is the result of the poet's mind running on the same thoughts: the
wrath of Akhilleus was to cause a fearsome massacre, now Zeus is going to
bring it about.

56-61 The Trojans, camped overnight on the plain, arm for battle. The
scene is expressed in its barest form but incorporates none the less a succinct
catalogue of leaders. It is necessary because the epic narrative of events
must not omit 'what happened', but nowhere in the Iliad are the Trojans
given the full arming sequence. Absent from this setting out for war is
the striking idea present in books 2—4: the silence and discipline of the
Achaeans in contrast with the clamorous polyglot host that fought for Troy,
see 3.2- 14-n.

56 A formular verse (= 20.3). Tpcoss 8' ccOO' eTgpcoOev is also formular in
its own right (3X ). It is quite uncertain to what geographical feature, if any,
the 'rise' in the plain refers.

57-60 Only the Trojan and Dardanian leaders are mentioned. They
constitute (except for Polubos, only here) a canonical list who reappear
among the commanders in the assault on the Achaean wall in book 12. All
the names are, or could be, Greek, although it is likely that Aiveias is of alien
origin. (The etymology (< ocivov ax°s) given at HyAphr 198-9 is clearly of
the popular kind.)

57 nouAu5&|javTa: see i2.6on. Like Deiphobos (see 12.94^1.) he is part of
the personnel of the second half of the Iliad. Pouludamas, son of the Trojan
elder Panthoos (3.146), is an important figure who will soon establish his
role as wise adviser to Hektor.

58 Cf. io.33n. OEOS COS TUTO 6f)|ico: 5X //., ix Od.; this occurrence and
Od. 14.205 are the only instances that preserve the original prosody (<
apcos). 6r||Jicp is subsumed in the 'essential idea' of the formula, so that it is
possible to add another dative, Tpcoai, which formally duplicates the con-
struction of 8f||ico. Hoekstra (on Od. 14.205) notes that the poet thought the
sense (for which see 12.310-14) needed explanation.

59-60 Of these sons of An tenor, valiant enough to fight in the front rank,
Polubos is otherwise unknown, Akamas has an entry in the Trojan Cata-
logue (2.823, see n. ad loc), leads a battalion at 12.100, and is slain - if that
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is the same Akamas - at 16.342, but Agenor in spite of his commonplace
name is much the most distinguished, with thirteen mentions in the Iliad. He
was slain by Neoptolemos in the Little Iliad (fr. 15 Davies = Paus. 10.27.1).
Two other sons of An tenor appear in this book, 22 iff. The Antenorids are
elsewhere often associated with Aineias, but have only a peripheral role in
the Iliad, not commensurate with their rank and dignity, see Espermann,
Anterior, Theano, Antenoriden. Antenor himself is of the generation of Priam,
too old for war, and appears as the leader of the Trojan peace party. His
politics avail him little in the Iliad, where seven of his sons are killed.

61 TT&VTOCT' ei'0T|v: as an epithet of the ship EICTTI appears to mean 'well-
balanced', a quality that would also be useful in a shield, but the addition
of the adverb Tr&VToae makes the sense primarily 'round', like EUKUKAOS. The
prothetic e- of 6ioT)v is found only in the feminine of Taos (except for an
Hesychian gloss iiaov dcyocOov) and may have arisen within the tradition
of the Kunstsprache by false division of this formula (< TT&VTOCTE pkrnv). The
Mycenaean dialect has wi-so-wo-pa-na (PY Sh 740), where piapo- seems a
certain transcription, but also an obscure e-wi-su-zo-ko (KN Se 965, etc.),
which may represent epio-p-.

62—73 The compression of the narrative of the Trojan deployment fol-
lowed by the truncated account of the first stages of the battle brings four
similes together in less than a dozen lines. The brevity of the second (66)
and third (72) make an effect very different from the 'majestic prologue'
(Leaf) beginning at 2.455 (see n n 0 - The comparison with wolves (72)
especially craves extension if it is not to seem pointless.

62-6 This short scene expresses in concise form the Trojan advance to
battle. KeAeucov (65) suggests comparison with the commander's harangue,
e.g. 16.200-9. The simile of the star, which illustrates the gleam of armour
at 5.5-8, 19.381, and 22.26-31, is unusually applied to Hektor's appear-
ance and disappearance. At 22.30 the star is a KOCKOV <jf\\xcx, as at 62 it is
ouAios, 'full of menace', like Hektor's advance.

62 ouAios aorfip is supposed to mean Sirius, whose baleful effects are
described by Hesiod (Erga. 586ff.). But all astronomical and meteorological
phenomena are potentially menacing, cf. Sirius again at 22.26ff., and the
lightning that heralds the intervention of Idomeneus at 13.242. Ap. Rhod.
4.1629-30, &OTT)p ccuAios, 'star that bids the shepherd fold', i.e. the planet
Venus, may allude to an ancient v.l. noted by Arn/A.

64-5 Hektor's movement from front ranks to back and then to the front
again is typical, see Fenik, TBS 80. Athene does the same at 20.48-50 and
Ares at 20.51-3, also using their voice. Rarely in the poetry of war is it so
freely admitted that leaders may have a problem in persuading the KOCKOI to
fight, cf. 408, 4.299.

65—6 To say that the hero 'shone with bronze' is a variant, here and at
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12.463 (Hektor again), of the literal expression 'the bronze shone' with
nominative XOCAKOS as at 44-5 and 10.153-4 (see n. there for other variants
of this formula). Tras 5* ocpcc yakKcb is a formular word-group in its own
right, cf. TT. 6* 6c. x« I (juEpSaAeco KEK&AV^O' (13.191-2). The comparison of
the flash of metal to lightning is used also at I3.242ff. and 14.386.

66 = 10.154 (to Aios). For the conjunction of OTepoTTfj and Aios
cdyioxoio see 15.18-31^ and 15.308-1 in., where the suggestion is made
that the aegis was primitively the thunderbolt.

6y—gi The mutual slaughter of the two armies, watched by %eus and Eris, leads to
an Achaean break-through

In an epic poem, a poem about heroes, the narrative of a battle must be
told from the standpoint of the men wielding the weapons; but that can only
be done, when thousands of men are involved, by ruthless selectivity. The
unselected warriors are not thought of as doing nothing, they are simply not
thought of. In this Book there is abridgement as well as selection. The
abbreviated style is imposed by the very full content of this Book, but since
joining battle is a regular sequence of themes the poem's audience would
easily understand the picture the poet intended to draw. In books 4-5 and
16 the focus of the narrative progressively shortens, passing from the general
view of the field, through the exploits of a list of heroes, to the career of one
hero and culminating in a duel between two major figures (16.295-507 is
the clearest example); here the preliminaries are cut out and we proceed
at once to Agamemnon's aristeia. The Iliadic battle then is a work of art. In
it the naming of names is of prime poetical importance, and this is exploited
so as to bring a semblance of order to an inherently disorderly event. The
basic device is to divide the combatants into TTpouccxoi and 7rAr|6us. The
latter is marshalled (9aAayy£S, 90) on a broad front, so that the battle has
a right and left wing (see 5n.). The men engage with missiles (84-5), or may
come hand to hand (4.446-51), or both (8.60-7), or may leave matters to
the Trpouaxoi. The formations are not tight or static; if broken they can rally
and reform, they permit the movements of officers, the use of chariots, the
advance of the irpopiaxoi, the pillage of their victims, and their retreat els
lOvos ETOcipcov. The TTpouaxoi include the great heroes, obviously, but others
also, for it can be said of a reckless warrior that he OOve 81& irpoudxcov (342,
etc., 3X). This does not seem historically improbable, except perhaps for
the chariots. In the ideology of epic warfare the decisive role is played by
the Trpouccxoi and among them by the great heroes in justification of their
status (cf. 12.310-16 and nn.); in its practice the desire for spoils and K06OS
appears a dominant motivation. For a careful discussion of the Homeric
battle see Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 31-95. H. van Wees, CQ,38 (1988) 1-24,
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provides a useful discussion of earlier views and bibliography. The general
conclusion is that the poet has a clear enough general picture of the course
of battle and commanded a technique adequate for its description. Yet
it is a battle of heroes (only they are militarily significant, according to
Odysseus, 2.200-3), and it must be borne in mind that &01801 not only
preserved old tactics (chariots, tower shields) in old formulas but incorpo-
rated the old tactics into newer systems of formulas. To the extent that this
took place (which remains unexplored) there is confusion already in the
detailed presentation of battle. For the general picture Latacz compares the
action before Syracuse described by Thucydides (6.69-70).

67-9 General descriptions of the fighting are regularly ornamented by
similes, cf. 67-9, 72-3, 86-9. For the Homeric harvest-field see W. Richter,
Arch. Horn, H 119-21 and the description of reaping at 18.550-6. There is
some confusion in the thought behind the present comparison. Each army
cut down the other, so the poet must combine the idea of reaping with that
of two sides. He pictures two teams of reapers working from opposite ends
of a field (evavTioi aAAfjAoiai, 67) to represent the Trojans and Achaeans,
but the crop must also at the same time represent the Trojans for the
Achaeans and the Achaeans for the Trojans, cf. Frankel, Gleichnisse 41. As
at 18.550-60 the fine crop belongs to a landlord, a u&Kccp here, a (3aaiA£us
in book 18. The metaphor of'mowing down' an enemy is surprisingly rare
in Greek (19.221-4, Soph. fr. 625 and then Ap. Rhod. 3.1187, 3.1382 -
where the victims had been sown), probably because Greeks fought most of
the time with the spear rather than with slashing weapons. Occupying as it
does an almost programmatic position in the book this simile sets the tone
of the following narrative. In books 3-8 there had been included glimpses
of the conventions of war (duels, truces, burial of the slain), of its chivalrous
side (Diomedes and Glaukos), even of its humorous aspects (the panics of
Aphrodite and Ares); in book 10 war brought fame and profit and little risk.
All that now disappears. Vultures not burial await the dead. There is a
horrendous list of casualties, in quantity on the Trojan side, in quality on
the Achaean. The brutal slayings of Agamemnon are followed by the nasty
incapacitating wounds of the leading Achaeans. This is guerre a I'outrance,
"TToAeiios TToA08on<pus not |i<5cxr| KuSidveipa.

70-1 =16.770-1, and 85 = 16.778 (with similarities in the adjacent
verses). The situations are much the same. In book 16 the battle has reached
an impasse over the body of Kebriones. The same pattern, presumably
traditional, asserts itself: both sides are locked in battle . . . simile . . . As long
as . . . so long did the missiles fly . . . but when . . .

72 Neither army will give ground, UJCCS K69aAas £X8V> 'held their heads
on a line' (Lattimore), 'locked them head to head' (Fagles), is one of
those expressions whose force is evident but which defy rational analysis.
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The vulgate reading ixov would require ucruivr) to be emended into the
dative.

73—83 The poet reminds his audience of the state of the conflict on
Olumpos. Other summaries of the politics of Olumpos, e.g. 13.345-60 and
15.592-604, explicitly adumbrate the course of events, and this reminder of
the watchful eye of Zeus is more than a hint that Agamemnon's offensive
will fail. The point is made repeatedly (cf. 11.300, 12.37, 12.174, 12.255,
12.437, and 3X in book 15), as if to explain the paradox of this day of
Trojan victory. Reinhardt (IuD 253) notes the 'demonic' rule that every
Achaean success in the Iliad up to the return of Akhilleus to the war leads
finally to disaster. The gods were confined to Olumpos by Zeus's edict at
8.10-17. Their absence is maintained consistently (except in book 10, and
see 438n.) until the intervention of Poseidon at 13.34. This deprives the poet
of some useful motifs: no one prays for divine aid, no one is divinely rescued
from danger or inspired with pievos, no fog is shed over the combatants, but
the most consequential absence is that of Athene from the Achaean side:
Athene is the concomitant of success, and her absence here, like her absence
in book 16, dooms the Achaean efforts to failure.

73-5 These verses are a naive comment on, or explanation of, the poet's
allegory of Eris with which he introduced this day of conflict. Eris is a
personification as we should say, a rhetorical abstraction, and from this
point the poet forgets her, but for his audience at least she is a daimon and
therefore formally contravenes Zeus's confinement of the gods to Olumpos.

75-6 itcnAos (properly 'not involved in', < EK&S, but usually = ou TIV'
ixeiv TTOVOV, cf. Od. 13.423) is not a permanent epithet of the gods, although
it would well describe their condition, cf. psia £cbovT6s (ix //., 2X Od.).
The word is here merely the complement of ou irdpeaav; the gods are 'not
involved' but by no means 'at their ease', acpolcnv: for the vulgate olaiv,
which should imply a singular reference, see i42n.

78-83 The usual pattern of omission (Zenodotus) and athetesis
(Aristophanes and Aristarchus (Did/AT, Am/A)) makes its appearance.
The objections were partly pedantic ('all' the gods could not include the
pro-Trojan party), partly sensitive to the situation and the conventions of
the Iliad (Zeus prefers to superintend the battle from Ida but is currently on
Olumpos), partly ideological (the gods should not be represented as angry
with Zeus). Hellenistic criticism is often over-precise, cf. 17.545-6 and n.
What the gods found objectionable, of course, was that Zeus was keeping
control of events to himself. Exasperated at the interference of Here and
Athene Zeus had taken up his station on Ida (80-3 echo 8.47-52), to enjoy
the view of the fray. He had then withdrawn to Olumpos (8.438), whence
he returns at 11.182-4 oupavoOev KCCTa(3&s; the only objectionable verses are
therefore 82-3 (= 8.51-2). Some note of where Zeus took his station would
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also be expected, if he is already watching the battle. Zeus here watches the
battle as if it were a theatrical performance, cf. Griffin, HLD 175-82, where
other passages are cited. The gods take delight in a spectacle in whose perils
they have, and can have, no share, like the landsman in Lucretius watching
a shipwreck (2.1—4, cf. 5—6 suave etiam belli certamina magna tueri \ per campos
instructa tua sine parte pericli), but with a sort of awed fascination at the zest
of the heroes for strife and suffering.

81 yodco is a by-form of y&vuuoa only found in the formula KO5EI yodcov
(4X //. only), which is used (always preceded by KCCOE£ETO) of Zeus and
those, like Briareus (1.405) and Ares (5.906), who bask in his reflected
glory.

83 OAAUVTOCS T' OAAUUEVOUS TE: other examples of polyptoton are cited by
Edwards, vol v 59, cf. 13.13m. The figure often expresses reciprocity.

84-5 The transition from one incident to the next is marked, as so often,
by a formular 'run' (here 84-5 = 8.66-7, in both places followed by f)uos
6E . . . ) ; 84 = Od. 9.56 and 85 = 16.778. The Iliad divides the day into three
parts (21.111), so that fjcos may be understood to mean 'before the heat of
the day'. The action of 11.91-16.779 (when 'HEAIOS |JET£V{<TETO |3OUAUT6V8E)

then takes place during the UECTOV fjuocp, always supposing that the narrative
prospect before the poet's mind at this point extends in detail so far ahead
and incorporates a nicely calculated time scheme. The battle turned at
noon at 8.68, and again (in a note similar to the simile 86-9) when the sun
was sinking |3OUAUT6V8E at 16.779. — i£pov fjuap: bT suggest that morning
is sacred because it is the time of sacrifice, which clearly will not do, for
night (KV&pas Upov, 11.194 = 15.455) *s a^so 'holy'. Natural phenomena, of
course, are controlled by gods, cf. au(3poc7ir) vu£ (10.41) etc. see P. Wulfing-
von Martitz, Glotta 38 (1959-60) 272-307, esp. 2926°.

86 5EITTVOV, which may denote any meal, is evidently the woodcutters'
morning repast (= apiCTTOV Arn/A, in the epic only at 24.124 and Od. 16.2).
It probably marks the end of the first third of the day. Sopirov, read by
Zenodotus and a few MSS, is the evening meal and wrong here - but cf.
HyDem 128-9 for an equation of SETTTVOV and Sopirov. The closest parallel
to this way of marking the time of day is Od. 12.439-41 fjlios 5s tn\ S6p*rrov
dvrip dyopfiOEV dcvEcrrn.

89 = HyAp 461 (with criToio yAuKEpoTo).
90 Aocvcco! fcvfexvro 9&Aayyas: it is necessary to keep this picture in

mind until Agamemnon is wounded, 2486°. The Trojans are routed and
Agamemnon leaps in to cut down the fugitives. The 9&Accyy£S and OTIXES

(91) are the ranks of the army. They must not be thought of necessarily as
close-packed, for missile weapons are used and bold warriors may break
ranks. Moreover if the order is shattered as here it can reform (2846°.); the
closely marshalled classical phalanx deployed more spears along its front
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but once committed to action sacrificed the possibility of manoeuvre (cf.
Thuc. 5.71—2) and could not rally if broken.

gi-283 As the Trojans flee Agamemnon launches a ferocious attack and slays eight
named Trojans with great brutality. Hektor does not oppose him, having been warned
by Zeus through Iris to hold back until Agamemnon is disabled and withdraws.
Agamemnon's last victim, Koon, maddened by the death of his brother, wounds the king
in the arm before he is killed. Agamemnon keeps the field for a time, but at last is
overcome by pain and is driven off to the ships

In broad terms - and in some details - Agamemnon's onslaught is told in
similar fashion to that of Akhilleus at 20.353-21.135. Hektor is kept out of
sight by divine agency; the Achaean executes a massacre; his pursuit of the
routed Trojans is compared to forest fire; the rout is described; the hero's
hands drip blood (169 = 20.503); the massacre is then resumed.

The form of the narrative and particularly its balance will best be appre-
hended by a schematic summary:

84-91 Prefatory general description, with a quasi-simile.
91-100 Agamemnon slays Bienor and Oileus. They are not iden-

tified. The manner of Bienor's death is unspecified, Oileus is
speared through the head.

101-21 Agamemnon slays the brothers Isos and Antiphos.
102-4: they are identified as sons of Priam.
104-6: brief anecdote.
Isos is speared, Antiphos killed with the sword.
113—19: simile.

122-47 Agamemnon slays the brothers Peisandros and Hippolokhos.
123-5: they are identified by a brief anecdote.
126-47: they are petrified and surrender but Agamemnon
spears Peisandros and decapitates Hippolokhos with his
sword

148-62 General description, with simile.
A 163-4 Zeus keeps Hektor out of trouble.

165-80 More general description, with simile.
BX 181-210 Zeus, through Iris, warns Hektor to keep away until

Agamemnon is wounded and withdraws. Hektor will then
have victory.

211 -16 Trojan rally.
216-63 Resumed aristeia (216-17, ev 8' 'Ayaueuvcov | Trpcoxos

opoua' = 91-2).
Agamemnon slays Iphidamas and Koon. The slayings are
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linked since Iphidamas and Koon are brothers, but are re-
lated as separate episodes within ring-composition (221 ~
261).

221-47 Iphidamas.
221-30: he is identified by an anecdote.
232-3: Agamemnon's spear misses.
234-40: Iphidamas hits but does not injure Agamemnon.
240: Agamemnon kills him with the sword.
241-45: pathetic observations on his death.

C 248-63 Koon.
248-50: he is briefly identified.
251-3: he wounds Agamemnon in the arm.
254—60: Agamemnon spears Koon.

D 264—83 Agamemnon withdraws.
269-72: simile.

Y 2841!. Hektor's counter-attack.

The alternation of general description and particular incident is typical
of Homeric narrative technique. The exegetical scholia (who are familiar
with the point that events may be parallel but narration must be linear)
call it Trpoavcn^aAodcocxis; bT comment on 906°. Iv K£9aAaiois eTirev cos
dvr|pr|VTai [sc. Bienor and Oileus], TO TTCOS eTT&yei Kcrrcc |i£pos. The poet's
remark on one reason for Agamemnon's success, Hektor's absence (A), is
developed into a foreshadowing of the termination of his aristeia (B), and of
Hektor's success (X). The former is fulfilled at C-D, the latter leads at Y
into the next sequence of themes. The exegetical scholia comment fre-
quently upon such linking trains of thought (Trpoavcttpcovrjcns, TrpoAriyis,
TrpooiKOVoaia) in which they perceive the poet's grand design formed and
finished before any verse was composed. For the technique of the anecdote
see C. R. Beye, The Iliad, the Odyssey, and the Epic Tradition (London 1968)
94-6.

The second part of Agamemnon's aristeia is short-weight in content since
he is given only one straight slaying before being wounded, against six in
the earlier episodes, but the space allocated is not grossly disparate (the
latter half of the aristeia with its ancillary general descriptions has 70 verses
against 1 o 1 in the former).

91-147 First part of the aristeia of Agamemnon. In three brisk fights the
king attacks men mounted in chariots and despatches three pairs of minor
Trojans. The intention is doubtless to stress the ferocity of the hero's on-
slaught. That does credit to the uevos of the King of Men, but it is not so
gallant as it may appear: the Trojans are mounted in order to flee, not to
fight at an advantage. On very few occasions in the Iliad is anyone said to
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fight from a chariot (5.13, 8.1186°., 11.53iff., 15.386 and 16.3776°.), cf.
Snodgrass, Early Greek Armour and Weapons (Edinburgh 1964) 260 n. 26, to
which add the equivocal description of Euphorbos' tactics (16.8096°.). See
also 150-3^

The repeated theme of men killed in pairs imposes some order on a
narrative that might otherwise be as chaotic as the battle itself; it is used
also of Diomedes'exploits at 5.9ft0., 1446°., 148ft0. 152ft0., 1596°. (a remarkable
series), and of Diomedes and Odysseus (themselves fighting as a pair) later
in this book (328ft0.). Most of the pairs are brothers, a fact that increases the
moments of pathos and motivates the hopeless attempts of the second
brother to avenge the first and stand up to a mighty hero. The repetition of
the themes is part of the poet's technique, but the way in which they are
elaborated is part of his art: the three episodes form a crescendo marked by
increasing length (9^, 21, and 27 verses respectively) and savagery. This
is more artful composition than is observed at some other points, e.g.
16.173-97, 18.478-613, 23.262-897, Od. books 9-10, where the poet be-
gins at length and speeds up as he proceeds. S. E. Bassett, TAP A 6 (1934)
47-69, is disparaging of Agamemnon's prowess. Agamemnon's victims are
not indeed fighting men of the first rank, but the same may be said of the
slain in any aristeia. The first pair, Bienor and Oileus, are nonentities who
enter the Iliad only here. None the less the details of his end give Oileus at
least a fragment of individuality; he dared to stand his ground. The second
and third pairs are persons of more consequence and potentially more
formidable antagonists, being represented as sons respectively of Priam and
his counsellor Antimakhos, but only Antiphos is mentioned elsewhere, see
101-2 in. The fact is that few men with a life outside the scene of their death
are slain in the Iliad, and very few, so far as we can tell, who have a life
outside the poem. The inference is that scenes such as Agamemnon's aristeia
are ad hoc fictions: the King of Men must be given his moment of glory in a
narrative of Iliadic scale, but the tradition named for him no memorable
opponent. It is not therefore surprising that all eight of Agamemnon's
victims in this Book have Greek names; over two-thirds of the 340-odd
Trojans and allies mentioned in the Iliad are given such names.

These deaths are related in a strikingly detached style which is graphic
but minimizes the horrors of hand-to-hand combat. An aristeia, of course,
must be read from the standpoint of the dpioreus, and so might easily be
tainted with sadism. The objective style avoids that danger, but at the risk
of seeming to lack sympathy. Note therefore the use of anecdote (104-6),
simile (113-19), and direct speech (131-5) which momentarily turn at-
tention from the dpiaxeus to his victims. bT rightly find pathos in these
episodes.

92 TTpcoTos: the common pattern of battle description narrows the focus
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first to a series of slayings by different heroes. It is natural to begin such a
section with TTpcoTos, cf. 4.457, 5.38, 6.5, 13.170, 16.284. Here there is no
space for the exploits of a second or third warrior (see 67-9in.), and the
poet plunges forthwith into Agamemnon's aristeia. irpcoTOS has point, how-
ever; Agamemnon is impetuous; he also jumps in first at 5.38 and 7.162.

92-100 Slaying of Bienor and Oileus. Aristarchus (Arn/A) read the
Attic form Bidvopa, for an unknown reason. Oileus is the name of the lesser
Aias' parent and an odd choice for a minor Trojan: it is unlikely that the
Ionian singer recognized that 'OIAEUS represented FIAEOS ([Hesiod] fr. 235
M-W etc., see 12.365^) and connected it with (F)IAios. The ' 0 - is neces-
sarily vocalic in at least 13 of the 21 Iliadic occurrences of 'OIAEUS and
'OiAidBris. Both this Oileus and Bienor are otherwise unknown to the ar-
chaic epic and their choice here seems arbitrary. Oileus is the charioteer,
not because of his epithet TrAf|£nTTros (a generic epithet used of Pelops and
two other fighting men in the Iliad), but because the regular sequence is to
slay the fighting man first and his driver second, e.g. 6.i2ff. Oileus, how-
ever, shows more spirit than most fjvioxoi, who in present circumstances are
paralysed with fear, e.g. Asios' driver at 13.3946°. and Thestor at 16.4016°.
Note that even these minor figures are thought to have a chariot at hand.

The battle scenes are the stock scenes of the Iliad and presumably an
indispensable and ancient part of heroic poetry, see Introduction to vol. 11,
ch. 2, and Mueller, Iliad 78-83. Fenik, TBS passim (pp. 78-114 deal with
book 11), has supplied a masterly analysis of their thematic content which
it would be otiose to reproduce in detail. It may, however, be useful to
analyse the diction of 92-100 as an example of the way in which such scenes
are constructed at the formula level (ciphers refer to Iliadic occurrences):

92 TTpcoTos opoucj(e): also 11.217 (note the tendency to repeat a
phrase after a short interval).
EAE 6' (or EAOV) av8poc: 3X .
u - u u 7roi|i6va (-1) Aacov: 6x .

93 OCUTOV, ETTEITOC 5': only here, in spite of the hero's so frequently
pouncing without delay on his next victim.
u TrAf|£nT7rov: also at 4.327.

94 fjTOi 6 y' : 7X .
E£ iTTTTCOv KaTETT&Auevos: only here, but cf. EirdAuEvos 6x before the
diaeresis, and E£ (KCCO', d<p') TTTTTCOV &ATO 4X .

dviios £cnr|: the plural dvrioi ECTTOCV occurs at 1.535 and 4X with
EVOCVTIOI.

95 lOus liEiiacoxa (-1): 3X .
UETCOTTIOV 6£EI 6oupi: cf. uETCOTnov 6£EI Aai 16.739: 6£EI 8oupi 10 x

always at verse-end.
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96 vu£(e): gx with elision in the initial position.
XocAKOpdpEia: 2X at verse-end; the rest of 96 is unique.

97-8 (from !yK69aAos) = 12.185-6 = 20.399-400.
- u u - 8E at verse-end: iox .

99 TOUS |i£V AITTEV aOOi: only here, but cf. TOOS (TT)V) AITTEV CCOTOU 3X .

&va£ dv8pcbv 'AyauEuvcov: 36 x .
100 orrjOeai 7ra|i9aivovTas: cf. TEUXECTI Tra|i9aivcov 2 x .

s: cf. the formula EVSUVE Trepi OTTIOECTCJI XITCOVCX 2 x .

These scenes are by no means solidly formular: if they were, the sense of
masterly versatility in the handling of essentially monotonous material
would be lost. At the same time each verse contains, and most verses are
made up of, diction adapted from formulas.

94 KaTeTT&Auevos: KaTCCTraAiJiEvos Hsch., which may have been read by
some Hellenistic texts, if Anth. Pal. 9.326 (Leonidas) KOCTom-aAuEvov OScop
depends on it. See nn. on KCCTETraATo at 19.351. The form must be under-
stood as Kcrr-eTr-dA-uEvos, athematic aorist of (Kcrr-6cp-)aAAo|iai, with psilosis,
the athematic forms being unknown to those responsible for the orthography
of the vulgate, cf. vol. v 35.

95-6 6£EI 8oupi I vu£': Agamemnon now wields a thrusting-spear in spite
of his taking two (throwing) spears at his arming (11.43). The confusion is
not unique, cf. 3.361 (Menelaos rushes in with the sword after one spear-
cast) with 379, and 22.273 ( t n e great spear of Peleus is thrown) with 326
(Hector is wounded by a thrust), cf. 1142off. The verbs of close combat are
lAauvEiv, Ep£i8Eiv, vuaaEiv, opEyEcrOai, OUTOĈ EIV, (Eu-)Trrjyvuvai, TTATJCTCTEIV,
COOETV, those of missile-throwing &KOVTI££IV, P&AAEIV, (£9-, Ttpo-)i£vai, X£^£iv,

with little overlap between them. — Shattering head-wounds are frequent
enough (4.460, 6.10, 8.85 (ahorse), 12.185, 12.384, 16.347, 16.740, 17.297
(with extra detail), 20.399) *° D e obviously part of the typology of battle;
see Thornton, Supplication 95-100. Verses 97-6 = 12.185-6 = 20.399-
400. At 3.300 the pouring out of sacrificial wine reminds the witnesses of
spilled brains. Agamemnon used excessive force, but then so did Akhilleus
at 2O.395ff. Friedrich, Verwundung 52, notes that Agamemnon's killings tend
towards the gruesome character assigned to the exploits of second-rank
warriors, cf. his slayings of Deikoon (5.5336°.) and Hippolokhos (1 i.i45ff.).
Agamemnon is especially savage with the sword (a slashing weapon), see
his treatment of Peisandros (146), but only here is the dramatic effect of his
spear-thrust described. The Homeric spear does not inflict a neat puncture
but an extensive wound; at 16.322-5 a spear-thrfust shears off an arm. It is
not necessary for the poet always to state in rapid narrative that such
injuries were fatal, see 108, 144, 321, 338-9, 421, etc., and Mueller, Iliad
86-9.
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96 (7T69dvr| could mean the rim of the headgear rather than the whole
helmet here and at 7.12 (but not at 10.30), but probably serves as a
synonym (with metrically useful err-) for TrqAric; (so D. H. F. Gray, CQ4.1
(1947) 116 = Language and Background 62, contra Lorimer, HM 243, prefer-
ring 'rim').

97—8 The whole phrase eyK^ocAos §e | evSov cmas TreTT&AaKTO is formular
(3X in the vulgate, but see I2.i83-6n., with 11.535 = 20.500 as a variant).
The brain was not 'spattered all about', for the injury was ev8ov, probably
within the helmet, cf. Friedrich, Verwundung 46—7. A similar injury is more
lucidly described (and in detail) at 17.295-8 where the brain is said to gush
from the wound. Apollonius Rhodius is reported to have excised 98 and
read eyKecpccAovSs in 97, construing it with the preceding fjAOe. The Alexan-
drians suspected repeated groups of verses but rarely resorted to excision if
that necessitated emendation of the verse retained.

100 The obscurity of this verse lies in the verb TrepiSuae. Leaf insists, with
justification from classical usage, that without an indication of removal
50co should mean 'put on'; but if TrspiSuae is right the only possible sense is
that Agamemnon stripped the corpses, cf. Antiphon 2.2.5 a n d later authors
for this sense. The authors of the banal v.l. eirel KAUTCX Teuxe' airnupa
saw what was required but could not extract the sense needed from the
paradosis. Aristarchus (bT) swallowed the camel but strained at the
gnat, supposing that em*|6een TratJupaivovTas could be separated from TOUS

and construed with xiT&vaS (which he took to mean 'armour'). What
Agamemnon inflicts on these minor foes is what he prayed to inflict on
Hektor, 'Eicropsov 5s XITCOVCC irepi orfiOecjCTi 5cacjai (2.416). See G. Murray,
The Rise of the Greek Epic, 4th edn (Oxford 1934) 127-8, on this and 22.75n.
crrr|6s<Ti TrociJupaivovTas: behind the superficially objective phrase is a pa-
thetic oxymoron; in life a warrior was Teuxecri Trap ĉcivcov (6.513, 19.398).
Nicanor (T) detected a further pathetic touch: the phrase showed their
youth. J. Griffin, CQ 26 (1976) 161-87, shows how these seemingly cool
comments by the poet link up with passages of undoubted pathos.

101-21 Slaying of Isos and Antiphos. Isos makes no other appearance,
but this Antiphos has a brief moment of glory at 4.489-93. Agamemnon,
fighting on foot, kills them both in their chariot: an unusual feat, achieved
also by Akhilleus at 20.4846°., and by Diomedes at 5.159-60 and (but
for the intervention of a god) at 5-9ff. This, and the fact that his victims
are sons of Priam (as are Diomedes' victims at 5.159-60), redounds to
Agamemnon's glory. Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien 47, discusses the scene and its
momentary flashes of pathos.

101 ICTOS is presumably < Fiapos like the adjective TCJOS, so that the ps

is a metrical stopgap. "Avxicpos is a shortened name < 'Avricpovos (who
appears, oddly enough, as one of Priam's sons at 24.250). For the brother
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pairs see Reinhardt, IuD 252, and C. Trypanis on related pairs of warriors,
RhM 106 (1963) 289-97. There is also an Achaean Antiphos (2.678
etc.).

102 voOov Koci yvf|<Jiov: the poet makes a Greek evaluation of Priam's
polygamous household. Isos has to be voOos because the canon of Hekabe's
children (the yvr|crioi) could not be arbitrarily extended. Trojan voOoi are
quite common: Demokoon 4.499, Doruklos 11.490, Medesikaste 13.173 and
Kebriones 16.738. Like Kebriones, the bastard Isos plays the inferior role as
charioteer. Priam's voOoi are listed by Apollodorus 3.12.5 and Hyginus 90.
On the Achaean side both Aiantes had vodoi half-brothers, Teukros and
Medon.

104-6 The fate of Isos and Antiphos - capture while engaged on some
peaceful pursuit, ransom, and subsequent death on the battlefield - is
parallel to that of another of Priam's sons, Lukaon (2i.34ff.), with the
difference that the perfunctory telling here is there expanded into a passage
of remarkable pathos. Aineias narrowly escaped the same fate (20.90-4).
In spite of their rank the dpiciToi perform their own chores, just as their
womenfolk do their own housework, so distant is the Heroic Age from the
palatial culture of the LH period. co (104) is accusative dual, a tricky form
for the transmission of the text, see Allen's app. crit. in OCT. Oddly,
Zenodotus failed to recognize the dual (understand TroiuaivovT(6), not
TTOiiiaivovT(a) in 106), the reason being, with reference to co in 104, that
he did not recognize the significance of the archaic orthography O and
added v to make the ace. sing. (yeypaiiuevou TOO O UTT* dpxcciKfjs ar||iaaias
dvTi TOO co, TrpoaOeis TO V, Arn/A). jaoaxoiai Auyoiai: pioaxos, 'shoot', is a
generic noun to which the specific term Xuyos, 'willow', or the like, is added
in apposition.

i n For Agamemnon's special animus against everything Trojan see
6.556°. The detail that Agamemnon recognized his victims does not imply
that he would otherwise have taken them prisoner: prisoners are not taken
on the Iliadic battlefield (except, for an evil purpose, at 2i.26ff.). But it
adds a note of vindictiveness to Agamemnon's execution of his feeble oppo-
nents which the poet brings out sharply in the next scene. Meanwhile he
turns his attention to the victims.

i i a ET8EV < ipiSe; the first syllable is elsewhere resolvable except at
19.292.

113-19 Simile of the lion, the fawns, and the hind. The lion naturally
represents ferocity just as the deer does timidity. The exploit of this das-
tardly lion adds little to our appreciation of Agamemnon's prowess, cf. the
lion's attack on unguarded sheep at 10.485-6 which illustrates Diomedes'
slaying of sleeping men. Attention then shifts to the hind and by doing so
raises obliquely the question why Hektor was not there at the brothers'
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moment of need, a point to which the poet returns at 163. For the moment
it is sufficient to say that the entire Trojan army is in full flight. — This is the
first of a series of seven lion similes or short comparisons in this Book, a
cumulation that reflects the ferocity of the fighting. Other Books with large
numbers of lion similes are 5 with five and 17 with six. See also 10.485^,
12.299-306^ Verse 114 = 175= 17-63. Krischer, Konventionen 36-75,
comprehensively examines the use of similes in Iliadic aristeiai.

118-19 5ia Spuua TTVKVCC KCU \fhx\v is formular, cf. Od. 10.150. KpcrroaoO is
back-formation from the feminine Kporraifi, only here and 13.345 in the Iliad
and 2 x Od.

120 No one could help Priam's sons, a frequent pathetic comment. When
the fated moment is at hand nothing can avail a man, cf. 5.53, 6.16, 15.450,
17.242, not even a divine mother (21.no).

122-47 Slaying of Peisandros and Hippolokhos. FlEiaavSpos is a stock
name: it is used for an opponent of Menelaos at 13.6016°. (see n. ad loc. for
the implications of this coincidence in the victims of the Atreidai) and for a
Myrmidon commander at 16.193. Hippolokhos is used in the pedigree of
the Lycian royal house (6.197), D u t n o t elsewhere. The father of these
brothers, Antimakhos, would have appeared in the Cypria, but the poet
takes care to motivate Agamemnon's cruelty by an explicit allusion to
his offences (1236°., 1396°.). Stripped of that elaboration the scene is identi-
cal even to the inclusion of a lion simile with the slaying of Ekhemmon
and Khromios by Diomedes at 5.1596°. Another son of Antimakhos,
Hippomakhos, is killed at 12.189.

122-7 The syntax of this long sentence wanders through a long relative
clause with subordinate participial and appositional phrases before losing
itself at the end of 125. It is then resumed as if the preceding relative clause
had been a principal sentence. This is how we speak, and how an oral poet
sings.

123—5 The brief anecdote about Antimakhos prepares the way for his
sons' inadvertent mention of their parent (they are the only victims to do
so) and Agamemnon's violent reaction. Zenodotus read KaKO9povos for
8ai9povos here and at 138 according to Did/A, perhaps supposing that
5ai9pcov (a regular generic epithet) as too complimentary for the wicked
Antimakhos. — uaAicrra is best taken with OUK eiaciKE. 5E86y|ievos: Homeric
usage elsewhere requires the sense 'expect', 'await' which must also be
understood here.

124 Paris' bribery may have been mentioned in the Cypria, but it is too
obvious an explanation for irrational behaviour for there to be any need
of the authority of tradition for this little anecdote. Agamemnon will cite,
or invent, a much more serious charge against Antimakhos (138-41). —
dyAccoc Scopa: formular epithets are usually complimentary of what they
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describe, nor does the poet feel any need to change or abandon them if
'noble' (9ai8i|ios) limbs tremble or 'splendid' gifts prove fatal. If he thought
about it he probably relished the contrast between the superficial brilliance
of the heroic world and its underlying futility and waste.

127-8 ouou 6' ixo v &K6as ITTTTOUS seems to be explained by the following
verse, as ydp suggests. The driver has lost control of the chariot and the
fighting man is helping him regain it (so Did/A), but the plural oxpeas when
the charioteer is meant is unexpected.

128-9 The spear-fodder are petrified at the hero's approach, cf. Thestor
before Patroklos at 16.403, Alkathoos before Idomeneus at 13.434.

129 evccvTiov copTO XECOV obs I recurs at 20.164 with Akhilleus as subject,
but there the short comparison is extended by runover epithet and relative
clauses into a nine-verse simile. A long simile at this point would upset the
balance of these short scenes.

130-5 The appeal for quarter was made in similar words to Menelaos
(131-5 = 6.46-50, cf. 10.378-81), who was willing to give it ear:
Agamemnon, then and now, is made of sterner stuff and displays an unre-
lenting animus against everything Trojan. For the expression of the theme
see 10.378-8in. Akhilleus, before the opening of the Iliad, had been willing
to take prisoners, but in the Iliad itself no appeal for mercy is admitted, cf.
6.46, 10.378, 16.330, 20.463, 21.746°.

130 An oddly spondaic verse, especially if we read 'ATpsi8r|s as three
syllables with Am/A. youva£e<j6r|v: 'entreat', introducing direct speech
without any further verb of speaking. But nothing prevents us imagining
the two Trojans also kneeling to make their supplication.

131 =6.46, where 'Axpeos ule denotes Menelaos, a neat example of
formular economy.

133 This is a formular verse (3X //., ix Od.).
137 dcueiAiKTOv 8' 6TTS OKOUCJCCV is formular, cf. 21.98 (Akhilleus to

Lukaon), but is here neatly opposed to the even more formular ueiAixiois
eTreeacTi (4X //., 14X Od., including variants). Note the neglected digamma
of poTTOt. These are the sole verses that introduce direct speech with a verb
of hearing not speaking, i.e. from the standpoint of the addressee. No
less than seven of Agamemnon's 46 speeches in the Iliad are introduced
as 'stern' or 'pitiless'. 'Implacable' (dueiAiKTOs) excellently characterizes
Agamemnon, who here practises the ruthless slaughter of suppliants he
preached at Menelaos at 6.55-60.

139-40 Menelaos' and Odysseus' embassy is mentioned at 3.205-24
and was related in the Cypria. This would also have been the occasion of
Paris' bribery (124). Kullmann, Quellen 277, accepts the embassy story
as pre-Iliadic, but supposes, very plausibly, that the sons of Antimakhos
are a Homeric invention. It is needless to ask how Agamemnon knew of
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Antimakhos' treachery, if the inherited guilt of Antimakhos' sons is not a
convenient fiction to justify their treatment: the characters are permitted to
know what the audience knows - at least in incidental references. What
Agamemnon says here about Antimakhos is not wholly consistent with his
allegation at 125.

140 dyyEArnv: 'a famous if overrated problem' (Kirk on 3.206), but
dyyeAir|V is clearly an internal accusative here, as at 4.384, cf. l^eairjv
IAOOVTI (24.235). For Aristarchus' view, which cannot be accepted, that
there was an epic noun ayyeAirjs, 'messenger', see Leumann, HW 168-70.
The 'problem' arises in five places besides the present: 3.206, 4.384, 13.252,
15.640, Hesiod, Theog. 781 (see nn. adlocc).

142 TOO: Zenodotus read oO as 2nd person reflexive adjective. The v.l.
oxpou is a correction to avoid the apparent use of 6s with a plural reference
(which is found in Zen.'s reading at 3.244). As 8, 6s, 60s passed out of
vernacular use their abuse in the Kunstsprache increased: Hesiod has the
adjective as a plural at Erga 58 and Theog. 71, 6 is plural at HyAphr 267, and
Hellenistic poets use the forms indifferently as to person and number. Since
Brugmann's examination of the subject, Ein Problem der homerischen Textkritik
und der vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft (Leipzig 1876), it has been generally
conceded that the 'general' use of the adjective (not the pronoun) was
Homeric, see Monro, HG 221-4, Leaf 1 559-65, Chantraine, GHi 273-5.
Brugmann's Iliadic examples are as follows:

eos/os = euos 6.221, 7.153, 19.322, and probably 9.414, 19.331
= cros 1.393, 14,249, 15-138, I9-342, 21.412, 24.422, 24.550,

and probably 1.297, 2-33, 2.70, 4-39, 5-259, 9-6 lT , IO-237,
14.221, 14.264, 16.36, 16.444, 16.851, 18.463, 19.29, 19.174,
20.310, 21.94,24.310

= uueTspos 11.142
= oxpos 3.244, 18.231, and probably 11.76

There are up to 39 cases in Od. In most instances, however, the text is in
doubt, Zen. and a substantial number of MSS attesting the 'general' use,
Aristarchus eliminating it. There is no need to follow Brugmann in suppos-
ing that the 'general' use continues an Indo-European situation: the usage of
the pronoun and the emergence of oxpos and the other personal adjectives
point to the restriction of the root sw- in Greek to the 3rd person sing. The
question then is whether or how far a secondary 'general' use which had
established itself in the pre-Aristarchan text had already established itself in
the Homeric form of the Kunstsprache. It is impossible to deny that this may
have been the case. — Acbprjv: always protective of his brother Agamemnon
uses one of the strongest terms in the heroic vocabulary, one that Akhilleus
had used for an unforgivable injury (9.387).
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143-7 The slaying follows the normal pattern for two victims des-
patched in quick succession: the first is speared, the second killed with the
sword, cf. also 5.835. Verse 143 = 320 (with 0uu|3paTov for n€icrav8pov).

144 UTTTIOS: i.e. caro Tfjs irAriyns (Arn/A), the victim falls back under the
force of the blow, a common effect (1 ix). Aristarchus was interested in the
effects of wounds. OU8EI epEiaOri, 'was forced to the ground', is the vulgate
both here and at 12.192. Aristarchus preferred ou8as epei<T8 in both places,
though not apparently at 7.145. ipeiaOeis at 22.225, t n e on^Y other occur-
rence of the aorist passive in the Iliad, means 'leaning on', a sense that
Aristarchus may have understood (and found unacceptable) here.

146 It has often been noted, e.g. by Friedrich, Verwundung 61, that
Agamemnon is the most wantonly violent in battle of all the Achaeans. So
here Hippolokhos receives the sort of treatment reserved for treacherous
slaves in the Odyssey (22.475-7). Heads are cut off elsewhere in the Iliad
(n.261, 13.202, 14.496) but not arms, see generally Segal, Mutilation. A.
Severyns, Homere 111 (Bruxelles 1948) 109-15, has a list of these unpleasant
scenes. They are usually expressive of fury inspiring an act of vengeance,
but Agamemnon's present cause of anger is rather remote. Nevertheless it
should not be thought that the poet's descriptions necessarily have a hostile
edge; the King of Men must be terrible in his valour, see Introduction 50.

147 At 13.202-4 Aias (son of Oileus) takes off a head and sends it
spinning (oxpaipr^ov eAî auevos), but it is not so easy to imagine Hippolokhos'
reduction to a headless and armless trunk as sending him rolling without
further action on Agamemnon's part. Arn/A explains oAuov as KOTAOS Aidos:
that cannot be right, since a stone mortar does not resemble a decapitated
trunk. At Hesiod, Erga 423, oAuos is a wooden mortar 'three feet high', see
West's n. ad loc, used for pounding grain. That would be a tree-trunk with
the centre hollowed out to a suitable depth, and is clearly the object here
in mind. Actual decapitations, as opposed to threats, are confined to books
10-14, cf. io.456n. Agamemnon perpetrates another at 261, the only war-
rior on either side to do so.

148-80 Agamemnon pursues the routed Trojans towards the city. Two
scenes of general description, each ornamented by a simile (155-7 an<^
172-6), are separated by the comment that Hektor has been withdrawn
from the battle by Zeus. The comment not only answers the naive question
why Hektor was not opposing Agamemnon's rampage but adumbrates the
course of the narrative in the next scene. The poet is looking ahead and, as
it turns out, hastening towards his goal. — The description of the rout is a
melange of typical details, cf. for example 16.364-93.

150-3 These verses have been suspected in modern times, e.g. as a
'hoplite interpolation' by Lorimer, HM 325, for the use of ITTTTETS

('charioteers') in the supposed sense of cavalry, because of the clumsy
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parenthesis 151-2 and the similarity to the comment at 178-9, cf. van
Thiel, Mas und Iliaden 347-8. Leaf on 151 appears to envisage the use of
chariotry (or cavalry) en masse for pursuit, cf. 28gn. and 7546°., but the
rhetoric of the passage precludes a literal interpretation of the verse. For
chariot tactics see Lorimer, loc. cit., and 4.297-300^ In the Ionian hinter-
land they continued in use long after Homer's day, see Sappho fr. 16.19-20
L-P Kcci A08cov dpuon-a KCCI TTOCVOTTAOIS | -TT£or8oudxEVTas. — ITTTTEIS (the new

Attic and koine orthography for iTrn-qs): the monosyllabic scansion of the
oblique cases of the -eus noun is rare, cf. 4.384, 15.339 (acc- s mg-) ' 23-792

(dat. sing.), see Chantraine, GHi 223, but is necessitated by thepolyptota of
150-1, unless recourse is had to emendation (iTnr'qes 8' iTTTrfjas, OTTO oxpiai
6' Lehrs and Brandreth; iTTTrfJES is read by many MSS). 6r|i6covT6S refers
back to Tre£oi and iTTTTeis.

155-9 The fire, which advances on a broad front, would seem to pro-
vide a better simile for the attack of the whole army, not just that of
Agamemnon, but cf. in this Book 297-8 (Hektor attacks 'like a whirlwind'),
and 305-9 (Hektor is 'like a thunderstorm'). As usual these natural
phenomena are adduced as instances of sheer force. EiAvApocov, 'rolling
along', is the main point of the simile. A similar comparison, using e!Au9&£co
(the sole occurrences of these variants of EiAOco) is used at 20.490-3.

155 d£OAco: Hellenistic (Arn/Did/A) ingenuity made three attempts to
understand this hapax legomenon: (1) = TTOAU^UAOS, with intensifying &-;
(2) = 6pucbSr|S, 'rushy', as if the reference were to undergrowth; and (3) =
&<p' f)s o08eis î uAicTOCTO, comparing the Hesiodic d£vAir| (fr. 314 M-W).
LfgrE prefers the intensive d-, and points out that £uAov in the Iliad is
dead, inflammable wood, m/p &T8r|Aov is the formula for 'fire' used before
the caesura; it does not compete with 8€<TTn8a6S irOp, a formula formed
according to a pattern prevalent in the last colon, to which it is confined.

160 The empty chariots are a pathetic but formular detail of the Homeric
battlefield, cf. 15.453 (with KPOTEOVTES for KpcrrdAi£ov). — KpoTdAi£ov is
used as a quasi-synonym of KpOTECO (KpOTCtAcc are castanets) to provide
u u - u in the imperfect, dvd TTTOAEUOIO yecpupocs, 'up and down the battle-
field', is formular (TTTOAEUOIO yecpupas 5X ) and rather imprecise, y&pupoc, a
word of uncertain etymology (perhaps Semitic gb, 'raised up', see J. T.
Hooker, Current Issues in Linguistic Theory 11 (1979) 387-98), certainly means
'embankment' in a simile at 5.88, and conceivably the formula could have
originally signified military earthworks (as at 8.553?). The suggestion of T
at 4.371 T&S 8i68ous TCOV 9ccAdyycov seems to be a shrewd guess.

161-2 TTOOEOVTES: for the attachment of horses to charioteer cf. 5.230-4,
17.426-40. duuuovccs, whatever it means ('handsome' according to Amory
Parry, Blameless Aegisthus), is formular in this position but inappropriate in
its immediate context, see Introduction 21-2. Vultures and wives recur
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together in this Book at 395, and vultures again at 453-4. At this point, in
the mouth of the poet, the conjunction is pathetic, at 395 (Diomedes speak-
ing) it expresses the grim humour of the heat of battle.

163 Three combats described in some detail are about par for the course
in an aristeia: Diomedes has four (5.144-65) but not related at the same
length, Patroklos three (16.399—414) followed by a long list without anno-
tation. This then is the moment when a leading Trojan (Aineias in book 5,
Sarpedon in book 16) should 'notice' what is happening and intervene.
Only Hektor, the Trojan leader, is possible as the opponent of the
Achaeans' King of Men. If Hektor opposed Agamemnon and wounded
him there would be a nice irony - Agamemnon humiliatingly fails where
Akhilleus triumphantly succeeds. But the poet does not like to humiliate the
Achaeans, cf. the way in which he arranges the death of Patroklos, and has
Agamemnon, and later Odysseus (434-9), wounded by Trojans whom they
can immediately slay. It is therefore necessary to insert the note (163-4)
that Hektor was not present to 'notice' Agamemnon's rampage because
Zeus (whose inscrutable will explains everything) has removed him from
the battle. Note that this brief statement of the theme is presently followed
by its restatement in a highly elaborated form, see 181-2ion.

163-4 The polysyndeton is a deliberate trope to draw a picture of the
rout, cf. oca 96VOV, dv VEKUOCS, 8id T' EVTECC KOU |ieAav aiua (10.298). KOVITIS:

Greek warfare was typically a summertime activity (the Iliad seems to
assume the summer season) and dust was its natural concomitant. At
17.645ff. the murk (ocfjp) was such that Aias could not see the ships from his
place on the battlefield.

165 oxpeSccvov = c^oSpa, 'vehemently'.
166 "lAou a-qiaoc: Ilos was son of Tros and father of Laomedon, 20.23iff.

His tomb, the fig-tree (167), the oak (170), and the 'rise' (Opcocruos, 10.160,
etc.) are the permanent landmarks of the Iliad's geography of the Trojan
plain, cf. 10.415, 11.372 (Ilos' tomb); 6.433, 2 2- r45 (the fig-tree); 5.693, etc.
(the oak, near the Scaean gates (6.237, 9-354))- The fig-tree was near the
city, the tomb in the middle of the plain according to Nic/A, cf. 6.433^ The
Catalogue of Ships uses a different system, see nn. to 2.793, 2.811-15.
Another landmark, Kallikolone near the Simoeis river, is mentioned only
at 20.53 and 151. — It is unclear what monuments may have existed in the
Skamandros valley while the tradition of the Trojan war was developing,
see Cook, Troad 159-65 and n. to 2.813-14. Most of the tumuli visible
today appear to have been erected during the archaic period, but at least
one - Be§ik Tepe - is prehistoric. That may have inspired the mention of
the ofjiicc, but except in the most general terms the epic geography of the
Troad is clearly a poetical construction. See 22.i45n. on the location of the
fig-tree. How the ford of Skamandros (14.433 = 2lA = 24-^92) fits m t o tn^s
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geography is unclear (see 498-9^); it nowhere impedes the advance and
retreat of the armies.

168 KEKArjycos, an Ionic, or Ionicized, form, is the reading of the par-
adosis everywhere for the nominative singular of this perfect participle.
OCT correct to the Aeolic KEKArjycov after the plural K£KAf|yovTES- KEKArjycos
was retained here in early impressions of OCT 3rd edn, and survives in
the sixteenth impression (1990) at 17.88 and Od. 12.408, apparently by
inadvertence. On the principle that where possible singers approximated
the Kunstsprache to their vernacular the paradosis may be retained (see
i6.43on.). For the plural form in -OVTES see I2.i25n.

169 AuOpos is a typical result of battle, cf. 6.268, but 169 = 20.503,
a verse that concludes an exceptionally savage aristeia (ten victims) by
Akhilleus. Both that and the present passage incorporate forest-fire similes
in order to complete the impression of indiscriminate slaughter. &&TTTOI/S is
mostly reserved for Akhilleus' hands. T. Eide, Symbolae Osloenses 111 (1986)
18, observes that of the epithets for the hand 'TTCXXUS and OTi|3ap6s (add
KpaTEpos) are used of the hand acting, while (3apus, Opacrus and docTrros are
emotionally laden and denote the hand primarily as a harmful instrument'.
daTTTOS is from dpeiTTOS by contraction and subsequent diectasis, i.e. 'inex-
pressibly strong' (so LfgrE s.v.), but the poet probably associated this
obsolete word (only found in the formula X£ip£S doorroi and variants) with
dTTTOuou. See also I2.i66n.

170 For the gates and oak-tree see 9.354^
173-7 The simile continues the picture of Agamemnon's battle-rage

drawn at 113—5 and combines two points: a lion terrifies a herd of cattle
and brutally kills one of them. With 172-3 cf. 15.323-4, then 176-7 =
17.63-4, another lion simile; 18.583 iyKorra KOC! UEAOCV alua AcupucrorETOv is a
variant of 177. VUKTOS dpioAycp: an Iliadic formula (4X , all similes, and Od.
4.841). The etymological connexion with d|JEAyco, 'milk', is inescapable, so
that the expression ought to refer to morning (22.28, as the mention of
Sirius shows) or evening twilight (22.317); elsewhere, as here, 'at dead of
night' seems to be the sense, in which case the etymological sense of duoAycp
has been lost. See 22.28n. and Shipp, Studies 192, citing (from Kretschmer)
usages in modern Greek dialects and concluding that the formula is an
archaism, imperfectly understood.

175 See i i3- i9n. For the lion's tactics cf. 5.161 and many representa-
tions in art, listed in Arch. Horn, j 21-30.

178 That Agamemnon kills the hindmost (easy victims?) has no especial
significance; the same verse is used of Hektor at 8.342.

179-80 The scholia (Did/A, Arn/A) are mutilated but clearly affirm
that Zenodotus omitted these two verses and probably that Aristophanes
athetized them as contradicting 160 (where the chariots were already
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empty: now, 179, they are still manned) or as belonging in book 16 (180 =
16.699 (with rfcnrpoKAou for WrpeTSeco)). Aristarchus was content to athetize
180 only. For the reading see Boiling, External Evidence 130-1.

181-210 Zeus installs himself on Mt Ida and instructs Iris to descend to
the battlefield and tell Hektor to avoid fighting until he sees Agamemnon
wounded. This short Olympian scene takes up the brief anticipation of the
narrative at 163-4. The passage is thus not only a coda to the preceding
scene giving a repeated sequence: Description — Simile — Hektor, but
sets up a new narrative goal, the termination of Agamemnon's offensive.
The whole passage 148-64 + 165-217 is an extreme example of the epic
practice of introducing a motif in relatively brief terms and then repeat-
ing it with greater elaboration, cf. 21.211-26 (Skamandros protests to
Akhilleus) + 240-83 (Skamandros nearly drowns Akhilleus), 0^.8.62-103
(Odysseus weeps at Demodokos' first song) and 8.469-586 (he weeps again
at Demodokos' second song). Other examples of the 'anticipatory doublet'
(which seem to give a glimpse of the oral composer at work) are cited by
M. W. Edwards in Homer: Beyond Oral Poetry, ed. Bremer (Amsterdam 1987)
50-1 and vol. v 19-20.

183 At 8.47-8 Zeus had a precinct on Ida, cf. Cook, Troad 257-8, but
the highest peak of the region is probably chosen as a fitting vantage point
for the mightiest of the gods. At 8.48 (see n.) and three other places the
peak is called fdpyapov. For Zeus's movements see 78-83^ The lesser
gods preferred to watch the battle from ringside seats, the wall of Herakles
or the brow of Kallikolone (20.149-52). Zeus exerts his influence at 336
and 544. His presence as a spectator is a device of Tocalization' whereby
the poet may seek to direct his audience's reaction to the narrative. —
7n6r)6(7OT|S' only here in archaic epic, but cf. 7roAuTTi5aKa (-os) (8x //.,
3X HyAphr). Strabo 13.1.43, specifically linked 7roAinn8oc£ with the rivers
Skamandros, Granikos, and Aisepos (cf. 12.21) whose sources all lay within
twenty stadia of each other.

184 The thunderbolt is a permanent attribute of Zeus, like Hermes' staff
(HyHerm 528-32) or Poseidon's trident (12.27); it does not create an expec-
tation that Zeus is about to use it. The special epithets of gods and heroes
are the aural equivalents of these pieces of equipment.

185 = 8.398, the only places in Homer where a deity is said to be winged.
Iris is also OCEAAOTTOS at 8.409. Lorimer, HM 474, notes the reluctance of the
earliest Greek art to welcome oriental winged monsters. As in book 8 Iris
is conveniently present when Zeus requires her.

186 P&CTK* 1O1: cf. (3fj/|3&v 8' i|jev/i[jievai for the redundancy. P&CTK' 1O1 forms
a complex formula with Tlpi TaxeTa (4X), and occurs only twice (2.8,
24.336) outside it. Although the formation of the word is impeccable ( <
gwn-sko, cf. Skt gdcchati), the singular imperative is the only form attested in
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the epic and only in the Iliad. Hipponax (fr. 92 West) cites the word as
Lydian, cf. Hsch. |3d<7Ke TriKpoAsor TTATJCTIOV e ŝOoa ŝ, AUSIOTI, but it is more
likely to be an obsolete word surviving in a formula than an intrusion of a
foreign word into the Kunstsprache.

189-90 Apollo's advice to Hektor at 20.376-8 was more explicit: |ir|K6Ti
7r&|JTrocv 'AxtAAfji Trpo|j&xi£e, I dAAd KOCTCX TTATJOUV TE KOCI 6K 9AOICT|3OIO

8s6e£o, I |if| TTCOS CT' f\s pdAr) f|8 axeSov aopi Tuyn. The essential point is \xr\
TTpoiidxî e, for that is what the hero would naturally do in order to check a
victorious opponent, e.g. Aineias at 5.i66ff., or Sarpedon at i6.4igff.

192-4 The verses are a fair summary of Zeus's plan to fulfil Thetis'
request to 'Give the Trojans victory until the Achaeans honour my son'
(1.509—10), but when they are repeated to Hektor at 207—9 they take on
the opacity that always shrouds the will of god. What is to follow Hektor's
reaching the ships? Something more significant than nightfall, surely.
Hektor can imagine that he will burn the ships (see 15.719-20), we can
guess that it means the re-entry of Akhilleus into the war. The poet puts it
plainly at 13.348-50 OUSE TI 7td|jnrav | f|6eAs Aaov oAeaOai 'AXOCUKOV 'IAIOGI

Trpo, I dAAd 08TIV Ku8aive KOC! uiea KapTepoOuuov. At 17.441-55 (193-4 =
17.454-5) Zeus remembers that his promise did not include the capture of
Akhilleus' horses.

193-4 = 17.454-5. The day, already half spent at 84, does not end until
18.239, a n d then only with the assistance of Here. KVE90CS is iepov only in this
repeated line; perhaps cf. d|j|3pocxir| as an epithet of vu£, and 8 4 - 5 ^

195-9 I™' descent to earth is closely paralleled by Apollo's descent in
similar circumstances at 15.236-43 (see nn.). — Verse 196 (to opecov) =
15.237, 197 = 15.239, 199 = 15.243. "IAIOV !pf|v, usually preceded by TTpOTi,
is strongly formular (15X //., 2X Od.). TrpoTi, the observed digamma, and
the Aeolic form of the epithet, all point to a very old formula. The epithet
does not appear to imply any special sanctity, or if it does it does not inhibit
hostile attack, cf. 1.366-7 'We went to Thebe, holy city of Eetion, and
sacked it.'

198 = 4.366. (see n.). Hektor, it is clear, is standing in his chariot, dpjjiorra
recalls the Myc. a-mo-ta (KN So 437 etc.), 'wheels', being so identified
by an ideogram, see Ventris and Chadwick, Documents 371-2. KOAAT|TOT<JI,

'fastened (with glue, studs, or whatever)', is marginally more appropriate
to spoked wheels than to the wicker bodywork of a chariot. But there is little
doubt that Iv 0s iTmoiai KOCI apuaai KOAATITOKTI, like 'horse and cart', is a
unitary idea. The formula allows a variation in sense (see Introduction
26), for ITTTTOICTI and dpuccai KOAAT|TOT<TI are conjoined also at 23.286 where
ITTTTOICTI = 'horses'.

199 Divinities prefer to disguise themselves when they appear to men,
e.g. Poseidon at 13.431!., 2i6ff.; but Apollo, on the same duty as Iris here,
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does not conceal himself from Hektor at i5.243ff. On that occasion Hektor
remarked on the epiphany, and it is odd that he does not do so here, or make
any direct response to Iris. We may understand that on such occasions the
deity is visible, or audible, to the hero alone (as is stated explicitly at i .198),
and are therefore free to assume, if we wish, that the poet presents the hero's
decision in colourful theological language as the result of prompting from
without. Covering a retreat is a hazardous operation, as 31 off. show: Hektor
has decided to bide his time.

200-1 = 7.47. uie: the short scansion of the first syllable is frequent. Aii
UTJTIV drrocAavTe: the formula (see io.i37n.) is properly associated with
Odysseus (4X ), for whom it defines an important aspect of character: for
Hektor it is an ornamental compliment, and not especially appropriate in
view of his portrayal with increasing emphasis in books 11 — 18 as over-
confident, in contrast to the prudent Pouludamas. Verse 201 = Od. 4.829.
T6iv = col, only here in //. but 4X in Od.

202-9 = 187-94. I n accordance with the normal epic convention Iris
repeats her instructions to Hektor verbatim and neatly changes the 3rd
persons of Zeus's directive into the 2nd except in 204, where ccvaxcopsiTco
(199) is turned into CmroeiKE |J&xr|S.

210—15 The poet is not yet ready to shift his interest from Agamemnon,
but must note Hektor's response to Iris' instructions, and does so in an
abbreviated style with a few formular verses. Verse 210 is simply the resump-
tive verse after direct speech; it is followed by a four-verse run (211 —14 =
5.494-7 and 6.103-6), and another formular verse (215 = 12.415).

214-16 The battle enters a new phase. After their rout the Trojans rally
(lAeAixOrio-ocv) and form a front (dpTUvOrj 8e lioxrO; f°r the tactic see 310-1 in.
A short passage of general description of the ora8ir| uauivri, cf. 15.312-17,
would be expected to follow, but the poet is sparing of such comments in
this Book and proceeds at once to the continuation of Agamemnon's aristeia.

216-84 Resumed aristeia of Agamemnon. He slays Iphidamas, a son of
Antenor, and a young man of great hopes. In revenge Koon, brother of
Iphidamas, wounds Agamemnon, who then slays him. His wound eventu-
ally overcomes Agamemnon and he withdraws from the battle.

The appeal to the Muses at 218 (= 2.484, 14.508, 16.112), and especially
the use of TTpcoTos at 219, may seem to presage a feat of memory on the part
of the poet, as it does at 2.484 and 14.508, and therefore a lengthy list of
slayings by the King of Men. The Muse gives the singer authority and
certifies the accuracy of the list, see M. Finkelberg, AJP 111 (1990) 291-6).
At 16.112, however, the appeal to the Muses marks a crisis point (how
Hektor fired the ships). So here Agamemnon's irresistible march to the
Scaean gates is to be halted. As bT put it em TOTS ueyicrrois T&S Moucras
KaAeT cos epcov TI KoavoTepov ai yap TOICCOTOCI OKiaaioTspas TTOIOUCJI TOCS
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OKpoaTaTs, see also W. W. Minton, TAP A 91 (i960) 292-
309. The poet has set the narrative a goal, the wounding of Agamemnon,
and hastens to it, allowing Agamemnon only one regular slaying before he
is wounded by Koon. His opponents are sons of An tenor, a detail doubtless
suggested by the sons of Antimakhos in the preceding aristeia. For the good
Antenor as host of Odysseus and Menelaos stands in sharpest contrast to
the base Antimakhos.

The whole episode of Agamemnon's last fights and wounding should
be compared with the wounding of Odysseus at 426-71; the details are
different, but the thread of the story is identical: the hero kills a Trojan, the
Trojan's brother wounds the hero, the hero kills the second Trojan, finally
the hero withdraws. Fenik's remarks (TBS 9) on a subsequent passage are
worth quoting here:

the poet composed by describing certain basic, recurrent situations with which he
associated certain details. These details in turn group themselves along certain
general structural lines — i.e. they form patterns. But this does not happen according
to any unalterable or fixed system. The structural framework of all the patterns is
variable at almost any given point, although a majority of identifying details is
always present in an one example. Both the repetitiveness and the elasticity of the
system are demonstrated by the fact that although the battle narrative is composed
almost entirely of repeated elements of all kinds, no two battle scenes, large or small,
are wholly alike.

For the formular character of 218-63 see Espermann, Antenor, Theano,
Antenoriden 119-29, who counts 21 verses substantially repeated elsewhere.

218-21 Within the epic the poet's appeals to the Muses follow a certain
pattern. A question, directly or indirectly, is put to the goddesses, and
answered in a sentence that often (though not here) echoes the wording of
the question, see 2.761-2 with 768, 14.508-10 with 511. The appeal there-
fore is for information, not inspiration, cf. P. Murray, JHS 101 (1981)
87-100, and de Jong, Narrators 45-53 (with bibliography). The form is
common to Hesiod, Theog. 114-16, 965-9, 1021-2 with fr. 1 M-W, and
betrays a certain self-consciousness in the narrator. The Muse reveals to him
the 'facts' of the story which the singer then transmits, with commentary,
to his audience. Only 1.1 (cc6i8e, 6e&) seems to suggest that the singer is a
mere mouthpiece of the Muse, who is the real author of the poem: a form
that is best taken as a simplification of the usual relationship of singer and
Muse; see, however, A. Lenz, Das Prodm des fruhgriechischen Epos (Bonn 1980)
27. The author of 12.176 apyocAeov 6e (as TOCOTC< Oeov cos TT&VT' dyopeuaai
drew a distinction between himself and the god/muse, cf. 2.485-92. We
may say that the Muse is a symbol of the singer's special 'knowledge' and
skill, but for him, of course, she is real enough. For the effect of a belief in
the Muses on the poet's use of the heroic tradition see Introduction 36.
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221 The poet answers the implicit question of 218—20 with a fine three-
folder verse. By making Agamemnon's next victim a son of An tenor the poet
gives him a certain status, cf. 91-147^ 'IcpiSauas appears only in this
episode which, however, enjoyed a certain fame: the fight over his body was
represented on the Chest of Kupselos (Paus. 5.19.4). His exploit is recalled
at 19.53. The episode is a skilful deployment of typical details, cf. the
analysis in Strasburger, Kdmpfer 71-2, but the overall effect is one of great
pathos. For the frequent names in -8&|jas, 'subduer', see 10.269^ Ten of
Antenor's progeny have Greek (or Hellenized) names: 'Ayqvcop, 'AKauas,
'ApxeAoxos, ArmoAecov, 'EAIK&COV, 'IqnSduas, Kocov, Aao5auas, ACC68OKOS

and FFoAupos. The eleventh is TTr|5aios, to be linked with the local toponym
TTf)8aiov (13.172). The contrast with the indigenous names of the family of
Aineias ('Ayxioris, K&TTUS, 'Acrcr&paKos) is remarkable.

222 urjTepi ur|Acov: see on 9.479. Zenodotus' ur|Tepi O p̂cbv (Did/A) bor-
rows the epithet of Ida (14.283, 15.151). He probably thought that Thrace
was wild country.

224-6 TIKT6 (ITIKTE in the vulgate) is regular in this position (9X //., 4X
Od.) and in the sense 'beget', of the father (iox ), a use confined in classical
Greek to the higher poetical genres. Homer does not use yevvav. Oeavco: see
5.7on., 6.298n. and Espermann, Anterior, Theano, Antenoriden 35-49. She was
priestess of Athene in Troy. The implied genealogy is shown in the stemma
- so that Iphidamas was in fact married to his aunt, an unusual alliance;
but the poet is building up the pathos of Iphidamas' death by emphasizing
his hopes and promise, cf. the fates of Protesilaos (2.698-709), Imbrios
(i3.i70-8i),Othruoneus (13.361-73), Alkathoos (13.424-44), Huperenor
(17.34-40), and see Griffin, HLD 131-4. Diomedes also married his aunt
(Aigialeia, daughter of Adrastos, 5.412).

Kisses

Hekabe Theano = Antenor

? = Iphidamas

225-6 Verse 225 = [Hesiod] fr. 205.2 M-W (with TroAur|p&Tou for
ipiKu8£OS. Verse 226 = 6.192 (king of Lycia and Bellerophon). Willcock
takes the imperfects KorrgpUKS and 8i8ou as conative, which is effective here
but not in book 6.

227 ueTOc KAEOS • • • 'Axoacov: objective genitive, 'in pursuit of glory over
the Achaeans.'

229 nEpKCOTn was a place on the southern side of the Hellespont between
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Abudos and Lampsakos, according to Strabo (13.1.20). It was listed in the
Trojan Catalogue, 2.835, and is mentioned again at 15.548.

230 7re£6s ECOV: apparently a typical detail, cf. Pandaros' abandonment
of his horses, 5.1928*. (230 = 5.204).

231 dvTiov ?)A6EV: because the Trojans have rallied, and Antenor's sons
must behave in a manner worthy of their father.

232-40 A typical minor duel related in whole-verse formulas; the se-
quence A misses B, B strikes A ineffectively, A kills B is invariable, see Fenik,
TBS 6-7. Verse 232 = 13.604, etc. (5X ); 233 = 13.605; 235 = 17.48.

234 'Hit him in the £covr| beneath the 8cbpr|5 but failed to penetrate the
£coonrf|p.' We may take £covr| with Leaf to mean 'waist', as at 2.479 (fceAos)
"Apei £covr|V, but there is no reason why the word should not be synonymous
with £coorf|p, since hits KCCTCX ̂ coonr'npa are usual enough (3X elsewhere).
Agamemnon is now wearing the sort of equipment envisaged at 4.187 =
4.216 (see nn.), a short breastplate with a belt (to carry the liiTprj if worn)
below it. But what the £cooTf)p was and how it was worn is unclear, cf.
H. Brandenburg, Arch. Horn, E 119-22. -nravccioAos is its regular epithet

(4X).
238 eOpu KpEicov 'AyocuEuvcov: the name-epithet expression (expanded

from Kpeicov AyociiEuvcov 30 x ) is of unusual length and owes its existence to
the long, complex formula (f|pcos) 'ATPEISTJS EUpu KpEicov 'AyauEuvcov ( iox ).

239 Ais, 'lion', occurs 4X (and once in the accusative, 11.480) in the Iliad,
and then not until [Hesiod], Aspis 172. Three occurrences are in the phrase
cbs TE Ais (fjOyEVEios), an old formula of comparison with an archaic noun
and an ancient prosody. If the word is of Semitic origin (Hebr. /y/), it
strictly means 'old lion', cf. Isaiah 30.6.

241 x^K £ O V frnvov: Sleep is the brother of Death at 16.672 and Hesiod,
Theog. 212. From that easy comparison it is a short step to saying euphemis-
tically that death is a sleep (but a step that was rarely taken before religion
allowed death to be thought of as a state from which there could be an
awakening), cf. 14.482, [Hesiod] fr. 278 (Melampodia), Aesch. Ag. 1451. The
sleep of death is brazen because in the epic at least it is unbreakable,
cf. 2.490 9covr| 6' 6cppr|KTOs, yaihKeov 5E UOI f)Top EVEIT], bronze being the
toughest material known to the heroic world, see Moulton, CPh 74 (1979)
279-93. The closest parallel besides 2.490 is 18.222 OTTOC X&AKEOV.
"Apr|S is too close to xa^KOX*TC0V t o D e certainly metaphorical.
oupccvos and similar expressions probably describe a literal part of the
Homeric cosmos, the firmament of heaven.

242—3 The formular hyperbaton is an unusual result of the additive
style, dcTToTcTiv dpf)ycov amplifying TTEO-COV and Koupi8ir)s the now separated
&A6xou. The jerky structure lends itself to a pathetic rendering on the
reciter's part. bT note the pathetic colour of the verses in contrast to the
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factual tone of the preceding narrative, i.e. from 229. Homeric pathos
normally resides in the description of the warrior's death or his circum-
stances, so with the runover word Koupi6ir|s in 243. For the detail given here
cf. the death of Hippothoos (17.300-3). The disappointed hopes of the slain
are an unusual variant on the frequent motif of the bereaved wife, parent, or
child. (Other frequent motifs are a death far from home, the impotence of
friends to help, the fate of the body, and the youth of those killed.) Here
oiKTpos sounds a rare 'empathetic' note (so T at 243), an intrusion of the
poet into his narrative that is more characteristic of Virgil. It is noteworthy
that this is the only use of oiKTpos of a person in Homer, doroicnv: a
strangely rare word in Homer in view of the frequency of doru, but 'fellow
citizens' is the specialized sense also at Od. 13.192, the sole other occurrence
in Homer. The heroes of course fight primarily for themselves even if their
honour is involved in defence of others. iroAAd 5S e8coKe: for the custom of
brideprice see 9.146m

244-5 X^ l(°0 a n d the relative T& slip into the neuter gender, cf. 5.140
and n., as if the multiple object, aTyas + 6'1's, merged into the idea of nf}Aa,
vel sim. Comments, like similes, reveal the preoccupations of the poet's
world, a rural world in which oxen, goats, and sheep are kept properly
distinct, cf. 696-7. d-crne-TCC is 'in-effa-ble' i.e. 'countless'.

246 e^evdpî e: stripping the corpse is part of the ritual of battle, enhancing
the K08OS of the victor by inflicting additional 6vei8os on the victim and his
friends. But it was notoriously dangerous: in this Book Diomedes, 368—78,
and Eurupulos, 580—4, are wounded in the same circumstances.

248-63 Koon's success and death. Koon reacts to Iphidamas' death as
a brother should and tries to avenge him despite the odds and rescue the
corpse. Vengeance and rescue were another dangerous part of the warrior's
duty, the subject of the first fight in the Iliad, 4.463!^, and of many other
incidents, e.g. 428ff., 5.20, 14.476, 16.319, 20.419, cf. H. van. Wees, CQ38
(1988) 6; similarly of more distant relatives at 13.463, 15.422 and 15.553. As
explained at 4.463-9, the action of seizing the body exposed the warrior's
irAeupd.

248 cos oOv: 'In Homer ouv almost invariably follows hrei or cos in a
subordinate temporal clause . . . ' (Denniston, Particles 416). For the name
Koon (< KOECO) cf. Arfi-, Ar||io-, 'ITTTTO-KOCOV 4.499 (see n.) and von Kamptz,
Personennamen 263.

249-50 Koon is blinded by grief, literally and metaphorically, like
Hektor at the death of his brother Poludoros (20.419-21), and 'blindly'
takes on the unequal combat. For the expression TTEVOOS O96aA|ious £KdAuye
cf. the overtly metaphorical dxeos vecpeAri EKdAuye |jeAaiva (17.591).

251 (JTf\ 6' eupd£ CTUV 6oupi AocOcbv: a formular posture cf. 15.541, where
the absolute use of AocOcov shows that it is part of the essential idea. Hrd/A
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connects eup&£ with eupus (which could only be by analogy with other
adverbs in -&£ and -i£) and paraphrases as IK TrAocyiou, that is 'to one side of
Agamemnon'. But the posture must be that of Koon; he turned 'sideways'
to minimize the target he presented.

252-3 It is not clear what was Agamemnon's posture when he sustained
his wound: he was last seen (247) bearing off Iphidamas' armour. Diomedes
(368) and Eurupulos (581) are wounded while actually stripping the
corpse, a more dangerous moment and a motif established by the death of
Elephenor at 4.463-9, see 248-63^ X£^Pa H£OT|V is clearly the forearm, the
left (if one must be precise) since Agamemnon was still able to wield his
spear.

254 When Diomedes was wounded in book 5 he immediately prayed to
Athene to be granted vengeance (5.114ff.). Agamemnon omits that formal-
ity, as does Odysseus at 4396°., and carries on fighting. Having banished the
gods from the battlefield, the poet may bear in mind that such a prayer
would be pointless (though its futility could be turned into a pathetic
touch), but the chief reason for the omission of such digressive ornaments is
the general compression of the narrative in this Book, on which see in.

256 ixcov dveuoTpecpes syx°S- &V6UOTpe<pr|s is an Iliadic word, cf. 15.625.
It is not clear why Agamemnon's spear should be distinguished in this way,
nor indeed what the metaphor implies. Arn/A and T mention iaxupos,
EOTOVOS, 6UKivr|Tos, and K0O90S: LfgrE prefers the first, citing Seneca, Prov.
4.16, non est arbor solida necfortis, nisi in quam frequens ventus incur sat. There is
no compelling metrical reason for the use of an epithet with initial vowel,
cf. ixcov SoAixociKiov 6. (6.44, 21.139).

258 IAKE TTO66S: undignified (as certainly at Od. 18.101 - Odysseus dis-
posing of Iros) but regular, cf. 4.463, 10.490, 13.383, 14.477, 1^.763, 17.289,
18.155, 18.537, 21.120. The action, whether needing both hands or not, was
likely as here to impede the handling of the shield and expose the rescuer
to attack.

260 =4.469, where see n. £uorco: this term for the spear is clustered
(5X) in books n - 1 5 . xa^KTlPrIS is a n eP*c a n d poetical word except in
Mycenaean, cf. [e]-ke-a ka-ka-re-a KN R 1815 (= Ventris and Chadwick,
Documents 263). It is possible that some old formulas retained the word, but
the epic applies it freely to spears, arrows, helmets, and shields.

262-3 The laconic statement of the two brothers' death is strangely
affecting, cf. 5.559-60, 16.325-6 for similar brief statements of this pathetic
motif.

263 The deaths of Iphidamas and Koon conclude Agamemnon's aristeia.
In summary the king slew eight named Trojans and numerous nameless
ones (178), and inflicted wounds to the back, head (2), breast (2), neck (3),
and one unspecified, and received a wound in the arm. His weapon is
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Location

Head

Neck

Trunk

Arms

Legs

Total

Result

Fatal
Not fatal
Uncertain

Fatal
Not fatal
Uncertain

Fatal
Not fatal
Uncertain

Fatal
Not fatal
Uncertain

Fatal
Not fatal
Uncertain

Book

Stone

4
i
0

i
0
i

i
i

0

I
0
0

I

2
0

Eleven

Sword

O
 

O
 

00

4
0
0

4
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

17

Weapon

Spear

0
0

8

0

59
5
3

0
6
1

O
 

C
O

 
C

O

106

Arrow

2
0
0

0
0
1

O
 

C
O

 
C

O

0
I
0

0
2
O

12

Total

31

I

0

13
I

2

67
9
3

2

7
1

7
3

148

the spear 4X , the sword 3X , and unspecified ix . The general statistics
for Homeric wounds are as shown in the table (after H. Frolich, Die
Militarmedizin Homers (Stuttgart 1879).

The spear, it is clear, is the weapon; recourse is had to the sword when no
spear is available or to give the coup de grace. The injuries immediately
inflicted are plausibly described, but the poetical image of war represents
these injuries, for the most part, as immediately fatal. The disquieting
picture of a battlefield strewn with wounded, or of men lingering in agony
until they were carried off by septicaemia or gangrene is thus avoided.

264-6 In spite of his arm's being run through Agamemnon does not feel
his wound in the heat of battle: at least that is how we (and Lucretius
3.642ff.) would put it. For Homer the explanation is put in physical terms,
a wound does not incapacitate so long as it bleeds, cf. the wounded deer,
474ff. It is odd that this aspect of hand-to-hand fighting should enter the
Iliad only in this incident. eTremoAeTTO orixocs dvSpcov recalls 4.231, etc., but
here the ranks along which Agamemnon passes weapons in hand, are those
of the Trojan army.

264-5 = 5 4 0 - 1 : stone-throwing is not unheroic, for special purposes
(12.445), o r when nothing better is to hand, but it is not easy to picture
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Agamemnon holding his spear (or putting it down) while throwing stones.
Lorimer, HM 273, notes that the line implies a single (thrusting) spear,
since Agamemnon has no missiles but stones. Stone-throwing later de-
volved on the yuuvnTes, Tyrtaeus fr. 11.35-6 West. |i£ydAoiai TE XEpHocSioicri:
the diminutive force of the suffix -iov is no longer present, cf. uccAcc ueycc
Oripiov {Od. 10.171), |i£ya TEIXIOV {Od. 16.165, where see Hoekstra on Od.
16.434). Genuinely diminutive forms are avoided by the epic.

265-89 These verses, together with 284-9, 678-92, 12.127-31, 12.190-
8, are contained in pap. 432 (P. Hamburg 153, dated to the latter half of
third century B.G.) which was not available to OCT. In this section there
are at least nine plus-verses, 266a-d, 266y-z, 272a, and 28oa-b; 281-3 are
omitted; see S. R. West, Ptolemaic Papyri 91-103, with literature. Variant
readings are noted below. Such papyri as this show the difficulty, and the
necessity, of the work of the Alexandrian scholars. Here the extra verses,
which defy restoration, would have added something to Agamemnon's
exploits before his ignominious departure.

266 dvf|vo0£v is generally taken to be the same verb as (hT)evf|vo6e
10.134, etc. In that case we assume a haplology, dv<£v>f)vo6e, with Frisk,
GEWi 517. The subject of (ETT-, KOCT-, dv-)f|vo0E is variously hair, a savour,
oil, dust, and here blood. If a connexion with dvOos is sustainable a sense
'sprout', 'spring up', > 'well up', could be posited for the present and 'be
risen over', > 'lie upon', 'cover', for the perfective forms. But we cannot be
certain that the singer had a clear idea of the sense and form of this epic
verb. The poet of the Ares-and-Aphrodite episode {Od. 8.365) certainly
misused the verb of the anointing oil of the gods, oil that covered their
bodies but did not well up from within; the same may be said of the dust at
[Hesiod], Aspis 269. In the present passage the anomalous formation does
not inspire confidence in a precise usage; in fact an imperfect sense 'while
the blood was welling up from his wound' best fits the context. Wyatt, ML
116-18, discusses this strange word, with bibliography.

Pap. 432 reads KEAaivsJcpES !£ cbTEiAf̂ s. However supplemented (e.g. O9p3

IV dvf|vo0Ev ocTua . . . Boiling, O9pa 8' dvr|vo0EV alua . . . West) the sense will
not differ much from the paradosis. The remains of six plus-verses follow.

268 SOvov was obscure to Hellenistic readers and the schol. (bT) com-
ment on it (TTJV els |3d0os x^P 1! 0" 0 0^ dAynSova £OT)|Jiav£v). TEipov (and
TEipEv in 272) of pap. 432 is a response to the difficulty.

269-72 The image of the woman in labour is a unique and memorable
simile which, coming at this point, is eloquent testimony to the range and
humanity of the poet's imagination. The immediate point of the simile is to
affirm that Agamemnon's body is racked with pain, but there is an inescap-
able irony at several levels in the comparison. The great effort of the King
of Men ends with his being rushed off to his surgeons like a woman to her
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accouchement - but like a woman none the less. At a deeper level the poet
understands the zest for battle (in a way that Virgil, for example, did not),
but is not so carried away by admiration for it that he cannot equate the
self-sought sufferings of the dpioroi, about which they make so much fuss
(9.315-31, Od. 4.240-8, 8.489-90), with the pains of others' everyday
existence. Note, however, that Agamemnon (and still less those gallant
men, Diomedes and Odysseus, later) does not cry out or groan, unlike the
Trojan Deiphobos in similar circumstances (13.538).

270-2 Pap. 432 here provides striking testimony to the deterioration
of the Homeric text in the hands of Hellenistic booksellers: Trpoi&cn, an
Atticism, for TrpoiEKTi; x^e'n'ocs for mKpas, a random slip; and 6£sT' 66uvr|
for 6^T(ai) 65uvai, to avoid the unusual elision.

270 uoyooTOKOi EIAEIOUIOU is formular, cf. 16.187. The first syllable of the
divine name is modified by metrical lengthening. The Myc. (e-re-u-ti-ja KN
Gg 705 etc.) and Doric dialects have -eu- in the second syllable, suggesting a
connexion with eAsuaouoa, f̂ AuOov, as if the woman awaited the onset of
her pains, or cried to her 'that comes in need' (LSJ). But these goddesses
are probably pre-Greek. Frisk, GEW s.v. cites an extensive bibliography.
They are the daughters of Here (271) because she presides over marriage.
lioyooroKOS means 'causing birth-pangs' by some ill-defined process whereby
the literal force of TOKOS colours the sense of |ioyos. lioyos (e.g. 4.27) does
not normally mean 'labour' in the obstetric sense and other compounds of
-TOKOS do not lose their connexion with the literal force of TIKTCO. In HyAp
9iff., where a distinction had to be made, Eileithuia brought on the birth
not the pains, cf. 16.187-8, 19.119.

272 Ring-composition, the usual mode for inserting a simile into the
narrative, requires the repetition of 6£ETCCI 66uvai (268), which in its turn
has entailed the unique elision of nom. plur., -oci. After 272 Pap. 432,
in order to amplify Agamemnon's agonies, has a plus-verse [TTOAAJCCS EK

KE9aA<qs [TTPOOEAUUVOUS EAKETO xa*TaS, cf. 10.15, though the restoration
TToAAJds is short for the space.

273"4 = 399~4OO> possibly formular. Woundings, to which the couplet
is appropriate, are not typical of the fighting in other Books of the Iliad.
Evacuation by chariot forms a sort of refrain in this Book cf. 399-400,
487-8, 519-20, rounding off each episode, and Reinhardt, IuD 254.

275-6 = 586-7 = 17.247-8. The first verse is strongly formular (6x ).
Sioorpuaiov, 'with penetrating voice', is clearly a derivative of the common
epic preposition 5ionTpo, but the precise connexion is uncertain. The -u- has
been considered an Aeolism.

277 Pap. 432 and a few MSS read nsp vOv ('you at least'), for UEV VUV.
vr|uaiv dcuuvETE: the battle has moved close to the walls of Troy (181), so
that Agamemnon's orders are premature; they anticipate the debacle that
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follows Hektor's counter-attack. If the words are well-chosen they are an
eloquent comment on Agamemnon's morale and egotism: he sees his great
offensive as an operation of defence and despairs at its first check.

278 cpuAomv dpyaX£T|v is a unique expression, though hardly more than
a variant of cpuXoms ocivr), etc. ( n x ). Pap. 432 reads cpuAoTnSos Kporrepfis,
which is slightly more familiar (1 x in each epic). If the genitive is not a
mere slip something must have replaced irovTOTropoiai in 277 to give it
construction (KCCI uvf|(7O«j0£ Merkelbach, Aoiyia £pya or Auypov oAeOpov
West).

280-1 These verses expand the formular verse u&ciTî ev 8* nrnrous (or
eAdocv) • TCO 8s

 OUK OCEKOVTE TT£T£cx6r|V (1 o x ). For chariot as ambulance cf.
399 (Diomedes), 488 (Odysseus), 517 (Makhaon); Eurupulos had to walk
(<TK&£GOV, 811). The Trojans had the same practice (13.538= 14.430,

Pap. 432 replaces 281-3 with

u&oriyi paSivf) TCO [8E TrAJriyns
pov paaiAfja Go]as em vfjas 'Axoufcov (suppl. Merkelbach).

The paragraph could well have ended with the common tag TCO 8' OUK
&£KQVT6 TT6T£a0r|v at 281, and West, Ptolemaic Papyri 98, suggests indepen-
dent expansion of the brief notice of Agamemnon's retreat. Or the inter-
polator may have shied at the two synizeses, OKppEOV and orfjOEa at 282 in
the vulgate. The synizeses are paralleled separately of course (Shipp, Studies
155, 181), but not in conjunction. That could as easily be a sign of improvi-
sation as of rhapsodic expansion. Emendations are unconvincing, since
other anomalies are introduced. The idea of the horses' bellies being soiled
with dust does not recur (at 23.502 it is the driver, not the horses, who
suffers this hazard of high-speed charioteering). ouppEOv: the subject is the
horses, with OTf|0£oc as ace. of respect. — This is the moment Hektor has
been waiting for, and he immediately launches a counter-attack.

284-jog Hektor sees Agamemnon withdraw and encourages his men. The Trojans
rally and a short aristeia of Hektor follows

The expression of the themes is extremely succinct, the aristeia itself being
reduced to a list of names, but the essential elements are all present: the
harangue, the general scene (with similes), and the itemized exploits, cf.
Krischer, Konventionen 75—84. The multiplication of the similes is not un-
usual at the beginning of a major episode in the narrative, cf. 2.876°.,
4.4226°., but here the two similes 292-3 and 297-8 are very brief and
perfunctory. The general pattern in the Iliad is that the battle swings back
and forth and aristeia balances aristeia. It is now Hektor's turn and the tale
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of his exploits should balance those of Agamemnon, but the focus of atten-
tion in this book is the Achaeans, and the story of Hektor's attack will be
told from their viewpoint. Accordingly Hektor's aristeia is compressed to
minimal dimensions. To compensate, as it were, for his scale, and to assert
Hektor's furious rampage, it is ornamented by three similes: 292-3 (dogs),
297-8, 305-8 (storms). The rally is a regular feature of the Iliadic battle, cf.
8.173fT., 15.48417. and Fenik, TBS 90, and important for the manner in
which it is conceived. It is a war of movement (except when specifically
described as oraSiri vauivn) with copious use of missile weapons. Note the
themes of the surrounded warrior (40 iff.) and the fighting retreat (544^).

284 v6a<|>i: v6CT<piv[ in pap. 432. eovxa should probably be supplied.
Aristarchus disliked voacpi KIOVTOC elsewhere (TO KIOVTCC Kcrr&xpiio-is, accord-
ing to T at 14.440).

285—90 285-7 = 15.485-7. Hektor's call on the face of it is for a chariot
charge (the tactics recommended by Nestor at 4.297-309, see nn. ad loc),
but it should be observed that the Achaeans are now in retreat so that the
situation is like that at i5.343ff.; Hektor is calling for a pursuit, cf. 754ff.
The use of massed chariotry for shock in the manner of some Levantine
armies of the second millennium B.C. seems to be hinted at below (502-3,
15.352—4), but in none of these cases is there any allusion to an actual clash
of chariotry (see i5on. above). The Iliad has no allusion to the use of
chariots to bring archers into action as frequently depicted on Egyptian
monuments. For individuals fighting from chariots see Fenik, TBS 11.
Generally, the epic's idea of the use of chariots, for flight, pursuit, and
transport of leaders, is consistent (see Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 216-23),
though it is usually thought to be an unrealistic reminiscence of the
Mycenaean age. Yet instruments of war may be valued for their majesty
and terror, in literature as in fact, as much as for their effectiveness.
Greenhalgh, Warfare 50-63, argues that the military role of the heroic
chariot belongs to the mounted horse of the Geometric period. The chariots
depicted in the art of the Geometric period were used merely as a means of
transport according to G. Ahlberg, Fighting on Land and Sea in Greek Geometric
Art (Stockholm 1971) 55.

286 A formular statement (6x ) of the Trojan army's composition. The
Dardanians, led by Aineias, are the Trojans' neighbours, see 2.8i9~2on.
But who are the AVKIOI? In spite of the distinguished leadership of Sarpedon
and Glaukos it seems invidious to single out the men of classical Lycia for
sole mention among Hektor's many allies, though the poet may well have
so understood the verse in view of Tpcocri TE KCCI AUKIOICTI in 285. Yet at
8.173, 13.150, and 17.184 the verse picks up a previous TpcbeacJi tout court; it
is possible that its original reference was to the northern AUKIOI around the
river Aisepos, cf. 4.89-91 and 5.171-3. There is another formula - u u -
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Tpcoes KOCI AdpSavoi f)S' eiriKoupoi (4X ) that gives a more generous ac-
knowledgement to Hektor's auxiliaries. In any event Hektor speaks in
formulas: Lycians should imply Sarpedon and Dardanians Aineias, but in
this book neither puts in an appearance. Pap. 432 reads Adp6]avoi f|8'
ETTiKoupoi, probably KEKAUTE |jeu, Tpcoes KOCI Adp6]avoi f)5' hriKoupoi (3.456
etc. 4X ).

288-9 Hektor speaks as he did at 8.1736°., and will do at 15.4866°.,
proclaiming when the tide has turned that Zeus is on his side. He could
hardly tell his men otherwise, and on neither of the other occasions did he
have the assurance that the visit of Iris has given him here, copioros: a
temporary distinction, cf. the description of Diomedes during his aristeia
(5.414,5.839).

290 i90i|icov Aocvcccov is a unique expression, cf. 'Apyeicov Aavoccov (Od.
8.578). Aavaoi does not enter noun-epithet formulas (except f|pcoes Aavocoi
5X , in a whole-verse formula).

292-3 The simile of the hounds and their quarry sounds the keynote of
the narrative from this point: the Achaeans for all their individual courage
are hunted beasts, see Moulton, Similes 45-9. At 12.41-8 we have the same
combination of hounds, hunters, boar, and lion, but the points of reference
are reversed (such is the versatility of the poet's handling of traditional
details) and Hektor has become the lion that scatters the dogs. There are ten
boar similes in the Iliad, six of them in books 11 —13 with another cluster in
books 16-17. Three times the comparison is with a boar or lion. Except at
16.823-6 (where a lion forces a boar from a spring of water and kills it) the
scene is an encounter between boar (s) and hunters with their hounds. The
boar is the attacker in five instances, pursued or cornered in four. The men
form a KoAocrupTos (12.147, 13.472), the boar gnashes its teeth (KO^TTOS

OSOVTCOV, 11.417, 12.149), whets its tusks (Ofjyeiv OSOVTOCS, 11.416, 13.474),
and charges with a sideswipe of the tusk (12.148). As here the men come
out of these encounters with rather less credit than their hounds.

293 crut Konrpicp illustrates a common epic turn of phrase, cf. (3o0s . . .
TaOpos (2.480), 6pUTO|Jios dvf)p (11.86), afrroAoi dv8pes (2.474), etc. The
combination permits the poet to turn the short comparison out EIKEAOS

&AKT|V (4.253) into a full simile at 17.281-2 crui' EIKEAOS OCAKTJV | Kcnrpkp,
6 S . . .

295 np!aui5r|s: the lengthening of the first syllable is hard to explain
except as a metrical licence in accordance with Schulze's rule (QE 8) that in
a sequence of three or more shorts the syllable under ictus is treated as long.
Wyatt, ML 154, cites no convincing analogies that might persuade singers
that the quantity was ambiguous, nor is the influence of Aeolic TTsppaiJios
(unknown to the epic) convincing. However established, the rhythm of
np!ccui5r|S was extended to other patronymics where the long vowel contrasts
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with a short in the personal name (list in Wyatt, ML 186). TTpia|Jii6r)s etc.
is normally Hektor (25x ), but not exclusively, see 490n.

297 UTrepaEi Taos aeAAr): such images of violent destruction are freely
applied to Hektor, cf. 305-9 (AaTAccy), 13.137-42 (a boulder).

299 A whole-verse formula (= 5.703, 16.692, with a shortened variant
at 8.273) employed in each case to introduce a bare list of victims. The effect
in arresting the attention of an audience and directing it to what follows is
like that of an appeal to the Muses at 218. De Jong in fact goes so far as to
suggest that the question is addressed to the Muses [Narrators 49-50).
'Hektor' in the personalized narrative of the Iliad represents the Trojan
army, as 'Agamemnon' represented the Achaeans at 91 ff.

300 = 8.216 = 19.204, cf. 12.174 = 15.596. Thetis' request (1.521) was
that Zeus should Tpcoeaaiv apfjyeiv. In heroic narrative the anonymous
Tpcoes must be translated into a particular hero. Hence from the moment,
at the beginning of book 8, when Zeus bestirs himself to implement his
promise, his activity is described as 'giving K06OS to Hektor.'

301-3 Hektor's victims seem to be a random list, but in some cases bring
with them certain associations. Dolops son of Klutos has a double, a Trojan
Dolops son of Lampos (whose brother was Klutios) at 15.525 (see n.). There
is a Trojan Opheltios at 6.20, and a Suitor Agelaos at Od. 20.321 etc. An
Opheltes appeared in the Theban saga, and the name is known also in
Cypriot. The impression is that these lists are drawn from a stock of heroic
names rather than invented ex nihilo. Aisumnos on the other hand has,
for an Achaean, a very Asiatic name meaning 'prince' or the like, see
13.427-33^ But an Ionian poet could not be expected to know this;
aiauuvfirns {Od. 8.258, and with suffix -TTjp, //. 24.347) ls a common title
of civic officers in the area of Ionia. Agelaos certainly and Opheltes proba-
bly occur as men's names in Mycenaean texts, see Ventris and Chadwick,
Documents 104-5, w n o c i t e 5& names thought certainly to be common to the
tablets and the epic; more than twenty are names assigned to Trojans or
their allies, for the poet of the Iliad, like the poet of Roland, had a stock of
traditional foreign names that was too limited for the scale of his narrative.
— Bare lists such as this occur at 5.677-8 (eight victims), 5.705-7 (six),
8.274-6 (eight), 16.415—17 (nine), 16.694-6 (nine), 21.209-10, and by
various victors 14.511 —16 (eight); 15.329-42 (eight) is similar but with
minimal added anecdote. Hektor's performance therefore is impressive and
made more so by the addition (305) of an anonymous TrA-nOOs.

304-5 Note that the slain are said to be fjysuovss and that the TTATJOOS do
not receive even a token named representative. The ostensible reason for
silence is practical, cf. 2-488ff. o05' £i uoi 8eKa UEV yAcbcaai . . . , but the
truest cause is doubtless the social focus of the Iliad. The deaths of leaders
stand for the massacre of the Aocos.
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305—8 The poet's thought runs on Hektor's whirlwind attack and re-
peats with amplification the image of the preceding simile (297—8), adding
repetition to ferocity. The clouds and waves make an image of something
happening in succession, cf. the wave simile at 4.422-6 where 67Taa<7UTepov
makes the image clear, TTUKVOC at 309 adds the idea of quick succession (for
this sense see 454^). Notos, the South Wind, brings the clouds which
Zephuros blows away. apyeorfjs is 'the cleanser', see Frisk, GEW s.v., and
West on Hesiod, Theog. 379, where apy€O"rf)s is epithet of Zephuros.

307 Tpocpi KU|ia is a unique expression which provides the metrically
necessary two initial consonants. It is derived from the formular KUuaTd TE
TPO96SVTOC (15.62I, Od. 3.29O (v.l. KU|iOCT& T6 TpO<p6OVTO)).

310-400 Counter-attack of Odysseus and Diomedes. The two Achaeans fight as a pair
and slay several Trojans. Finally Diomedes injures Hektor with a spear-cast to his
helmet. Hektor retreats, to Diomedes' jeers. Diomedes is then wounded in the foot by
Paris with an arrow and is forced to withdraw to the ships

Hektor's eventual retreat winds up the episode of battle that began at 284
and balanced the aristeia of Agamemnon, but in order to extricate himself,
so to speak, the poet brings on two major Achaean characters, whose entry
begins a new sequence of battle themes. Hektor's career and its climax
also establishes the pattern that controls the narrative in the remainder
of this Book: the wounding of a hero at the climax of his aristeia^ cf. 376
(Diomedes), 437 (Odysseus), 506 (Makhaon), 583 (Eurupulos). Odysseus
and Diomedes are regularly conjoined in the Trojan saga (murder of
Palamedes, night raid in book 10, theft of the Palladion), although
Diomedes is not seconded by Odysseus during his great aristeia in book 5.

310-11 Hektor's victories will take him straight to the ships. The trench
and wall whose opportune construction at what turned out to be the last
possible moment was related in such detail at 7.337—43 and 435—41 to be an
dppr|KTOV eTAap (14.68) exist for the great battle described in book 12 and
seem here to be ignored. There are passing allusions in the interim including
a neat sarcasm on the lips of Akhilleus (9.349-50) and an obscure reference
at 11.48, 11.51. Verses 310-11 could be taken as a hyperbole, but 823-4
omit the new fortifications even more explicitly: OOKETI . . . dXKCtp 'Axoucov |
sacreTai. The Achaeans, it must now be assumed, are in retreat and threat-
ened with a rout (Aoiyos, 'ruin'), but the narrative is focused to an unusual
degree on the major figures and obscures the shift of the battle from the
Scaean gates (170) to the Achaean camp (12.4). Diomedes' call to Odysseus
may be compared with the tactics of Thoas (15.294-99): the apioroi form
a front beside the great leaders while the TTAT|6US withdraw behind their
defences. The leaders must withdraw as they fight, as Aias does (5446°.), or
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they will find themselves isolated like Odysseus at 401. Since the Achaeans
have rallied the losses now fall on the Trojans, whose second-rank warriors
confront the Achaean ocpioroi, but the poet reveals a certain reluctance to
kill Achaeans (only 61 named casualties in the Iliad against 208 Trojans and
allies (see 15.405-591 n.)). No named Achaean falls in the rest of this Book.
The poet's pity, however, is impartial.

310 The verse of transition is apparently formular (= 8.130).
311 TT8CTOV: Tall dead', a necessary but oddly rare sense of TTITTTCO.

Aristarchus, on 15.63, even denied that it was Homeric.
312 The call for aid is a typical detail. As it happens Diomedes had called

for Odysseus' aid at 8.93 and got no response. As usual there is no recollec-
tion of the previous incident.

313 TI TTCCOOVTE is usually thought to be an Attic idiom, being well
attested in that familiar dialect; but it is better to take it (like TTETTOV in 314)
as a mark of informality. It recurs at Od. 24.106.

314 For the imperative form IOTOCO see 10.29 m. iAeyxos: an unbearable
reproach, cf. 22.100 where Hektor will fight Akhilleus sooner than suffer
IXeyxeiri. The Achaeans are now fighting to save their ships - Odysseus'
words are rather alarmist; at an earlier stage the unbearable disgrace had
been to return empty-handed (2.1196°., 2846°.).

315 The Trojans' reaching the ships is the goal set up for the narrative
of the middle Iliad in book 8, see 8.i8o-2n. and 9.230-in. The possibility
of this disaster is mentioned 35 times before the ship of Protesilaos is fired
at 16.122. KopuOaioAos "Eicrcop: the epithet is not 'shaking the helmet'
(LSJ and others) but 'with flashing helmet' according to Page, HHI 248-
51. KopuOaioAos is restricted to Hektor (and Ares (20.38, see n.)) and is of
very fixed use - always juxtaposed except at 22.471 - and perhaps was not
of very clear meaning to the poet. Note its absence from the famous scene
at 6.4666°. It may be glossed by another epithet of Hektor, xaAKOKopuoTT|s
(9X in ace. and dat.); aioAos is used of armour at 5.295, but usually means,
or may mean, 'moving quickly', cf. I2.i67n.

317 Pap. 60 (which is usually prone to random omission of verses and
omits e.g. 313) prefixes Diomedes' short speech with a formal verse of
address, 5ioyev£s AaspTidBri, TroAuufjxav' 'OBucrcreu (= 2.173 etc.), and
adds the same verse before Diomedes' even more laconic remarks at 347-8,
as if every utterance should be introduced by the vocative case.

319 (36AeTai: the conjugation as a root verb |3oA- (cf. Od. 1.234, l§-?fil)
as opposed to the suffixed |3ouA- (probably < (3oAa-) is generally attributed
to Arcadian among the classical dialects. The presence of Arcado-Cypriot
and Mycenaean words and forms in the epic implies at least the antiquity
of its linguistic tradition, although the relation of this 'Achaean' component
(in the sense used by C. J. Ruijgh in UElement acheen) to the Ionic remains
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obscure. Ruijgh, op. cit. 111-67, discusses the Arcado-Cypriot element in
the epic vocabulary. It includes such basic epic words as ccTaa, ava£,
6aT£O|iai, 8€Tras, 8coua, and f)|iccp. Our ignorance of the early stages in the
formation of the Attic-Ionic dialect should prevent an easy assumption
that the cradle of the epic tradition must be sought in the Mycenaean
Peloponnese. (36A-, for example, is also attested in the Ionic of Euboea.

32off. The Trojans are in their chariots to hasten the pursuit, cf. 754-61.
The two Achaeans fight as a pair, like Menelaos and Antilokhos at 5.5766°.,
and continue the pattern set by Agamemnon's aristeia by slaying men in
pairs. Two heroes, not being fighting man and charioteer, do not act
together to attack a single opponent; that would not be heroic.

320 0u|j(3paTov: cf. 0O|j(3pri (10.430), a town on the Skamandros. This is
Thumbraios' sole appearance.

322 The dep&Ttcov performs the duties of an inferior; he attends his princi-
pal in the field especially as charioteer, receives guests, serves food and wine,
assists at sacrifice, and acts as messenger. His civilian duties thus overlap
those of the KT)pu£, cf. 1.321 where Talthubios and Eurubates are described
as KfjpuKE KOC! depcorovTe. The dspdnrcov, however, is not a man of the people.
He might have wealthy parents (24.398); Patroklos could be so described
(16.653), a n d tepocTTGOV 'ISouevfps is a formular description of Meriones
(6x). MoXiova: the name may be identical with Myc. mo-ri-wo PY Gn 1287.
-icov is not primarily a patronymic suffix, cf. Hsch. uoAioves* uccxsTcd. A
Molos was father of the Greek Meriones (10.269-70, 13.249). For more
famous Moliones see 710 and 750 below and nn.

324-5 The simile of boars and hounds again, cf. 292-3, only this time
the boars are the aggressors.

327 9EuyovT6S is transitive with "EKTopcc 5Tov as object. The hyperbaton
is unusual, but cf. 242-3.

328-34 The sons of Merops are not invented for this episode and are of
more consequence than their demise seems to imply. They are named in the
Trojan Catalogue (2.830) as Adrestos and Amphios of Apaisos, commanders
of a Hellespontine contingent (329-32 = 2.831-4). Their subsequent his-
tory in the Iliad is curiously confused, as if the tradition about them was
real but half-forgotten: an Adrestos is killed at 6.63-5, a n d another at
16.694, s e e n- *° 2-^3°? while an Amphios of Paisos is slain by Diomedes at
5.612 (see nn. ad loo.). The names Amphios and Adrestos echo those of
the Theban cycle (Amphiaraos and Adrastos), a further complication, cf.
13.663-70 and n. It is odd that the two brothers are not named more
specifically, perhaps as Strasburger suggests, Kdmpfer 26, because the focus
of interest in the incident is the plight of the father not the fate of the sons.
Seers and priests are popular as fathers of the slain, their disregarded
warnings, or failures to give warning, being a ready source of pathos, cf.
5.i48ff., 13.6636°. Merops of Perkote (actually of Adresteia in the Trojan
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Catalogue - both are towns on the Hellespont) caught the attention of
Hellenistic poet-scholars, probably because of the puzzles over his sons: he
comes into Apollonius' poem, Arg. 1.975.

334 KEKOCSCOV: this active form, a reduplicated second aorist, clearly means
'deprive'. The middle (K6KC(8OVTO 4.497 = 15.574) means 'withdraw'.

335 elTnr65a|ios and 'Yireipoxos are epic adjectives elevated into proper
names to provide a victory for Odysseus. 'YTreipoxov: the Trojans are
typically OirepOuiioi (7X //.), and since they are the sinners who provoked
the war, it is likely that a pejorative nuance, not to be overstressed, clings
to the name, see J. Pinsent in Foxhall and Davies, Trojan War 147-8.
Other Trojan names with a touch of arrogance are Hupeiron 5.144,
Arkheptolemos (Zenodotus read 'Erasiptolemos') 8.128, Huperenor 14.516,
Hupsenor 5.76 (a second Hupsenor, however, is an Achaean, 13.411).

336 |idxTlv eT&vuacTs: The general idea of 'stress' is clear enough though
the image is difficult to understand precisely, as if intensity were expressed
by extension, cf. the simile at 17.389-93 (stretching a hide) in close proxim-
ity to Zeus .. • HTOCvucro-e KOCKOV TTOVOV. See also 13.358—6011. and 17.400-in.
The metaphor is frequent in the central Books of the Iliad (13.359, J 4*3899
16.662, 17.401), and must be related in some way to the enigmatic formula
oAeOpou TreipccT1 ^fjiTTai (iKT)ai), 'fasten the bonds of destruction', on which
see 6. i43n. Verse 336 is a variant, with subject and active verb, of 12.436 =
15.413 67Ti TCTCC |idxr| TrraTO TTToAenos TS.

337-61 Parts of these verses are contained in P.Oxy. 3827. At 344a the
papyrus has a hitherto unattested plus-verse ending 6v6aaiT]o liETeAOcov
(cf. 13.127) unknown to the general paradosis.

337 ^ H6r|s KaOopcov: specifically from the f&pyocpov axpov 8.48 (see
n. for the identification of the peak). In the poet's imagination Ida
commanded a truly magnificent view — Thrace, Mysia, the lands of the
Hippemolgoi and Abioi (13.4—7 and n.).

338 Agastrophos is known only from this episode.
340 Compare Idomeneus' lucky escape by chariot at 17.605-25.

Agastrophos' tactical error in being separated from his transport is porten-
tously described as &&<TOCTO 8e |J6ya Ouiaco, as if it were an offence against god
or morality, but the phrase is formular (= 9.537).

342 = 20.412, cf. 5.250. OOve 81a TTpoiidxcov: a common but hazardous
tactic, cf. 5.249-50 where Diomedes is warned against it. The warrior, one
supposes, watched for his opportunity just out of spear-shot, and then
darted forward to hurl his weapon before nimbly retreating: it called for
TTOBCOV dpeTfjv (20.411). Agastrophos' folly was compounded by the negli-
gence of his charioteer; contrast 13.384-6 where Asios fought with his
horses breathing down his neck. Note that the pathetic touch, bravado
followed by nemesis, is built into the formular diction of the Iliad.

343-5 = 5-590-1, 596. As often the repeated verses point to a parallel-
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ism between the scenes, but not to a genetic relationship (but see nn. to
5.590-5): in book 5 a pair of Achaeans, Menelaos and Antilokhos, have
scored successes, Hektor rushes to the scene, Diomedes shudders at his ap-
proach. The situation is thematic (cf. Fenik, TBS 64) and the three verses
themselves are strongly formular: 6£u vorjae 8x (2X with "Etcrcop), KOCTOC
orixocs 6x , copTO 8' ETT' OCUTOUS etc. 3X, I KEKAriycov 3X, u (verb)
9&Aayyes | 7X , TOV 8e iScov 12x , pof̂ v dyados Aio|if)8r|s 21 x . In the event
Diomedes' apprehension is not justified. There is a tension in the Iliad
between the philhellenism of the poet (cf. 10.13-411.) and the plot of the
poem, which requires an Achaean defeat. The prowess of Hektor is there-
fore emphasized by statements such as the present, but the premise (1.242)
that without Akhilleus the rest would be helpless before Hektor is not
borne out by the narrative. Tlepolemos fell to Sarpedon and Patroklos to
the intervention of Apollo. In fact no leading Achaean is killed or even
wounded by Hektor in fair fight.

344 KeKAriycov: the Aeolic participle should not be restored in the nomi-
native case, see 168 n. The paradosis is everywhere KeKArjycos.

345 Diomedes is an Akhilleus-like character with redeeming features:
insubordinate at 9.326°., unafraid to attack gods (with divine permission)
in 5, over-confident at 9.48-9, unabashed at Akhilleus' refusal to help
(9.6976°.), he is modest before Agamemnon (4.4126°.), and here shudders
at the approach of Hektor but having resolved to stand his ground fells
him easily enough and then sinks to abuse; later he sneers at Paris' suc-
cess (OUK dAeyco, 389) and a moment afterwards leaps in agony onto his
chariot. Odysseus in contrast shows the steadiness that comes with age.
Since Hektor is plainly inferior to Aias in the duel in book 7 and by impli-
cation at least to Agamemnon in this Book, it is clear that the Trojan front
rank (Hektor, Aineias, Sarpedon, and from book 13 onward Deiphobos
and Pouludamas) is conceived to be no match in the field for the leading
Achaeans. At 7.162—68 Agamemnon, Diomedes, both Aiantes, Idomeneus,
Meriones, Eurupulos, Thoas, and Odysseus are listed as willing to chal-
lenge Hektor, but some of them perhaps had succumbed to Nestor's moral
blackmail, for the prayer of the Achaeans (7.175-80) was that Aias (sc. the
Telamonian), Diomedes, or Agamemnon himself should draw the lot to
fight the Trojan.

347 Trqiaa KUAIVSETOU (cf. 17.99, 17-688, Od. 2.163, 8.81): for the origin of
the metaphor cf. KOUOC KUAIVSEI (Od. 1.162, etc.).

348 = 22.231 ('Deiphobos' speaking to Hektor).
349-67 The poet seems momentarily to lose his sureness of touch. At

5.1666°. and 20.4196°. a Trojan counter-attacks an Achaean, is repulsed,
and is rescued by a god. (For a detailed comparison see Fenik, TBS 93-5.)
In books 5 and 20 the typical details combine to produce a clear picture;
here the poet cannot use the motif of divine rescue, because the gods
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have been banished from the battlefield, and he is obliged to have Hektor
withdraw unhindered after being stunned and only then collapse, while
Diomedes instead of attacking with the sword is made to give Hektor respite
(an unparalleled detail) by retrieving his spear, and then to abuse him for
his (Hektor's) good fortune. Diomedes is made to avoid Hektor at 5.596-
606 and encounters him only here. The poet has a problem in constructing
narratives of great battles in which the protagonists cannot meet, or cannot
meet decisively, because their roles are determined by the tradition of the
Trojan story. So the duels of books 3 and 7 must be aborted, Hektor must
not meet Agamemnon and must escape from Diomedes here and from
Aias (i4.4oo,ff.), and Aineias from Diomedes (5.31 iff.) and from Akhilleus
(2O.7gff.). As one of these rare encounters the fight of Hektor and Diomedes
attracted the interest of vase-painters, see Friis Johansen, Iliad in Early Greek
Art 219, 269.

349-50 A formular couplet (7X ).
350 TITUCJKOUSVOS K89aA#n9iv: -91 in Mycenaean Greek is mainly an in-

strumental plural ending in the declension of a- and consonant-stem nouns,
but its loss as a regular case-form from the later dialects has permitted its
metrically convenient spread within the Kunstsprache to the singular and to
genitival and locatival usages. Since the epic can express 'place at which'
both by the locatival dative and by the locatival (partitive) genitive it is
often unclear what is the grammatical equivalence of -91. TITUCTKOUOCI, of
course, normally construes with the genitive. G. P. Shipp's excellent study
of Homeric -91, Studies in the Language of Homer, 1st edn (Cambridge 1953)
1-17, did not have the benefit of the Mycenaean decipherment and his
inference from Homeric usage that the termination was primarily a singular
and appropriate to consonant stems must be corrected, see his Essays in
Mycenaean and Homeric Greek (Melbourne 1961) 29-41. xa^K6<Pl m 35 l is
clearly singular and genitive. There are a few examples of -91 as a case-
ending in the 0-stem declension in Mycenaean (Cnossos) but this extension
of the suffix is mainly the achievement of the Kunstsprache. The range of
usage is well set out by Meister, Kunstsprache 135—46. The Iliad has no
instances of-691 extracted from the 0-stem and extended to consonant stems
(4X in Od.).

353 Saying that the helmet was a gift of Apollo is a way of affirming
the excellent quality of its materials and workmanship, cf. 7.146 where
Areithoos is given his armour by Ares, see M. M. Willcock, BICS 17 (1970)
1-10. The provenance of Pandaros' bow (2.827 gift of Apollo, but 4.105-11
built by Pandaros himself) is a strong indication that no literal gift is
intended by this idiom. Teukros' bow was also a gift of Apollo (15.441).
TpiiTTUXos: only here. One layer would be leather (Lorimer, HM 342) or
felt, like the boar's tusk helmet (10.265). Tpu9&Aeia . . . auAcoTTis: cf. 5.182,
13.530, 16.795 a n d see 5.i82n. and 13.132^
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354 direAsdpov: i.e. Aiccv, ocjJieTpcos (T); in strict sense probably 'without
turning', 7r(e)Aedpov denoting the limit of an area of ploughland (LfgrE),
cf. 5-245n.

355-6 £ 5.309-10 (where the couplet is neatly extended back into the
preceding verse: auTocp 6 y' f|pcos | ICTTTI yvu£ spm-cbv . . . ) . Verse 356 was
omitted by Zenodotus (Did/A) and athetized by his successors OTI EV aAXcp
TOTicp opOcos KEITCCI (Arn/A), a common but inadequate justification for
athetesis. Hektor, the scholia point out, has not been badly hurt on this
occasion. For the use of (Jif\ with yvu£ see 9.570^, and for the posture
('kneeling up' as we might say) see 5.309-ion.

357-60 Diomedes rushes forward to recover his spear, thus giving
Hektor a chance to recover - a hero normally draws his sword in these
circumstances and goes in for the kill. The relation of this scene to other
narrow escapes of Hektor is a good test of critical method. The escape of
Hektor at 14.423ft0. (by being surrounded by his companions) or at 20.443ft0.
(by action of Apollo) is more typical of the Homeric battlefield; is the
present scene then a (clumsy) transfer of a specific scene, e.g. 20.443ft0., from
its proper place, or a (less than perfect) adaptation of a type-scene? See
van Thiel, Bias und Hidden 354-5, and Fenik, TBS 92-5. Von der Miihll,
Hypomnema 195, conjectures that the poet wished to give Diomedes a victory
over Hektor like those of Aias and Akhilleus. A duel of sorts seems to be
foreshadowed by Hektor's words (whatever they were - see nn. ad loc.) at
8.532-8.

358 KaTOCEiaaTO, 'sped down', is properly from (p)ieuai, though after the
loss of initial digamma confusion with eTui set in, most clearly at 24.462
(6i<TO|jai = 'I shall go'). The -ei- may be a true diphthong, cf. Skt veti,
'pursue', and see Chantraine, GHi 293.

362-7 (= 20.449-54): apparently a formular jeer, neatly used by
Akhilleus in book 20, where Apollo did in fact rescue Hektor. The lines are
defended in their present position by 0 . Andersen, Symbolae Osloenses Suppl.
25 (1978) 136-7, and Fenik, TBS 94-5. The attribution of bad luck to the
interference of a god seldom rests on knowledge - Akhilleus did not see
Apollo - and here Diomedes reasonably blames the principal divine ally of
the Trojans. It is unnecessary to see any echo of the fact that Hektor's
protective helmet was a 'gift of Apollo' (353). Observe the superiority that
Diomedes displays over Hektor in this episode, cf. 345n. Nevertheless he
will not have a second chance to meet Hektor. KUOV here (as at 8.423,
21.481, 22.345, cf- Od' 22-35) *s rnere abuse without serious imputation of
supposedly canine characteristics (shamelessness, greed, and lewdness, cf.
1.22511.).

365 For Of]v see io.iO4n. It has much the same function as 6f|, though
perhaps not so emphatic.
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368 T7aiovi6r|v: Agastrophos, wounded if not slain at 338-9.
the sense of the imperfect is 'proceeded to . . . ' - to do what? !£evapi£6iv is
properly to strip the svapa, 'spoils', from the body of a slain enemy, though
it can also incorporate the act of slaying as well as despoiling, as at 335. The
primary sense fits best here; Diomedes will be wounded, like many another,
as he drops his guard in seizing a trophy.

369-83 In this case the archery of Paris scores the point, so that there is a
thematic correspondence with the exploits of Teukros on the Achaean side
(8.266ff., 12.3876°., i5.442ff.). Keeping to his usual practice, however, the
poet does not give the Trojan a formal aristeia of successively narrated
successes, contrast 8.266ff., but reuses the motif of the deadly archer to
shape the narrative in the episodes of Makhaon (5O5ff.) and Eurupulos
(58iff.). Paris fights in the open, protected only by his distance from the
spearmen. Only the Greek Aias is regularly thought of as wielding the CT&KOS

T)0T£ TTUpyov, and so the poet cannot reuse the fine image of the archer (who
cannot effectively manage his own shield) crouching behind the great
body-shield, see 8.266-72. This is the only place in the Iliad where an arrow
wound is sustained in the foot, but unfortunately too little is known of the
greatest of Paris' exploits, the fatal wounding of Akhilleus in the ankle
at the Scaean gates (in the Trojan Cycle that occurred in the Aithiopis) for
a useful thematic comparison to be made. His injury has been taken to
symbolize the fact that Diomedes has up to this point played the role of
Akhilleus but cannot in the end replace him (so Kullmann, GRBS 25 (1984)
307-23). The similar, though not identical, location of the wound, how-
ever, is the main point of similarity; in other respects the briefly told
wounding of Glaukos by Teukros (12.387-91) has as good a claim to be
conceived after the death of Akhilleus, for Glaukos is hit while storming a
wall. Fenik, adducing the earlier wounding of Diomedes (5.95-113), main-
tains with some justice that on the evidence of the Iliad these injuries are
composites of typical details, not derivatives of a single archetype, see
TBS 234-5. I n t n e absence of titulature, representations in art of a hero
wounded in the foot are more likely to depict Akhilleus than Diomedes;
some possible examples are listed in the Lexicon Iconographicum s.v. 'Diomedes'
112-14.

369 The verse, from sAAe£av8pos, is formular (6x). 'AAŝ ocvSpos: for
the name see 3.i6n. 'EAevris- an initial digamma is attested in inscriptions
from Sparta, SEG xxvi 458, but the frequent lengthening of a naturally
short syllable before the caesura prevents this verse being cited for a
Homeric FeAevr). Both epics imply *E- by regularly eliding vowels before it
(29x in OCT out of 58 occurrences).

371-2 For the tomb of Ilos see i66n. The battle has now swung back
towards the Achaean ships. Grave-mounds in Homer are memorials
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without any numinous aura; consequently they are treated casually as
convenient landmarks (23.331), watchtowers (2.793), o r fighting posts.
Verse 372 expands "lAou . . . TraAaiou AapSaviSao (166) with a rearrange-
ment of the epithets. Brmoyepovros, 'elder of the people', is therefore not a
traditional description of Ilos, an ancestor of the royal line of Troy, for
whom it would be inappropriate if strictly interpreted.

373-5 The lines expand the formular phrase (KOC!) OCIVUTO T&jye* &K'
d)|icov (11.580, 13.550) with some resulting awkwardness: TravaioAov is
construed with 0copr|Ka pace Lattimore, cf. the formula ^coorfipa TravaioAov
(4.215, 11.236); &orn6a T' caucov is unparalleled.

375ff, There is a striking lack of any cross-reference to Diomedes' previ-
ous injury from an arrow. In 5.95ff. he was hit by Pandaros, but prayed
at once to Athene and was healed. Except in the case of Menelaos' narrow
escape at 4.134-40, the Homeric arrow will not penetrate defensive ar-
mour, cf. 12.401 where Teukros' arrow is stopped by the shield-strap and
leaves Sarpedon uninjured, and 13.586-7. The archer must therefore aim
at, or luckily hit, some part of his target that is (cf. 12.389) yu|avco06is.
(Diomedes was stooping over his victim.) So it is the right shoulder, exposed
by the shield, that is hit (5.98, 11.507), or the right thigh (11.583). Other
spots are the waist (4.134), the breast (8.303, 8.313), the arm (unspecified,
but hardly the shield-arm, 12.389), and the back of the neck (15.451).
Vase-painters, however, often depict arrow wounds in the lower leg, see
Lorimer, BSA 42 (1947) figs. 7, 9, n .

375 TT'nXuv: some fitment at the centre of the bow-stave is intended
by which the bow was held and the arrow guided, cf. Od. 21.419 (OICTTOV)
em TTTJXSI eAcov IAKEV V6upf]v yAuq>i8as xe.

376 = 5.18 = 16.480 (from 2nd foot). (3dA6V construes with Tapaov in
the following verse — 'let fly . . . and hit'.

377 81a 6s diiTTEpss: an unusual tmesis of the adverb Siauirepes, cf. IK 8'
6vouaKAf|5r|v {Od. 4.278).

379 Kai Euxopievos ETTOS r|05a is formular (6x ) but is elsewhere always
used of an Achaean boasting over a dead Trojan. The fact that this phrase
is used of Paris when Diomedes is not dead underlines the vanity of his
self-congratulation. The victor's boast and the disparaging response make
up a typical motif, see Fenik, TBS 32, and Sacks, Traditional Phrase, 12.

380 p£(3Ar|ai: the scansion is probably as a dactyl, with the -r|- shortened.
385-95 Diomedes' words are an eloquent expression of the aristocratic

spearman's contempt for those who fight at distance (and often anony-
mously) with the bow. The sentiment is characteristic of the Iliad, where
among the heroes of some (relatively modest) distinction only Pandaros,
Paris, Teukros, and sometimes Meriones fight with the bow. Pandaros
explained it by his lack of a chariot (5.201-5). The attitude of the Odyssey,
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e.g. at 8.2i5ff. is much more indulgent. The issue rumbled on, see e.g.
Archilochus fr. 3 West, Eur. Her. 151-203. The lance- and sword-wielding
Franks cultivated a similar attitude; in Roland missiles generally and not just
arrows are contemptible weapons used by a cowardly enemy who dare not
come to close quarters with Roland and Turpin {Roland 2i52ff.)

385 Kepa ayAae: K£pa(a) was also read, without effect on the sense.
Aristarchus (Arn/A) and the Lexica affirm that if KEpas were taken as a
reference to the bow the gibe TÔ OTOC would be otiose, and therefore take
K8pas to denote a style of hairdressing, sis KEpcrros Tpoirov OCVETTAEKOVTO oi
dpxocioi. The possibility of this interpretation is confirmed by the term
KepoTrAaoTT|s in Archilochus fr. 117 West and by the monuments, see S.
Marinatos, Arch. Horn, B 12-13. The Homeric use of KEpocs is unhelpful,
being always for the object 'horn' or the material, not for anything made
from it or similar to it. Aristotle (T) paraphrased co TCO TO£CO CTEUVUVOIJEVE.

Paris, however, was a fop (3.17).
388 auTCOS is 'like this', see 17.448-50^
391-3 Diomedes' grim gloating over the weeping widow and desecrated

corpse is calculated to make Paris and the audience shudder. Heroes are
awesome in their threats as in their deeds. ccAAcos . . . 6£u (3EAOS TTEAETCCI:

Leaf compares 20.99 dAAoos TOU y ' 100 (3EAOS TTETET', where iOu must be
predicative, to suggest that 6£u is predicative here. 6£u (3EAOS is formular
with attributive adjective, cf. 845 and (3EAOS 6£U (2X), and may be so
construed here, TTETETOCI would be easier, but there is no v.l. 6n<f)piov, i.e.
'lifeless' (<KT}p, 'heart'). Aristarchus' conjecture (Did/A), dv8poc for octycc,
is intended to provide an object for TI0T|<TI.

3g6fF. Odysseus' defence of the disabled Diomedes is a variant of the
type-scene in which a hero defends a corpse. The defence and retrieval of
Patroklos' body in book 17 is the most elaborate example in the Iliad, but
the most famous was the defence of the body of Akhilleus himself in the
Aithiopis. For the argument that this scene is derived from that in the
Aithiopis (e.g. W. Schadewaldt, Von Homers Welt und Werk (Stuttgart 1959)
170, and Kullmann, Quellen 326-7) it is sufficient to refer to Fenik, TBS
236-7.

401-88 Odysseus is isolated but after reminding himself of his heroic duty stands his
ground. He slays several Trojans including Kharops. Sokos, brother of Kharops, suc-
ceeds in wounding Odysseus. Hard-pressed by the Trojans, Odysseus calls for help.
Menelaos hears his cries and brings Aias to his rescue. The latter holds off the Trojans
while Menelaos leads Odysseus away

The scale of narration, to balance the woundings of Agamemnon and
Diomedes, is full, with prefatory monologue and preliminary aristeia.
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401 T, who is alert to such matters, stresses that the poet piles on the
agony of the Achaean reverse by emphasizing the peril of Odysseus wore EK
TTCCVTOS OUV6X61 TOV aKpoorrrjv. (For the empathy of the Greek audience see,
for example, Plato, Ion 535.) Reinhardt, IuD 107, discusses these situations,
for which there is a formula, EVOOC KE Aoiyos Ir|v . . .

403 This is the standard formula that introduces monologues (7X + 4X
in Od.), and illustrates again the tendency of the epic to represent what goes
on in the mind (as we should say) as a dialogue between the person and a
personified entity (so Dodds, Greeks and the Irrational 16), cf. 12.292-307^
The monologue, as a device to reveal a character's motivation at a critical
juncture, has a curious distribution in the Iliad. There are none until
this point, two in this Book, cf. 4O4ff., and ten in books 17—22. The situation
in which Odysseus finds himself, the lone warrior in peril, is a common one,
and the scatter is unexplained. The monologue 'Shall I stand and fight or
withdraw?' is a type-scene and therefore the hero always resolves to stand
his ground, cf. 21.553-70, 22.98-130 (the exception is Menelaos, 17.90-
105), see Fenik, 77?$ 96-8, 163-4, and S. Scully, TAP A 114 (1984) 11-27.
The monologue is followed by a simile of animals pitted against men and,
except in book 22, by the hero's escape. — oxOrjo-as: 'perplexed'.

405-6 (biyiov, literally 'more chilly' (as at Od. 17.191) is regularly meta-
phorical, as is the verb jbiyoco. Odysseus shudders at the prospect confront-
ing him. Punctuation after uoOvos (note the emphatic runover position)
should be light; the flight of the others is part of Odysseus' fears.

407-10 Odysseus puts to himself a moral argument: the apioros qua
api(7Tos has a duty to stand and fight. Poseidon put the matter similarly to
the laggard chiefs at 13.116-19:

5* ouKETi KocAa UE8IETE OoupiSos
TTOCVTES apioroi EOVTES ava CTTpctTov. 0O8' av iycoyE

dv5pi uaxEoxjaiurjv 6s TIS TTOAEUOIO

Auypos ECOV uulv 8E vEUEaracouai TiEpi

Cf. the words of Hektor to Andromakhe at 6.441-6, and contrast the
practical argument of Sarpedon at 12.322-28. Verse 407 = 17.97 e tc- (5X )•
Verse 407 is the standard verse with which the hero dismisses his doubts.

410 Note the fatalistic touch characteristic of the Iliad, cf. 430-3, 12.328,
and most pathetically 21.111-13 (Akhilleus to Lukaon). EPAT|T(O): this
middle form is always used in a passive sense. For the sentiment 'kill or be
killed' cf. 12.172. The aorists are gnomic.

411-12 =17.106-7 less t n e filler <5«JTn<7T&cov; in both passages the situa-
tion is then illustrated by a simile. For fjos see 10.507^ Verse 412 = 4.221.

413 The second half-verse is obscure. Aristarchus (Arn/A) took irf\[xa to
be that which the Trojans were bringing on Odysseus now that he was UETOC

<7<pi(Ti, but that is rather far-fetched. The -nr\\xa is rather the Trojans' own
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who found their intended victim too hot to handle (so bT), as the following
simile makes clear. Zenodotus read PIETCX oxpicn, 7rf)ua 8E lAaav, which at
least gives the right sense.

414-18 A boar simile, cf. 5.78off., 12.1461!., 13.471—5, and i7.28iff.,
also [Hesiod], Aspis 386-91 (a fine description with details unknown to the
Iliad). The boar is a good figure for truculent counter-aggression when
under attack, as the lion represents primary aggression.

419 All 91A0S is one of the Iliad's most frequent generic epithets (17X ),
though only here and at 473 applied to Odysseus. It is remarkable that the
word is absent from the Odyssey, the Hymns, and the Hesiodic corpus (includ-
ing Aspis).

420-7 When a warrior is hard pressed by superior numbers he retreats
until he is received into the ranks of his own side, cf. the retreat of Aias
(563-74). It is therefore unusual that Odysseus stands his ground and
engages in a small aristeia culminating in a minor duel. He does not retreat
till 461.

422 06cova: there are two other Trojans named Thoon, 5.152 and 12.140
cf. 13.545, both slain. "Ewouov: too much attention should not be paid to
the personnel in these uncommented lists of slain. An vEvvo|ios oicoviorrjs,
for example, alive at 17.218, was commander of the Mysians at 2.858-60
where he is expressly stated to have been killed by Akhilleus cat the river'
(though he is not mentioned in books 20-1). Several MSS, including
B, read "Opuevov, probably by contamination with 12.187 ocuTap iTrerra
FFuAcova KCCI "Opuevov e^evdpî ev ~ auTap emiTa 06cova KCCI "Opuevov
e^evdpî ev.

423 =20.401 with elTTTTo5d|iavTa for XsponSduavTa, as if the jingle -
8d|iavTa . . . dt̂ avTcc stuck in the poet's subconscious mind. XEpaiSduavTa:
only here.

424 TrpoTurianv: ancient commentators were generally agreed that this
rare word denoted the belly or even the dcrtpOs, 'crotch' (where Homeric
decency forbade anyone to be wounded, according to T); for that location
cf. Tyrtaeus fr. 10.25 West. The exception was the doctor Phylotimos who
took the word to mean the neck (Arn/A).

425 dyoorco: 'with crooked hand' (?), only in the extended formula 6 6'
ev Kovirjcn Treacov eAe yalccv dyoorco (5X //. of which this is the first occur-
rence, not in Od. or the Hesiodic corpus, in neither of which would there be
much use for it). The precise sense and the etymology are uncertain.

426-7 Kharops and his brother Sokos ('Strong', probably, cf. 20.72)
appear only in this episode. Another son of Hippasos (or a Hippasos), one
Hupsenor, is killed at 13.411. There are many such minor links between
books 11, 12, and 13, indicating that these books of battle narrative form
some kind of internal unit within the Iliad. A Hippasos also begat the
Paeonian Apisaon (17.348), on whom see 577-9511. Kharops is one of those
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Trojans who bear a Mycenaean name, see 301-3^ The vase-painter who
attributed the death of Kharops (defended by Hippolokhos, cf. 122) to
Diomedes had forgotten his Iliad {Lex. Icon. 'Diomedes' 19).

427 EUT^EVEOS: EuriyEVEOs is read or implied by some MSS (including Pap.
59) and is unnecessarily emended after 23.81, see nn. ad loc. The -r|- can
only be an analogical intrusion (after uoipr|yEvf|S, etc.?), but the word is
genuine enough, being attested at HyAphr 229, as a personal name in late
fifth-century Eretria (IG xn Suppl. 588), and in Hellenistic literature. Other
three-word verses are 2.706, 15.678, Od. 10.137; they seem accidental rather
than for special effect.

429 KOCI uiv TTpos uOOov EEITTEI verbal exchanges between the combatants
are common before, during, and after duels, but they follow no fixed
pattern. There is no parallel, as it happens, to the victor making two
speeches, as here, 441-5 and 450-5.

430-3 Sokos' banal words stem from a common heroic standpoint, best
known from the noble words of Sarpedon at 12.322-8 and those of Hektor
at 16.859-61 (433 = 16.861). Moira may have decreed, but for all a man
usually knows what happens seems like a matter of chance; therefore let him
fight and fight well, fate does not always favour the big battalions. — 86Acov
&T' T)8E TTOVOIO is very much a generic description of the epic personality of
Odysseus. It has no justification in the present context, except in so far as
an uncomplimentary expression is wanted, and very little in the Iliad as a
whole; it fits Odysseus' record in the Cycle, however, as well as in the Odyssey
(where, oddly enough, 66Acov &TS occurs but once, 13.293). TTOVOS is specific-
ally the toil of battle in the Iliad, see 15.235m The polite form of address to
Odysseus is 8ioy£VES AocEpTi&Srj, TroAuufjxav' 'OSUCKXEO (9.308 etc.)

433 = 12.250^ 16.861.
434-6 These verses (from KOCT* ocorriSa) constitute a short formular run

( = 3-356-8 = 7.250-2, with a variant at 4.135-6). Inevitably such runs fit
some contexts better than others, and all uses of this scene have attracted
criticism, see Murray, Rise 155—7 an<^ n n - *° 3*355~6o and 4.135—6. In the
present case the situation, however, seems clear: Sokos (one may imagine)
aimed at the centre of Odysseus' shield, consequently the spear, after pierc-
ing the shield, ploughed through his 6copr|£ on his left side inflicting a flesh
wound. TToAuScciBaAou is readily understood of chased or inlaid metal, on
the analogy of medieval armour, but the implication is uncertain, see n. to
4.135-6. 5I&: the lengthening occurs also in the similar (and probably
derivative) expression 8id UEV ap ^coaT-qpos (4.135). Shipp, Studies 28, is
clearly correct to see a rhetorical purpose in the location of the preposition
at the head of the verse and sentence. Further justification for the quantity
of the 1 is hard to find, unless it be by aural contamination with the adjective
6Ta (so Wyatt, ML 215-17).
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437-8 Athene's action in warding off a fatal blow is typical, cf. 4.127-9,
but her mention at this point is a momentary lapse (or jagon de parler). Zeus
can incline the course of the battle from the summit of Ida, but the lesser
gods must be physically present in order to exert their power. Athene, along
with the other gods, has been banished from the battlefield, cf. 75ff.

437 Aristarchus' XP°°S (Did/A) is almost unintelligible, as Erbse observes,
and ignores the digamma of pepyaOsv ( = 'cut off,' cf. 5.147 and n.).

438 i-yKacji: a heteroclite form, according to Leumann, HW 158 n. 1,
from an adjective *iyKOCTOS parallel to laxocTOS (10.434^); but there is no
trace of singular eyKOCTOV before Hellenistic times. This is the only time the
word is used in the Iliad for human guts, in place of evxepcc (5X between
13.507 and 20.420).

439 TEAOS: 'the spear did not come to a fatal end', even with the support
of Aristarchus and the xapi«7T6pai, is an unhappy expression and has very
slender MS attestation. (3EAOS as subject of fjAOev was read by Zenodotus and
the vulgate, and causes no difficulty except for those like Aristarchus who
suppose that [3EAOS must denote a missile weapon (Sokos appears to have
thrust at Odysseus), cf. OUK EV Koapko 6£u Trdyr) (3EAOS 4.185, and van der
Valk, Researches 11 11.

441 If Sokos used a thrusting weapon, as 434ff. seem to envisage, then
he is now almost disarmed. Odysseus seems to realize his advantage, and at
446 Sokos loses his nerve and tries to escape. & SEIA' expresses genuine
commiseration at 816 but here is clearly offensively patronizing, cf. 17.199-
20m.

443-5 =5.652-4 (with a variation in the first hemistich of 653, Sarpedon
speaking), a formular threat. Verse 445 = 16.625. For KAUTOTTCOAOS as an
epithet of Hades, see Nilsson, GgrR 425, who accepts the suggestion that in
one concept of Hades the god appeared with his chariot to carry off the souls
of the dying, cf. the rape of Persephone. In the epic of course the soul makes
its way to the underworld without assistance. Generally in Greek religion
the horse is associated with Poseidon, cf. Burkert, Religion 138.

447-8 =8.258-9.
450-5 These verses explain why it was so important to recover the

corpses of the slain. After the chivalrous proposals of Hektor that the victor
take the armour but release the body of the slain for decent burial (7.76-91)
Odysseus' boast sounds a mean, unpleasant note. Dogs and vultures are the
fate of the common soldiers (1.4-5, 2-393> 4-237> 8.379), but this is the first
time in the Iliad that a named victim is threatened with them. Henceforth,
however, the tension of the narrative rises and there is a crescendo of
atrocity, see Segal, Mutilation. For similar unpleasant boasts cf. 391-5, and
15.349, 21.122, 22.335. None apparently were actually put into effect.

454 Epuouoi: the tense is future, cf. 15.35 m. couriered Epuoucn is formular,
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but the subject may be vultures, as here, or dogs, as at 22.66. - As an
epithet of wings TTUKVOC would be expected to mean 'with dense (feathers)',
cf. 8puud m/Kv& at 118 and other uses of thickets and foliage. TTTEpd TTUKVOC
is a formula (3X and as TTUKIVOC TTTEpd, Od. 5.53), and may be used loosely
in the present context, for the action of a bird 'flinging its densely feathered
wings' about a corpse is hardly comprehensible, TTUKVOC may be understood
here as 'fast beating', as certainly at Sappho fr. 1.11 L-P TTUKVCX SIVVEVTES
TTTepa. The vulture seizes the carrion and to help it tear the beakful loose
flaps its wings. It would be possible in principle to segment the expression
as nepl Trrepd | TTUKVOC |3aA6vTes (for such persistence of the words and form
of a formula in spite of radically different syntax cf. UEVOEIKEOT TroAAd 8* at
Od. 14.232). But TTUKvd as an adverb is restricted in the Iliad to the formula
TTUKvd udAa arevdxcov (-OVTOC) 2 x .

455 The reading of OCT, auTdp EU', ei KE Odvco, is that of Aristarchus
(Did/A), for aCrrdp ETTEI KE Odvco; it entails the correction of the vulgate
KTEpioOcxi |i£ (yE Aristarchus). The emphatic EU(E) is attractive, but yE is
pointless; the paradosis may surely stand.

458 01: Zenodotus (Did/A) read oft, so as to give a clearer construction
to the isolated participle o"TTacx0EVTOS. oO, however, confirms the paradosis
since TOO would be the correct epic pronoun. dvEcrovTO is a more violent
word than that used of Diomedes' wound at 5.113 (dvrjKovTî E). We must
understand a serious wound in spite of the bold face Odysseus put upon it.

459-88 The second part of Odysseus' gallant stand closely follows the
pattern of the first:

A Odysseus decides to make a stand, 401-10.
B Simile of a boar set upon by dogs, 414-20.
C He is wounded by Sokos, 420-58.
A' Odysseus calls for help, 459-73.
B' Simile of wounded deer set upon by jackals, 474-84.
C He is rescued by Aias, 485-8.

460 =13.332.
462 It is natural for the man in peril to call for help, cf. 13.477, 17.120,

but the thrice repeated cry is untypical. The picture drawn at 401-2 is still
valid: Odysseus is isolated (470) and thoroughly alarmed. Odysseus pos-
sessed a UEydAr)v OTTOC (3.221), being $oi\v dyocOos in fact if not in formular
diction.

465 Aias is the natural choice for Menelaos' appeal: he was the best
warrior of the Achaean front rank after Akhilleus (2.768, 17.279-80), and
outstanding in defence.

466 IKET* dOTTj (OCT, for IKETO 9covf|) is Aristarchus' reading, which he
preferred (Did/A) because it echoed T̂OCTE at 462.

470 The short vowel of UOVCOOEIS ( < uovp-) surprises, cf. UOUVCOOEVTCC {Od.
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15.386), liouvcoae (Od. 16.117). The short vowel is characteristic of West
Ionic (Euboean) and Attic, but is usually admitted into the epic only under
metrical necessity.

471 = 17.690 (from uEydAri and with TETUKTCU).

473-84 This picture of a wounded man at bay has no precise parallel in
the Iliad, where the concept of heroic action is mostly focused on the
victorious advance. (Contrast with this the ideal of the fight to the finish
in a narrow place that characterizes Germanic and Old French epic.) The
rescue of the hero, however, is readily modelled on the motif of the recovery
of a corpse: one hero holds off the enemy while his friends drag the body
away. In fact the present scene is a miniature of the action of book 17, the
recovery of Patroklos' body, where Menelaos and Aias again have a princi-
pal role. The situation that preceded Odysseus' wounding reasserts itself,
but the position of Odysseus is represented as more desperate.

474 The resumptive verse after the simile (483) has Tpcoes ETTOV, which,
as Leaf says, almost guarantees the correction of ETTOV6* to ETTOV here. The
active form, dcucpiEirco or aucpemo, 'crowd round', is usual in the epic, but
corrections that assume archaisms (here poos) are often over-corrections, see
Hoekstra, Modifications 54, 63.

474—81 This long and complex simile illustrates the movement of the
action before it and after it (note the repeated BiETpecTcrcxv, 481 and 486).
Odysseus is the wounded deer set upon by jackals who are then dispersed
by the arrival of a lion (Aias). As usual the details are not to be over-
interpreted: Odysseus is retreating but he is not deer-like, nor do the Trojans
inflict any further harm on him, and still less does Aias set about him, see
Moulton, Similes 46, and for similar anticipatory similes 15.271-6^ bT
warn against the generalization of the comparison; Odysseus is not like a
deer in spirit, a point that should be borne in mind when Aias is likened to
a donkey at 558 below.

476-8 The idea that a wound, if not fatal, is not immediately felt echoes
the effect of Agamemnon's wound (264-8). So here Odysseus fights on
despite his injury.

479-81 For the behaviour of this lion in stealing the jackals' prey see on
3.23-7; there is a pair of thievish lions at 13.198-200. Verses 480-1 of the
simile anticipate the action that follows at 483-4.

480 It is hard to attach any appropriate sense to Zenodotus' EV VEUEI

yAoccpupco, but Od. 12.305 has ev AIUEVI yAoctpupco, which appears to mean a
harbour with a narrow entrance and a sheltered interior. For oxiEpco cf.
ocAaos OTTO oxiEpov (Od. 20.278). ATv: 'lion', see 239n. — Saincov: see 9.6oon.
Although a simile is an utterance of the poet himself not a character in the
epic, it is an appeal to the experience of the audience and therefore adopts
the imprecise language (Sodiicov not a named god) of the unprivileged
observer. Some god sends the lion but one can only guess which god.
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482 8ai9pova 7roiKiAouf|Tnv: here and 5X Od. As a generic epithet of
heroes 5ctf9pcov must bear the sense 'war-minded' and be derived from Bats,
but it is clear that in the Odyssey the word has been reinterpreted and
associated with 5orqvai: see nn. to 5.181, and West's discussion at Od.
1.48—911. It is possible that 'prudent' was the sense understood here to
complement 7TOiKiAo|if)Tnv, but we can never be sure of the exact nuances
of epithets that appear only as formular attributes.

485 =7.219= 17.128. cpepcov CTOCKOS fjUTE irupyov: see 7.219^, and
15.645-8. for other reminiscences of the 'tower-shield'. Aias is the only
hero consistently associated with this cumbrous protection, a fact that has
encouraged much speculation about the antiquity of stories about him, see
Page, HHI232-5. It is a moot point whether the formula originally meant
that the shield looked like a tower or that Aias fought from behind it as one
would from a m/pyos. The poet can cite some of the tactics appropriate to
the tower-shield and apparently understands them, e.g. in the protection of
archers, 8.266-72 (perhaps contemporary oriental practice, but cf. the Lion
Hunt dagger blade from Shaft Grave IV, Lorimer, HM 140 fig. 1), and that
understanding was sufficient to prevent (TOKOS and dams falling together as
synonyms, although confusion between the two is frequent. See also 526-7n.
The expression cpspcov CTOCKOS (as opposed e.g. to vco[if]aai (3cov, 7.238) may
be more significant than it seems; there is an epithet 96p£aaaKf)s at [Hesiod],
Aspis 13. a&KOS and dcorris are not wholly interchangeable: Akhilleus and
Aias have the CT&KOS, their opponents, Hektor and Aineias, the da-rris, see
Whallon, Formula, Character, and Context 49-54, for this bias in the use of the
terms. — Some MSS add a plus-verse 485a XCCAKSOV STTTa|36eiov 6 oi Tuxios
KOCUE Teuxcov ( = 7.220), a typical example of'concordance interpolation'.
No elaboration of Aias' equipment is needed here.

487—8 Odysseus' is a disabling wound. It is mentioned again at the same
places as Diomedes' (661 = 16.26, 14.29 = 380, 19.48-9) but, again like
that of Diomedes, is forgotten in the Funeral Games of book 23.

488 The chariot is clearly that of Menelaos. bT explain that being an
islander Odysseus had no chariot, cf. Od. 4.605—8. Aias, another islander,
never mounts a chariot either.

4&9~595 Aias covers the withdrawal of Odysseus and slays several Trojans. Mean-
while Hektor has moved Howards the left3, where Paris wounds Makhaon with an
arrow. Nestor takes Makhaon back to the ships. Hektor continues to do execution and
Zeus forces Aias to retreat. Eurupulos endeavours to second his efforts but is shot by
Paris. Finally Aias makes it back to the main Achaean forces

The episode repeats many of the themes used in those preceding: rally and
temporary success, retreat under pressure, the menace of Hektor, Paris'
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archery. To keep the episode parallel with that of Diomedes, 3696°., would
call for the wounding of Aias, but poetical necessity - the shape of the
narrative to 595 - preserves him. The response to the wounding of Makhaon
adumbrates the final scene of the Book, a conversation by the ships. Diomedes
and Odysseus were left to make their own way home so that the narrative
could remain on the field of battle. Having thus set up his immediate
prospect the poet describes Aias' withdrawal in general terms, refusing to
be sidetracked into a prolonged androktasia. To emphasize the Trojan pres-
sure he gives Paris a final success, the wounding of Eurupulos. As is to be
expected the details of Aias' stand and subsequent retreat are typical, see
Fenik, TBS 105-13.

489 Aias, to 543, is given what appear to be the preliminaries to a normal
aggressive aristeia. He slays three Trojans and rages like a river in flood,
as does the rampant Diomedes at 5.87—92; Hektor avoids him. But the
Achaeans are making a fighting retreat and Aias is the hero of defence. His
characteristic role reasserts itself from 544. AopuxAos: only here, another of
Priam's voOoi, for whom see iO2n. It is surprising that the patronymic
npia|ii8r|s (25 x of Hektor) should be given to this nonentity, but cf. 3.356
(Paris, the verse = 7.250 of Hektor!), 4.490 (Antiphos), 6.76 and 13.586
(Helenos), 13.157 (Deiphobos), 20.87 (Lukaon), 20.407 (Poludoros).

490-1 There is some irony in the names of Aias' remaining victims:
nuA&pTrjs is an epithet of Hades (8.367, 13.415) and TTOCVSOKOS, 'receiver of
all', would be equally appropriate. Au<T-ocv8pos and TTup-aaos are self-
explanatory. TTupaaos was a place in Thessaly at 2.690; a TTuAdpTns was
killed by Patroklos at 16.696.

492-3 Note the similar comparison of the triumphant Diomedes to a
torrent in flood at 5.87-92. Damage is the prime point of comparison, but
the noise of a flood is as impressive as its destructiveness, cf. the similes at
4.452-5, 16.389-92, 17.263-5, and note KAOVECOV at 496. Similes such as
this almost compel vizualization (ivdpyeia, Ipupaais - of the battle as well
as the flood), cf. bT at 4.130: 'you can hear the sound of the two rivers'.

493 KOT' opeacpiv: KOCTCX shows that -91 (v) must here serve as genitive
case, see io.i85n.

494 = [Hesiod], Aspis 376 but with the usual epithet uvyiKOuoi (as at
23.118). 6pus d£ocA6as: the epithet ('dry') is unexpected in this context, for
the fact that the timber is dead or shrivelled is pointless. It is possible that
the epithet is formular in related contexts or that the phrase means 'brush-
wood' (in either case cf. 0Ar|s d£aAer|S, Od. 9.234); but we surely should
think of trees uprooted by the torrent. Aristarchus (Arn/A) was puzzled and
thought of timber left on the banks by loggers, for which see 4.487 and n.

496 9cci5iuos (5X ) is the regular epithet of the Telamonian Aias for this
shape and position. The formulas for the two Aiantes are normally kept
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distinct. The lesser Aias is 'OiAfps TOCXV/S Aias (7X + 2 variants) only,
except at 23.779 where he usurps 90C181UOS from the formular system of his
namesake.

497-520 These verses interrupt the main thread of the narrative to look
briefly at another part of the battlefield (still, however, within the range of
Paris' bow), and for that reason have been widely condemned, see Von der
Muhll, Hypomnema 197—8, and van Thiel, Ilias und Hidden 367—8. The epi-
sode serves, however, through the wounding of Makhaon to anticipate and
motivate the important encounter between Nestor and Patroklos.

497 Why is Hektor not opposing Aias? Not this time because Zeus has
warned him off, but because he has somehow wandered from the point
where he attacked Diomedes and Odysseus (the centre, see 5~9n.) to the
edge of the battlefield opposite Nestor and Idomeneus (501), and 'on the
left by Skamandros' (498-9). At the present day, that would have to be
the Trojan left, but the course of the Skamandros in the Iliad is notoriously
unclear. T roundly affirm that Skamandros flowed to the left of the camp,
i.e. further up the Hellespont, see Cuillandre, La Droite et la gauche 64, 99.
The presence of Nestor and Idomeneus confirms that it is the left of the
Achaean army that is in question here. There is a ford over the river (14.433
(see n.) =21.1 = 24.692), though no one is said in as many words to cross
it when moving between Troy and the Achaean camp. Indeed at 21.3-8
Akhilleus splits the Trojan army, drives some towards the scene of today's
action and forces the rest into the river, i.e. for one going southward from
the sea the city is towards the left and the river to the right, as is the case at
the present day. It may be asked, where does the narrator station himself,
as it were, to view the plain of Troy? The gods may sit on Samothrace
behind the Achaeans (13.12), or on Ida behind the Trojans (8.47), but the
poet's* station seems to be with the Achaeans where the detail matters (so
that right and left in reference to the battle mean the Achaean right and
left, see 13.675^) or more generally in their ranks, whence no overall view
of the armies and their disposition is possible. The poet's picture of the scene
may be momentarily confused, for there is something formular about move-
ment ITT' apiorepd, the 'normal orientation when there is movement from
one part of the battlefield to another' (Fenik, TBS 41); see also 5.35511., or
Hektor's position is simply a graphic detail without military significance.
He must be absent from the focus of the narrative here because the poet is
entering upon a new thematic structure, the Rebuke Pattern, on which see
Fenik, TBS 49-52. At 521 Kebriones draws Hektor's attention to Aias'
attack.

501 Idomeneus is getting on in years (cf. ueo-anroAios, 13.361) and is
fitly associated with Nestor. He has made sporadic appearances earlier,
but his great moment is yet to come, at 13.2106°. Nestor's activity on the
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battlefield is strictly hortatory and on this occasion the poet quickly sends
him back to the ships. At 5.37-94 the Achaean front rank included, besides
Agamemnon and Diomedes, Idomeneus, Menelaos, Meriones, Meges, and
Eurupulos (who is soon eliminated, 581-91); at 16.307-50 Patroklos (not
in question here), Antilokhos and Thrasumedes, the lesser Aias, Peneleos,
Meriones, and Idomeneus. The impression then that Achaean fortunes now
depend on the efforts of two superannuated heroes is not strictly true,
dramatically effective as it is.

502-37 Pap. 8, the first 'wild' papyrus to be published, has five plus-
verses: 504a ]voi TTep, 509a ]XT| EAOIVTO, 513a ]voio, 514a ]aAAous, and 519a
cos o[. However supplemented they can only have degraded the text, nor is
EAOIVTO (for-oiocTo) an acceptable Homeric form. The pap. omits one verse,
530, q.v. For a full account of its readings, see West, Ptolemaic Papyri 103-7.
— OUIAEI ( = eu&xeTo) caught the attention of Aristarchus (Arn/A). Such
ironical euphemisms are common: oapiorus (13.291, 17.228), 'warm wel-
come', 'salvo.'

503 eyxgl & iTTTToauvr) TE seems after uepuepa pÊ cov to express a single
idea (unlike 16.809 where it is joined with TTOSECTCTI), as if Hektor were
fighting with his spear from his chariot. What UEpuepa Epya could he
perform in the ordinary way from his chariot? VECOV 9aAocyyccs, 'the ranks
of the young men', is a natural expression but does not recur; its uniqueness
must have prompted Aristarchus and his followers to read VECOV, 'of the
ships'. Hektor, however, as yet is nowhere near the ships.

506 TTOcOcJEVdpi<TT£uovTa: the idea is formular, cf. TTOCUCJE 8Ex&pUTlS (2X),
but the phrase recurs only at [Hesiod] fr. 33a.23 M-W. Maxaova: see
4.i93-4n. He was son of Asklepios and brother of Podaleirios, and like
him an ir|Tp6s as well as a warrior. In Homer he is a general practi-
tioner, later poets made Makhaon the surgeon, cf. ious EKT&UVEIV 515, and
Podaleirios the pharmacist (9&puccKa TracrcTEiv), see Iliupersis fr. 1 Davies =
bT here. It is perhaps for that reason that Podaleirios has a very minor role
in the Iliad. Makhaon was slain by Eurupulos (son of Telephos), Little Iliad
fr. 7 Davies.

507 TpiyAcoxivi (also at 5.393 with OKTTCO) describes a triangular arrow-
head (the so-called 'Scythian' type).

509 UETCCKAIVOEVTOS: the literal use of the simple verb is seen at 19.223-4
tnr\v KAivrjcri T&ACCVTOC | ZEUS. In Homeric Greek the battle 'is inclined back',
the ebb and flow of battle (to use the English metaphor) being compared
to the beam of a balance as it moves up and down.

510 Idomeneus has not been heard of since book 8 (263) and will not
appear again until 13.210, where he escorts an injured comrade, unnamed,
to his hut, after which he plays a major role. His introduction in book
13 reads like an imperfect recollection of this episode.
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514 TTOAAGOV &VT&£IOS: cf. dvTi vu TTOAACOV (9.116), with the same sense,
for the ease with which such composita are created.

515 This harmless verse was missing from Zenodotus' edition and was
athetized by Aristarchus and Aristophanes (Did/A). It diminished the doc-
tor's profession, it was alleged, by restricting its scope. In another context
the precise scholarship of the Alexandrians might have suggested that the
poet made the outstanding instance of the surgeon's skill (ious EKTauveiv)
stand for the whole. Plato cites 514 without 515 three times (Symp. 214b,
Pol. 297c, Leg. 73od), but it cannot be inferred that 515 did not stand in his
texts. EKTauveiv (cf. 829) reflects the use of the ids TpiyAcoxiS (5O7n0 with its
spreading barbs: Iliadic practice, however, is usually to pull out the arrow
(5.112 and 4.213, 11.397), implying a simple pointed or two-barbed arrow-
head. Patroklos, however, used the u&xoupoc to extract an arrow from
Eurupulos' thigh at 844-5.

516 feprjvios liTTTOTa Neorcop (also at 655 below): for the epithets see
9.i62n.

519-20 Verse 519 is formular (3X //.; with eAdav for ITTTTOUS 3X //., 3X
Od.). Verse 520 is an inorganic one. The formular hemistich TGO 5' OUK
&6KOVT6 7T6T6o6r|v (7X //., 3X Od.) requires no following complement and
receives one only here, where the most that could be said against 520 would
be that it is otiose, and at 10.531, where it is much less apposite.

From this point to the end of the Book the narrative skilfully maintains
its unbroken temporal flow without the awkwardness that may result from
the narration of simultaneous events as if they were sequential ('Zielinski's
Law'): Nestor departs for the ships; the fighting continues, culminating in
the wounding of Eurupulos. Verses 521-95 constitute a sort of parenthesis,
a device to fill the time while Nestor is rushing Makhaon back to the ships,
cf. bT to 3.2 and Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien 77. Obvious parallels are 6.119-
236, where Diomedes meets Glaukos while Hektor returns to Troy, and
17.702-61, where the fighting is described as Antilokhos runs to tell
Akhilleus of the disaster to Patroklos. Akhilleus notes the arrival of Nestor
(599)3 a n d despatches Patroklos to him; on his return Patroklos encounters
Eurupulos (809), whose painful retreat on foot takes place during Nestor's
long homily.

521 Keppiovns, a bastard son of Priam (cf. iO2n.), was promoted Hektor's
driver (7rocp(3e(3acbs 522) at 8.318-19 after the death of Archeptolemos.
Hektor's charioteers played a hazardous role, and Kebriones was himself
killed by Patroklos at 16.737. The name is North West Anatolian, the root
Ks(3p- appearing in many place, river and tribal names in that area, see e.g.
Strabo 13.1.3.

524 The edge of the battle is by the Skamandros, see 497n.
526-7 Kebriones recognizes Aias' shield. The armour of Diomedes

(5.182) and Akhilleus (16.40-2) was also distinctive. It is not clear, how-
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ever, what was special for Kebriones about Aias' gear: the formula CJ&KOS
eupu (3X //., ix Od.) is applied to the shields of Antilokhos (13.552),
Menelaos (13.608), and Laertes {Od. 22.184), as well as that of Aias
(17.132), and therefore cannot have a specific reference to the famous <T&KOS
f|UT6 TTUpyov of Aias (485^), which would be tall rather than wide. Yet
the 'broad shield' of Aias was felt to be characteristic of him; his son by
Tekmessa was named Eurusakes. It must be remembered that the poet is
unlikely ever to have seen a tower-shield or a representation of one, and
probably thought of a big shield, such as Aias (an impressive figure —
"rreAcopios, 3.166 etc.) wielded to protect Teukros at 8.267ff., as a broad
shield. When the poet described its manufacture at 7.219—23 he omitted to
mention its shape or decoration. Convention usually permitted warriors on
the opposite side to be recognized directly, and no reference is made to
blazons such as those attributed to Agamemnon's equipment at 11.26—40.
The shield is said to be worn across the shoulders because (whatever type
was in the poet's mind) it was carried on a baldric. For the epithets of
Homeric shields and the types they may represent see D. H. F. Gray, CQ
41 (1947) 109 ( = Language and Background 55), Whallon, Formula, Character
and Context 34—54, or Triimpy, Fachausdriicke 30— 1.

528-30 Where was the fiercest fight, on the left or around Odysseus? The
expression evOa udAiara . . . $or\ 6' aa(3eoTos 6pcop£v( = 499-500) draws
attention to the minor contradiction between the two scenes, a trivial
example of 'thematic override' by which the generic concept of the battle
takes precedence over a particular context.

529 iTrrr'nes TTE£OI TE: cf. TTE^OI 0' iTr-nr̂ ES TE (2.810, Od. 24.70), a loose
formular group. The mention of iTnrfiES in 52 and 151 keeps that element
of the army at the front of the oral composer's mind. Pap. 8 has KoOpoi T[E
iTrn-nES TE . . . , a trivialization, but must, or should, have ended the verse
with a finite verb (irpcxpEpovTca van Leeuwen), since 530 is missing from
its text. ipiScc Trpo(3aA6vTEs: for the metaphor cf. Epi8oc TrpocpEpovToa (3.7).
Trpo(3dAAco (for TrpocpEpco) suits the violent tone of the present episode.

530 dAArjAous OAEKOUCTI recurs at 18.172 but at the verse-end; pof} 6*
dorpEcrros opcopEi is a formular half-verse (5X). Boiling {Evidence 134) and
others, disliking this mode of composition, preferred the shorter text of Pap.
8. In fact Kebriones' mention of the noise of battle in his speech neatly picks
up its mention in the narrative at 500.

533 = I7458.
534-7 = 20.499-502: clear ground was hardly come by on the Homeric

battlefield, cf. 8.491 = 10.199. Commentators, e.g. Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien
7-8, generally regard the context of the run as better in book 20, contra van
der Valk, Researches 11 457-8. There has been enough slaughter in this Book
to justify this grim picture.

534 This verse, together with 16.774 iroAAd 6E xepn&8ia ueydA' d<TTri5as
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av, is the source according to Leumann of the ghost-word
(d)<77n5f|Sj 'plain', see 75411.

538-9 ev 8e KU8OIUOV | fjt<e KOCKOV = 52-3 (with cbpcje, Zeus as subject).
uivuvOoc 8e yalpTO 8oupos, 'withdrew from the spear for (only) a short time',
is a curious expression, variously understood - 'did not give way when he
had thrown his spear but followed it up at once' (Monro), perhaps 'lost no
time in joining the fight'. For the litotes cf. 16.736, where ou8e 5f]v yJxt^TO
9<JOT6S means 'attacked him forthwith'.

540-1 =264-5 (Agamemnon, after his wounding). The verses describe
the appropriate behaviour of a commander who, for whatever reason, is
not actually fighting, whether the wounded Agamemnon or the cautious
Hektor.

542 For all its elaborate introduction Hektor's intervention changes the
situation not a whit. The duel in book 7 has shown that he is no match in
fair fight for Aias, and therefore the two must not be allowed to meet. Aias'
retreat, however, must continue and is therefore attributed to the action of
Zeus.

543-74 Aias at bay. Aias' retreat here is described in the same heroic
terms as that of book 17. The scene repeats with greater ornamentation the
picture of Odysseus at bay drawn at 4736°.: a powerful and vivid episode,
but only if Aias is understood to fight on the same terms as other men. There
was a story (see Arn/A on 14.402) that Aias, like Akhilleus, was invulnera-
ble save in one spot, in Aias' case the neck. This kind of fantasy, beloved by
the Cyclic poets (see Griffin, JHS 97 (1977) 39~53)? is austerely excluded
from the Iliad.

543 This verse has no support in the medieval paradosis but is cited
with slight variations by Arist. Rhet. I387a35, Plutarch, Mor. 24c, and
[Plutarch], Vit. Horn. 2.132. It is ignored by the scholia. Plutarch's text
lacked 541 (= 265), but that verse is attested here in two papyri (Pap. 25
and Pap. 60) and by the medieval paradosis. Verse 542 would not be
missed either by the modern reader, but the Homeric audience would want
to know how it was that the leading attacker (Hektor) did not come face
to face with the leading defender (Aias), cf. 163-4^ The interpolated verse
543 then was intended to explain why Hektor avoided Aias, but the itera-
tive veuecTOccTx' a n d the optative UOCXOITO cannot refer to this single incident.

544 The formula ev 9o(3ov copcre (3X) usually implies flight, the outward
manifestation of fear. 'Flight' is rather strong for Aias' reluctant retreat, in
his own time, dAiyov yovu youvos auei(3cov (547), but retreating he is, so
that the formula used with less than usual precision is not Iv 9o(3ov &pae
here but <JTT\ 8e TCC9G0V in 545.

545 OTTIOEV 8e CTOCKOS (3aAev: this phrase (like the fate of Periphetes,
15.645-7) must be a fragment of the poetry of tower-shield warfare. No
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round-shield bearer would expose his unprotected lower limbs in this man-
ner. With the tower-shield its wearer could turn his back on the enemy, being
protected from neck to ankle, cf. 6.117 &u<pl 8e uiv oxpupd TUTTTE KOCI ocuxeva
5epua KeAaivov. Leaf compares the elliptical expression HETCX VCOTOC (3aXcov at
8.94, which describes the action of a fleeing man. Spearmen with the tower-
shield slung across their backs are depicted on the lion-hunt dagger-blades
from the shaft-graves, though they are there advancing not retreating and
we cannot be dogmatic about the conventions of the drawing.

546-7 Or|pi evidently means a lion, as at 119 and 15.633. The expres-
sion Orjpi eoiKcbs seems to anticipate, or to suggest, the extended simile
that follows at 548ff. — evTpOTiaAî ouevos: Menelaos used the same tactic,
shield unspecified, during his retreat at 17.108-15. TraTTTfjvas (546), cf.
Tra-TTTaivcov (17.115). The situation both here and in book 17 leads to a
lion simile.

548-57 Zenodotus omitted the lion simile, probably out of his hostility
to repetition. Arn/A guess that he thought the lion incompatible with the
ass simile that follows, and make the obvious reply that two aspects of Aias'
defence are illustrated. The common factor is Aias' tenacity under attack,
although in the simile the attacker is the lion. — This simile is the fifth in a
series (see 292ff., 324:0°., 4i4ff., 474ff.) which pit single wild beasts against
packs of dogs and men: an indication of the way in which the poet conceives
the battle. The Achaean Trpouaxoi are being pressed hard by the Trojan
Aocos. The image continues into book 12 (12.4iff., I2.i46ff., 12.2996°.).
The simile is substantially repeated in book 17 (548 = 17.657, 550-5 =
17.659-65) where it is used to illustrate the retreat of Menelaos from
the defence of Patroklos' body; for repeated similes see 9.14-15^, and
Moulton, Similes 9 4 - the implication, of course, is that such comparisons at
least are traditional.

549 = 15.272, but there the men and hounds are pursuing a stag or
wild goat. Aristarchus (Did/A) read eacreuovTO here but -OCVTO at 15.272
(see n.), perhaps for lack of a concordance (but see van der Valk, Researches
11 172); -OVTO is the vulgate in both places. Leaf, retaining the vulgate, takes
it as a thematic aorist. A timeless present or aorist indicative, or a subjunc-
tive, is expected in a simile. dypoicoTou = dypoToci (Od. 16.218) metrigratia,
cf. Risch, Wortbildung 35. It becomes a term of abuse in the mouth of the
suitor Antinoos (Od. 21.85), like |3ouydios (13.824).

550-5 map is certainly neuter but can hardly be an adjective after
Pocov. At Od. 9.135, map UTT* ou8as, the syntax is ambivalent, but a noun
is required here: m a p = Tat (i.e. choicest) one or part', irdvvuxoi (for
iravvuxioi) occurs only here and in the parallel passage in book 17.

555-6 TETrnoTi and T6Tir)|i6Vos illustrate the nice distinction in sense
between the intransitive perfect active (which will admit but does not
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require a causative agent) and the perfect passive (of which the question
OTTO T(VOS can always in principle be asked). The variation is rather point-
less, for the epic style would not object to the repetition of the formula
T 6 T I T | 6 T I 0UUCO.

558-62 The simile of the ass in the cornfield is unparalleled, but like
many other topics used once only is clearly drawn from daily life. It may
not, however, be 'original'; there was a proverb ovos (3a5i££is sis ocxuPa

TpayrjuaTcov (Philemon fr. 188). Heroes are normally compared to 'noble'
animals, lions, boars, or stallions, whose courage is easily imputed to the
hero even if it is not the point of comparison. Ideas of Aias' characterization
have not been helped by the contrast drawn between him and Odysseus -
in the poems of the Cycle, not in the Iliad - as if Aias symbolized brute
unthinking brawn in opposition to the other's sharpness and subtlety. The
Iliadic Aias was characterized by !5peir| (7.198), at least in his own estima-
tion, and Hektor recognized his TrivuTT) (7.289). Hektor's jeer at 13.824
ATav duapToeTres, (3ouydi£, is mere abuse. Here the point of the simile is that
Aias shrugs off the Trojan attacks and retreats only when he is ready to do
so. It implies tenacity not stupidity, or even obstinacy, and so illustrates
Aias' forte, the ocuTooraBiri, in which he did not yield even to Akhilleus
(see Idomeneus' comment, 13.321-25). The eventual departure of the ass
foreshadows the eventual escape of Aias from his present predicament. In
general, Homeric similes, being drawn from the concrete world of nature,
maintain the same observer's style as the narrative. They do not directly
affirm permanent ethical traits. bT have an elaborate note on this compari-
son (cited by Edwards, vol. v 30).

This the fifteenth and last simile of the Book. Similes find typical slots in
the pattern of battle narrative of which they form the characteristic TTOIKIAIOC

(see 62n, 67-9^) . The character of the narrative changes shortly, at 596,
from the ferocity of the battlefield to the leisurely discourse of Nestor and
Patroklos, and with the change ornamentation by simile drops out.

559 Hocyn: the long -d- is hard to explain, see LfgrE s.v. dyvuui and
Wyatt, ML 78-9. Confusion with the perfect stem seen in sdya (Hesiod,
Erga. 534) is possible, though (KOCT)eriya is the usual Ionic form.

564-74 With this picture of Aias fending off the Trojans compare the
retreat of Antilokhos at 13.551-9. The details are similar: the ineffective
bombardment with spears and the tactic of alternate retreat and turning to
fight (cf. Fenik, TBS 98). The diction of the two passages, however, has
nothing in common.

564 = 6.111 = 9.233 (see n.). The reading TroAuriyepees (for TrjAeKAeiToi)
is due to Aristarchus (Did/AT). TroAuriyepses, a hapax legomenon, is apposite
here, though that does not guarantee that it is right. The formular verse,
with Tr)AeKAeiToi, is in the vocative case.
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571-4 =15.314-17 but with aAAa UEV EV xpoT TrfjyvuT' dpr|i06cov ai£ncov
for 572. There is a variant XP°a KaAov - the regular formula (14X including
a variant XP°a

 K&AAIUOV) - in both places but the direction of corruption is
obvious and Xp6Q

 AEUKOV (not found outside this repeated couplet ) must
be retained. One is surprised to read that the skin of the quintessentially
masculine Aias was white after so many battle-weary days under the Trojan
sun; when Odysseus was beautified by Athene he became ueAccyxpoifjs
(Od. 16.175). Mycenaean fresco-painters and archaic and classical vase-
painters maintained a convention that female flesh was white (cf. the epi-
thet AEUKCOAEVOS of Here and mortal women and the TTTIXEE AEUKGO of
Aphrodite at 5.314) but male flesh was brown. Presumably here the flesh
is light in contrast to something perceived as dark, perhaps the 'black' blood
for which the missiles thirsted (AiAououevoc). See further Russo on Od. 18.196.

572 Tr&yev: a leather shield, such as is often envisaged where the poet is
not describing a de luxe article faced with bronze, would indeed be prone
to catch and hold javelins that struck it. Note the absence of glancing blows
to the Homeric shield; the pathos of an 'accidental death', like that of
Kebriones at 16.7336°., results from a spear missing its target.

574 = ^^b-Z1!'^ t n e singular has yarn EVEorfjpiKTo for Iv yairj IOTCCVTO at
21.168, with a variant at 21.70. AiAoaouevoc XP°°S daai is a formular but
effective personification, cf. I2.i8n., 13.444m W. B. Stanford, Greek Meta-
phor 138-9, lists similar personifications, see also vol. v 51. Aristotle liked
the figure as being a major aspect of poetical genius, see Poet. I459a4, Rhet.
141 ib3i. It is a question, however, whether the personification is a rhetori-
cal fancy of the poet or an animistic aspect of popular speech; in a world
where wind (5.524), rivers (12.18), fire (23.177, etc.), the sun {Od. 10.160),
are said to have uevos, weapons may easily share the UEVOS of the hands that
hurl them. The personification of weapons in Homer, however, if it is such,
does not extend to their being given names, as the sword Durandel in
Roland, presumably because the principal weapon, the spear, is thrown and
easily lost: significantly the nearest thing to a named weapon in the Iliad, the
TTnAias \x€K\r\ of Akhilleus, is a thrusting spear.

575-95 Paris' third victim. Eurupulos, leader of a Thessalian contingent
(2.734-7), rushes forward to help Aias but is immediately wounded and
forced to withdraw. With this scene, which balances that of Makhaon,
5046°., the long sequence of battle scenes is completed. When it is resumed
in book 12 the Achaeans are back where they started, behind their wall and
ditch. The final stages of the retreat as the army crowds into the camp are
not described. The poet can imagine such a scene, even down to pathetic
detail ('Is X safe? Has Y been slain?'), cf. 21.606-11, 22.46-8, but in spite
of its evident possibilities nowhere gives it full treatment. This is surprising,
for Greek heroic warfare is waged for the most part about a besieged town
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and would, it may be supposed, have developed the appropriate themes
and diction.

575-6 This Eurupulos is a person of some consequence, one of Helen's
suitors indeed (Apollod. 1.131). In the first clashes of the Iliad he slew
Hupsenor (5.76-83), and is mentioned in books 6, 7, 8, and 10. Patroklos
treats him with respect (8i4ff.) and acts as his surgeon. The poet would
have known another Eurupulos, son of Telephos and last of the Trojan
allies, who enjoyed an aristeia in the Little Iliad.

577-95 A heavily formular passage: 577 £ 4.496, etc. (3X ); 578-9 £
17.348-9 with el7TTTaai8r|v for OauCTidSrjv (17.348-9, with another Apisaon,
in their turn = 13.411-12 which have 'Yyqvopa for 'A-madova: a good
instance of the poet's juggling with his onomastic resources). The primary
name is probably Apisaon son of Hippasos, for Hippasos was a king of
Sikuon and Apesas was a mountain near Nemea (Paus. 2.13.2; Hesiod,
Theog. 331); see the discussion in Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer 63-4.
Once more the poet allows a glimpse into the vast quantity of 'knowledge'
preserved by the tradition of heroic poetry. — Verse 585 = 3.32, etc. (7X ).
The answering verse (orfj 5e HETOC(7TpE98£is, ETTEI IKETO iOvos EToapcov, 595 =
I5-59I = 17.114) is not so strongly formular: 586-7 = 17.247-8 (see 275-
6n. above): 589-91, cf. 18.306-8 ou uiv iycoye | 9Eu£o[jai EK TTOAEIJIOIO
SuorixeoSi dAAd uiv dvTr)v | OTf|<7ouai; 593 = 13.488.

578-9 Apisaon's being run through the liver is a routine part of the
pornography of wounds, though not so nasty as the death of Tros (20.469—
71), whose liver fell out through his wound. The problem of protecting the
abdomen, where in reality any wound was likely to mean a lingering and
unpleasant death, without immobilizing the waist was never solved by
Greek armourers. For the singularly uncomfortable uiTpr|, a Cretan in-
vention, see H. Brandenburg, Arch. Horn, E 119-43 w i t n plates x and xi.
The name Apisaon is used only in these two incidents. Phausios may be <
9ccf-, 'bright', pace Watlelet, Dictionnaire 11 1046. The combination of un-
Hellenic names in two generations would be unusual, but cf. Axulos and
Teuthras at 6.13, Hurtios and Gurtios at 14.511.

580-4 Once again a hero exposes himself to attack in order to plunder a
corpse, cf. the wounding of Diomedes, 375ff. and n. As usual in these
circumstances the injury is to the right side of the body.

590 TTOAEUOIO 5VOTIX£OS (7X //. only): war was a noisy business in the
epic, but the use of the epithet with Odvcrros (3X ) suggests that the singers
associated it with dxos, 'grief. Add 6UOT|XT)S therefore to the other nega-
tive but formular evaluations of the principal heroic activity: aiuorroEis,
dpyaAfios, SaxpuoEis, Suor|AEyf)s, KOCKOS, AEuyaAsos, 6t£upos, iroAuSaKpus,
oruyEpos, and 96ioT|vcop.

592-5 Eurupulos advanced towards Aias' isolated position (577), killed
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Apisaon, and was then wounded. He withdrew within the defensive
'hedgehog' of his companions. Aias followed, shield doubtless over his
shoulders and therefore facing the Achaeans (TCOV OCVTIOS, 594). Received
into their ranks he then turned to face the enemy (595). At this point we
leave the battlefield until the beginning of book 12.

593-4 cr&Ke' GOUOICTI KAIVOCVTES | 5oupaTJ dvaax6|ievoi: what is this pos-
ture? See 22.411., and Leaf ad locc. The context requires it to be some sort
of defensive formation to cover the wounded Eurupulos and into whose
protection Aias can withdraw, but it is difficult to imagine a satisfactory
posture for a man 'leaning his shield on his shoulders' while 'holding up his
spear (or spears)'. Perhaps he held a spear in each hand, letting the shield
hang by its strap. It has been thought that cr&Ke' obuoicji KAIVOCVTES may
mean that the lower edges of these (tower?) shields rested on the ground
(Lorimer, HM 188). — Verse 593 = 13.488 and (from (JOCKE') 22.4. Soupon'
dvaax6|i6voi is also formular (3X ).

$g6-6ij Not without a feeling of satisfaction, mixed with curiosity, Akhilleus observes
the wounded brought back to the ships. He sends Patroklos to investigate

It is the poet's practice, in those battle Books from which Akhilleus is
absent, to remind his audience as he does here of the hero's reputation and
brooding presence, cf. 2.241, 4.512, 5.788, 6.414ft0., 7.113, 8.225, e t c -

596 (=13.673, 18.1, and without ocidouEvoio 17.366): a formular verse
marking a transition to a new episode. Fire is the type of something that,
like war, rages (19X //., ix Od.).

597 Nestor left the battlefield at 520. Nr|Af|'iai ITTTTOI: Homeric horses,
unlike those of most later Greek poetry, are usually masculine where the
gender is clear. Mares are specifically so designated (6f|Aeioa, 2.767, 5.269,
11.680, 20.222, cf. 23.376), or given feminine forms of their epithets (COKEI&GOV,
4.500, 7.15, 7.240). Nestor's steeds are curiously epicene, masculine at
8.81, 8.104, feminine at 8.113 and here, masculine again at 23.310, for no
rational purpose. It is pure surmise that a feminine nrrroi has replaced a
descendant of the Myc. i-qi-ja (so Lee, BICS 6 (1959) 8-17).

598 !5pcbaai: a rare contraction, cf. iSpcboucra (11.119); £COVTOS (1.88)
is the nearest other analogue. Meister, Kunstsprache 90-2 discusses these
forms.

599 TOV 8E i5cbv EVOTJCTE seems prolix but results from the interplay of
formulas: TOV 8E iScbv u u - u (9X ) + EVOT|<TE (23X in that position).

600 Akhilleus chooses a point of vantage to survey the field. The ships
are drawn up on the beach stern first according to normal practice, see
Hoekstra, Od. 13.114-15^ Thus when Hektor reaches the ships (which is
not till 15.704) it is the stern of the ship of Protesilaos that he seizes. It
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is a nice touch that Akhilleus should be watching the battle with interest,
as if he cannot bear to be altogether absent from his metier (so bT here),
but the point can be overstressed. The poet is motivating the despatch of
Patroklos and his meeting with Nestor. Akhilleus had felt no need to survey
the field personally during the events of 2-8 and when his ignorance
of the career and death of Patroklos becomes an important motif then he is
kept at ground level (18.3). |ieycn<r|T6i: for the epithet see 5n.

601 TTOVOV aiiruv (2X //. in OCT, see 17.364-5^): the metaphorical
sense of aim/s (literally 'steep') is evidently 'hard to overcome' or, in the
common aim/s oAeOpos, 'impossible to overcome'. For the literal and figu-
rative uses of this word see LfgrE s.v. The figurative usage has spread to a
number of other dissyllabic nouns, cpovos, \6Kos, and (in Hesiod) 86Aos,
with which it makes a metrically convenient unit.

602 In formular use TrpocreEiTre would be followed by direct speech.
The habit is broken here (and nowhere else) partly by the intrusion of
the participial clause cpOey âuevos Trapoc vf)os, and partly by the fact that
Akhilleus could be made to say little more than 'Come here'. The Iliad
avoids very short passages of direct speech. Patroklos' response at 606
is the only instance of a single verse of direct speech before 18.182.

604 EKIJIOAEV TCTOS "Aprfi describes a dramatic entry, as if Patroklos had
heard a summons to arms. TCTOS "Aprji is a compliment otherwise (except
at 12.130, see n.) reserved for Akhilleus at 20.46 and Hektor at 11.295
and 13.802, cf. TCTOS 'EvuocAko (22.132, of Akhilleus), and &T&ACCVTOS *Apr|i
(8.215, 17.72, of Hektor). The phrase is a reminder that Patroklos is not only
the gentlest of the heroes but also a warrior of the first class. KCCKOO . . . ocpxr|:
the poet likes to notice the ocpxr) of something cf. 5.63, 22.116, Od. 8.81, but
as a reflection on the past course of events. Here he is looking forward, but
looking forward a remarkably long way (cf. 10.336^, 1 i.i63n.) and mak-
ing a precise foreshadowing of events in book 16 some 3,000 verses ahead
(TTpocpKov6|ir|ae TOUTO 6 TrornTfjs, but just enough to whet the appetite, as
Arn/A and bT observe). The despatch of Patroklos is, of course, a pathetic
touch which is underlined by Nestor's appeal at 7966°. that Patroklos might
be permitted to aid the Achaeans if Akhilleus will not; but, like so many of
the poet's skilful touches, it has also a technical function in setting up
a narrative goal; it is a corollary of this that the intervening material,
brilliantly told as it is, is an Aristotelian £Tr£ia68iov or, in modern parlance,
a 'retardation'.

605 Having mentioned Patroklos as Akhilleus' EToapos at 602 the poet
now mentions his father Menoitios. This could well be read as a discreet
introduction of a new character, had not the patronymic M6vorn&8r|s made
its appearance without further explanation at 1.307 (where see n.). But it
should be borne in mind that in a poem of the Iliad's probable provenance
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there is no such thing as a new character, even if that character was created
by the poet, as some have thought (see vol. iv 313). As the product of an oral
tradition the Iliad-story as we have it was not sung to an audience who had
never heard it before and needed explanations of its personnel; it is the
product of many singings, each a rehearsal for the next. Menoitios is called
"AKTopos uios at 785, 16.14. This Aktor is probably the son of Murmidon
noted by [Hesiod] fr. ioa.101 M-W; Pind. 01. 9.70 adds his wife Aigina.
Since she was mother of Aiakos, grandfather of Akhilleus, it would follow
that Akhilleus and Patroklos were kin. [Hesiod] (fr. 212a M-W = Eust.
112.44-5) actually made Menoitios a brother of Peleus, if reported cor-
rectly. If Homer knew this genealogy in any form he is careful to suppress
it. Cf. 2-558n. for the Catalogue's treatment of Aias and Telamon.

606 For XP6C^ with ace. of the person in need see 9-75n. The correption
of -EGO- after synizesis is harsh, especially towards the verse-end.

608-15 Nestor's opening remarks at 656-68 provide a gloss to Akhilleus'
words. Nestor makes a distinction between dAocpupscrOai (which Akhilleus'
present enquiry implies) and KT|5£a0ai or eAeaipeiv (which mean 'show pity'
by some positive action rather than 'feel pity'). An appeal had been made
to Akhilleus' pity by Odysseus at 9.301—3 without effect, and Aias had
commented on his hardness of heart at 9.628-38, as Patroklos will do again
at 16.29-35; w e should not see therefore in Akhilleus' curiosity the first
stirrings of some concern for the effects of his anger on his friends. On the
contrary the opening verses of the speech sound a distinctly vindictive note,
and it is appropriate that they should; the more Akhilleus is perceived as
concerned solely with his own honour the greater will be felt the shock of
remorse at the disaster to Patroklos which that selfish concern brings about.

608 TCO iucp K6xapio"|iSV6 Ouuco, cf. 19.287, is a comradely form of address,
cf. 5.243 (Sthenelos to Diomedes), 5.826 (Athene to Diomedes), Od. 4.71
(Telemakhos to Peisistratos), and was so understood by Virgil, Aen. 12.142
animo gratissima [carissima PRb] nostro (Juno to Juturna). See 786n. for
relations between Akhilleus and Patroklos. Note the trivial expansion of the
formula by the prefixed article, uo i . . . TTAEIOTOV K£XOcpto"|i6V6 Ouucp at 19.287
is a more violent modification of the same formula.

609 Cf. 16.72-3 ei uoi Kpeicov 'AyocuEuvGov | fJTnoc £i8£ir|. These two
passages cannot be reconciled with a previous appeal to Akhilleus such
as we have in book 9, except by rather forced argument, e.g. that the
content of a scene is always relevant only to its immediate context and
may ignore what is to come and what has been, or that 'This phraseology
admittedly ignores book 9 and its attempt at conciliation, but in my opinion
it might be explicable either as a pardonable oversight by a single poet or
even as a deliberate neglect by Achilles of offers which were unaccompanied
by any frank admission of Agamemnon's high-handedness' (Kirk, Songs
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214). On that argument Akhilleus should now be anticipating what he
received after a fashion in book 19, a public acknowledgement by
Agamemnon of his 6CTT| (cf. 1. 411 —12 and 9.372—3 — where Agamemnon is
taunted for acting by proxy); yet Akhilleus says nothing here about frank
admissions on Agamemnon's part, Agamemnon being not so much as
mentioned, irepi youvcrra or-r^vai AiaaoiJievous, it may be said, implies a
more humble posture than that assumed by Odysseus and Aias in book 9
(see 9.50m.), but the lack of it did not form there any part of Akhilleus'
complaint. The verses therefore remain a strong indication that the
Embassy is among the latest of the ideas and episodes built into the Iliad
whose contribution to the poem is here and in book 16 overridden by an
older concept of a vengeful Akhilleus; they do not of themselves, of course,
indicate when or at whose hands the evolution of the tale of Akhilleus took
that form. See introduction to book 9 and 2-5i-2nn. for the methodology
adopted in this commentary in the face of such inconsistencies, and also
Page, HHI305-6, and Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien 81. The thesis that in oral
or oral-derived composition the poet habitually looks forward to the next
narrative goal (cf. introduction to book 10) explains silences with respect to
preceding events, but not contradictions.

610 = 10.118 where see n.
611-15 Patroklos is now given the role of messenger. He has previously

performed humble tasks for Akhilleus, having acted as server (9.20iff.),
officiant (9.219), and major-domo (9.658). These were normally the tasks
of KT)pUK8S, cf. Od. 7.178 (server), //. 12.351 (messenger). Patroklos is, in
comparison with Akhilleus, remarkably lacking in heroic self-assertiveness.
Even so his being assigned these humble roles seems to reflect the poet's
desire to bring him by any means to his audience's attention as Akhilleus'
ETodpos before his debut as warrior in book 16.

611 Contraction in the classical verb always affects the personal ending,
but epic forms in which the termination is unaffected and contraction of the
root and thematic vowels takes place are attested, cf. aiSsio ( < aiSs-e-o,
24.503), uuOelai {Od. 8.180), velai {Od. 11.114, 12.141, < -s-e-ai); so here
ipsio sic, for epelo < Ips-e-o, with the same form of the root as IpsovTOci
(8.445, etc.).

615 TTOcpiYî av: we should not enquire by what gate Agamemnon,
Diomedes, and Odysseus entered the camp, for up to this point the scene
of the narrative has been the battlefield, not the camp. Akhilleus is as-
sumed to be in ignorance of their fate - he first hears of it at 16.236°. The
wounded Makhaon, however, was driven past (irap-) Akhilleus' quarters,
which were on the Achaean extreme right, a detail that is necessary to
motivate Akhilleus' interest. With the shift of the narrative to the camp
the detail of the Achaean retreat becomes clearer. At 12.118 it is stated
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that the Achaeans retreated within their fortifications by a gate VTJCOV tn'
dpiorTepd.

617 Patroklos runs off towards the centre of the Achaean encampment.
He does not start his return journey until 15.405. Many of the intervening
events, especially in book 12, though narrated in the usual linear fashion,
may be understood as simultaneous if Patroklos' absence seems unduly
prolonged. In the plan of the Iliad, of course, it is essential for the returning
Patroklos to bring news dire enough to motivate the events of book 16.

6i8-6g Patroklos finds Nestor taking refreshment after his return from the battle-
field and delivers his message. Nestor reports the disasters that have just occurred. All
this, however, is preliminary to Nestor's making an oblique appeal to Akhilleus

The passage, down to 654, illustrates the epic's characteristic love for the
detail of the heroic world: the unyoked horses, the slave woman and her
story, Nestor's refreshment, his special cup. Length, however (ccO^nais as
the scholiasts say), is correlated with significance in Homer. The reason,
therefore, why the love of detail is indulged at this point is that it is part of
the important scene between Nestor and Patroklos in which the fatal inter-
vention of the latter is adumbrated.

619-21 For a fuller scene of unyoking and stabling see Od. 4.39-42;
the horses are fed and the chariot carefully stowed.

620 Eurumedon is named as Nestor's charioteer at 8.114 also.
Agamemnon's charioteer was another Eurumedon (4.228). It is not clear
why the name was suitable for that profession, but cf. Automedon, Akhilleus'
charioteer. The simplex ue8cov means 'ruling', but could conceivably have
been interpreted as 'driving' vel sim., cf. Lat. rego for a similar development
in the reverse direction. The etymological dictionaries are unhelpful.

621 !5pco 6c7revyuxovTO XITCOVGOV clearly means that Eurupulos, despite
his injury, and Nestor dried off their sweat-soaked clothing in the sea-
breeze. The same verb is used of washing off sweat at 21.561.

623 On the KAICTUOS and other Homeric chairs see West on Od. 1.130,
Richter, Furniture 13, and for ancient attempts to differentiate them
Athenaeus 192E (5i9pos, KAKJUOS, Opovos, in ascending order of grandeur).
Having seated himself on a KAKTUOS here Nestor arises from a Gpovos at 645.
Such sets of quasi-synonyms are regularly used to denote the same object
(see Introduction 13-14).

624 KUK8ico: see 638-4in. Hekamede, like other women in the Iliad,
is represented as a prize of war. Her name was perhaps suggested by
her role in preparing the restorative KUKeicov, cf. 'Ayapir|6r|v, f\ xoaa <pap-
UCCKOC f|6r| . . . 740-1, or may come from heroic tales of Akhilleus' raids;
but her father Arsinoos bears a name with possible Messenian connexions,
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cf. the nymph 7\pcriv6r| of Messene, Paus. 4.31.6 (< dpSeiv, 'to make wet',
+ vod 'spring'), as if the present context put the poet in mind of Pylian
traditions. For a female as oivoxoos, a service usually performed by Koupoi,
one may compare Hebe among the gods (4.2ff.). Hekamede reappears at
14.6 preparing a hot bath for Makhaon.

625 Another note of Akhilleus' raids on the satellite towns of Troy,
see 9.328-9. Tenedos, however, was the Achaeans' rendezvous on their
way to Troy in the Cypria. Tenedos' roles as host and victim are by no
means incompatible, for Akhilleus' forays are a reminder that heroic war
was the pursuit of plunder, not a calculated strategy. (In another strand of
tradition Lemnos figured as the Achaeans' staging post, see 2.718-22,
8.23on.)

628-9 TpdTTe£ocv: Greek tables were low, light, and portable. For
Homeric furniture in general see 9.2oon. The decoration is reminiscent of
that listed on the Pylos Ta series of tablets, see Ventris and Chadwick,
Documents 332-5.

630 A metal Kdveov ('bowl' therefore or 'basin' rather than 'basket')
is attested also at Od. 10.355. An onion' (Kpouuov) 'as seasoning for the
drink' is an unexplained complication of the recipe for the KUKSICOV. This
incidental onion is one of the few mentions of vegetables in the Iliad, see W.
Richter, Arch. Horn, H 123-7. Meat is the food for heroes (and for gentlemen
- Pepys and Woodforde, for example, on the evidence of their diaries, dined
almost exclusively on flesh). Athenaeus (24F—25E) discusses the Homeric
diet.

631 dAqnTou iepou dKTf)v is probably formular, recurring at Od. 2.355,
14.429 without fepou. dAcpiTOU is genitive of dAcpiTa; there is no singular
dAcpiTOV, but dAcpiTCOV would be unmetrical. Shipp, Studies 191, aptly points
to the correspondence of TraAuvocs dAcprrou oncrf) (Od. 14.429) to dAcpiTCC
AsuKa TTdAuve (ibid. 77). Hesiod had naturally more use for dicrfi; his princi-
pal formula is Ar|ur|Tepos iepov OKTT\V (3X Hesiod Erga) - whence the v.l.
iepov here - or more briefly Ar||if|T6pos OKTT\V (2X //., Erga 32, Aspis 290).
Outside these formulas (apart from a few imitations) the word is unknown,
and must be an epic fossil. The sense 'meal' suggested a connexion with
dyvuui to the D scholia (but that is pdyvuui); LfgrE compares Skt af-nd-H,
'eat'.

632-5 The description of Nestor's famous cup, see G. Bruns, Arch. Horn.
G 42-3, Lorimer, HM 328-35. The word SSTTOCS is apparently of Anatolian
origin, cf. Hitt. tapifana-. Commentators' conceptions of the vessel change
as archaeological material accumulates, see E. Vermeule, Greece in the Bronze
Age (Chicago 1964) 309-11. The doves recall the well-known gold cup from
the fourth shaft-grave at Mycenae, but that is probably a libation vessel and
the birds that decorate its handles are falcons (so S. Marinatos, Festschrift
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B. Schweitzer (Stuttgart 1954) 11-12), see also Webster, Mycenae to Homer 33,
112, A. Heubeck, Die homerische Frage (Darmstadt 1974) 222; and four
handles are represented on Linear B ideograms depicting a vessel called
di-pa, discussed by Ventris and Chad wick, Documents 326-7. The 80co TTUO-

[xeves may refer to a double or false bottom as found in many household
pots from Crete (so Webster, op. cit. 112), but are usually taken either as
'supports' to the handles as in the cup from Mycenae, or as legs, cf. 18.375,
where TruO|jf|v denotes the leg of a tripod. The Ischia skyphos (e.g. L. H.
Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece (Oxford 1961) 235, pi. 47), though
describing itself as 'Nestor's', sheds no light on the shape of the Homeric
cup. Aristarchus (ex A) was much exercised by this vessel, explaining the
TTUOUEVES as oux 8T6pov e£ 6T8pou dAA' SKOCTepcoOev and the handles as ar-
ranged in pairs on opposite sides, a convenient setting for lifting and drink-
ing. Special cups appear also at 16.225-8 (Akhilleus) and 24.234-5 (Priam),
where the introduction of such treasures serves to mark the gravity or
solemnity of the moment. The elaborate description, like the anecdote of
Pandaros' bow (4.105-11), could as easily be understood to imply that the
cup is invented for this episode as that it was a well-known object {contra
Kullmann, Quellen 257).

633 xPuo"gi°lS f|Aoiai TTETrapiJiEvov (= 1.246, where the phrase is applied
to Akhilleus' staff): gold rivets signify a luxurious object, but not so luxuri-
ous as the gold cups wielded by gods (4.3, 24.101) or favoured mortals
(6.220, 23.196, 24.285, and 5X Od.).

635 VEUSOOVTO, 'were feeding', is hapax legomenon like the noun vspios (480),
from which it is evidently derived by means of the -eO- suffix on the pattern
e.g. of 90COS > 9ae0GO.

636-7 In spite of the excitements of books 12-13 Nestor is still drinking at
14.1. The strength of the ancient hero's elbow is surprising. Schol. (Arn/A)
sensibly takes it as a conventional compliment, TOUTO TOOV eiraivcov Aeyo-
H6VCOV Neoropos eori, which is better than Leaf's suggestion that 637 is
intrusive from 24.456. The motif 'only X could do something' is applied,
more reasonably, to Akhilleus' equipment, his horses (10.404 etc.), his spear
(19.389), and his door-bar (24.456). It is more understandable that a hero
should have a cup reserved for his sole use, as does Akhilleus at 16.225.

638-41 This interesting potage has long attracted puzzlement and cen-
sure, cf. Plato, Rep. 405E (9Aey|iOCTcb8r|S, so also Porphyry 1.167.11), 'sti-
mulating porridge' (Leaf). But it is not an aberration; the Odyssey knows the
same concoction {Od. 10.234-5), c -̂ frumenty or furmity, 'a mixture of corn
in the grain, flour, milk, raisins, currants, and what not' to which alcohol
was added for a consideration (Hardy, The Mayor of Casterbridge, ch. 1).
KUKECOV was also the designation of the sacred potion drunk by the initiates
at Eleusis, see Richardson, The Homeric Hymn to Demeter (Oxford 1974)
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344-8, with further bibliography; it was also supposed to have medicinal
virtues. Schol. b describes the mixture as Tpo9fiv aua Kai TTOTOV EXCOV and
suitable for the weary, which adds nothing to the present context. The
aphrodisiac potency of the Ischia skyphos (632-5^) is unhelpful. At 642
the mixture is said to quench thirst.

638 EIKUTOC Oerjai (3X //., ix Od., [Hesiod] fr. 185.23 M-W). Hekamede
is in good company, the formula being used of Briseis, Nausicaa, and
Kastianeira (minor wife of Priam). The epic accurately preserves the weak
gradation of the feminine participle (SIK- < pepiK-) against the strong grade
of the masculine/neuter (eoiK- < pepoiK-).

639 oivcp TTpaiiveicp (also at Od. 10.235): see W. Richter, Arch. Horn. H
129-30. npd|iVEios ought to designate the provenance of the wine, but no
place Pramnos, vel sim., is known, unless we accept Crates' (DT) assertion
that there was a mountain npd|Jivr| on Icaria. Other conjectures are noted
by Athenaeus, 30c, E. The term occurs later, in Hippocrates and the comic
poets, but as a designation of quality. The scholiast (T on 624) says red
wine.

645 The Opovos is a luxurious piece of camp furniture otherwise found
only in Akhilleus' grand quarters in book 24. It appears properly to denote
a heavy chair fitted with arms and a high back (Richter, Furniture 13-33).
Iliadic references are elsewhere to the thrones in the palaces of gods. <J>ct€ivoO
implies the decoration noted at 18.422 and frequently in the Odyssey. Here
Nestor rises from the same chair that was called a KAICTHOS (strictly a light
chair without arms) at 623. The choice of words is partly governed by the
interaction of formulas and sentence-pattern; both ITTI KAiajJioIai K&0I£OV

(623, also Od. 17.90) and a-rro (OTTO) Opovou cbpTO (aA*ro) (3X //., 1 x Od.)
are formular.

646 =778: the constituents of the verse are formular: XeiP°S eAcov etc.
(8x //., 4X Od.), Kcrrd 6' (Kai) sSpidaaOai avcoye (also Od. 3.35, HyDem
191), but probably not the whole verse. It is absent from normal scenes
of welcome, e.g. 9.i92ff., i8.388ff.

647-54 Patroklos recognizes the wounded man and proposes to leave at
once, but he is caught between a peremptory Akhilleus and a garrulous
Nestor. Vainly he lays the foundation for a quick departure by declining a
seat (cf. 6.360, Hektor and Helen) and delivering a heightened description
of Akhilleus' heroic temper - a rare Iliadic example of Kco|jicp8ia f|6oAoyou-
U6vn, as [Longinus], De Sublimitate 9.15, termed a typically Odyssean qual-
ity. — Makhaon remained with Nestor during the following scene (he is
still there at 14.1-8), but is ignored by the speakers even when the presence
of a wounded man would have served Nestor's argument at 762ff. He has
served his purpose in motivating Patroklos' visit. Epic narrative focuses not
only on each scene in turn but on the essence of the scene, here on the moral
pressure Nestor applies to his visitor. Patroklos comments on the paradox
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of the wounded doctor at 833-6 but fails to include him in his report to
Akhilleus at 16.23-9

649 V6|i6ar|T6s: ai8oTos is associated with 5€ivos when the person de-
scribed is of superior rank, real or implied: 3.172 (Helen of Priam), 18.394
(Hephaistos of Thetis), and 2X Od. in ambiguous contexts. Between equals
the formula is cc!8oT6s TE cpiAos TE (7X with variants). Patroklos uses a
unique combination and a unique sense of VEIJEOTITOS in which the suffix -TOS

is active (or neutral) in force: he means that Akhilleus' prickly pride is 'apt
to take umbrage' if Patroklos is sent on an urgent errand and then spends
time in social courtesies. (The common VEUE<TOT|T6S is passive and means
'that towards which one feels VEIJECTIS'.)

653-4 For Akhilleus' ungovernable temper see 24.582-6 (where he re-
flects that he might be unable to restrain himself should Priam make a
false move).

653 EKEIVOS (for KETVOS) is a 'recent' form with a poor representation in the
Homeric text, see Janko, HHH 237-8.

656-803 This is the longest of Nestor's admonitory discourses. It is true
that 'logorrhoea' is (in Greek) a symptom of senility and that Patroklos is
anxious to get away, and that the combination of the two is not without a
trace of humour, but this is overridden by the paradoxical epic principle
(described by N. Austin, GRBS 7 (1966) 295-312) that the more urgent an
action the more it is held up by discourse and description. Nestor's garrulity
was also attested in the Cypria: NECTTCOP SE EV TrapEKpdcrEi SiriyEiTai aC/TCp
[MEVEACCCO] cos 'ETTCOTTEUS 90£ipas TT\V AuKoupyou OuyorrEpa Î ETropOriOri,
KCd TOC TTEpl Ol5lTTOUV KOCl TT|V 'HpOCKAEOUS piOCViaV KCCl TOC TTEpl 0 T | a E a KCCl

'Apid8vr|v (Proclus, Chrestomathia).
656 6Ao<pupEToa: Nestor is made to take Akhilleus' interest for concern.

Akhilleus had not allowed any word of pity to escape his lips (608-15), but
the psychology is plausible. We are being invited to see him as a man willing
himself not to do what in his heart he desires to do - fight. We thus see him
in a better light than the wilful obstinacy of book 9 and are prepared for his
concession in book 16 in sending Patroklos to the war.

658-62 + 794-803 These passages form the essence of Nestor's admoni-
tion. Usually message and report follow each other closely in the text and
this example is exceptional in that Patroklos does not deliver Nestor's
suggestion until 16.23-7 + 3^~45-

659-62 = 16.24-27 whence 662, the notice of Eurupulos' disablement,
has clearly intruded. Leaf rightly brackets the verse, which is omitted
by many MSS; Nestor left the field with Makhaon before Eurupulos was
wounded. Note the distinction maintained between |3aAAco of missile weap-
ons (Diomedes, see 3686°.) and OUT&CO of the spear (Odysseus, see 4346°.).

666-8 Nestor means 'Surely Akhilleus is not going to wait until the
last possible moment?' and his words are therefore unconsciously ironical,
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for that is exactly what Akhilleus intends to do (see 9.650-3). After the
digression on the war in Elis Nestor will suggest that Patroklos take up the
fight, another irony, for that is what Zeus intends shall happen. Trupos
5r|toio 06pr|Tai is formular, cf. 6.331.

668 iTTiCTxepcb: the sense 'in turn' is evident in the Homeric passages
(here and 18.68, 23.125) and later usage, but it is odd that all three
Homeric occurrences are in proximity to the word OCKTT] or, as here, to
the idea of the sea-shore, as if there were some connexion at least in the
poet's mind with cxepos, cf. Janko, Glotta 57 (1579) 20-3.

669 ( = 0d. 11.394, 21.283, HyAphr 238) evi yvapiTTToTai u&eacn: the
epithet should denote a generic aspect of limbs, that is, it should refer
to the action of the joints; it is true, however, that all occurrences of
the formula are in contexts where age, or ageing, is in question (24.359
of Priam, see n., Od. 11.394 of Agamemnon's ghost, 13.398, 13.430 of
Odysseus as beggar) as if 'bent' were the sense understood.

670—762 The Pylian epic. In the hope that Patroklos may be moved to defend the
ships Nestor relates a heroic exploit from his younger days in which, in spite of his youth
and against his father's wishes, he went to war and defeated the champions of the
Epeans

The basic paper is F. Bolte, RhM 83 (1934) 319-47, see also Von der
Muhll, Hypomnema 200. The details of the fighting, etc., are typical, see
Fenik, TBS 113-14., but in this condensed narrative are mentioned with-
out elaboration. Nestor's reminiscences have, from his standpoint, two
purposes. First, to use an incident from his heroic youth in order to insist on
his credentials and the value of his words, so as not to seem to 'twitter like
a cicada', like the Trojan elders at 3.151; second, indirectly to admonish or
exhort. The crucial lines therefore are 7166°., the eagerness of the Pylians to
fight and Nestor's insistence, in spite of his father's dissuasion, on being their
leader; Patroklos should overcome Akhilleus' opposition and insist on lead-
ing the eager Myrmidons to war.

Nestor prefixes his tale with a digression on the causes of the conflict
between the Epeioi and the Pylians. It began with that most heroic of
exploits, a cattle raid (671-84) executed in the interests of rough justice, for
the Epeioi had taken advantage of Pylian weakness to renege on their debts
(685-707). The scene thus set, Nestor describes, how

1. the Epeioi attacked Thruoessa in retaliation for Nestor's raid (707—

13),
2. Nestor insisted on leading the Pylians to the rescue (714-21),
3. Nestor won a famous victory (722-61).
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For a similar tale see 7.1326°. (7.i23-6onn.), and for peaceable relations
with the Epeioi 23.629-42. It has been plausibly thought (e.g. by Kirk,
Songs 22) that the petty international relations implicit in Nestor's tales
are more likely to recall disturbed post-Mycenaean conditions than the
conflicts of the highly organized states revealed by the Linear B tablets.
They are, however, of the same genre as many other hero-tales, e.g. of
Herakles against Eurutos, and of Idas and Lunkeus against Castor and
Poludeukes. See also 6gon. Willcock, CQ58 (1964) 141-54, has argued that
these stories, or some of them, are autoschediasmata, invented for the occasion.
The mention of Ereuthalion at 4.319, however, anticipating his story at
7.136fF., militates against the inclusion of the Pylian epic in that class,
though the general situation, the bad faith of the Epeioi and the fight with
the Molione, could in principle be modelled on the story of the death of the
twins at the hands of Herakles (see Pind. 01. 10.24—38). The story is here
assumed to be a fragment of genuinely traditional material.

The geography and chronology of the tale is presented with unusual
clarity (for narrative topoi see nn.):

Day 1. Nestor seizes cattle, etc.
Night 1. (ivvuxioi, 683) The booty is driven down to Pulos.

Day 2. The booty is divided.
(Night 2. No action.)

Day 3. (xpiTcp fjiaaTi, 707) The Epeioi attack Thruoessa ( = 0puov
'AA98ioTo iropov, 2.592).

Night 3. (ivvuxos, 716) The news reaches Pulos. The Pylians at once
set out.

Day 4. The Pylians march via the R. Minueios to the Alpheios
where they take their evening meal (SopTrov, 730).

Night 4. The Pylians bivouac under arms (731).
Day 5. The battle. The Epeioi are harried as far as Bouprasion.

There are two difficulties here (1) the location of Pulos, and (2) the
pursuit to Bouprasion. It is twice implied that'Pulos' is a day's (or night's)
march from the Epean territory. It follows that this 'Pulos' cannot be the
Messenian Pulos, which lies more than a hundred miles away at Epano
Englianos, unless the poet's sources were much more incoherent about the
geography of the western Peloponnese than appears to be the case. A Pulos
at modern Kakovatos in Triphylia about twenty miles south of the Alpheios
would fit the tale much better. (The exegetic scholia to 726 speak of an
'Arcadian Pulos' 130 stades from the Alpheios.) Nestor's reminiscences are
of course extraneous to the action of the Iliad and evidently draw on
different source material; they are not the best evidence for the location of
'Pulos' in the main narrative of either Homeric epic. See 2.591-4^, Strabo
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8.3.7, a n d for modern discussion HSL Catalogue 82-90 and S. R. West on
Od. 3.46°. Strabo, who argued for the northern Pulos, noted the former
existence of a Messenian Pulos under Mt Aigaleon (8.4.1). Triphylia was
once the country of the Kaukones {Od. 3.366), who, however, do not enter
Nestor's narrative.

The Olenian Rock and the Hill of Alesion are listed in the Catalogue
(2.615-17) but their location is unknown. Bouprasion, however, whether
town or region (see 756- 711.) lies in north-western Elis well to the north of
the Alpheios. Its mention here introduces a single note of incoherence into
an otherwise remarkably plausible narrative.

The story clearly belongs to the same cycle as 7.132-57 (how Nestor
slew the Goliath Ereuthalion, UTJKIOTOV KOC! K&pTiorov av8pcc) and 23.629-
42 (how Nestor carried off prizes at the funeral games of the Epean
Amarunkeus). The existence of a corpus of Pylian heroic poetry would go
some way, as Bolte argues, towards explaining the prominence of Nestor
in the Iliad. As examples of pure heroic poetry celebrating what could
well be historical events these tales represent one extreme of the subject
matter of doi6f|, as the lightly heroized folktale of Bellerophon (6.152-95)
represents the other.

The ethos of the tale - raiding, battle, booty and its division - is like that
of the background to the Iliad itself and similar to that of Odysseus' raid on
the Kikones {Od. 9.39-61), and the stories told to Eumaios {Od. 14.199-
359), and Penelope {Od. 19.172-307). Those stories, however, interweave
the theme of dTaaOaAirj with that of heroic action, in contrast to the
triumphalism of Nestor's narrative. In both cases of course the theme is
suited to the context and purpose of the tale. The triumphant tone depends
on statements of fact, for Nestor tells his tale generally in the same manner
as the narrator of the Iliad. Like the poet he knows what the gods did
(714-15, 721, 753 - contrast Od. 12.389), and unlike speakers in the Iliad
he avoids subjective language except in the short passage (689-95) describ-
ing the plight of the Pylians and the aggression of the Epeans, n.b. Traupoi,
EKCCKCOCTE, UTTEPT̂ OCVEOVTES, 0|3pi£ovT£s, dTdaOaAa.

670 = 7.157, 23.629, Od. 14.468, cf. also 4.313, all in the Iliad spoken by
or with reference to Nestor.

671-707 The background to Nestor's exploit. bT (at 671) come close
to recognizing the principle of ring-composition: the poet states the main
facts (671-689), then goes back to the causes (690-702). He then returns
at 703-7 to the Pylian booty.

671 'HAeioicji: the country, THAis, is mentioned at 2.615 and 5X in
the Odyssey, but this is the only point in the Iliad where this tribe (the
FOCAETOI in their own dialect) is mentioned. The epic consistently ignores
the digamma, see 686n. In the epic the inhabitants of the north-western
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Peloponnesos are the 'Eireioi (2.619), as indeed the Pylians' enemies are
called at 688, etc. There was a story that after the Trojan war the Aetolian
Oxulos occupied the country and expelled or absorbed the Epeans (Strabo
8.3.33, Paus. 5.4.1-3).

67a Itumoneus, like Ereuthalion in another of Nestor's tales (7.136),
is known only from this reference.

673 5Ta is the standard epithet for Elis (3X //. in this episode, 3X
Od.), but is almost certainly generic with any place-name of appropriate
metrics, cf. AaKeBcciuova 6Tav (3X Od.).

674 (bucjia are pledges seized as surety for repayments, or simply booty
seized in reprisal. It is odd that that a term so appropriate to a principal
diversion of the heroic world should occur only here in the epic. The offence
for which this freebooting of Nestor's was retaliation is told at 6g8ff.

677 f̂ Aida TTOAATJV is Odyssean (4X ) except for this one occurrence.
678 (3ocov dysAoci KCCI mbea oicov, with variants, is formular (2X //., 2X

Od.). The hiatus between ircoea and oicov suggests that it is secondary to
the singular (3ocov &yeAr|v KCCI TTCOU u£y' oicov (696, 15.323 and Od. 12.299).
Hesiod, Erga 786, substituted uf|Acov for oicov to smooth the rhythm.

683 yeyr)66i 6E <pp£va + subject is a formula (cf. HyDem. 232) whose
present tense (in similes) is yeyn.0e 6e TE 9pevoc (2X //. -I- 3X with
synonyms of y£yn0oc, 1 x Od.). The vecoTSpoi, according to Am/A, disagreed
with the Iliad's allusion to Neleus and affirmed that he was slain by Herakles
at the sack of Pulos, cf. 690.

684-92 Parts of these verses are contained in Pap. 432 (see 265^).
685 ^ 12.306 (with Oofjs for eur̂ s).
686 XP8*°S 0981 AeT*: XP^°S would be the etymological spelling; -6i-, pre-

ferred by Aristophanes and almost universal in the paradosis, represents a
close articulation of the first vowel in hiatus that was probably traditional
among rhapsodes. XP̂ °S (0d* 8.353 e t c 0 *s t n e Ionic form. Aristarchus here
wrote XP^S oxpeiAeTO (Arn/A), oddly, but cf. his preference for XP^S
at Od. 3.367 where there are no metrical consequences. Pap. 432 reads
69eAA8T*, the Aeolic form of the verb that prevails against the Ionic O9€iAco
where the verb means 'ought' rather than 'owe' and in the paradosis of the
Odyssey at 3.367 and 21.17. With remarkable unanimity the MSS give
6961A- in 686 and 698; at 688 they are divided and already Aristarchus had
to insist on 69E1A-, though his reasons unfortunately are not recorded.
Shipp, Studies 84-5 and L. R. Palmer in Wace and Stubbings, Companion
106, draw far-reaching conclusions about the history of the Iliadic text from
the orthographic variation. However, the localization of d9e(A- in the Pylian
episode loses much of its significance from the absence of allusion elsewhere
in the Iliad to the payment of debts. The visible difference therefore is
not between the Pylian episode and the Iliad, but between the orthographic
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traditions of the Iliad versus those of the Odyssey. If the primitive text had
OOEA- either spelling could have been derived from it. — The XP8 °̂S may
well have arisen in the first place from an Epean por|Xaair|, cf. the XP€ °̂S of
Od. 21.16-19 'OSuaaeus | ?)A6E UETCX XPe?°S» To fa 0<l TT&S 8f̂ uos oyzKhr | ufjAa
yap e£ 'lOcncns Meaafivioi avSpes aeipav | vnucji TToXuKXfjiai Tpiî Koai' f)8e
voiif^as. The weak caesura in the fourth foot, 69eiAeT' | Iv "HAiSi 8ir),
surprises, and may reflect a prototype -ETO FOCAISI 8ir). Note, however, that
of eleven occurrences of the place-name and its ethnic in Homer none
observe the digamma and nine clearly neglect it.

688 8aiTpeuov: an Odyssean word (2X) but in the sense of dividing
the portions at a feast. — The 'ETTEIOI, the primitive inhabitants of Elis
(Pind. 01. 9.54), were a tribe that did not survive the Heroic Age. Pap. viii
(= Pack2, 1194, cited by Erbse, m 118-21), which contains a commentary
on 11.677-754, asserts that Iv "HA181 01 d[ypcoT?]ai "ETTEIOI AeyovToa - a
hitherto unknown doctrine and clearly untenable.

690 Herakles' attack on Pulos. It is conceivable that Herakles is here not
so much the mythical hero as a symbol of the Dorian onslaught on the
Peloponnese, cf. Kirk, Songs, 22. If so the Homeric turn of phrase soon
became part of the Herakles story: he fought Poseidon's son Neleus at Pulos
and Poseidon came to the rescue cf. [Hesiod] fr. 33(a).23ff. M-W, Aspis
355-65, Pind. 01. 9.29-35. The wounding of Ares and Here by Herakles
(5.392-402, see nn. adloc.) was brought into connexion with this adventure
by the D-scholia. The scholia record many conjectures about Herakles'
motivation in making this attack, all more ingenious than persuasive. — (3ir|
'HpocKArjEiri: for this formula-type see 2.658-6011. The type is still productive
(or revived?) in the Hesiodic corpus (11 x for Herakles, (3. ['HAeKTpuoveiri
fr. 135.7 M-W, p. SdeveAoio fr. 190.9). eAOcov . . . (3ir| 'HpccKArisiri, with
masculine participle, is an easy constructio ad sensum, and a useful certification
that the formula is indeed the equivalent of a name-epithet phrase.

691 Pap. 432 reads . . . ]8SKOC[ . . . , which is too close to part of Korrd 8'
IKTOCOEV to warrant any inference.

692*3 The names of Nestor's brothers are listed at [Hesiod] fr. 33 (a).
9-12 M-W, and in an almost wholly discrepant list by bT; three only are
named in the Nekyia at Od. 11.286. None are otherwise known to legend.

693 Anrourjv: passive sense, as at Od. 8.125 etc.
694-5 T a ^ ' is adverbial, 'at this', if 0iT6pr|9avsovTES is intransitive.

UTrepriqxxveovTes is 'arrogant' or the like. The word is a hapax legomenon
and susceptible only to difficult and complicated etymology. Connexions
have been suggested with 9ocivouai, KCCT-f)9cov, and CHpevos, see Chantraine,
Diet. s.v. u|3pi£eiv (only here in //.) is a common verb in the Odyssey (jx ), a
poem that has more use for the concept; the noun Oppis, however, is Iliadic
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(2 x ), as is u(3piaTT|s (13.633). The O(3pis of the Epeans is Augeias' greed and
mistreatment of Neleus' charioteer.

696-7 TpIr|K6cTr(cx): the irregular prosody suggests the derivative nature
of the verse, cf. Od. 21.18-19 ufjAa . . . TprnKoar r|Se voiif^as. The formula is
thus proper to flocks of sheep and should be taken here as an explication of
TTCOU ueya in 696. A reference to both ayeAr|v pooov and TTGOU oicov so as
to mean 'three hundred beasts' would be the only place in Homer where
sheep and cattle were counted together, an unnatural calculation for any
pastoralist, cf. 244-5^

699—700 This and the controversial passage 8.185 are the sole allusions
in the Iliad to four-horsed chariots (the singular sAaT-qp' at 702 shows that
one chariot is meant here). Aristarchus (Arn/A) and Pap. viii (see 688n.)
note the anachronism. But Nestor's booty were d0Ao9Opoi (on the con-
tracted vowel see 9.124^), i.e. yoked for racing not for war. In this context
ueT' OCEOAOC, unless it is anachronistic, seems to imply some precursors of the
classical Olympic games (reputedly founded in 776 B.C.). Paus. 5.8.7 alleges
that chariot racing was introduced in Ol. 25. Prize-giving for sports is
restricted in the epic to funeral games. For Pylian participation in such
games in Elis see 23.630, the games of Amarunkeus. Those, however, are
not the subject of the present passage, for Nestor himself took part.

701 Augeias borrows avoc£ dvSpcov as his epithet from the formula system
of Agamemnon, as do the metrically similar Aineias, Ankhises, Euphetes,
and Eumelos, all once only. dva£ evepcov 'AiScoveus (20.61) is another vari-
ant. These incipient generic uses of the epithet indicate that whatever
specific force it may have had as a description of Agamemnon's status is no
longer understood by the poet. Augeias was brother of Aktor (cf. 75on.) and
father of Phuleus whose son Meges was now fighting alongside Nestor.
Phuleus, however, had no love for his father, see 2.627-30 and n. For his
daughter Agamede see 74on. The epic has no reference to the famous
stables or their cleansing. For his stinginess cf. Pind. 01. 10.28-30; he
refused to pay Herakles for clearing the dung.

703 8TT6C0V implies that in a less summary narrative of these events Augeias
added insult to injury. He can hardly be supposed to have sent the chario-
teer home without some message for Neleus. 'Noun + f|8e KCU + noun' is a
regular phrase pattern (8x in //.) but the words that enter it are not for
that reason themselves formular; epycov, which consistently preserves its
digamma in the nominative and accusative cases within formulas, has here
its Ionic vernacular form without digamma.

704-5 There is a certain confusion (doubtless also in practice) between
forcible restitution of debt and simple pillage: Neleus is entitled to his four
horses or their value and takes it, the 8fj|ios then makes assignments in
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language appropriate to the distribution of booty (705 = Od. 9.42 (the
loot of Ismaros), 9.549). Zenodotus (Did/AT) omitted 705, an explanatory
expansion on 704, and Aristarchus (Arn/A) condemned the verse. The
objection, in addition to the repetition of the verse, was to the unfairness of
an equal distribution among varied creditors. If the line is retained, the
important principle of 'fair share of booty' will have been embodied in a
formula, urns: sc. noiprjs or CCTOT|S.

706 6i6iTro|iEV is imperfect of SIETTCO, 'were dealing with' the matter.
709, 725 7rav<7u8ir) (cf. aeuco): 'with all speed' satisfies the Homeric

occurrences. The sense 'in full force' is not attested before Xenophon (HG
4.4.9 and Ages. 2.19). MoAiove: see 75on.

710 TraT6' IT' EOVT': this chronological note, together with the statement
that the Molione were notyet furious warriors (and so almost fell victim to
the youthful Nestor, 750-2) hints at the existence of a cycle of heroic tales
with its focus on the western Peloponnese. More of its personnel are listed
at 23.6346°.

711, 722 tori 6e TIS: the formula for setting a scene, cf. 2.811, Od. 3.293,
4.844, not, however, exclusively a Greek verse-formula, for Latin and
Sanskrit have a similar idiom, ©puoecxra: called 0puov in the Catalogue
(2.592). Opuov is a species of rush, flourishing presumably at the foot of the
aifreia KoAcovri (formular, cf. 2.811).

712 ve&Tn here must mean 'furthest' in the sense 'just within the bounda-
ries' of Pulos, cf. 9.153 and n. f)|ja06eis: see 9.153m The -OEIS form is used
for both masculine and feminine genders.

714 ueTSKiccdov is properly 'go after' and is misused with ireSiov. What
Nestor probably means is that the Epeans scoured the country in search of
plunder or to destroy crops, after the manner of Greek invading armies.

715 =18.167.
717-20 A rather compressed statement. By concealing his horses and

stressing his inexperience Neleus understandably tries to keep his sole sur-
viving heir safe, a consideration that could not affect Nestor's heroic mind.
So Nestor went to war without a chariot but still somehow counting himself
among the ITTTTSTS at 724. In the course of the fighting he captured the horses
and chariot of Moulios (738-44).

722 The TTOTOCUOS Mivur)ios, otherwise unheard-of, must be a minor
stream. A contrast is implied with the iepos poos of the mighty Alpheios
(726). 'Minyan' is the epithet of Orchomenos in Boeotia, the home of
Nestor's mother Chloris, but it is impossible to recover what implication, if
any, the name may have.

723 Arene is mentioned in the Catalogue (2.591) immediately after
Pulos itself. It was situated in Triphylia at classical Samikon, see map 1,
vol. 1 189. 'Hob (or f)co, the personification is doubtful) (7X //., 17X Od.)
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can always be resolved into a dactylic scansion, and obviously reflects
prototypes fjocc 6Tav, f]6a uiuveiv, etc.

724 IOVECC ire^cov looks like a useful phrase that is not repeated. iOvos in
the epic is a generic collective noun, a 'body' of men, a 'swarm' of bees, a
'herd' of swine, etc.

726 ev6ioi, i.e. at noon, cf. Od. 4.450 (Proteus emerged from the sea
for his siesta iv8ios) and Hsch. ivSior usor||j|3pia.

727-61 The narrative slips into an elaborate ring-form centred on
Nestor's encounter with the Molione (750-2), see vol. v 47.

727-30 Note the Pylian piety, cf. 753 and 761. The Pylians are about
to cross their frontier, so that 8ioc(3onT)pia are in order (cf. Thuc. 5.54
and 116). The Sopirov, of course, is part of the sacrificial ritual. In the fifth
century 6ia(3aTf)pia were at least partly divinatory, an aspect of sacrifice not
known to Homer. - Ail . . . UTTepueveT with correption of the final syllable, a
light modification of the traditional Ail . . . UTrEpuevEi (3X ), marks another
intrusion of the Ionic vernacular into the traditional diction. Verse 730 =
7.380 (a doubtfully genuine verse) = 18.298. iv TeAeeacn must be 'in their
companies/ranks', cf. 10.56, 470.

735 Arn/A try to draw a distinction between the language of the poet
and the language he gives to Nestor; the poet's language is to say that the
heavenly bodies rise from Ocean. That is not the whole truth; dawn spreads
'over the sea' at 23.227, and 'over the whole earth' at 8.1 = 24.695. The
scholia are right to look for characterization by language in direct speech
(cf. 9.3O7n.) but are unlikely to find it where the direct speech is also
narrative, cf. 747n. — The intransitive use of CnrepeaxeOe, 'held himself
over', has a parallel only at Od. 13.93 (CrrrepEcrx8? °fa star).

738 MoOAios has namesakes at 16.696, 20.472 (both Trojans), and at
Od. 18.423 (a herald). The first syllable is apparently lengthened for
metrical reasons, cf. uoAos, 'battle', but the etymology is disputed, see
io.269n.

739-40 These verses resemble 13.428-9. The hand of the eldest daughter
is presumably more prestigious than that of her sisters.

740 Agamede, 'Very Intelligent', bears a significant name. As Perimede
she was linked with Circe and Medea by Theocritus (Id. 2.14-15, cf. Prop.
2.4.7). Magic is a female speciality, incompatible with the masculine ideal
of heroism. Agamede's reputation as a witch may be taken with Odyssean
allusions to Ephyre, if that is the Elean Ephyre, see 15.53 m. and West's
note to Od. i.257ff. Ephyre was a source of arrow-poison (Od. 2.328-9).
Odysseus' host there was Ilos son of Mermeros ('Pernicious', another signifi-
cant name), son of another famous witch, Medea.

742 = Od. 13.267 (with KcrnovTa). yaikKf)psi 8oupi (also ace. plur.): see
26on.
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744—5 lisydOu^oi . . . ETpeorav: not a contradiction. The epithet, generic
in the sense that it may be applied to any tribe of men, is used also in a
genuinely generic way, to describe the true character of the Epeioi which,
as it happens, their flight does not display at this instant.

746 = 16.292 (with KTEivas for iTTTrfjcov).
747 AaiAam Taos (2X , with epithet 6p6|ivfj) is formular and, as Arn/A

note, belongs to the narrative language of the poet, cf. 73511. There is
characterization in 7476°., but it lies in the old man's enthusiastic recollec-
tion of his youthful prowess.

748 TTevTTjKovTa (15X //., 9X Od.) is Homer's standard large number.
750 Kteatos and Eurutos, the 'AKTopicove, were nominally sons of Aktor

(brother of Augeias, according to Eust. 303.5), their real father (751)
being Poseidon. MoAiovs - the combination of two patronymics is most
unusual - alludes to their descent on the mother's side, cf. Arn/A (f)
SnrAf}) OTi EVTEOOEV C Hcrio6os "Aioropos KOCT* 6TTIKAT|CTIV KCCI MoAiovns CCUTOUS

yeyeveocAoynKev, yovco 6e rTo<7Ei8covos ( = [Hesiod] fr. 17b M-W). Molos,
a member of the Aetolian royal house (see 9-555-8n.) was their maternal
grandfather. C. J . Ruijgh, REG 80 (1967) 15, suggests that Molione was
their name as a pair, Kteatos and Eurutos their names as individuals. They
were twins (8i6upioi), a fact that gave them an advantage at chariotry
(23.641-2). One drove while the other whipped, and so beat Nestor at the
funeral games of Amarunkeus. As early as the Hesiodic catalogues they
were Siamese twins, and Aristarchus assumed that Homer also so conceived
them, cf. Arn/A to 23.641 'Apiorccpxos 8e "8i8upious" &Kouei oux OUTCOS COS
fjuels ev TT) cjuvr|0Eia voouuev, 0T01 fjcrav KCXI oi AioaKopoi, aAAa TOOS 8i<pveis
[Suo ixovTas acbiiaxa], 'Hai68cp u&pTUpi xpcoiaevos [KCC! TOOS cxuuTTHcpuKOTas
dAAfjAois] ( = [Hesiod] fr. 18 M-W) , and this conception was maintained
later, e.g. Ibycus fr. 285 Davies icroKÊ paAoi sviyuioi . This aspect of their
physique is not mentioned directly by Homer, perhaps because it seemed
inhuman. See also 2.620-in. and 23.638-42^ They have been identified
with the double figures represented in late eighth-century vase-painting, see
K. Fittschen, Untersuchungen zum Beginn der Sagendarstellung hex den Griechen
(Berlin 1969) 70-5, and LfgrE s.v. 'AKTopicov. Their sons, Amphimakhos
and Thalpios, were now fighting alongside Nestor at Troy. Aktor, 'leader',
is a good heroic name, borne by two other ancient heroes (sons of
Murmidon and Deion - see West, Catalogue 61, 68) and by four Iliadic
personages (see 2.513-15^, where it is observed that different forms of
patronymic, -i6r|S, -icov, and genitive + uios, distinguish their sons). —
dAocTra^a is a neat hyperbole for Nestor's 'overthrow' of the formidable pair;
the verb usually means to 'sack' a town or 'rout' an army.

751 Kpeicov is epithet of (or noun in apposition to) six different characters.
As participle of an obsolete verb it is twelve times expanded with supu to
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make a formula for Agamemnon but only here is it so expanded as an
epithet of Poseidon. For Kpeicov of a god, cf. the title of Zeus UTrorre Kpeiovnxov
(8.31, 3 x Od.).

752 The Molione must escape on this occasion, for tradition assigned
their slaying to Herakles (Pind. 01. 10.25-8); their preservation is explained
with a typical theme (a hero is rescued by a god) and a typical detail (they
are shrouded in mist).

754 o-TTiSeos: hapax legomenon, hence the attempt by Ptol. Asc. and others
to read 81' <5cc77n86os (explained as 'shield-like' i.e. 'round', or 'covered in
shields'. bT explain *am8r)s as 'vast' or 'rugged'. LSJ prefer the former,
comparing the related forms cnriSiov, CT7TI8V6S, CTTTI^CO.

756—7 Bouprasion is probably a district, see 2.615-17^ and Strabo
8.3.8, with a settlement of the same name. — Verse 756 contains no fewer
than nine labial stops. The only other verse in the Iliad to contain so
many is 13.158, describing Deiphobos prancing forward. The sound of the
verse, it may be unconsciously, echoes that of Nestor's chariot ride. (Statis-
tics of the frequencies of the vowels and consonants in Homer are given by
D. W. Packard, TAP A 106 (1974) 239-60. See also vol. v, 57.) TroAinrupou:
the epithet is probably merely complimentary. Elis is indeed a fertile region
by Greek standards, but the most formular use of the word is with AouAfxiov
(3X Od.), an island of uncertain identity, for which the most productive
candidate is said to be at best 'fertile in parts' (see vol. 1 182-3). The
Olenian rock, if classical Olenos had anything to do with it, would lie on
the coast within the entrance to the Corinthian Gulf, with the hill of Alesion
to the south of it. On these locations see HSL Catalogue 98-9.

759 'Axaioi was used as a term for the speaker's party in stories of Tudeus
at 4.384, 5.803, and 10.286, and contrasted with KocSueToi. That may reflect
a genuine distinction, but the use of 'Axaioi here must be a slip, or rather
an instance of formular override, cf. ocuT&p 'Axcuoi 9X elsewhere in the
Iliad. FTOAioi is the term used at 687, 724, 753, and placed in direct contrast
to 'ETTEIOI at 737.

762-803 Nestor urges Patroklos to use his influence with Akhilleus, either to display
his dpETt) again in person or to send Patroklos back to the fight

As usual Nestor's is the voice of compromise and reason. He now proceeds
in the same manner as Phoinix in book 9, reminding Patroklos of their
meeting when he and Odysseus had come to Phthie to raise troops for the
Trojan war, and thereby reinforcing his right now to put moral pressure on
Patroklos and through him on Akhilleus by putting them in mind of their
fathers' parting words. It is typically Nestor who comes up with a plan of
action which he urges another to implement, cf. 9.179-81, 10.204-17.
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762 si TTOT' lov ye is pathetic, a verbal sigh over the loss of something, cf.
3.180, 24.426. Nestor's youth is so long past that he can scarcely believe in
it. The phrase is formular (3X //., 3X Od., with one variant without ye) but
in the 3rd person (er|v) except here. The prevalence of the 3rd person and
the rarity of the thematic 1st person sov (an artificial form) led the vulgate
to adopt 6T|V here also, but eov is virtually guaranteed by its sole other
occurrence outside this verse, &s TTOT' lov (23.643).

763 oTos picks up UET' <5cv8pdcri from 762. Prowess in Nestor's world
is not a private virtue; it must be displayed publicly and for public purposes.
Nestor immediately corrects himself: Akhilleus will not reap any profit at
all, but will shed tears when it is too late.

765 £ 9.252.
766 = 9.253 = 9.439. Menoitios, conveniently for this story, is living in

Phthie, whither he had fled with Patroklos TUTOOV EOVTCC, after the latter's
precocious slaying of a playmate (23.85). There is uncertainty, however,
about the home and family of Patroklos. He is from Locris according to
18.324-7 and 23.85-6, but the Hesiodic catalogue makes Menoitios a
brother of Peleus (fr. 212a M-W = Eust. 112.44), s e e v°l- I V 3*3 a n d 6o5n.

767-85 These verses were athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus
(Did/Arn/A) on grounds of pedestrian composition and the inconsistency
between them and 9.254-8; his arguments are challenged by bT. Peleus'
valediction varies according to the wishes of the speaker recalling it. Incon-
sistency between a statement and a previous statement, each being apposite
in its context, is not infrequent, cf. 5.5o8ff. with 455-9; 15.7216°. with
5.788fT., 9.352ft0., and 13.105-6; 16.50-1 with 9.410ft0.; 21.229ft0. with
15.231-2. The inference is, or should be, that such statements are figments,
part of the poet's 'ornamentation' of the episode on which he is engaged, on
which see M. M. Willcock, HSCP81 (1977) 46-7. For a possible illustration
of the scene on a vase from Olynthos see Stella G. Miller, AJA 90 (1986)
164.

770 'AxccuSa borrows the epithet of cEAAd6a KaAAiyuvaiKcc (2.683, 9.447)
a t 3-75 ( = 3-258)5 or here that of x$6va, etc. (13X //., 3X Od.).

771-81 These verses form a condensed visit-scene, cf. Arend, Scenen 35
and for more leisurely accounts Od. 3.1-68, 4.1-70. The host is sacrificing
or feasting, the strangers wait without, they are welcomed, seated, and
offered food, lastly they state their business, cf. 9.193m

777 = 9 . i 9 3 (seen.).
778 =646.
780 = Od. 5.201 (T&pTrrjCTav). The regular formula, with TTOCTIOS KOCI

eSrjTUOs i£ ipov IVTO , would not conjugate into the 1st person.
782 A father's admonition is a typical motif, cf. 5.197, 6.207. It could be

varied by citing not what the respected parent had said but what he would
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say if he knew how badly he was being let down, cf. 7.125 f) K6 UEy'

784 =6.208 (Hippolokhos' injunction to Glaukos).
785 For Aktor, father of Menoitios (so also at 16.14), see 6o5n.
786-9 For the effective use of direct quotation see 9.251-8 n. Here

the pressure is on Patroklos and the important words are not those of
Peleus (which are reduced to a formular verse in an indirect construction)
but those of Menoitios.

786 yEverj . . . UTrepTepos: an important note for the relationship of
Akhilleus and Patroklos (rightly interpreted by Xen. Symp. 8.31). Arn/A
cite Archilochus (fr. 38 West) for uirepTepos = vEcoTEpos (which would make
the UEV . . . 6E . . . rather pointless) but proceed to argue, rightly, that
Akhilleus was uirepTEpos in that his ancestry was divine; Patroklos was
the elder, but the autobiographical passage 23.85-90 makes it clear that
he was the elder by a few years only. That was inconvenient to those
who wished to interpret the bonds of heroic friendship in malam partem,
whether like Phaidros in Plato's Symposium (I8OA) Akhilleus is made the
EpcouEvos (and said, wrongly, to be VECOTEpos TTOAU), or like Aeschylus in
his lost play Myrmidons they made the obviously inferior Patroklos the
Trai8iK& of Akhilleus (and so gave Homer the lie). In book 9, verses 666-
8 assert, rather pointedly, the virility of Patroklos. He had been made
OEpdTTCOV to Akhilleus, having fled to Peleus to avoid the consequences of
homicide, cf. the story of Phoinix, 9.447-91, hence his generally obliging
behaviour towards his friend. It would hardly have been fitting to portray
Akhilleus in the passive role of the EpcouEVOS, but there is in any case
no overt allusion to homosexual love in either Homeric epic, on which
matter see Aeschines, In Timarchum 141-50, and among modern contribu-
tions Stella G. Miller, AJA 90 (1986) 165-7 {contra S. Levin, TAP A 80
(1949) 43-6, and W. M. Clarke, Hermes 106 (1978) 381-96), and the
full discussion by D. M. Halperin, One Hundred Tears of Homosexuality and
Other Essays on Greek Love (New York 1990) 87-93. The silence is apparently
deliberate, as the discreet allusions to Ganumedes 5.266 and 20.231-5
suggest: see also i6.97n. with schol. ad loc, and B. Sergent, Homosexuality in
Greek Myth, trans. Goldhammer (London 1987) 250-8. Apollonius appears
to have taken the discretion as epic regard for TO irpETrov and was careful
never to affirm explicitly that Herakles and Hulas were lovers, Arg. 1.1240-
72, 1344-50 (at 1.131-2 Hulas is ECTOAOS OTT&COV | irpco0T||3r|s).

788-12.8 Pap. 5 (second century B.C.), a slovenly text with many ortho-
graphic slips, contains the ends of verses 788-809 and 837-12.8, and the
beginnings of 810-34. There are plus-verses at 795a and b, 804a, 805a,
807a, 827a, b, and c, and 840a.

790-1 In the event, at 16.2 iff., Patroklos made no use of this tactfully
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indirect argument, nor of anything that could be fairly described as Trccpcd-
9ccais (793). Nestor moots two possibilities, either Akhilleus will fight per-
sonally or he will despatch Patroklos to the battle as he does in book 16,
without any indication being given at this point which, if either, will come
to pass. This is therefore a good example of Schadewaldt's 'Ungenauigkeit'
(Iliasstudien 110, 140); the action of the poem is foreshadowed but partially
and ambiguously. Verse 790 = 9.259.

792-3 = 15.403-4 (with opivco for opivais); Patroklos will be speaking
to Eurupulos. The use of the vague auv Saiuovi (almost = 'with luck',
'if all goes well') may suggest that Nestor is doubtful of success, see Erbse,
Funktion der Gb'tter 266. 8aiucov expresses the driving force of events where no
more specific and approachable agency can be named, cf. 15.461-5^ and
Burkert, Religion 180.

793 (= I5-4°4) Trapsnrcov: the a is long by position (< Trap-peiTrcbv).
The word is picked up by Trapai-9aais. rraipou is significant; this Trapai9a-
ais is well-intended, not like that with which Here arms herself at 14.217, f|
T ' EKAEVf 6 VOOV TTUKCC 7T6p 9pOVSOVTCOV.

794-803 =16.36-45 with grammatical changes. In the latter passage
Patroklos is pleading with Akhilleus to be allowed to enter the fight.
Zenodotus 'cancelled' (Trspieypavyev) 794-5 (Arn/A) and possibly all ten
verses, see Boiling, External Evidence 136-7, and Nickau, £enodotos 82-97, f° r

that scholar's objection to repeated passages. Aristarchus athetized 802-3
on the grounds that the Trojans were at this moment neither exhausted nor
among the ships, as is the case at 16.44-5. That shows his characteristic
over-precision, though 'concordance interpolation' between repeated verse-
groups is a widespread feature of Homeric textual history. Verses 799-
801 = 18.199-201 also but with a' UTroSsiaavTss for ae TCO SICTKOVTSS.

796—803 A piece of direct tactical advice, typical of Nestor (cf. 2.360-
8n.), but here with an unusual overtone of tragic irony: he would be sending
Patroklos to his death. It is characteristic of the portrayal of Nestor that he
is made to come up with a potentially acceptable compromise: Akhilleus
will keep up his n^vis but send out a surrogate, and the Achaeans will get
not their supreme champion but the next best thing.

797 90COS, 'light of salvation', is a traditional metaphor (797 ^ 8.282,

16.39)-
798—9 For men being unrecognizable in armour, see 3.i66n. The

Homeric helmet may have cheek-pieces (cf. the formula Kuveris 5ia
XaAKOirapfiou, 3X ), but there is no evidence that it covered the face as
completely as did the broad cheek-pieces and nose-guards of classical and
later times. Therefore Patroklos' wearing of Akhilleus' armour is not so
much a matter of suppressio veri as of suggestio falsi; what the Trojans would
recognize would be the devices on the shield and the ornamentation of
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the breastplate, cf. 19-40. Shields might also be distinctively coloured, cf.
Arficpopov . . . AsuK&crmSa (22.294). In the narrative itself heroes have no
difficulty in recognizing each other.

799 EioKovTSS, with prothetic I-, has good authority here (including
Aristarchus (Hrd/A) and Pap. 59), though Allen prints loxovTes (wik-sk-)
at 16.41 in the parallel passage and icrKOuaa at Od. 4.279. iioKCO is normally
trisyllabic.

801 This is a whole-verse formula (= 16.43 = 18.201).

804—41 Patroklos runs back towards Akhilleus3 quarters. On the way he meets another
casualty, Eurupulos, and gives him aid

806-7 The 'place of assembly' is near the ships of Odysseus because
that was more or less the centre of the Greek encampment, see 11.5-711.
OEUIS is evidently 'assembly', OEUIOHTES being what such a body endorsed,
cf. Od. 9.112 where the Kuklopes are said to have neither ccyopai nor
Oeuiores.

806 'OBUCJOTJOS Odoio: for the epithet, regular with names scanning
u , see 9.218n.

808 f|r|V is supported here by almost the whole body of MSS, but is
otherwise an Odyssean form (3X ). It may be regarded as an 'augmented'
form of ir|v when that form of the 3rd singular, of whatever provenance,
became established, see E. Tagliaferro, Helikon 19 (1979) 340-51.

811 CTK&£COV: 'limping', because he had been shot in the thigh (581-4).
5e VOTIOS : initial nasal consonants make position, if need be, whether they
represent an original sm-, sn- or not. The etymology of VOTOS is unclear. The
practice of Aristophanes (but not of Aristarchus) was to write the initial
consonant double in such cases. Early papyri, including Pap. 5 here, follow
Aristophanes' practice.

813 KeA&pu£e: 'gushed' or 'poured', like the sea-water from Odysseus'
head at Od. 5.323. In fact the arrow-head and broken shaft were still
impaled in Eurupulos' thigh.

815 Pap. 5 provides a good instance of 'formular' corruption, i.e. the
substitution of one more or less synonymous formula for another. The
papyrus reads EV T' apoc [oi] 9O X6lPl £n"os T' £900-' IK T' 6v6|ia£e[v (6x //.,
5X Od.).

816-18 Patroklos sighs aloud. The Achaeans are suffering what they
had just now been inflicting; they are dying far from hearth and home,
like Iphidamas whom Agamemnon slew at 241-5, their bodies abandoned
to the dogs, just as Odysseus threatened to leave Sokos to the vultures at

453-4-
819-20 The vocative phrase EupUTruA' f|pcos occurs only here and at
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838; it is paralleled by TrjAspiax' f|pcos at Od. 4.312. Nominative
preceded by a dactylic name, however, is an established formula type:
"Aaios/AfjiTos/MoOAios/nsipoos/OaiSiiios f|pcos. ireAcbpios is generic, being
used of Aias, Akhilleus, Hektor, Periphas, and indirectly of Agamemnon,
but is very much to the point here.

822 The pattern of the verse is that used for a name scanned - u u -
followed by epithet (SoupiKAuTos, TreirwuEvos, etc.), the epithet being here
replaced by a word appropriate to context, the participle |3e|3Armevos. A
substantial part of the paradosis has TTeTrvvuevos here, although in the Iliad
that epithet is kept for councillors (Antenor 3.203, Pouludamas 18.249),
young men (Antilokhos 23.586), subordinate warriors (Meriones 13.254,
266), and heralds (7.276 etc.). (3£(3AT||J6VOS is almost a special epithet for
Eurupulos in this neighbourhood (592, 809, 12.2).

824 For the sense of ev vquai . . . irecreovTai, here 'die beside the ships',
see 9.235n. The Achaeans are clearly the subject. Aristarchus (Arn/A)
wished to understand Tpcoes, perhaps for consistency with the other occur-
rences. There is, however, no difficulty in a formula's being flexible in its
meaning as well as its shape.

825-6 =16.23-4.
829ft On the treatment of wounds, see 4.218-19^ Eurupulos evidently

does not fear poison, for Patroklos is invited merely to wash the wound not
to suck it, as Makhaon did that of Menelaos in book 4. For IKTCCU' see 844^

831—2 The poet alludes without further explanation to a well-known
corpus of 'knowledge', the saga of Akhilleus, beginning with (or indeed
before) his birth and education. In the Iliad Kheiron is always an instructor
of heroes, supplying (p&puocKCC as here to Makhaon at 4.219 and the famous
spear to Peleus in a similar verse at 16.143. This passing reference to his
teaching Akhilleus accords with legend ([Hesiod] fr. 204.87-9 M-W, Pind.
Pyth. 6.21-3, N. 3.43-53), but implicitly contradicts Phoinix' story at
9.485-95 - which was almost certainly an ad hoc invention. It is not clear
why he should be SIKCUOTCCTOS unless it be in contrast with the hubristic
disposition of the other Centaurs. — irpoTf appears to construe with the
genitive 'AxiAfps (so Leaf), a rare usage; equally rare is the use of TipOTi
where irpos could stand. TrpoTi occurs in the vernacular dialects (in the form
TTOpTi) only in Central Cretan and in the epic tradition only in Iliad and
Odyssey, not in Hesiod or the Hymns. The complex usage of irpos, TTOT(, TrpoTi
is examined by W. F. Wyatt, SMEA 19 (1978) 89-123: generally upos is
the free form, TT(P)OTI restricted to traditional phraseology. — Zenodotus
read 8e6dacr0ai for SeSiS&xOai: an attractive reading, but the paradosis
(including Pap. 5) is unanimous against him.

833-6 Eurupulos uses a speaker's grammar, first stating his subject ('As
for the surgeons . . . ' ) , then slipping into an indirect statement (TOV uev . . .
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6fo|Jiai), then back to direct speech (6 8' . . . in apposition to irjTpoi in

833).
333 For Podaleirios, son of Asklepios and brother of Makhaon, see

4.193-4^
835-7 ^aP- 5 (contrary to the statement in OCT's app. crit.) has at

least two and perhaps as many as four plus-verses at this point, see West,
Ptolemaic Papyri 117. West suggests that 16.517-19 (EAKOS uev yap EXCO . . . )
and 16.523-4 ("cxva£, T68E . . . IAKOS aKearcxai") would make a satisfactory
interpolation after the digression about Kheiron.

841 In spite of Akhilleus' uncertain temper (649) and his own haste
the kindly Patroklos stops to aid Eurupulos. Akhilleus, we know, is resolved
not to act until the Trojans are among the ships and will not accede at this
moment to a request relayed from Nestor. Patroklos must therefore be
delayed until the Trojans have broken into the Achaean camp. The injuries
to Makhaon and Eurupulus and the actions of Aias, Nestor, Akhilleus, and
Patroklos from 489 to the end of the Book are neatly dovetailed:

Fighting on the plain. Makhaon wounded.
Nestor sets off for the ships with Makhaon.
Aias continues fighting while Nestor is driving back.
Eurupulos is wounded and goes back to the ships on foot.
Akhilleus sees Nestor arrive with a wounded man (Makhaon) and

sends Patroklos to find out his identity.
Patroklos goes to Nestor's quarters, where he is detained for a time

while Eurupulos staggers home.
Patroklos, returning to Akhilleus, meets Eurupulos arriving at the

ships.

0O8' cos TT£p • • • TEipouevoio: 0O8' cos followed by participle + rcsp nor-
mally means 'even in such and such circumstances . . . ' or 'in spite of
being . . . ' , e.g. 721 above. Here the participle ('exhausted as you are') gives
the reason for Patroklos' action, and the introductory particles, which do
not recur together in the Iliad, mean little more than 'nevertheless'.

842-8 A succinct notice of the treatment of Eurupulos' wound rounds
off the book, see S. Laser, Arch. Horn s 106-8, who remarks on the omission
of bandaging (cf. 13.599-600). The medication is continued at 15.393-5.
When the poet-narrator reports the execution of a command he may do so
in the same words with only trivial grammatical adjustments (e.g. 11.512-
13 = 517-18), sometimes with condensation, but usually as here with some
additional detail. — Note the practical character of Patroklos' treatment of
the wound in contrast with that received by the injured Odysseus at Od.
19.457-8 6Traoi8rj 8' aTua . . . eaxeOov. The Homeric doctor did not deal in
cautery and the knife (except to remove a barbed arrow-head) but in
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pain-killers; he was TToAî apiJaKOS (16.28, cf. 4.190, 15.394). For the bibli-
ography of Homeric medicine see A. H. M. Kerkhoff, Janus 62 (1975) 43~~95

and Laser, Arch. Horn. s. bT make heavy weather of the fact that Patroklos
should providentially happen to have the bitter root by him, as if they were
commenting on an action report. As appropriate roots they suggest Achillea
('woundwort') or, more obscurely, Aristolochia, a herb used in the relief
of birth-pangs. On these 9&puocKa see Pliny, NH 25.42-4 and 95-7, or
Dioscorides 3.4 and 4.36.

844 The u&xocipoc is carried by the hero but not as a weapon, at least it
is never said to be used as such. At 3.271-2 = 19.252-3 it is used to sever
the sacrificial hair from a victim. Distinguish this implement therefore
from that denoted by the synonyms 5190s, aop, and 9&cryavov (u&xaipa =
irapa^iSiov, Arn/A). The arrow is imagined to have penetrated deeply
into the muscles of the thigh; either it could not be pulled out (the shaft had
broken, 584) or its extraction would cause the barbs to lacerate the flesh or
leave the arrow-head embedded. The u&xoupoc makes a clean cut and avoids
the arteries. — Patroklos is still treating Eurupulos when this thread of the
narrative is picked up at 15.390, see nn. there for the poet's handling of his
narrative as a sequence of episodes and the apparent delay that follows in
the movements of Nestor and Patroklos. In book 16 (25-9) Patroklos tells
Akhilleus that the surgeons are attending Xo the casualties and does not
mention his own services.

848 Four papyri from the third century B.C. bridge a Book division:
//. Pap. 5 (11-12), Pap. 12 (22-3), Od. Pap. 31 (9-10), Pap. 146 (21-2);
but Pap. 5 is the only one with the left margin intact. There is no para-
graphos or any mark at all of the Book division, nor did any of the other
papyri leave, for example, additional space. The implications, which in any
case are obscure, are discussed by West, Ptolemaic Papyri 20—5.
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The twelfth Book contains some of the most celebrated scenes in the Iliad:
Hektor's riposte to Pouludamas at 231-50, Sarpedon's address to Glaukos
at 310-28, and Hektor's breaking through the gates at 445-66, as well as
some notable narrative scenes such as the Trojan storming party at 256-64.
The Book also contains some of the finest Iliadic similes, the snowflakes of
278-86 and the lion of 299-306. However, these undoubted qualities of
execution exist within one of the most weakly constructed Books of the Iliad.
Yet all should have been clear: at 88-104 the Trojans divide themselves into
five battalions; the attacks of each, thought of as simultaneous but narrated
in sequence, should then have followed. The plan would have been simple,
easy to handle, and above all clear. In fact, after the assault of Asios the
storyline loses itself and only partially recovers with the attacks of Sarpedon
and Hektor. For Leaf and other analysts the immediate solution was easy:
the catalogue at 88ff. was the work of that author who 'so often interpolated
into the speeches of Nestor untimely displays of tactical erudition'. Surgery
of that kind, however, does little to remove the impression that the shape
and detail of the Achaean fortress has not been worked out in the Iliad so
well as the geography of the main battlefield.

In the scholia to the Iliad there are traces of an old controversy about the
number of gates to the Achaean fortress. Nowhere indeed are we told clearly
how many gates the poet imagined. Aristarchus wrote a monograph, TTepi
TOO vauaTdOiiOU, in which he argued that there was only one gate. As part
of that argument he had to athetize lines 175-80. Those are rather point-
less lines, but they do contain a reference to aAAcci m/Acci, i.e. at least two
more besides the one under attack. Elsewhere references to unspecific TTUAOCI

could be as easily understood to mean the gate, the single gate, as several;
for the Iliad, as Aristarchus noted (Arn/A at 9.383), does not use TTUAT| in
the singular.

How plausible is Aristarchus' suggestion in the narrative, supposing that
he has not fallen into a historicist fallacy and attributed to the poet more
precision than was ever intended? If there is a single gate, the question
arises: where was it? bT to 7.339 provide the most detailed note: uia uev fjv
iTTTrnAccTos 8TTI TO dpioTEpov TOO VOCUOT&OUOU Trpos TO 'POITEIOV (similarly
Arn/A on 12.118). Verses 118-19 do indeed state that Asios proceeded
vrjcov ITT' dpiorepd where the Achaeans were still pouring into the camp.
From his standpoint, however, 'left' would mean the Achaean right where
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Akhilleus had his station. That is consistent with the narrative of 11.613—
15, where the wounded are driven past Akhilleus to reach their quarters,
and consistent with Asios' meeting the Lapithai, one of the Thessalian
contingents (see i75~8n.). But a single gate on the extreme left (or right)
of the camp is unconvincing as a sole means of access, even if (as the scholia
propose) that was the sole i*TTTrf|AaTos gate and other TTUAISES were provided.
And would the poet make the Trojans attack the very sector behind which
the Myrmidons were waiting?

After the repulse of Asios the narrative moves to Hektor. While (o9pa
195) the Lapithai were doing execution, Hektor's troops were waiting at
the ditch (199) while their officers pondered on an omen. The attack is led
in the first instance by Hektor and Pouludamas but presently they drop out
of sight and the attack is made by the Trojans generally not by Hektor
personally. But where is Hektor? He could be waiting to take over the attack
after Asios' failure. But if that were so he would first have to deal with the
victorious Lapithai. As it is they disappear from the narrative completely.
And at this point Hektor's troops do not make an attack on a gate. Their
aim is to breach the wall - pfjyvuaOai ueya TSIXOS - and that is intended
literally because how they proposed to do it is described in detail with
plentiful use of technical terms (251-64). Their attack then is made on a
different sector from that assaulted by Asios (see 443^).

Then at lines 290-414 Sarpedon and Glaukos enter the battle. They
attack and partially breach the wall (397-9). They do so at a specific point,
the Trupyos defended by Menestheus (332). In the Greek order of battle
Menestheus is stationed on the centre right next to the Thessalians under
Podarkes. The Aiantes, who had been resisting Hektor at 2656°., must move
to his aid, so that Sarpedon's attack is on yet another sector. Hektor then
makes a final effort, presumably on the sector which the movement of the
Aiantes has weakened. The Trojans make for the wall, but Hektor seizes a
chance to burst open a gate (436-71). This gate is not on the Achaean
left, for the fighting in book 13 takes place distant from the quarters of
Idomeneus which were on the Achaean left (13.2106°.) and Hektor is said
to be fighting vnucnv ev ueaorncnv at 13.312.

This obscurity about the gate, unimportant in itself, is indicative of the
ambiguity of the narrative line. The brigading of the Trojans and their
allies into five divisions foreshadows a typology like that of the attack on
Thebes by the Seven; five gates and five assaults - simultaneous but nar-
rated sequentially (bT to 12.1 recognize this technique). For three hundred
verses the narrative seems to follow this pattern: 118-94 Asios with the third
division; 195-289 Hektor with the first division; 290-429 Sarpedon and
Glaukos with the fifth division. What has happened to the divisions of Paris
and Aineias, and why is Hektor's first assault not kept for the climax? But
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with the failure of Asios' attack the whole typology of the fighting becomes
assimilated to the pattern of fighting on the open plain before Troy. Famil-
iar motifs are employed: a hero encourages another, a warrior summons
another to his aid, general descriptions with similes. There is a short aristeia
of the Lapithai (182-94). The poet then puts in a long general description
of the Trojan attack and Achaean defence (251-89). Sarpedon encourages
Glaukos (cf. the conversation of Aineias and Pandaros, 5.166-238);
Teukros incapacitates Glaukos with an arrow and nearly wounds Sarpedon
(cf. Paris' exploits in book 11). Paris and Aineias drop out completely. And
with the disappearance of the five divisions the narrative follows the conve-
nience of the moment and there disappears also any idea of their attacking
separate gates.

The most awkward matter is the fact that Paris and Aineias are formally
introduced and then given nothing to do. Nor is their absence explained.
This is the most striking example in the Iliad of a major pattern of narrative
broken off before it is completed, but cf. 14.402 where TTpcoTos should mark
the beginning of an aristeia, or the council (14.27—134), which foreshadows
the entry into battle of the wounded leaders, an effective scene that fails to
materialize. At the risk of invoking a universal panacea it is possible that
the stresses of oral composition have upset the poet's designs. (An accident
of rhapsodic transmission of the text would be equally possible and equally
hypothetical.) The twelfth Book is a well defined episode, clearly marked
off from the preceding and following episodes, but it is a short Book, only
471 lines, and impressive as its content is it is overshadowed and truncated
by the climax of the fifteenth Book which the composer must simultaneously
keep in mind. Its culmination is the tremendous epic moment of Hektor
standing in the open gate, a moment towards which the poet is hastening from
the moment when he brought the Trojans up to the Achaean trench.

For further discussion of the structure of the Book see Fenik, Homer
and the Nibelungenlied 12-34, a n d for recent, analytical views of the fight-
ing at the Wall van Thiel, Ilias und Iliaden 33-50. Van Thiel posits a
'Mauergedicht' which provided much material for what is now books
12-15.

The episodes themselves form a succession of imaginative tours deforce that
depict the scene in heightened heroic colours — one did not in life attack a
gate in a chariot, pull down a wall with a wrench of the arm, or shatter a
gate with a stone held in one hand - but the underlying narrative is realistic,
though the tactics described do not reflect a high level of sophistication in
siege warfare. Attackers and defenders make use of their normal weapons;
there are no siege engines, not even a simple battering ram, and no thought
is given to filling the Achaean ditch or heaping up a siege mound against
the wall. This then is an improvised assault, and within the limits set by
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such an operation of war both sides conduct themselves like competent
armies. No gods intervene to smooth the way, as Apollo does at 15.360-6,
so the Trojans must try to carry the wall by weight of numbers or breach it
with crowbars, while the Achaeans man the battlements and reinforce a
threatened sector.

The Homeric picture may be compared with the account of a historical
attack on a palisaded fort, the defence of Le Puiset, a motte-and-bailey
castle, against the forces of Louis the Fat in A.D. I I I I as related by Abbot
Suger, an eyewitness. The attack moved through six stages.

First, the rebel count, Hugo, sought to fight off the royalists outside his
defences, cf. the tactics of the Lapithai (124ff.). When that failed he manned
his ramparts to use the advantage of height. The royalists launched a
general attack and forced the defenders inside their fortifications. A furious
exchange of missiles followed with arrows falling like a shower of rain, cf.
1516°., with some use of larger missiles, cf. the HOACCKES at 161.

Third, the royalists concentrated on the gate, cf. 4426°., attempting to fire
it, cf. 177.

Fourth, by organizing a mobile force the defenders were able to repulse
into the fosse a diversionary attack, cf. AiavTE . . . TT&VTOCTS (poiTfjTnv 265ft0.
Whether intentionally or no (the text does not say) the attack launched by
Sarpedon had the effect of diverting the strongest part of the Achaean
defence from the gate that was forced by Hektor.

Fifth, inspired by the example of a priest, the attackers tackled the
palisade with axes, cf. the Trojan tactics at 256ft0.

Finally, when the royalists had made a breach, many of the defenders
were killed and the survivors withdrew to the elevated motte and continued
the fight from there, an option not available to the Achaeans (Suger, Vita
Ludovici Grossi Regis, ed. H. Waquet (Paris 1929) 130-41).

The similarities, which arise from each army following the tactics that
would occur to the mind of any commander in such circumstances, bring
out the basic restraint of the Homeric narrative. Its fictions are !TO|JIOI(TIV

6|io!cc (Hes. Theog. 27).

1—33 The narrative returns from the ships where Nestor and Patroklos were conversing
to the battlefield, but before the poet develops the usual piece of general description of the

fighting the mention of the Achaean ditch and wall leads the poet into a digression: the
works had been begun without divine blessing and were to be obliterated by the rivers of
the Troad on the morrow of the Achaeans3 departure

The building of the wall was proposed by Nestor at 7.337-43 and executed
at 7.436-41; its destruction was adumbrated in Zeus's reply to Poseidon's
complaint (7.446-63). There are allusions in the Iliad to monuments in the
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region of Troy (the tomb of Ilos, 10.415, etc., that of an unknown warrior,
23.331) but it is unclear whether the poet wishes to imply that these were
visible in his own day. See 10.415^ for the monuments in existence c. 700
B.C. The present passage reads like a naive device to explain why no
Achaean wall, or its ruins, stood in the poet's day. This is the view taken by
bT here and at 7.445, cf. Aristotle fr. 162 Rose [TO TEIXOS] OU5' Eysvexo, 6
6E TrA&oras TroirjTris fjcpaviasv (= Strabo 13.1.36). It may also be noticed that
since the wall is to be the centre-piece of this Book it is appropriate to
comment on its history outside the time-span of the epic, cf. the story of
Odysseus' bow, Od. 21.11-41, here (since it has no history to speak of) on
the fate of the wall. For the view that the emphasis on destruction and death
in these lines reflects the idea known from the Cypria that Zeus designed the
annihilation of the race of heroes see R. Scodel, HSCP 86 (1982) 33-53.

The building of the wall is plausible as something that a real army might
do, but it is not introduced into the Iliad because in the saga of Troy the
Achaeans did in fact build it as related in book 7. Thucydides (1.11.1), who
argued that the wall, or a wall, was built in the first year of the war, would
have saved himself and Homer's commentators much speculation (see
7.327-43^) if he had been able to recognize the existence of fiction in
Homer. The point of the wall is not to record a fact but to give structure
generally to the central battle for the ships and specifically to permit the
introduction in this Book of an Assault.

Strabo (13.1.31-2) locates the vauoTOcOuov near Sigeion 20 stades from
classical Ilium, but also reports a place called 'Axoucov Aiufjv only 12 stades
distant at least half of which, he says, was post-Homeric accretion to the
delta of the Skamandros.

1—8 Fragments of these verses are contained in the third-century papy-
rus Pap. 5 (see 1 i.788n.). There are no plus-verses. For the papyrus' failure
to mark the book division see 11.848^

1-2 The Book begins in the same way as book 9 (see 9.in.) with a
reference to the last scene of the preceding book using the formula cos 6 (oi)
Ui6v...X6e (auTdpZ).

3 6|iiAa56v: the ouiAos is the mass of warriors around or behind the
Ttpouaxoi, so that the battle has now become general just as it was at the
beginning of book 11 (11.67ff.). A simile to illustrate the ferocity of the fight
could be expected to follow, but the description of battle is overtaken by the
digression about the Achaean wall.

5-6 = 7.448-9. This description, and especially the words TEIXOS UTTepBEV
in 4, seems to envisage the ditch and wall as a single composite fortification.
That would be a sensible arrangement that increased the effective height of
the wall, but it is at variance with the narrative of books 9 (see 9.67 and n.)
and 10 (see 126, 194) and of this and the following Books, which envisages
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a space between the ditch and wall. For the purpose of this arrangement, if
it has any foundation in military practice, see 65~6n.

7 Pace Leaf Arjt8a TTOAATJV at the end of this verse implies that the wall
was built when the Iliad says it was, to defend the loot taken in Akhilleus'
raids around the Troad.

9-33 Thus far what the poet has said about the Achaean wall he has said
in his normal role as the observer of the Trojan war, so to speak, as the Muse
unfolded it before his eyes; now he reveals his historical perspective, report-
ing as fact what Zeus had prophesied at 7459-63.

11 ETTAEV is the reading (or the implied reading) of the vulgate. It is
guaranteed by the attempts, noted in T, on the part of Zenodotus (by
'apocope' of ETTAETO) and Aristarchus (by syncope of ETTEAEV) to explain it.
The form is indeed, as Leaf says, a vox nihili, but that is from the viewpoint
of vernacular Greek. The Kunstsprache was exempt from the regular rules of
word-formation, and the creation of an active 8TTA6(V) beside the middle
ETTAETO would seem to be well within the limits of its inventiveness. f\sv, the
reading of Allen's 'h' family of MSS, is clearly intrusive from verse 12.

12 TO9pa . . . £U7T£6ov f)Ev: the poet speaks generally. In fact Apollo
levelled a whole section of wall to speed on the Trojans' final assault,
15.355—66, 'as easily as a child knocks down a sand-castle'.

14 01 |i£V 5duEV, 01 SE AITTOVTO is barely logical as an expansion of the verb
of the SE-clause. In the oral manner the poet adds to the sentence the
thought that some of the Achaeans survived the war. A formula lurks
behind the expression, cf. TTOAAO! UEV . . . 5&UEV, TTOAAOI 8E AITTOVTO (Od.

4-495)-
17 Poseidon and Apollo are the gods concerned and act together in spite

of being currently on opposite sides because, as Poseidon complained at
7.451-3, not only had the Achaeans omitted the proper hecatombs but also
the KAEOS of Agamemnon's wall was like to surpass that of the wall he and
Apollo had built for Laomedon, an unacceptable infringement of the gods'
Tiur| - a good point if it is taken in isolation; however Poseidon and Apollo
had swallowed a direct insult from Laomedon, see 21.442-57, and his wall
stood notwithstanding. The two gods act, as gods usually do in the Iliad, as
persons not as personifications of their provinces in the natural world.
Poseidon was god of earthquakes, EvocnxOcov and Ewocriyocios, in which
capacity he would have been well placed to demolish a wall.

18 TEIXOS &uaA80vai must envisage a wall built in part at least of sun-
dried brick. Brick walls erected on a stone footing are common at all times,
e.g. at Old Smurne before 800: discussion and examples in Lawrence,
Fortification 203-20. — UEVOS is 'energy'. In the Homeric view of the world
there is little difference in the potential of animate and inanimate forces,
hence UEVOS can denote the power of water (as also at 21.305, 21.383), wind
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(5.524, Od. 5.478, 19.440) or fire (23.177, 23.238 = 24.792) as readily as
the vitality of a human being or animal (horse 23.468, 23.524, mule Od. 7.2,
lion 5.136, 20.172).

20-2 The rivers of the Troad. The Rhesos, Heptaporos, Karesos,
Rhodios, and Grenikos are mentioned only here in the Iliad. That is not
surprising, since together with the Aisepos (which flowed past Zeleia into
the Propontis, 2.824-7) t n e v do not flow across the Trojan plain. The
names, however, form some sort of traditional list for they recur (except for
Karesos) in the list of rivers in Hesiod Theog. 338-45, see West's n. ad loc.
Hesiod's list is incoherent and suggested already to Aristarchus that Hesiod
had taken the names from this passage, ou yap e£svf)vox6 TOUS TroTajJous \xr\
ovTas d^ioAoyous ei lit) 61' "Ourjpov (Arn/A); a good point, but by no means
conclusive. It is usually safer in cases such as this to think of the two poets
drawing on similar traditional sources, see for example the commentators
on Od. 8.1676°. There are, however, some indications that the tradition
behind this digression is not that which provides most of the background
to the Iliad, see nn. to 11, 23, 27, and 33. For further discussion see
J. Butterworth in Studies Webster 1 37-9.

20 The jingle 'Pfjcros . •. KdpTjaos, however handy as a mnemonic de-
vice, is uncharacteristic of Homeric/Hesiodic cataloguing style; Hesiod, loc.
cit., avoided it. Heptaporos, 'seven channels' (or 'fords'), is presumably a
Hellenization of an aboriginal name. The Rhesos was unidentified in
classical times, 'unless it be the Rhoeites' (Demetrius of Scepsis, a would-be
expert on the Troad, apud Strabo 13.1.44). Pliny, JV7/5.124, could find no
trace of the Heptaporos, Karesos, and Rhodios either; the former was
identified with the Pidys, the latter with the Dardanos by the exegetic
scholia. For the courses of the Grenikos (Granicus) and Aisepos, which run
well to the east of the Troad, see map 3, vol. 1 251.

21 STos T8 ZK&uavSpos: the peculiar metrics whereby Ix- do not make
position, cf. the treatment of (TKSTrapvov, CTKITI (Hesiod, Erga 589) and
Z&KUVOOS, ZeAeia, have caused much discussion. Some, e.g. Heubeck,
Wiirzburger Jahrbiicher 4 (1950) 201, and Wyatt, ML 183 n. 1, have thought
that the spelling CTK represented, in a non-Greek river-name, a non-Greek
unitary phoneme, but the tradition of the grammarians, e.g. Monro, GH
343, Debrunner, /F45 (1927) 183, and Chantraine, GHi 110, is strongly in
favour of the view that we have a licence motivated by the clash between
the needs of the narrator and the structural requirements of the hexameter.
The whole matter is judiciously examined - and the grammarians sup-
ported - by O. Szemerenyi in Tractata Mycenaea, Proc. of the VHIth International
Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies (1985) 343-7. Suggestions that ZK&|jav8pos
is translated by its alternant EdvOos, or (better) that the two names are
versions of the same word, though attractive, remain unproven. 8Tos is
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unusual as an epithet of a river (otherwise only at 2.522) and it is not clear
what sense should be attributed to it. Its use may reflect a misunderstanding
of SIITTETTIS, in the formula SUTTETEOS TTOTOCUOTO, as 'fallen from Zeus', on
which see LfgrE.

23 f)|ii0EGOv: many heroes were half-divine in the sense that they had a
god or goddess for a parent, although (save for Akhilleus) they did not
enjoy exceptional physical or mental attributes in consequence, see 10.47-
5on. Within his narrative Homer does not recognize them as a separate class
of being and therefore has no use for the present term, which occurs only
here in the Iliad. But the peculiarity of the present passage is that the poet
is not narrating events before Troy as it were as a contemporary observer
but commenting upon them from the standpoint of a later age, from which
the heroes may well have seemed half-divine, cf. h.Hom. 31.19, 32.19. As a
description of the heroes TJUIOEOS expresses a Hesiodic idea, cf. <5cv6pcov
fjpcocov OETOV yEvos, 01 KOCAEOVTOCI I f)ui0£oi (Erga 160-1). For that reason, for
Hesiod, they did not die like other men but were translated by Zeus to the
Isles of the Blessed. For Homer all heroes of whatever parentage are human
and mortal, and this is an important part of the poet's conception of their
predicament as they struggle for K08OS, see Griffin, HLD 81 ff.

25 Evvnuap: T notes that the poet EUETricpopos Eoriv EIS TOC EWECX, cf.
6.174J1. and [Plutarch], Vita Horn. 145, and the number indeed enjoyed a
certain popularity (21 x in //.), on which see F. B. Anderson, CJ 50 (1954-5)
131-8. The nine-day flood is emblematic of divine power, yet at 15.355-66
(simile of the sand-castle) Apollo displayed even greater power by his swift
destruction of the K&UOCTOS KOU 6I£US (cf. uoyEOVTES 29) of the Achaeans.
Callistratus is reported (T) to have read EV 8' fjuccp, a silly conjecture lest
Zeus and Apollo should seem to spend nine days in demolishing what men
had taken one to build.

26 ovvExes: Od. 9.74 has the same metrics. The long 0 is unexpected but
analogous to other lengthened prefixes of -EX-' UTTEipEXOv (2.426, etc.),
TrdpEXT) {Od. 19.113), as if < (p)ex00 n o t (^X0 0- The formula OVVEX Ŝ CCIEI

is a member of an adverbial set: CCÔOCAES aiEi, VGOAEUES ai£i, etc.
27 Poseidon's trident is so familiar a part of his iconography that it is

remarkable it should be mentioned only here in the Iliad. It occurs twice in
the Odyssey (4.506, 5.292). Poseidon may be thought to have used his trident
on this occasion but it is really a permanent adjunct of the god, the pictorial
equivalent of his Homeric epithets.

28-29 The OEUEIAIOC are 'footings'. They make level the base of the super-
structure of the wall where the ground is rocky and are normally wider than
the superstructure so as to spread the load, see 258n. (Kpoaaai). cpiTpcov KCCI
Adcov is a nondescript expression, but it stuck in the poet's mind, see 21.314.

30 dydppoov 'EAAfjCTTrovTOV is almost certainly formular, though unique
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in this case and position, cf. 'EAATICTTTOVTOS dydppoos (2.845). The -pp- of
dydppoov reflects the antecedent -<jp-, as dydvvicpos an earlier -ov-. The
epithet is, of course, well justified as a general description. Modern charts
show a westward current of 5.5 km per hour.

33 KccAAippoov 08cop is an under-represented formula, absent from the
Odyssey and the main body of the Iliad. It occurs also at 2.752 in the
Catalogue (and in a spurious plus-verse 21.382a) but enjoyed favour in
HyAp. (241, 380) and in the Hesiodic school {Erga 737, frr. 70.18, 185.12
M-W).

34~59 After his note on the Achaean Wall the poet devotes the rest of the book to the
account of its defence. He begins in the usual way with a General Description of the
battle, ornamented by a simile (41—8), as the Achaeans scramble to safety behind their
trench and wall. Hektor probes the Achaeans' outer defences, but his horses refuse the
ditch

35 ducpi... 5s8f|Ei (< Scuco): literally 'blaze', but an established metaphor,
cf. 6.328-9, and a possible use of m/p at 177 below.

36-7 It is odd that Aristarchus (Arn/A) did not recognize that the
8oupcrra are the same as the cpiTpoi of 29, but took them as spears hurled
(|3aAA6ueva 37) against the towers.

37 The scourge of Zeus appears again at 13.812, where see n. Zeus's
terrible weapon, the thunderbolt, suggested the crack of a whip and its
effect (so bT here and the D scholia to 13.812). But Zeus reserves his
ultimate weapon for use against gods, cf. 8.405, 15.117, 21.198 (although
he used one against Diomedes at 8.133), and no literal thunderbolt can be
intended here. Zeus is exerting his power from Ida and driving on the
armies like herds of horses. For this reminder of the influence of Zeus on the
battle see 11.74-8311.

41-8 The simile describes the actions of a boar or lion at bay but not
intimidated by hunters; it stalks up and down, makes rushes at the men,
and is killed as a result of its very resolution. One is surprised then to find
that all this illustrates, not the actions of one of the defending commanders,
but Hektor (49). Frankel, Gleichnisse 67, compares the boar-simile used of
the beset Odysseus at 11.414-18, and, taking orpapeTCU (2 and 47) as the
point of comparison, tentatively suggests that verses 41-6 are traditional
and partially adapted to their present use by the addition of 47-8 which
present the boar, and so Hektor, as looking for a weak spot. T make a
similar point, calling everything that does not immediately apply to Hektor
7TOIT|TIK6S KOCTUOS. (On similes, or some similes, as traditional 'runs' see
C M . Bowra, Tradition and Design 116-19.) W. C. Scott, The Oral Nature of the
Homeric Simile (Leiden 1974) 61, sees the parallel in the present example not
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between the actions of the parties but in their feelings, viz. their impetuosity
and frustration. This is accepted by Moulton, Similes 47-8. Even if not the
primary point, feelings are implicit in most comparisons with animate
subjects. The disjunction 'boar or lion' occurs also at 11.293 'to strengthen
the essential idea of the comparison', here latent aggression (Edwards, vol.
V37)-

41-2 6T' dv . . . OTp696Tai: when a simile has been introduced by cos
OTE with the subjunctive it may be continued paratactically by verbs in
the present indicative (Goodwin, Syntax 210), but the indicative (as it
must be) in direct construction with dv astonishes, however, cf. 1.67n. and
Od. 10.410-12 6TS dv . . . cjKaipoucTi (on which see Chantraine, GH11 356)
and Od. 24.88-9 OTE KEV . . . ĈOVVUVTOU TE VEOI KOCI ETTEVTUVOVTOCI dsOAoc (where
emendation is metrically possible). The construction does not recur before
Hellenistic times.

41 The expression KUVECXCTI KOU dv6p&cn OripEUTrjcxi recurs in the nomina-
tive at 11.549 ( = I5-272) a s

 KVVES TE Koci dvEpES dypoicoTCti: the hunters of
Homeric similes are peasants not sportsmen.

43 TrupynSov: seen from the front the line of men resembles a wall
(m/pyos). The same word occurs also at 13.152 and 15.618, and the same
formation of troops at 4.334, 4-347- It is glossed as Kcrrd T&£IV TEIXOUS

by Hsch., and as 8I&TCC£IS OTpcrncoTiKf) TETpaycovo£i8f|S Kara TTAIVOIOV

auvT£Tay|i£vr| by Eust. 829.10, i.e. 'close-packed', cf. 16.212-14 cos 8' OTE
dvrip dpdpT) TTUKIVOICTI AIOOICTI | . . . cos dpapov KopuOss TE KOU dordSES

ca. At I5.6i5ff. Hektor fails to break the ranks because they are
Trupyr|86v dpripoTES - 'rock solid', as a simile there explains. The irupyos
could also be an offensive formation, cf. iO5n. 'Tunis' was a term of the
Roman army (Gell. 10.9.1; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 6.33).

44-5 OCKOVTÎ OUCJI OocuEids | ccixjids: an instance of Kirk's 'violent enjamb-
ment' where the end of line does not coincide with any point of natural
articulation of the sentence, see TCS 20 (1966) 107. This particular phrase,
however, is formular, cf. 14.422-3. There is another example of violent
enjambment at 51-2, ETT' ocKpco | xsiAsi* At 50-1 OOSE oi ITTTTOI | TOAUCOV

COKUTTOBES is weaker, an instance of 'integral enjambment', cf. 54-5, 55-6.
The whole passage 43-59 is well-enjambed, though most instances are of
the weak, 'progressive' sort exemplified by dm) ydp 5£I8ICTCT£TO Td9pos |
EupEi', 52-3, cf. also 49-50, 53-4, 56-7. This kind of composition reflects
the tension of this dramatic moment as the Trojans close up to the Achaean
lines.

46 dynvopiri 8E |iiv EKTOC: cf. 961CXEI CJE TO aov UEVOS (6.407), which also
refers to Hektor. That Hektor's courage was his undoing is part of Homer's
conception of that hero. For the thought cf. ET| TE UIV COAECTEV QCKYJ\ (16.753),
of Patroklos.
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49-50 Delebecque, Cheval 77, finds fault with this passage because it
seems to envisage that chariotry might contemplate leaping such an obsta-
cle as the Achaean ditch as if they were mounted cavalry. The crucial point,
however, is what the poet thought it a plausible fiction to affirm: at 8.179
he makes Hektor assert that his horses easily T&9pov uirgpOopeovTOU and in
a fine hyperbole at 16.380 he imagines the immortal horses of Akhilleus
doing just that, while the mortal teams were wrecked. The speech of
Pouludamas (61—79) shows that the poet was well aware of the effective-
ness of earthworks as a defence against chariotry. Even so Hektor's team,
for epic horses, put up an unimpressive performance: the heroic horses of
central Asian epic traditions take rivers in their stride, see A. Hatto in
Hainsworth (ed.), Traditions of Heroic and Epic Poetry 11 (London 1989) io8ff.
— EAiaaeO' rraipous: the etymology of Aiaaouai is unclear, but the initial A-
always makes position in the Iliad (except at 16.46 a>s 90CTO AICTCTOHEVOS),
probably by analogy with words having a genuinely original <TA-. The
lengthening is applied to the prefix in all four augmented forms that occur
in the Iliad, cf. 6.45, 9.585, 21.71, and this is often marked by MSS and edd.
by the spelling -AA- (as OCT marks at 9.585). Odyssean usage is altogether
less regular. EAICKJEO', 'pleaded', expresses a humble posture (cf. 11.610)
for a commanding officer and combines awkwardly with ETTOTpuvco in 50
(dpxous Aioxxouevcp at 5.491 is a different situation). Hence Nicanor dis-
cussed the possibility of reading elAiaasO' here (which would neatly pick up
aTp£96TCci from 47) but rejected it on the grounds that to separate ETodpovs
from the principal verb and construe it with eiTOTpuvcov in the next verse
would be an un-Homeric division of phrases, in fact a very violent enjamb-
ment. There is strong enjambment in this passage, cf. 44n., but in no case
does it lead to a break in sense in the fifth foot of the verse. LSJ (s.v. eAiaaco)
construe with EToapous and translate 'rallied his comrades' — but Hektor is
here very much on the offensive.

50-4 Four enjambed verses express the excitement of this moment. The
progressive enjambments of 50-1, 52-3, and 53-4 are straightforward and
ITTTTOI I COKUTTOSES is formular (3X //. 1 x Od.). The violent enjambment
of ETT' dxpcp I Y£\hz\ (cf. 44~5n.) is an almost onomatopoeic description of
the chariots teetering on the brink of the Achaean ditch.

53 o"X£S°v: 'at close quarters', the usual sense of axe86v, is unintelligible
here: hence 'at a bound', cf. auToaxeSios, 'offhand' (Monro), 'in serried
ranks' (Leaf). Perhaps = CTXESOOEV; Hektor's horses have shied at the ditch,
they cannot leap it from the edge (but might in the poet's imagination if they
took a run at it, like Patroklos' horses at 16.380).

54-7 H. Drerup, Arch. Horn, o 100, visualizes a stockaded earthwork as
the fortification described by these verses. That is the sort of structure the
circumstances would demand and permit, yet the poet seems to describe a
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more substantial edifice, being constrained perhaps by the traditional dic-
tion for an assault on a city: see 258n. The CTKOAOTTES, for example, were part
of the reinforcement of the town-wall of Skherie in Od. 7.44-5. Here they
are 6£EES - the slight emphasis that the runover position confers marks this
as a significant quality, i.e. it is the upper end that is sharpened - as if
intended to impale an enemy attacking the ditch. The extensive use of
mud-brick and unconsolidated material even in permanent fortifications
makes it impossible to verify the details of the Homeric description from
extant remains of town-walls in Ionia or elsewhere in Greece. Kpr|uvo!
ETrnpEcpEES, literally 'overhanging', must be an impressionistic or hyper-
bolical description of the heaped-up earth, unless the CTKOAOTTES are thought
to project horizontally. diJicpoTEpcoOEV is possibly poetical elaboration. In
practice an earthwork is more formidable if the soil is thrown up on one
side. UTTEpdEv: i.e. on the crest of the Kpr||ivoi, so as to form a breastwork.
Lattimore's rendering (The Iliad of Homer (Chicago 1951)), 'the surface
of the floor was thickset with pointed palisades', is more consistent with
Pouludamas' description at 63-4 (q.v.) than with the Greek in this verse.
The ditch plays an important role in the assault until 199, after which
it disappears from view until 15.344. It does not impede the attacks of
Sarpedon or Hektor.

56 fjpfjpEi: the subject is Tcftppos. ioTaaav (not loraorav as in OCT) is the
transmitted form and was accepted by Aristarchus. It is philologically im-
probable as a genuine alternative to Ecrrncjav as a 3rd person plural of the
causative aorist, though that would not have deterred ocoiSoi from creating
it. It may be retained, as also at 2.525 and probably at 18.346, for the
erection of the stakes is not a process such as would call for an imperfect
tense. (The quasi-homophone ioTacrav at 55 is the pluperfect, an awkward
jingle to the modern ear.)

60-107 The pause at the ditch enables the poet to set the scene by means of a speech
from Pouludamas for an assault en regie. Pouludamas explains to Hektor the hazard
presented by the ditch and proposes they make the assault as infantry. Hektor accepts
this sensible advice and dismounts. The Trojans divide themselves into Jive companies,
each under three commanders

58 EUTpoxov apucc is probably formular, cf. 8.438, but has a duplicate
EO^OOV ocpuoc at 2.390. The formula system around ccp|ja is weakly developed
(Ooov appia 3X, KOCIXTTUAOV a. and dyKuAov a. i x each). KapiTruAov and
dyKuAov are borrowed from the formula system of the bow.

59 TTE^OI is predicative with EI TEAEOUCTI, 'if they do it on foot'. [iEVoivEov,
like 6|J6KAEOV (15.658), T̂ VTEOV (7.423), and ECTUAEOV (v.l. at 5.48), represents

a transfer from the -dco to the -EGO conjugation attested only in these
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metrically convenient forms; it would have been facilitated by the ambiva-
lent -r)<7av in the aorist, see Meister, Kunstsprache 77-8.

60 =210. TTouAuS&uas is son to the Trojan elder Panthoos (3.146).
There is a passing reference to him at 11.57 DUt n e appears here for the first
time in his characteristic role as giver of sound advice to Hektor. Uncharac-
teristic, however, is Hektor's reaction at 80; he was pleased. A more grip-
ping idea widely exploited in heroic poetry is that the hero, from an excess
of heroic virtue, rejects pleas and counsel to act in a prudent but less
than heroic manner, see Introduction 49. So Asios (noff.) disdained
Pouludamas' manifestly sound advice to attack on foot and charged the
gate in his chariot. This aspect of the hero asserts itself in subsequent
exchanges between Hektor and Pouludamas (21 off., 13.7266°., i8.254ff.),
where Pouludamas' caution sets off Hektor's recklessness. Pouludamas sur-
vived the Iliad and apparently the war. Virg. Aen. 2.318ft0. records the death
of the father (or any rate of a Panthous) at the sack of Troy but not that of
the son. Pouludamas was a fighting hero as well as councillor, see 14.449-
64? i5-339> 15453-75 ^ ^ ^ j 17.597-600. His arguments, however, are
always concerned with safety and not with honour (contrast Odysseus at
11.404-10). Pouludamas fulfils most of the criteria for a character of the
poet's invention: he has no role outside the Iliad, his role within the poem is
well defined but not indispensable, his name is a straightforward formation
(likewise his father Panthoos and brother Euphorbos), and nothing he does
or says is not explicable by its immediate context. For his role vis-a-vis
Hektor see M. Schofield, CQ36 (1986) 18-22.

61-79 The first of Pouludamas' four speeches. The others are 12.211-
29, 13.726-47, 18.254-83. There is a certain sameness between them, not
perhaps deliberate (as was argued by Lohmann, Reden 178-82) but because
the poet has a pattern for speeches of prudent admonition, cf. Nestor's
speeches of tactical advice, 2.337-68, 7.327-43, 10.204-17.

63-4 The OKoAoTres are now 'in the ditch'. If Pouludamas' description is
consistent with 54-7 he must, not unreasonably, make no distinction be-
tween the wall of the ditch and the face of the Kpr||ivoi above where the
OKoAoTres (55) were set CrrrepOsv, hence ' 'Tis crowned with pointed stakes'
(Earl Derby), TTOTI 8' auTous: 'close behind' (Leaf) is the required sense but
is not easily understood from the phrase, still less from the widely attested
reading Trep! 6s

 OCUTOUS.

65-6 These verses, with 49-54, offer some account of the purpose of
the ditch. It keeps the enemy chariotry at a distance and restricts the
manoeuvres of the forces that cross it, forcing them to deploy within range
of the walls and preventing their retreat, cf. 16.368-9. The use of an
outwork to supplement the main defensive wall is common from the mid-
seventh century on Greek sites, see Lawrence, Fortification 279-88. The ditch
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at Vrulia in Rhodes c. 650 B.C. was sited so as to leave a space of 4-5 m
before the wall; at Athens the fifth-century works near the Dipylon Gate
allowed for a similar gap. One may suppose that the Iliad envisaged some
such interval in the passages that speak of the ditch, (JTEIVOS: onreivos 660O
KofAris 23.419 suggests that the 'narrow space' here is the confines of the
ditch itself where it would indeed be difficult to fight effectively, mounted
or on foot. Pouludamas would have a better point than this trite observation
if we could take him to mean '<and even if we could cross) we could not
dismount from our chariots and fight effectively because the space on the
other side is too narrow and dangerous'. Konrapfiuevoci: a sense 'to dismount
(from the chariots scilicet after descending into the ditch)' is urged by
Willcock, Commentary ad loc.

68 Pap. 69 has (3OUAETO viicnv, a familiar formula (4X) and combined
with TpcbecTCTi 5£ at 7.21 and 16.121. IET' dpfjyeiv and the vulgate
dcpf|y€iv are both unique phrases.

70 =13.227 = 14.70. "ocicjxpov Y&P T6§e Y* tor\ KCCI

TruOecjOai", said Agamemnon of a failure to take Troy at 2.119. But to die
vcovuuvos, unremembered and without hope of meaningful survival, is a
fate even worse than the shameful (SuoKAiris) return feared by Agamemnon
(2.115 = 9.22).

71—2 UTTOOTpiycoai: intransitive, = 'if they should rally', cf. IAIXO£VTCOV

at 74. TToAicô is (< TraAi-pico îs) is 'counter-attack' after a rally. IVITTAÎ COUEV

is also intransitive = 'be forced into'.
75 This is a standard formular verse (8x //. 2X Od.).
76-7 TTpuA&s: see n.49n. Verses 77 -f 84-5 = 11.47-9, but are now

applied to the Trojans.
79 6A£6pov Treipcnr' £9f}<TTTai: see 6.i43n. The metaphorical sense 'fasten

the shackles of destruction upon' is thoroughly investigated by A. Bergren,
FFEIPAP in Early Greek Poetry (American Philol. Ass. 1975) 21-62.

80-1 =13.748-9, the only other place where Hektor accepts
Pouludamas' advice, cf. 23 m. Verse 81 is a formular one (8x with minor
variations).

83 Pouludamas spoke to Hektor and the Trojan captains (61), and it
must not be thought that he could be heard by the rest of the army. The
troops follow the example rather than the orders of their commander.

84-5 = 11.47-8, where the subject was the Achaeans, an instance of the
dexterity with which the poet manipulates these runs of verses.

87—107 No division of the Trojan army into five or any other number of
regiments is implied elsewhere; it was probably invented to add graphic
detail to a momentous occasion, cf. the five leaders of the Pylians, 4.295-6
and the catalogue of the Myrmidons at i6.i68ff., also in five divisions.
Observe the artificial note of symmetry introduced by the recurrent pattern
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of one principal with two seconds. The principal Trojan captains are listed
(after the demise of Asios) at 14.425-6 as TTouAuS&uas TE KOCI Alvsias KCU 8TOS
'Ayr)vcop | !Eap7rn5cbv T \ apx&S AUKICOV, Kai fAauKos auuucov. (Very differ-
ent lists of Trojan champions are given at 13.790-4 and 17.215-18.) There
can be little doubt in the present context that such a catalogue should
anticipate the form of the subsequent narrative, which would then tell of
each assault in turn, rather as does Aeschylus in Th. and as the Thebais
would have done. That would imply that the Achaean wall was pierced by
five gates (an idea mooted by bT), but the number is nowhere specified, see
introduction to this Book. In the event the theme disintegrates after the
attack of Asios and in spite of some tentative attempts fails to re-establish
itself. Yet the poet seems to recall his failure to tell of Aineias' attack when
he brings him back into the fray at i3.458ff.: Aineias had been hanging
back allegedly 'because Priam did not honour him', the occasion and
manner of Priam's neglect being unstated. For the other personnel see nn.
ad locc. T tries to relate the names to the entries in the Trojan Catalogue but
without much success. The divisions do not attack in the order named here,
but that of Asios first, then Hektor, Sarpedon, and finally Hektor again.

87 A quasi-formular verse, see 3.in., here used to introduce a list of
commanders, not to resume the narrative with the advance of the troops
after a catalogue.

91 KE(3piovris, a bastard son of Priam, was promoted Hektor's charioteer
at 8.318 after the death of Arkheptolemos, see 11.52 m. He fights alongside
Pouludamas at 13.790 and is slain in his chariot by Patroklos at 16.7336°.

92 aAAov: the failure to assign a name to this worthless substitute is
uncharacteristic. S. E. Bassett, The Poetry of Homer (Berkeley 1938) 256,
notes similar anonymity only at 13.211 and 394.

93 Alkathoos, like Asios below, is killed in book 13 (4246°.). He appears
only here and in 13 where, however, he is elevated into a son-in-law of
Ankhises (428), and styled the best man in Troy.

94 Helenos was OICOVOTTOXCOV OX' dpioros at 6.76 but there is no other
allusion to his man tic role in the Iliad. In the Cypria he prophesied the dire
outcome of Paris' journey to Sparta. He has a considerable role in book 13
with five mentions, three of them in association with Deiphobos. Deiphobos,
mentioned here for the first time, was a full brother to Hektor. Athene took
his appearance to lure Hektor to his death (22.2266°.). There are two
mentions of him in the Odyssey. 8.517, as the opponent of Odysseus and
Menelaos at the taking of Troy, and 4.276 (athetized by Aristarchus, but
defended by West, Odyssey ad loc), as accompanying Helen on her inspec-
tion of the Wooden Horse. In the Little Iliad he married Helen after the
death of Paris; that is nowhere stated in Homer, but seems to be hinted at
in the Odyssean passages.
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95-6 This Asios meets his death at 13.384-93 at the hands of
Idomeneus. His home Arisbe is on the south shore of the Hellespont above
Abudos. Note that 96-7 = 2.838-9 q.v. Another, undistinguished, Asios
was full brother of Hekabe (16.717ft0.). Asios is a senior figure; the Adamas at
140, etc. is certainly his son. There is also Phainops 'AaiaBris, 'A(3u666i OIKICC

vaicov, mentioned at 17.583, whose father may be the same as the present
Asios or an echo of him. The name is not as 'Asiatic' as it may appear; an
Asios was a genealogical poet of Samos, and an a-si-wi-jo is recorded at
Cnossos (Df 1469, etc.). His father's name Hurtakos recalls the Lycian
toponym urtaqijahn and, perhaps more significantly, coincides with a place
in Crete, cf. Phaistos at 5.43. Aristarchus (Arn/A) noted that the epana-
lepsis, "ACTIOS . . . I "Acnos, is typical of the Iliad, but occurred only once in the
Odyssey (1.22-3).

96-7 =2.838-9. TTOTaiioO &TT6 IeAAf|SVTOs is independently formular,
but the river at 2.659 and 15.531 flowed near Ephure, not into the
Hellespont. See 15.53 m.

98—9 Aineias has not been seen in action since his ignominious encoun-
ter with Diomedes at 5.297-317, nor indeed does he take part in the sequel
in spite of this foreshadowing (as it must naturally be taken) of his assault.

100 These sons of An tenor are associated with Aineias in the Catalogue
(2.819-23). Verses 99-100 = 2.822-3 with OOK OTOS for Aiveiccs.

101-2 Sarpedon and Glaukos, commanders of the Lycians (see 292n.),
are the only leaders of the emKoupoi of any consequence in the Iliad and
play a role in the fighting second only to that of Hektor. Sarpedon slew
Tlepolemos, the principal Achaean casualty in the first half of the Iliad, and
meets his own death at the hands of Patroklos at 16.4196°. He and Glaukos
were cousins, see the genealogy at 6.196-9 and 16.419-683^ Asteropaios
here enters the epic for the first time. He has no role in the attack on the
Achaean wall, but reappears in books 17 and 21. He was a leader of the
Paeonians, not mentioned in the Catalogue (2.848-50), and perhaps for
that reason as well as to increase the pathos of his death, is described as a
recent reinforcement for the Trojans when he confesses his identity to
Akhilleus at 21.153-60. It is the lack of first-rank fighting men among them
that confines the imKoupoi to one brigade; elsewhere it is implied they were
numerous (2.130, 4.438, 17.154-5).

103-4 The pronouns oi (nom. plur.) and 01 (dat. sing.) refer to Glaukos
with Asteropaios and to Sarpedon respectively. The couplet explains the
inclusion of Asteropaios, for Glaukos would be an automatic choice. None
of the leaders of the more distant allies listed at 2.840-75 were worthy to
stand beside the two Lycians.

105 dAArjAous apapov may describe the formation called the irupyos
when the army stands on the defensive, see 43n. and cf. 13.129-35 and
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16.211-17 where the troops mass for a charge. In the present case the
Trojans are assaulting fortifications and concentrating their attacks at par-
ticular points. Leaf was probably wrong to imagine a 'rudimentary sort of
testudo\ unless 'rudimentary' is stressed, for a more than rudimentary testudo
would call for the rectangular shield of the Roman legionary, but he was
right to recognize that the tactics of siege warfare are in question. The
Trojan squads are to rush the gates. When they attack they do so |36as auas
I uyoa' avacrx6[J€voi (137-8). For (3o6aai = 'shields' see i37n. TUKTTJCTI:

vox propria as epithet of a leather shield, cf. 6 01 Tuxios K&UE TEUXCOV, |
OKVTOTOUCOV ox' apioros (7.220—21), of Aias' shield hrraposiov.

106 The participle AeAirmevoi, 'eager', is the only part in use of a defec-
tive verb. Some connexion, or confusion, with AiAaionai seems probable, see
Chantraine, Diet, s.v., but cannot be directly established.

107 It would be natural to take the subjects of the infinitives axtlcreoOai
and EV . . . TTEaeecxOai to be the Trojans, as in 9.235 (see n.) and (probably)
17.639; but when the verse recurs at 126, again with Trojans as subject of
the leading verb, the subject of the infinitives is expressed, and is 'Axaious.
On that analogy some commentators (e.g. Leaf, tentatively) understand
Aavaous here and translate CTXTjaeoOai as 'hold out' and TTEaeeaOai as 'die'.

108— ig^ Asios, leading the third division of the Trojan forces, refuses to dismount.
The gate before him is open, but the Lapithai, Leonteus and Polupoites, advance to
defend it and frustrate Asios3 attack. After reflecting on the difficulty of his task the poet
gives the two Lapithai a short aristeia

108-72 Asios tries to force the gate. This, the attacks of Hektor (195-289
and 442-71), Sarpedon (378-435), and Patroklos' onslaught (16.698-
711), make up our corpus, such as it is, of archaic siege poetry in the narrow
sense. Since a frontal assault on the enemy's walls is as much a climax of
battle poetry as it is of battle, and since the siege scene has its place in the
repertory of Mycenaean art (see Webster, Mycenae to Homer 58-63), these
scenes are likely to be a remnant of a significant part of Late Helladic and
Dark Age doi6f|. The well-designed bastions, casemates, and sally ports of
Mycenaean fortifications are testimony to the art of defending (and by
implication to the art of attacking) such works. Asios' mounted attack,
however - two horses, two men, and a vehicle are a wasteful means of
bringing two spears into action in a situation where every hand counted -
is not war but magnificent poetic imagination. When Asios meets his death
at the hands of Idomeneus at 13.3846°. he fights in the normal way, on foot,
but with his chariot close at hand. The presence of his chariot within the
fortifications in that passage and the oddity of his mounted assault here has
been used as an argument for the dependence of the Asios episode on the
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narrative of book 13, cf. Von der Miihll, Hypomnema 206. The assaults of
Asios, Hektor, and Sarpedon would naturally be launched simultaneously,
and perhaps are to be so understood, but in the usual epic manner are
narrated as if sequential.

i n For the suggestion that either fjvioxos or Oep&mov is a personal name
here see 13.386^ It is unusual for the charioteer not to be named in these
contexts.

113-17 This foreshadowing of Asios' death reads like the setting up of
an immediate narrative goal, like the prediction of Agamemnon's injury at
1 i.igiff., but Asios does not in fact die in the assault on the wall, in whose
defence Idomeneus plays no recorded part, in spite of the fact that his
station was vr|cov sir' dpiorepd. The aristeia of Idomeneus marks the first
stage of the Achaean counter-attack (13.36iff.), and Asios was his second
victim (13.383-93)-

113 vfjiTios (-ov, etc.) is highly formular (i8x //., 9X Od. as runover
word in the first foot) and therefore probably a traditional way in which
the narrator, in spite of his apparent objectivity, intruded a personal com-
ment on his story, see Edwards, vol. v 5.

115 = 8.499. "I^los is normally feminine in the epic. A neuter form "IAIOV

arm) is attested only at 15.71 (see n.), where Aristarchus emended it away.
fjVEUoeaaa is the regular epithet in this position (7X and HyAphr 280), cf.

3-305".
118-19 eTcraTO, 'charged', is aorist of (p)i6|iai, see 11.358 and n. Arn/A

refer the form to sTui, as did the poet at least sometimes: the digamma
is ignored at 13.90, 17.285. en' dpiorepd: the 'normal orientation when
there is movement from one part of the battlefield to another' (Fenik, TBS
41): see also 11.498 and 5-355n. The poet can say hrl 8e£i6q>iv TTCCVTOS

OTpccToO (13.308), but that expression is not formular. Oddly, formulas for
movement to the right are lacking. 'Left' usually means left from the
Achaean viewpoint (so Cuillandre, La Droite et la gauche 99), and it was vncov
ETT' dpiorepd where Asios was slain, cf. 13.674-6. But it remains odd that
his opponents here are leaders of a Thessalian contingent, some of the
Thessalians at least being brigaded on the Achaean right, see 11.5-9^ and
introduction to this Book. Aristarchus (Arn/A) on the strength of this
passage stationed the Lapithai next to Idomeneus, i.e. on the left. The
matter is surprisingly difficult to resolve, cf. 13.68 m., and the attempt may
be futile; the narrative as usual is focused on the foreground and works
through a cast of characters rather than a strategic plan. — The poet seems
to envisage some means of passing the ditch in front of the gate. Over it the
Achaeans are streaming ovv iTrTroicriv KCCI oxeoxpi, and Asios, mounted,
follows. Any ancient or medieval audience would recognize the situation
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and its danger: the Trojans are about to pass the Achaean defences by
mingling with the fugitives.

120—i To shut the gates on fugitives must have been a desperate deci-
sion, cf. the dilemma of Priam at 21.531—6. The Lapithai, however, are not
enfants perdus, fighting a delaying action with the gates closed at their
backs. They are following a recognized tactical plan: TrpOTi&poiOe TTUA&COV

uyqAdcov I 6<7Tacrav (131-2), cf. 22.35-6 TrpoTrapoiOe TTUA&GOV | ecnT)K£i of
Hektor's first design to resist Akhilleus. This is not as rash as it may seem
since they are supported by the troops manning the wall, cf. 153. The
alternative was stated by Hekabe, aiJiuve 8E 6f|iov dv8pa | xeixeos EVTOS kbv
(22.84-5), as do the Aiantes (2656°.). — The oyz\J% is to be understood as a
massive wooden drawbar sliding in some sort of fitments on the back of the
doors, see also 456n. where the gate has two ox^S- The gates of the Achaean
camp appear to be thought of as mere apertures in the curtain wall, vulner-
able to frontal assault. This is very simple fortification but convenient
for heroic attack and defence. The gates of the LH citadels at Tiryns,
Midea, Mycenae, and Gla vary according to the terrain but are always de-
signed to force an enemy attacking a gate into a confined area dominated
by the defence; see the plans of Mycenae, etc., Sp. Iakovides, Arch. Horn, E
17off. In Ionia the gateways of Old Smurne, Melia, and Miletos were
formed by making one sector of wall overlap the next, with similar effect.
Projecting towers, which enable defensive 'fire' to harass a force attacking
the curtain wall at an enfilading angle, come into regular use in Greece only
in the sixth century. See generally Lawrence, Fortification 246-62.

125 K6KAf|yovTSs: the Aeolic declension of the perfect participle is well
attested and clearly right (see i6.43on.), although bastard forms in -COTES

had invaded the paradosis deeply enough for Aristarchus to have hesitated:
KEKArjycoTes KOU K£KAfiyovT6S Six&s ai 'Apicnrapxou (Did/A) at 13.30).
unlike the singular -cov, could not be directly Ionicized.

126 For the construction of this verse and the sense of TrecjeecrOai see
127—53 The account of the fight put up by the Lapithai is unclear. The

two Lapithai are first outside the gates (131 7rpoTr&poi0£), then inside (142
6v5ov EOVTES), then outside again (145 TipoaOE). Suggested remedies have
been to place 141-53 after 128 (or rather 130), or to condemn either
131-40 or 141-53. Leaf argues that 124-40 relate the situation that Asios
found confronting him while 141-4 explain how it had arisen and 145-53
take the narrative back to the point reached at 140. That obliges him to
render the imperfect opvuov at 142 as 'had been inciting'. In the narrative
of a fast-moving situation in which the poet's eye, as it were, leaps from
point to point problems of this kind arise as easily as they can be exagger-
ated. The sequence of thought would be smoother if the vulgate EV5OV
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sc. the Achaeans were read in 142 for Aristarchus' eovTes sc. the
Lapithai. They can encourage the troops from their station outside the
gates.

i27ff. Verses 127-31 are contained in Pap. 432, for which see 11.265^
Verses 128-40, 176-91, 249-63, 355-71, 399-414, and 446-59 are con-
tained in Pap. 121 + Pap. 342. (The two papyri are from the same roll,
according to G. M. Boiling, Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 14 (1928) 78.)
The stichometry used by the scribe indicates that he wrote up to five
plus-verses between 192 and 249, two certainly after 347 and 350 corre-
sponding to 360a and 363a in the parallel passage, and at least four more
between 263 and 355, or 371 and 398, or 414 and 446. No more precise
indications survive.

127-38 Zenodotus and Aristophanes read the dual throughout this pas-
sage according to Did/AT (so £Trepxo|Jievco 136 in Pap. 59). The dual is
obviously impossible at some points, e.g. eupov 127, and introduces improb-
able hiatus in 127-8. Nevertheless it was adopted by Leaf.

128 Despite the fame of their battle with the Centaurs the Lapithai were
an embarrassment to genealogists, see West, Catalogue 85—6. As a tribe they
have no role in the Trojan saga and accordingly have only the briefest
mention in the Iliad, here and at 181. They are mentioned once in the
Odyssey at 21.297. Their leaders, Polupoites and Leonteus, are listed in the
Catalogue as coming from northern Thessaly (2.738-47), without a note of
their tribe, and their father Peirithoos is mentioned at 1.263 in Nestor's
recollection of the fight with the Centaurs. They took part in the Games of
Patroklos (23.836-7). The oddity is the neglect of the tribal name in the
earlier allusions.

130 T reports a plus-verse (TIVES Eirayoucriv), uiov OirepOuiJioio Kopcovou
Kaivet5ao (130a = 2.746). The commentator takes the addition seriously
and praises the style of the passage in the light of it: TrapaTf)p£i TO TTOIKIAOV

7T\s ETrayysAias; he means the alternation between father's name + own
name and own name + father's name. One of T's Tives is Pap. 432, which
also inserts the verse as 190a. Pap. 121 omits the verse here but has it as
190a. For further discussion see West, Ptolemaic Papyri 99-101, who thinks
its omission was accidental (contra van der Valk, Researches 11 408-1). —
PpoToAoiyco TCTOV "Aprfi: an extravagant compliment, though not so extrav-
agant as Agamemnon's comparison to Zeus, Ares, and Poseidon at 2.478-9.
The formula is otherwise reserved for Akhilleus and Hektor, see 11.604.
Leonteus is 6£os "Aprjos at 188 and twice elsewhere, but that formula is
clearly generic (applied to seven heroes in the Iliad and four others in the
Hesiodic corpus).

132-6,146-51 G. Murray objected that 'People who stand firm in front
of a gate, like oaks, are not very like wild boars that rush out and tear up
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the undergrowth' (Rise 247). bT affirm reasonably enough that the oak
represents firmness (as 135—6 indicate) and the boar firmness 4- aggression.
But between the two similes the narrative moves on; at 131 the Lapithai are
awaiting the onslaught, at 145 they move to repel it. At 151, however, it is
made clear that the tertium comparationis of the second simile is the noise of
gnashing teeth and clashing armour. For the gnashing teeth cf. 11.416,

13474-5-
132 uyiK&pr|VOi is a hapax legomenon, apparently a variation of uvyiKopios,

the regular epithet of the oak (2X //., 4X Od., and 2X in Hesiod).
134 An impressive four-word verse. pi£ncri . . . 6irjv6K86a' dpapuTai is a

formula under-represented in the Iliad; it recurs, with dprjpcos, at Hesiod,
Theog. 812, where the roots are metaphorical.

137-8 TSTXOS is used loosely, for Asios is attacking the gate, cf. 443
(TEIXOS) with 445ft0. (TTUAOCI). The action of holding up the shield is natural
in the circumstances, cf. the posture of the figures on the Silver Siege Vase
from Shaft Grave iv at Mycenae (Lorimer, HM 142, fig. 4). No particular
formation, like the Roman testudo, seems to be intended, for which
dpapioxeiv would be the appropriate verb. The Siege Vase draws attention
to an omission from the Homeric account, the absence of covering 'fire'
from archers. For sophisticated Near Eastern siege methods see the silver
bowl from Amathous (Arch. Horn N 10) and the discussion in Lawrence,
Fortification 13-30. — For poOs in the sense of '(leather) shield' see 105 and
7.238. On the evidence of the Iliad poas auas is not formular as a word-
group, but the idea that the shield requires cured and toughened hide recurs
in pcov I <5c£aA8T|v, 7.238-9.

139-40 Note the Greek names, other than Iamenos, of these Trojans. Of
Asios' satellites Iamenos and Orestes die at 193 and the rest along with their
leader in book 13. 'IOCUEVOS can only be linked with ido|icci by popular
etymology; von Kamptz, Personennamen 166, 349, suspects the presence of
the Anatolian suffix -mn-. It is odd that the names of important figures in
the wider Trojan saga - Orestes here, Helenos at 5.707 - should be used for
these insignificant characters. Yet the Iliad needs an extensive onomasticon
and avoids confusion of mind in its audience by making that Helenos an
Achaean and this Orestes a Trojan. There is, however, an Achaean Orestes
at 5.705, and another Oinomaos at 5.706, as if the names somehow formed
a group.

141-2 The reference of oi is evidently to Polupoites and Leonteus (TCO
would be better, cf. 131, 135, 145), verses 137-40 being parenthetic. The
pronoun was sufficiently obscure for some MSS to change £UKVuf|ui8as
'Axocious to the nominative, but that would require opvuov to be intransi-
tive, which is impossible. For the vulgate reading Iv5ov IOVTOCS see 127-53^
f)os (eicos codd.) is 'for a little time', as at 13.143, 15.277, 17.730.
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I43~4 = I5-395~^- lccXf\ T6 90P0S TE is formular (4X and once in the
dative), iaxr) is certainly from piaxri and probably from (jfiayr), see
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. f)XTl, hence the length of the final syllable of ysvETO.

145-51 The simile has caused difficulty by beginning as an illustration
of the tactics of Leonteus and Polupoites, making sudden charges like wild
boars, and ending with the noise of missiles against their armour, like boars
whetting their tusks. The poet's picture of the action does not stand still
during the simile, but via the image of the boars passes from movement to
sound.

147-8 56xorrai is the 3rd person plural (< 8EK#TCXI - the ~x~ is Attic)
corresponding to the 3rd person singular 5EKTO (2.420, 15.88), participle
SeyuEVos, etc. (2.794, Q-^1? J8-524 (also TTOTI-, OTTO-)), and infinitive 8EX6OCI

(1.23 = 1.377), to which the Odyssey adds an imperfect eSeyiJ-qv (Od. 9.513,
12.230). These forms are best regarded as the present and imperfect forms
of an athematic conjugation of the root 8EK-, partly reinterpreted in the
historic forms as aorists, see Chantraine, GHi 296, and 9.19m., and Shipp,
Studies 63. KOAOCTUPTOS: also at 13.472, in a similar context, a rather deroga-
tory word, 'rabble'. The hunting party, it must be supposed, are not like
the noble pursuers of the Calydonian boar (9.543), but peasants whose
crops have been damaged. 8oxiico T' &I£OCVTE: an authentic detail, the tusks
of the boar do not point forwards, cf. AiKpicpis &T£as {Od. 19.451), of the boar
that wounded the young Odysseus.

149 UTrcri 8E TE KOUTTOS 686VTGOV (= 11.417): in the midst of all this action
(uTrai) there is heard the gnashing of the boar's teeth.

151 For the resumed narrative picking up a secondary point in the
simile, here the sound of gnashed teeth by the sound of weapons on armour.
Ameis - Hentze compare 13.492-5, where the troops follow their leader like
sheep the ram, at which the shepherd is delighted, his pleasure being then
echoed by that of Aineias, and 15.623-9, where Hektor's charge is com-
pared to a wave crashing on a ship and terrifying the sailors, whose terror
is then picked up by the terror of the Achaeans.

153 Ka6uTT£p0E is clearly used adjectivally with AaoTcriv. It would in
classical Greek require a verbal form (e.g. ICTTCXIJIEVOIS) to give it construc-
tion. Zenodotus read AaEcrcri (Did/A) for AaoTcn, which would be awk-
wardly followed by oi in 154. No details are given in the Iliad of special
works to improve the defensibility of the gate; the Aaos have manned
the battlements and hurl their missiles over the heads of Polupoites and
Leonteus.

155 oxpcov TS OCUTCOV: the same orthography and the same phrase recurs
at 19.302, but crcpECOV (monosyllabic) at 18.311 without CCUTGOV in a more
archaic usage. The most archaic form is oxpeicov (metrically lengthened from
dissyllabic oxpkov), only in the formula coaav OCTTO oxpEicov (3X ).
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156-8 This neat simile of the snowstorm anticipates the longer and more
famous comparison at 278-89 (see nn. adloc). The parallelism between the
assault of Asios and Hektor's first attack is emphasized by the relative rarity
and brevity of other snow similes (only 3.222 (a short comparison) and
19.357-8) except where snow is an adjunct to hail or the like (10.7, 15.170,
and 22.152). The image is usually that of falling snow (vupdSes), not snow
on the ground (xic^v) •

160 ccuov, literally 'dry', must mean a harsh, grating noise, cf. 13.441 and
nn. to 13.404-10. But the juxtaposition with dcuTeuv or auasv is suspicious,
as if some etymological connexion was felt to exist, as was suggested by M.
Leumann, Mus. Helv. 14 (1957) 50.

161 The army had to bake its bread, so uuA&K6aai, 'millstones', may be
taken literally, in spite of their minimal effect on the Trojan helmets. Aias
felled Hektor uuAoei5ei TreTpcp at 7.270, a rock 'as big as a millstone', but
that was on the battlefield, not a few yards from the huts and ships. At 380
we learn that the Achaeans had their ammunition ready beforehand on the
battlements.

162 = 15.397, Od. 13.198. TT6TrAr|y6To ur|pcb is a formular gesture (4X ,
and recast with the verb in the sigmatic aorist in place of the archaic
reduplicated form at 16.125, HyDem 245; for other references see 15.113-
i4n.); the concomitant dual is therefore probably an archaism too. What
the gesture means (impotent rage) is unhelpfully glossed by &AoccnT)(jas at
163. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. aAacrrcop, is unusually hesitant about this word
and pronounces a derivation from ccAaoros (as if = 'to find a situation
"insufferable"') artificial. But the man who calls Zeus a liar at 164 can
easily be imagined to exclaim (to use a mild rendering) 'Confound it!'

164—5 Asios' excessive language — and to call Zeus qnAoy£u8f|s is exces-
sive — exemplifies his exasperation: it is not hubristic in the sense that it calls
for punishment, and Zeus reacts at 173 with indifference. Zeus does not
fulfil all men's hopes, cf. 18.328, and it is natural for Homeric heroes
to blame him, or the gods in general, when things go wrong. At 9.21
Agamemnon complained of the dm-ocTr) of Zeus.

166 X&poLS d&TTTOus is a common formula (1 ox //.,3X Od.). The general
sense 'irresistible hands' makes it inappropriate in combination with
<J\T\<JS\V, 'withstand'. The primary force of the adjective is evidently 'inex-
pressibly (strong)' and its primary form d-(p)eTT-TOS. The attested form is
by diectasis of a hypothetical STTTOS resulting from the contraction of vowels
after the lapse of digamma. Aristophanes actually read CCETTTOUS (Hrd/A at
1.567). See further 13.318^ Ancient interpretations (see LfgrE) link the
word with diTTOiiai, and so perhaps did the poet.

167-70 Wasps are the subject of a simile at 16.259-65 (see n.), and bees
at 2.87-90. The rarity of these aggressive and/or useful insects in similes is
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unexpected, but insects are rare altogether; cicadas appear at 3.151-2, flies
at 16.641-3 and 17.570-2, and grasshoppers at 21.12-13. bT, who hold
(on 10.5) that there is a correlation between a character and the subject
chosen for comparison, suggest that Asios' choice of insects is intended to be
derogatory. That may be so, but this is one of those theses where favourable
instances are counted and counter-examples ignored: the Achaeans at 2.87
and the Myrmidons at 16.259 a r e n o t subjects of adverse comment. ocioAos
is used in the epic as an attribute of a most heterogeneous group of nouns:
of a horse's feet, wasps, gadflies, maggots, and of metallic objects. It appears
to mean 'flickering' ('lebending-schimmernd', Mette, LfgrE). Ancient in-
terpretations oscillate between TTOIKIAOS and 6UKivr|Tos. Similes of parent
defending young are found at 16.259-65 (wasps again), 17.133-7 (lioness),
Od. 20.14-15 (bitch): vivid comparisons to an audience whose fighting men
too often had to do just that, cf. 8.56-7, 11.242, 15.497-9, 17.223-4,
21.587-8, and especially such expressions as uocpvd|Jievos o&pcov 6V6Ka
<r<p£TEp&Gov (9.327), and Od. 8.525 OCCTTEI KOCI TEKEECJCTIV &[iuvcov vr|Aees fjiiocp.
It is unusual for similes to occur in speeches (cf. 9.323-4^); for half the
speech to be so taken up is unparalleled, see Scott, Simile 50.

168 65co em TraiTraAoEcrcrq: cf. KOCTCX TraiTraAoeaaav orrapTTov in another
simile at 17.743. In the narrative the epithet is applied to an island at 13.33
= 24.78 and Od. 15.29, and to a mountain at 13.17. The sense 'rough'
would suit all of these, but the way in which it is to be understood in the
similes is complicated by the expression OoiviKes TroAuTraiTraAoi, 'very devi-
ous', at Od. 15.419, as if the road favoured by the wasps was 'winding'. This
and other ramifications of the word are examined by Shipp, Essays in
Mycenaean and Homeric Greek (Melbourne 1961) 48-51.

170 6<npr|T'npas is odd, unless the poet is now thinking exclusively of the
bees and, though it is not mentioned, their honey. At 16.259, more realisti-
cally, it is pestering children against whom the wasps defend themselves.

171 Wasps or bees are a natural comparison for a crowd, but that
association is here misleading; they are not cited here as a swarm of insects
but as a type of tenacity, so that (pace Leaf et al.) the point of the simile is
not nullified by the phrase Kod 60' EOVTE. Aristarchus (Arn/A) took f|pcoas
at 165 to mean TrdvTas KOIVGOS, but Asios, true to the ideology of Homeric
battle, can see only the two Lapithai.

172 KOCTOCKT&iJiev f|6 dAcovai: a variant (only here) of the fatalistic com-
ments f]6 TOO euxos 6pe^o|i£v f)e TIS f\[xiv (2X , cf. 22.130), f\ T ' EpAriT* f\ T '
epocA' dAAov (11.410), etc.

175-8 A glance at the general situation is by no means out of place after
the narrative of Asios' attack, but these verses were not found in Zenodotus
and were athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus (Did/AT). The latter
found 175 derivative from 15.414 dAAoi 5' d|icp' dAArjcri udxr|v £|idxovTO
ve6<T<Tiv, and objected to the intrusion of the poet's personality in 176, to the
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premature mention of fire at 177 anticipating Hektor's words at 15.718, to
the separation of TEIXOS from Adivov at 177-8, and to the feeble remark
about the pro-Achaean gods at 179: all of which seems hypercritical. For
modern discussions, generally in favour of excision, see G. Jachmann, 'Vom
fruhalexandrinischen Homertext', Nachrichten der Akad. Gottingen (1949)
169-87. Aristarchus had another reason for rejecting any reference to a
plurality of gates: his monograph Ilspi TOO vauoT&0[jiou mentioned in the
scholia (Arn/A) to 10.53, n-i66, 11.807, I2-25^5 I5-449 a rgu ed (implausi-
bly, but see 3.145^) that the camp had only one gate, that eventually
stormed by Hektor. Aristarchus also objected to the ethnicon AcariOai in
181, a verse that should therefore be added to the athetesis. The passage is
indeed badly put together, piling up the extent of the battle, the poet's
incapacity, fire, the desperation of the Achaeans, the vexation of the gods,
and the resolution of the Lapithai. Homer's mind is not usually so butterfly.
However, some verses of transition between Hektor's prospective K06OS at
174 and the successes of the Lapithai at i82ff. are desirable. The exegetical
scholia detect a certain cOpir|piKf] evdpyeia in the lines.

176 The poet confesses his diropia, cf. 2.484ft0., and the rhetorical ques-
tion TIS Kev . . . enrol 17.260-1 (see n. ad loc). The fact that the description
of battle is said, unsurprisingly, to be difficult is an indication that the poet
recognized the problem and at least strove to attain a degree of clarity and
cohesion, an aim in which in great measure he succeeded. — dpyaAeov
(< dAy-aAeov by dissimilation of A . . . A): a dead metaphor, like English
'taking pains'. 0e6v cbs: the self-reference and the point of comparison ('as if
I had the abilities of a god') are alike unique. The proper use of this old
formula (0e6s (ap)cos etc., n x //., 6x Od.) is to express admiration for
appearance or status.

177-8 irepi TETXOS opcopEi 0s<77n8aes m/p | Adivov: the poet needs a run-
over word but Adivov is ill-chosen. Applying fire to defences is a standard
tactic of besieging forces but to wooden gates or wooden superstructures.
Metaphorical fire can be ruled out; 0eo"Tn8aes m/p (7X //., ix Od.) is
always literal fire. The use of fire against the gates or fabric of the wall,
which seems to be envisaged here, does not arise in the account of the
Trojan assault; fire is reserved for the ships, e.g. 198, 441 below.

178 Koci dxvuuevoi Trep: the two participles dxvu|J6vos and icTcruuevos, both
regular at the verse-end with 7rep (15X and 3X respectively), are neatly
shifted to a medial position by prefixing KOU (8X and 3X ). They are
something of a special case, for of the other participles used with Trep at the
verse-end only ex06uevos is so treated {Od. 4.502).

180 Pap. 121 had a different verse, cos Tpcbscrcnv dpriye -TTorrrip Zeus,] KT^E
8s 'Axoaous (suppl. Allen, alii alia), but Aristarchus (Arn/A on 175) ignored
the reading and criticized the vulgate.

181 cyuupdAAsiv TroAepiov, 'join battle', as we should say, is not exactly
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paralleled in the epic but is clearly related to such expressions as cruv 5'
ep&AovTo lidxeciOai at 377, etc. ovupdAAeiv |idxT|v and analogous expres-
sions are common in tragedy.

182-94 With these succinct statements of the exploits of the Lapithai cf.
16.306-50, although that is an altogether more vigorous passage. Victim
and wound are named, but without pathetic anecdotes. Aristeiai may degen-
erate into mere lists, cf. the laconic notice of Hektor's exploits at 11.289-
309. This is the big moment for the Lapithai in the Iliad] they have not been
heard of since the Catalogue (except for one verse at 6.29) and will not be
met again until the Funeral Games of Patroklos. The casualties of book 11
bring these lesser figures (and Menestheus among the leaders, 3316°.) to the
fore.

182 "Ev65 au marks the resumption of the narrative after a digression, cf.
4.in. Unfortunately for the authenticity of 175-81 the digression might as
easily have been Asios' protest to Zeus as the poet's comments on the battle.

183-94 The victims of the two Lapithai have the usual Greek names of
minor Trojans. For Antimakhos see 1 i.i23n., and for Iamenos and Orestes
i39n. above.

183—6 The 'bronze-cheeked' helmet, the 'bronze' helm, and the 'bronze'
spear-point is tired, or rather routine style. The parallel verses, 20.397-400,
have aixiitl ie|Jevr|, but that was Akhilleus' spear in a more impassioned
episode. Some MSS have isuevri here by contamination with 20.399. Verses
185-6 = 11.97-8 (see n. adloc). It is to be remarked that Pap. 121 replaces
the head wound (184-7) with a single verse 183a, ending ]7T£pr|(T6V, but of
uncertain suppletion (= 13.652?).

186 5duacj(7£ 5E gives a pleasing but probably unintentional jingle after
AduacTov at 183.

187 For the aural echo of this line at 11.422 see n. ad loc.
189 The hit Korrd ^coaT^pa is presumably fatal. Aias (5.615) and

Menelaos (17.578) inflicted lethal wounds through this inadequate protec-
tion of the abdomen, the former passage describing the result: vaocipr) 5J Iv
yaoTpi Tidyri 5OAIXOCJKIOV eyx°S- On the other hand his ^Goorfip saved
Agamemnon at 11.236, in spite of Iphidamas' putting weight behind the
spear.

190-198 Parts of these verses, preceded by two plus-verses 189a and b,
are preserved in Pap. 121 and 432 (see 11.26511.).

192 6 8J
 UTTTIOS ou5ei ipeicrOrj (or ou6as epeicre, as Aristarchus preferred):

for the reading see 1 i.i44n. Antiphates is thrown on his back by the force
of the blow, a result that would follow more naturally from a spear-thrust,
as is the case in book 11. The Homeric sword seems to be normally used as
a hacking weapon, e.g. 11.146; see Lorimer, HM 271.

194 'Brought them to the ground' is a grim formular periphrasis
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(= 16.418 = 8.277 *f genuine), made all the grimmer by the epithet
TrouAu(3oT6ipr). It is to be noted that the pathetic combination of creation
and destruction is enshrined in the traditional diction of the epic, cf. 3.243-
4 and n.

igj-28g Hektor is about to launch an attack when an omen appears. It is cautiously
interpreted by Pouludamas. Hektor angrily rejects the omen and leads his men in an
attempt to make a breach in the wall. The Aiantes stiffen the defence as both sides
shower each other with missiles

The poet returns to the pattern of the previous episode: a cautionary
speech from Pouludamas, Hektor's reaction, Trojan attack, and successful
Achaean defence. Though arguing that the structure of this Book is a
repetition of a basic thematic pattern, Fenik, Homer and the Nibelungenlied
28-33, has a somewhat different analysis, making the first episode consist
of A: Trojan charge (34-59), B: Pouludamas and reaction (60-107),
C: Asios attacks (108-94), balanced by A': Trojan charge (195-9), B':
Pouludamas and reaction (200-89), C!': Sarpedon attacks (290-436). The
length of the constituent parts, the distribution of similes, and the device of
the catalogue (which must represent a starting-point) argue for the analysis
here adopted.

In the event the attack is the Trojans' collectively rather than Hektor's
personally and the narrative of fighting is cast in general terms. The simile
of the snowflakes (278-86) links this episode to that of Asios (108-74), °f-
the simile at 156-58, so that the two passages should be viewed as a whole
and the ill-tempered exchange of Pouludamas and Hektor (210-50) and
the defence of the Aiantes (265—76) subsumed within it. The appearance of
the Aiantes anticipates their more elaborate defence at 329—377.

195-9 A rather rambling sentence, a product of the cumulative 'speak-
er's style'; the 01 p' of 199 is the antecedent of the relative clause 01 . . .
ETTOVTO at 196, to which a further relative clause, 197-8, is appended.
Verses 197-8 = 89-90 with verbal variation at the end of the second line.

199 £Ti marks the linear form of the narrative. It is of course implausible
that the crack force under Hektor and Pouludamas should spend the whole
time of Asios' assault and repulse in contemplation of the ditch. The epic
narrative moves forward in time, sometimes sideways, but never back-
wards. So here the account of Hektor's attack reverts to the point at which
it was left at 109, but is made to follow that of Asios.

200-50 The point of the omen of the snake and the eagle, Pouludamas'
interpretation, and Hektor's response lies in its clarification of Hektor's
attitude at this critical moment. He has put his trust in Zeus and this not
only spurs him on but blinds him to the significance of every warning.
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Omens do not occur dv£U 0EOO but, though it is clear that this omen was sent
by Zeus, there is absent any unambiguous statement to that effect. That
conceals the incongruity of Zeus at once warning the Trojans to desist and
urging them to attack, cf. 252-3. — Eagle and snake, the bird of Zeus and
the symbol of chthonic power, make up a powerful omen, probably a
favourite combination in the mantic art, to judge from the parody in
Aristophanes, Eq. 197-8.

200 opvis is ambiguously a bird, in apposition to OCIETOS in 201, or a
bird-omen, as is more likely. Omens are usually bird-omens in the epic, e.g.
8.247 a n d 24.315 where the bird is also an eagle and where it is specifically
sent by Zeus (cf. Aios TEpas here at 209 and [Aios] Tepdeaai at 256). For a
detailed study of Homeric divination see H. Stockinger, Die Vorzeichen im
homerischen Epos (Munich 1959).

201 uyiTT6Tr|S is to be linked with 7T£TO|Jiai, 'fly', not TTITTTCO, as LSJ
suggest, see Shipp Studies 1 67: OyiireTns is from uyiTTETETns by haplology.
— sir3 dpiCTTepd: to the left of the Trojans (Arn/A); we are looking at the
ominous eagle from their standpoint. Aaov EEpycov, only here and in the
repeated line 219, reflects the fundamental sense of EEpyco, 'bar the way'.
The eagle flew across the front of the army from right to left, i.e. from East to
West, as appears from 240, since the Trojans are facing North.

202 (poivrjevTa: like the snake at 2.308, SpdKcov ETTI VCOTOC 5acpoiv6s. noun
+ cpEpcov ovuxeo-ai ireAcopov is formular, cf. Od. 15.161. TrsAcopos is 'porten-
tous' rather than specifically 'huge', and connotes indeterminate menace,
like TEpocs at 209.

205 !6VCO9EIS: 'twisting itself backwards'; the word is used, e.g. 2.266, of
one 'doubled up' in pain.

208 691V (root ngwhis) is an Aeolism, although that has no relevance
for the remarkable metrics: u u for — u. Wyatt, ML 231 rightly rejects
Schulze's insinuation that the aspirate could make position, but the metrics
remain unexplained. The CTTIXOI |i£ioupoi of the ancient metricians are a
statement of the problem, not its answer. Hipponax also makes the first
syllable long, represented by the spelling 611915, fr. 28.2 and 6 West, cf. for
the spelling OKXECO, Pind. 01. 2.67 (also OKyj] and OKXOS) for ox-, and
vuKxd£co = vuacjco Hsch. Compounds, O9I6EIS and O9i65£ipos, also lengthen
the first syllable, but for acceptable metrical reasons.

210 =13.725 (with £i |jf] for 5f| TOTE) . Opacruv "EKTOpa: the epithet is used
6x of Hektor, usually in the normal way, i.e. as a general characterization
without allusion to the immediate context, cf. 60 where there is no question
of Pouludamas' restraining an impetuous commander. Here Hektor is cer-
tainly pressing his luck although Pouludamas is not made to say so. At
13.726, however, Pouludamas begins ""Eicrop, d[if)x«vos ECTCTI", as if picking
up the epithet.
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211-29 For Pouludamas' speeches of admonition see 61-79^ Hektor's
attitude, 'quite inexplicable after Polydamas' speech in 8off.' (Leaf), re-
flects the traditional roles of the two heroes. Heroism is enhanced if the hero
is given the opportunity to act unheroically, and rejects it, even if as here
the rejection has hubristic overtones.

211 del •.. 67ri7rAf)(7(T£is: an allusion to the role of prudent adviser, pre-
sumably traditional, of Pouludamas in the Trojan saga. Pouludamas has no
part in the Iliad before this Book and his previous intervention (61-79) had
been welcome. — dei, with d, is attested also at 23.648 and Od. 15.379. East
Ionic retained the diphthong, aiei.

212 o08e uev o05e is emphatic (not connective as at 10.299); t n e m ^
phrase eirei ou5e [JLEV ou8e eoiKe is formular (= Od. 21.319).

213 5f]|iov was probably rendered by Horace when he wrote plebs eris,
Ep. 1.1.59, but is not really intelligible dvTi TOU 8r|u6Tnv. The form is
generally understood as being a spelling for 6f||ivov, i.e. 8f)|jiiov, 'of the
people', with the same orthography as TTOTVO: for TTOTVIOC {Od. 5.215, etc.),
see Chantraine, GHi 170. The apparatus criticus to OCT refers to T. W. Allen's
paper in CR 20 (1906) 5 proposing 8r||jiov(a) from a form 8f||Jicov meaning
'prudent', a bold remedy for a real problem: why should Pouludamas, son
of one of Priam's councillors and eTcdpos of Hektor (18.251), associate
himself with the 8f)|Jios? Hektor is as good as a king and has a king's temper;
accordingly Pouludamas speaks ingratiatingly, 'It is the business of your
humble servant crov Kpaxos de^eiv, bu t . . . ' ; cf. Diomedes to Agamemnon at
9.32. Hektor's response is to threaten his councillor with immediate execu-
tion for cowardice in the face of the enemy (247-50).

213-14 For the phrase pattern OUT' evi (3ouArj | OUTE TTOT' ev TroAeucp cf.
f\ ev deOAco I f)6 Kcri ev TroAeuco, 16.590. The two phrases are brought into the
same verse at 2.202, OUTE TTOT' ev TroAeiicp evocpiOuios OUT' evi (3ouArj.

217—27 Pouludamas is no OeoTTpOTros, cf. 228—9, but Homeric omens do
not usually seem to demand much in the way of arcane knowledge for their
interpretation. The eagle, of course, is the bird of Zeus, as the hawk is of
Apollo (Od. 15.526), and indicates the provenance of the omen, cf. 24.315-
20. Note that Pouludamas' description of the omen embodies an interpreta-
tion absent from the narrator's text: the eagle, he says, was taking prey home
to its young.

218 opvls f]A06 is Aristarchus' correction of the paradosis opvts eTrfjAOe.
Homer has opvls evi ueydpoiai in the paradosis at 24.219, where emendation
to opvTs ev a. would be easy, but opvls at 9.323. The -1- is long in the oblique
cases and should be so in the nominative, but both quantities are found in
later poets.

219 (= 201) is clearly intrusive, an instance of 'concordance interpola-
tion'. It is omitted by the most important MSS.
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221-2 With Pouludamas' oiKia and TEKEECJCJI compare Akhilleus'
lido-TOCKOC and veoaaoi 9.323-4. The sentimentality, of course, helps to make
the interpretation convincing.

225 vocOqnv is a notable archaism, preserving the plural function of-91
and retaining the -au- diphthong because the form was unknown to the
Ionic vernacular, see Shipp, Studies 1 3-4, 7. The case fluctuates, as usual
with -91, between dative and genitive. vaC/91 always means the ships of the
Achaean encampment, and bears that meaning also at its single appearance
in the Odyssey (14.498).

228ff. Parts of 228-38 and 246-65 are contained in Pap. Sorb. 4
(Cadell, Papyrus de la Sorbonne 1 (Paris 1966)). The text, unlike that of Pap.
121, diverges only in trivial respects from the vulgate.

230 Zenodotus read TOV 6J fmeipeT1
 ETTEITOC |J£yas KopuOaioAos "Eicrcop

(Arn/A), a clear case of the substitution of one formula for another.
Zenodotus' reading is less apposite than the UTr68pa i8cov formula. It is
surprising that more such variants are not recorded, cf. 444.

231-50 An important characterizing speech. Hektor is made to ignore
an omen again at 13.821-32. For Hektor's happy-go-lucky (or fatalistic)
approach to war and contempt for divination cf. his words to the dying
Patroklos: "TTaTpoKAeis, TI VU UOI uavTeueoa aim/v oAeOpov; | TIS 5' oT6J EI K'
'AXIAEUS, 0£TI8OS TT&IS f]UKO|ioio, | 90r)T) h[xco OTTO 5oupi TUTTEIS onro OUJJOV

oAkrcrai;" (16.859-61). Verse 231 = 18.285, where Hektor rejected
Pouludamas' advice on a more serious matter. Verses 231-4 = 7-357~6o
(with 'AvTTJvop for TTouAu5d|ia) where Paris is given this short 'run' of verses
as part of his refusal to surrender Helen. bT interpret Hektor's character
from a hostile standpoint; he is said to be boastful, vacillating, and (bT to
22.91) Opaaus Kai ETOIUOS, aAoyicnos 8e KOCI ou jJieTa(3Ar|T6s. That judgement
mirrors their attribution of a 9iAeAAr|v bias to the poet.

231 nouAu5&ua: Zenodotus (Did/A) preferred the philologically correct
vocative in -ocv (< -OCVT), Aristarchus the analogical -a, after the vocative
of masculine a-stems.

232 The joining of |i00ov with vof)crai brings out clearly the way in which
uOOos (but not ETTOS) implies the intention of the speaker, cf. uOOos cnrf|ucov
12.80 where the implication is that Hektor recognized that Pouludamas was
trying to be helpful.

234 For Hektor's blaming the gods for Pouludamas' supposed folly see

9-377n-
235-6 Hektor refers to the message relayed to him by Iris at 11.200-9

that he would reach the ships and be victorious until nightfall. Zrjvos uev
epiySouTTOio: cf. 15.293 and Hesiod Theog. 41 for the same formula (without
uev). Expressions made with the analogical case-forms of ZEUS usually show
no obvious marks of antiquity or settled usage: Z. 'OAUUTTIOU (and Z. . . .
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'OAUHTTIOU), Z. epiPpe|Ji6T6co (hapax legomenon), Z. KeAcuvecpeT, Z. Kpovicova
(and Z. . . . Kpovicovos), TravotJupaicp Z. (hapax legomenon). Zr|v6s epiySouTtoio
is therefore most likely to be derived from ipiy5ou7ros TTOCTIS "Hprjs (4X //.,

3 x Od.).
237-43 Hektor's fine words make a memorable heroic speech, appropri-

ate both to his dramatic role as leader and to the tragic movement of the
Iliad. Hektor relies, as he thinks, on the promise of Zeus given at 11.207-10,
but to any pious mind his words would represent a fatal delusion. In
tragedy contempt for oracles is always a sure precursor of doom. In general,
however, the epic takes a rational view, accepting omens as a confirmation
or discouragement of decisions already taken but not allowing them to
determine action, cf. the sceptical attitude of Eurumakhos at Od. 2.181-2
opviOes 8E TE TTOAAOI UTTS auyas f]6Aioio | cpoiTcbo-', OU6E T£ TT&VTES evaiaipioi.

237 TUVT| is an emphatic 2nd person pronoun found 5X elsewhere
in the Iliad, (5.485, 6.262, 16.64, I9-I0> 24-465). According to Wathelet,
Traits eoliens 286—7, the form is probably an Aeolism — or a very remote
archaism; see also 16.64—5n- It *s entirely absent from the Odyssey but
is found three times in Hesiod. Apollonius liked the word (8x in the
Argonautica).

239-40 The Greek OICOVOCJKOTTOS faced north, hence the sunrise lay on his
right and the sunset on his left. The same language is used to indicate west
and east at Od. 9.26 ['IO&KTI] trpos £6<pov, oci 5E T' CXVEUOE Trpos f)co T3 TJEAIOV

T6.

243 This famous verse is ejected by Lohmann, Reden 219, as upsetting the
parallelism of Pouludamas' speech and Hektor's response. diiuvecrOai Trepi
TTdxpris is formular, cf. 15.496, 24.500. At 15.497-8 defending the TrdTprj is
justified as defending dAoxos, TTOTSES, OTKOS, and KAfjpos, but that is Hektor
exhorting lesser Trojans, and generals must appeal to the self-interest of
their men not only to an altruistic sense of social obligation. Effectively
Hektor's OTKOS is Troy. The well-rounded heroic character, pace Finley,
World 116, acknowledges the claims of the community (cf. 310-28), but
even in Hektor's own case those claims rank lower than his sense of honour
and shame (cf. 22.99-130).

247-50 Hektor's words to a man of Pouludamas' standing are exceed-
ingly harsh, cf. Idomeneus' gentle reproach of Meriones at 13.249—53. The
charge of cowardice, which at this moment we have no evidence to refute,
is quite unjustified by the sequel; he is ranked beside Aineias, Agenor,
Sarpedon, and Glaukos at 14.425—6, rescued Satnios and scored a success
at 14.449—57, and fought well in book 15. It is likely that the plus-verse in
Pap. 121, dAA' ETT[6O TrroAEUovSe Koci dAAous opvuOi Aaous ( = 19-139) vel
sim., was inserted to end Hektor's speech on a courteous note, cf. the
plus-verses at 1.543a, 6.433-9, an<^ 22.126a. The generalization r\i TIV'
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dAAov at 248 is actually Hektor's justification, the Aaos being the regular
target of such threats (2.391, 13.232, 15.348). (The shirkers of rank at 4.336
and 4.368 were not so menaced.) Like other intemperate threats in the Iliad
it is nowhere carried out.

250 =11.433 = 16.861 = 18.92 with variations in the first foot.
251-64 A remarkable passage of siege-poetry without parallel in the

Iliad: one could wish for more in exchange for tired passages of spear-
fighting. Siege-poetry naturally had its typical motifs and vocabulary of
which such passages as this furnish a brief glimpse. The siege is at the heart
of the stories of Oikhalia, Thebes, and Kaludon, and must have formed a
large part of doi5f| from the earliest times. We must expect it to have
developed a diction as rich as that deployed for open warfare in the Iliad.
For siege scenes in the graphic art of the Mycenaean age see io8-72n.;
unfortunately none shed light on the problems posed by the Trojan attack
on the Achaean wall.

252 The Trojans charge en masse with a great war whoop, cf. the lieydArj
\ayj\ m t n e similar scene at 15.379-84, where the Trojan advance is likened
to a pieya Kuiaa 6aA&(7crns.

256 This verse echoes the pattern of 135, yz\pzoo\ TT£TTOI06T6S T)6E (3iT|9i,
cf. also 153. (3ir| is of course the Trojans' strength of arm not that of Zeus.
Like prudent soldiers at any time they back up their trust in god with
practical measures. At this point Hektor's force has somehow passed the
ditch that gave them so much pause without our being told a word about
their surmounting that formidable obstacle. This is one indication of many
in this Book that the poet's faultless fluency in handling the battle on the
open plain does not extend to the special context of fighting from or against
fortifications.

257 A force attacking a wall hopes either to scale it or breach it. Scaling,
unless the wall has a batter (cf. 16.702) or is very roughly made, requires
ladders, KAijiocKes, or something similar, as envisaged at Aesch. Th. 466, Eur.
Phoen. 180-1, 488-9. Unless these lurk under the mysterious Kpocraas of 258
(see n. ad loc.) they are absent from the narrative of the Trojan assault, for
the goal of the attacking force is consistently expressed by Teixos priyvuvai
(12.90, 198, 223-4, 257? 261-2, 418, 440), 'make a breach'. They do this
by levering out key parts of the structure, OTTJACCS eiaoxAeov (259), a detail
that is not taken up subsequently, probably because the great heroes could
not be represented as labouring like sappers; or they could demolish the
battlements protecting the fighting platform (397—9), after which in the
present narrative they can swarm over. But sometimes at least Teixos in-
cludes the gates pierced in the wall in that sector; thus at 443 Hektor's
division rushes the Teixos and Hektor himself smashes the gate. The profes-
sional way to do this would presumably be to ram it (cf. Thuc. 2.76), fire
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it, or hack it with axes, but that would be teamwork not the heroic action
of a single leader of men; so Hektor is made to achieve the same end
single-handed by a superhuman feat of boulder-hurling.

258—60 The passages in addition to the present one that shed some light
on the nature of the Achaean wall as the poet conceived it are 7.436—41 (its
construction), 7.461-3 (its destruction), 12.3-32 (its destruction in detail),
12.177-8, 12.397-9 (i ts damage), 15.361-4 (its partial destruction). Since
the aim of an attacking force is TEI/OS priyvuvai and the destruction of the
wall by flood is described as TSIXOS duaA8uv£iv (7.463, 12.18, 12.32), the
poet cannot have in mind the Cyclopean masonry of the Mycenaean cita-
dels of the mainland, or be using diction devised for their description. The
stated materials for the construction of the wall were cpiTpoi, 'logs' (12.29),
and AOCES, 'stones', (12.29, I 2 - I 78) , and in the context of the Iliad it is a
hastily improvised defence completed in one day. One may compare the
works achieved by the Athenian army in two and half days at Delion in 424
B.C , cf. Thuc. 4.90 Td9pov uev KUKACO Trep! TO ispov Kai TOV vecbv IcjKaTTTov,
6K 8E TOO dpuyuaTos dve(3aAAov dvTi TEIXOUS TOV XOUV» Ka* o"Taupou$
TrapaKaTaTrnyvuvTes, auirsAov KOTTTOVTES TT|V TTEpi TO ispov £(7E(3aAAov Kai
AiOous OĈJLOC Kai TTAIVOOV EK TGOV OIKOTTESGOV TCOV syyus KaOaipouvTEs, Kai iravTi

TpoTTcp E|j£T£cbpi£ov TO ipuua. m/pyous TE £uAivous KOTEaTTjaav f) Kaipos f)v.
Where an army was less apprehensive of immediate attack it would, like the
Peloponnesians before Plataea in 429, make use of mud-brick, digging
the material out of a trench alongside the wall, see Thuc. 2.78. TETXOS
duaA8uvsiv would be an appropriate description of the effects of water on
such material. Homer, however, conceives the ditch as separated from the
wall (see 65—6n.) and having its own ramparts. However, the substantial
foundations and superstructure described in these verses are more appropri-
ate to permanent town-walls than to an improvised fieldwork, cf. the de-
scription of the walls of Skherie at Od. 7.44-5, and are reminiscent of the
walls of Old Smurne and their reconstructed timber fittings, as described
b y j . V. Nicholls, BSA 53-4 (1958-9) 112-13, figs. 34, 35, and more briefly
by H. Drerup, Arch. Horn, o 44—7. Descriptions of walls are a necessary part
of siege-poetry, but fieldworks (except here) do not figure in Iliadic battle
scenes and specific diction for them seems to be lacking. — Kpocrcrai is
an Ionic word with some currency in late Greek. It was intelligible to
Herodotus or his informants, see History 2.125 dvapaducov TOCS UETÊ ETEpoi
Kpoacras, oi 8E (3co|jii8as ovoud^oucri, describing the stepped construction of
the Great Pyramid (see A. L. Lloyd, Herodotus Book ii m (Leiden 1988)
67-8), cf. Porphyry 1.180.8 TOUS Trpo(3E(3Ar|UEVous TOU TEIXOUS AiSous.
Aristarchus was uncertain, cf. Arn/A Kpoaaas EV UEV TOTS UTrouvfjuacTi
K£9aAi8as, EV 8E TCO TTEpi TOU vauciTdOuou KAiuaKas. If ladders are meant
then TTUpycov must be understood to be genitive of the point of aim (AEITTEI
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TO KOCT&, bT). Scaling ladders were a tactic of Near Eastern armies from an
early period, see the illustrations in Arch. Horn N I O - I I , and from the
standpoint of Hellenistic siegecraft may have seemed obvious, yet they are
clearly out of place here: one need look no further for their absence than the
account of Sarpedon's near-successful attack at 375 and 397-9. The Kpoa-
crca have been thought to describe, in a way that can hardly now be
conjectured, the construction of the parapet (the K69CxAi5es of Aristarchus):
the compound TTpoKpoaaoi (14.35 (see n-)> Hdt. 7.188) may mean 'in
echelon' but is itself less than clear. Lorimer's suggestion, HM 433, that at
its base 'the Greek wall had a strong "batter"' is possible, though her
reference to the (no longer visible in the first millennium) batter 'such as
forms the almost sole surviving part of the great wall of Hissarlik vi' does
not help. The OeueiAioc (28) of many archaic and classical town-walls extend
beyond the superstructure and may be stepped, see Lawrence, Fortification
201-7. The sole other mention of this feature in the Iliad, Kpocrcrdcov
g7T6(3aivov at 444, does not help to determine the sense. The eiraA^eis are
battlements which give the wall height as well as protecting its defenders;
they are clearly thought of as relatively flimsy, for Sarpedon can break them
away with one wrench of his heroic arm (397-9), so as to make a 'practic-
able' breach. (The escaping Plataeans did the same, Thuc. 3.23.) The
onrqAai TrpopA'HTES must be vertical members, of stone or timber (cpiTpoi,
29), necessary to hold the improvised materials in position, or to support
the superstructure of a permanent wall. It is not clear why they should
project (in the manner of a buttress?), unless the poet has in mind some
architectural practice which has left no trace in archaeology.

262 yaLpvTO KeAeuOou (= 11.504) must be understood as 'get out of their
way' (so Leaf). No literal KEASUOOS can be in question.

263 pivolcji pocov 9p&£ocvT€S 6TT&A£6is is explained by bT as TOC 8i&Keva
TCOV £TT&A£6COV 9pd£avTes TOIS OTTAOIS. The Achaeans formed a front on top
of their wall like the solid formation in the field described by 9pdcrcTGo/
9pdaao|iai (see 13.126-35^).

265-75 The Aiantes exhort their men. Kampfpardnesen are part of the
typology of the Homeric battle. Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 246-50, lists 65
examples, 38 on the Achaean side against 27 on the Trojan. Only occasion-
ally, as at 31 off. below, do the speakers rise to eloquence. — The poet must
mean by AiccvTe Aias son of Telamon and Aias son of Oileus, as is clearly
the case at 335-6. For the probable idea that the dual primitively signified
'Aias and one other, sc. Teukros' see 13.46^ and J. Wackernagel, Kleine
Schriften 1 (Gottingen 1953) 538-46. The ambiguity could lead to confu-
sion, see 13.177-8^

265 KeAeuTiocov (also 13.125) exemplifies a productive epic formation
(Risch, Wortbildung 321), common in the participle. It may be understood
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as an intensive or iterative alternative to KEAEUGO, though no such force is
evident in e.g. &KpoK6Aoavi6cov, OaAmocov, or 9aAr|pi6cov.

267-8 |i£iAixiois .. • V6IK6OV is an easy zeugma and avoids an awkwardly
complex sentence. The Aiantes adopted the same tactics as Odysseus at
2.188-206: gentle words for the fioL<jiXr\ss and s^oxoi dvBpes, threats for the
other ranks.

269 u£crr)6is: cf. q>oivf]£is at 202-20. These forms, listed by Risch,
Wortbildung 154, are the precursors of an extensive component of the classi-
cal and post-classical poetic vocabulary. |JEOT|EIS is a hapax legomenon.

270 TTCO: i.e. 'in any way', see 15.426-8^

271 For ETTAETO in the sense 'has turned out to be' cf. 15.227, and see
Monro, HG 66. The usage requires ETTAETO to be aorist in tense.

273-4 On whose side is the 6|iOKAr)Tf|p? The Aiantes would be under-
standably afraid that their men might run when they heard the shout of the
attacking Trojans (the vulgate OCKOUCOV, present tense, would require this
interpretation); OJJIOKAEGO and 6|iOKAf) refer to the cries of a commander to
his own men (or horses), so that the 6iaoi<Ar|Tf)p here should be the Achaean
officer. 6|iOKAr]T'npos dKouaas goes with both clauses, uf| TIS . . . and dAAd
TrpocTGO . . . , but is awkwardly put inside the negative part of the sentence.
Aias, or the poet, slips into the language of a commander urging his men to
advance, Trpoaco IECTOE, as if they were out on the plain, not manning the
battlements.

277 TrpofkxbvTS, 'cheering orC (Leaf), is doubtless the sense of the com-
pounded verb. In 'some of the U7Touvr)|Jcnra' (Did/A) Aristarchus inter-
preted the form as 7Tpoj3dovT6, i.e. 'moving forward', a participle unknown
to the epic.

278—86 Simile of the snowflakes, cf. 156—8n. and Moulton, Similes 64—6.
'One of the finest descriptions of nature in ancient poetry' (Leaf), with
more imaginative touches than usual: the snowflakes as the ¥X\Ka of Zeus,
KOi|j&co of winds dropping, the lotus-fields, and the 'plashing' (TrpoorrAd^ov)
wave. The simile, unlike that at 156-8, envisages a steady snowfall (which
echoes the relentless nature of the bombardment), not a blizzard, and lays
stress on the silence of the scene (Koi|jf)aas . . . dvEjaous, K0|aa . . . epuKEToa);
the narrative, after recalling the tertium comparationis (AiOoi . . . 0a|i6iai, 287,
cf. vup&Bes . . . OaiJEiai, 278), emphasizes the din of battle. Similes must
always be inexact, so that some irrelevance is almost inevitable, but rarely
does the TTOIT|TIK6S KOCTUOS (see 41-811.) diverge so remarkably from the
narrative.

278 For the construction of TGOV see the resumptive verse 287; the stones
fell 'to either side of them'.

280 K-qAoc is used of divine missiles, the arrows of Apollo at 1.53 and
Zeus's thunder and lightning, no less, at Hesiod, Theog. 707, and is a strong
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word for snowflakes; but this is no ordinary snowfall, it yiz\ EMTTESOV and
blankets everything.

283 ACOTOUVTCC, by contraction of AcoT6(p)6VTa, is the reading of
Aristarchus (Arn/A) and OCT, but would be the only adjective in -osis so
contracted in the Iliad. (The Odyssey offers the enigmatic KaipOCTEGOV at
7.107). The vulgate reading AcoTeOvTa is preferable phonologically, but
would be the participle of an otherwise unattested AcoTeco. The sense
'covered in lotus' is unaffected. ACOTEOVTOC was known to Hesychius who
glosses it as dvOouvTa.

284 onerous offers another orthographical problem. Instances of -ais as
opposed to normal Ionic -rjs are rare (also 1.238, Od. 5.119, 22.471), but
strongly attested where they occur. It is hasty to class such forms as Attic,
which dialect had -ocai, -r|ai until the fifth century. For detailed discussion
see G. M. Boiling, Language 22 (1945) 261—4.

285 IpuKEToa must be passive (pace Leaf). The snow blankets even the
waves and prevents their breaking.

287 AiOos is normally masculine in the epic, whether the meaning is 'a
stone' (for throwing) or 'stone' (the material). The feminine is found only
here and at Od. 19.494.

289 (3aAAo|J6VGov: masculine. The reciprocal sense of the middle voice, 'as
they bombarded each other', is clear, though surprisingly without parallel
in this common verb, but cf. VUCTCTOUEVGOV (14.26 = 16.637) f°r a n identical
usage.

290—4.12 Sarpedon, commander of the Lycians, intervenes. He summons Glaukos to
join him and in a famous speech utters a lapidary statement of the heroes' code. His
attack on the wall comes near to success

Taken as a whole the assault of Sarpedon and Glaukos is a repetition of the
assault of Asios (108—94). As usual when a motif is repeated after a short
interval the second occurrence is in a more elaborate form:

I. Asios attacks 110-26
Opposed by Polupoites and Leonteus 127-53
Missiles and snowflake simile 154-61
Asios admits failure 162-72

II. Sarpedon (with Glaukos) attacks 290—330
Opposed by Menestheus and the Aiantes 331-99
(Missiles and snowflake simile 278-89)
Sarpedon admits failure 400—12.

Already from 265 the narrative has lost its special character as siege-poetry
and now continues to revert in its themes to an ordinary open battle. A
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warrior (Sarpedon) encourages his comrade (Glaukos); they go off to bat-
tle; an inferior opponent (Menestheus) calls for assistance; a major warrior
(Aias with Teukros) joins him and averts the danger (with 331-91 cf.
11.463-501).

Sarpedon's ranking as a hero has already been established by his slaying
of Tlepolemos (5.627-59); it is confirmed now by his near-success at carry-
ing the Achaean wall. He is thus established, as e.g. Aineias is not, in the
mind of the poet's audience as the one hero on the Trojan side, other than
Hektor himself, who is capable of confronting Patroklos (16.419-507).

290—4 It is hard to understand why Leaf should condemn these lines
as 'practically meaningless,' except as a consequence of his view that in
one version of the assault Sarpedon was successful, a trace of which he finds
at 16.558 [ZapTrf)8<j0v] 6s TTpcoTos £of|AaTo TEIXOS 'Axoacbv. The assaults
of Asios, Sarpedon, and Hektor form a crescendo, moving from repulse
through near-success to triumph. By keeping up the pressure and dis-
tracting the Aiantes the Lycian assault paves the way for Hektor's, as 290
indicates.

292—307 Although the poet is ready enough when it suits him to exercise
a composer's privilege to know what his characters cannot know, his normal
narrative stance is that of an observer who must infer the unseen from the
seen. As an observer he has a choice between two kinds of rhetorical
language, both alien to later and modern thought. He can say, as at 292,
that a god impelled the man to act or, as at 307 and of the same event, that
the man's Ouuos impelled him to act. It is natural for an observer of
Sarpedon's assault to say that he was inspired by a god (292); that describes
and at the same time explains its impetuosity: it is also natural to say that
he was inspired by his 0u|i6s (307). There is no contradiction, nor even what
some have called 'common-sense carelessness' in these descriptions. The
common ground is that both figures of speech describe action in terms of an
impulse emanating from outside, or at least distinct from, the man himself.
It is even possible, if a man has 'second thoughts' to speak of a 6T6pos Ouuos
(Od. 9.302). Homer has no word for the 'self (neither has ordinary non-
technical language), but it does not follow that he lacked the concept: see
R. Gaskin, CQ 40 (1990) 1 —10. That human and divine motivation were,
at least originally, parallel explanations of action was affirmed by Nilsson,
GgrR 363—5, and reaffirmed in an important paper by A. Lesky, Sitz.
Heidelberger Akad. Wiss., Phil.-Hist. Klasse (1961) 4. The more rigorous
view, that Homeric man had no will of his own, was developed by B. Snell
in various works, e.g. The Discovery of the Mind, trans. T. G. Rosenmeyer
(Oxford and Cambridge, Mass., 1953), and especially by Erbse, Funktion
der Gotter. The view taken here is that in the language of the heroes gods
are an externalization of inner impulses, in the language of the poet an
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externalization of his conviction that behind the events he describes was a
guiding force. Neither mode of description implies that the action is in any
way morally different from action that is merely stated: see Adkins, Merit
and Responsibility 10-17, Dodds, Greeks and the Irrational 8-18. Figurative
language should imply that the action is vigorous or resolute enough to call
for an elaborated description, but is easily devalued; Ouuos dvf)KE is a for-
mula (8x with variants), stronger than Ouuds dvcoyei (15X in //. with
variants).

292 Sarpedon (unlike Glaukos) has a possible Lycian name, cf. J.
Sundvall, Die einheimischen JVamen der Lykier, 2nd edn (Aalen 1963) 29, 251,
and 5.663n., and is clearly conceived as ruling in the area known classically
as Lycia, cf. the exploits of his ancestor Bellerophon (6.171-90), improba-
ble as that might seem for an ally of the Trojans. The classical Lycians
preferred to call themselves TepuiAcci; it is possible that the Greek name
unwittingly preserves the second-millennium designation of the Lukka
lands, uncertainly located somewhere in western Anatolia.

293 AEOV0S obs (3OUCTIV iAî iv is an unusually extended 'short simile' with
ambivalent syntax; understand 2apTrf|6ova (£7r)6p|JiEvov with AEOVO' rather
than Zeus copasv. The brief simile anticipates the longer lion simile that
follows at 299: for this narrative pattern see 13.298—3O3n. and Moulton,
Simile 19-22. Another instance is the repetition of the whirlwind motif at
11.297 and 11.305—8. The short comparison may serve to prompt its subse-
quent elaboration, but at the same time the recurrent image has a cumula-
tive effect on the imagination of the audience. — EAI^I, 'twisted', sc. with
respect to the horns, puzzled the scholiasts who took it for a colour term
('black'), see 9.466—9n.

294—6 For the action of the charging warrior — and the construction of
his shield cf. 13.803-4. The short description of Sarpedon's equipment is an
instance of what the scholia call ocu£r|<7is; it enhances the standing of the
warrior in the eyes of the poet's audience. — EACCUVEIV, cf. Ê fjAaTOV at 295,
is the vox propria for the process of working bronze into a convex sheet to
form the outer cover of the shield. The same process is described, with more
emphasis on the leather inside, at 7.219-23. Aristarchus, thinking of the
seven hides of Aias' shield, read Ê fjAccTOV followed by f|AaaEV (Hrd/A) -
and betrayed his penchant for exotic interpretation. Zenodotus fell into the
same trap at 9.130.

297 The p&pSoi, which run round the shield, are different from the
KOCVOVES of 13.407 (see n.). It is hard to say what is meant: papSoEiSari
petals (ex A) merely restates the problem. H. Borchhardt translates
'Drahten' (Arch. Horn, E 3), LSJ suggest 'studs', Willcock 'stitches' (cf.
pdTTTEiv, 'stitch').

298 5uo Soups Tivdaacov (only here) is a neat description of a Late Dark
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Age warrior going into action with his two spears - a clear indication that
he intends to throw them. It says much for the conservatism of Homeric
diction that this useful and apposite phrase has failed to enter the formular
repertoire.

299-306 The finest lion simile in the Iliad. The lion in the epic is a
generic idea, a type of fearless aggressive behaviour (ccynvopir]), and the
fiercest animal known to the Homeric imagination. This lion is a hero in its
own right; it is inspired by its Ouuos dyfjvcop to attempt a well-nigh impossi-
ble task (Is TTUKIVOV 86|iov IA0eTv, like the assault on the wall); it will not
retreat in the face of resistance, but will be victorious or die. As often the
simile clarifies the emotional colour of the narrative rather than the action
to which it ostensibly relates; Sarpedon too, we understand, is resolved to
carry the wall or die in the attempt, as he himself says at 328 below. — The
whole simile of this mountain-bred lion must be compared with Od. 6.130-4
(similar phrases underlined):

$r\ 6' ipiev a>s T6 Aecov 6psoriTpo<pos, OCAKI
6s T* efo' 06|i6vos Koci dfjiievos, Iv 5e 01 ocrae
6ai6Tar auTap 6 poucri (jeTepxeToci, f| dfeacnv
f)6 U6TS dypoTepas lAacpous* KeAeTca Se 6 yaorf|p
|if|Acov TTeiprjaovTa KOU IS TTUKIVOV SOUOV IA0eTv.

The lion's hunger, which in the Iliad gives it high courage, is capped in the
Odyssey by its physical distress in order to make the point that it acted out
of sheer necessity, XP8l& Y&P "<ave.

301 iTUKivov Souov, here a farmstead (STTOCUAIS Arn/A), is an expression
suitable for the dwelling of Amuntor (10.267) or, in the form TTUKIVOV 5CO,

for that of Zeus. The epic lacks diction for the description of a humble or
rural dwelling, cf. grand arrangements at Eumaios' pig-farm, Od. 14.5-15.

302 Trap' auToqn provides a useful dactyl for the fourth foot in place of
CCOTOTCTI, cf. 1 1.44-511. and Chantraine, GHi 239-40.

304 8i6(T0ai is normally transitive in Homer (= 'put to flight'). A passive
use occurs also at 23.475.

305—6 The lion is heroic even in its fatalism (cf. 11.410, 12.172 and nn.),
and is credited with the same motives as Sarpedon expresses at 328, an
unusual correlation of a detail in a simile with oratio recta. With 306 compare
11.675 l(3Ar|T' IV TrpcoTOiaiv luf̂ s UTTO X8lP^S CXKOVTI (Nestor recounting his
Elean exploit). There Iv TTpcoToiai had its natural sense, 'among the front
ranks, sc. of his own side'. Here the expression is absurd unless it has lost its
proper meaning and become an empty formula, meaning little more, as
Leaf says, than 'like a hero'.

3CH)ff. In spite of his accession of spirit Sarpedon is made to call for aid
and the narrative (to 378 and beyond) enters the pattern described by
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Fenik (TBS 24ff.): a Trojan associates a friend in the fight; his adversary
calls for aid; the attack is repulsed: cf. 5.166-310 and 13.455-539.

310-21 These famous verses constitute the clearest statement in the Iliad
of the imperatives that govern the heroic life and their justification. It is, as
Sarpedon puts it, a kind of social contract: valour in exchange for honour,
see Adkins, Merit and Responsibility 34-6. Honour comes first, for only the
founders of dynasties gained their thrones by first showing valour (like
Bellerophon, 6.171-95); their successors inherited their status, and might,
as here, have to remind themselves of the obligations that it entailed. At
least Sarpedon admits obligations (which is more than Akhilleus does) in
addition to the reward of KAEOS, but we are still some way from the £uvov
6<T8A6V for which Tyrtaeus fought, fr. 12.15 West.

311 =8.162 (where Hektor jeers at the honours Diomedes used to re-
ceive) and is evidently a formular verse that spells out the traditional idea
of what it was to be honoured. eSprj means participation in the feasts of the
apioroi, cf. the dishonour anticipated for the orphaned Astuanax at 22.498:
"£pp* OOTCOS. OU CTOS ye 7rcrrf)p UETa5aivuTai fjuTv." The feast was also the
means by which the leader 'honoured' his subordinates and thereby im-
plicitly imposed obligations on them, cf. 4.340-4 (Agamemnon in reproach
of Menestheus and Odysseus) TITTTE KaTorTTTcbacjovTES acpEoraTE . . . | -rrpcoTCO
yap Koct 5aiTos OCKOU&̂ECTOOV EUEIO, and Hektor to his allies at 17.225-8 ('I
have bribed and fed you well, now fight!'). For KpEOKJi cf. 7.321, where Aias
is honoured VCOTOICTI SITIVEKEECTCJI. Note, however, that there is no trace of the
cometa to-relationship of the Germanic heroic age, in which the chieftain
maintained and enriched his henchmen. There are no Homeric formulas
corresponding to the OE sinces (goldes, beaga) brytta (n), 'giver of treasure
(gold, rings)', goldwine gumena, 'gold-friend of heroes', and sine-(gold-)gifa,
'treasure-(gold-) giver'. TTAEIOIS 5E7raE<7cnv probably means that their cups
were kept full at the feast, cf. 4.261-3 and n. where Idomeneus enjoys the
privilege of his cup 'always standing full' in contrast to the meaner allow-
ance of the 'Axocioi.

313 = 6.195 (to dpoupris). The TEUEVOS is that granted by the Lycians to
Bellerophon (6.194). There is allusion to TEUEVTI of gods in the formula
TEUEVOS |3cou6s TE 6uf)£is (2X //., ix Od.), but those described in the text
are secular, the private property of kings: see Edwards on 18.550-1 and
Hainsworth on Od. 6.293. Vineyard and cornland are specified for the
TEUEVOS offered to Meleagros (9.578-80). — Xanthos, the modern E§en
Qayi (marked Koca Qayi on some maps), is the greatest of the Lycian rivers
and its valley forms the heart of the country, the THGOV 5f]|ios of 16.437.
Sirbis, mentioned by T and Strabo (14.3.6), was an alternative, or native,
name. The river is naturally mentioned in connexion with Sarpedon, cf.
2.876 and 6.172. The classical city of Xanthos, situated in the lower valley,
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is not mentioned by Homer, whose knowledge of the region is limited. eupeTa
is a generic epithet of places (Helike, Krete, Sparta, Troy, as well as Lycia);
by the standards of those places it would be a reasonable description of the
Xanthos valley.

316 (= 4.342). |idxT|S KauCTTEipris: note the metaphorical epithet. Fires
(conflagrations, not domestic hearths), being destructive and well-nigh
irresistible, make effective similes for advancing heroes or armies (19X ). See
also 17.736-41 and n., where bT observe that the extended simile at that
point is here compressed into a single metaphorical word.

317 69PCC TIS co8' eiTTT) (eiTTTjai) is formular, cf. 7.300; note the neglected
digamma (fEnrn), a rare feature within formulas.

318 CCKAEEES is a hypercorrection based on the strange statement in Did/A
and T that Aristarchus read an unmetrical OKKSSS "COS TO 5uaKA£a" (9.22).
Aristarchus may have intended CCKAETES, cf. EUKAEIOCS (10.281) etc., against the
vulgate &KAT|ETS with -T|- after the declension of'HpctKAErjs etc. Eust. and a
few MSS read OCKAEIETS. The contraction, whether -EI- or -r|-, is normal in the
paradosis for parts and compounds of KAEOS, 6EOS, and CTTTEOS (Chantraine,

GHi 7, 10-11). Ludwich corrected to &KA£ES, <OI>; van der Valk, Researches
11 184, suggested varying interpretations of an ambiguous AKAEE2.

322-8 Compare Sarpedon's philosophy of battle with that of Odysseus,
19.233-7 and nn., and Hektor's fatalism at 6.488-9, uoTpocv 6' ou Tivd <pr|ui
TTECpuyUEVOV EUUEVCU &v8pC0V, | OU KOCKOV, O 0 5 E |i£V EdOAoV, £Trf]V TOC TrpCOTOC

yEvrjTai. The verses do not follow logically on 310-21 but give a second,
personal, and more heroic reason for fighting: if life were certain we could
forgo renown (cf. Akhilleus' argument at 9.410-16), but life is uncertain,
so let us fight well and make sure of good repute. Pindar expressed the same
sentiment, 01. 1.132, and it is not uncommon in various traditions of heroic
poetry, e.g. Beowulf 1384, 'Each must expect an end to living in this world;
let him who may win glory before death'; Gilgamesh, 'If I fall I leave behind
me a name that endures' (p. 23 in the Penguin translation). It does not suit
Sarpedon's argument to admit that the pursuit of K06OS through battle is as
likely to stimulate aggression as it is to galvanize defence, cf. Nestor's
youthful exploits 11.670-761.

323 dyfjpco T' dOavdTCO TE (also 17.444): the basic shape of the formula
is — u u dOdvorros KOCI dyf|pocos - u u - u , but the contraction of dyfjpaos
to dyfjpcos permitted many variants to arise: see R. Janko, Mnem. 34 (1981)

382-5.
326-7 The ydp-clause, which may be translated 'since . . . ' , gives the

reason for IOUEV at 328. This 'inversion,' as Monro calls it (HG 317) is
common in the Iliad but absent from the Odyssey. OCT normally punctuates
with a colon after the ydp-clause. — A Krjp is a death-demon, more per-
sonified (or objectified, as in the kerostasia-scenes, 8.69, 22.209) than uoipcc,
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less so than Saiucov, see 9.41m. Sarpedon's comments are comparatively
mild. At 13.283 the coward 'thinks of the Kf̂ pes and his teeth chatter';
what he thinks of is described at 18.535-8 okor\ Krjp | dAAov £codv ixoucra
VEOOTOTOV, dAAov CXOUTOV, I dAAov TE0vr|cbTa KOTOC UOOOV EAKE TTO8OTIV, and

with Lucanesque horrors at [Hesiod], Aspis 248-57:

ai 8E UET'

Kf̂ pes KudvEai, AEUKOUS dpa(3Euaai 686vTas,
8EIVCOTTOI pAoovpoi TE 8a9oivoi T* cnrAr|Toi TE
Sfjpiv ixov TtEpi TTITTTOVTCOV. Trdcrai 8' dp' IEVTO
alua usAav TTIEEIV. 6V 8E TrpcoTov uEuaTroiEV
KEIUEVOV f| TTlTTTOVTa VEOUTOCTOV, d|i<j)i UEV OCUTCp

(3dAA<ov 6|icos) ovuxas usydAous, ^ X T I 5E [CA'I86O-8E]
TdpTapov E!S KpuoEvO'. ai 8E 9p£vas EOT'
aiuaTos dvSpojiEou, TOV IJEV piTTTaoKov
dvf 8' 6|jia8ov Kai ucoAov EOUVEOV auxis iouaai.

328 Sarpedon can face the uncertainty of battle (£uvds 'EvudAios Kai TE
KTavEovTa KaTEKTa, 18.309), because a brave end too is glorious, cf. 22.304-
5 [XT] udv dCT7Tou8i yE Kai OKAEIOOS a7ToAoi|ir|v, | dAAd |i£ya pE^as TI Kai
laaoiiEVOiai TruOEcrOai. The glorious death in battle is a notion easily abused,
especially by arm-chair poets: dulce et decorum est pro patria mori (Horace,
Carm. 3.2.13); 'Yet do their beating breasts demand the strife, / And thirst
of glory quells the love of life' (Addison, The Campaign). Homer does not
pretend that any form of death is 'sweet' and his heroes do not 'demand
the strife'; they enter it from a sense that it is their duty, their uoipa.
Sarpedon's present bid for fame is ennobled by his fatalism. — The ellipse
of 6pE £̂i from T\i TIS T)uTv led to the intrusion of a plus-verse reported by
Arn/A, 8coaEi dfTOKTduEVos KAUTO TEUXEO Kai 86pu uaKpov, cf. 9.415-16^

331 This is Menestheus' first appearance since he was reproved by
Agamemnon during the sEmTrcoAr|C7is (4.327-48). His unheroic perfor-
mance is typical; at 13.190-7 he extricates Amphimakhos while Aias holds
off the Trojans, and at 13.685 he, with many others, cannot hold off
Hektor. His lieutenant is killed at 15.329, after which the poet forgets him.
His particular talent, not exemplified in the Iliad, was to marshal the
fighting men and their horses, 2.553-5 (athetized by Zen., but read in the
fifth century according to Hdt. 7.161). For the implications of this 'dismal
record' (as Page called it) of the Athenian leader see 2.552n. The genealogy
of the Athenian royal house recorded by late sources is a heroic effort of
systemization. Menestheus son of Peteos son of Orneus was put in the fourth
generation from Erekhtheus; the 'legitimate' line of Aigeus — Theseus was
linked through two Pandions to the first Kekrops. See West, Catalogue
103-9, a n d Page, HHI173-5, f° r a tabulation of the sources. In truth the
parochial mythology of Athens was remarkably, and surely significantly,
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isolated from that of the wider heroic world. Meve-aOeus is a Kurzform for
MEVE-O-OEVTIS, which would not scan in the nominative. An alternative form
of the name, for different persons, is MeveoOios (7.9, 16.173).

332-3 TronTTodvEiv is always a symptom of fear, as explicitly at 11.546.
TTUpyov: the best sense would be given to these two verses if in 332 irupyos
is taken to be a 'bastion' protecting Menestheus' gate and in 333 to be the
phalanx of defending spearmen, cf. 7rupyr|86v 43 and n., but the collocation
of different uses of the word would be strangely harsh. Leaf, with some
reason, contends that in Homer m/pyos refers generally to a fortification
rather than specifically to a 'tower', so that Menestheus may be said to be
defending a sector of the wall, his Trupyos, and looks along it, dvd Trupyov,
to the adjacent sectors for support.

334 For dpfjv, 'disaster', see 14.484-5^ and West on Hesiod, Theog. 657.
This dpf] is an old word of uncertain origin and formation (conjectures in
Chantraine, Diet, s.v.), which survived in the formulas dpf)v u u - u duuvEiv
(3X //., 2X Od. with a variant at Od. 22.208) and dpfis dAKTfjpa (2X //.).

335-6 For the sense of AICCVTS see 265-76n. If 336 is original (there is no
athetesis), the poet understood Aiavxe as the two Aiantes. Teukros had been
wounded by Hektor and taken to his hut at 8.324-9, which may account
for this tardy realization that a battle was taking place, but no direct
allusion is made in this Book to his previous injury.

337 (3coaavTi: (3co- is the Ionic contraction of por|-. yEycovEiv implies
'reach by shouting', 'make to hear', as in the Odyssean formula oaaov
(oaov) TE yEycovE (3of)aas (4X ).

340 i r aaa i . . . ETTCOXOCTO (so Aristarchus, Arn/Did/A): Trdaas . . . ETTCOXETO

was read by Zenodotus and appears in the majority of MSS. ETTCOXCCTO, 3rd
person plural of the pluperfect of ETTEXEIV, is cited in Ap. Soph. Lex., and may
have been what Aristarchus intended to write (= ETrcoxAiaiJEvai fjaav, Ap.
Soph., £TriK£KAi|i£vai fjaav, ETTEKEIVTO, bT), although the scholiasts are insis-
tent that ETTCpxaTO (5id TOO a KCCI auv TCO 1) was his reading: that would be
from ETToiyco (ETripoiyco would probably be the Homeric form), for the sense
of which ('close') the late compound TTpoaoiyvuui may be compared. The
plural verb carries with it the change of Trdaas to iraaai ( = 'the whole').
Aristarchus wished to have only one gate in his text and appears therefore
to have emended the vulgate, which may stand, see van der Valk, Researches
1 575-80. With ETTcpxeTO understand dOrr), 'noise of battle', from 338 as
subject. — TTUAECOV: Ionic EGO (by metathesis of an immediately antecedent
r|o) is normally scanned as a single syllable in the epic as in the Ionic
iambographers, cf. Chantraine, GH 1 64, as if it were phonetically diph-
thongal. But metathesized EGO is often dissyllabic in Attic and may occasion-
ally be so in the epic, cf. 'AKpovECOS, 'AvapriaiVECOS {Od. 8.111, 8.113), which,
however, are from vapos. Anapaestic TTUAECOV occurs also at 7.1.

342 As a line introducing direct speech but not containing a verb of
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speaking 342 is paralleled by 9.224 and 10.476 (see nn). The immediate
passage into direct speech adds an impression of urgency to Menestheus'
words. — AiavTa: Zenodotus (ArnDid/A), followed by Pap. 9 and part of
the medieval paradosis, emended to AiavTe here and in 343, because of the
following plural and dual at 353 and 354. The singular is clearly right, as
the following dcucpoTepco uev uaAAov shows. Zenodotus made the same emen-
dation at 15.301. 0OCOTT|S, 'swift', is a significant herald name, see 9.170^
OVOUOCTOOETIKOS 6 TTOirjTris, as Didymus commented.

343-4 Aias is the best fighter on the Achaean side still capable of wield-
ing a spear and, as the sequel shows, defence is his forte. That is sufficient
reason for Menestheus' appeal. There is no suggestion in the Iliad that their
being neighbours at home gave Athenian Menestheus a special claim to
Salaminian Aias' aid. The additive syntax of Menestheus' remarks ('Fetch
Aias - or rather both of them') conveys his alarm.

346 Zenodotus (Am/A) took CO5E in a local sense, 'against this point', a
function that Aristarchus wished to deny to the word. Zenodotus then
changed CO8E at 359 in the herald's speech to KEKTE, 'against that point', just
as TT)5E at 345 becomes KETOI at 358. For CO8E = 'hither' cf. 10.537^

347 ^axpTjEis, 'powerful' (5.525, 13.684), probably represents a primitive
âxpocpEES (xPavco) with the Aeolic intensive prefix £a-, as in £af|s, £d6Eos.

TEAEOOUCTI is present because the Lycian leaders, who were mighty before
(iT&pos 346) are mighty still.

349 = 362: aAAa TTEp qualifies the whole sentence 'but at least let
Telamonian Aias come by himself. CCAKIUOS Aias is not a free alternant of
the formula 9ai8iuos Aias (6x ), but occurs only here (and in the repeated
verse 362) as part of the expanded expression TEAaucovios OCAKIUOS Aias.
OCAKIUOS properly belongs to the formula CXAKIUOS uios (9X //. only), where it
does indeed alternate with 9ai8iuos. Note that 6(3piuos, which might seem
especially suitable for the massive Aias, is a special epithet of Hektor (4X )
and Ares (5X ) and in other respects is of very restricted use.

350 This verse was athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus (Arn/A).
They objected to Teukros' being specially summoned since he always
fought alongside his half-brother. Consequently 363 in the delivery of the
message and 371 in the narrative were also rejected.

353-4 V e r s e 353 = ll-l°l ( w i t h eecov for
 KICOV); 354 = 4-285-

v, used once with 'ETTEICOV at 4.437, is properly the epithet of
(22 x //., 2X Od.). 'ApyEicov f)yf|Top£ xa^KoXlTCOVCOV 1S formed

similarly to the epithet phrase in the whole-verse address to Aineias, Tpcocov
(3ouAr|96p£ xaAKoxiTcovcov, and also to the description of Stikhios, BOICOTCOV

fjyfjTopa xa^KOXlTCOVCOV (^-SS0)- The open vowel at the end of these
case-forms of f|yf|TCop precludes the usual complement f|6e UE8OVTES. In 354
Aiavx', 'ApyEicov f]yf)Top£ is independently formular (2X ).
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356 uivuvOd Tiep: 'if only (rap) for a short time', as at 23.97. The herald
adds a persuasive point on his own account, dvTid<xnTOv: a short-vowel
subjunctive would be expected in the sigmatic aorist, but would be un-
metrical (OCVTI&CTETOV — u u u - ) in this verb. Leaf read the optative
dvTidaaiTov, which has negligible MS support.

363 This verse was athetized by Aristarchus, cf. 35on. TO£COV eu s!8cbs:
Teukros is the Achaean archer par excellence, having aristeiai at 8.273ff. and
i5.442ff. He demonstrates his skill at 386-8 below, but scores only one
success on this occasion, and that not fatal. Despite his special expertise
Teukros fights on occasion as a spearman (13.170-82).

365 CCUTIK' 'OiAidSriv: Zenodotus read OCUTIK' dp' MAidSriv, perhaps by
correction of OCUTIKCC OiAid6r|v with scriptio plena. Chantraine, GHi 116-17,
admits the possibility that initial 'O- was not originally syllabic but an
abnormal indication of w-. OTTUAOS (2.585) and of course 'OiAeus would be
other instances. See also 11 -93n. and 13.66-7^ In the text itself the formula
'OiAfjos TOCXOS Aias (gx ) and four other instances of 'OiA- fall after the
caesura and 'O- must be syllabic.

366 Aias has been resisting Hektor's crack troops; he cannot leave that
sector unsupported. Lukomedes, to whom with the other Aias it is en-
trusted, is more than a name; he appeared in good company among the
captains of the watch at 9.84 and will appear in better at 19.240. He was
known to the Little Iliad also (fr. 12 Davies). Nevertheless his elevation to a
post of responsibility draws attention to the weakness of the Achaean front
rank. Idomeneus and Meriones are away on the left still preparing for
action; Menelaos, last mentioned at 11.487, has dropped out of sight.

368-9 = 13.752-3 but with £7rauuvG0 for ETTITEIACO.

370 This movement by Aias results in the repulse of the Lycians and a
temporary stalemate. We may imagine that his departure enabled Hektor
(whom he had been facing) to press home his attack, but the poet does not
say so. The two Aiantes are together again at i3.46ff.

371 oiraxpos hints at Teukros' bastardy; he was not ouoydorpios.
Bastards in the epic take their rank from their father. Homer does not
mention Teukros' mother - Laomedon's daughter Hesione according to
Eust. 713.25 and D on 8.284.

372 This Pandion is otherwise unknown. In the context of the Athenian
contingent the name must be an echo of Pandion, the mythical king of
Athens (or kings in some genealogies). Thinking that Teukros was capable
of carrying his own bow Aristarchus rejected the line (Arn/T).

373-4 The repeated IKOVTO strikes the modern ear as clumsy, but the
epic style makes no special effort to avoid such repetition, cf. Hainsworth
on Od. 7.116.

375 epsuvrj AaiAam Taos is a formular comparison, used at 20.51 of Ares
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himself. Nestor was KeAaivfj A. T. in his younger days (i 1.747). A storm is a
favourite image for Trojan attacks in this part of the Iliad, cf. 11.297, 12.40,
r3-334j x3-795 ( ^ ^ " O J 11.306 (AouAccvy). The cumulative effect of such
repetition conveys a more vivid impression of the Trojan attack than any
narrative statement.

377 For ovv 8' 8(3&AOVTO u&xecrOai see 18in. The middle auupdXAouai
usually means 'meet with', but need not be corrected.

379 'EiriKAfia ueydOupiov: -KAT̂CC ueyaOuuov (BaOu-, A10-, 'ETTI-, *OI-,

TTcrrpo-) is formular. The initial u- of |J€yas and its compounds regularly
makes position, as if < <j|i-, but without etymological justification.

381 This large stone that lay so handy by the battlements, as if by
chance, is an echo of actual siege tactics, the preparation of dumps of heavy
boulders for dropping on assailants, cf. Thuc. 4.115, Eur. Phoen. 1143,
1157-8, 1177. — ££oc: the monosyllabic pronunciation, beside disyllabic
£>eia, has caused some surprise: an Ionic colloquialism according to Meister,
Kunstsprache 193.

382 x£fP6CT(J* dcucpoTeprjs is a correction of Aristarchus (so van der Valk,
Researches 11 617-18) for x6lpi Y8 TVi ^9Vi of the vulgate, but has consider-
able MS support. Aristarchus thought the reading of the vulgate reflected
adversely on Aias' strength, cf. 45on., it being no surprise if Aias could hurl
a stone which a modern man could not grasp with one hand. Note ixoi, not
P&Aoi; the modern man could not even get his hands round it. The vulgate
reading is so odd that X6lP* Y£ T<Q ^?Vi could conceivably be the remains of
a verse following 383; Aias threw the stone with one hand, cf. Hektor's
exploit, 452. For the motif 'only he could . . . ' cf. 449, 11.637, 16.142,
24.456.

383 0T01 vuv ppoToi eia* is formular (4X //., 6aaoi . . . Od. 8.222 in a
different context). bT at 5.304 comment that it shows the poet 'was much
later than heroic times', apparently a controversion of Aristarchus' view
that Homer was an Athenian living shortly after the Trojan war.

384 Aias catches Epikles as he clambers up the wall. The 9&Aocpa of
a helmet (see 16.106), implied by the epithet TETpoup&Aripov, are obscure,
see 5.743-4^, but probably distinct from the 9AX01, at least originally.
Lorimer, HM 242, identifies the <p&Aocpa as metal plates.

384-6 ^ Od. 12.412-14 (a fall from a ship's deck) with variation of the
third verse. Verses 385-6 £ 16.742-3 (from 6 8* &p* dpveuTfipi) with a
well-made chariot in place of the high tower. The &pvevTi*|p, 'acrobat',
performs cartwheels and somersaults, cf. Patroklos'jeer at 16.745 "fi H^ '
§Aoc9p6$ Avî jp, d>s jbeToc Kupicrrg." The word must be connected with <5cpvei6s,
'ram', but is hardly known outside Homer (here, 16.742, and Od. 12.413),
a vivid vernacular term alongside the formally correct but still largely
Homeric Ku(3ioTTyTf)p (16.750, 18.605, Od. 4.18).
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386 Cf. Od. 12.414 KomrTrgcj' oar' iKpiocpiv, AITTE 5' oorga Ouuos ayf|vcop,
and 16.743 KcScTnrsa' oar* euepyeos 8i9pou, AITTE 8s 6aT£oc Ouuos, where the
victim is Kebriones. Smashing a head with a large rock is one of the motifs
of battle, cf. 11.349^. (Diomedes knocks out Hektor).

387-8 Glaukos' wound is remembered at i6-5o8ff. (but not at 14.426),
when because of it he is unable to come to Sarpedon's aid. He there prayed
to Apollo for a cure. For the absence of such prayers in books 11 —12 see
1 i.273n. Glaukos' quality as a warrior must largely be taken on trust; he is
given minor successes at 7.13ff. and i6.593ff., but did not assist Sarpedon
when he was injured at the slaying of Tlepolemos (5.627-67). Glaukos died
at Troy at the hands either of Aias (Quint. Smyrn. 3.2i4ff.) or Agamemnon
(Hyginus 113). The kings of Lycia traced their ancestry to him (Hdt.
1.147). Verse 388 is rearranged and divided between verses at 16.511-12
6TT6crauii£Vov (36CAEV ico | TEIXEOS uynAoio. TEIXSOS goes with ETTECTOVUEVOV, 'as
he was dashing at the wall'.

393 oucos is a neologism for epic £|iTrr|s, otherwise only at Od. 11.565
(oucosOCT).

394 In spite of the peril of the Achaeans this Alkmaon is the only named
casualty on their side, cf. 11.310-6411. In the absence of any anecdote to
amplify this brief notice of Alkmaon's death it is idle to speculate on the
identity of his father Thestor, cf. K&AKCXS 0EOTOpi8r|s, 1.69 and n. Arn/A
denies that this Thestor is the same as Kalkhas' father, but cites no
authority.

397-8 ir&cja 5ia|iTTEpEs should imply something about the construction
of the wall and its superstructure. In the poet's imagination Sarpedon
brings down the breastwork as it were in one piece all along a stretch of wall.
A wooden structure with long horizontal members might come down in
that way, but not masonry.

398 EAX* is effective placed in enjambment at the beginning of the verse
to emphasize Sarpedon's action. The device is formular, however, cf. 17.126
and the habitual placing (9X ) of elided vu£' in that position.

400-3 Sarpedon has a fortunate escape, saved by his baldric. A spear-
cast can be anticipated and parried, but not an arrow. So too Aias had
cause to bless his TEAOCHCOVE (those of shield and sword) at 14.402-6. Alterna-
tively, a warrior who lets a shot past his shield, if not killed on the spot,
is saved by his ^coorfip (4.186 (Menelaos), 11.236 (Agamemnon)). The
£cocnf|p (and doubtless the TEAapicbv too) was unreliable protection; Aias
(5.615), Leonteus (12.189), and even Menelaos (17.578) drove their spears
clean through it. — ouapTfjcravO9: understand the dual 6|iapTT|<javTE in
agreement with Aias KCCI TEUKpos; the two heroes acted 'simultaneously'.

402-3 The poet is more explicit than he was at 5.662, where the interfer-
ence of Zeus was almost casual (TTOTTIP 8' ETI Aoiyov d|iuv£v). Sarpedon is
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preserved now because the poet needs him later, or as he puts it in book 16
(433-8), it was Sarpedon's fate to die at the hands of Patroklos and not by
the ships. The omission of 403 by Pap. 342 seems accidental; the verse is
dispensable but is read by two other early texts.

404-5 = 7.260-1, but with OU6E for f) 8E, a bold adaptation of a for-
mular verse by substitution, see Introduction 15. r\ 8E is read here by some
MSS, an obvious example of'concordance corruption'. The tactic, pushing
the opponent back by brute force, is typical of Aias, see also 13.192-3.

407 £EA8ETO, 'desired', is more exclusively epic than EEATTETO and has
considerable MS support, including Pap. 9; it is marginally preferable.
Leaf's objection to the construction of EAiroiiai with the aorist ccpEcrflai
(< apvuuai), however, is not well founded, cf. Goodwin, Syntax 45-6.

408 = 16.421 (with KaOaTTTOUEVOs) and = 12.467 with the substitution
of TpcoEaaiv in the first hemistich.

409—12 The leader's complaint that he cannot do everything recurs,
from the Achaean side, at 20.354-63. Perhaps a typical motif; 410 =
20.356, but there is no other language in common between the two passages.

412 EcpouapTErrE: the dual EcpoiiocpTEiTov would not have troubled
Zenodotus, who could accept the concord with genuinely plural subject,
but in spite of its MS support, cf. 8.191 = 23.414, is clearly impossible after
AUKIOI. The Lycian pair of course are Sarpedon himself and Glaukos, now
hors de combat. — TTAEOVCOV KTA.: 'many hands make light work'. Senten-
tiousness, apart from the concatenation of aphorisms in Aineias' speech to
Akhilleus (20.200-58), is more characteristic of the Odyssean style, cf. Od.
6.29—30 and Hainsworth's note ad loc.

413-71 The Achaeans rally and the battle hangs momentarily in the balance. The
Book then concludes with a truly epic moment. Hektor inspires the Trojans for a second
assault and bursts through the gates, spears in hand. The Trojans swarm over the wall

The passage has been justly praised from antiquity for its vigour, cf. bT
TravTax60£v EKIVTICTE TT|V EVEpyEiav, EK TOO (3CCA6VTOS, EK TCOV SiappiTrrouEvcov

cravi8cov, EK TOO EiCTTrn8covTOS Kai cpopEpov PAETTOVTOS, EK TCOV UTT£p|3aiv6vTcov

TO TETXOS, KOO' 6 uEpos Eppr^E 2apTrf|8cov, EK TCOV EiorpEXovTCOV E!S TOCS TTUACCS,

KOCO' 6 uEpos auTos ^ P P 1 ! ^ CCUTOCS 6 "EKTCOp.

414 pouAr|96pos is epithet of Sarpedon at 5.633 but does not, as epithet,
appear to have specific significance, least of all in the midst of battle. (Verse
414 in book 10 is different; pouAr|9Opoi is there predicative.) Its use in
formulas is principally as a metrical alternative to f|yf|TCop.

415-16 The first verse is formular ( = 11.215 = 16.563 = Hesiod, Theog.
676). To resist the Lycians' final effort the Achaeans mass behind their
battlements. This must be the sense of TEIXEOS EVTOCTOEV, cf. 380-1 where
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SVTOS implies Trap' ETraA îv. The breach opened by Sarpedon (397-
9) was not so great after all. — oxpicn refers to both Lycians and Achaeans,
as if oi 5e (413) and 'ApyeToi 5e (415) were subjects of parallel clauses in the
same sentence.

417-8 The battle reaches an impasse. The image and some of the
language recurs at 15.405-9 ccuTdp 'Axoaoi | Tpcoocs £7repxo|J£vovs uevov
£|i7T65ov, ou5e 5uvavTo | TraupoTepous TT6p EOVTCCS dcTrcbaacrOai Trapd vncov |
ou5e TTOT6 Tpcoes Aavacov e5uvavro 9aAayyas | pr^duevoi KAiairjai
|iiyf)|ievai. — Aavaoov . . . | TeTxos: B. Giseke, Homerische Forschungen (Leipzig
1864) 47-8, an early study of word position in Homer, noted the rarity of
this kind of enjambment in which a genitive noun is placed in the verse
preceding the noun on which it depends. TeTxos 'Axocicov (223, 5X) is
precluded here by the parallelism of 418 with 411.

421-4 The point of comparison in the simile is unusually recondite - the
farmers are quarrelling over a foot or two of ground, so the two sides are no
more than the battlements' breadth apart. oOpoicri is from oOpos (Attic
opos), 'boundary stone', rather than oC/pov, an obscure measure of distance
mentioned at 10.351, 23.431, and Od. 8.124. There is even a verb for the
fraudulent adjustment of opoi, diroupiaaeiv (22.489). ETTÎ UVCO: a common
field, distinct from the T£uevr| of the aristocracy, cf. the ki-ti-me-na and
ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na of the Pylos Tablets. For Terns, 'fair share', cf. 11.705.

423 Zenodotus read oAiyr) evl X^P^ (Did/A), as at 17.394. X&P°S> 'piece
of ground', is better here than X^P1!? 'space' (which is appropriate in book

424 OCUTEGOV: the Ionic genitive in -ecov (< -dcov), unless its use gives a
rhythm u , occurs for the most part in the first half of the verse, where
diction is looser and old formulas are infrequent: so in books 9-12 Trocoicov
(9-33°)> ayopecov (9.441), TTOAAECOV (9.544), OTTASCOV (11.536 = 20.501),
(3ouAecov (12.236), m/Ascov ( u u - , 12.340), cf. KpiOcov (sic) 11.69. A plus-
verse pdAAov d|iuv6|Ji6voi x°^K11P£0"lv ^yX£^CJl looks like an alternative to
425-6 (= 5.452-3), so van der Valk, Researches 11 561.

425-6 =5.452-3 (see nn. ad loc). The enjambment is formally 'violent'
in that the adjective (3oeiocs precedes the noun do"TTi5as, but (3oeir) can be
substantivized and the second verse understood as standing in apposition to
it. The AcuoTjioc are very obscure, see H. Borchhardt, Arch. Horn, E 52-3.
Arn/A records among other conjectures that they are long shields, as if the
word stood in contrast with EUKUKAOUS. Herodotus (7.91) uses the word for
Cilician equipment made of rawhide (cb|io(3o£T|) and distinguished from
dorriSES. Aaiafjiov, like Kpoaaoa, appears to be an Ionic word unfamiliar to
other dialects.

428 Turning to retreat is fatal to many Homeric soldiers, either because
they wear no thorex or because the thorex provides inadequate protection
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when uncovered by the shield, cf. 11.447. OTECO: Zenodotus was undoubt-
edly right against the vulgate (and Aristarchus') OTCO, cf. Od. 2.114.

430-2 When the battle closes to hand-to-hand fighting, there is no nim-
ble leaping onto chariots for a quick retreat. Men fall in their ranks and a
bloodbath naturally follows, cf. 4.451 = 8.65, cf. 15.715, 16.639, 17-360.—
6pp&Scn"(o): for this peculiar perfect in -S-, a testimony to the linguistic
vitality of the Kunstsprache, see Chantraine, GH 1 435. It recurs at Od.
20.354, cf. dKT|xs6aTai (< OCXEEIV) in some MSS at 17.637 and IAr|Ad8aTo
(< EACCUVEIV) in the vulgate at Od. 7.86. The -6- must be derived from dental
stems such as epsiSeiv (which has a perfect EprjpeSocToa, 23.284, 23.329,
Od. 7.95). Similar forms from verbs in -&£siv, -i£eiv occur in the Ionic of
Herodotus. T imagine a pd£co, a ghost word in this sense. The repetition of
'Axoucov at the end of 431 and 432 does not trouble the poet, cf. 373-4
and n.

433-5 Simile of the spinning woman, presumably a free widow. For
comparisons drawn from women's work cf. 4.141 (ivory-staining), and
23.760 (weaving). Spinning, however, is usually represented as the work of
the women of the heroic household, no matter what their status, e.g. Od.
6.305—7 (Arete and her slave-women). As an image, scales express balance,
as here, or the moment of decision, when the balance inclines in one
direction, as at 8.69, 22.209. The scales of Zeus, however (8.69, 22.209),
symbolize another idea, that of being 'weighed in the balances, and . . .
found wanting'. &Ar|0r|s is 'honest', 'conscientious' ('ehrlich' Ameis-
Hentze), a sense not repeated in the epic, but that is not objectionable in a
simile, cf. 6cAr|0r|S voos at Pind. 01. 2.167. Leaf conjectures, unnecessarily, a
primitive sense 'not forgetful', EXOV is intransitive, 'hold on', but a transitive
EXEi must be understood from it as the verb of the simile. deiKeoc expresses
humiliation inflicted on another ('mit der Nebenbedeutung "hasslich",
"schmahlich", "verabscheuungswurdig"'), LfgrE s.v., cf. the CCEIKEO-CJI
ITAriyrjcji with which Thersites was threatened (2.264 and 22.395^), not,
pace Plutarch, Mor. 19c (on 23.24), the shame that falls, or ought to fall, on
the doer of wicked deeds, hence an deiKrjs uicrOos is a 'pittance', presumably
a portion of the thread spun or similar payment in kind. Aristarchus was
momentarily puzzled, suggesting &VEIKECC or duEUcpEa, before settling for
dsiKsa = EUTEAT) (Did/A). The pathetic touch caught the imagination of
later poets, cf. Ap. Rhod. 4.1062-7, Virg. Aen. 8.408-13.

436 = 15.413, where the simile concerns the use of the line (oTdOuri), not
scales (oraOuos), as if the idea ETTI TCJCC TETOCTO were somehow associated in
the singer's mind with the sound CTTCC6|JK For the metaphor of tension see
1 i.336n. — After the pause during the simile the narrative surges forward
to the climax. With Zeus's blessing (as the poet knows) Hektor urges on his
men for a final effort. They charge the wall in a body and clamber over the
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battlements, but the climax, the great heroic deed, is reserved for the hero,
for Hektor.

438 = 16.558, where the reference is to Sarpedon, not Hektor, cf. 3.356
= 7.250, where npiaui8ao refers in the first verse to Paris, in the second to
Hektor. The economical use of the same diction with a different reference
is oral style. — EOTJAOCTO: the sigmatic aorist of aAAouoci must represent the
vernacular form contemporary with the epic. It is a remarkable conserva-
tism that it occurs only in this repeated phrase and probably in the subjunc-
tive at 21.536, whereas the archaic athematic aorist &ATO occurs more than
50X.

439 = 8.227, e t c - (7X 5 with Aavocolai). It is of course Hektor who shouts,
but Aristarchus (Arn/A) suggested that Zeus is the subject of f̂0<7EV on the
grounds that this was a more than mortal shout. For the same reason
Zenodotus substituted ETTEI Oeou EKAUOV ocu8f|v in the second half of 444.

443 The sector that Hektor attacked and carried is most easily under-
stood to be that abandoned by Aias and Teukros when they came to the
rescue of Menestheus. But the thread of the narrative is not easily followed.
The statement at 290-2 associated Hektor with Sarpedon and there is no
indication of a change of scene in the short passage 424-32 between the two
similes, the first of which certainly refers to the Lycian attack, the second
most probably to Hektor's forces. Then at 13.679-82 Hektor is fighting
'where he first surmounted the wall, where were the ships of Aias and
Protesilaos'. But we are left to wonder which Aias and where was the ship
of Protesilaos. The centre of the Achaean camp, defended at 13.313 by both
Aiantes and Teukros and visible from Akhilleus' quarters on the right,
seems to be a satisfactory location. In that case Hektor attacked opposite
the ships of the Lesser Aias and his namesake moved back to his former
station (or his movement to rescue Menestheus is overlooked) in the fighting
of book 13.

444 dcKccxiieva Soupon' IXOVTES is formular (cf. 17.412), but a relatively
recent addition to the poet's diction: the T-stem in the oblique cases of 86pu
occurs only 14X in the Iliad against 167 occurrences of the archaic stem
without suffix; &KOCXU£VOC is of doubtful etymology (LfgrE offer no firm
suggestion), but its alternation with KEKOpuduEVOS in the formulas of arming
make the sense, 'tipped', clear. In that case the formula (eyx°s) OKoexuevov
6£s? xa^K(£ I10-135 e t c 0 is t n e better usage. Zenodotus' reading ETTEI OEOO
EKAVOV auBrjv, cf. 15.270, looks like an instance of formula substitution, see
23on., but not in this case by inadvertence; the god is Zeus, understood as
the speaker of the two verses of direct speech.

448 The aua£a is a four-wheeled cart, cf. ocua£oci | . . . TETP&KUKAOI (Od.
9.241-2). The chariot (ocpua, 8i9pos) is for personal transport and a strictly
military vehicle, dor' OUSEOS dxAicrcjEiav: the phrase recurs at Od. 9.242 in
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the description of the Kuklops' doorstop. The motif 'such as not x could lift'
is formular, see 382n.

449 = 5-3°4 (Diomedes) = 20.287 (Aineias). The hurling of large rocks
is one of the rare breaches of realism in the Iliad and one of the few indica-
tions that the heroes were thought to possess preternatural strength. There
is no indication at all that they were thought to be of preternatural size,
although in classical times when their supposed mortal remains came to
light they were regularly reported to be of appropriately heroic dimensions,
seven to twelve cubits, e.g. Hdt. 1.68 (Orestes), Plutarch, Thes. 36 and Cim.
8 (Theseus), Paus. 1.35.3 (Aias), 1.35.5 ('Asterios'), 8.29.3 ('Orontes'),
Philostr. Her. 8.3 (Peleus?), Phlegon FGHm no. 257 F 36 ix Jacoby (Idas).
— Stones are handy and general missiles (12.154, 16.774), D u t n o t despised
either by the front ranks (4.517, etc.: 11 instances).

450 The verse was omitted by Zenodotus and athetized by his successors
(Did/A); they took it as an adverse comment on Hektor's heroic strength if
Zeus had to lighten the stone. The verse was read, however, by Pap. 342
(saec. ii).

452-3 X6lpi Aa|3cbv ^T6pr|: a tribute to Hektor's strength of arm, but not,
or not merely, poetic exaggeration. Hektor is fighting in the normal way,
spears in one hand, cf. 465, and picks up the boulder in the other. For a
similar scene see 16.733-6, where Patroklos holds his spear in his left hand
while hurling a stone at Kebriones. In this case Hektor does not hurl the
stone (cf. cpepe, 453) until he is at close quarters and uses it as a sort of
battering ram.

454 eipwTO here is from (buoucci, at 18.69 from spuco; in both cases
eipucrro would be expected as the normal Ionic form. — oripapcos is substi-
tuted for the formular TTUKIVCOS with dpapuias (cf. 9.475, 21.535) because of
the preceding TTUKO. ori(3ap6s is otherwise an archaism preserved by for-
mular conservatism.

455-6 For city gates see S. Iakovides, Arch. Horn, E 219. The ox^es are
substantial drawbars (uoxAoi Arn/A). It would be natural to think of these
as horizontal beams working from opposite directions (67rrmoi|3oi) and
secured, when in position, by a vertical bolt (KATJ'IS) . This would duplicate
the single oxevs envisaged at 121, 291, and 13.124. The scholia, how-
ever, take 6Trr||ioipoi to mean that the ox^es crossed over each other e£
iKorrepas cpAias iva, 67raAAaaao|JEvous KCCT& UECTOV, a possible but unlikely
arrangement.

457-66 The fine description of Hektor in his moment of triumph, rising
through a series of lightly enjambed varied verses to a fine threefolder, does
justice to the zenith of his fortunes. This great epic moment makes an
impressive half-way point of the Iliad and the perfect note on which to
conclude a paycp8ioc. Note the rarity of ornamental epithets in this tense
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passage and down to 470 - only in the brief formulas 9ai8iuos "EKTCOP and
VUKTI Got), cf. bT to 22.61 (Priam's vision of the sack of Troy) 8ai|iovicos 5E
TOCOTCC UTT' oyiv f^yayEv EV (3paxEi, xpr\a6i\x£vos &ua K a l dirEpiEpycos TOCIS
Aî ecrr ou yap \jvyop69ous f\ 8ai5aAfovs OaA&nous Aeyei O06E OuyotTpas
KCCAAIKOUOUS fj KaXXiCT9upous, dAA* d-TTfjAAaKTai TCOV ETTIOETCOV OCUTCO TOC

6uoTUXo0vTa TCOV CTtou&Tcov: see 22.6i~5n. Metrically the passage races
forward with many medial sentence-breaks, skewed sentences, light en-
jambments, and two fine threefolder verses (464, 466).

The present are almost the circumstances that Akhilleus had envisaged
at 9.650-5, the eleventh hour at which he would intervene; almost, but not
quite, for the Trojans have only carried the wall and in the few moments
before they can reach the ships Zeus turns his eyes to other things (13.1-9).
The course of the Great Battle then repeats itself with a temporary Achaean
success followed by their decisive rout.

459 The Oaipoi are pivots, working in hollows cut in the threshold and
lintel, that served the same purpose as hinges, to secure the gate in position
and permit it to turn. Hektor does not burst the gate open; he smashes it
out of its seating in the masonry.

462—3 The comparison of an advancing warrior, bent on wreaking great
deeds, to night is all the more effective for being imprecise, cf. the descent
of Apollo at 1.47 VUKTI eoiKcos. Hektor's complexion, we are to imagine in
spite of his standard epithet 9ai6iuos in 462, is livid ('black as night5)
with the fury and effort of his attack. This contrasts, as Eust. noted, with the
terrifying flashing of his battle gear, AduTrE 8s yjxhK& | cruepSaAeco.

464 The adverbial oruepSaAeov (KCCO' ETEpav ypcKpfjv Eust.) would be a
more straightforward syntax, but oyepSccXko is secure as an epithet of
XCCAKCO at 13.192 in verses conceptually similar to 463-4.

465 For the alternatives OUK dv (most MSS) and ou KSV (Aristarchus) see
i3.288~9n. The vulgate reading (and lectio difficilior) ipUKOKOi for IpuKCCKev
(Aristarchus and some late MSS) is equally acceptable in the epic in the
sense 'would have held back', cf. 5.311 KOCI VU KEV EV0' d-rroXoiTO . . . Aivsias,
'A would have perished', and the other examples cited in Goodwin, Syntax
161-2. The past indicative is the classical construction.

466 VOCT91 OECOV anticipates the intervention of Poseidon that immedi-
ately follows (13.1 off.), m/pl 5' OCTCTE 665f|6i: Hektor is berserk, cf. 13.474
(a raging boar), 15.607 (Hektor), 15.623 (Hektor again), and the formula
9Xoyi EIKEAOS etc. (7 x ). He is Xv;aacb8r|s at 13.53. The image is apposite here
but already well-established, see 8.299, 9-23^- 9-3°5- Blazing eyes (always
OCJCTE, not ouucrra or O90aX|ioi except at 13.474) are symptomatic of fury,
whether of battle-fury or plain anger, cf. 1.104, 19.16-17, 19.365-6, and
2X in Od. See also the remarkable description of Hektor at 15.605-10.
The neuter dual OCTCTE, like the neuter plural, construes with singular verb,
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cf. 23.477, Od- 6.131-2, and see Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 11 50 (ocrae is the only
word cited). For the similes of night (463) and fire cf. a fine passage from
Manas, 'In his eyes a furnace blazed. A living dragon it was . . . His look was
like the midnight's look, angry as a cloudy day' (cited by Bowra, HP 99).

469-71 Verse 471 = 16.296. The scene, the Trojans pouring over the
wall and the intense din of battle, is repeated at 15.395-6, where Patroklos
is roused by the noise to emerge at last from Eurupulos' hut. The narrative
line as always is sequential on the surface, which results in implausibilities
such as the prolonged inaction of Nestor and Patroklos while the slaughter
continues around them. For the view that the sequential series of events in
books 12-15, or some of them, should be understood as simultaneous see
15.262-404^

The book ends on a cliff-hanging note with the conclusion of the first
Achaean attack - retreat episode. It would be a good place for the singer
to pause. How long he paused, however, is a moot point, for books 12 and
13 are securely linked by anticipation and recall. The leaders of the cata-
logue (12.88-102) supply the slain in book 13; Pouludamas repeats his
advice to Hektor; Menestheus continues, and concludes, his undistin-
guished career; atrocious slayings (11.146, 11.261) recur at 13.202 and
14.497; m i n or details of expression are kept in mind: TT&S 8' dpa
<7uep5aAecp (13.191-2) blends TTas 83 dpa xa^K(£ (IX-65) and
a|i£p5aA6co (12.463-4), and oOevgi [isydAco (12.224) recurs at 13.193.
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An index of Greek words appears at the end of vol. vi.

Adkins, A. W. H., 141, 350, 352
adultery, 106
adumbration, see foreshadowing
aegis, 183, 214, 220
Aeolic dialect/form, 80, 83, 97, 162, 163,

164, 192, 214, 222, 244, 246, 256, 264,
299, 331, 34<>> 343> 35^

Aeschylus, 221, 307, 327
Aetolian saga, 134
Agamede, 303
Agamemnon, 55, 59, 74, 77, 81, 87, 97, 100,

114, 119, 162-3, J^5» 256> 326, and
passim; animus against Troy, 237, 239;
arming of, 215; compared to Zeus, 332;
concerned for reputation, 63, 326; corslet
of, 218-19; deceived by Zeus, 62;
discourse of, 73; enjoys divine favour, 223;
false position of, 106, 107; ferocity of, 212,
233, 235, 236, 238, 241, 244; greed of,
105; impatience of, 217, 234; lack of tact,
63, 64, 66, 69, 75-6, 79, 160, 183; meets
Akhilleus' conditions, 80, 100, 142; and
Menelaos, 176, 240; pessimism of, 61-2,
96, 149, 154, 157, 257, portrayal of, 47,
56, 60, 61, 67, 68, 73, 76, 100, 108, 114,
140, 147, 160, 164, 176, 213; privileges of,
71; rank of, 69, 72, 73, 74, 79-80, 149;
represents Achaean army, 259; rich, 219;
shield of, 220; slays fugitives, 230; sword
of, 219; volunteers, 174, 264; weeps, 60-1;
wounded, 247; see also aristeia

Agamemnon, k. of Cyme, 77
Agastrophos, 263
Agelaos, 259
Agenor, 226
agglomeration, see clustering
Ahlberg, G., 258
Aiantes, 174, 215, 264, 314, 331, 339, 346,

347> 349> 355> 357; formulas for, 277-8
Aias s. of Telamon, 66, 92, n o , 129, 138,

281, 338, 359, 363, and passim-, and
Akhilleus, 62, 102, 141, 142, 143-4, does
not use chariot, 276; outstanding in
defence, 274, 277, 356; defends wall, 357,
358; epithets of, 277, 356; feels betrayed,

91; genealogy of, 81; invulnerable, 48,
282; old character, 41, 44; portrayal of,
81, 108, 120, 141-2, 213, 283, 284; retreat
of, 277, 282, 287; shield of, 276, 281;
station of, 215; strength of, 335, 360;
strong language of, 114, 130, 141, 142

Aias s. of Oileus, 37, 167, 176, 363; epithets
of, 278; in front rank, 279

Aineias, 51, 65, 70, 162, 237, 258, 264,
314-15, 328, 334, 349, 360; uses dams,
276

Aisumnos, 259
Aitchison, J. M., 168
Aithiopis, 43, 52, 134, 145, 267, 269
Akamas, 225
Akhilleus, 44, 56, 72, 74, 83, 87, 95, 98,

104, 131, 140, 141, 143, and passim; and
Agamemnon, 64, 99, 144, 290; and Aias,
143, and Achaeans, 103; amateur singer,
37, 88; avoids &TTI, 73, 128-9; as hero, 45;
destiny of, 116; death of, 267; discourse of,
99-101, 102-19; disillusionment of, 102;
education of, 48; egotism of, 45, 66, 67,
101, 104, 109, 119-20, 289; embodiment
of j3ir|, 92; epithets of, 186; ferocity of, 50,
201, 228, 235, 244, 278; foreknowledge of,
49> 5!> 56* 102, 116, 141, hut of, 145, 294;
indispensable, 211; invulnerable, 47;
language of, 101-2, 112, 114; misses
metier, 88, 144, 288; moral stance of, 55-7,
103, i n —12; and Patroklos, 307;
performs menial services, 90; portrayal of,
49, 59, 62, 76, 81, 88, 102, 127, 129, 141;
quick-tempered, 74, 81, 294, 295, 311;
rejects advice, 57, 149, raids of, 43, 75,
108, 145, 146, 291, 292, 318; short life of,
116-17, l4°> u s e s crones, 276; uses similes,
104; slays men in chariot, 236; station of,
313; suspicious of Odysseus, 102; took
prisoners, 192, 239; universal appeal, 38;
watches battle, 287-8; weeps, 61; and
Zeus, 53

Aktor, 289, 301, 304
Aktorione, see Molione
Alexanderson, B., 185
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Alexandrian scholars, see scholia
Alkathoos, 239
Alkinoos, 78, 327
Alkmaionis, 124
Alkmaon, 359
Alkuone, see Kleopatre
allegory, 57, 119, 127, 128, 129, 213, 229
Allen, T. W., 107
Althaie, 131, 132, 134, 137, 139
Amandry, P., 116
Ameis-Hentze, 95, 104, 107, 129, 169, 170,

334> 362
Amory Parry, A., 159, 242
amplitude, amplification, 13, 18, 21, 35, 60,

211, 216, 350
Amuntor, 121-3, 136
anachronism, 203, 301
ancestry: divine, 162, 320
Andersen, O., 266
Anderson, F. B., 320
Andrewes, A., 67
androktasia, 42, 46
Andromakhe, 174
anecdote, 124, 232, 233, 238, 293, 359
Antenor, 248; sons of, 225-6, 328
anticipatory doublet, 243, 245
Antilokhos, 70, 72, 96, 171, 172, 208, 284; in

front rank, 279; and Menelaos, 262
Antimakhos, 238, 240, 248
Antiphates, 338
Antiphos, 233, 236, 237
aorist, mixed, 95, 139, 141, 205, 217
Aphareus, 70, 135
Apisaon, 286
Apollo, 99, 127, 129, 131, 133, 136, 176,

204, 205, 206, 246, 264, 316, 318; gifts of,
265, 266

Apollodorus, 131
Apollonius Rhodius, 33, 84, 136, 193, 201,

263, 307, 343, 362; readings of, 88, 225,
226,236

Apthorp, M. J., 60, 94, 123
Arcadian, Arcado-Cypriot dialect, 261-2
archaism, 29, 30, 35, 41, 122, 168, 172, 175,

199, 220, 244, 250, 275, 342, 363
archery: 179; heroic contempt for, 268-9;

ineffectiveness of, 268; see also Paris,
Teukros

Arend, W., 59, 83, 84-5, 89, 91, 141, 156,
159, 188, 204, 209, 216

Ares, epithets of, 197, 357
Argo, Argonauts, Argonautica, 39, 52, 135
Aristarchus, 58, 183, 190, 219, 324; noted

anachronism, 301; arguments of, 229;
athetized, 60, 65, 118, 148, 160, 163, 165,
177, 193, 194, 202, 215, 229, 245, 280,

302, 306, 308, 327, 336, 337, 356, 357,
364; caution of, 91; changed mind, 345,
362; corrected vulgate, 115, 161, 193, 269,
33°J 3415 358; on date of Homer, 358; on
gates, 109, 313; on Hesiodic borrowing,
319; on Homeric usage, 58, 82, 86, 140,
157, 207, 240, 258, 261, 318, 328, 342,
356, 362; interpretations of, 68, 78, 189,
190, 203, 236, 270, 277, 310, 321, 336,
347, 363; on Molione, 304; his
monograph Ffepi TOO vauoraduou, 313,
337; moral attitude of, 123; on Nestor's
cup, 293; orthography of, 299, 309; on
similes, 59, 60, 203; overprecise, 157, 175,
178, 229, 313; readings of, 62, 69, 70, 89,
95? IO9> JI5> X26, 147, 161, 163, 170, 184,
185, 187, 194, 196, 198, 206, 222, 234,
273, 274, 279, 283, 284, 309, 331, 332,
338, 348, 35°> 353> 355> 3655 removed
augments, 122, 126, 159, 207; on wounds,
241; see also scholia

aristeia, 1, 18, 35, 42, 150, 151, 152, 202,

233, 243, 269, 271, 277, 315; of
Agamemnon, 212, 213, 223, 227, 231-2,
234, 247-8, 253, 262, 267; of Akhilleus,
244; of Eurupulos, 286; of Hektor, 212,
257, of Idomeneus, 330

Aristophanes of Byzantium, 133, 332;
athetized, 60, 149, 160, 163, 177, 193,
215, 229, 244, 280, 306, 336, 356, 364;
omitted verses, 202; orthography of, 299,
309; readings of, 79, 185, 335

Aristotle, 1, 94, 113, 133, 152, 156, 177, 269,
285

arming scene, 91, 156, 178, 188, 206, 211,
216, 217, 225; not given to Trojans, 225

armour, 197, 215-22; distinctive, 280-1;
special, 217, 219; symbolism of, 217

Armstrong, J. I., 216
arrival scene, 89
arrow-head, 280
Artemis, 130, 133
article, 104, 191
Asios, 314, 325, 328-36 passim, 339
Askalaphos, 70, 163
assembly, 59-60; omitted, 212
Asteropaios, 328
Atalante, 134, 136
Athenaeus, 89, 291, 292, 294
Athene, 62, 151, 160, 175, 176, 177, 182,

202, 204-5, 226, 272; goddess of success,
204, 210

athetesis, 63, 266; see also Aristarchus,
Aristophanes

Ate, onrr|, 73, 123, 128-9, 138; not applied
to Akhilleus, 128
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atrocity, 50, 73, 139, 197-8, 241, 273
Attic forms, Atticism, 184, 191, 207, 209,

261, 275
audience: of doiSf), 37-8, 289; of heroic

poetry, 50, 197, 248; of Iliad, 60, 62, 76,
86, 92, 108, 120, 138, 140, 150, 219, 227,
245, 269, 270, 275, 282, 287, 290

Augeias, 301
augment, 126, 159
Aulis, 62, 66, 77
aural echo, 105, 177, 188, 195
Austin, N., 162, 295
Automedon, 88, 90, 91, 291

Bacchylides, 109, 130, 131, 132, 133
Bakker, E.J., 72
baldric, 219, 220, 221-2, 281; saves warrior,

359
Bannert, H., 132
barbarity: see atrocity
Bassett, S. E., 10, 233, 327
bastards: Achaean, 237, 357; of Priam, 237,

277, 280
bathing scene, 209
bathtub, 74, 209
battle: hand to hand, 228, 362; mode of

narrating, 227-8, 257, ideology of, 227-8,
336; rally, 227, 231, 247, 257, 260, 276;
retreat, 260, 271, 275, 277, 282, 284, 362;
rout, 230; tactics of, 247, 260, 263, 266,
287; typology of, 235, 257, see also aristeia

Bechtel, F., 179, 215
Beck, W., 25
BeekesJ. R. S., 8
Bekker, I., 97
Bentley, R., 69, 95, 98, 104
Beowulf \ see Old English heroic poetry
Bergren, A., 326
berserker, 48, 96, 99, 365
Bethe, E., 75
Beye, C. R., 232
Bienor, 233, 234
blazon, 221, 281
boar, 201, 258, 262, 271, see also simile;

Calydonian, 131, 133, 137, 159, 334
boast, victor's, 268, 269, 273, 358
Boedeker, D., 25
Boiling, G. M., 74, 113, 123, 206, 245, 281,

308, 322, 348
book division, 56-7, 312
Bolte, F., 296, 298
Bomer, F., 130
book 9, function of, 56-7
book 10: differs from Iliad, 156, 169, 170,

186, 191; differs from Odyssey, 157, 168,
186; links with books 8 and 9, 152, 163,

177; general character of, 153; linguistic
character of, 154, 161; 'Odyssean'
elements/language, 154, 160, 165, 166,
169, 170, 173-4, 178, 185, 192, 200, 205,
207; philhellenism of, 153, 158; plan of,
155; pretentious thought or language,
157, 159, 160, 166, 169, 171, 172, 178,
185, 201; problem of, 151—5, style of, 155;
van Thiel's theory, 153

book 12: construction of, 313; links with
book 13, 271, 366

booty/loot/plunder, 75, 105-6, 108, 145,
i55> 189, i97> 292

Borchhardt, J., 178, 179, 222; H., 220
bowdlerization, 122
Bowra, C. M., 21, 32-3, 38, 44-5, 48, 98,

100, 321, 366
Brandenburg, H., 250, 285
Braun, M., 33
Bremmer, J. N., 126-7
Brenk, F. E., 120
brideprice, 77, 251
Briseis, 73, 75, 76, 86, 106-7, I Q8, n o , i n ,

112, 134, 143, 144, 145, 146
brothers fight as pairs, 231, 236-7, 247
Brugmann, K., 117, 240
Bruns, G., 292
Burkert, W., 87, 113, 122, 132, 273, 308
Burr, V., 77
Butterworth, J., 319

Calhoun, G. M., 213
Callistratus, 320
camp, Achaean, 39, 42, 189, 313-14, 363;

see also gates
catalogue, list, 78, 118, 134, 159, 174, 196,

212, 225, 257, 259, 271, 277, 313, 319,
326-7, 338

Catalogue of Ships, 70, 77, 78, 108, 118, 122,
196, 214, 243, 289, 298, 302, 321, 327;
Trojan, 196, 225, 262-3, 327, 328, 338

Catalogue of Women, 130
Catling, H. W., 217, 218, 219
Carpenter, R., 124
Carruba, O., 177
cattle raid, 136, 296
Chadwick, H. M., 41; and N. K., 32-3; J.,

77, 161, 162, 223, 246, 252, 259, 292, 293
chant, 35-6
Chantraine, P., 104, 123, 134, 142, 147, 206,

224, 266, 319, 322, 335, and passim
characterization, 61, 63, 73, 76, 94, 102,

141, 164, 167, 176, 187, 189, 213, 284,
303,304.342, 35i

chariot, 41, 120, 180, 187, 189, 202, 204,
207, 224, 234, 239, 246, 279, 323, 325,
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chariot (cont.)
329, 363; as ambulance, 256, 257,
decorated, 197; fighting from, 232-3, 236,
258, 315; four-horsed, 301; not valued,
197, 227; chariot-driving, 203, 208;
tactics, 224, 242, 258, 262, 263, 362

Cicero, 16, 67
Clarke, M. W., 307
Claus, D. B., 102
Clay,J. S., 118, 205
cliche, 6, 350
close combat, verbs of, 235, 295
club, 48
clustering, 5, 26-8, 98, 109, 234, 252, 256,

258,270, 283
Coldstream, J. N., 181
colometry, colon, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, n , 17, 22, 26,

27, 105
comedy, comic motif, 125, 143, 170, 176,

294
comparison, short, 259, 350, 365
concubine, 74, 106, 107, 121, 122, 145
conjecture, see emendation
Considine, P., 118
conventions of war, 192, 197, 228
Cook, J. M., 243, 245
corpse: despoiling of, 189, 251, 252; recovery

of, 275; treatment of, 201 273
corslet, cuirass, 165, 184, 197, 218-19, 272
Cosset, E., 25
council scene, 42, 57, 61, 70, 315; omitted,

212
couplets, 19-21, 120, 256, 265; see also runs
Crates, 294
Crespo, E., 88
Cretan dialect, 310
Cuillandre, J., 215, 278, 330
cuirass, see corslet
cup, 74, 293; of Nestor, 292-3
cycle, 39-40, 41, 43-4, 130, 134; Trojan,

40, 43, 44, 52, 176, 284; see also Troy, tale
of

Cypria, 44, 52, 75, 77, 82, 97, 108, 136, 145,
151-2, 217, 238, 239, 295, 317, 327

Cypriot dialect, 137, 259
Cyprus, 218

Danek, G., xiii, 17, 153, 155, 156, 168, 169,
176, 183, 194

Davison, O. M., 155
dawn, 213; formulas for, 213
dejong, 159, 160, 248, 259
de Riquer, M., 44
de Vries, J., 32
deadlock, images for, 263, 361
death, glorious, 51, 275, 354

death-demon, 353-4
Debrunner, A., 85, 319
decapitation, 198, 241
dedications, 209
Deikoon, 234
Deiphobos, 256, 264, 327
Deipuros, 70
Delebecque, E., 120, 203, 323
Delphi, 101, 116
Demodokos, 34, 38, 43-4, 91
[Demosthenes], 40
Denniston, J. D., 166, 167, 176, 194, 251
destiny, 116, 164
dialect, see Aeolic, Cretan, Cypriot, Doric,

Ionic, Lesbian, Mycenaean, Thessalian;
dialect mixture, 35

diction, 1-16 passim, 116, 154, 165; ancient
elements of, 168; of book 10, 154; conser-
vatism of, 351; constrains thought,
102, 112, 202, 324, 347; drawn from
poet's world, 59; in flux, 25, 30-1;
economy of, 24, 363; for embassy, 89;
formular, 30, 147, 274, 180; for greeting,
89; innovations, 159, 303, 363; looser in
first hemistich, 361; manipulation of, 170;
none for boar's tusk helmet, 180, or
field-works, 345, or horse-riding, 203, or
humble dwelling, 90, 351; Odyssean, 154,
see also book 10, Odyssey; pathos enshrined
in, 264, 339; unhomeric, 119, 132;
versatility of, 60, 161, 277

Dictys, 152
Didymus, 79, 91, 145, 163, 186, 190
diet, of heroes, 292
digamma, 118, 162, 165, 267, 357; loss of,

30, 69, 99, 335; neglected, 30, 62, 70, 95,
202, 208, 239, 298, 300, 353; observed,
18,246

diminutives, 254
Diogenes, 170
Diomedes, 114, 119, 135, 141, 149, 152, 164,

170, 179, 181, 202, 208, and passim; acts
with Odysseus, 151, 153, 155, 173, 176,
191, 197, 199, 204, 205, 233, 260, (in
Trojan Cycle), 176; age of, 66-7; and
Agamemnon, 45, 63, 71; and Akhilleus,
147, 267; beats Hektor, 265-6; credentials
of, 63-4; disapproves embassy, 87, 149;
exemplary character, 45; kills Dolon, 198,
201; married aunt, 249; portrayal of,
64-5, 66, 149, 174, 175, 213, 258, 264;
prays, 182; slays men in chariot, 236;
volunteers, 174, 264; wounded, 251, 252,
267

Diomede, 145
disgrace, 53, 261
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ditch, Achaean, 166, 172, 188, 317, 324,
326, 330, 339, 344; purpose of, 325;
separated from wall, 68-9, 318, 326, 345;
see also wall

divine intervention, 182; see also Zeus
Dodds, E. R., 139, 270
Dolon, 151-2, 155, 173, 178, 179, 182, 188,

189, 191, 192; death of, 197-8; portrayal
of, 158, 174, 177, 186, 187, 196

Doloneia, see book 10
Dolopes, 82, 125
Dolops, 259
Doric dialects, 256
Dorpfeld, W., 195
doublet, 14, 18, 76, 103
dowry, 77
dream, 202
Drerup, H., 323, 345
dress, women's, 138
dressing scene, 156, 159-60
dual, 82, 83, 85-6, 87, 89, 119, 174, 191,

197. 237, 332
Dunbabin, T. J., 201
Durante, M., 117

Eckstein, F., 219
Edwards, A. T., 117
Edwards, M. W., 8, 11, 20, 24, 31, 61, 71,

87, 89, 102, 206, 219, 230, 245, 284, 322,
330.352

Eide, T., 244
Eileithuia, 256
Electra, 77
Elis, 124, 130, 134, 298, 299, 305
embassy, 81, 83, 85-7, 239; to Akhilleus,

112, 127, 138, 149, 152, 153, (ignored),
289-90

emendation, 104, 115, 117, 122, 161, 242,
257, 269, 272, 275, 320, 330, 341, 356

enjambment, 3, 10, 11, 26, 34, 65, 103, 105,
i n , 121, 142, 149, 189, 359, 361, 365

Ennomos, 271
E6S/6S: 'general' use of, 240
Epeioi, 296-9, 300, 302, 304
epic moment, 211, 364
epicism, 159, 163, 192, 206
Epikles, 358
Epipolesis, 155
episodes: repeated patterns of, 206, 211, 212,

237, 238, 241, 248, 260, 264, 265, 275,
276, 282, 284, 314, 335, 339; van Thiel's
theory of, 213

epithet: apposite use of, 72, 95; decorative/
ornamental, 2, 5, 21-2, 364; generic, 4, 5,
9, 16, 18, 22-3, 64, 72, 78, 80, 92, 95,

109, 120, 195, 234, 271, 276, 299, 304,
310, 332, 353; misunderstood/
reinterpreted, 65, 75, 137, 184, 276;
special, 9, 18, 22-3, 125, 245; transferred,
160, igi; see also runover word

Espermann, I., 226, 248, 249
Erbse, H., 194, 273, 308, 349
Erinus, Erinues, 122, 129, 137, 138
Eris, 213, 214, 229
Eudoros, 163
euphemism, 76, 137, 250
Eurubates, 83
Eurumakhos, 343
Eurumedon, 291
Eurupulos (Achaean hero), 264, 279, 286,

291, 310; wounded, 251, 252, 277, 285;
(Trojan ally), 151,279, 285

fame, glory, x^°S> 55> IJ7> J2O, 174, 352;
and honour, 103-4; a s motive, 49, 50, 56,
100, 101, 102, 353; see also honour

fatalism, 270, 342, 351, 353, 354; see also
Moira

feast, 94, 174
Fenik, B. C , 33, 151, 155, 186, 189, 214,

226, 234, 248, 250, 257, 264-70, 278, 284,
296>3!5> 33°>338, 352

Finkelberg, M., 37, 117, 170, 192, 247
Finley, M. I., 181, 343
Finnegan, R., 32, 35, 37
Fittschen, K., 221, 304
flesh, colour of, 285
Foley, J. M., 16, 32, 33
Foltiny, S., 219
folktale, 33-4, 39, 44, 52, 130, 132, 136, 298
foreshadowing, adumbration, 144, 150, 189,

212, 232,288, 291,316, 330
formula (s), 1—31, 35, 36, 70; by analogy,

2-3, 15; complex, 10, 19, 26, 245; con-
jugation of, 26, 306; conservatism of, 28-30,
209, 364; declension of, 26, 107, 156, 184;
economy, 2, 5, 28, (breach of) 4, 25, 80,
109, 110, 162, 324; expanded, 4, 26, 29,
63, 115, 120, 250, 268, 289, 305; flexible,
169, 171, 310; in other epics, 32; inappro-
priate use, 22, 135, 162, 166, 171, 187, 206,
238-9, 242, 335; modernized, 192; modified,
25, 107, 121, 163, 173, 205, 303; movable,
4, 27, 29, 337; name/noun-epithet, 6, 9,
10, n , 14, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 27; obsolete,
5; reinterpreted, 5, 276, see also epithet;
replacement of, 28; resumptive, 57;
shortened, 208; split, 4, 27, 29, 94; stock of,
1, 28; types of, 18-19; under-represented,
17, 103, 122, 167, 321, 333; variants of,
171, 226-7, 257, 259, 263, 301, 353;
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formula (s) (cont.)
vary in sense, 26, 239, 246; whole-verse,
15, 19-21, 23, 29, 59, 60, 63, 71, 91, 102,
164, 170, 183, 225, 250, 258, 259, 309

formular set/type, 300, 301, 310, 320, 324;
extension of, 6, 23-4; economy of, 6, 24-6

Fraenkel, E., 217
Frankel, H., 7, 8, 61, 129, 157, 228, 321
Friedrich, P., 100, 102, 235, 236, 241, 256
Frisk, Hj., 118, 133, 170, 184, 259
Frolich, H., 253
funeral games, 75, 88
funerals, 134, see also burial
furniture, 89, 92, 291, 292, 294

Gaskin, R., 349
gates: of the Achaean camp, 224, 290-1,

313, 314, 337, 355, 365; of cities, 331, 364;
of Troy, 109

gender, masculine forms for feminine, 160
Germain, G., 201
Germanic epic, 275
gifts, 181; lists of, 74
Gilgamesh, 45, 353
Giseke, B., 361
Glaukos, 36, 99, 258, 267, 314-15, 328, 348,

359> 360
glory, see, fame
glosses, 4, 6, 14, 29, 61, 80, 138, 177, 219,

222, 244
TAcoaCToypdcpoi, 163
god(s), 47, 130, 133, 137, 139, 143, 204,

278; absent from battlefield, 214, 229,
252, 273, 316; as external agents, 205,
247, 349; blamed by men, 266, 342;
control events, 230; disguised, 246; not
personifications, 318; send omens, 182;
speech of, 205

gold, symbolism of, 133, 293
Goodwin, W. W., 188, 322, 360, 365
Gordesiani, A., 86
Gorgon, Gorgoneion, 197, 220, 221
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defender of Troy, 115; and Diomedes,
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portrayal of, 158, 188, 247, 322; prowess
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advice/omen, 49, 341, 342, 343; represents
Trojan army, 259, similes of, 259, 334;
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161, 168, 220, 226, 252, 256, 262, 265,
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Nagler, M. N., 3, 63, 153
Nagy, G., 59, 86, 132
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names of Trojans, 206, 225, 233, 249, 333;
Lycian, 181, 328, 350; significant, 83, 277,
303, 356

narrative goal, 64, 95, 119, 151, 212, 230,
241, 245, 248, 261, 288, 290

navigational data, 110
Neoptolemos, 37, 82, 145, 226
Nestor, 72, 79, 80, 81, 89, 99, 100, 127, 159,

164, 165, 167, 176, 208, 308, and passim;
age of, 67; on battlefield, 278-9; cup of,
292-3; diplomacy of, 63, 66-7, 68, 69, 72,
173, 289; epithets of, 80, 147, garrulity of,
295; and Patroklos, 291; portrayal of, 71,
84, 308; prominence in Iliad, 298;
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non-combatants, 90
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Notos, 259
number twelve, 201

oath, 75, 122, 187, 188
object identified by its history, 180, 218
obsolescence, 18; see also glosses
Odios, 83
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omens, 62, 182, 219, 223, 340-3
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33> 73> 86, 213, 223, 290, 363
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195
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237; Attic, 242
override: formular 18, 207, 305; thematic,
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Palmer, L. R., 299
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5> 3<>7> 3°9> 3I0> 3IJ> 3J75 P aP- 8, 279,
281; Pap. 25, 282; Pap. 60, 261, 282; Pap.
69, 326; Pap. 98. 178; Pap. 121, 332, 337,
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300, 332, 338; P. Oxy. 3827, 263; and
book division, 312

Paraskeuaides, H. A., 14, 23
parataxis, 69
Paris, 161, 238, 239, 267-9, 277, 285,

3 H - I 5
Parry, A., 101-2
Parry, M., 1, 10, 11, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28,

29
particles, strings of, 8, 12, 18, 189
pathos, 56, 97, 104, 106, 109, 125, 129, 135,

186, 192, 233, 236, 238, 242, 243, 249,
250-1, 253, 262, 264, 270, 285, 288, 306,
328; motifs, 251, 339

Patroklos, 72, 87, 89, 92, 124, 141, 144, 286,
291; death of, 97, 128, 131, 264, and
passim', fled to Phthie, 124, 306; influence
with Akhilleus, 72, 82, 84, 99, 119; kindly
nature, 51, 311; = Kleopatre, 136; and
Nestor, 294; pities Achaeans, 61, 309;
portrayal of, 288, 322; prowess of, 90, 288;
squire to Akhilleus, 90, 262, 290, 304;
weeps, 61

patron, 37-8, 88
patronymic, 142, 164, 258, 277, 288
pattern, see episodes, phrase-pattern,

sentence-pattern, typical motif/scene
Peisandros, 238
Peleus, 97, 100, 125, 306
Pelopidae, 217
Peneleos, 279
Penelope, 102, 107
Penthesileia, 52, 145, 151
Periphetes, 282
Peristiany, J. G., 114, 143
personification, 214, 229, 285, 303, 318
persuasive definition, 102, 107
Pfeiffer, R., 58, 122, 124
phalanx, 230
Phausios, 286
Phoinix, 3, 55, 66, 72, 81-2, 85-6, 92, 94,

100, 101, 118, 120-40 passim, 143,
discourse of, 119-20; educator of
Akhilleus, 121, 125, 310

phrase pattern, 3, 9-10, 22, 27, 28, 69, 242,
301; see also doublets, sentence pattern

phratry, 67
Phthie, 115, 121-2, 140, 147
Pindar, 151
Pinsent,J., 95, 159, 263
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Plato, 103, 117, 120, 127, 144, 145, 280,

293. 3°7; [Plato], 153
Pleisthenes, 217
pleonasm, see doublet
Pleuron, 132, 134, 135
plunder, see booty
plus-verse, 73, 76, 79, 170, 255, 261, 263,

3°7>3I7>332
Plutarch, 92, 105, 123, 282; [Plutarch], 93
Podaleirios, 279
poet (ofAspis), 221-2
poet (of Iliad), Homer, passim; artistry of,
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geographical standpoint of, 59, 77;
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Priam, 74, 88, 115, 139, 141
prophecy, 62
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% (vocalic r), 220
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realism, 139, 168, 200, 201, 315, 364
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Redfield, J. M., 100, 102, 129, 191
Reeve, M. D., 101
Reichel, W., 179-80
Reinhardt, K., 57, 94, 146, 148, 215, 229,

237, 256, 270
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repetition of speeches/commands, 92, 94, 98,
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retardation, 71, 288
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Rhesus (tragedy), 189, 203
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Ruijgh, C. J., 224, 261-2, 304
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scale, indicating significance, 119, 291, 295
sceptre, 59, 61, 73, 78, 79, 187
Schadewaldt, W., 130, 136, 236, 268, 280,

281, 290, 308
schema etymologicum, 7 4 - 5 , 175
Schmiel, R., 25
Schnapp-Gourbeillon, A., 201
Schoek, G., 125
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scholia, scholiast, 29, 58, 78, 92, 93, 116,

139, 146, 148, 151, 153, 170, 179, 193,
203, 209, 232, 303, 364, 337, 350, and
passim; bias in, 157, 342; idea of epic in,
126; see also Aristarchus, Aristophanes,
Zenodotus

Schrader, H., 93
Schulze, W., 66, 179, 204, 258, 340
Schwartz, J., 132
Schwyzer, E., 126, 222, 366
Scodel, R., 120, 148, 317
Scott, W. C , 190
Scully, S., 270
Segal, C , 86, 198, 241, 273
sentence pattern, 2, 4, 8, 10-12, 14, 18, 19,

23, 27, 29, 30, 31, 36, 65, 136, 294; see also
phrase pattern

sentimentality, 342
Sergent, B., 307
Severyns, A., 241
shaman, shamanism, 36, 45
shame, 56, 64; shame culture, 114
Shewan, A., 151, 154, 198, 203
shield, 161, 169, 178, 181, 218, 220-1, 309,

350; body-shield, 267; epithets for, 226,
281; leather, 285, 329; terms for, 220, 276;
tower-shield, 276, 281, 282-3

shield-strap, see baldric
ship, formulas for, 185-6, 206
Shipp, G. P., 102, 132, 220, 244, 257, 265,

272, 334, 336, 34°> 342
siege methods, 315, 329, 331, 333, 343-5,

358
siege-poetry, 285-6, 329, 343-5, 348
simile, 58, 59, 60, 70, 171, 172, 180, 182,

226, 228, 239, 256, 263, 270, 315, 317,
333; anachronism in, 203; in battle
narrative, 284; clusters of, 238, 257, 258,
elaboration of, 321, 347; indicates
emotion, 322, 351; functions of, 60, 158,
275) 277; peasants etc. in, 200-1; and
poet's world, 251, 284; realism in, 189;
repeated, 61, 283; in speeches, 104, 336;

subjects of: ass, 283, 284, bird and chicks
104, boar, 258, 262, 271, 321, 334, clouds,
259, deer, 275, fire, 242, 353, fishing, 59,
flood, 277, hounds, 191, 258, 262, insects,
335-6, line, 362, lion, 200-1, 237-8,
244, 283, 321, 350, 351, parent and
young, 104, 336, quarrelsome farmers,
361, reaping, 228, scales, 362, snow, 335,
339, spinning woman, 362, star, 226,
storm, 58, waves, 259, woman in labour,
256

simultaneous events, narrated as sequential,
280, 291,313,314,330

singer, doi86s, 1, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 16, 21,
24, 29, 30, 31, 34-8, 88, 130, 186, 211,
248; amateur, 37, 88; language of, 69;
pause of, 366; professional, 37; subject
matter of, 39

Sirius, 226, 244
Skamandros: course of, 278; ford of, 243,

2 7 8
skewed sentence, 142
Smith, J. D., 37, 50
snakes, 219, 221, 222
Snell, B., 349
Snodgrass, A. M., 77, 233
Sokos, 271, 272, 273
Sophocles, 138
Sosiphanes, 122
South Slavic (Serbo-Croatian) heroic

poetry, 32, 34-5, 36, 40, 41, 42-3, 49;
cited, 216

speaker's grammar, 190, 197, 208, 238, 310;
style, 339

spear, 228, 235; principal weapon, 254, 285;
thrusting, 223, 235, 273, 254, 285, 338;
throwing, 223, 351; terms for, 252

spoils, see booty
Stanford, W. B., 285
Stesichorus, 135
stichic verse, 33-4, 35
stone throwing, 254
Strabo, 115, 298, 317
Strasburger, G., 249, 262
Strasser, F. X., 27
style, 141; abbreviated, 137, 247; additive,

250; antiphonic, 35; appositional, 35;
epic, 13, 14, 18, 60, 167; formular, 31, 83,
126, 187; objective, 233; oral, 15, 73, 157,
171, 190, 363; realistic, 134, succinct, 131,
135, 338; traditional, 3; tired, 338

stylometry, 154
substitution, 15-16, 18, 25, 28, 174, 360; of

one formula for another, 65, 342, 363
Suger, Abbot, 316
Sundvall, J., 350
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suppliant, supplication, 127, 128, 138,
143, 198, 239; supplication scene, 84

Swain, S. C. R., 130
sword, 219-20, 254, 338
synizesis, 133, 189, 257; and correption, 289
synonymy, synonyms, 4, 5, 13-15, 19, 22,

161, 177, 236, 276
Szemerenyi, O., 148, 319

Tagliaferro, E., 309
talent, 74
Talthubios, 83
Tasso, 33
tears, 60-1,120
Teffeteller, A., 71
Telegony, 44, 52
Telemakhos, 41, 89, 108, 140, 160, 170, 175
Telephos, 144
temenos, 138, 352, 361
testudo, 329, 333
Teukros, 218, 237, 267, 268, 315, 355, 357,

363
Thalmann, W. G., 101
Theano, 249
Theban cycle, Thebais, 71, 262, 327
Thebes, 112-13
themes, 1, 22, 29, 31, 71, 102, 153, 154, 264;

of battle, 347-8; confused, 86; omitted,
212; rebuke, 278; repeated, 233, 243;
sequences of, 224, 227, 232, 260, 285,
(broken off), 315; see also episodes, typical
motif/scene

Thersites, 105, 135, 145, 186, 362
Thessalian dialect, 140
Thestor, 234, 239
Thetis, 72, 94, 121, 125, 145, 157, 246, 259
tholos tombs, 223
Thoon, 271
Thornton, A., 127, 128-9, 235
Thrasumedes, 163, 166, 171, 178, 279
threefolder verse, 110, 249, 365
Thucydides, 228, 317
thunder, 219, 223, 347
thunderbolt, 62, 245, 321
time, measurement of, 177, 230,
tin, 219
Titanomachia, 37
Tithonos, 214
Tlepolemos, 99, 124, 264, 328, 349
torture, 198
trench: see ditch
Troad, 39; ancient geography of, 195;

landmarks in, 58, 194, 195, 225, 243;
monuments in, 243, 316-17; rivers of,
3J9

Troilos, 44

Trojans; arrogance of, 158-9, 187, 188, 263;
epithets for, 95

Troy, tale of, 30, 38, 43, 76, 151, 265, 332,

34°
Triimpy, H., 281
Trypanis, C , 237
Tudeus, 50, 183
Turkic (Kirghiz) heroic poetry, 35, 36, 43,

323, 366
typical motif/scene, type-scene, 21, 24, 59,

83, 98, 156, 269, 270, 305, 306, 315; see
also arming, assembly, council, dressing,
hospitality, meal, nepurjpî eiv, messenger,
prayer, retiring, supplication, theme, visit

vases, vase-painters, 87, 88, 89, 180, 198,
199, 265, 267, 272, 306, 333

van der Valk, 123, 184, 273, 281, 283, 332,
353> 355. 358, 361

van Leeuwen, J., 99, 151
van Thiel, H., 153, 213, 242, 266, 315
van Wees, H., 227, 251
vengeance, 55-6, 99, 128; duty of, 251
Ventris, M., 77, 161, 162, 223, 246, 252,

259, 292, 293
Verdenius, W. J., 104
Vermeule, E., 219, 292
Virgil, 33, 151, 178, 199, 251, 256, 289, 362
visit scene, 84, 88, 306
Visser, E., 17
Vivante, P. 21
vocative for nominative, 24, 80
Von der Muhll, P., 102, 109, 151, 176, 215,

266, 296, 330
von Kamptz, H., 82, 181, 251, 333
von Scheliha, R., 121
von Schiering, W., 191

Wackernagel, J., 74, 209, 346
wall, Achaean, 68-9, 108-9, I J 8 , 166, 188,

285, 314, 316, 317, 318, 327, 365; assault
on, 344-7, 358-9, 363-4; construction of,
323-4, 345, 359; ignored, 260; see also
ditch

war, epithets of, 286
Wathelet, P., 163, 186, 198, 286
Watkins, C , 118
weapons named, 48, 285
Webster, T. B. L., 293, 329
weeping, 60-1, 120
Wegner, M., 87
West, M. L., 87, 90, 115, 123, 128, 129, 130,

134-5, l84> l87> l9°> 24J> 3°4> 3X9
West, S. R., 76, 78, 80, 99, 113, 139, 148,

162, 181, 201, 217, 255, 257, 276, 279,
291, 298, 311, 312, 327, 332
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Whallon, W., 276
Whitman, C. H., 140
wickedness punished, 122, 128
Wiesner, J., 199
Wilamowitz, U. V., 38, 73
Willcock, M. M., 60, 98, 116, 130, 131, 187,

190, 213, 218, 249, 265, 297, 306, 326, 350
wine, 69, 90, 94, 294; formulas for, 208
Wolf, A., 117, 123
Worthen, T., 221
women: attitudes towards, 105, 108, n o ,

146; epithets for, n o , 136
wounds, woundings, 254, 256, 260, 286; of

Agamemnon, 247; to arm, 235, 254; of
Diomedes, 251, 252, 267; of Odysseus,
274, 276; to head, 235, 359; not felt, 254,
275; to foot, 267; statistics, 253; treatment
of, 310, 311

Wulfing von Martitz, P., 163, 230
Wyatt, W. F.,Jr, 62, 117-18, 121, 164, 168,

183, 255, 258, 259, 272, 284, 310, 319

Xanthos (river), 352
Xanthus (lyric poet), 77

Zenodotus, 65, 70, 75, 85, 185, 201, 206,

207, 318, 332, 356, 362; athetized, 354;
emended, 356; omitted verses, 60, 149,
175, 177, 202, 205, 215, 229, 244, 264,
280, 302, 308, 336, 364; readings of, 79,
116, 146, 157, 184, 187, 230, 237, 238,
240, 249, 263, 271, 273, 275, 310, 334,

342, 355>357, 36i ,363
Zephuros, 59, 259
Zeus, 52, 53, i n , 120, 127, 144, 150, 187,

192, and passim; ambiguous designs of,
214, 246, 296, 317; blamed by men, 73,
96, i n , 165, 188, 335; and crrn, 128-9;
deceived Agamemnon, 62; favours
Trojans, 223, 362; formulas for, 342;
frightens Aias, 282; hand of, 118; hard
master, 164; influence of, 62, 321; looks
away, 365; preserves Hektor, 231, 243;
scales of, 362; sends omen, 340; stirs up
war, 214; and suppliants, 198; 'under the
earth', 123; watches the battle, 229-30,
245, 263

Zhirmunsky, V. M., 32
Zielinski's Law, see simultaneous events
Zopyrus, 182
£co<TTT)p, 250; ineffective protection, 338,

359; saves warrior, 359
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